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Preface
This volume, which begins with Chapter 5, is a vector treatment of the principles
of mechanics written primarily for advanced undergraduate and first year graduate
students specializing in engineering. A substantial part of the material, however,
exclusive of obvious advanced topics, has been tailored to provide a first course for
sophomore or junior level undergraduates having two years of university mathematics through differential equations, which may be taken concurrently. The book
also serves as a sound, self-study review for advanced students specializing in
mechanics, engineering science, engineering physics , and applied mathematics. It
is prerequisite, of course, that the reader be familiar with vector and elementary
matrix methods, the primitive concepts of mechanics, and the basic kinematical
equations developed in Volume I, which comprises the first four chapters of this
two volume series. In addition, it is recommended that advanced students be familiar with the elements of tensor algebra and finite rigid body rotations treated
there in Chapter 3.
The arrangement of the subject into the separate parts kinematics and dynamics has always seemed to me the best didactic approach, and it still does .
Unfortunately, the luxury of a slow-paced two semester course on these subjects is
seldom afforded . Therefore, in a concentrated, fast-paced single semester course,
especially for a diverse group of undergraduates, a level and variety of topics may
be chosen for presentation to address student needs and to satisfy curriculum objectives. But a great deal of the subject matter also can be assigned first to reading
and later discussed briefly in lectures . Assigned reading of my discourse on the
foundation principles of classical mechanics, for example, might offer an opportunity for an interesting dialogue among students and the instructor. At the bottom
line, however, the classroom usage of this material must be assessed by the teacher
in keeping with the class level, the course objectives, the curriculum schedule, and
the desired emphasis.
Naturally, the presentation is influenced by my personal interests and background in mechanical engineering, engineering science, and mechanics. Consequently, my approach definitely is somewhat more sophisticated and mathematical than is commonly found in traditional textbooks on engineering mechanics.
vii
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In keeping with this approach, the prerequisite mathematics, principally that of
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, is used without apology . Nevertheless,
aware that many readers may not have mastered these prerequisite materials, I
have exercised care to reinforce the essential tools both directly within the text and
indirectly in the illustrations, exercises and problems selected for study. Elements
of the theory of linear differential equations of the second order, for example,
are presented; hyperbolic functions are introduced and illustrated graphically; the
analytic geometry of conic sections is reviewed; and advanced students will find a
thoughtful discussion on the subject of elliptic functions and integrals applied in
several examples. These and other topics are illustrated in many physical applications throughout the book; and several exercises and problems expand on related
details. Instances where material may be omitted without loss of continuity are
clearly indicated.
This presentation of dynamics focuses steadily on illustrating the predictive
value of the methods and principles of mechanics in describing and explaining the
motion and physical behavior of particles and rigid bodies under various kinds of
forces and torques . The emphasis throughout this book is principally analytical,
not computational, though many numerical examples and problems are provided to
expose the relevant aspects of an example or to illustrate certain theoretical details.
Examples have been selected for their interest and instructive value and to help the
student achieve understanding of the various concepts, principles, and analytical
methods. In some instances, experimental results, factual situations, and applications that confirm analytical predictions are described. I hope the historical remarks
and several relevant short stories add interest and reality to the subject. Numerous
assignment problems, ranging from easy, straightforward extensions or reinforcements of the subject matter to more difficult problems that challenge the creative
skills of better students, are provided at the end of each chapter. To assist the student's study of dynamics, answers to the odd-numbered problems are provided at
the back of the book.
It is axiomatic that physical intuition or insight cannot be taught. On the other
hand , competence in mathematical and physical reasoning may be developed so
that these special human qualities may be intelligently cultivated through study of
physical applications that mirror the world around us and through practice of the
rational process of reasoning from first principles. With these attributes in mind,
one objective of this volume is to help the engineering student develop confidence in transforming problems into appropriate mathematical language that may
be manipulated to derive substantive and useful physical conclusions or specific
numerical results. I intend that this treatment should present a penetrating and
interesting treatise on the elements of classical mechanics and their applications
to engineering problems; therefore, this text is designed to deepen and broaden
the student's understanding and to develop his or her mastery of the fundamentals .
However, to reap a harvest from the seeds sown here, it is important that the student
work through many of the examples and problems provided for study. When teaching this course over the years, I have usually assigned six problems per week, two
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per class period , roughly ninety per semester. If the assignment problems chosen
range from easy to difficult, I don't think it is wise to assign more . The mere understanding that one may apply theoretical concepts and formula s to solve a particular
problem is not equivalent to possession of the knowledge and skills required to
produce its solution . These talents grow only from experience in dealing repeatedly with these matters . My view of the importance of solving many problems is
expressed further at the beginning of the problem set for Chapter 5, the first chapter
of this volume. The attitude emphasi zed there is echoed throughout this text. It is
my hope that these books on kinematics and dynamic s may provide engineering
students and others with solid mathematical and mechanical foundation s for future advanced study of topics in mechanical design analysis, advanced kinematic s
of mechani sms and analytical dynamic s, mechanical vibrations and control s, and
areas of continuum mechanic s of solids and fluids.

The Contents of This Volume
Volume 2: Dynamics, concern s the analysi s of motion based on classical
foundation princip les of mechanic s due to Newton and Euler, later cast in a generalized energy based formulation by Lagrange. A fresh development of a classical
subject like this is seldom seen. I believe, however, that the reader will find within
these pages many fresh developments, beginning with my discussion of the fundamental classical princip les of mechanic s and concluding with the presentation
of the elegant analytical formulation of the Lagrange equations of motion . And in
between, the reader will find here a refreshingly different, consistent , logical, and
gradual development and careful application of all of the classical principles of
mechanic s for a particle , a system of particle s, a rigid body, actually any number of
particle s and rigid bodies, subjected to various kinds of forces and torques. Some
unusual, hopefully interesting thing s to look for are sketched below.
Chapter 5: The Foundation Principle s of Classical Mechanic s, presents a
detailed study and fresh discussion of Newton 's laws of motion, Newton 's theory
of gravitation , the role of inertial reference frame s, and Newton 's second law of
motion relativeto the moving Earth frame . Further, two fascinating applications
of Coulomb's laws of friction having engineering significance are presented. The
chapter conclu des with an advanced topic borrowed from continuum mechanics ,
here applied to deduce the general law of mutual interaction between two particles .
This interesting topic has not previously appeared in any textbook.
The kinematical equations characterizing the velocity and acceleration of a
particle in terms of rectangular, intrinsic, cylindrical, and spherical coordinates are
applied in Chapter 6: Dynamics of a Particle , in the formulation of the equations
of motion in a variety of special applications. Besides gravitational and frictional
forces, additional electromagnetic, elastic spring, and drag force laws are introduced and illustrated in some atypical examples that include the mechanics of
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an ink jet printer and Millikan 's famous oil drop experiment. Of course, familiar
elementary problems, sometimes having a novel twist, appear here as well. The
elements of projectile motion with examples that include drag force effects and
the fanciful exploits of Percy Panther and Arnold Aardvark surely will attract attention. Several additional distinctive examples include a nonlinear oscillator, the
finite nonlinear radial oscillation of a particle of an incompressible rubber tube,
and problems of motion relative to the moving Earth frame that include Reich's
experiment on the deflection of falling pellets and Foucault's experiment demonstrating the rotation of the Earth . The projectile deflection problem is solved ; and,
with this in mind, the historic tragic battle of the Falkland Islands is described.
The first integral principles of mechanics for a particle-impulse-momentum,
torque-impulse, work-energy , and the conservation laws of momentum, moment
of momentum, and energy-are developed in Chapter 7: Momentum, Work, and
Energy. Along with several typical applications, some advanced topics treated there
include an introduction to elliptic functions and integrals in the problem of the
finite amplitude oscillations of a pendulum. The isochronous cycloidal pendulum
and Huygens's clock, and orbital motion and Kepler's laws, are other interesting
examples.
The classical principles of mechanics and first integrals for a particle are
extended to study in Chapter 8: Dynamics of a System of Particles. The importance
of the center of mass of the system, first mentioned in Chapter 5, is now evident.
The two body problem correcting Kepler's third law is a distinctive illustration.
In preparation for later work on rigid bodies, the moment of momentum principle
with respect to a moving reference point, first derived in Chapter 6 for a particle,
and the reduction to its simplest form, is carefully described . Several examples of
simple systems of particles are demonstrated.
The elements of tensor algebra, including the Cartesian tensor transformation
law, introduced in Volume 1, Chapter 3, are exploited in Chapter 9: The Moment
of Inertia Tensor. Here the inertia tensor and its general properties are studied and
applied to complex structured (composite) bodies . The center of mass concept for
a simple rigid body, first studied in Chapter 5, is extended to composite bodies as
well. The tensorial form of the parallel axis theorem is proved, and its interpretation
is illustrated in examples. The principal (extremal) values of the inertia tensor and
their directions are derived by the method of Lagrange multipliers; and their easy
geometrical interpretation in terms of Cauchy's momental ellipsoid is described.
These topics playa key role in the general theory of rigid body motion . Some
advanced analytical topics on the principal values of general symmetric tensors and
the multiplicity of principal values and corresponding principal axes are explored
at the end.
Chapter 10: Dynamics of a Rigid Body, the most difficult of the subjects
treated in this book, focuses on Euler's generalization of Newton's principles of
mechanics, now extended to characterize the equations of motion for all bodiessolids, fluids, gasses-but herein restricted principally to the motions of rigid solid
bodies. Euler's laws are set down separately and discussed in detail, somewhat
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parallel to my earlier discussion of Newton's principles; but there are sharp differences . First, the principle of determinism includes both forces and torques, and
the third law of mutual interaction of both forces and torques follows as a theorem
from Euler's first and second laws. The remaining developments, however, are
fairly standard leading to Euler's nonlinear vector differential equation of motion
for a rigid body in terms of its moment of inertia tensor. The key role of the principal body axes in the simplification of Euler's scalar equations is demonstrated. The
usual general first integral principles on impulse-momentum, torque-impulse, conservation of momentum and moment of momentum, the work-energy and energy
conservation principles for a rigid body are obtained. It is worth noting, however,
that two forms of Euler's second law of motion with respect to a moving reference
point, seldom discussed in other works, are derived. Their reduction to the simplest
common case is thoroughly discussed, and several typical sorts of applications are
studied. Some advanced examples describe the effect of the Earth 's rotation in
controlling the motion of a gyrocompass, the stability of the torque-free rotation
of a spinning rigid body, the sliding, slipping and rolling motion of a billiard ball,
and the motion of a general rigid lineal body in a Stokes medium.
A careful, thorough introduction to Lagrange's equations of motion for holonomic dynamical systems is provided in Chapter II : Introduction to Advanced
Dynamics. The general form of Lagrange 's equations, an energy based formulation of the equations of motion, is first motivated in their derivation for a
holonomic system consisting of a single particle. The principle of virtual work relates the generalized forces in these equations to the physical forces that act on the
particle. The work-energy principle, Lagrange's equations for conservative scleronomic systems, and their first integral principle of conservation of energy follow.
Precisely all of the same equations are shown to hold for any system of discrete material points having any number of degrees of freedom. For conservative systems,
recognition of so-called ignorable coordinates in the Lagrangian energy function
leads immediately to easy first integrals of Lagrange's equations. Generalized momenta are introduced and Lagrange's equations for each generalized coordinate
are recast in a form having the appearance of Newton 's second law in which the
Lagrange forces consist of the generalized forces and certain pseudoforces of the
sort encountered differently in earlier studies. Generalized first integral principles
of conservation of momenta and the generalized impulse-momentum principle
follow. All of the results are illustrated in several examples together with the physical interpretation of the terms . Lagrange 's equations for both conservative and
nonconservative general dynamical systems are then deduced from Hamilton 's
variational principle of least action . As a consequence, Lagrange's equations are
immediately applicable to study the motion of rigid bodies ; in fact, any dynamical
system consisting of any number of particles and rigid bodies. It is only necessary
to define the Lagrangian energy function, however complex, and to identify the
corresponding generalized forces. Accordingly, the Lagrange equations are applied to formulate the equations of motion for several such physical systems . The
theory of small vibrations for nondegenerate, multidegree of freedom systems is
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derived and demon strated in an example. Finally, Lagrange's equations are modified to account for the effect of Stokes type damping in a general formulation of the
Rayleigh dissipation function, and the result is illustrated in some concluding examples that include an application to the theory of small vibrations with damping .
Thi s relatively brief introducti on to advanced dynamics presents the reader with
tools adequate to pursue more advanced, abstract studies of analytical dynamics.
In every chapter throughout this work the reader will find a great many historical remark s, annotation s, and references on the several topics treated here. I
hope these little stories, digressions, and annotation s will add life and bring to
the subject a reality not seen in most books of this kind. Countle ss examples and
problems are provided as aids to understanding and visualizing the details of the
theory; and, in most instance s, a physical interpretation is presented or perhaps
some unusual effect is identified. This sort of discovery and prediction derived
from the principles of mechanics and leading to results that most often are not intuitively evident, drive the purpo se of the analysis . It is important that the student
cultivate the habit of attempting to interpret the physical phenom ena or unusual
effects that emerge from problem analysi s. Ample opportunity for the reader to do
so is provided within the problem s provided at the end of each chapter. So far as I
am aware, the treatment of problem s provided herein usually is quite different and
more thorough than found in other comparable sources known to me. Nevertheles s,
by consulting the listed references or their own favorite books, both the teacher
and the student should be able to supplement the many examples and problem s to
meet their special needs.
In writing this book, I have appealed over many years to numerou s sources.
While I do not necessarily subscribe to their approach to mechanics, several of
the references on classical and engineering mechanic s that I found particularly
helpful are cited at the end of each chapter, usually with annotations to describe
the substance of the work and to identify specific topics that may be consulted for
collateral study. The presentation has also benefited greatly from the very many
historical papers and books referenced there . I hope the acknowledgments are
complete. It is impossible, of course, to be precise in citing my specific use of
every source, and I apologize if I may have overlooked or forgotten a particular
reference.
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Volume 2
Dynamics
The Analysis of Motion
Mechanics is the paradise of the mathematical sciences , beca use here we
co me to the fruits of mathematics.
Leonardo da Vinci
The Notebook s

5

The Foundation Principles
of Classical Mechanics
I would mention the experience that it is exceedingly difficult to expound
to thoughtful hearers the very introduction to mechanics without being occasionally embarrassed, without feeling tempted now and again to apologize,
without wishing to get as quickly as possible over the rudiments and on to
examples which speak for themselves. I fancy that Newton himself must have
felt this embarrassment . .. .
Heinrich Hertz
The Principles of Mechanics

5.1. Introduction
Dynamics is the theory of motion and the forces and torqu es that produce
it. Thi s theory integrates our earlier studies of kinem atics, the geo metry of motion , with certain fundament al laws of nature that relate force, torque, and motion.
In this cha pter the primitive co nce pts of mass and force introdu ced in Chapter I
are related to moti on throu gh some basic prin ciples co mmo nly known as Newton 's laws. Sir Isaac Newton (1642- 1727) in his Philosoph iae Naturalis Principia
Math emati ca (Mathema tical Prin ciples of Natural Phil osophy), often referred to as
simply the Principia, published in 1687, formalized and extended earlier achievement s of others by cre ating an axiomatic structure for the foundation principl es of
mechanic s. By the organi zation of problems around his fund amental laws, Newton
successfully demonstrated the application of his theo ry to the study of problems of
mechanics of the solar sys tem. He thu s began the idea that the motions of bodies
may be dedu ced from a few simple principles.
Th e formulation and application of Newton ' s laws entail the use of analytica l
methods of differential equ ations. Surprisingly, however, Newton never recorded or
applied his laws in any ge neral mathem atical form ; and historians (e.g . Truesdell )
3
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have found no evidence to suggest that he was able to set up differential equations
for the mechanical systems he investigated. Others (e.g. Bixby) suggest that for the
benefit of scholars, in those times well-versed in geometry, Newton 's arguments
were laboriously worked out by geometrical methods, rather than in terms of his
emerging new calculus, so that mathematicians and scientists would be able to
understand his new ideas on the motions of bodies . In fact, it was not until 1750
that Newton's laws for material points were first formulated more generally by
Leonhard Euler (1707-1783) as differential equations relating force, torque , and
motion for all bodies, including deformable bodies . Thus , it was not Newton ; it was
Euler who demonstrated countless times how to set up mechanical problems as
definite mathematical problems formulated from basic , first principles . Therefore,
it is not uncommon nowadays that the basic laws of mechanics are often referred
to as Euler's laws. The classical, mathematical principles of mechanics created by
Newton and Euler thus establish the fundamental laws governing the motions of
all bodies . They provide the foundation for our study of dynamics-the analysis
of motion.
The simplest kind of dynamical problem is to find the force needed to produce
a specified motion of a particle . The converse problem of finding the motion
arising from the application of known forces of various kinds is more difficult.
This problem requires the solution of differential equations. Our earlier practice
with simple integration methods applied in kinematics , therefore, will prove useful
in the study of problems of this kind.
To formulate these types of problems , we need to know how to specify mathematically the nature of various kinds of forces that act between pairs of bodies .
These forces are of two general kinds, contact force and body force . The weight
of a body is a familiar example of a body force that arises from the mutual action
between pairs of separated bodies in accordance with Newton's law of universal gravitational attraction . This basic body force law is studied in this chapter.
Of course, two bodies may also interact by contact, i.e. by mutual touching. Everyone knows, for example, that when two blocks are pressed together, a force
tangent to their common surfaces must be applied in order to slide one block on
the other. But once the sliding has begun, the force needed to sustain the motion is
somewhat smaller than that required to initiate it. The fundamental laws that characterize these familiar experiences are studied here too. These principles , called
Coulomb's laws, relate the normal and the tangential components of the contact
force that acts between two bodies to oppose their relative sliding motion . Other
kinds of viscous, elastic, electromagnetic, and time varying forces are introduced
in the next chapter. In addition, we are going to find that certain pseudoforces act
on bodies having motion relative to an accelerating, rotating reference frame .
The effect of the motion of the frame of reference on the form of Newton's
second law of motion is investigated . It turns out that our moving Earth frame
is not the reference frame with respect to which Newton 's laws hold . Therefore,
we must learn how the governing laws are to be modified so that they may be
applied to problems in any moving frame, including our Earth frame. In addition
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to aiding our understanding of the extent of the error that may be expected when
the motion of the reference frame is neglected, the theory will also reveal in later
applications some interesting and subtle physical phenomena that arise from the
Earth 's rotation . The idea that laws governing the internal forces between the parts
of a system should be independent of any external reference frame used to describe
them is expressed in the principle offrame indifference studied here in the context
of the mutual force that acts between two particles and depends on only their
spatial positions. Application of this idea leads to the most general form of the
law of mutual action between two particles as a function of only their distance of
separation.
Our main objective in this chapter is to study the foundation principles of
classical mechanics. The Newton-Euler laws of mechanics are here formulated
in a manner that parallels that introduced by Newton and generalized by Euler.
The content, utility, and the predictive value of these rules in relation to special
force laws, like those that govern gravitation and sliding friction for example, are
explored in their application to physical theory and problems, and in some cases
by comparison of their theoretical predictions with experimental observations. A
few introductory illustrations of these qualities are investigated here; and many
additional examples and practice problems and solution techniques for particle
dynamics are presented in Chapter 6. Some other useful principles of momentum,
work, and energy that derive from the primary Newton-Euler law for a particle
or center of mass object are presented in Chapter 7. The structure used in these
beginning chapters is extended in Chapter 8 to the motion of a system of particles.
The moment of inertia tensor is introduced in Chapter 9; and then Euler 's grand
generalization of Newton 's principles of mechanics are formulated for a rigid body
in Chapter 10. Our study ends in Chapter II with an introduction to the methods
of advanced dynamics. The formulation of Lagrange's equations and Hamilton 's
principle for analytical mechanics are explored there. This is the point where books
on advanced dynamics usually begin. Con struction of a foundation for these future
studies begins with one particle. First, it is recommended that the reader review
the primitive terms and concepts introduced on pages 3-7 in Chapter I.

5.2. Mass, Momentum, and the Center of Mass
The mass of a particle, a system of particles, and a rigid body, and the
corresponding principle of conservation of mass for each of these is introduced.
The momentum of a particle, and the momentum and the center of mass of a system
of particles and of a rigid body are defined. The latter ideas are then applied to
learn how the momentum of a system of particles and of a rigid body are related
to the momentum of their respective centers of mass . The se preliminary concepts
and results on the center of mass are important to our future study of the classical
principles of mechanics.
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5.2.1.

Mass and Momentum of a Particle

We recall from Chapter 1 that the mass m( P, t) of a particle P is a positive
scalar measure of its material content. The physical dimension of mass is denoted
by [M]. It is a postulate of Newton's mechanics that the mass of a particle is

invariant in time, that is,

m(P, t)

= m(P)

(5.1)

for all times t. This axiom is called the principle of conservation of mass. It
emphasizes that the mass of a particle is an invariant measure of its material
content alone. Of course, the mass of another particle may be different.
The momentum p(P, t) of a particle P in a reference frame <1> is a vectorvalued function of time t defined by the product of the mass m( P) of the particle
and its velocity v( P, t) in <1> :

p(P , t) == m(P)v(P, t).

(5.2)

Sometimes the momentum is called the linear momentum to distinguish it from the
moment of momentum introduced later on. It is seen from (5.2) that the momentum
vector has the physical dimensions [p] = [MV] = [MLT- I ] . Specific measure
units are reviewed in the Appendix following the References at the end of this
chapter and in the Problems.
5.2.2.

Mass, Momentum, and Center of Mass of a System of Particles

We recall from Chapter I that a body f3 = {Pkl consisting of n discrete particles Pk having mass mk = m(Pd, k = 1,2, ... , n, is called a system ofparticles.
It is clear that mass is an additive scalar measure on f3 . Hence, the mass m(f3) of

the system ofparticles is defined by the sum of the masses m, of the particles Pk
of f3:
n

m(f3) == Lmk .

(5.3)

k=]

The principle of conservation of mass (5.1) requires that the mass of the system is
constant: dm(f3)/dt = O. Clearly, in a system of particles the mass may vary from
one particle to another; and the mass of another system may be different.

5.2.2.1. Momentum of a System of Particles

Vk

By (5.2), each particle Pk has a momentum Pk == p(Pk, t) = mkVk for which
denotes the velocity of Pk in <1>. Therefore, the momentum of the

== v(Pk, t)

7
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Figure 5.1. Schema for the center of mass propertie s of a system of particles.

sys tem {3 in f rame <I> is defined by

p ({3, t)

5.2.2.2.

n

n

k= 1

k= ]

== I >k = Lmkvk.

(5.4)

Center ofMass ofa System of Particles

The center of mass of a system of particles is an important concept that
enables us to reduce the momentum (5.4) of the system to the momentum of a
single, fictitious particle-a neat trick that proves most useful in future work. With
this objective in mind , consider a system of particles shown in Fig. 5.1 in frame
<I> = {F ;I j } , a set comprising an origi n point F and an orthonormal vector basis
I j' as defined in Chapter I. Let Xk == x( Pi ; t) denote at time t the position vector of a
particle Pk whose mass is m i, The center ofmass ofa system ofparticles {3 = {Pk}
is defined as the point in <I> whose position vector x'== x'({3, t) is determined by
n

m({3)x' = L

m kXb

k=1

(5.5)

wherein we recall (5.3) for the mass m ({3 ) ofthe system. In this sense, the weightedaverage motion of the particles of the system is described by the motion x' ({3 , t ) of
a single, fictitious particle of mass m ({3 ), the mass of the system. Some propertie s
of the center of mass are discussed next.
We first note that the center ofmass need no t be a pla ce occ upied by a particle
of {3, but it may be. Consider for example a system {3 = { PI , P2} of two particles
of equal mass ml = m2 = m , one at the origin XI = 0 and the other at an arbitrary
place X 2 = d in <I> at an instant t . Then by (5.3), we have m({3) = 2m; and (5.5)
provides 2mx' = 2::;=1 m kXk = md. Hence, the center of mass of this system at

8
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the instant t is at the place x* = d /2 in <1>-a place that is not occupied by either
particle of f3 . On the other hand, consider a system of three particles of equal mass
m ; one at XI = 0, one at X2 = d /2, and the other at X3 = din <1> at time t . In this
case, (5.5) shows that the center of mass of the system at the instant t is at the
place x* = d /2 occupied by the particle P2 •
We show next that the center of mass is a unique point whose definition
is independent of the reference origin in <1>. First consider the reference origin .
Identify another reference point 0 at P from Fin <1> in Fig. 5.1. Introduce Xk =
P + p~ and x* = P + p*, where p~ and p* are the respective position vector s of
the particle Pk and of the center of mass C from O . Then (5.5), with the aid of
(5.3), becomes

m(f3)(p + pO) =

L mkP + L mkP~ = m(f3)p + L mkP~ .
n

n

n

k=l

k=1

k= l

It thus follows that for an arbitrary point 0 ,

L mkP~
n

m(f3)p* =

k=l

has the same form as (5.5). Therefore, the definition (5.5) for the center ofmass is
independent ofthe choice ofthe reference origin in <1>.
Now let us choose 0 at the center of mass C so that p* = p~ - Pk = 0 in
Fig . 5.1. Then relative to the center of mass, we have
(5.6)
wherein Pk is the position vector of the particle P, from C at time t. Clearly, (5.6)
simply states that the position vector of the center of mass from itself is the zero
vector.
It is now easy to prove that the center of mass is the only point with respect
to which (5.6) holds for a system of particles. Indeed, suppose there exists another
point C', say, at the place r from C such that (5.6) holds. Then I:Z=l mkrk = 0,
where rk is the position vector of Pk from C'. However, substitution of Pk = r + rk
into (5.6) shows that r = 0; that is, the points C and C' coincide. Therefore, at

each instant, the center of mass of a given system ofparticles is the unique point
for which (5.6) holds. Plainly, if the system is altered in any way, so is its center
of mass.

5.2.2.3. Momentum of the Center of Mass of a Systemof Particles
We now derive an important result relating the momentum of a system of
particles to the momentum of its center of mass . Of course, the system of particles
is generally in motion in <1> with momentum (5.4), in which Vk == Xk . We recall (5.5)

9
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and define v* == x*(f3 , t ), the veloci ty of the ce nter of mass; Then, differentiation
of (5.5) with respect to time in <1> , the mass of the system bein g conserved, and
use of (5.4), yields the important result

== m(f3 )v* = L mi v, = p(f3 , t) .
n

p*

(5.7)

k='

The vector p* defined by the first equ ation in (5.7) is the momentum of an imaginary
particle of mass m(f3 ) that moves with the veloci ty v* of the ce nter of mass.
Th is particl e is nam ed the center of mass particle (or object); and p* is called
briefly the momentum of the center of mass. The result (5.7) thu s shows that the
momentum of a system of particles is equal to the momentum ofits center of mass:
p(f3 , t ) = p*(f3 , t) .
Further, differentiation of (5.6) yield s
II

(5.8)

LmkPk = O.

k='

Hence. the momentum ofa system ofparticles relative to its center ofmass particle
is always zero.
Example 5.1. A system f3 = {PI , Pz , P3 } consists of three particles with
mass m I = m , mz = 2m, m 3 = 3m and having the respective co nstant velocities
v , = v(6, - 7, 0), Vz = v(O, 2, - 3), V3 = v(2, -I , - 2) in frame <I> = (F; Id .
Determine the momentum of the syste m in <1>, find the veloc ity of each particle relative to the cen ter of mass C, and thus confirm (5.8 ).
Solution. First recall (5.4) for the momentum of the system. The momentum
of eac h particl e is determined by (5.2); and from the assig ned data, we obtain

PI

= m,vI = m v(6, -7 , 0),

P3 = m3v3 = 3mv(2 , -I , - 2).

pz = mzvz

= 2mv(0, 2, -3),
(5.9a)

Then , by (5.4), the momentum of the system in <I> is given by

p(f3, t) = PI + pz + P3 = 6mv(21 -

J-

(5.9b)

2K).

The velocity of the particl e Pk relative to C is given by Pk = Vk - v*, in which
the velocit y of C may be found fro m (5.7). Hence, with (5.3), the momentum of Cis
p* = 6mv* = p(f3 , t); and use of (5.9b) yields v* = v (21 - J - 2K) . Therefore,

PI =

VI -

P3 = V3 -

v* = v(4, - 6, 2),
v*

= 0,

pz = Vz -

v*

= v(-2 , 3, -

I),

(5.9c)
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identify the velocity of each particle relative to C in <1>; and hence

L mdJk = mJi}J + m2/}2 + m3P3 = mv(4, -6,2) + 2mv(-2,3, -1) + 0 = 0,
3

k= J

(5.9d)

D

in agreement with the general result (5.8).
5.2.3.

Mass, Momentum, and Center of Mass of a Rigid Body

Let us consider a rigid body gj, and let dm(P) denote an additive parcel (or
element) of mass at the material point P. Then the mass of the body is defined by

m( gj)

==

L3dm(P) =

L

p(P)dV(P),

(5.10)

wherein dV(P) is the elemental material volume of gj at P, and pCP) ==
dm(P)/dV(P) , the ratio of the element of mass at P to its element of volume at
P, that is, the mass per unit volume of gj, is called the mass density . The subscript
gj on the integral sign, here and throughout this volume, means that the integration, with appropriate limits, is over the bounded region defined by the body gj.
Neither the mass density nor the material volume of a rigid body can change with
time, so the principle of balance of mass is satisfied: dm( gj) /dt = O. In general,
however, the density may vary from one material point to another. A rigid body .9c3
is said to be homogeneous whenever its mass density is constant throughout gj.
Thus, by (5.10), the mass of a homogeneous rigid body is simply the product of
the mass density and the material volume of gj, namely, m( gj) = p V( gj), where
V( gj) = f ggdV(P) .

5.2.3.1. Momentum of a Body
The momentum of a body element of mass dm(P) at P in <1> is dm(P)v(P, t) .
Hence, the momentum p( gj, t) of a body in a reference frame <1> is defined by
p( gj, t)

== [ yep,

1m

t)dm(P) .

(5.11)

In general, both the velocity and mass distributions must be known to effect
the integration of (5.1 I). Consider, for example, a rigid body gj having a uniform
motion in the frame <1> . In this case, the velocity of every particle of gj is a constant
vectorv(P , t) = v, so equations (5.11) and (5.10) yieldp(gj, t) = v f qjdm (P) =
m(gj)v. Hence, the momentum of a rigid body .9c3 having a uniform motion is the
same as that of a single particle of mass m( gj) moving with the constant velocity
v. We shall see next that this imaginary particle is the center of mass of the body.
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Figure 5.2. Schema for the center of mass properties of a body.

5.2.3.2.

Center ofMass ofa Body

We shall soon discover that the dynamics of a rigid body involves the motion
of its center of mass, an important concept by which the momentum (5.11 ) of a
body may be replaced by the momentum of a single , imaginary particle situated at
its center of mass . With this in mind , let x(P, t) denote at time t the position vector
of the material parcel dm(P) of a body gj in a spatial frame <I> = {Q; I k } shown in
Fig . 5.2. The center ofmass ofthe body gj is the unique point in <I> whose position
vector x* == x*(gj, t) at time t is determined by
m( gj)x*(gj,t)= {x(P,t)dm(P),

1m

(5.12)

in which we recall (5.10) . In this sense, the weighted-average motion ofthe particles
of the body is described by the motion x*(gj, t) of a single , fictitious particle of
mass m(gj), called the center of mass particle. Some properties of the center of
mass are described next.
It is easy to prove that the definition (5.12) is independent of the choice of
reference origin Q in <I>. Therefore, relative to the center of mass point itself, (5.12)
becomes

{ pep, t)dm(P) = 0,

1.'%3

(5.13)
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where pep , t) is the position vector from the center of mass C to the parcel dm( P)
at P in frame <1>, as shown in Fig. 5.2. Thu s, by an argument similar to that used
for a system of particles, it follows that at each instant t the center of mass is
the unique point with respect to which (5.13) holds. Indeed, its unique location
in a rigid body is determined relative to a body reference frame I{J = {O; ik } with
respect to which the position vectors in (5. 12) and (5.13) are independent of time.
Therefore , the center of mass of a rigid body is a unique point determined by the
geometry and material content of that body alone- it always occupies the same
place in the body referen ce frame relative to which (5.13) holds. The center of mass
moves with the body, and, of course, its position vector with respect to different
spatial reference frames will naturally vary.
Exercise 5.1. (a) Show that the definition (5.12) for the center of mass of a
body is independent of the choice of reference origin. (b) Prove that the center of
0
mass is the unique point for which (5.13) holds.
The center of mass of a homogeneou s body often may be easily identified.
For a homogeneous body, the constant mass density may be eliminated from (5. 12)
to obtain at time t the familiar form ula fo r the geometrical centroid of q]:

V( q])x*(q], t ) =

L

x(P , t )d V ( P),

(5.14)

where in V( YB) is the material volume of YB . Thus, the mass center of a homogeneous body coincides with its centroid. Of course, very often, the centroid is easy
to identify.
In general, the center of mass need not be a place occupied by a particle
of q] . It is clear, for example, that the center of mass of a homogeneous, circular
cylindrica l tube is at the geo metrical center on its axis- plainly a place that is
not occupied by a particle of the tube. On the other hand, the center of mass
of a similar solid cylinder has the same location. These assertions are evident
from symmetry considerations. Nevertheless, it is instructive to review integration
methods typically involved in the use of (5.12) or (5.14), because similar techniques
are used for both homogeneous and nonhomogene ous bodies for which symmetry
may not be so evident.
Example 5.2. (i) Compute the location of the center of mass of the homogeneous, cylindrical tube described in Fig. 5.3. (ii) Find the center of mass when the
density varies linearl y from the constant value Po at z = 0 to 2po at z = e.
Solution of (i). The circ ular tube shown in Fig. 5.3 has an inner radius r.,
outer radius ro , and length e. Because the material is homogeneous, the center of
mass is at the centroid determined by (5. 14) in which
(5.15a)
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(a) Vo lume Element

Figure 5.3. Geo metry for deter mination of the center of mass of a tube.

is the material volume of the tube. It is natural to introdu ce cylindric al coordinates
in the imbedded frame tp = {o ; ik } , whose origin is at the base of the tube . Then the
position vector x ( P, t ) == x ( P) of a particle P of 93 and the elemental volume at
P in Fig. 5.3 may be expressed as x ( P) = r (cos ¢i + sin ¢j) + zk and dV (P ) =
r drdod z: Hence, with (5.14), the center of mass location x*( 93, t) == x*( 93) in rp
is given by
V (93)x *(93)

=

t" t
10 10

1
ro

r,

(r cos ¢i + r sin ¢j + zk) rdr d zd¢ . (5.l 5b)

The first two integrals in the angle ¢ vanish. Therefore, as anticipated from
the symmetry, the center of mass lies on the axis of the tube . Integration of the
remaining term in (5. l5b) and use of (5. l 5a) yields x *(93) = ij2k, that is, the
center of mass is at the center of the void. We notice also that x * is independent of
the radii of the tube, so the location of the center of mass in rp is the same for all
radii. In partic ular, for a solid cylinder for which r i = 0, x *( 93) = ij2k holds as
well. Of course , whatever reference point may be used , the center of mass of the
rigid tube remains at the same central position ; and as the tube moves in space, its
center of mass retain s its central location in the moving, imbedded frame .
.
In problems of this kind it is often easierto simplify the integration in (5. l 5b)
by use of the method of slices. The application of this method to the previous
homogeneous prob lem is left as a review exercise for the reader to show that
ex *(93) =
zkzrz, which yields x* (93) = ej 2k , as before. We next apply this
method to solve the variable densit y problem.

J;
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Solution of (ii). We are given that the mass density of the tube varies linearly
from Po at z = 0 to 2po at z = i, and hence p = Po (l + zli ). Becau se p varies
only along the tube 's length, the simultaneous geometrical and mass distribution
symmetries about the tube's axis imply that the center of mass is on the axis.
Therefore, x * = y * = 0 and only the z* component need be found . Hence , (5.12)
yields
m( gj)z* =

1
qj

(5.15c)

zd m .

The method of slices shows that for the annular ring in Fig. 5.3 the volume
element dV = Adz , where A = n (r; - r?) is the constant area of the ring. The
mass is then found by (5.10) :
m( gj) = PoA

it(I +~)
it (I +~)

d: =

~APoi,

and the right-hand side of (5.15c) becomes

L

zdm = PoA

z

dz =

~PoAi2.

Therefore, by (5.15c), the center of mass is on the axis of the tube at z* = 5lj9
from its base at o. Clearly, the center of mass is not the centroid , which is located
at z* = i l2 in accordance with (5.14) .
0
5.2.3.3. Momentum of the Center ofMass ofa Rigid Body

We shall now derive an important result relating the momentum of a rigid
body to the momentum of its center of mass. The body is generally in motion in
<I> with momentum defined by (5.11), in which yep, t) == i(P , t) . The motion of
the center of mass is defined by (5.12), and hence v*(gj, t) == i *(gj, t) defines the
velocity of the center of mass. Thus, differentiation of (5.12) with respect to time
and use of (5.11) for a rigid body yields the important result
p*(gj, t)

== m(gj)v*(gj, t) =

1
qj

yep , t)dm(P)

= p(gj, t) .

(5.16)

The vector p*(gj, t) defined by the first equation in (5.16) is the momentum of a
fictitious particle of mass m( gj) that moves with the velocity v*(gj, t) of the center
of mass. Our imaginary particle is sometimes called the center ofmass particle (or
object). Hence, p* is called briefly the momentum of the center ofmass. The result
(5.16) thus shows that the momentum ofa rigid body is equal to the mom entum of
its center of mass: p(.9c3, t) = p*(.9c3, t) .
Moreover, differentiation of (5.13) in the spatial frame <I> yields

Lpcp,

t)dm (P)

= o.

(5.17)
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Hence, the momentum of a body relative to its center of mass in <l> is always

zero.

The definitions (5.10) and (5.11) may be readily extended to a deformable
body whose volume and density may vary with time, and for which similar center
of mass properti es hold at each instant. In this case, however, greater care must be
exercised in differentiation of the integrals in (5.12) and (5.13) because the region
r!l3 of the integration over the deform ing body varies with time; and the location
of the center of mass will vary with the deformation. Of course, the body region
r!l3 for a rigid body is the same for all time. Deform able bodies are not studied in
this text.

5.3.

Moment of a Vector About a Point

The moment of a vector about a point occurs frequently in future work.
This operation is first defined in general term s; and the transformation rule that
describes the effect of a chan ge of the reference point follows. The familiar idea
of the moment of a force about a point is then reviewed ; and the momen t of
momentum vector is introduced in the next section.
We start with the general idea. Let x Q ( P) be the position vector of a point P
from a point Q, and let u ( P) denote a vector quantity at P in Fig. 5.4. The moment
about Q ofthe vector u(P ) is a vector entity J-L Q (P) defined by the rule
J-L Q ( P)

== x Q ( P)

x u (P ) .

(5.18)

This vector is perpendicular to both x Q ( P) and u ( P) . It is represe nted in Fig. 5.4
as a vector line with an arrow turning about it in the right-h and sense of (5.18).
ulP)

Figure 5.4. Schema for the moment of a
vector about a point.
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Reference Point Transformation Rule

The vector J.LQ (P) depends on the choice of Q. The moment of the same
vector u(P) about another reference point 0 in Fig. 5.4 is given by

J.Lo (P) = Xo (P) x u (P) ,
where xo(P) is the position vector of P from O. It is seenin Fig. 5.4 that xo(P) =
rOQ + xQ(P) , in which rOQ == ro(Q) is the position vector of Q from O. Hence,
substitution of this relation into the previous equation and use of (5.18) yields the

transformationrule relatingthe moments ofthe same vectoru(P) about the points
o and Q:
J.Lo (P) = J.LQ (P)

+ rOQ x

u (P).

(5.19)

It is seen that J.Lo (P) = J.LQ (P) when and only when the nonzero vector rOQ is
parallel to u(P).
5.3.2.

Moment of a Force About a Point

We recall the familiar idea of the moment of a force about a point. In Fig. 5.4,
let u(P) == F(P) denote a force acting on a particle P whose position vector from
point Q is xQ (P), and write J.LQ (P) == M Q(P). Then, by (5. I8), the moment
about Q ofthe force F (P) is the vector M Q(P) defined by the rule

M Q(P)

== xQ (P)

x F (P).

(5.20)

The moment vector is a measure of the turning or twisting effect of the force about
the reference point. Hence , the moment of a force is also called the torque; its
physical dimensions are [MQl = [F Ll.
If a is a vector from Q to any point A on the action line of F(P) , the vector
defined by r == xQ(P) - a is parallel to F(P) . It thus follows from (5.20) that
MQ(P) = a x F(P) holds for any point A on the action line of the force acting
on P . Therefore, the moment of the force F(P) about Q is independent of the

actual point of application of the force along its line of action; and hence only
the component of XQ (P) that is perpendicular to F(P) determines the torque of
F(P) about Q. Thus, in abbreviated notation, the magnitude IMQI = IXQIIFI
sin < xQ, F > of the moment vector M Q is equal to the product of the magnitude
of the force F == IFI and the perpendicular distance d == IXQ Isin < xQ, F > from

Q to the action line of F, where < xQ, F > denotes the smaller angle between xQ
and F, as usual; that is, IMQI = Fd, a familiar elementary rule.
The definition (5.20) may be applied to each particle Pk of a system of particles. In this case, the total, or resultant, moment about a point Q of the several
forces F k = F (Pk) that act on a system of n particles f3 = {Pk} is defined by the
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sum of the moments about Q of all of the forces F k that act on f3 :
M Q(f3 )

=

n

n

k=l

k=l

=LMQ(Pk) = LXQk x Fk,

(5.21)

where XQk
xQ (Pk ) is the position vector of particle Pk from Q; and the total , or
resultant, force is defined by F(f3) = I::Z=l Fk ·
The same rule may be applied to determine the total moment about a point Q
of all the concentrated and distributed force s that act on a rigid body £13. For the
elemental force distribution dF d (P) acting on a material parcel at P , for example,
the total torque about a point Q of the distributed force is defined by
MQ( £13)

=

r

1.0/)

xQ (P) x dF d (P) ,

(5.22)

where xQ (P) is the position vector from Q to the parcel at P. A formula similar
to (5.21) holds for n concentrated forces Fk(£13) acting on £13.
Now consider the point transformation rule. Clearly, the turning effect of a
force about another reference point at 0 in Fig. 5.4 will be different from that
about Q. The transformation rule (5.19) shows that the moment of the same force
about the reference point 0 is related to its moment (5.20) about the point Q by
the rule
M o (P) = M Q (P)

+ rOQ

x F(P) .

(5.23)

We recall that rOQ is the position vector of point Q from 0 ; and hence rOQ x F (P)
is the moment about 0 of the total force as though it were placed at Q.
The same point transformation rule applies to (5.21) and (5.22); thus,
Mo( £13) = MQ( £13)

+ rOQ x

F( £13),

(5.24)

where the total force acting on £13, namely, F( £13) = Fd(£13) + Fc(£13) , is the sum
of the total distributed force F d( £13) = f 8(3 dF d (P) and the total of all concentrated
forces Fc(£13) = I:~=l Fk(£13) . Also , Mo(£13) and MQ( £13) are the total moments
about points 0 and Q of all of these force s. Therefore, by (5.24), the total moment
offorce about a point 0 is equal to the total moment offorce about point Q plus
the moment about 0 of the total force placed at Q.
The rule (5.24) relates the moments of the force about any two point s. In
particular, if 0 is the center of mass at C, then rOQ = -rQc = -xQ(£13) and
(5.24) is written

(5.25)
in which Me(£13) is the total moment of force about the center of mass and M Q(£13)
is the moment about Q of the total force placed at the center of mass :

(5.26)
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Thus, in physical terms (5.25 ) show s that the total moment offorce about any point
Q is equal to the moment about Q of the total force placed at the cente r of mass
plus the total moment off orce about the center ofma ss.
5.3.3.

Equipollent Force Systems

Now consider two systems of force s and torques. These systems are said to be
equipollent if and only if they have the same total force and the same total torque
about the same point. That is, a system A with total force FA and total torque M~
about a point Q is equipollent to a system B with total force F B and total torque
M~ about the same point Q when and only when

FA = F B and M~

= M~ .

(5.27)

It follows from the point transformation rule (5.23) or (5.24) that if two force
systems are equipollent with respect to a point Q, they are equipollent with respect
to any other point O.
We know from (5.20) that the moment about Q of a single force is perpendicular to the force and to the position vector from Q to its point of application. In
general, however, this is not true for a system of force s-the total torque M Q about
a point Q of a system offorces generally is not perpendicular to the total force acting on the system. Here we focu s on the special case when the system of forces A is
such that M~ . FA = 0; then , by (5.27) the same hold s for the equipollent system B .
Con sider, for example, a distributed system of force s F B (.?l3) = F d(.?l3) with a total
torque M~ (.?l3) equal to (5.22) such that M ~ (.?l3) . F B (.?l3) = O. Then , this system
is equipollent to a single force F A (.?l3) = P located at distance from Q such that

P=

M~(.?l3) == xQx P =

L

(5.28)

dFJCP) = Fd(.?l3),

L

x Q(P)

X

dFd(P ) =

M~(.?l3),

(5.29 )

where the locu s of the unknown vector xQ from Q traces the line of action of
P. Of course, xQ is nece ssarily perpendicular to M~(.?l3). Now, bearing in mind
that only the component of xQperpendicular to the line of action of the force P
influences the torque about Q, the relation (5.29) determines the place xQ'say, on
the line from Q perpendicular to P , called the center offorce with respe ct to Q,
through which the force P must act to produce the same total torque about Q. Of
course, the center of force with respect to another moment center at 0, say, though
also on the line of action of P , will be different. Notice that (5.29) may be written
as xQx Fd(.?l3) = f gJ xQ( p) x dF d(P ). Specifically, for any system of planar
force s or for any system of parallel forces , the total moment of the force s about an
arbitrary point is plainly perpendicular to the total force; therefore , in accordance
with (5.28) and (5.29), each of these systems may be reduced to a single force
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Figure 5.5. A homogeneous, thin rigid rod under a uniformly distributed load.

acting at its center of force. Clearly, for a system of discrete forces, the procedure
is similar. CSee Problem 5.35.) For further discussion on the reduction of force
systems for the general case see the referenced texts on statics.
Example 5.3. A homogeneous, thin rigid rod of length .e is supported at one
end by a smooth hinge at Q and is subje cted to a load of magnitude y per unit length
distributed uniforml y over the region [a , .e] shown in Fig. 5.5. (i) Find the force
system with respect to Q that is equipollent to the distributed load. (ii) Determ ine
the moment of the distributed load about the center of mass of the rod at C .
Solution of (i), The total force FA = P equipollent to the distributed load
F B = FdCge) for which dF dCP ) = y dx j is given by C5.28). Thu s,
P

=

if

ydxj

=

yc.e - a)j .

C5.30a)

The total moment of the distribution about the hinge point Q is given by C5.22) in
which xQCP ) = x i + yj;

M~Cge) =

if
a

x i x ydxj =

r2 C.e

2

-

a 2 )k.

C5.30b)

Of course, for the system B only the component x i of xQCP ) that is perpendicular
to the distribution contributes to the torqu e about Q.
Notice that this is a system of parallel forces, and M ~ Cge) is perpendicular to
.e P . Thu s, with xQ = x i + yj and C5.30a), we may write M~ = xQx P = xyC
a)k. Here we see that for the system A only the comp onent Xi of xQthat is
perpendicul ar to P contributes to the torque about Q. Thu s, with C5.30b), C5 .29)
yields x = !C.e + a); that is, with respect to Q, the center of force x'Q for P is at

xQ=

!C.e

+ a)i =

+ !C.e - a) ] i.
C5.30c)
by xQ= xQ+ yj for all values of y. Equation
[a

The line of action of P is traced
C5.30c) shows that the center of force for the uniforml y distributed load is at the
geometrical center of the loaded portion of the rod in Fig. 5.5. The force system
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consisting of the single force P acting at the center of force x'Q in (5.30c) is
equipollent to the assigned uniformly distributed force system; it consists of the
same total force (5.30a) and produces the same total moment about Q in (5.30b).
Solution of (ii), The moment of the same distribution about point C may be
found from the transformation rule (5.25). In accordance with (5.26), consider the
load P placed at the center of mass of the homogeneous rod at x'Q ((J)3) = ii, and
recall (5.30a) to determine M'Q({J)3)
(5.30b) , we find

= x'Q

x P

= !y£(£ -

!

a)k. Then by (5.25) and

B f7Z)
B f7Z)
* f7Z)
a
Mc(uu) = MQ(uu) - MQ(uv) = Y"2(£ - a)k.

(5.30d)

The same result may be obtained by our noting that the equipollent system
consists of the single force (5.30a) acting at x'Q in (5.30c). Hence, its moment about

Cat x'Q = !£i is given by
(5.30d) .

(x'Q - x'Q) x P =

!ya(£ - a)k, which is the same as

0

Finally, notice that if F({J)3) == 0, then (5.24) shows that M o( {J)3) = M Q( {J)3)
and hence the resultant moment is independent of the choice of reference point.
In this case, the force system is called a couple. A force system consisting of a
noncollinear pair of equal and oppositely directed forces is a familiar example.
If both F({J)3) == 0 and M o( {J)3) == 0, then M Q( {J)3) == 0 as well. In this case the
resultant moment with respect to any reference point vanishes, and the force system
is said to be equipollent to zero. It is an exercise for the reader to show that any force
system can be reduced to a single force acting at an arbitrary point together with a
couple. A torque M Q induced by essentially twisting a body about an axis at a point
Q is called a concentrated couple. Tightening a screw in a wooden body by twisting
the screw about its axis is a physical example that may be modeled as a concentrated
couple acting on the wooden body. We may think of a concentrated couple at Q as
a pair of equal and opposite, noncollinear forces of very large intensity and having
a very small moment arm, the perpendicular distance between the force pair,
at Q.
None of the foregoing results for a body require that it be rigid. Moreover,
although explicit dependence on time t is not indicated, it is clear that all of the
foregoing vector entities also may vary with time. Another useful application of
the moment of a vector about a point follows.

5.4. Moment of Momentum
Here we introduce an important vector quantity called the moment of
momentum. The moment of momentum of a particle, a system of particles, and a
body are defined in tum.
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J
Figure 5.6. Schema for the moment about a point 0 of the momentum of a particle P relative to frame <1>.

5.4.1.

Moment of Momentum of a Particle

Let Xo (P, t) = x (P, t) denote the position vector of a particle P from an
arbitrary spatial point 0 in a reference frame <I> = {F; I k } shown in Fig. 5.6. The
velocity of P relative to <I> is given by v (P, t) = X(P, t), where X (P, t) is the
position vector of P from F, as usual; and the momentum of P is defined by
(5.2). In accordance with (5.18), the moment about point 0 of the momentum of
P relative to <1>, denoted by h o (P, t), is a vector-valued function of time defined
by
h o (P, t)

== Xo (P,

t) x pCP, t) = x(P, t) x m (P)v(P, t).

(5.31 )

Notice that two reference points are involved in this definition, the origin F of frame
<I> and the spatial point O. The moment about reference points 0 and Q of the same
momentum vector pep, t) are related by h o (P, t) = hQ(P, t) + rOQ x pep, t) in
accordance with the transformation rule (5.19).
The moment of momentum is also known as the angular momentum, a term
frequently used in other texts. It follows from (5.31) that moment of momentum
has the physical dimensions [hal == [Hl = [M L 2r- l ] .

5.4.2.

Moment of Momentum of a System of Particles

Each particle of a system f3 = {Pk} of n particles has a moment of momentum
about point 0 given by (5.31), so that h Ok == h o (Pk, t) = XOk X pk, where
XOk == Xo (Pk, t) is the position vector of Pk from 0, and Pk = mkvk = mkXk
is its momentum relative to <1>. Relative to a frame <I> = {F; Id, the moment of
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momentum ho(,B, t) ofa system ofparticles about a point 0 in <I> is defined by
n

ho(,B, t) == LhOk
k=l

n

= LXOk
k=l

n

x Pk

= LXOk
k=]

x mkvk.

(5.32)

Example 5.4. At an instant of interest to, the three particles described in
Example 5.1, page 9, are situated at XOI = (0,0, -1), Xoz = (-3, -2, 2), and
X03 = (6, -2, -4) from a point 0 located at B =(2, -1, 3) from F in frame
<I> = {F ;Ik } . Compute the moment of momentum of the system about 0 at to .
Solution. The moment about 0 of the momentum of a particle is determined
by (5.31). Thus , for the system of three particles with momenta (5.9a), we find
hOI =XOI XPI =-Kxmv(61-7J)=mv(-71-6J),

1

°

h oz = Xoz X pz = 2mv -3

J

K
2

= 2mv (21-9J-6K),
-3
1 J
K
h 03 = X03 X P3 = 3mv 6 -2 -4 = 6mv (2J - K) .
2 -1 -2
-2

2

Then, by (5.32), the moment of momentum of the system about point 0 in <I> is

ho(,B, to) = hOI + h 02 + h03 = -3mv (1+4J +6K).
D
Exercise 5.2. What is the moment of momentum about F in <I> for the system
of particles described above? Derive the reference point transformation rule for
D
the moment of momentum of a system of particles.

5.4.3.

Moment of Momentum of a Body

Consider a body 9B in Fig. 5.7 and recall that the momentum in <I> of a parcel
of mass dm(P) of 9B at P is defined by yep, t) dm(P). Thus,for a body 9B the
moment ofmomentum about a point 0 in <I> = {F; I k} is defined by

h o( 9B, t) ==

L

Xo (P, t) x yep, t)dm (P).

(5.33)

Herein Xo (P , t) = X(P , t) is the position vector of the material point P from the
point 0 in <I> and v( P , t) = X(P , t) is its velocity relative to <1>. While in this book
we shall be concerned only with bodies that are rigid, the definitions (5.11) for
the momentum and (5.33) for the moment of momentum of a body hold more
generally for all deformable solid and fluid bodies .
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Figure 5.7. Schema for the Moment about a
point 0 of the momentum of a body g(3relative
to frame <1>.

Example 5.5. Find the moment about 0 "in <P of the momentum of a body
having a constant translational acceleration relative to <P.
Solution. Since a(P , t) = a *(g(3) is a constant vector for all particles of g(3,
the translational velocity v(P , t)
v*(g(3, t)
a*t + vo( g(3) is also the same for
all particles of g(3, where v(P , 0) = vo(g(3) is the translational velocity of the center
of mas s of g(3 initially. Hence, (5.33) may be written as

=

h o (g(3, t) =

=

L

Xo (P, t)dm (P) x v*(g(3, t) .

Recalling (5.12) and (5.16), we obtain
h o (g(3 , t) = x~ (g(3 , t) x m (g(3) v* (g(3 , t) = x~ (g(3, t) x p* (g(3, t),

in whichx~(g(3, t) is the position vector of the center of mass from O. This equation
ha s the same form as (5.31) for a single particle. Thus, with respect to an arbitrary
point 0, the moment of momentum of a body having a uniform translational
acceleration is equal to the moment of momentum of its center of mass.
D
The forgoing concepts on the mass, momentum, and moment of momentum
of a particle, a system of particles, and a body have been assembled here for future
convenience and to emphasize their parallel definitions and structure. These ideas,
including the notion of the center of mas s of a system and a body, will also be
helpful in our introduction and discussion of the basic laws of mechanics to be
studied next. Their main thru st, however, will appe ar later as the theory unfolds
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leading eventually to the analysis of the motion of a system of particles and of a
rigid body.

5.5. Newton's Laws of Motion
The structure of classical dynamics rests upon three foundation axioms
introduced by Sir Isaac Newton in 1687. These are known as Newton's laws of
motion. In their original form, however, Newton's principles are inadequate for the
study of the motion of a rigid or a deformable body. These applications require a
brilliant generalization introduced by Leonhard Euler in 1750 and thereafter. Here
we follow the course of classical developments and begin with an introduction to
the foundation principles of mechanics for a particle.* Principles for systems and
continua are discussed briefly below and in greater detail in later chapters. In the
meanwhile, we shall see in the following two chapters that our subject is rich with
interesting and useful results that derive from the following principles of classical
mechanics.

1. The first law of motion: In every material universe, the motion ofa particle
in a preferential reference frame <P is determined by the action offorces

whose total vanishes for all times when and only when the velocity of the
particle is constant in <P. That is, a particle initially at rest or in uniform
motion in the preferentialframe <I> continues in that state unless compelled
by forces to change it.
2. The second law of motion: There exists a material universe, called the
world, wherein the total force F(?, t) exerted on a particle P in the preferential frame <P is equal to the time rate ofchange ofthe momentum of P
in <P:
F(P,t)= dp(P,t) = ~[m(P)v(p,t)].
dt
dt
.

(5.34)

3. The law of mutual action: To every action force A there corresponds an
equal and oppositely directed reaction force R. That is, the mutual actions
oftwo particles, one on the other, are oppositely directed vectors : R = -A.
These foundation principles characterize a material universe that is intended
to model the physical world, the real world in which we live. Indeed, a large body
of practical experience and the test of many experiments have shown that these
* In the statement of his laws, Newton uses the term "body" or "bodies ". The least of these, however,

is a single particle ; and we shall see later on that for a body of finite size the laws may be stated in
terms of its center of mass particle. Moreover, we recall that Newton 's theory focuses principally on
its applications to the motions of celestial bodies whose dimensions are small compared with their
enormous distance s of separation , so heavenly bodies are usually modeled as particles.
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laws model very well mechanical phenomena in the real world. Therefore, they
are employed universally with confidence in their predictive value. On the other
hand, there may exist other material universes where these rules do not hold, or
they hold only approximately. We shall say more about this later on. Let us look
more closely at their content.

5.5.1. The Material Universe and Forces
In analytical terms, the material universe is the set OY = {Ok} whose elements
O, are material objects; and a body fX3 is a subset of Otf, the least of which consists
of a single particle P. Forces can exist only in the presence of pairs of bodies . A
force acts on a body fX3 only when there exists another body 9J separate from fX3
which is the source of the action. Moreover, the action of a force in one direction
is not the same as its action in another direction. Thus, force is a vector-valued
entity defined on pairs of separate bodies in Otf.
The forces of interaction between pairs of material objects are classified as
contact forces and body forces . Contact force arises from the mutualaction of
material objects that touch one another. Body force arises from the mutual' action
between a pair of separated objects , and for this reason body force is often called
action at a distance. Gravitational, electrical, and magnetic forces are familiar
example s of body forces . However, forces are not always what they seem to be.
Artificial gravity, for example, can be created by the whirling motion of a human
centrifuge used to train astronauts . This apparent gravity is felt by the astronaut as a
contact force when pressed hard into the seat by the centrifuge motion; and everyone has witnessed the apparent increase and decrease in gravity while riding up and
down, respectively, in a fast moving elevator. A similar feeling of artificial gravity
would be experienced in an elevator in outer space moving "upward" with a constant acceleration. And we all know that astronauts experience "weightlessness"
(actually the absence of contact force in a perpetual free fall within the spacecraft),
because the gravitational force that continues to act on them is very nearly balanced by a certain pseudo-force that arises from the orbital motion of the rapidly
moving spacecraft and its passengers.
Interaction between material objects in uti may be internal or external to
a subset ./ of Otf. This is diagrammed in Fig. 5.8. A force exerted on part (Jj)
(a subset) of a body ./ cOY by another disjoint part ~ of the same body is
called an internal force . The force exerted on a part (Jj) of a body ./ c OY due to
another body J c OY that is not contained in j is called an external force . The
collection of forces that act on a body is assumed additive. We remember that a
part (Jj) of a body is itself a body. Hence , the total force exerted on a body (Jj) in
./ is defined as the vector sum of all internal and external forces that act on ~
Since the first two laws apply only to a body ./* consisting of a single particle
(see Fig. 5.8.), it follows that the total force in these laws is necessarily the total external force that acts on that particle. Whatever may be the physical nature
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Figure 5.8. The material universe and its interacting parts.

of a force, its physical dimensions are defined on the basis of (5.34); namely,
[F] == [F] = [MVT-'] = [MLT- 2 ] • (See also the preface to the Problems for
this chapter.) The three foundation laws are next discussed in turn.
5.5.2. The First Law of Motion
It is important to observe that Newton's laws hold only with respect to a
certain preferential frame <1>. This special frame is called a Newtonian or inertial
reference frame. The properties of the inertial frame will be studied later. For the
time being, let us accept the idea that there exists in the universe an inertial frame
that may serve as the preferred frame of Newton's laws, and continue.
The first law of motion postulates the existence of at least one preferred
frame <I> and specifies that any disturbance of a particle P which is at rest or in
uniform motion relative to this frame can occur only in response to force, while an
arbitrary uniform motion or stationary state of P in <I> requires no force at all. So,
explicitly, if F(P, t) denotes the total force acting on a particle P in any material
universe whatever, the motion x( P, t) of P relative to <I> is determined by a certain
functional relation (i.e., an equation in which the variable itself is a function or a
set offunctions) x(P , t) = X (F(P, t», more commonly expressed in the standard
form
(5.35)

F(P, t) =g"(x(P, t»).

Moreover, whatever its form, this general functional equation must satisfy the
specified necessary and sufficient condition for a uniform motion in <1>, namely,
x(P, t)

=

xo(P)

+ vo(P)t

*

F(P, t)

= 0 for all i,

(5.36)

wherein Xo and Vo are constant vectors . A rest state corresponds to the trivial case
Vo = O. Accordingly, the first law states that the unique solution of the equation
F(P, t) = g"(x(P , t» = 0 valid for all t in <I> is the uniform motion in (5.36). Or,
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conversely, if the motion is uniform in <1> , then F(P , t ) = g"(xo + vot) = 0 for
all t.
Alternatively, since a motion is uniform in <I> when and only when the
acceleration in <I> is zero for all times t , (5.36) may be written as

F(P , t ) = 0 for all t

¢>

a(P , t ) = 0 for all t .

(5.37)

Becau se there is no inherent difference between a uniform motion and a state of
rest, by definition, a stationary or uniform state of motion in the preferred frame
<I> is called an equilibrium state in <1> . Thu s, in accordance with (5.36) and (5.37) ,
the first law specifies that in every material universe, a condition necessary and
sufficient for equilibrium of a particle P in an inertial reference fram e is that the
total f orce acting on P shall vanish for all times:
Equilibrium

¢>

F(P , t)

= 0 ¢> a(P , t) = O.

(5.38)

Thus , Newton 's first law postulates the general rule of determinism (5.35) and
it specifies, by (5.36) or (5.38) , a universal principle of equilibrium for a particle.
It provides the foundation for the important special branch of dynamics called
statics- the study of forces on bodie s at rest in <1> .
The principle of equilibrium is the same in every material universe-it is a
universal rule. However, when the motion is not uniform, the form of the functional
equation (5.35) will depend upon the nature of the material universe it describes.
In this respect , the first law is intentionally vague. The second law, on the other
hand, is specific about the form of (5.35).
5.5.3. The Second Law of Motion
The second law of motion identifie s a special material universe, called the
world, for which the definite relation (5.34) between force and motion is introduced
to describe the mechanical nature of thing s in the world. Of cour se, the abstract
world of the second law is our analytical model of the real material universe, the
real world where we live. However, the rule (5.34) must respect the conditions set
in (5.36) or (5.37). Clearl y, F(P , t ) = 0 for all t holds in (5.34) when and only
when the momentum p(P , t) = m(P)v(P , t) = Po(P) is a constant vector. Hence,
the motion is uniform if and only if the mass m(P) is constant (which it is).
On the other hand, imagine a different material universe in which (5.34) holds
but now the mass varies with the particle speed. The second law would still support
the conditions of the first law in this other material universe. In classical mechanics,
however , the mass of a given body is an invariant, fixed property of the body-it
is independent of the position, velocity, temperature, or any other influence acting
on the body, so long as no part of the body disappears; that is, the mass of the body,
or any part of the body, does not change in time. The principl e of conservation of
mass (5.1) invokes this condi tion for every motion of a particle. In consequence,
from the rule (5.34), we obtain the basic formula popularly known as Newton's
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equation of motion :
F(P, t) = m(P)a(P, t),

(5.39)

in which a( P, t) is the acceleration of P in the inertial frame.
The condition (5.37) impo sed by the first law for every material universe
strongly suggests that the simplest law of motion for the world is one for which F ex:
a, so that F = 0 implies a uniform motion in the inertial frame <1>, and conversely.
This means we should have F = ka, where k is some constant characteristic of the
particle. And what more appropriate constant might we select than the invariant
mass of the object? Indeed, this is just the way it turned out in (5.39).
Thus, according to the first law, there may exist infinitely many material
universes, or worlds , all having the same law of equilibrium but each characterized
by a special equation of motion of its own, conceivably quite different from (5.34).
The second law, however, provides a simple mathematical model to study the
nature of most , though not all, physical phenomena in our world . Let us briefly
look at its extension to a system of particles and to a continuum.

5.5.3.1. The Second Law for a System of Particles
The total force acting on a system of particles is defined as the sum of the
forces that act on all of its particles. Let Fk = F( Pi , t) denote the total force acting
on the particle Pk of a system {3 = {Pk } of n particles. Then , with (5.34) and (504),
we derive Newton's second law for a system of particles: The total for ce acting
on a system ofparticles is equal to the time rate of change ofthe momentum ofthe
system in the inertial frame , i .e.,

F({3, t) =

t: i:
k=l

Fk =

k=1

dpk = dp({3 , t) .
dt
dt

(5040)

With the aid of (5.7) and the fact that mass is conserved, (5040) may be cast
in the same form as the basic equation of motion (5.39) for a single particle:

F({3, t)

t)
= dp *({3,
= m({3)a* ({3 , t) ,
dt

(5041)

where a*({3, t) = v*({3 , t) is the acceleration of the center of mass of the system .
In words, the total force acting on a system of particles is equal to the time rate
of change of the momentum of its center of mass in the inertial frame <1> , and
hence is equal to the product of the mass of the system and the acceleration of its
center of mass in <1> . The second law (5 AI) for a system of particles thus aids the
determination of the motion of the fictitious center of mass particle and external
forces that control or constrain the motion of the system. In addition to (5041), for
a system of particles the auxiliary relations (5.5) through (5.8) are often needed in
applications, as are the separate equations of motion of the particles. The equations
of motion for a system of particles are discussed further in Chapter 8. Some further
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remark s on the equilibrium and interaction between the particles of the system
follow shortly.
5.5.3.2.

Introduction to Euler's Laws for a Continuum

We may visualize that as the number of particle s of a system grows
indefinitely , the system become s a continuum 9c3 with momentum (5.11). In this
case, the rule (5.34) is replaced by a more general principle known as Euler's first
law of motion: The total (external) fo rce F(9c3. t ) acting on a body is equal to the
time rate of change of its momentum in the preferred fram e, i.e.,

FW3. t ) =

dp (.93, t )
dt

d

= dt

1

. yep , t )dm (P ).
;j'j

(5.42)

It is an amazing fact that this relation also may be written in the form of
Newton's basic equation (5.39) . We recall (5.16) and note that because the mass
is conserved, Euler' s first law (5.42) become s

F(.93. t)

= dP*~~' t ) = m(.93)a*(.93. t ).

(5.43)

Theref ore, the total f orce acting on a body is equal to the time rate of change of
the momentum of its center of mass, and hence is equal to product of the mass of
the body and the acceleration a*(.93. t ) of its center of mass in the inertial fram e.
Euler 's first law for a body thus relates the applied force to the motion of the center
of mass.
Euler 's second law has no counterpart among Newton's laws of motion.
Euler's second principle relates the rotation al part of the body 's motion to the
applied torque-the total moment of the applied forces about a fixed point in the
inertial frame; and it also involves the moment of momentum (5.33) for a body.
Thus, to study the general motion of a rigid body, besides (5.43), we shall need
Euler's second law of motion: With respect to a fixed point 0 in the inertial
fram e cI>, the total torque M o (9c3. t ) that acts on a body is equal to the time rate
of change in cI> of the total moment ofmomentum ofthe body about 0:

M o( .93, t)

.

dl

= h o (.93. t) = -

dt

;j'j

x o(P . t) x yep , t)dm(P ).

(5.44)

Euler's basic laws (5.42) and (5.44) are postulated for all bodies, including
deformable solid and fluid bodies. Their application in this book, however, is
restricted to rigid bodies. In this case, the velocity v( P; t ) of an arbitrary body
particle P may be expressed in terms of the angular velocity vector. This fact
suggests that (5.44) relates the body 's angular velocity and angular acceleration to
the total applied torque about a fixed point in the inertial frame. We thus envision
that Euler 's second law is useful in determination of the rotational motion of the
rigid body.
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It follow s from (5.43) and (5.44) that equilibriumofa rigidbody requires two
conditions necessary and sufficient in order that every particle of the body initially
at rest or in uniform motion in the inertial frame shall continue in that state . With
the initial conditions in mind, equilibrium requires that both the total force and the
total torque acting on the rigid body about a fixed point must vanish for all time,
i.e. the system of forces must be equipollent to zero :
Equilibrium {} F(.c13, t)

=0

and

Mo(.~,

t)

= 0 for all t.

(5.45)

This rule and Euler's laws are discussed further in Chapter 10.
The principle (5.43) that the mass center moves like a particle having mass
equal to the mass of the body and acted upon by a force equal to the total force
acting on the body means that the motion of the center of mass of a body often
may be found by the methods of particle dynamics. Therefore, in our future study
of the dynamics of a particle, it should be clear that it is correct to model a body of
finite size by its center of mass particle. In general, however, because the equations
of motion (5.43) and (5.44) for a body may be coupled, we cannot suppose that a
problem of rigid body motion may be split into simple separate parts-a problem
of particle dynamics and one of rotation of the body about an axis. In problems
where rotational effect s are absent, however, Euler's first law for a rigid body, or
equivalently, Newton's second law for a particle, may be used to determine the
motion of the center of mass particle and related unknown forces that drive or
constrain that motion . The effects due to torques that may act on the body are
studied later. Further discussion of (5.40) through (5.44) is reserved for their own
place later; but, as we continue, we shall need to consider continua and systems
of particles in discu ssion of their mutual interactions.
5.5.4.

The Law of Mutual Action

Newton 's third law admits that particles may exert mutual forces on one
another to induce motion in accordance with the previou s laws; however, whatever
the nature of the force, the reaction of one particle in response to the action of
another must be of equal, but oppositely directed intensity. Of course, this does
not mean that these two forces will cancel from the equat ions of motion (5.39)
for the particles, for the force s of action and reaction do not act on the same
particle.
On the other hand, when the two particles are treated as a system , the mutual forces have no influence in the equation of motion (5.40) for the system.
To see this, let us consider a system f3 = {PI , P2} in which the particles PI and
P2 exert mutual force on one another. Let F I2 = F(P" t) be the force exerted on
particle PI by particle P2, and F 21 = F(P2, t) the force exerted on particle P2 by
particle PI . Then the third law requires that F 12 = -F 21. These mutual forces
are internal forces, and hence the total internal force is F(PI, t) + F(P2, t) = O.
Therefore, such mutual pairs of internal forces do not contribute to the total force
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F(,B , t ) in the equation of motion (5.40), or (5.41), for the system. On the other
hand, if only one particl e PI , say, is considered, then the mutual force F 12 acts
on this new "sys tem" , and it does not vanish in the equation of motion (5.39)
for Pl .
This example shows the importance of carefully distinguishing the system
being cons idered. The system chosen for study in a particular situation is called a
f ree body. A drawing that shows all of the forces acting on the free body is called
afree body diagram. a device introduced to facilitate the solution of a problem. To
construct a free body diagram for any system, we need only recall that there are
two classes of forces: contact forces and body forces. Therefore, we may begin by
asking the question-What bodies are touching our free body? We then show in the
free body sketch the approp riately directed contact forces exerted on the free body
by each contacting body. Next, we ask-What bodies exert forces at a distance
that are acting on our free body? And we show these appropriately directed body
forces in the free body diagram. This simple but import ant initial procedure in the
analysis of problems is illustrated many time s in the sequel. It is essential that the
student learn how to do this.
It is also important to mention that although the total internal force acting on
a system of two particles is always zero, this does not imply that the system is in
equilibrium. The particle s could be moving with proportional acce leration vectors
directed along the same line, or perhaps moving on distinct parallel lines. Also,
particles of a system need not have the same uniform motion to be in equilibrium.
On the other hand , for a system of two particles that separately are in equilibrium,
the equal and oppositely directed mutual forces must be balanced by external
forces so that the total force acting on each particle treated as a separate system
is zero . Hence, the vanishing of the total force that acts on a system of particles
is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for equilibrium. Moreover, if it is not
required or otherwise established that mutual forces act along the line joining the
particles, the force F IZ exerted on PI by Pz will have a definite turning effect
on PI in moving it around Pz as center. Newton 's law of universal gravitational
attraction assumes this collinearity, whereas, as shown later, the collinearity of
mutu al forces actually may be proved on the basis of a general rule governing
the nature of mutual internal force that depends only on the locations of the two
particles.
To advance further, however, we shall need to identify various kind s of force s.
We begin by introducing the mutual gravitational force between two materi al
objects.

5.6. Newton's Law of Gravitation
One kind of body force between two bodies is the mutual force of gravitational
attraction, a basic force of nature that everyo ne knows as grav ity. The theory of
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Figure 5.9. Schema for the mutual gravitational attraction of two particles.

gravitation invented by Newton to explain the motions of celestial bodies is studied
here. The idea of a gravitational field created by the existence ofmatter is introduced
to describe the gravitational field strength due to a particle, to a system of particles,
and to a continuum; and the gravitational force exerted by these bodies on another
particle, or body, is derived. We shall see that with regard to their grav itational
attraction, bodies behave very much like particles, but not entirely. Our objective
is to show that in all cases the gravitational force acting on a material object is
equal to the product of its mas s and the gravitational field strength it experiences.
Afterwards, Newton's theory of gravitation is illustrated in a few examples. The
gravitational attraction by an ideal planet is determined, and subsequently the
definition of the weight of a body is introduced.
We begin with a pair of particles PI, P2 having mass m I , m2 , respectively,
and denote by F 12 the force exerted on PI by P2 , as shown in Fig. 5.9. Let e be
a unit vector directed from P2, the source of the action, toward PI; and write r =
IX2 - XII for the distance between PI and P2, wherein XI and X 2 are the respective
distinct position vectors of PI and P2 in any reference frame <I> = {F ; Id . Clearly,
only the relative position vector r == re of PI from P2 is important, so a reference
frame is needed only for the solution of particular problems. These terms are used
to state the following law of nature.
Newton's law of gravitation: Between any two particles in the world, there
exists a mutual gravitational force that is directly proportional to the product of
their masses, inversely proportional to the square of their distance of separation,
and directed in the sense ofmutual attraction along their common line, i.e.,
(5.46)
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The positive constant G in (5.46) is named the gravitational constant , it
is universal for all particles. Its physical dimensions consistent with (5.46) are
[G] = [FLZ j M Z] = [L 3 j (M T Z ) ] ; its value will be given later. Of course, the
roles of PI and Pi are mutual and may be reversed. Hence, it is a consequence of
the law itself that the mutual gravitational force exerted by PIon Pz automatically
respects the principle of mutual action , that is, F Z1 = -F 12•
Newton 's law describes the gravitational interaction between any two particles
in the world; and it has the same form in every reference frame-it depends only on
the relative positions of the particles and their invariant masses. It is conceivable,
however, that there may exist other material worlds where the law of gravity is
different, or where Newton's law may hold only approximately. In fact, in the
real world it has been known for a long time that the observed orbit of the planet
Mercury differs very slightly from the path determined from calculations based
on Newton 's law. Indeed, the combined gravitational influence of all the known
planets has failed to account for the observed shift in Mercury's perihelion.
In 1915, however, Einstein proposed a theory of relativity by which he showed
that for bodies that move with speeds that are small compared with the speed of
light Newton's theory of gravitation is a first approximation to a more general
theory of gravitational fields. Unlike Newton 's theory, which introduces the idea
of mysterious forces at a distance, Einstein's theory is based on a special geometry
of space and time-a theory whose formulation far exceeds the scope of our studies
here .
Of course, practically all deviations from Newton's law that are predicted by
Einstein's theory are so small that even with precision instruments they are difficult
to measure. The precessional motion of the elliptical orbit of Mercury is a model
case for which measurements of the rotation of its major axis, about 43 arc-seconds
each century, agree precisely with Einstein's prediction. The deflection oflight by
the gravitational field of a star, the influence of gravitational field strength on the
frequency of emitted light , and an explanation of the expanding motion of galactic
systems are other effects predicted by Einstein's theory of relativity and confirmed
by observations. These delicate, fascinating phenomena cannot be explained by
Newton 's theory. There are, however, countless other phenomena in the world that
are perfectly and more easily modeled by Newton's simpler theory of gravitation
described by (5.46) . The discovery of Neptune based on an incredibly tedious year
long calculation in 1846 by Urbain Jean Joseph Le Verrier, for example, was an
exceptional accomplishment of Newton 's theory.
Irregularity in the orbit of the planet Uranus was also known for a long time.'
Calculations by the astronomer Le Verrier of the path of a hypothetical planet,
whose gravitational attraction in accordance with Newton 's theory would produce
the observed discrepancy in Uranus's orbit , predicted the position of a new body
in the sky. And when eventually a telescope was focussed on this place, the new
t Historical details of the discovery of Neptune and the search for the putative planet Vulcan are

provided in articles by J. D. Fernie cited in the References.
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planet Neptune was discovered very close to its predicted position. The same
trick was used by Le Verrier to try to account for the discrepancies in Mercury 's
orbit. But his hypothetical planet named Vulcan has never been found. Rather,
it was Einstein's theory of gravitation in 1915 that eventually accounted for the
orbital discrepancies of Mercury, and it predicted similar effects for other planets ,
including the Earth. These are impressive theoretical results. Nevertheless, it is fair
to say that in general Newton's simpler law of gravitation provides an exceptionally
good mathematical model for studying the nature of many, though certainly not
all, gravitational phenomena in the world; and we may use it with confidence in
its predictive value. The idea of a gravitational field based on Newton 's theory is
introduced next.

5.6.1. The Gravitational Field of a Particle
A gravitational field fl is said to exist in all of space due to the mass m;
whenever a force of attraction is felt by another "test" particle placed anywhere
in fl. Hence , m; is named the origin , or source, of the gravitational field. The
attractive force due to m.; per unit mass of the test particle , is called the strength
of the field fl. Let g(X) denote the field strength at X. Then, in accordance with
(5.46),

Gm ;
(5.47)
g(X) = - -2e,
r
where e is the unit vector directed from the source m; to the field point X whose
distance from m; is r, as shown in Fig. 5.10. Since g is the gravitational force that
a particle of unit mass will experience when placed at X in §, the gravitational
force F( P; X) exerted on a particle P of mass m at X is given by
F(P ;X) =m(P)g(X) .

K

-r----J

Figure 5.10. Gravitational field strength g(X) due to the mass point mo.

(5.48)
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Alternatively, with (5.47), F(P ;X) = -Gm ome /r 2 , which is the same as (5.46) .
Observe again that the gravitational force is independent of the reference frame
that may be used to identify the place X.

5.6.2. The Gravitational Field of a System of Particles
The law of gravitation (5.46) , hence also its alternate form (5.48) , applies
only to two particles. To find the gravitational force exerted on a particle P by a
system of particles f3 = {Pk} , we use the fact that the field strength is a vector
measure of force per unit mass. Since forces are vectorially additive, the separate
field strengths of all particles of f3 must be vectorially additive. We suppose that
the internal forces between the particles of f3 remain equal and opposite and in no
way alter the individual field strengths gk(X) due to the separate particles Pk of
f3. Then, with the aid of (5.48), the resultant gravitational force exerted on P by
the totality of particles that comprise f3 is given by F(P ; X) = L~=I Fk(P ; X) =
L~=1 m(P)gk(X), wherein Fk(P ; X) is the gravitational force exerted by Pk on
the particle P at X. Thus, use of (5.47) for each source mass ni, in f3 yields the
resultantfield strength g(X) for a system ofn particles:
(5.49)
The interpretation of rk and ek is evident from Fig 5.11 in which the resultant field
strength at X for a two particle system is illustrated. Hence, use of (5.49) yields
the resultant gravitational force on a particle P due to a system of particles:
F(P ; X) = m(P)g(X), which has the same form as (5.48). Of course, the particle
P exerts an equal but oppos itely directed gravitational force on f3 . (See Problem
5.14.)
The direction of F( P ; X) will depend on the direction of g(X), which is
determined by the system f3 . In general , the resultant gravitational field strength
(5.49), and hence the resultant gravitational force, does not pass through the center

g(X)=g (X) +g (X)
I

Figure 5.11. Resultant Held strength g

= g, + g2 of a system of particles fJ = {Pl.

2

P2l.
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of mass of the field source fJ. Indeed, the field strength g*(X) due to the center
of mass particle at the place r" = -r*e* from X and having mass m" == m(fJ) is
given by (5.47) . Writing rk = -rkek (no sum) for the position vector of Pk from
X, as suggested in Fig . 5.11, and recalling (5.5) for the center of mass, we see by
(5.47) and (5.49) that

In general, therefore, g(X) is not parallel to r *, and hence the resultant gravitational
force does not pass through the center of mass of fJ . Consequently, the gravitational
force on P has a moment about the center of mass of the system. On the other hand,
it may be seen that g(X) = g*(X), very nearly, when the particle P is sufficiently
far from the neighborhood of fJ so that the distance rk of each particle Pk from X
is equal, very nearly, to the distance r" of the center of mass of fJ from X. Precise
demonstration of this statement based on the last relation above is left for the reader.
We have found that the formula for the resultant gravitational force on a
particle due to a system of particles has the same form as the basic rule (5.48) for
the gravitational force due to one particle. Derivation of a similar result for the
gravitational interaction of two separate systems is left for the reader. The procedure
and consequences are similar to those described below for two continuous bodies .

5.6.3.

The Gravitational Field of a Body

The gravitational force due to a continuum acting on a particle may be found
in a parallel manner. In this case, we generalize the particle theory by considering
a gravitational field whose strength due to a parcel of mass dm; of the body .9c3o
is defined by -(Gdm o / r 2 )e, where e is the unit vector directed from the source
dm; to the field point X shown in Fig. 5.12 at a distance r from dm .; Then the
resultantfield strength at X due to the body .9c3o is defined by
g(X)

== -G [ +-dm o •

l:l3

o

r (X)

(5.50)

Both e and r will vary in the integration over the source body .9c3o , so they cannot be
taken outside the integral. The resultant gravitationalforce exerted by the body .9c3o
on a particle P ofmass m at X is determined by F(P ; X) =m(P)g(X), which has
the same representation as the basic rule (5.48) for the attraction between two
particles. Of course, the particle exerts an equal and oppositely directed gravitational force on the body.
The direction of the resultant force F( P; X) is the same as that of g(X), which
is determined by the body .9c3o • It may be seen that the resultant gravitational field
strength (5.50), and hence the resultant gravitational force usually does not pass
through the center of mass of .9c3o . The proof is parallel to that for a system of
particles. Hence, in general, the resultant gravitational force exerted on P by the
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K

Figure 5.12. Elemental gravitational field strength dg(X) due to a parcel of mass dm; of a body H6o •

body is not the same as the gravitational force exerted on P by its center of mass
particle. In consequence, the gravitational force on P exerts a torque about the
center of mass of the body. Of course, when the particle P at X is sufficiently far
from the neighborhood of .9c'30 so that the distance of each of its particles from X
is equal very nearly to the distance r* of the center of mass of g()o from X, the two
field strengths are very nearly equal.
Finally, let us suppose that P is a material parcel dm(P) of another body
.9c'3 with mass m( g(). Then use of the field strength (5.50) in integration over .9c'3
determines the resultant gravitational force F(.9c'3) exerted on .q(j by g()o, namely,

F(.0/.3) =

1
.'fl

g(X)dm(P)

= m(.9c'3) g(.9c'3).

(5.51)

/\

The quantity g (.9c'3) defined by (5.51) is named the average, or mean field strength
due to .9c'30 • (See Problems 5.23 and 5.24.)
The gravitational force exerted by ,q(3 on .9c'3o is necessarily equal and oppositely
directed to F(.9c'3); but the forces need not be collinear, nor pierce the center of mass
of either body. Thus, with respect to an arbitrary reference point, in general the
source body ,q(30 will exert a gravitational torque on the body .9c'3 . If xQ( P) is the
position vector from a reference point Q to an element of mass dm(P) of ,q(3, the
moment about Q of the gravitational force distribution exerted on !!J3 by the field
source '~o , in accordance with (5.22), is

M QU"*3) =

[/3 xQ(P)

x g(X)dm(P).

(5.52)

This is illustrated in a subsequent Exercise 5.5, page 42, that includes discus sion
of the equipollent force and couple for the gravitational force system (5.51) and
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(5.52). Of course, the gravitational torque may vanish and the mutual gravitational
forces may pierce the centers of mass in special cases . This happens, for example,
when q) is sufficiently far from the source body q)o.
Observations of the kind described above will be helpful in understanding
the approximations assumed in our future studies of particle dynamics in which
bodies of finite size occur in many of the problems. We have seen that with regard
to the equation of motion , a body may be replaced by its corresponding center
of mass object; and as regards the gravitational force acting on a body, there is
presently only one rule that need concern us here. In sum, regardless ofthe nature
of the field source, the gravitational force F(O) acting on a material object fJ is
equal to the product of its mass m( fJ) and the total gravitational field strength
g(O) experienced by fJ; that is, in contracted notation.
F(6) = m( CI)g(6).

(5.53)

5.7. Some Applications of Newton's Theory of Gravitation
The application of Newton 's theory of gravitation is illustrated next in two
examples. The gravitational interaction between a wire ring and a particle, and
between a wire ring and a thin rod are studied. It is confirmed that when a material
object is sufficiently far from the field source, the gravitational interaction reduces
to the fundamental law (5.46) for two particles. The gravitational torque exerted
on a rod by a semicircular wire is then described in an exercise. We begin with the
gravitational interaction between a solid body and a particle .
Example 5.6. Interaction between a wire ring and a particle. A homogeneous, thin circular wire !::k3o of radius R and mass m., is shown in Fig. 5.13.

k
Figure 5.13. Geometry for the gravitational interaction between a wire ring and a particle.
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Determine the gravitational field strength of the wire ring at a point P on the normal axis through its center o. Show that the resultant gravitational force exerted
by f!l3 o on a particle of mass m placed at P reduces to the gravitational force (5.46)
between two particles when P is far enough from 0 such that IXI » R.

Solution . The resultant field strength of the circular wire f!l3 o at the
place X = Zk is determined by (5.50) in which the relative position vector reX) of the point P from the parcel of mass dm; of f!l3 o is given by
r'(X) = re = X - R = Zk - Re, in terms of the cylindrical reference variables
shown in Fig. 5.13. With r 2 = Z2 + R 2 , the integrand in (5.50) may be written as

e

Zk-Re r

(5.54a)

Introducing a = m o /2n R, the mass per unit length of the homogeneous wire,
and ds = Rdo, its elemental length, we have dm ; = o ds = 2~ mod¢. Then, with
(5.54a) in (5.50), noting that both Z and R are fixed quantities, and setting the
limits of integration over f!l3 o , we obtain the resultant field strength of the circular
wire at X:
g(X) = _

Gm o

2n(Z2

3

+ R2)'i

(Zk

[2Jr d¢

10

_ R

[2Jr erd¢)

10

,

(5.54b)

in which er = cos ¢i + sin ¢j . The last term vanishes; and the gravitational field
strength at the place X due to the circular wire is thus given by
g(X)

=-

GmoZ

3

(Z2 + R2)2

k.

(5.54c)

The field strength at the place P is directed toward the center of the ring.
A particle of mass m placed at X in the field (5.54c) experiences an attractive
gravitational force given by (5.48) in accordance with the rule (5.53) , namely,
F(P ; X) = m(P)g(X) = -

Gmm.Z.

3

(Z2 + R2)2

k,

(5.54d)

directed through the center of mass of f!l3 o • Notice that if P is placed at the center
o where Z = 0, the resultant, mutual gravitational force on P is zero.
Finally, suppose that P is far enough from 0 so that R/ Z « 1, hence
negligible . Then r = Z, k = e, approximately, and (5.54d) may be written as
F(P; X) = -Gmmoe/ r 2 , which has the same form as Newton 's law (5.46) for the
gravitational force between two particles of mass m and m o , respectively placed
at P and O.
0
We next study an application of (5.51) for the gravitational attraction between
two solid bodies .
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k
Figure S.14. Gravitational interaction between a wire ring and a thin rod.

Example 5.7. Interaction between a wire ring and a thin rod. A homogeneous, thin rod qj of length e and mass m( qj) is placed along the normal axis
of the wire ring described in the last example. What is the resultant gravitational
force exerted by the rod on the ring? Find the mean field strength due to the ring.
Solution. Since the gravitational field strength of the wire ring is known
by (5.54c), it is convenient to first find the resultant force that the ring exerts on
the rod, and afterwards obtain the opposite force acting on the ring. The rod is
placed along the central axis with its ends A and B at the respective distances a
and b from the center 0, as shown in the Fig. 5.14. For the homogeneous, thin
rod, the parcel of mass at X = Zk from 0 is dm(P) = m(qj)dZ /e . Hence, the
substitution into (5.51) of the gravitational field strength vector (5.54c) acting on
dm(P) determines the resultant gravitational force on the rod. Introducing the
integration limits for the rod qj and noting that 2Zd Z = d(Z2 + R 2) , we obtain
F(qj)

= - Gm om(.CJl3) k
2e

l

a

b

+ R 2)
+ R2)'i

d (Z2
(Z2

3

•

(5.55a)

This yields the resultant gravitational force on the rod qj due to the wire ring qjo :
F(qj) = - Gmo;(qj\ ((R 2 + a2r ~ - (R 2 + b2r ~) .

(5.55b)

The resultant gravitational force exerted on the ring is now given by

F(qjo) = -F(qj) . This force pierces the mass centers of both homogeneous solids.
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When the center of the rod is at 0, b = a = .€ /2 and the mutual resultant gravitational force vanishes. When the rod is sufficiently far from the ring so that R/ a and
.€ / a are both « I, (5.55b) for the gravitational attraction between the two bodies
reduces to (5.46) for two particles.
To determine the mean field strength due to the ring, first observe that
(5.55c)
are the respective distances from any point Q on the ring to the end points A and
B of the rod. Then, with (5.55b) , the mean gravitational field strength due to the
ring, in accordance with (5.51) , is

o-;

F(.c13)
m(.c13)

g(: 7 u ) = - - = - /\

f7Z)

a.b;

(bo-ao)
- - k.
.€

(5.55d)

o

The reader will find it informative to work through the following exercises.
These review the previous examples in the solution of a similar problem for a
semicircular wire. In addition , the gravitational torque effect is illustrated.
Exercise 5.3. Interaction between a semicircular wire and a thin rod. Suppose that the ring in the previou s example is replaced by a semicircular wire of
radius R in the upper half plane so that ¢ E [ (see Fig. 5.13), while the
rod retains the configuration shown in Fig. 5.14. Recall the sequence of equations
(5.54a) through (5.54d) . Show that the semicircular wire produces on the normal
axis through 0 at X = Zk a resultant gravitational field strength given by

I' I]

g(X)

=

Gm o

, (2Ri -:rr Zk) ;

(5.56a)

n (Z2 + R2)'i

and hence the resultant gravitational force exerted by the wire on the rod is

F(.c13) = :rr.€aob
Gmom [~(bao - abo) i
o R

-:rr (bo - ao)

where a., and b; are defined in (5.55c).

k] ,

(5.56b)

o

Exercise 5.4. Gravitational torque exerted by a semicircular wire on a thin
rod. It is seen in (5.56b) that the resultant gravitational force on the rod has a vertical

component that has a moment about the center point 0, for example. Therefore,
the gravitational force distribution on the rod gives rise to a gravitational torque
(5.52) . Let Q be the reference point at 0 so that Xo = Zk in (5.52). Show that the
gravitational torque about 0 exerted on the rod by the semicircular wire is

M o( .c13) =

2RGm om
.
(bo - aoh
n ia.b;

(5.56c)

o
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Exercise 5.5. The force system (5.56b) and (5.56c) is equip ollent to a gravitational f orce F (.c?8) at a certain point Q and a gravitational couple C(.c?8) ==
Xo x F(.c?8), where x., = (i , y, z) is a position vector from 0 to any point on the line
of action ofF(.c?8). Hence, Q is an arbitrary point on this line; and C(.93) = M o (.93)
pro vides the equation of the line of action of the equipollent force. Find the equation of the line of action of the equipollent force for the gravitational force system
exerted by the semicircular wire on the rod. Determine its intercepts (i o, Yo, zo)
with the axes, and thus show that the line of action of the equip ollent force acting on the rod pierces the center of mass of the homogeneous semic ircular wire,
but not that of the rod. Consequently, the rod exerts on the wire a gravitational
force F(.c?8o ) = -F(.c?8) and a gravitational couple C(.930 ) = -C(.93) at its center
of mass.
0

5.8. Gravitational Attraction by an Ideal Planet
Though enormous in size compared to ordinary material things, heavenly
bodie s are separated by great distance s, so the ratios d / D of their diameters d to
their distances of separati on D are small quantities. Consequently, as regard s their
gravitational interactions, the heavenly bodies typically are modeled as particle s.
Here we examine this hypothe sis for an ideal planet and show that its gravitational
field strength is the same as the field strength of a particle of equal mass placed at
its center.
Every material object in the vicinity of the Earth experien ces a gravitational
attraction that arises principally from the attractive force exerted by all parts of the
Earth on every part of the objec t. Of course, the dimen sioris of ordinary bodies are
infinitesimal in comparison with the size of the Earth , so even when these bodie s
may be on or very near the Earth, it seem s sensible in a first approximation to
model the body in its relation ship to the Earth as a particle or, more precisely, as
a center of mass object of mass m. Since the mass of a planet like the Earth is so
considerably greater than the mass of even the largest structures, like an aircraft, a
ship, or a skyscraper, the mutual gravitational attraction s of these bodie s obviously
are small in comparison with the total gravitational force due to the Earth . Indeed ,
in all of our experience we have suffered no apparent propulsion toward these
objects, nor they toward one another. But when we have the misfortune to tumble
from even the slightest height, it hurts! The effect would be the same if it happened
on the Moon, but with much reduced intensity due to the Moon 's smaller size and
mass. (See Problems 5.25 and 5.26.) In any case, ignoring other bodies , we want
to know-What is the gravitational force on a body due to the Earth?
To model the shape of a typical planet and its mass distribution , let us assume
that (i) the planet is a sphere of radiu s A, and (ii) its mass density p = p ( R) varies
only with the distance R from its center. The total gravitati onal force exerted by
the sphere on an extern al material point P at a distance X from its center may
be determined by use of (5.50) in (5.48), and cast in the spherical coordinates
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Figure 5.15. Geometry for the gravitational attraction of a particle P due to an ideal spherical planet.

(R, B, ¢) shown in Fig . 5.15. The material volume element is shown in Fig. 5.15a.
Hence, the spherical element of mass is dm; = p(R)R 2 sinB d Rdndc : Also,
-e/ r 2 = (R - X) /r 3 , wherein the unit source vector e is directed from the parcel
dm., at R = R sin B(cos ¢i + sin ¢j) + R cos Bk to the particle P at X = Xk, and
r = (R 2 + X2 - 2RX cos B)1. Collecting these terms into (5.50) and setting the
limits of integration over the sphere ~o , we find the gravitational force (5.48)
exerted by the ideal planet on a particle P of mass m at X is given by
F(P ; X) =

mG

fA ["

r

10 10 10

(R sin B(cos ¢i + sin ¢j) + (R cos - X)k)
3B
(R2 + X2 - 2RX cosB) "i

x p(R)R 2 sinBdRdBd¢.
The integrations are not so formidable as may appear. In fact, integration with
2ll
respect to ¢ yields J~ll (cos ¢i + sin ¢j)d¢ = 0 and J0 d¢ = Ln , Therefore, it
follows , as one might expect from symmetry, that the resultant gravitational force
exerted by an ideal planet on a particle ofmass m is directed toward the center of
the sphere :

i
. )_
F (P ,X - -2nmGk

A

o

ill (X - R cos B)p(R)R 2 sin BdRdB
3

0

(R2+X2_2RXcosBP

•

(5.57)
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The reader may show directly that (5.57) may be obtained by use of symmetry
about the k-axis and by considering the attraction of a thin ring of radius R sin 8
and thickness dRat a central angle 28. So far the result (5.57) actually holds more
generally for p = p(R , 8). To continue, however, we need p = p(R).
Returning to (5.57) and integrating the function s in 8, being careful to observe
that the particle at X lies outside the sphere, i.e. X :::: R, we eventually find the
important result

F(P;X) == -G

m(P)m(PlJo)
X2

k=m(P)g(X) for X:::: R ,

(5.58)

wherein m(PlJo) is the mass of the sphere and g(X) is its field strength at X :
g(X) = -

Gm(PlJo)
X2

k. (5.59)

The gravitational force (5.58) has precisely the same form as (5.46) for the
gravitational attraction between two particles ; and the gravitational field strength
in (5.59) is the same as the field strength (5.47) of a particle of equal mass m(PlJo)
placed at the center of the sphere. Therefore, as regards its gravitationalattraction,

a sphere ofmass density p(R) behaves like a particle having mass m., = m(PlJo),
the mass ofthe sphere, and located at its center. Thus, any planet that is essentially

spherical and has an average density variation that depends only on the distance
from its center will attract a particle of mass m with the central directed force (5.58)
characteristic of a source particle located at its center. Plainly, our hypothetical
planet does not represent accurately the true features of the Earth, nor any other
real planet. This analysi s provide s only a simple first approximation of the field
strength due to the Earth, or any similar body.

5.9.

Gravitational Force on an Object Near an Ideal Planet

Let us consider the field strength in the vicinity of our ideal planet. The radius
vector from its center to an object P in the neighborhood of its surface may be
written as X = (A + s )k , where e, the normal distance of P from the surface, is
very small compared with the planet's radius A. Then (5.58) may be written as

Gmmok
F(P ;A+g)=- A2(1+ s jA)2 '

(5.60)

where m., == m(qJo) denotes the planet's mass. When e = 0, we obtain the gravitationalforce on P at the planet's surface:

F(P;A)=m(P)g(A)

with

g(A) = -gk

==

Gm;

-AZk.

(5.61)
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The constant g == Gmol A 2 is known as the acceleration ofgra vity; its value plainly
depends upon the size and mass distributi on of the planet. Although g, as its name
implies, has the physical dimensions of acceleration, it is not a kinematical quantity;
it is not the derivative of a velocity vector.
To determine the error committed by our neglecting the term eI A in (5.60),
the relation (5.6 1) and the binomial expansion of (1 + el A )- 2 are used to obtain
F (P ;A

+ eo) =

F(P ;A)(1-

'Ie

3e 2

A + AT - ...).

The first appro ximation e] A = 0 yields (5.6 1). Therefore, the next term 'Ie] A is
a measure of the error comm itted when this term is ignored. For example, for
an aircraft flying at an altitude of e = 10 mile (16 km) above the Earth, whose
average radiu s is 3960 mile (6373 km), Le] A = 0.005, where as for a spacecraft
at an altitude of 100 mile (161 km), Ze] A = 0.05. In the first instance we commit
an error of about 0.5% when using the estimate (5.61), in the second we err by
nearly 5%. Thus , so long as the objec t P does not stray too far from the planet , to
a close approximation, the gravitational force F = mg is a constant vector given
by (5.6 1). The extent to which this approximation may be useful depends on the
particular application . In situations where gravitational variations with the altitude
are important, the estimate (5.6 1) is not to be used. (See Problem 5.22.)

5.10. Weight of a Body and its Center of Gravity
The gravitational force exerted by a body £:?li t on another body ~ is called
the weight of £:?li 2 relative to £:?li\ . The gravitational field strength of a body £:?lio is
given by (5.50), and the gravitational force it exerts on an objec t ~ is described
by (5.53) . This is the weight of ~ relative to £:?lio . Thu s, specifically, the weight
W (P ; X) at X of a particle P of mass m(P ), relative to £:?lio , is defined by
W (P ; X )

== m(P )g(X ).

(5.62)

The universal law of gravitation (5.46), hence (5.50), involves invariant quantities that are independent of the reference frame-it is the same for all observers.
Therefore, the weight of an object is the same for all observers; but it varies with the
relative gravitational source. The weight of a particle P near the Earth is estimated
by the constant force (5.6 1). The weight of the same particle in the neighborhood
of the Moon , say, is also estimated by (5.6 1), but its value differs from its weight
relative to the Earth . (See Problem 5.25.) In both cases, however, the mass m(P ) is
the same- mass is an invariant propert y of a body; its weight is not. Henceforward,
unless stated otherwise, the weight of a body shall mean its weight relative to the
Earth. Thus, by (5.6 1) and (5.62) , the weight W of a body modeled as a particle
of mass m is an attractive body force abbreviated by W = W n = mgn = mg,
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where n is a unit vector directed toward the center of the Earth . In accordance with
(5.53), the weight of a system of particles and a continuum are regarded similarly.

5.10.1. The Local Acceleration of Gravity-An Estimate
It is known from experimental measurements that the gravitational constant
has the value G = 6.67 X 10- 11 N · m2 . kg- 2 = 3.43 X 10- 8 lb - ft2 • slugr'. The
estimated average mass density of the Earth is p = 5520 kg/m", and its average
radius is A = 6373 km, very nearly. Hence, the constant acceleration of gravity in
the vicinity of the Earth estimated by (5.61) is g = 9.824 m/sec' = 32.23 ft/sec'' .
These values are reviewed and refined later on. In most engineering applications,
however, it is customary to use the estimate g = 9.8 m/sec/ = 32.2 ft/sec",
Since the gravitational constant G is so very small, even when two bodies
may be very close to one another, the gravitational force between them, though
measurable (as demonstrated in experiments to measure G), is insignificant unless
the mass of at least one of the bodies, like the Earth, is enormous. Therefore, the
mutual attractive forces of neighboring bodies other than the Earth are ignored,
and hence the total attractive gravitational force on an object is its weight. (See
Problem 5.26.)

5.10.2. Center of Gravity of a Body
So far as a particle may be concerned there is no ambiguity as to where the
weight vector acts-it acts on the particle. But when the total weight of a system
of particles or of a body is introduced, the place relative to their material points
at which the total weight of these bodies may be supposed to act is not evident.
The concept of the center of gravity is introduced to clarify this question . We
shall discuss the center of gravity for a body and leave as an exercise the parallel
development for a system of particles .
The weight of a material parcel of mass dm(P) at a point P of a body qj is
g(P)dm(P), where g(P) is the gravitational field strength at P due to the Earth.
In accordance with the first equation in (5.51), the weight of qj is defined by
W(qj)

=[

193

g(P)dm(P).

(5.63)

If the gravitational field strength is uniform over qj so that g(P) = g, a constant
vector, the weight of qj is simply the product of g and its mass m(qj): W(qj) =
m(qj)g.

Since the body over which the gravitational field acts is small compared with
the Earth, the Earth's field, though directed approximately toward its center, may
be modeled as a parallel field over the body region, so that g(P) = g(P)n, where
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Earth

Figure 5.16. Schema for the equipollent moment condition in a parallel, variable gravity field.

n is a constant unit vector radially directed toward the Earth . Hence, (5.63) yields
W( gj)

=(

193

dw(P)

=(

193

g(P)dm(P) ,

(5.64)

in which dw(P) == g(P)dm(P) is the elemental weight of the parcel dm(P) .
By (5.63) , the distribution of the weight of a body in a parallel, but variable
gravitational field is equipollent to the single force W(gj). In addition, for any
assigned point Q in the Earth frame <1> = {F ;Ik } shown in Fig . 5.16, the moment
M Q about Q of the weight distribution dw(P) = ndw(P) in the parallel Earth
field is equipollent to the moment about Q of the total weight W (913) = n W (913)
acting at a point C along its line of action in <1> . The unknown position vector of C
from Q is denoted by xQ(913) in Fig 5.16. Thus, the equipollent moment condition
(5.29) is
(5.65)
wherein xQ(P) is the position vector of a material parcel of weight
dw(P) at P . With dw = dwn and use of (5.64) , (5.65) yield s W(913)xQ x
n = J9'! xQ(P)d w(P) x n. For simplicity, let us discard the subscript Q, and note
that in general the position vectors may vary with time t , as suggested in Fig. 5.16 .
Then, with these adjustments, since Q may be chosen arbitrarily and n is a fixed
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direction , we may satisfy this equation by choosing the point at xdefined by

W(~)x(~, t ) =

1
9B

x(P , t )dw(P )

(5.66)

to provide the location from Q of the point C at which the weight of ~ acts to
produce a moment about Q equal to that of its distribution. The point of the body
~ defined by x(~, t) in (5.66) is called the center ofgravity of .9c3.
The location of the center of gravity will depend on the variable gravitational
field strength g(P) and the orientation of the body, which also might be nonhomogeneous. So, if the body is moved to a different configuration at another place
in a variable gravity field, the center of gravity generally is not at the same place
in the body frame; and hence the center of gravity generally is not a unique point
in the body frame .

Example 5.8. A homogeneous cylinder ~ of height h and its base at the
distance a from the Earth's center F in frame <I> = {F; I k } is shown in Fig. 5.17.
Show that the center of gravity in a variable gravity field is not an invariant point
in the body reference frame.

i= I

n

a

F,,;-_--'---L--._ K

J

Figure 5.17. Schema for evaluation of the center of
gravity of a uniform cylinder in a variable. parallel
gravitational field.
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Solution. The second equation in (5.59) gives the variable gravitational field
strength g(P ) = MG/ X2 at P due to the Earth. The Earth's mass is M = m(gjo)
and X is the distance from F to a material parcel at P having weight dw(P) =
g( P) dm( P ) = (M G / X 2 )adX , where a = m ] h is the mass per unit length of gj.
Integration in accordance with (5.64) shows that the weight of the cylinder in the
given configuration will vary with the distance a from the Earth:

r:

_ mMG
W( gj) - - h - 10

dX _

mMG

X2 - a(a

+ h) '

(5.67a)

The location x(gj) = XI + YJ + ZK of the center of gravity from F is given
by (5.66). With x(P) = XI+ YJ + ZK in Fig . 5.17 , we find by symmetry about
the I -axis that Y = Z = 0 and
rio MmG
W( ;'lu)X=--

h

r
0

(a h) .

dX= -MmG
- I n -+X
h
a

(5.67b)

Using (5.67a) and introducing i == X - a, we obtain the location i of the center
of gravity in the body frame IfJ = {O; id in Fig . 5.17:
i = a

[I +h]h/a
In (1 + ~)
- 1] .
a
a

(5.67c)

This result shows that the center of gravity in the body frame varies with a, the
vertical distance of 0 from the center of the Earth . If the body is moved vertically
to another place, the location i of the center of gravity in the body frame will
change. Hence, in contrast with the invariant center of mass of the same body, the
center of gravity generally is not a unique point in the body reference frame 1fJ.
The center of gravity is not an invariant property of the body.
On the other hand, the variable gravity effect on the position of the center
of gravity of an ordinary body usually may be considered negligible. Because the
body 's height h is small compared to the radial distance a from the center of the
Earth, we may ignore in the last formula all terms of order greater than the first in
Z2 + ~ Z 3 - . .. valid
h ]a « 1. We recall the series expansion In(l + z) = Z
for 0 < Z = h / a < 1 and thus obtain the unique, approximate location i = h / 2 of
the center of gravity in the body frame 1fJ.
0

-1

In most practical cases of interest, the gravitational field throughout a body gj
that is small compared with the Earth may be approximated by a constant field of
strength g throughout that body. Hence, the center of gravity of a body gj, even
in a variable, parallel gravitational field, is the unique point in the body frame IfJ
who se position vector x from any assigned point Q in ct> is given by (5.66) , very
nearly . Therefore, so far as its weight is concerned, the body may be replaced by
a particle of weight W( gj) located at its center of gravity. Of course, the center
of gravity particle need not be a material point of gj, but it may be. In a fixed
configuration of the body, the definition (5.66) is independent of the choice of the
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reference point Q in <1>, and hence in a locally, constant gravity field, the center of
gravity is the unique point C in the body frame relative to which

r pep, t)dw(P) = O.

Jg(J

(5.68)

Here pcp, t) is the position vector from C to the parcel of weight dw(P) at P .
Equation (5.68) states that the moment of the weight distribution of the body about
its center of gravity vanishes. The foregoing construction does not specify that the
body be rigid. For a rigid body, however, p( P , t) is independent of time in a body
frame.
We have learned that in general the center of gravity is not an invariant
property of the body-it varies with the gravitational field strength in the region
of space that the body currently occupies. However, because the field strength due
to the Earth varies insignificantly over ordinary bodies , it is quite reasonable to
replace the variable , parallel gravitational field by a locally uniform, parallel field.
In this case, (5.66) reduces to (5.12) so that x = x*. Thus, in a locally uniform
gravitational field, the center ofgravity and the center ofmass ofa body coincide,
in which case the center of gravity shares all of the properties of the center of
mass.
Finally, we recall that sometimes the weight density yep) == p(P)g(P), the
weight per unit volume of ::2, is used in engineering analysis . In this case, we
have dw(P) = y(P)dV(P). Thus, if the weight density of a body is constant, the
weight of the body is the product of its weight density and its volume V( gj) :
W( gj) = yV(gj) . Hence, from (5.66) and (5.14), the center of gravity of a body
of uniform weight density is at its centroid. For a homogeneous body in a locally
uniform, parallel gravitational field, p, g, and y = pg are constants, and hence
in this important special case the center of gravity, the center of mass, and the
centroid ofthe body are coincident points. In general, however, they are not.

5.11. Coulomb's Laws of Friction
So far, our study has focused on one important kind of body force, the familiar
force of gravity. We now consider a familiar kind of contact force, the frictional
force that arises between pairs of separate bodies in their pending or relative sliding
motion . Two physical laws, known as Coulomb's laws, govern the nature of this
frictional force.
The first law of friction was known for a long time before Charles Coulomb
(1736-1806), a senior captain in the French Royal Corps Engineers, verified it in
1781 during investigation of mechanical improvements for military gear. Historians, however, discovered long ago a statement of the first law in the notebooks
of the famous Italian artist and inventor Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519). From
simple experiments, da Vinci concluded that the amount offriction is proportional
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to the normal pressure between the contacting bodies and is independent oftheir
area of contact. Da Vinci's empirical proposition thus provided the first record
in scientific writings of a law for sliding friction, an important contribution to
mechanical science that was lost for nearly three centuries!
The notebooks, for several reasons, were virtually unknown prior to 1797.
Translation of the manuscripts, language aside, was hampered by da Vinci's habit
of writing in a reversed, left-directed fashion that required reading from a mirror,
certainly an uninviting prospect. Though da Vinci apparently planned to assemble
his voluminous notes for publication, this never happened. Upon his death in 1519,
the encoded notebooks were passed to a close friend who guarded and preserved
them until his own death in 1570; and from that time onward the manuscripts
passed many hands , some parts being lost forever. Thirteen volumes survived and
eventually were collected in the Ambrosian Library at Milan . But in the invasion
of Italy in 1796, the documents were seized by Napoleon Bonaparte and carried to
Paris, where for the first time they were studied by J. B. Venturi who later described
them in an essay published in 1797. (See Hart, Chapters I and VII.)
It is no surprise, therefore, that da Vinci's law of friction was unknown to
the French engineer Guillaume Amontons, who rediscovered it in 1699, nearly
200 years after da Vinci. It is astonishing, however, that the French Academy of
Sciences, which expressed disbelief of the independence of the area of contact, received Amontons's rule with skepticism. Yet later, in 1781, the Academy awarded
Coulomb a prize for essentially the same thing, though presented more thoroughly
and in broader terms. (See Deresiewicz.) Coulomb's exemplary experiments established, not one, but two basic laws of friction that express a clear distinction
between static friction and dynamic friction that went unnoticed by all others.
These principles characterize the nature of the contact force between surfaces at
rest and in relative sliding motion; they are the focus of the discussion that follows .
5.11.1.

Contact Force between Bodies

A contact force is the mutual force acting at the interface between separate
bodies that touch one another. At each interface point q, the contact force i(q),
say, exerted by one body upon the other may be separated into component forces
TI( q) and r( q), respectively, normal and tangent to the interface at q, so that
i(q) = TI(q) + r( q) . The normal component describes the mutual pulling (tension)
or pushing (compression) of one body by the other perpendicular to the interface;
it is called the normal force . If the contacting bodies ~ l and ~2 are subsets of
the same body ~ = ~ 1 U~2 separated by an imaginary material surface .s1, the
tangential component r( q) characterizes the mutual resistance to shearing of the
two parts along .s1, so that r( q) is named the shearforce . These particular contact
forces playa paramount role in the mechanics of deformable solids and fluids.
We shall encounter them in a different setting in various problems ahead. If we
wish, for example , to determine how the tension in the string of a pendulum varies
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as the pendulum swings to and fro, it is nece ssary to introduce an imaginary cut
in the string, and show in its place in a free body diagram of the pendulum bob,
the normal (tensile) force that the string exerts on the bob. On the other hand,
when two bodies YB\ and YB2 are physically separate, to maintain their contact the
normal component of the contact force must be compressive; and its tangential
component characterizes the mutual resistance to sliding of one body surface
over the other, a natural effect that everybody knows as friction . In this case, the
tangential component is called the frictional force .
The description of the frictional force is far more complicated than suggested
above . The normal and tangential components ofthe interfacial force are distributed
over the area of contact. But the actual area of contact is unknown. Indeed, even the
most carefully polished surfaces look under magnification like miniature mountain
ranges with hills and valleys that are much larger than molecular dimensions, and
the contacting surfaces press upon these tiny mountains. Therefore, the actual area
of contact may be much smaller than the apparent area of contact described by the
macroscopic dimensions of the interfacial region .
Although interlocking effects of the surface asperities playa role in the overall complex mechanism! of sliding friction, it is known from sophisticated measurements that frictional force arises mainly from the force requ ired to shear the
mountain peaks . Moreover, these experiments reveal that the actual area of contact, accounting for the deformation, depends on the intensity of the normal force.
This area, however, is very nearly independent of the apparent interfacial area of
the sliding bodies. The inten se pressure at the contact point s increases the area
of contact until it is large enough to support the load . But in observation of the
frictional resi stance, the growth in the real area of contact manifests itself through
the increase in the applied normal thru st, and hence is independent of the apparent
interfacial area of contact. The se measurements confirm da Vinci's primary observations and support his law of sliding friction; and they are the foundation for
Coulomb's laws.
The distribution of the contact force is also unknown. But information about
this force is required before any problem that involve s friction can be solved. To
hurdle this obstacle, we adopt the advance strategy that the normal and tangential
distributions of the contact force , whatever the actual area of contact may be, are
equipollent to a resultant normal force N and a resultant frictional force f that acts
to oppose the relative motion of two contacting separate bodie s YB I and YB 2 • Thus ,
if ry(q) and r( q) denote the normal and tangential force distributions per unit area
a of the apparent contact area A, then N = fA ry(q)da , f = fA r(q)da ; and the
resultant contact force R = fA ,(q)da exerted by .93\ on YB 2 is
R=N+f.

j

(5.69)

See the classical treatise by Bowden and Tabor. Contemporary molecular theories of friction and
modern surface measurement techniques are discussed in the referenced article by Krim.
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(a) Contact Forces on $ ~ by $.

(b) Free Body Diagram of $ 1

Figure 5.18. The contact forces exerted by the body !?i'I 1on the body ga2 . and the free body diagram of !?i'I2.

Thus, instead of having to deal with the unknown surface load distribution s, we
may work with their result ants in (5.69). The resultant contact forces exerted by
a body gJ ] on another body gJ2 are shown in Fig. 5.18a. Other contact and body
forces may act on gJ2, but these are not shown here. Of course, the contact forces
exerted by gJ2 on gJ ] are opposite to those exerted by gJ , on gJ2.

5.11.2. Governing Principles of Sliding Friction
Perfectly smooth, frictionless surfaces do not exist. Nonetheless, sometime s
the surface asperity is so fine that the surface feels perfectly smooth to our sensation of touch . Therefore, in situations where frictional effects may be considered
negligible or unimportant, we may sometimes consider an ideal model of smooth
contacting surfaces that offer no sliding resistance whatever, a model that brings to
mind the seemingly effortless, graceful motion of a skater on virtually frictionless
ice. In this ideal case, the frictional force is zero and the contact force is normal to
the interfacial tangent plane, that is, f = 0 and R = N in (5.69) . This ideal property
characterizes a so-called smooth surface.
When the surfaces are not perfectly smooth, it is intuitively clear that if
the angle (X of the inclination of the plane surface of the body gJ ] shown in
Fig. 5.l8a is sufficiently small, the body gJ 2 will remain at rest on the plane.
But as (X is gradually increased, the magnitude of the frictional force must also
increase gradually to restrain gJ2 . Eventually, the angle of repose (X will exceed
a certain critical, maximum value a; at which the frictional force can no longer
sustain the equilibrium of gJ2, and gJ 2 will begin to slide down the plane. Thus, the
magnitude f = IfI of the static fri ctional force between the bodies eventually will
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reach a critical value f = L , called the critical force, at which slip is imminent.
Of course , after sliding begins, friction continues to act between the contacting
surfaces to oppose the relative motion . Clearly, this dynamic frictional force fd
cannot exceed the static, critical force; in fact, experiments show that !d < i;
These critical values of the frictional forces depend on the intensity of the normal
contact force between the bodies. Indeed, we see readily that when lightly pressed
together, our hands can be slid easily one upon the other; but when pressed tightly
together, their relative sliding is rendered more difficult. The values of the critical ,
static and dynamic frictional forces are most simply related to the magnitude of the
normal contact force between the bodies in accordance with the following basic
and ideal principles of friction commonly known as Coulomb's laws of friction.
1. The law ofstatic friction: The critical magnitude I, ofthe static frictional
force between dry or lightly wetted surfaces that are at the verge ofslipping
relative to each other is proportional to the intensity N of the mutual,
resultant normal force between them :
(5.70)

f e =p,N.

The constant p" called the coefficient of static friction , is independent of
the interfacial contact area; it depends only on the nature ofthe contacting
surfaces.
2. The law of dynamic friction: The magnitude fd of the frictional force
between two dry or lightly wetted surfaces sliding relative to one another
is proportional to the intensity N of the mutual, resultant normal force
between them :

!d =

(5.71)

vN.

The constant v, named the coefficient of dynamic friction, is less than the
static coefficient for the same conditions, v < u : Moreover , v is independent of the interfacial area of contact and of the relative sliding speed of
the surfaces; it depends only on the nature ofthe contacting surfaces .
The first law determines the greatest frictional force that can develop between
contacting surfaces before sliding occurs , whereas the second law determines the
magnitude of the frictional force that acts during the relative sliding motion . If a
sliding motion between two bodies has not occurred and is not imminent, then the
magnitude f of the frictional force is always less than the critical force I, and
may be determined by equilibrium considerations. These remarks are summarized
schematically in Fig. 5.19 to illustrate the relations
Static: 0 ::: f
Dynamic: 0 ::: f

::: I,

= p,N;

= !d = vN

< fe .

(5.72)

(5.73)
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Figure 5.19. Graphical interpretation of Coulomb's laws of static and dynamic friction.

Note that f = f e holds in (5.72) only when relative slip is imminent; and f = !d
holds in (5.73) only while sliding occur s. Further, f = 0 holds only for ideal,
perfectly smooth surfaces for which fL = IJ = O. Otherwise, since IJ < u ; once slip
is achieved , a smaller force acts to retard the motion . These effects are assumed
to be independent of the interfacial area of contact and of the relative speed of the
dry or lightly wetted surfaces.
The static and dynamic coefficients of friction will depend only on the nature
of the contacting material surfaces, that is, on the materials of which the bodies are
made, their surface roughness qualit y, their degree of lubrication, their temperature, perhap s their chemical characteristics, and some other less important things.
Clearly, the values of both fL and IJ must be found by experiments. Also, when
one body rolls on another, there is very little interfacial slip; but the bodies still
experience mutual resistance to rolling, which is called rolling fri ction . Everyone
knows that it is easier to roll than to slide a body on a flat surface; hence, rolling
friction is considerably smaller than sliding friction. Further, when a layer of fluid,
such as air or water, separates two surfaces, there is a resisting force exerted by
the fluid which is called drag or viscous fri ction . Both rolling and viscou s friction
are determined by laws that are entirel y different from Coulomb 's rules of sliding
friction . The effects of viscous friction are discussed in Chapter 6. The interested
reader may consult the sources cited at the end of this chapter for details on these
additional matters . We now turn to some examples.

5.11.3. Equilibrium of a Block on an Inclined Plane
Let us consider the familiar, elementary problem of equilibrium of a rigid
block a'32 shown in Fig. 5.18a at rest on an inclined plane a'3\. Our focus is on
the general procedure for setting up and solving this problem . In addition, some
elementary results of static friction are also reviewed .
First, choose a'32 as a free body (the system to be investigated). Now identify
all of the contact and body forces that act on .9c32 alone . We may ignore the contact
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force of the surrounding air. (Why ?) Then the only body that touches £I3 2 is the
body £I3 I , so the total contact force acting on £I32 consists of the equipollent normal
force N and frictional force f due to £I3 1, or the equivalent reaction force R. The
Earth is the only body that exerts a significant body force on £I3 2 , hence the total
body force acting on £I32 is its weight W . All of the forces that act on £I32 , whether
it be in equilibrium or in motion in an assigned inertial frame are shown in the
free body diagram in Fig. 5.l8b. The direction of these forces must be consistent
with the physical situation. In particular, f must act to retard the potential motion
of £I32 , N must support £I3 2 , and W must be directed toward the center of the Earth.
The vector g denote s in the figure the direction of the gravitational attraction of
the Earth.
Any inertial frame may be introduced to formulate the problem, but one
choice may be mathematically more convenient than another. The inertial frame
cp = {F ; ik } shown in Fig. 5.18b is a good choice because the forces are most easily
related to it. The free body diagram shows that the total force acting on the block
£I32 is

F(£I3 2 , t)

= W + f + N.

(5.74a)

Next, express these forces in terms of their components in tp:
W=W(sinO'i-cosO'j),

f=-ji,

N=Nj.

(5.74b)

Here W = mg , j , and N denote the magnitudes of these forces. This completes
the primary phase in the problem formulation.
5.11.3.1.

The Force Equilibrium Relations

Since the block is in equilibrium in cp, in accordance with (5.45) , the total
force (5.74a) and the total moment about a point fixed in cp of the forces in (5.74b)
must vanish for all times. First, consider the forces. Substitute (5.74b) into (5.74a) ,
and write the force equilibrium equation,

F(£I32 , t ) = (W sin o - f)i + (N - W cos o jj = O.

(5.74c)

Consequently, each vector component must be zero; and so the normal and frictional forces on £I32 are determined by

N = W cOSO',
5.11.3.2.

j = W sin o.

(5.74d)

The Moment Equilibrium and No Tip Conditions

The zero moment equation M O( £I32 , t) = 0, the second of the equilibrium
conditions for a rigid body in (5.45), will fix the location d of the line of action
of the resultant normal force N. Since the resultants Nand f in Fig. 5.l8b are
concurrent at a certain point 0 in the interfacial plane, it is clear that the moment
M o of the forces (5.74b) taken about this fixed point in cp will vanish if and only if
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the line of action of W also passes through O . Indeed, it is easily shown in general
that three concurrent force s acting on a particle in equilibrium must be coplanar.
(Is the same generally true for a particle in motion?) Hence, the concurrent forces
W, N, and f lie in the vertical plane containing the interface point 0 and the
center of gravity of the block at the height h above the plane surface. Clearly,
the block will not tumble forward so long the line of action of W falls within the
distance b to the leading edge of the block, and hence for d S b in Fig . 5.18b.
The line of action of W, and hence the point 0 , is at the leading edge when the
angle a = at = tan" b] h. Therefore, if the plane's angle of inclination may be
increased to the angle at without exciting slip so that at < cc ; the critical angle
of sliding friction, the block will be at the verge of tipping over rather than sliding
down the plane. The slightest further increase in the inclined angle at pushes the
line of action of W ahead of the leading edge and the block will topple down the
plane before sliding impends, because the moment of W about 0 at the leading
edge of the block is no longer balanced. Henceforward, we shall suppose that the
moment equilibrium condition a S at for no tipping of the block is respected.
(See Problem 5.28.)

5.11.3.3.

The No Slip Condition

From (5.74a) , R = f + N = - W; and hence the resultant contact force must
be opposite to the weight W. Indeed, the zero moment condition for equil ibrium in
(5.45) shows that Rand W must be collinear. Hence, in consequence ofequilibrium,
the angle that R makes with the normal to the inclined plane surface in Fig . 5.18a
is equal to the plane's angle a. From (5.74d) and (5.72), it is seen that the angle of
repo se must satisfy the inequality

e

tan o =

~

S u,

(5.74e)

in order that f shall be less than the critical force I; at which fX3 2 will be at the
verge of slipping. The greatest angle a c for which (5.74e) holds is called the critical
angle offriction ; it is given by Coulomb's law (5.70) as expressed in (5.74e), that
is,

tan c ,

= -Nf c = [L ,

(5.74f)

Thus, the tangent of the angle of repose is critical when it reaches a value equal
to the coefficient of static friction, a value that is independent of the weight of
the block fX3 2 • When a = a; < at, the block will not topple over, but the slightest
further increase in the plane's inclination will cause the block to slide , and our
equilibrium analysis, no longer valid, must be replaced by analysis of the block's
motion .
D
The basic free body formulation procedure used above is applied almost invariably in the formulation of all problems in both statics and dynamics. Sometimes
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problems may be solved easily in direct vector notation, so the decomposition of
the forces into components may not be necessary, but more often than not, for simplicity, it is. It cannot be too strongly emphasized that the free body formulation
for the total force is the same for both a statics and a dynamics problem; and it
is important that the student become thoroughly familiar with this method. The
analysis of the block's motion follows .
5.11.4.

Motion of a Block on an Inclined Plane

We now encounter our first application of dynamics in the analysis of the
sliding motion of a block down an inclined plane. Let us continue from where we
left off above and suppose that the plane's angle of inclination exceeds the critical
angle of friction . Then the block slides down the plane without tumbling provided
that a c < a < a, holds . The free body diagram for @ 2 is shown in Fig. 5.18b; it
is the same as before. Consequently, the free body formulation for the dynamics
problem is the same as that for the statics problem and leads again to (5.74a); but
this time the block has a translational motion down the plane, and the appropriate
dynamical equations of motion must be decided . Since the body @ 2 is rigid and
does not tumble, its motion is determined by the Newton-Euler equation (5.43)
for its center of mass:
(5.75a)
The next step is the formulation of the appropriate kinematics. Since the
motion is along a straight line on and down the plane,
(5.75b)
where X*(@2, t) = x*i is the position vector of the center of mass of @ 2 from the
fixed origin F in cpo Collecting the first equation in (5.74c) and (5.75b) in (5.75a),
we have
(W sino - f)i

+ (N

- W cosoj]

= mx*i.

(5.75c)

This yields the component equations of motion
mx" = W sin o -

f

and

N - W cos o = 0

(5.75d)

to be solved for the normal force N and for the rectilinear motion X*( @2 , t) of the
center of mass of @ 2.
The second equation of (5.75d) determines the normal force N = W cos u ,
and Coulomb's second law (5.71) for the sliding motion gives

f

=

!d = v N

= v W cos a.

(5.75e)

Then with (5.75b) and W = mg, the first relation in (5.75d) yields

a* = x* = g(sina - vcosa)i.

(5.75f)
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Thu s, the acceleration of the center of mass, indeed the acceleration of every
particle of the block in its parallel translation down the plane, is a constant
vector.
The velocity and the motion of the center of mass point are now easi ly obtained
by integra tion of (5.750, subjec t to specified initial conditions. Let us suppose that
the block is released from rest in rp so that v*(982 , 0) = 0 and x*(982 , 0) = 0 at
t = O. Then integration of (5.75f) yields
v*(982 , t) = gt(s in a - vcos a)i,

then

x*(982 , t) = 4gt2(sin a - v cos a) i.

(5.75g)
We thus find that the sliding motion is independent of the mass of the bodyit is the same for all bodies, both large and small, so long as (5.7 1) holds
and the no tip constraint is satisfied. Thi s completes the analysis of the sliding translation al motion of the block, but some additional point s are noted in the
exercise.
Exercise 5.6. Equation (5.75a) shows that in the dynamic s problem the resultant contact force R on the block is not opposite to the weight W . Consider at time
t the moment equati on (5.44) for the applied force s about the fixed origin F at the
initial position of the center of mass of the block . (a) Prove that M F = 0, and thus
show that R is concurrent with W through the cent er of mass. (See Example 5.5,
page 23.) Therefore, in the absence of rotation, the moment of the forces about the
moving center of mass point also vanishes. (b) Show that the same result follows
when the fixed point F is in the contact plane at the initial position. What is !iFin
this case? (See Problem 5.28 .)
0
Our sliding block example illustrates for a simple translational motion the
more complex nature of the motion analysis of bodie s and the importance of the
center of mass. The translational motion of the block is described completely by the
motion of its center of mass particle, regardle ss of its location in the body. Notice
that the actual identit y of the center of mass was unimportant in (5.75f), and it
remained anonymou s in (5.75g)- its location (actually the center of gravity in this
case) was important only in the discussion of potential rotational effects expres sed
by the no tip condition derived from the moment equati on. The anonymity of the
center of mass is typical of many rigid body problems in which rotational effects
are absent.

5.12. Applications of Coulomb 's Laws
Two problem s that use Coulomb 's laws in demon stration of the predicti ve
value of the principles of mechanics are studied. The first example illustrate s the
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l.

(a)

i~
Figure 5.20. A simple experiment demonstrating the pressure induced. friction reduction principle.

phenomenon of pressure-induced friction reduction useful in a variety of engineering applications. The second example demonstrates the application of basic
principles in providing the solution to a major technical problem during World
WarIL
5.12.1.

The Sliding Can Experiment

An empty beverage can' g(j having identical top and bottom rims is shown in
Fig. 5.20a. The can is placed at A on a sheet of slightly wetted glass, which is then
gradually tilted until the critical angle £Xc is attained at which sliding of the can is
initiated. Since the can slides on its narrow rim, the critical angle is independent of
whether the open or the closed end of the can is upward . Of course , upon reaching
the edge of the glass at B, the can falls off. The experiment is conducted at room
temperature and the measured critical angle of friction is about 17°. Coulomb's
laws hold for slightly wetted surfaces, and (5.74f) thus determines the coefficient
of static friction f..i = tan 17° = 0.30.
The empty can is then chilled and the test repeated by first placing the can
on the wetted glass with its open end upward . The critical angle is found to be the
same as before, thus showing for this case that u. is independent of the temperature.
Finally, the can is chilled to the same temperature as before and placed on the wetted
surface with its open end downward. Surprisingly, the can starts to slide when the
critical angle a; is only I° or 2°; and it slides down the entire length of the glass
held at this very small inclination. But it stops rather abruptly when the open end
extends just beyond the edge of the sheet at B in Fig. 5.20a.
§ Adapted from the article by M. K. Hubbert and

W.W. Rubey cited in the chapt er references . See also
the related articles by M . B. Karelitz and by B. Noble reported therein.
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This curious phenomenon occurs because after a few seconds the cold, trapped
air expands as it begins to warm, causing the internal air pressure to increa se.
Because the surface area of the closed end of the can is greater than that of its
open end, there is a resultant uplifting, internal normal pressure on the closed end
that partially supports the weight of the can, and thus reduces the normal surface
reaction force between the can and the glass . The can stops suddenly at the edge
of the sheet becau se the pressure is abruptly released. To prove this hypothesis,
we analyze the phenomenon.
5.12.1.1. The Equilibrium Analysis
We begin by showing in Fig. 5.20b the free body diagram of the chilled can
placed on the glass with its open end downward in the inertial frame <1>. The body
force is the weight W of the can. In addition to the normal and frictional contact
forces N and f, there is also a resultant internal contact force P on the closed end
of the can due to excess of the internal air pressure over the outside air pressure.
Thus, the total force acting on the can f?!3 is

F(f?!3, t ) = W + N + f + P.

(5.76a)

Introducing in (5.76a) the component representations for W , N, and f given in
(5.74b), noting that P = Pj , and equating each component to zero in the equilib rium equation F(f?!3, t ) = 0, we find the contact forces

!J =

W sin a d,

Nd = W cos ad - P,

(5.76b)

in which the subscript notation should be evident. We see that Nd , the normal
surface reaction force when the open end is down, is indeed reduced by the excess
internal contact force P.
The case when the open end of the can is upward follows from (5.76b) in
which we set P = 0, adjust the subscripts accordingly, and thus recover (5.74d).
When au is increased gradually until sliding is imminent, (5.74f) yields
(5.76c)

a eu denoting the critical angle of friction when the open end of the can is upward .
This gives the coefficient of static friction Jl between the can and the glass.
Now let us return to the case when the open end of the can is downward , and
rewrite (5.76b) to obtain

!J

tan ad = (l - p(ad» - ,

Nd

(5.76d)

in which p (a d) == P/ W cos ad is the ratio of the uplifting force P to the normal
component W cos a d of the weight of the can. Hence, 0 :::: p (ad) :::: 1. Suppo se
that ad is gradually increased to the angle a ed at which the can is at the verge of
sliding down the plane. Now remember that in both instances the coefficient of
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static friction in (5.70) is defined by the ratio of the tangential surface frictional
force to the normal surface reaction force ; and since the coefficient of friction mu st
be the same as before, by (5.76c), f ed / N d = f eu / N; = tan o.; holds , and (5.76d)
yields the following relation for the apparent critical angle <Xed when the open end
is downward:
with

P(<Xed)

= P/ W cos <Xed .

(5.76e)

Because I - p( <Xed) < I, it follows that <Xed < <X eu , that is, the apparent critical
angle of sliding when the open end of the can is downward is smaller, perhaps
much smaller, than the actual critical angle when its open end is upward. Now, we
know from the experimental data that J1 = tan <X eu = tan 17° and the largest critical
angle <Xed
2°; therefore, (5.76e) yields p(2°)
1 - tan 2°/ tan 17° 0.886, that
is, the normal internal force on the closed end is very nearly 89% of the can's
weight. The result (5.76e) , therefore, confirms the hypothesis explaining the sliding
beverage can phenomenon-the frictional effect is reduced due to the uplifting,
internal air pres sure .
To continue from here in the static case, we shall need to know the weight of a
typical can , and then compare the predicted force P = 0.89W with the value computed from thermodynamics on the basis of the volume and the initial temperature
of the air trapped in the chilled can at room temperature. Without getting into this,
however, we may ask instead-What can be learned about the subsequent motion
of [YJ?

=

5.12.1.2.

=

=

The Motion Analysis

The observation that the can stop s abruptly when the open end extends just
at the edge of the sheet is investigated. Singularity functions are used to describe
the discontinuous behavior of P when the trapped air suddenly escapes. A similar
analysis may be carried out without the use of singularity functions, an exercise
left for the reader.
Let fa be the distance moved by the center of the can from its initial rest
position at x = 0 to its position at B in Fig . 5.20a, where the trapped air is released.
Afterwards the can will continue to move so that it extends beyond the edge of
the glass an amount say, 8, but it does not fall off. To determine the value of 8
compared with f a , we first find the speed of the can as a function of its position
along the sheet.
x denote the center of mass coordinate in the inertial frame <1>, and
Let x*
begin with the force analysis. The free body diagram of the can is shown in Fig.
5.20b. We suppose that the internal pres sure is "turned on" at x = 0 when the can
is placed on the glass with its open end downward, and later "shut off" at x = £0
as the air suddenly escapes when the can reaches the edge of the sheet. Then, with
the aid of the unit step function (I .I 17), we have

=

P=[P <x-O >o-P <x-fo >O]i.

(5.77a)
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The total force on the can throughout its motion is given by (5.76a), and hence
with (5.74b) and (5.77a) , the equation of motion F(~, t) = ma * = mXi yields the
scalar component relations for the sliding motion at the critical angle acd:

mx

= W sinacd -

Nd = W cosacd - p « x - 0 > 0 - < X - £0 > 0),

Idd,

(5.77b)
wherein by Coulomb's second law (5.71), I dd = VNd during the sliding motion.
Then with W = mg and p(acd) in (5.76e), (5.77b) yields the equation of motion:

x=

g cosacd [tanacd - v + vp(a cd)( < x - 0 > 0 - < X - £0 > 0)] . (5.77c)

To find the speed x = vex) as a function of x, we write x = ud vfdx =
d( v2 / 2)/ dx , and recall (1.132) for integration of the unit step function . Then use
of the initial data v(O) = 0 at x = 0 in the integration of (5.77c) yields the squared
speed of the can at its current position x(t) :
v2(x) = 2g cos acd [x (tan acd - v) + vp(acd) ( < x - 0 > I

-

< X - £0 > 1)] .

(5.77d)
Now consider the case when the can slides beyond the edge of the glass and
stops at x = £ > £0' Recalling (1.127) for the unit slope function , setting v( £) = 0,
and introducing p(acd) from (5.76e), we find from (5.77d) the relation for 8/£0:
£
8
1 - (tan acd)/ u.
- = 1+ - =
£0
£0
1 - (tanacd)/v'

(5.77e)

wherein 8 == £ - £0 is the overhang distance at the edge of the sheet. The solution
thus shows that the overhang 8 is proportional to the length £0' and hence our
analysi s discloses an oversight in the experimental description. If the sheet were
too long, 8 might exceed the can' s radius r, the critical overhang when the can
slides beyond the edge of the glass ; and the can would then fall off. An estimate of
the critical length
of the sheet, i.e. the maximum initial distance of ~ from the
edge in order that the can will not slide off the end , may be obtained from (5'77e)
at 8 = r; we find

eo

£0

eo

- = - = fL
8

r

v - tanacd
(fL - v) tan acd

(5.77f)

.

Since tan acd and (fL - v) are small quantities, it follows that the critical length
may be rather large. Hence , for most practical experimental circumstances, our
theoretical analysis predicts that the can generally will stop abruptly and not fall
from the edge.
To get an idea of the size of
suppose that v = 0.25 < u. = 0.3. Then for
acd = 2°, say, the critical length to can radius ratio, by (5.77f), is o / r = 36.95,
and for the same parameters the can's overhang ratio is 8/£0 = 0.027 . Thus, for
a can of radius r = 3.3 em (1.3 in), the critical distance would be about
=
1.22 m (4.00 ft). For a plate of length £0 = 25 cm (about 10 in.) , say, the overhang

eo,

e

eo
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will be 8 = 0.68 em (0.27 in.), and for £0 = I m (39.4 in.), a value close to the
length of plate reported for the experiment, 8 = 2.7 em (l.l in.). Both example
values are much smaller than the can 's radius . For a larger value of u, or a smaller
value of (Xed, the overhang will be even smaller while the critical length of the
plate will grow larger. Thus, starting at a practicable distance from the edge, the
can will travel beyond the edge only a small distance compared with its radius and
will indeed stop rather suddenly.
5.12.1.3.

TechnicalApplications of the Friction Reduction Principle

The idea that frictional effects may be reduced by an uplifting internal pressure has been applied to study other phenomena. The spectacular geological phenomenon in which huge masses of nearly horizontal rock formations are displaced
great distances, sometimes as much as 10 to 50 miles or more, is an example . For
sufficiently high interstitial fluid pressure in porous rock, fault blocks of rock may
be pushed over a nearly horizontal subsurface. Like our can experiment, due to
uplifting fluid pressure, the fault blocks slide under their own weight over very
much smaller slopes than otherwise would be possible.
Another striking application of pressure induced friction reduction occurred
in the mechanical design of bearings for the 200 inch telescope at the Mount
Palomar Observatory. Frictional forces opposing the steady, precise rotation of the
telescope in tracking the apparent motion of the stars relative to the Earth had to
be very much less than those that would be produced by conventional bearing s.
Moreover, for these bearing devices, the torque required to tum the telescope would
demand considerable horsepower, and the required loading would cause excessive
deformation of the telescope 's mounting yoke. The problem of supporting and
moving precisely such a massive structure was solved by floating the telescope on
a thin film of oil under pressure. The entire weight of the telescope , roughly one
million pounds (455,000 kg), was supported by bearing surfaces separated by a
thin film of oil 0.005 in. (0.013 mm) thick and under pressure ranging from 200
to 500 psi (1.4 to 3.4 x 106 N/m 2 ) . This design concept reduced considerably the
power required to drive the massive telescope to only 1/12 horsepower!
These examples underscore the utility of the friction reduction principle illustrated by the sliding can experiment. Our next example applies the principles
of mechanics to explain critical U.S. Navy torpedo failures during World War II.
5.12.2. Damn the Torpedoes!
U.S. Navy submarine operations'[ in the early months of World War II reported
recurring instances of frustrating torpedo malfunction and detonation failures.
'J[ This narrative is adapted from the referenced article s by A. A. Bartlett, D. Murph y, and the book by
T. Roscoe . All discus s the problem of torpedo failures in U.S. Navy submarine operat ions. See also
S. E. Morison.
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Faced with a shortage of torpedoe s and state-of-the-art magnetic detonators that
proved greatly unreliable, Admiral Charles A. Lockwood in Pearl Harbor ordered
the magnetic detonators replaced with impact detonators. But in no time at all
worrisome reports of torpedo failures continued to come in. More than a year passed
with no solution in sight when good fortune in disguise appeared unexpectedly.
On July 24,1943, the U.S. submarine Tinosa was patrolling west ofTruk with
16 torpedoes aboard when Lieutenant Commander Lawrence R. Daspit sighted the
unescorted oil tanker Tonan Maru No.3, one of the largest in the Japanese fleet,
at an unfavorable great range of 4000 yards (3658 m). Four torpedoe s were fired
in a fan pattern oblique to the tanker, actuall y an unfavorable angle of attack. Two
found their target and exploded near the tanker 's stern to slow the great ship. Two
more were released. Daspit at the periscope, witnessed two explosions that brought
the Tonan Maru to a stop, dead in the water, smoking and starting to settle by the
stern, but not sinking . At the ideal range of about 875 yards (800 m) and now
stationed for a perfect shot at 90 off the tanker's bow, Daspit setup for the kill.
The Tinosa fired a single torpedo that struck normal to the side, nearly amidships
of the giant tanker. The torpedo was heard to make a normal run, followed by
silence. Daspit witnessed only a spray at the point of impact. The torpedo was a
dud! Two more perfect shots followed-both duds. The remaining "tin fish" were
pulled from their tubes and their settings checked, all in good order. Over the next
few hours, six addition al torpedoe s were launched one at a time . Each failed to
explode on impact. Damn the torpedoe s-all duds! A frustrated Daspit returned to
Pearl Harbor with his last torpedo, and Japane se salvage vessels from their naval
base at Truk saved the Tonan Maru . The fact that many similar torpedo failures
in the early months of the war slowed U.S. efforts to contain Japane se advances
across the South Pacific islands and the Philippines, underscore s the significance
of this major technic al problem .
The German s experienced similar frustration with magnetic influence torpedo
failure s, many exploded prematurely, others missed their target, or failed to explode
on impact. A particularly significant incident occurred on the mornin g of October
30, 1939, the day before Sir Winston Churchill's scheduled meeting aboard the
battleship Nelson with Admiral Sir Charles Forbes, Commander-in-Chie f, and
Admiral of the Fleet Sir Dudley Pound. Two weeks earlier on October 14, the
German U-boat commander, Lieutenant Commander Gunther Prien , slipped his
U-47 into the center of Britain 's main naval harbor at the supposedly impregnable
Scapa Flow. Prien maneuvered there on the surface , undetected, and around 1 a.m.
attacked and sunk at anchor the magnificent British battleship HMS Royal Oak ,
afterwards escaping to become a celebrated naval hero .l Following this disaster in
0

I On March 8, 1941, the destroyer Wolverine while escorting a convoy in the North Atlantic, sighted
the U-47 running initially on the surface, and attacked and sank her by depth charges. The remarkable
and daring Lieutenant Commander Gunther Prien, age 33, and his entire crew lost their lives. See the
book by G. S. Snyder in the chapter references for the full story of the Royal Oak disaster, including
many tales of German submarine commander frustration with torpedo failures.
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which 833 officers and men lost their lives, an urgent conference was arranged for
October 31, between Churchill and his admirals aboard the Nelson, the flagship
of Admiral Forbes . But another disaster was unfolding during the morning hours
of the 30th, when V-56, commanded by Lieutenant Wilhelm Zahn , sighted the
battleships Nelson and Rodney, accompanied by the battle cruiser Hood and a
screen of ten destroyers. Zahn maneuvered within range and released a spread of
three torpedoes on Nelson . Three impacting thumps against the battleship's side
were heard in V-56, but no detonation. All duds! The angry Zhan turned away and
reported his aborted attack to V -boat Command, unaware of the true significance of
his failed attempt to sink the Nelson . Nearly every If-boat commander, including
the celebrated "ace" Gunther Prien , reported torpedo failures ; sometimes every
"eel ", whether set to explode on impact or set for magnetic detonation, was a dud.
5.12.2.1. Identifying the Problem
What was wrong with the German torpedoes? A special Torpedo Commi ssion
discovered that the fault was not with the torpedoes themselves, but with the depth
at which they were set to pass beneath the target's hull, the point at which the
magnetic pull of the victim was supposed to trigger the warhead. Errors of design
caused the weapon to run too deep, and countermeasures applied by the British also
may have contributed to the German problem. The delicate magnetic exploders
eventually were replaced with dependable impact exploders. By the time the U.S.
entered the war in Europe , the If-boats were scoring hit after hit with shocking
efficiency. (I do not know of any studies on German torpedo defects responsible
for impact failures reported above.)
What was wrong with the V.S. Navy 's torpedoes ? The torpedo returned by
Daspit to Pearl Harbor, checked and later test fired at underwater cliffs of Kahoolawe Island in Hawaii, also was a dud. Examination of the torpedo 's detonator
mechanism revealed that the firing pin that would set off the warhead had released,
but it failed to strike the primer cap with sufficient force to trigger it. Impact experiments were conducted to study the problem . To model a normal impact against
the side of a ship, torpedoes loaded with cinder concrete rather than explosives
were dropped from about 90 ft (27 m) onto a steel plate . Seventy percent of the
tests revealed the same kind of trigger failure on normal impact. In actual submarine operations, however, an oblique impact was believed more likely to occur.
To simulate this condition, the steel plate was set at an angle so that the torpedo
would strike a glancing blow. It was found that the exploder mechanism generally functioned properly. The investigation now focused on the firing pin design, a
small device weighing several ounces . When released, a spring drove the pin along
parallel guide rods perpendicular to the torpedo axis. The perpendi cular impact
force of deceleration was found to be about 500g's, that is, 500 times the force of
gravity, per unit mass . This force produced a guide rod Coulomb frictional component of nearly 190 lbs on the firing pin. The trigger spring was unable to overcome
the frictional force and drive the firing pin with sufficient force against the primer
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Figure 5.21. Model of a torpedo exploder mechanism.

cap. In an oblique, glancing impact, the frictional effect was less severe and the
torpedoe s often exploded on impact. So, nearly 2 years after the start of the war,
between July and September 1943, as a fortuitou s consequence of Daspit' s failed
attack on the Tonan Maru , the torpedo exploder mechani sm problem was finally
identified and solved.f
5.12.2.2.

The Model Analysis

The problem of U.S. Navy torpedo failures was finally explained by elementary princip les of mechanics involving Coulomb friction. To explore this, consider
the simple model of the exploder mechani sm shown in Fig. 5.21. The free body
diagram of the firing pin modeled as a block of weight W = mg is shown in
Fig. 5.2I a. The actual direction of g may vary from that chosen in the example. The trigger spring driving force from its precompressed state is a known
function FA y ) of the firing pin displacement y; N denote s the normal (impulsive
reaction ) force exerted by the guide rods, and Cd is the dynamic friction force.
So, the total force on the block in its sliding motion is F = F, + N + W + Cd =
- Ni + ( FAy ) - W - /d )j, in which f d = v N and W = m g .
Here we have a motion of the mass m relative to the rapidly decelerating torpedo frame . Therefore, the total acceleration of m in the inertial frame
\II = {F; id is given by a = a, + ao = yj - ati , in which a, == f} x/8t 2 = yj
is the relative acceleration of the firing pin in the moving torpedo frame , and
Tinosa soon returned to the hunt , and by the end of the war she had sunk 16 Japanese vessels,
64,655 tons in all, and survived. In both the number of ships and tonnage sunk in the Pacific theater,
she ranked 19th among the top 25 pig boats in the list of leadin g individual submarine scores . (See
Roscoe, p. 446 . According to this expert (p. 442), "submarines played the leadin g role in Japan's
defeat. They wrecked Japan's merchant marine. They sank a sizeable chunk of the Imperial Navy.
They bankrupted Japan's home eco nomy with a blockade which established a new adage : viz., an
island is a body of land surrounded by submarines .")

§§ The
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ao == at = -ati is the rigid body deceleration of the torpedo in 1Jt. Therefore, the
corresponding scalar components in Newton's law (5.39) are -N = <ma, and
Fs(Y ) - mg - v N = m y , from which the relative acceleration of the firing pin
during the rapid deceleration period is given by

This equation essentially determines the force with which the firing pin will
strike the primer cap to detonate the warhead-it reveals both the problem and
its easy solution. The contribution of g is negligible compared to vat. The spring
force that drives the firing pin is effecti vely reduced by the increa sed frictional force
arising from the large deceleration of the torpedo in its normal impact. Therefore,
because of its reduced relative acceleration y, the firing pin is unable to strike the
primer cap with sufficient force to trigger the warhead. The simplest direct solution
is to increase the spring force, reduce the firing pin 's mass and, if possible, reduce
the coefficient of friction . The predictive value of the principles of mechanics
demonstrated in this and in previous examples is repeated many times in future
problems.

5.13. What is the Inertial Frame?
In addition to specifying a law of equilibrium for every material universe ,
Newton's first law provides the criterion for deciding whether a reference frame
is an inertial frame. The inertial frame in Newton's laws is an undefined entity,
a primitive concept, but its choice is not arbitrary; it must be a reference frame
relative to which a uniform motion can be sustained without force . Otherwise, the
laws are not applicable, in fact, they have no meaning until the inertial frame itself
is identified. But the first law does not tell us which reference frame is the preferred
referential frame , it merel y assumes that such a reference frame exists. Therefore,
what physical reference frame (or body) in the real world may be identified as
Newton's preferential frame ?
Plainly, every motion can be determined in a reference frame that is absolutely
at rest. But a body can be identified as fixed in space only relative to other bodies
known to be fixed in space , an evident irresolvable tautology. So, the idea of an
inertial reference frame (or body) being fixed in space is meaningless. In its place,
our most natural choice appears to be the Earth frame . We know, however, that the
Earth's principal motion has a subtle, but demonstrable effect on the oscillations
of a pendulum and on the trajectories of shells and falling bodies. Such relative
motion effects preclude the possibility of an arbitrary uniform motion of a particle
relative to the Earth without intervention of a controlling force , as we shall see
shortly. Then what is the reference frame relative to which the Earth 's motion
may be referred, and under what circum stances may the Earth frame be used as a
Newton ian frame ?
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It appears time after time that the remote stars visible in the night sky alway s
are in their same place relative to the Sun. And these "fixed stars" are used to obtain
a navigational fix on our motion. While sophi sticated measurements reveal that the
distant stars are, in fact, not fixed relative to each other, the so-called "fixed stars"
are chosen as a physical model of an inertial reference system for the real world,
because the remote stars comprise a set of objects (bodies) whose perceptible mutual distances have not changed significantly over countless centuries. Therefore,
the astronomical frame of the fixed stars is a prime candidate for a reference system
that may approximate an inertial frame to a preci sion sufficient for our needs. To
evaluate the accuracy of this assumption, we may compare the observed physical
behavior of bodies with theoretical predictions of that behavior based on Newton's
laws in the astronomical frame . Well, it happens that theoretical predictions of the
effects of the Earth's rotation on the swing of Foucault's pendulum, on the motion
of missiles and falling bodies, and various other phenomena in the world, stand in
sharp agreement with observations. Therefore, the real world , phy sical reference
frame that corre sponds to the ideal, abstract inertial reference frame in Newton's
laws may be tentatively identified as a reference frame in the distant stars. The
motion of the Earth relative to the astronomical frame is known, so we are now
in a position to evaluate the effect s of using the Earth as a first approximation to
an inertial frame . The effect of the motion of a reference frame on the form of the
laws of motion is described next.

5.14.

The Second Law of Motion in a Noninertial Frame

Now, we are, after all, concerned mainly with motion relative to the noninertial
Earth frame, or perhaps another convenient moving reference frame . Therefore,
we shall need to express Newton's second law in terms of the acceleration 82x/8t 2
apparent to a moving observer. We thus recall (4.48) for the total acceleration of a
particle referred to a moving frame and rewrite the second law (5.39) to obtain the
equation of motion for a particle of mass m having a motion relative to a moving
frame rp:

ma",(P , t) = F - m (ao

+ Wf

x (w f x x) +wf x x+2w f x

v",).

(5.78)

Here F = map is the force acting on the particle P who se absolute acceleration in the Newtonian frame <I> is ap = a(P,t) ; and a",(P, t) == 82x/8t 2 and
v", = v",(P, t) == 8x/8t are the respective acceleration and velocity of P relative
to rp.
The form of Newton's second law (5.78), in addition to the total force F ,
exposes several "fictitious" forces apparent only to the moving observer in tp, to
whom it appears that the particle is acted upon by a total force
(5.79)
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calIed the apparentforce. T he pseudo forces - m w I X (WI X x)and-2mw I X vrp
are called the centrifugal f orce and the Coriolis f orce, respectively. The total of
the pseudoforces, namely,

F[

== -m (ao + WI

X

(w I

X

x) + w I x x

+ 2w I x vrp) ,

(5.80)

is called the inertialforce. Use of (5.79) in (5.78) now yields Newton 's seco nd law
of motion relati ve to any moving fram e cp, including the Earth fram e:

82 x

Frp = marp(P , t ) = m 8t 2 •

(5.8 1)

The basic difference between (5.8 1) and (5.39) is that the force Frp in (5.79)
is not the total of forces due purely to the interaction between pairs of bodies in the
universe . The additional inertial force (5.80) arise s solely from the motion of the
moving observer's frame of reference. Therefore, to a moving observer, the actual
force s that act on a body are not always what they may seem to be.
We are now positioned to show that there exists relative to the inertial frame
infinitely many moving reference frames with respect to which Newton's laws hold
unchanged. Hence, each of these frames is an inertial reference frame. Indeed , we
need characterize only those frame s for which the inertial force (5.80) vanishes
for all motions relative to tp; i.e. those frame s for which
ao

+ WI

x (w I x x) + WI x x + 2w I x vrp = 0,

(5.82)

for all x(P , t ) and vrp (P , t ). This is possible when and only when both ao == 0
and wr == 0, that is, if and only if cp has a uniform translational motion relative
to the inertial frame <1> . In this case, from (5.79) and (5.8 1), Frp = F = marp (P , t )
holds for all motion s of the particle P in the moving frame ip, In particular, Frp = 0
holds, if and only if the particl e P has a uniform motion relative to tp, and hence
tp is an inertial frame .
Now let us return momentarily to (5.8 1) and extend the definition of an
equilibrium state to a particle in a moving frame tp, A particle P is in equilibrium
relat ive to ip if and only if P is at rest or in uniform motion relative to tp, Then , by
(5.8 1),
equilibrium in cp {} arp(P , t)

= 0 {} Frp(P , t ) = O.

(5.83)

In this case , by (5.79), the force F applied to P to control its uniform motion in cp
is balanced by the inertial force (5.80): F + F[ = O. Hence, the frame cp is not an
inertial frame. In general, a particle in equilibrium in cp will not be in equilibrium
in the inertial frame <1> , and vice versa. In fact, by (5.38), the particle P may be in
equilibrium simultaneously in <I> if and only if -F[ = F = 0 so that (5.82) holds
for all uniform motion s x = Xo + vot relative to tp; where Xo and Vo == vrp(P) are
constant vectors; but (5.82) holds when and only when frame cp has a uniform
translational motion relative to the inertial frame in the distant stars.
In sum, every nonrotating, uniformly translating reference fra me is a Newtonian referenceframe in which Newton 's laws may be applied. Moreover, a particle
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( Inertial Frame)

Figure 5.22. Uniform motion of a particle P relativeto a moving frame rp = (0 ; ek}.

that is in equilibrium in one inertial frame <1> is in equilibrium in every frame <p
having only a uniform motion oftranslation relative to <1> .
Example 5.9. A particle P in Fig. 5.22 has a radially directed, uniform
motion relative to a frame <p = {O; ek1that is rotating with angular velocity Wf
relative to the inertial frame <1> fixed in the distant stars . The origin 0 has a constant
velocity v 0 in <1> . What is the force acting on the particle, and under what conditions
does it vanish?
Solution. We wish to find F = F(P , t) in (5.78) . Since the motion of P
relative to <p is uniform, the particle is in equilibrium relative to <p o Hence , (5.78)
and (5.83) yield
(5.84a)
Moreover, the origin 0 has a constant velocity, so ao = O. Further, with x = reI ,
we have v'P = 8x/Ot = rei , which is constant relative to frame <p = {O ; ek}, shown
in Fig. 5.22. Thus, noting that Wf = we3 and Wf = we3 in the astronomical frame
<1> = {S;Ikl, we find by (5.84a) the force that acts on the particle to control its
uniform motion in the moving frame ip:
F(P, t) = -mrw2el

+ mirtu + 2wr)e2 .

(5.84b)

Therefore, frame <p is not an inertial frame-the uniform motion in <p cannot be
sustained without the application of force in the inertial frame <1>. Clearly, F = 0
in <1> if and only if to == 0, that is, when and only when the frame <p has a uniform
translational motion with velocity Vo in the inertial frame <1>, then <p is an inert ial
frame too.
0
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5.15. Newton's Law in the Noninertial Earth Frame
Now let us consider the influence of the Earth 's motion on the form of
Newton 's equation of motion for a particle moving relative to the noninertial Earth
frame. Introduce an inertial frame <1> = {F ; A, B, C} fixed relative to the distant
stars (see Fig . 5.23), and recall the notation used in (4.92) where W f = 0 approximates the constant total angular velocity of the Earth frame cp = {o ; Q, {3, ,}
relative to <1> , x = r is the position vector from the Earth's center C to a particle P
moving on or near the Earth's surface, and ao = ac denotes the acceleration of C
in <1>. Then the apparent force (5.79) acting on P in its motion relative to cp becomes

Fip = F-m (ac

+0

X

(0 X r)+20xvip) '

(5.85)

First, determine ac by using the second law in which the total force acting on
the Earth as a center of mass object of mass mEat C is to be estimated. All bodie s
in the universe exert a gravitational pull on the Earth , whose mass is estimated
at 5.98 x 1024 kg (1.36 X 1022 tons). In view of the result (5.58) for spherical
bodies, the gravitational actions of all bodie s-the Sun and the Earth, the Earth
and the Moon, the Earth and an apple-are modeled as the attractions of particles.
Therefore, an estimate of the total gravitational force acting on the Earth may be
obtained by regarding the Earth E as a free body, in Fig . 5.23, acted upon by the
particle P, the moon M, and the sun S. The equation of motion for the center of
mass of the Earth is thus given by
(5.86)
in which gs , gM, and gp are the respective gravitational field strengths at C due to
the principal surrounding bodies S, M , and P; and FE is the resultant of all other
forces that may act on E, including other weak gravitational force s and the contact
force exerted by the Earth's atmo sphere, for example. This estimates ac in (5.85) .
Now consider the free body diagram of the object P in Fig. 5.23. The total
force acting on P is F = m(g \ + g2 + g3) + F 0 ' where g" g2, g3 are the field
strengths at P due to the bodies S, M , and E , respectively, F 0 is the total of
all other forces acting on P and m Egp = -mg3 is the mutual gravitational force
between E and P. Use of these relations and (5.86) in (5.85) yields the equation
of motion (5.81) for the object P in the Earth frame cp:

maip =

F + (I + :E) + m
0

mg3
m

(g\ - gs)

+ m (g2 -

- - FE -m (0 x (0 x r)+20 x vip) '
mE

gM)

(5.87)

In view of the great distances separating the principal bodies, some further
approximations are introduced to simplify (5.87) . For the motion of P on or near
the Earth's surface, we have [r] = rs in Fig. 5.23. Hence, the other distances
shown there may be approximated by r\ = rs and rz = ru so that gl = gs and
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Figure 5.23. Free body diagram of a particle P and principal interacting bodies-the Earth, the Moon, and
the Sun.

g2 = gM, very nearly. Clearly, the ratio mimE is infinitesimal, hence negligible
compared with unity, and even though IF E I may be large, we may assume that
m IF EI [m E « IF a I. Use of these further approximations in (5.87) yields the
final reduced form of Newton's equation ofmotion for a particle in the noninertial
Earth frame :
(5.88)
where mg3 is the gravitational force on P due to the Earth, Fa is the total of all
contact and nongravitational body forces that act on P, and the other terms are
inertial forces due to the Earth's rotation.

5.16.

The Apparent Gravitational Field Strength of the Earth

The Earth's gravitational field strength apparent to an Earth observer is affected by the Earth 's rotation and by the variation in its shape. To understand this
and to learn how the real and apparent gravitational field strengths are related, let
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us consider an object P at rest relative to the Earth so that vrp = 0 and a, = O.
Then (5.88) reduces to the equation of relative static equilibrium:
Fa

+ m (g3 -

0 x (0 x r) = O.

(5.89)

Suppose P rests on the smooth , horizontal surface of a highly polished desk. Then
F a is the normal, desk top reaction force on P , and F a + mg3 = '(- Fa + mg3)n ,
wherein g3 = g3n and n is the central directed , unit normal vector to the Earth 's
spherical surface. Note, however, that the centrifugal force term in (5.89) is directed
outward and perpendicular to the Earth 's rotation vector 0 , so it has components
both normal and tangential to the Earth's surface at the colatitude B, namely,
-m 0 x (0 x r ) = mrQ2 sin B(cosB t - sin B n),

(5.90)

where t is the southward directed , unit tangent vector to the surface at P. Because
there is no other tangential component in (5.89) to balance the tangential component of the centrifugal force, we find the contradictory result Q = 0; otherwise,
the relative equilibrium of an object at ease on a polished desk is not possible!
This dichotomy implies that the general equation (5.88) for the motion of a
particle relative to the Earth cannot be a correct approximation. Review of earlier
estimate s used to obtain (5.88), however, suggests that the problem is more subtle
than the possibility of error introduced by our treating the Earth, the Sun, and
the Moon as particle s separated by great distances and neglecting small terms in
mf m s , Suppose, on the other hand, that the gravitational force in (5.89) must
have a small tangenti al component that balances the tangential centrifugal force
component in (5.90). Though this correction addresses objections raised here, it
implie s that our spherical model of the Earth is inaccurate.
Let us consider the revised model shown in Fig. 5.24. Suppose that the
attractive force mg3 of the Earth on P has a small northerly directed , tangential component -mg3 sin at to balance the tangential centrifugal force component mr 2Q sin B cos f3t shown in Fig. 5.24a. If the gravitational force exerted by
the Earth is directed toward its center C , while F a is normal to its surface, as
shown in Fig. 5.24, then the Earth must flatten somewhat at the poles and bulge
slightly at the equator. In fact, geoph ysical theory and measurements show that
the Earth is an oblate spheroid with a mean equatori al radius re = 3963 mile
(6378 km) and a smaller mean polar radius r p = 3950 mile (6357 km), approximately. The accepted international value for the amount of flattening at the pole is
fL == (rE - rp)lrE = 1/297. The centrifugal force arising from the Earth's rotation thus produces a measurable equatorial bulge of the Earth. Therefore, to derive
a more precise equilibrium result and resolve earlier contradictions, it is necessary
to account for the Earth 's oblate ness in computing the gravitational field strength
for a spheroid. This is a difficult problem that we shall not need to discuss here. The
interested reader may consult the chapter reference s by Heiskanen and Meinesz
and by Ramsey for further details.
To account for polar flattening, let us suppose that the direction of the actual
gravitational force mg3 due to the Earth is still directed toward its center C in
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Figure 5.24. The real and apparent gravitational forces acting on a particle P at rest relative to a spheroidal
Earth model.

Fig. 5.24. For equilibrium of P relati ve to the oblate spheroidal Earth, (5.89) now
yields

+ (-m g3 sin a + mrQ2 sin ()cos 13) t =

(5.9 1)
O.

In this equation, 13 is the geograph ical colatitude angle, the angle between the polar
axis of rotation and the outward, normal vector to the surface; () is the geocentric
colatitude angle, the angle between the polar axis and the radial line through the
Earth's center; and a == () - 13 is their angle of deviation. (See Fig. 5.24.) Thu s, the
normal reaction force F 0 in (5.89) balances the apparent weight mg of P , which
varies slightly over the surface of the Earth . That is, F 0 + mg = 0, wherein the
apparent gravitational fie ld strength g is defined by

g == g3 - 0 x (0 x r).

(5.92)

This rule shows the effect of the Earth 's rotation on the real gravitational field
strength g3. The tangential comp onent of g vanishes in accordance with (5.91):

-g3 sin o

+ rQ 2 sin e

cos«() - a ) = 0;

(5.93)

and (5.92) becomes
g = gn = (g3 cos a - rQ2 sin() sin«() -

a») n ,

(5.94)

in which n is the inward directed unit normal vector to the Earth 's surface.
(See Fig. 5.24a.) This is named the appa rent acceleration of gravity ; it is the
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gravitational field strength apparent to an observer stationed at a point on the
surface of the Earth at the geographic colatitude f3 = () - a.

The apparent acceleration of gravity is always perpendicular to the Earth's
surface. This is the direction n along which a plumb bob is attracted when freely
suspended by a string . In this case, F 0 is the tension in the line. The angle a of
the plumb line's deviation from 'the direction of the real gravitational vector g3 in
Fig . 5.24 may be determined by (5.93), but we must remember that g3, r, and a
vary with the angle (). It can be shown by (5.93) and (5.94) that
g3=g(cosa+Asin 2()) ,
(5.95)
in which sin a = A sin() cos () and A == rQ2/ g, with r == r(()) E [rp, rEJ. Since
A is very small (see (4.89)), the angle a is a very small quantity . Retaining only
terms to the second order in a in (5.95), we derive the estimates

g3

=g

(I + A

sin 2 () -

~2 sin 2 2())

,

a

= ~ sin 2().

(5.96)

A final simplification of(5.96) in which terms of order A 2 and aA are omitted
and r is approximated by its mean value R , say, is given by

g3 = g + RQ 2 cos 2 A = gE - RQ 2 sin 2 A,

RQ 2
a = - - sin 2A, (5.97)

I - ()

2g

where A =
+ a is the geographiclatitude, the angle between the equatorial
plane and the outward normal to the Earth's surface . This simple estimate relates
the values of the real and apparent field strengths as functions of the latitude A,
and it gives an estimate of the angle of deviation. In particular, g3 = g at the poles
and g3 = gE = g + RQ 2 at the equator. Although g3 is closely approximated by
the apparent gravitational field strength g, we have not determined the variation
of g as a function of () or A. This is given accurately by the international gravity
formula .
When rand g are known as functions of () or A, the real gravitational field
strength and its angle of deviation from the normal to the Earth's surface may be
found . A more advanced analysis in potential theory is used to determine g(A),
and ellipsoidal geometry is applied to determine r(A, /1-) in terms of the geographic
latitude Aand the flatness factor /1-. These details need not concern us. It turns out
that the general formulas for the Earth's variable radius r and for the apparent
acceleration ofgravity g are given as

rCA, /1-) = rs

(1 -

g(}..) = u(l

/1- sirr' A +

+ a sirr' }.. -

5~2 sin 2 2A) ,

(5.98)

b sirr' 2}..),

(5 .99)

wherein a and b are certain constants. It is seen that r (O, /1-) = re and g(O) = se
are the respective equatorial values of rCA, /1-) and g(A). See the text by Heiskanen
and Meinesz in the References.
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The ellipsoidal shape function with /L = 1/297 adopted by the International
Geodetic Association at Madrid in 1924 is given by the international ellipsoid
formula :
r = 6378.388(1 - 0.0033670 sirr' 'A

+ 0.0000071 sin2 2'A) km.

(5.100)

The constant s gE and a in (5.99) are obtained empirically from gravity measurements , but b is derived theoretically. The accepted values of these constants adopted
by the General Assembl y of the International Union of Geode sy and Geophysics at
Stockholm in 1930, and reaffirmed unanimou sly at the Toronto, Canada Assembly
in 1957, appear in the inte rnational gravity formula :

g

= 9.780490(1 + 0.0052884sin2 'A - 0.0000059 sirr' 2'A) mI sec" . (5.101)

This formula provides the apparent local acceleration of gravity as a function
of the geographic latitude. The value of g varies from 9.83 m/sec/ at the poles to
9.78 m/sec ? at the equator. Our earlier rough calculation based on (5.61) for an ideal
spherical Earth , namely, g = 32.23 ft/ sec' = 9.824 m/sec-, stands in excellent
agreement with these extremes. The standard value adopted internationally for
the apparent acceleration of gravity at sea level and at latitude 'A = 45° is g =
32.1740 ft/ sec 2 = 9.80665 m/sec/. It is customary to use the rounded value g =
32.2 ft/sec? = 9.80 m/sec? in numeric al examples. In the sequel, however, we shall
sometimes use g = 32 ft/sec'' to simpli fy a numerical illustration.
The appa rent weight mg of a body q] is its weight apparent to an observer
on the Earth; it is the weight, for example, that one measures when standing on a
bathroom scale! We thus witness again that to a moving observer the actual force
acting on a body is not always what it may seem to be. The difference between the
apparent weight of q] and its absolute, or real weight relative to the Earth in the
inertial reference frame is quite small. Nevertheless, it is our custom to measure
the weight of a body relative to our moving Earth frame , so no confu sion should
arise if, henceforward, the apparent weight of a body q] relative to the Earth is
called, briefly, the weight of q]. Then g = gn in (5.62) is the apparent acceleration
of gravity, and the weight of q] is W = mg = mgn, where n is the inward directed,
unit normal vector to the Earth 's surface.

5.17. Newton's Law in the Earth Frame
The foregoing analy sis of the effect of the Earth's motion on the real weight
of a body is based on static considerations. It is clear, however, that the term s in
(5.92) are independent of the particle 's motion relative to a fixed point Q on the
Earth 's surface, and the same term s may always be grouped in the same way in
the dynamical equation (5.88) in which r is replaced by the current position vector
of P from C, written as x = r + p , where p is the position vector of P from Q.
Thu s, for motion on or near the Earth 's surface Ipl « [r], and hence the additional
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centripetal acceleration term In x (n x p)1 « In x (n x r)1 is negligible in
comparison with all other terms in the equation. Therefore, in all cases of motion on or near the Earth's surface, the form of Newton's second law of motion
(5.88) relative to the Earth frame simplifies to
ma", = F - 2mn x v""

(5.102)

in which the total force F acting on the particle P includes its apparent weight
W = mg and the total F 0 of all other forces that act on P . The Coriolis force
in (5.102) is the only term that reflects directly the influence of the Earth 's motion. Its maximum value, however, is about 1.6 x 10- 4 sec" times the magnitude of the relative momentum m IV",I' so its contribution is generally small in
comparison with all other forces in (5.102). Consequently, very often the approximation of (5.102) to the classical Newtonian law in a noninertial Earth frame
is used in engineering practice . Indeed, our examples demonstrate that excellent analytical predictions can be obtained by taking the Earth frame as the preferred frame . Nevertheless, Coriolis effects are sometimes surprising and difficult
to predict without careful analysis, so use of (5.102) for the motion of a particle relative to the Earth is of interest. Some examples are explored in the next
chapter.
In general , however, in problems of motion referred to a noninertial reference
frame ip, Newton's law (5.81) may be used in cp provided that the total "force"
F", defined in (5.79) includes all inertial forces and all applied forces . The inertial
forces can be significant in noninertial frames other than the Earth frame , and they
should never be thoughtlessly ignored .
This concludes the introduction to the foundation principles of classical mechanics created by great mathematicians of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. More about this grand and bountiful heritage follows in the chapters ahead .
We end this chapter with an advanced topic borrowed from continuum mechanics .
Here we focus on its application to the problem of the internal interaction between
two particles . The result is useful in our study of the internal potential energy of a
system of particles in Chapter 8. Study of this topic requires familiarity with the
material in Chapters 3 and 4, the relevant parts of which are sketched below. The
reader who may have omitted this material in a first reading, however, will suffer
no significant loss of continuity in moving on to the next chapter.

5.18.

Frame Indifference and the Law of Mutual Internal Action

Consider two reference frames cp = {O; id and <I> = {F; Id , the frame
<I> being the preferred frame so that I k are independent of t , though this is
not really essential. Recall the basis transformation tensor Q(t)= ik(t) 0 I k so
that ik(t) = Q(t)Ik is the Euler rotation of the basis of frame <I> into the basis of frame tp, Of course , to an observer in frame ip ; the bases vectors i k are
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independent of t, as discussed in Chapter 4. Let x<p(P, t) denote the position
vector in <I> of a particle P from the origin of tp, but referred to cp so that
x<p(P, t) = Xk(P, t)ik(t) = Q(t)[Xk(P, t)Id. We define the relative position vector xct>(P, t) = Xk(P, t)Ik referred to <1>, and thus obtain the transformation rule
relating the relative position vectors :
x<p(P , t)

= Q(t)xct>(P , t) .

(5.103)

The relative position vectors have the same time dependent components Xk( P, t) in
both frames . Therefore, a transformation of this kind is said to be frame indifferent,
or objective. (Here and below, see Chapter 4, pages 313-317.)

5.18.1. Change of Reference Frame
A change of reference frame is characterized by an orthogonal linear transformation that preserves distances and angles, and for which all observers use
the same universal clock so that trivial, constant time shifts may be ignored. The
change offrame is exhibited in terms of the position vectors Xct>(P, t) and x<p(P , t)
of the same particle from the origins F and 0 of the respective frames <I> and cp in
accordance with
Xct>(P , t) = Bct>(O, t)

+ x<p(P, t)

= Bct>(O , t)

+ Q(t)xct>(P , t),

(5 .104)

where Bct>( 0, t) is the position vector of 0 from F and we recall (5.103). Henceforward , for simplicity of notation, let us write s'(P, t)
Xct>(P, r), c(t)
Bct>(O, t),
and x(P, r) = xct>(P, t) so that the change of reference frame is given by

=

x/(P, t) = ,(x, t)

= c(t) + Q(t)x(P , t) .

=

(5.105)

Thus, c(t) is the position vector of 0 in frame <I> and Q(t) is an orthogonal tensor
that specifies the rigid rotation of frame cp relative to frame <1> . It is easy to verify
that the change of frame preserves distance between points and angles between
lines.
From now on, let us consider (5.105) as a general change of reference frame
mapping cp = {O ; ed into cpl = {O l; e~}. Then x and Xl are the respective position vectors of the same particle P from the origins 0 and 0 1 at time t , and
,(x, t) : tp --+ cpl is shorthand for the right-hand side of (5.105). We may exclude
trivial rigid body rotations of 2mr rad, for n = 1, 2, . . .. For all of these and
for a null rotation, Q = 1. A pure translation is thus described by Q = 1 so that
,(x, t) = c(t) + x(P, t) . Also, we recall from (3.88) that a rotation tensor Q preserves the axis of rotation e, and hence all points u = ue along that axis, that is,
Qu = u. Therefore, Qv(u) = v(u) holds if and only if the vector v(u) is parallel
to u, and hence v(u) =g(u)u, where g(u) is a scalar-valued function of u. These
results are needed below.
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5.18.2. The Principle of Material Frame Indifference
It is commonly assumed , without actually saying so, that the internal force
in a spring is independent of the particular situation in which the spring might be
used. We take for granted that the same extension of the same spring in a fixed
reference frame and in any other reference frame having an arbitrary motion, gives
rise to the same internal spring force and vice versa. Accordingly, the internal
force-extension law of the spring (introduced in the next chapter) is the same at the
top of a high mountain, the bottom of a deep mine, in fact at any place of rest, and on
a rotating table in a laboratory or in a vehicle speeding along a tortuous highway.
In fact, the idea of invariance of the spring law under translations was adopted
by Hooke in 1675 in a proposal to use the spring to measure gravity. Thus, it is
commonly assumed that the law relating the internal force to the extension depends
only on the extension of the spring relative to itself, and it is not affected in any
manner by arbitrary superimposed rigid body motions of translation and rotation,
the latter altering only the relative direction of the spring force . This is an example
of the important classical principle of invariance of internal material response to
external superimposed rigid body motions, called, briefly, the principle ofmaterial
frame indifference . The principle" has been widely applied in works on material
response of deformable bodies, though often indirectly. In 1955, however, the
general principle of material frame indifference for deformable bodies was given
new motivation by Noll in its application to the constitutive theory of materials in
continuum mechanics. This rule is stated in Noll's termsll as follows .
The principle of material frame indifference: The constitutive laws governing the internal interactions between the parts of a physical system do not
depend on whatever external frame of reference is used to describe them.
It is emphasized that the principle applies only to internal interactions between parts ofa system , not to actions of the external world on the system and its
parts. It does not apply to actions on a body that arise, for example, from inertial
forces induced by the motion of the reference frame . These are frame dependent
actions of the external environment on the system, actions that arise as a consequence of the noninertial nature of the reference frame, and which vanish only
when an inertial frame is used. The choice of the external frame of reference is a
matter of convenience. The internal interactions may be mechanical, gravitational,
thermodynamical, electromagnetic, for example. Here we apply the principle to
study the nature of the internal force between a pair of particles, an illustration due
to Noll.
** A history of this principle is traced in the remarkable treatise by Truesdell and Noll cited in the
References.
tt The presentation below, in somewhat different notation and without use of the language and mathematical rigor of finite dimensional spaces, parallels that due to W. Noll in unpublished articles
described in the References. I thank Professor Noll for providing a copy of his papers and for his
permission to use the example.
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5.18.3.

The Law of Mutual Internal Action

Newton's law of universal gravitational interaction between any two particles
in (5.46) postulates that the force exerted by one particle on another at any given
instant depends only on their positions , such that (i) the force is directed along
their common line; and (ii) the magnitude of the force depends only on the distance
between them. We are going to show, as Noll proved, that both conditions are
consequences of the principle of material frame indifference.
Consider a system of two particles PI and P2 at a given fixed time t; and let
us assume that the mutual force F 21 exerted on the particle P2 by PI depends only
on the positions y and x of the two particles at that instant, so that

F21= F(X, y).

(5.106)

Of course , we consider only distinct material points: x =I y. Now, after a change
of frame (5.105), or an equivalent superimposed rigid body motion of the system,
the particles appear at the positions x' = ,(x) , y' = ,(y) and the force appears
to be rotated into F;l = QF21, where Q is the orthogonal tensor in (5.105). Then
according to the principle of frame indifference, the same function F should also
describe the dependence of the force on the positions x' , y' after the change of
frame, so that QF 21 = F;l = F(x ' , y') , This means that the function F must satisfy
QF(x, y) = F(x ', y') ,

(5.107)

for every change of frame (5.105) and for all points x and y Eep at the instant t .
Let x, y be given, choose a point at q E ep arbitrarily, and consider a pure translation for which Q = 1 and ,(x) = x + c translates x to x' = q . Then y' = c + Y =
q + (y - x), and hence (5.107) reduces in a pure translation to
F(x , y)

= F(q, q + (y -

x)).

In particular, we may take q = 0, which is equivalent to our choosing c = -x.
This relation, however, must hold regardless of what q may be chosen . Therefore,
we find that the function F must have the form
F(x , y) = G(y - x) ,

(5.108)

for all x, y. Returning to (5.107) and using (5.108), we have
QG(y - x) = G(y' - x') ,

(5.109)

for all orthogonal Q and for all positions x, y.
Recalling from (5.105) thaty'- x'= Q(y - x) holds for all rotations Q andfor
all x, y, by (5.109), we have QG(y - x) = G(Q(y - x)), that is, with r = y - x,
the position vector of the particle P2 relative to the particle P1,
QG(r) = G(Qr).

(5.110)

This must hold for all vectors r and for all orthogonal transformations Q. Given r,
(5.110) must hold, in particular, for all rotations Q about the axis r so that Qr = r .
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Then, by (5.110), QG(r) = G(r), and hence these Q leave G(r) unchanged. This
means that G(r) must be parallel to r , the axis of rotation . Hence, there exists a
scalar-valued function g(r) such that

G(r) = g(r)r,

(5.111)

for all r . But the condition (5.110) require s that g(r)Qr

= g(Qr)Qr, that is,

g(r) =g(Qr) for all orthogonal Q.

(5.112)

Given r = re , where r = [r] =,.,fM, introduce el = Qe and note that
Qr = Qre = rei . Then, by (5.112), g(re) = g(re /) for an arbitrary direction e' .
Thus , choose e' = -e to obtain g(re) = g( -re). Therefore, the scalar-valued function g(r) must be an even function of r and independent of its direction. Hence,
g(r) is a scalar-valued function of r alone, defined by g(r) == h(r), and now (5.111)
becomes

G(r) = h(r)r.
Recalling (5.108) and noting in (5.113) that r

=y -

(5.113)
x, we have

F(x, y) = h(ly - xl)(y - x).

(5.114)

We thus find that the dependence of the force F 21 in (5.106) on the positions
x and y must reduce to the specific form
F 21 = h(r)r,

(5.115)

where r = Ir] and r = re = y - x is the position vector of particle P2 from PI. This
is the most generalform ofthe law ofmutual internal action that satisfies the principle ofmaterial frame indifference. Moreover, from (5.114) , F(y, x) = -F(x, y),
that is, F I2 = -F 21 . This is Newton's third law of mutual action. Thus, the principle of frame indifference applied to the internal force between two particles that
depends only on their positions, shows that their mutual internal force is a function
of the distance of their separation and is directed along their common line.

Exercise 5.7. Begin with (5.115) and show that (5.107) is satisfied for an
arbitrary change of frame (5.105). This will conclude the proof of Noll 's theorem: The internal fo rce (5.106) between two pa rticles that depends only on their
positions is frame indifferent if and only if it has the form (5.115).
D
Newton's law (5.46) for the mutual gravitational attraction of a pair of particles
is obtained from (5.115) with her) == -Gmlm2 /r 3. Similarly, Coulomb 's law for
the electrostatic force between two particles with electrical charges q] and qi ,
studied in the next chapter, follows from (5.115) with h(r) == kq, q2/ r 3, in which
k is a constant. The general rule (5.115) is also useful in characterizing the total
internal potential energy of a system of particles in Chapter 8.
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Appendix: Measure Units in Mechanics
In numerical examples, exercises, and problems where measure units are not
explicit, consistent measure units always are understood. It makes no difference
in theoretical mechanics what measure units may be used to express numerical
results. But all countries throughout the world have agreed to adopt in scientific
work the International System of Units, called SI units . Some SI units used in
mechanics are listed in the Table 5.1.
Table5.1. Systemsof measure units
Measure

SI units

Engineering units

English units

Mass
Length
Time
Force

kilogram (kg)
meter(m)
second (sec)
Newton (N)

slug (lb - sec2/ft )
feet (ft)
second (sec)
pound(lb)

pound(Ibm)
feet (ft)
second (sec)
poundal (lb.)

Universal conversion to the SI system, even at this date, is incomplete, and,
of course, many important earlier reference works employ other systems of units,
including the Engineering system which still enjoys wide use throughout the United
States and to a lesser extent in Great Britain. The English system, now largely
abandoned, is another scheme that has been used by engineers in these countries.
Table 5.1 identifies for these systems the measure units of force based on Newton's
second law:
I N = 1 kg m/sec",

1 Ib = 1 slug ft/sec",

I lb, = 1 Ibm' ft/sec" .

The following conversion factors may be used to relate SI and engineering units:

1 N = 0.225 lb,

1 m = 3.281 ft,

1 slug = 14.58 kg.
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The Engineering and the English units of mass are related by a dimensionless
conversion factor go whose numerical value is equal to the standard value of the
acceleration of gravity at a specified point on the Earth . By definition, the mass of
a standardone pound body is I Ibm and its weight is lib, thus W = I lb = I slug ft/sec? = mgo = I Ibm ' go ft/sec? . Then with go = 32.2, say , I slug = 32 .2 Ibm .
Similarly, the pound is defined as the unit of force that will impart to a I Ibm an
acceleration equal to go. Then with force measured in pounds (engineering units)
and mass measured in pounds mass (English units), Newton's law would become
F = mal go . We may be thankful that this practice is no longer fashionable. Though
we shall have no need in this book to prefer one system over another, in numerical
work only Engineering and SI units are used .

Problems
It is essential that throughout the study of this text the student should work a variety of
problems in order to grow familiar with use of the notation, concepts, and definitions; to cultivate,
test, and expand one's understanding of the subject matter; to learn the general methods of
mechanics; and to master various techniques of problem solving. Moreover, it is important that
the problems be approached in a spirit and manner similar to that expressed in the examples,
namely by the use of vector methods so far as may be reasonable and, in large measure, without
the aid of a computing device. Instances where use of a computer is desirable to promote practice
with some numerical calculations will be evident. In general, however, numerical values usually
will serve only to simplify an analysis and to lay bare the relevant aspects of the illustration.
Therefore, the majority of problems in this book have been constructed to avoid senseless use
of a computer so that the student's skills with direct calculations and with manipulations of
anal ytical relations may be reinforced and sharpened to further develop the student's ability to
handle fundamental aspects of analytic geometry, trigonometry, calculus, vector methods, and
differential equations, all essential to the modem demands of engineering practice.
5.1. Three particles of mas s ml = 3 kg , m: = 2 kg , m 3 = 5 kg are initially located in
<I> = {F ; ik } at XI = 3i - 2j + k m, X2 = 2i - 3k m, X3 = -i + 4k m, respectively, and their
corresponding initial velocities are given by VI = i - 2k m1sec, V2 = 2i - 3j m1sec, V3 =
-2k m1sec. Determine for the initial instant (a) the position and velocity of the center of mass
and (b) the momentum of the system.
5.2 . Consider a system fJ = (Pd of n particles P, with mass m~ , and introduce the normalized mass m, = mUm(fJ) in which m(fJ) is the mass of the system. Let Xk
x* + Xk and
Xk denote the respective position vectors of Pk from point 0 and from the center of mass C in
{F; ed . Then, by (5.5), the position vector of C from 0 is given by
frame IjJ

=

=

L
/I

x* =

mkXk

with

(P5 .2a)

k=1

Lagrange observed that the location of the center of mass C of a system of particles is determined
uniquely by their relative positions, that is, by their mutual distances of separation djk . He thus
posed the problem of finding C in terms of only these mutual distances. To see how this may be
done, first (a) prove Lagrange's Lemma (1783):
(P5.2b)
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where J k is the distance from C to the particle P« and d jk denotes the distance between the
particles with mass m j and mi . Hint: Note that the vector Xk - xj = Xk - Xj from m j to mk
determines the squared distance dJk = dfj ' (b) Apply (P5.2b) to prove Lagrange's Theoremw on
the center ofmass (1783):
(P5.2c)
wherein dk and de are the respective distances of the particle Pk and of the center of mass C
from any specifiedpoint O. Hint: Determine L;= I mkJf = L;= I mk (Xk . Xk). The result follows
from here. Because 0 is an arbitrary point, it may be chosen at any of the particle locations so
that the distance of C from any three noncoplanar and noncoaxial particles can be found from
(P5.2c). Therefore, the locationof C may be found when only the mutualdistances of separation
of the particles are known.
5.3. Lagrange's method described in the previous problem generally involvessome rather
tedious calculations in its application, but it gives an easy solution in some cases. To grasp the
idea of the theorem, consider a system of two identicalparticles separated by a distance a. Apply
Lagrange's theorem to find the center of mass, and describe carefully how its location is fixed.
5.4. Four identical particles are situated at the vertices of an equilateral pyramid with edge
lengths a and height h. Find the center of mass C of the system (a) by use of Lagrange's theorem
in Problem 5.2 and (b) by the usual method expressed in the normalizedform (P5.2a). (c) Show
that C is the intersection point of the pyramid altitude lines at distance de = 3h/4 from each
particle.
5.5. Find the center of mass of a homogeneous right circular cone of base radius rand
height h. What is the mass of the cone?

Problem 5.6,
5.6. A homogeneouscylindrical wedge of radius r, length e, and central angle y is shown
in the figure. Determinethe mass of the wedge,and find its center of mass in 1/1 = {F; i k } . Locate
the center of mass of a homogeneous half cylinder.
!! A special case of Lagrange's theorem applied to a molecular chain configuration of n atoms of

equalmass is presented byP. J. Flory, StatisticalMechanics of ChainMolecules, Hanser, New York,
pp. 5, 383-4, 1988. See also M. F. Beatty, Lagrange's theorem on thecenterof massof a system of
particles, American Journal of Physics 40, 205-7 (1972).
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a IB.t )
Problem 5.7.

5.7. One end of a connecting link A B is hinged at A to a gear G of radius S em; the other
end is hinged at B to a slider block of mass m = 100 gm. The gear rolls on a fixed horizontal
rack. In 2 sec, the slider block moves from its initial rest position at C in frame <I> = 10; ik }
to the position shown in the diagram. During the interval of interest, the slider has acceleration
an = IS,y'(x - 16)/3i ern/sec? in <1>. Determinethe momentumof the slider block at the instant
shown in the figure . What is the moment of momentum of B about points at 0 and A at the
instant of interest?
5.8. At a moment of interest to, a particle P of mass 2 kg has the velocity v(P , to) =
16i +4j - 12k mlsec at the place X(P , to) = 2i - j + 4k m in frame <I> = IF ; id. (a) Determine
the momentumof P and find its moment about F at the time to. (b) What is the instantaneous
moment of momentumof P about the point 0 at r = 2i - 3j + 6k m in <I> when (i) 0 is fixed
in <I> and (ii) 0 is moving in <I> with the velocity Vo = 4i-6j mlsec?
5.9. Water issuing from the nozzles of the garden sprinkler described in Problem 4.66,
Volume I , causes it to turn with an angular velocity w(t) as shown. Compute the moment of
momentum about 0 of a fluidparticle P of mass m as itexits the nozzleat E witha constantspeed
v relativeto the nozzle. Whatis the absolutetime rateof changeof the momentof momentum of P
at E ?
K

Problem 5.10.

5.10. The flywheel shown in the figure has a constant, counterclockwise angular speed of
5 rad/secrelativeto a platformturningwitha constant-angular speedof 10rad/sec, as indicated. A
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small slider block of mass 0.2 slug is moving along a wheel spoke toward the center O. At the
instant to shown, the slider block is I ft from 0 and has a speed of 20 ft/sec that is increasingat
the rate of 10 ft/sec? relativeto the flywheel frame cp = 10 ; ik }. (a) What is the linear momentum
of the block in the ground frame <I> = IF ; Id at to? (b) What is its corresponding moment of
momentumabout O? (e) Determineat to the momentof momentum of the slider about F in <1>.
5.11. For the data providedin Problem 5.1, determinefor the initial instant the moment of
momentumof the systemabout F. What is the momentof momentumof the systemaboutanother
fixed point 0 at X o = 3i - 2j + k m in <I>? How is the moment about 0 of the momentumof
the system affected when 0 has the initial velocity v 0 = 4i - 13j + 6k mJsec?

5.12. Three particlesof mass m , 2m, and 3m occupythe respectiveinitial positions Xl = 6j
ft, Xz = 0, X3 = -2j ft, and they have the constant velocities VI = 6i + 3j, V2 = 6i - 3j, V3 =
4i - 5j + 2k (all in ft/see), respectively, in frame <I> = 10 ; ik }. Determine (a) the velocityof the
center of mass particleand (b) the momentumof the system. (c) Find the motion of the center of
mass particleas a functionof time t , and describe its path. (d) What is the momentof momentum
of the system about 0 initially? (e) What is the momentabout 0 of the momentumof the center
of mass particle?
5.13. A loaded balloon of total weight W is falling verticallywith a constant acceleration

a. Neglect wind effects and air resistance,but account for the buoyantforce of the air, and find
the amount of ballast weight w that must be discardedto givethe balloonan upwardacceleration
-a.

5.14. Three particlesof mass m , 2m, and 3m are stationary at the respectivepoints (0,0,0),
(1,2,3), and (3, 2, I) in frame <I> = 10 ; ik }. Find the resultantgravitational force exertedon the

particle of mass m.

5.15. A particle P of mass fI is at the central point of a homogeneous, semicircular, thin
wire of radius b and mass density a per unit length. Determinethe gravitational force exertedon
P by the wire.

k

Problem 5.16.
5.16. Two thin, homogeneous circular wires gal and ga2 of radii a and b, respectively, are
positioned in parallel planes distance d apart. The mass density of ga2, per unit length, is twice
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that of :d3 1 • A particle P of unit mass is situated as shown in the figure on the normal line 0 A
through their centers. (a) Apply (5.54d) to find the total gravitational force on P due to both
rings . (b) Show that the gravitational force due to .'1B 1 alone vanishes at the center of the ring at
o and at infinity, hence a maximum value of this force exists. Find the location b* of P where
the intensity of the gravitational force of :d3 1 on P is greatest. (c) Repeat part (a) for the case
b = b*. What is the mass ratio m- ]m I of the rings?
5.17. A thin, flat annular body ed has an inner radius R I , an outer radius R2, and uniform
mass density a per unit of area . (a) What gravitational field strength does g(3 produce at a
point P on the line normal to the plane of :d3 through its center 0, at distance X from O ?
(b) Determine the field strength at 0 due to d3. (c) Show that for X
R2 the field strength
of g(3 is g(X) = -Gm / X 2k , wherein m = m(0'3), and hence in its gravitational attraction at a
sufficiently great distance X, the ring behaves like a particle in accordance with (5.47).

»

5.18. A particle P of mass f3 is situated at a distance X > a from the center, and along
the axis of a homogeneous thin rod of length 2a and mass density a per unit length . Find the
gravitational force acting on P due to the rod.
5.19. A particle P of mass f3 is located at a distance X on the center line perpendicular to
the axis of a homogeneous thin rod of mass m and 'length 2a, both lying in the xz-plane. The
origin is at the center of the rod with its axis along k. Show that the gravitational force that the
rod exerts on P is

F(P;X)=-

Gmf3

•

~I.
2

X" X2 + a

(P5.l9)

5.20. A particle of mass m is placed at an external point on the axis of a homogeneous,
right circular cylinder at a distance a from one end . (Choose a frame with origin at the particle
and the cylinder axis as k.) The cylinder has radius R , length L , and mass M . Find the attract ive
force it exerts on the particle .
5.21. Determine the gravitational field strength at the central point Q of a homogeneous,
thin hemispherical shell of radius R and mass m. What is the field strength at Q for a complete
spherical shell?
5.22. Show that the gravitational field strength of a spherical Earth model with radius R
and mass density p = p(R) varies with the normal altitude h from its surface in accordance with
the relation
g(X)

==

g(h)

g(R)

(\ +h /R)2'

(P5.22)

where g(R) denote s the field strength at the surface .
5.23. A homogeneous thin rod R I of length 2b and mass M is placed with its axis along the
center line perpendicular to the axis of a similar rod R2 of mass m and length 2a, in the xy-plane.
The center of R I is at c = cj from the center of R2. Determin e the gravitational force that the
rod R2 exerts on R I . (See Problem 5.19.) Tables of integral s may be needed .

e

5.24. A homogeneous, thin rod of length and mass m is positioned with its axis on the
line through the center 0 and perpendicular to the plane of a homogeneous, thin circular disk of
radius R and mass m . The end of the rod near the disk is at a = ak from point O . Find the total
gravitational force exerted on the rod by the disk . What gravitational force does the rod exert on
the disk?
5.25. The moon has a mean diameter of about 2 t 60 miles, while that of the Earth is roughl y
7910 miles. The ratio of the mass of the moon to that of the Earth is about 3/250 . What is the
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acceleration of gravity on or near the surface of the moon? Compare your weight relative to the
Earth and the Moon.
5.26. Determine the gravitational force between two identical spheres of diameter d when
they touch eac h other. What is the ratio of the magnitude Wo of their mutual attraction to the
magnitude W of the attractive force exerted on each of them by the Earth? Evaluate the result
for lead spheres with d = 2 ft and p = 22.5 slug/tr' .

L
-+--._p
Problem 5.27.

i

5.27. A block of weight WI supports a smaller block of weight Wz = WI constrained by
a light wire inclined at an angle 8 , as shown. (a) Find the horizontal force P required to ju st start
the block of weight WI moving toward the right. (b) Find the tension in the cable after slip has
occ urred. Assume that all surfaces have the same coefficients of static and dynamic friction, and
express the results in term s of tan 8.

p

r -- -

I
I
I
I

o

Problem 5.28.

5.28. A homogeneous crate of mass m rests on a horizontal surface where the coefficient
of dynamic friction is v. (a) Find the magnitude of the inclined force P required to give the crate
a co nstant accelerat ion a in the direction shown. (b) Apply Euler's seco nd law (5.44) to find the
distance from the center of mass to the line of action of the normal surface reaction force N. Do
this in three ways . (i) Prove that M Q = 0 about a fixed point Q at the initial position of the center
of mass of the crate, and thus solve for the location of N. (ii) Repeat the analysis for the torque
M o = fio about a fixed point 0 in the contact plane at the initial position. (iii) Prove that the
total torque M e about the moving center of mass must vanish and thus locate the action line of
N. (c) What is the critical angle 8e for impendin g tip expressed in terms of assigned quantitie s
only?
5.29. The wedge body g(JI in Fig 5.18a, page 53, is acceler ated at a constant rate a toward the
right. The block g(Jz maintains contact with the plane throughout the motion. The gravitational
force acts downward in the figure. Show that g(Jz will slide down the inclined surface if a >
g tan(a - l/f), where tan a = J1 is the coeffic ient of static friction for the two surfaces and l/f < a .
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Problem 5.30.

5.30. The figure shows a block 8 1 of weight WI attached by an inextensible cable to a block
8z of weight Wz . The weight ratio WI/ Wz = 5/6. The cable is supported by a smooth ring, and
8 z rests on a rough horizontal surface where jJ., = 2/5 and v = 1/3. (a) Determine the critical
weight ratio WI/ Wz for which motion is imminent, and thus show that the system must move if
released from rest. (b) Find the acceleration a of the block 8 1 as a function of the weight ratio,
and determine its value for the assigned data .
5.31. A body P of mass m = 5 slug has weight W = 160j Ib relative to the planet <1>.
(a) Suppose that P is at rest on a scale inanonrotating frame e = {o ; i k } which has an acceleration
ao = 20j ft/sec? relative to <1>. What is the weight of P apparent to an observer in cp'1 What is
its apparent weight when «J has the opposite acceleration ao = -20j ft/sec? in <1> '1 Find the
acceleration of cp for which the apparent weight of P vanishes. (b) Now suppose that P is
dropped from a state of rest in <I> so that the only force that acts on P is its weight relative to
<1>. Address the previous question for the observer in tp. (c) Discuss the results and compare the
observations in cp with those in <1>.

Problem 5.32.

5.32. During an interval of interest, the vertical motion of a load W is controlled by a
parabolic cam A8C that moves horizontally with a constant velocity v directed as shown. Draw
a free body diagram of the block. Determine the compress ive force in the push rod 8 D in terms
of the load and the assigned quantitie s. Neglect friction .
5.33. A part in an aircraft engine consists of a 0.10 kg mass m attached by a 30 em rod to the
propeller drive shaft. The shaft turns, as shown, with an angular velocity w = I OOw(t)i rad/sec .
During a dive, the aircraft accelerates at 3g, and the rod is inclined at a fixed angle () = 30° in
the frame f3 = {o ; id fixed in the propeller shaft. Determine the total force acting on m.
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Problem 5.33.
5.34. A test tube is held at a fixed angle () in a centrifuge spinning, as shown, with a constant
angular velocity w about a fixed vertical axis . A fluid particle of mass m, initially near the bottom
at F, is moving outward in the tube with a constant relative velocity v = vi. Identify the time
dependent variables, and determine as a function of time the total force that acts on P , referred
to the tube frame 1/1 = IF ; id·

Problem 5.34.
5.35 . A system of three forces F, = 6i + 2j + 4k N, F2 = -2i + 2j - 4k N, F3 = 5i3j + 2k N act at the respective points x I = (I , 0 , 0) rn, X2 = (0 , 1, 0) rn, X3 = (0, 0, I) m in
I Q; id . (a) Find the equipollent system with force FA P and torque M~ with
frame cI>
respect to Q. (b) Is FA . M~ = O? (c) Find the equations that describe the line of action of the
single force P . (d) Determine the center of force xQwith respect to the orig in Q. (e) Determine
the center of force x~ with respect to the point 0 at x I in cI>, and confirm your result by showing
that x~ x P = M~ for the original system of force s.

=

=

6
Dynamics of a Particle
6.1. Introduction
We have seen that in an inertial reference frame, Euler 's first law (5.43) for
the motion of the center of mass "particle" of a rigid body g;, a fictitious material
point of mass meg;) that moves with the body, has the same form as Newton's
second law (5.39) for the motion of a particle P of mass m(P). Hence, the motion
of any such "material point" or "particle" is governed by the Newton-Euler law
of motion , here written in its various form s as
(6.1)
= P = ma = mv = mx,
in which m is the mass ofthe "particle," p = mv; and x, v, and a are its respective

F

current position , velocity, and acceleration in an inertial reference frame .
Our objective now is to study a variety of physical applicat ions and solution s
of the Newton-Euler equation of motion of a particle for various kinds of forces and
motion s and thus demonstrate its predictive value. In some example s, the principal
body of interest may be small in some sense. An electron, a grain of sand, and
a fluid droplet are typical examples of infinitesimal or small bodies commonly
modeled as particle s. Larger bodies like a ball, a pendulum bob, a crate, a person,
and an automobil e are modeled as center of mass objects of rigid bodies . So long
as the rigid body has no rotation itself, there is no intrinsic difference between
these two model s. In fact, in many such problems in which the body is replaced
by its center of mass "particle," precise identification of the center of mass point is
not necessary; the mass distribution and the specific body geometry play no major
roles ; and the actual points of application of the resultant forces that act on the body
are unimportant-they act on the particle . All of these virtually inconsequential
matters , however, have great importance later when rotational effects of a rigid
body are introduced. We recall, for example, the simple problem of a block sliding
down an inclined plane without tipping over. In this case, the body 's phys ical
and geometrical properties, the location of the points of applicat ion of forces
that act on it, and their moments were all very important to the description and
9S
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analysi s of the block's motion . These sorts of underlying potential complications
are avoided when rotational effects are absent and a rigid body is modeled as a
particle .
The study of particle dynamics thus deals with the analysis of the vector
differential equation (6.1) for the motion of a particle and the forces that produce
it. When the motion, the velocity, or the acceleration is known either as a function
of time or as a function of a time dependent parameter, such as arc length along a
path, the force required to produce the motion is readily determined by (6.1). The
converse problem , to determine the motion of a particle under various kinds of
assigned forces, however, is more difficult, because it involves the integration of
(6.1). Moreover, the specification of some forces together with some components
of acceleration, velocity, or position leads to a mixed variety of problem types.
Some easy methods of integration useful in the analysi s of (6.1) were studied in
earlier chapters. Additional methods and several new concepts will be introduced
as our study unfold s.

6.2. Component Forms of the Newton-Euler Law
We recall that the motion of a particle may be described in terms of different
coordinate systems that offer special advantages in applications; and, clearly, in
applications of (6.1), the force vector and the motion eventually must be repre sented in the same reference basis . For handy reference , the vector representations
of the Newton-Euler law in four familiar kinds of reference bases are provided
below.

Rectangular Cartesian reference frame

<1> = {o ; i, j , k}: The

is given by (1.12) and (6.1) may be written as

F

acceleration

== Fxi + Fyj + Fzk = m(Xi + yj + zk).

(6.2)

Intrinsic reference frame 1/J = {P; t, n, b}: Equation (1.71) provides the

acceleration and (6.1) becomes
F

==

Fit

+ Fnn =

m( st

+d

2

(6.3)

n).

Notice that there can be no intrinsic force component Fb normal to the osculating
plane. Hence , if the motion is constrained to a plane, the total force component
perpendicular to the plane must vanish. This is a property of every plane motion.

Cylindrical reference frame IfJ = {o ; e. , eet> , e.}: The Newton-Euler law
(6.1) and the acceleration vector in (4.60) yield the representation

F == Fre r + Fet>eet>

+ Fzez =

..

'2

m [ (r - rc/> )er

'
.. ]
+ -rI -dtd( r 2c/»eet
> + ze,

.

(6.4)
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Spherical reference frame tp = {o; e" eo, e<t>}: The acceleration components are defined in (4.71). Hence, (6.1) becomes

F

=F,e, + Fe.. + F.e. ~ m [(, - ,(J' -

,,j,' sin' B)e,

I d 2"
'2
) eo+ (Id
2'
. .
) e<t>.
]
+ ( --(rB)-r¢sinBcosB
--(r¢sinB)+r¢BcosB
r dt
r dt
(6.5)
The left-hand expressions in (6.2) through (6.5) define the respective component forms of the total force . The force components are then related to the acceleration components by equating their corresponding scalar components in these
expressions. The intrinsic force components F1 and FIl in (6.3) , for example, are
thus related to the intrinsic acceleration components by F1 = ms , FIl = mxs" , The
procedure is the same for the others . The component equations are called the scalar
equations of motion . In general, however, we first formulate each problem in its
vector form, and afterwards identify the corresponding scalar equations of motion .
It is not always necessary to introduce a specific component form of (6.1) .
Sometimes it is possible to solve a problem in direct vector form without mention
of any components, but more often than not this approach proves tedious and
impractical; therefore, the component forms find wider use in applications.

6.3. Some Introductory Examples and Additional Concepts
We shall begin with several introductory examples that employ the foregoing
representations in some problems where the motion is essentially known and certain force conditions are to be determi ned. Some earlier concepts are reviewed, and
some new concepts are introduced as the examples progress. The importance of
the Newton-Euler law in its generic form (5.34) is underscored in characterizing
the motion of a relativistic particle.
6.3.1. Some Applications in a Rectangular Cartesian Reference Frame
Three problems that use a rectangular Cartesian reference frame are solved.
The first is an easy application of (6.1) in which the acceleration is known and
a certain force is to be found . The example demonstrates the importance of our
distinguishing the inertial reference frame in applications of the Newton-Euler
law. The second exercise illustrates an application in which the acceleration of one
body is known, and a Coulomb condition for relative sliding of another contacting
body is to be determined. The results will be used in the third example to illustrate
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Figure 6.1. Motion in an accelerating reference frame.

the converse problem in which the forces are known and information about the
motion is to be obtained . The form of the law in (6.2) is evident in the applications.
Example 6.1. A rocket propelled test vehicle V in Fig. 6.1 is used to study
man's ability to function at high rates of acceleration and deceleration. * (a) Suppose
the vehicle is accelerating at 5g along a straight track in the inertial frame <I> =
{F; Id . What force does the operator need to apply to a 2 lb control device D
to impart to its center of mass a relative acceleration aDV = 16i + 80j It/sec? in
the vehicle frame IfJ = {V; id? (b) Compare the result with the force required to
perform the same task when the vehicle has a uniform motion in <1> . Assume that
the local acceleration of gravity is 32 ft/sec".
* The example brings to mind the daring exploits of U.S. Air Force Colonel John P. Stapp. MD. Ph.D.,

the biomedical engineering pioneer, who in December 1947, at Edwards (then Muroc) Air Force
Base, California, became the first human to ride a rocket propelled test sled to study human tolerance
to severe decelerations of the sort sustained in the crash of an automobile or aircraft. Based on Stapp's
research studies, appropriate safety harnesses , helmets , restraints , and other essential equipment could
be developed . Stapp demonstrated firsthand that a properly harnessed and protected driver, pilot, or
astronaut could indeed survive an incredible impact, the wind blast, and deceleration of ejection
from an aircraft traveling at supersonic speeds at great altitudes , or the large acceleration of a rocket
lift-off, himself having withstood test sled decelerations of 25 to more than 40 times the acceleration
of gravity. With new facilities at the Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico, where subsequently he
set up and directed his biomedical engineering and crash research programs , in 1954 Stapp rode the
rocket vehicle "Sonic Wind" from 632 mph to a dead stop in 1.4 sec, suffering only minor injuries
in a deceleration of more than 40 gs! A 2200 Ib (1000 kg) automobile smashing into a brick wall
at 50 mph (»:80 kmph) would subject its driver to roughly the same impulsive shock. Other human
volunteer s in his program tested the security of safety belts in decelerations that exceeded 25 gs.
See Time, The Weekly Newsmaga zine, Volume 66, No. II , September 12. (1955), 80-2, 85-6, 88.
Stapp's adventures , his sense of humor, and his genero sity to others are portrayed here. Dr. Stapp, then
dubbed "the fastest man on earth," died at his New Mexico home on November 13.1999, at age 89. I
thank Professor 0 . W. Dillon , who during the early 1950s was stationed at Holloman when Stapp was
directing these research programs, and upon reading the manuscript reminded me of Stapp's heroic
feats.
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Solution of (a). We begin with the problem kinematics . The absolute acceleration of the vehicle in the inertial frame <1> is given as a v F = 5 gI, where
g = 32 ft/sec". Thus, recalling the simple relative acceleration rule (4.50) and
the assigned center of mass acceleration aOV = 16i + 80j ft/sec' of D in the vehicle frame (jJ in which ik = Ik, we determine the absolute acceleration of D in
frame <1>:
aOF = aOV + av F = 1761 + 80J ft/sec".

(6.6a)

This completes the kinematical analysis .
We now tum to the force analysis . The free body diagram of D is shown in
Fig. 6.la. As usual, we shall assume that the contact force due to the surrounding
air is self-equilibrated to zero. Then the total force F(D , t) acting on D is the sum
of its weight Wand the force F m exerted by the operator. Hence, the Newton-Euler
law (6.1) applied to D in the inertial frame <1> yields
F(D, t)

= W + F m = m(D)aOF,

(6.6b)

in which W = -mgJ = -2J lb and m(D) = 1/16 slug. The kinematics in (6.6a)
is now coupled with the force analysis in (6.6b) to yield the solution

Fm = llI+7Jlb.

(6.6c)

Solution of (b). We note from (6.6c) that IFm I = ,JI7O : : : 13.04 lb. We wish
to compare this result with the force needed to perform the same task when the
vehicle has a uniform motion in <1>. To impart the same acceleration to the device
when the vehicle has a constant velocity or may be at rest in <1> so that now
aVF = 0 and aDF = aDV, we find from (6.6b) that the operator must apply a force
F m = mao V - W = 1 + 7J lb. Hence, IFm I = 5J2 :::::: 7.07 lb. Therefore, if the
Newton-Euler law were applied in the accelerating reference frame, the operator
would conclude incorrectly that a force of about 7 lb is needed, while the task
actually requires nearly twice that. We thus learn that when the operator works in
the accelerating vehicle, nearly twice the effort must be expended to perform the
assigned task.
D
This example demonstrates the important role of the inertial reference frame
in applications of the Newton-Euler law. The next problem concerns the prediction
of relative sliding of a body in contact with an accelerating surface.
Example 6.2. A truck carrying a crated load W is moving down a 15° grade
in Fig. 6.2. The driver suddenly applies the brakes and the truck decelerates at
the steady rate of 4 ft/sec'' along its straight path. The coefficient of static friction
between the crate and the trailer bed is J.L = 0.3. Determine for the given values
of the parameters whether the crate will slide or remain stationary relative to the
trailer.
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(a) Free Body D iagram
of the Crat e
Figure 6.2. Relative motion of a crate on an accelerating truck.

Solution. We shall assume initially that the crate does not slide relative to
the truck and seek a Coulomb condition sufficient to assure this. If this condition
fails for the assigned data, we then know that the crate will slide. Thi s strategy will
enable us to decide the issue.
To investigate the motion of the crate C, we first draw its free body diagram
in Fig. 6.2a. To simplify matters, all contact forces due to the Earth's atmo sphere,
including air flow effect s due to the truck 's motion and other wind effect s, are
neglected. Then the total force F (C , t ) acting on C is approximated by its weight
Wand the resultant normal and tangential contact force s N and f exerted by the
trailer bed. The equation of motion (6.1) for C becomes
F(C, t) = W

+f +N =

maCF ,

(6.7a)

wherein m = m(C ) is the total mass of C and a CF is its total rectilinear acceleration
in the inertial ground frame <I> = {F ; i , j , k}. The vectors in (6.7a) are given by

W = W(sinei-cos ej) ,

f= -fi,

N=Nj ,

a CF =

aci ,

(6.7b)

and hence
(W sin e - f)i

+ (N -

W cos e)j = maci.

(6.7c)

Therefore, the scalar equations of motion for the crate are

mac = W sin e- f,

N - wcose =

o.

(6.7d)

When ac is known , equations (6.7d) determine the unknown force s Nand f . Thus,
with W = mg ;

N = W cos e,

f

= W(sine - ac/g ).

(6.7e)

Recalling the strategy propo sed earlier, we note that the crate will not slip if
the friction al force f is smaller than its critical static Coul omb value (5.70), that
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is, provided that f < f e = u.N, (See also (5.72) .) In this case, becau se the crate
is assumed not to slip, its acceleration is the same as that of the truck, namely ,
aTF = aTi. Thus, with the aid of(6.7e) and ac = aT, the Coulomb no slip criterion
is

.
aT
sme - - < u cost) ,

g

(6.7f)

This conclusion is independent of the weight, the size, and the shape of the crate.

Actually, however, we have tacitly assumed in (6.7f) that the crate geometry is
consistent with the no tip condition, which imposes limitations on the crate geometry. The reader may confirm, for example, that for a rectangular box of height 2h
and a square cros s section of side 2b, the crate will not topple before slip occurs,
if it occurs at all, provided that b/ h > u ,
The crate will not slide if (6.7f) holds for the assigned data ; otherwise, it
will. We now test (6.7f) for the assigned values aT = -4 ft/sec" , g = 32.2 It/sec",
u. = 0 .3, and = 15°. The terms on the left side of (6.7f) yield the value
1==0.383 while those on right give r == 0.290. Since I > r, (6.7f) does not
hold, and the crate will slide. For an alternative approach, the reader may show
that the critical acceleration aT of the truck for which sliding of the crate is
imminent is given by aT = g( sin e- u. cos e) = -I It/sec ", the condition for
equality in (6.7f) . Since laT I = 4 It/sec? > la T I, the crate will slide , as concluded
0
previously.

e

The simple relative motion of the crate on the truck bed is examined next in
illustration of the converse problem in which the force s are known and the velocity
and the motion of the crate are to be found.

Example 6.3. The coefficient of dynamic friction between the crate and the
trailer bed is v = 0.25. What is the rectilinear acceleration of the crate relative to
the trailer? Determine the distance on the bed traveled by the crate after 1 sec and
after 2 sec.
Solution. The crate C has a rectilinear acceleration aCT relative to the truck
T given by
(6.8a)
wherein aTF = aTi is the known absolute acceleration of the truck in the inertial
frame <1> . We need to find ac F , the total acceleration of the crate in <1> .
The vector equation for the sliding motion of the crate is the same as (6.7a),
and hence the scalar equations of motion for the crate in <1> are given in (6.7d).
But this time, because the crate is sliding on the trailer bed, the Coulomb frictional
force is given by (5.71). (See also (5.73).) Thus, with the last of (6.7d), we have
f = /d = v N = vW cos e , and use of this relation in the first equation in (6.7d)
yield s ar ;That is, ac F = aci = g( sin e - v cos e)i. Hence, (6.8a) delivers the first
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of the desired results:

aCT = acri = [g(sin e- v cos e)

-

aT]i.

(6.8b)

Therefore, the rectilinear acceleration of the crate relative to the truck is independent of the weight, the size, and shape of the crate, consistent with the no tip
condition.
The relative acceleration (6.8b) is a constant vector. With aT = -4 ft/sec",
g = 32.2 It/sec", v = 0.25, and = 15°, we find aCT = 4.56i ft/sec". To determine the distance traveled by the crate on the bed, we first integrate the differential equation 8VCT /8t = aCT with the initial condition vcr(O) = 0 to obtain
VCT = acrt = 4.56ti. Hence, the relative speed of C is s(t) = 4.56t; and with
s(O) = 0, the distance traveled by the crate is s(t) = 2.28t 2 . Therefore, after I sec
the crate has moved a distance s(l) = 2.28 ft. After 2 sees, s(2) = 9.12 ft, and the
crate, regardless of its physical features , slams into the cab, initially only 9 ft away
in Fig. 6.2 .
D

e

6.3.2. Intrinsic Equation of Motion for a Relativistic Particle
In this section, the intrinsic equation of motion for a relativistic particle whose
"effective" mass varies with its speed is derived, and the result is applied to examine
the nature of a purely normal force that acts on the particle in its motion along a
smooth curved path . The Newton-Euler law in the form (6.1), however, cannot be
used in problems where the mass of the particle is variable; so we return to the
basic law (5.34) .
In relativistic mechanics, the relativistic mass m of a particle P in a frame <I>
varies with its speed s relative to <I> in accordance with the rule

m = ymo =

mo

--:::==
~

.
with

s

f3 == -.
c

(6.9)

The constant mo, the invariant mass of the particle, is called the rest mass of P in
<I> and the constant c is the speed of light in a vacuum. The relativistic mass m is
not the intrinsic mass of P . Rather, the concept of mass is retained as an invariant,
intrinsic property of an object, and hence mo is identified as the invariant mass of
the object, the same for all observers and for all times. The principle of conservation
of mass applies to mo, not to m. Although nowadays it is unfashionable to refer to
m as the relativistic mass , it is convenient in this text to retain the symbolic relation
m == ymo defined by (6.9) and continue to call it the relativistic mass.
These semantics aside, the relativistic momentum of P is defined by p ==
mv = ymov, where v = dsfdt is the usual time derivative; and the rule governing
the motion of P is retained in the general Newtonian form F = dp /dt stated in
(5.34) . Although m changes with s, it is easy to show that F = 0 holds if and only
if the motion is uniform in <1> . This conforms with the condition set by the first
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law, i.e. F = 0 {::::::::} a = O. Otherwise, in view of (6.9), the second law becomes
dm
F=ma+-v.
dt

(6.10)

Now, with the aid of (6.9) and v = o5t = cf3t, we find
dm
-v
dt

mof3~v
(l - f32)3 / 2

mf32 ..
= ---st.
1 - f32

Therefore, use of this result and (1.71) for the intrinsic acceleration in (6.10) leads
to the intrinsic equation ofmotion for a relativistic particle:

F=m(~t+KS2n)
.
1-f3

(6.11)

When s «; c so thar.d «; 1,(6.9)reducesapproximate1ytom = moandwerecover
from (6.11) the classical, nonrelativistic intrinsic equation in (6.3). It follows from
(6.11) that the total force F acting on a particle may be normal to its path, hence
perpendicular to its velocity vector v = st, if and only if its speed is constant. (See
Problem 1.5, Volume 1.) This is illustrated below.
Example 6.4. A particle P, free from gravitational force, experiences a relativistic motion in a smooth, spatially curved tube. Find the force exerted on the
particle by the tube and characterize the tube geometry in order that the force may
have a constant magnitude.
Solution. The reader's free body diagram of P will show that the total force
on P is simply the normal reaction force exerted by the smooth tube. Hence, use
of F = N = N n in (6.11) yields the desired information:
N

= m« 05 2

and

s = O.

(6.12)

Indeed, the second of these equations shows that the particle speed must be
constant; and hence the relativistic mass in (6.9) must be constant too. Therefore,
the first relation in (6.12) shows that in a smooth motion with constant speed, the
normal reaction force intensity at each point along the path is proportional to the
curvature and is directed toward the center of curvature . Clearly, N = 0 if and
only if the motion is uniform, in which case the tube must be straight. In general, N
may be constant if and only if the tube has a constant curvature. A cylindrical helix
is a familiar example of a space curve having a constant curvature . (See Example
1.14.) If the motion is a plane motion, the tube must be circular. The following
further example is left for the reader.
D
Exercise 6.1. A particle P moves on a smooth surface S so that the only
force on P is the normal surface reaction force R. Prove that the principal normal
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vector n must be perpendicular to S at each point of the trajectory of P and hence
0
the path is a geodesic on S. (See Example 1.16 in Volume I.)
The results for the motion of a relativistic particle in a smooth tube hold
1. It is shown later that
independently of relativistic considerations when f3
the same behavior occurs when an electrically charged particle, relativistic or not,
moves in a uniform magnetic field.

«

6.3.3.

Electric and Magnetic Forces on a Charged Particle

Two basic laws that describe electric and magnetic body forces are introduced.
Afterwards, the trajectory of an electrically charged particle moving in a steady
and uniform magnetic field is described.
First, consider the mutual force of attraction or repulsion between two particles with electric charges q I and qi respectively situated at X I and X 2 in an arbitrarily assigned reference frame so that the distance between them is r = IX 2 - XII .
Let F 12 denote the force exerted on ql by q2, and write e for the unit vector
directed from qi- the source of the action, toward q., The force exerted on qi
by ql is equal and oppositely directed so that F 21 = -F I2 • Experiments support
the following principle governing the mutual interaction of electrically charged
particles.
Coulomb's law of electrostatics: Between any two charged particles in the
world, there exists a mutual electrostaticforce which is directly proportional to the
product ofthe charges, inversely proportional to the square ofthe distance between
them, and directed along their common line in the sense of mutual repulsion or
attraction according as the charges are ofthe same or opposite kind. respectively;
that is,
(6.13)
The value of the positive constant k depends on the nature of the medium in
which the charges are placed. The physical dimensions of k are fixed by (6.13) :
[k] = [FL 2Q- 2], where [Q] = [q] denotes the physical dimension of electric
charge. The metric measure unit of q is named the coulomb. Experiments on
charges in vacuum show that k = 9 X 109 N . m 2/coulomb2 • Notice that only the
relative position vector r
re of q, from qi is important.
The rule (6.13) is a particular example of Noll's general rule (5.115) governing
the internal force between any pair of particles, in this case charged particles;
and the formal similarity of (6.13) with Newton 's law of gravitation (5.46) is
evident. We thus introduce the parallel idea of an electric field 0 that arises from
the existence of a charged particle situated in space. And when a particle of charge
q is placed in this space, it experiences a force of attraction or repulsion determined
by (6.13) . An electric field g is said to exist throughout space due to a particle of
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positive charge qa, called the source of the electric field, whenever a force is felt
by another charged "test" particle placed anywhere in is'. Thus, the electric field
strength E at the place X due to qa is defined by
E(X) =

k;a
e(X),
r

(6.14)

where e is the unit vector directed from qa toward the field point X at r from qa.
Hence , the electric force Fe that acts on a particle P of charge q at the place X is
a body force given by
Fe(P; X) = q(P)E(X).

(6.15)

The same rule holds when the charged particle moves in the electrostatic field is'.
The electric body force is in the direction of E (repulsive) when q is positive
and opposite to E (attractive) when q is negative . Hence, the action of this force
alone will move a charged particle in a straight line in the direction of E if q > 0,
oppositely if q < O. The principle of conservation of electric charge asserts that
the total charge Q for a closed system of n charges qk is a constant equal to their
algebraic sum : Q =
I qi, Thus, in a manner parallel to that demonstrated for a
gravitational field, the resultant electric force on a particle of charge q placed in the
electric field of a system of charged particles or, similarly, in the field of a charged
continuum is given by the fundamental law (6.15). In general, then , the electric
force acting on a particle of charge q having a motion X( q , t) in an electrostatic
field of strength E(X) is given by (6.15).
A magnetic field of strength B arises in a similar way from the existence in
space of some kind of magnetic object. When a charged particle moves with a
velocity v in a time independent magnetic field B, it experiences a body force F m ,
the magnetic force, given by

L:Z=

F m = qv x B.

(6.16)

This equation shows that the magnetic body force F m on a charged particle
is always perpendicular to v, and hence to the particle's path. Under the action of
this force alone the particle, from (6.12), must move with a constant speed Va, say ;
so, the magnitude of its momentum Ipl = mVa is constant.
Example 6.5. Consider a relativistic charged particle of rest mass ma moving in a constant magnetic field of strength B. (a) Prove that the charge moves
in a circular helix, a curve of constant curvature, and hence F m has a constant
magnitude. (b) Derive the equation of the path for a plane motion perpendicular
to a constant magnetic field B = Bk.

Solution of (a). To determine the trajectory of a particle of charge q moving
in a magnetic field of constant strength B, we recall Newton's law in (5.34) and
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consider the relation
d
dp
-(p . B) = - . B = Fm· B = 0,
(6.17a)
dt
dt
wherein (6.16) is the total force on q. Therefore , the component of the momentum
in the direction of B is constant:

p . B = mv - B = C, a constant.

(6.17b)

Since the magnitudes of p and B are constant, (6.l7b) implies that the angle
between the fixed axis of B and the tangent to the space curve along which q moves
is constant everywhere along the path. Consequently, as described in Example
1.14, the path is a circular helix, a space curve of constant curvature ; therefore,
IFm I = qvoBsin(v, B) is constant. Conversely, it follows from (6.16) that if Fm
has a constant magnitude, sin (v, B) is constant and hence the path is a circular
helix .
The initial velocity Vo may be considered arbitrary. If the velocity is initially
perpendicular to B, then, by (6.17b), P . B = 0 always, and the path is a circle in
the plane perpendicular to B. If the initial velocity Vo is parallel to B, the constant
force F m = 0; the motion is uniform and the path is a straight line along the axis
of B. The circle and the line are degenerate kinds of helices . In summary, the
trajectory of a charged particle which is given an arbitrary initial velocity in a
constant magnetic field is a circular helix .
Solution of (b). The path of a charge q in a plane motion perpendicular to
the constant vector B is a circle. To describe this circle, we apply Newton 's law
in (6.16) to write dpldt = d(qx x B) ldt. Integration yields p - qx x B = A, a
constant vector. Let B = Bk and consider a plane motion perpendicular to B, so
thatx = xi + yj . Thenp = (A I + q By)i + (A2 - qBx)j, and with p - p = Ipl2 =
m 2v&, a constant, this yields the equation ofa circular orbit of radius R == mvo lq B :

(

X-

A2

qB

) 2+ (Y + q B )2 =R .
AI

2

(6.l7c)

We thus find with (6.9) that a charged relativistic particle in a uniform
magnetic field moves on a circular orbit with angular speed ca = voiR =
q B I m = (q B I mo)~. This is known as the circular cyclotron frequency .
0
When both fields (6.15) and (6.16) are present, the total electromagneticforce,
known as the Lorentz.force, is

Fe+Fm =qE+qvxB.

(6.18)

Many interesting effects may be produced by an electromagnetic field. In some
cases of physical interest an electromagnetic force is used to accelerate atomic
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Figure 6.3. Relative equilibrium of passengers in an amusement park centrifuge.

particles in a cyclotron to speeds nearly as great as the speed of light. In these applications the electromagnetic force on the particle is considerabl y greater than the
usual gravitational force , which is ignored. In further applications presented below,
unless explicitly stated otherwise, it will be assumed that the speed of the particle
is small compared with the speed of light so that the classical, Newton-Euler form
(6.1) of the equation of motion for a particle or center of mass object is appropriate.

6.3.4. Fun at the Amusement Park
Our final illustration in this section concerns a design analy sis of an amusement park ride to assess the safety of its occupants during its rotational motion. The
cylindric al coordinate repre sentation (6.4) for the equation of motion is illustrated .

Example 6.6. An amusement park ride shown in Fig. 6.3 con sists of a 20 ft
diameter cylindrical room that turns about its axis. People stand again st the rough
cylindrical wall. After the room has reached a certain angular speed, the floor
drops from under the riders. What must be the angular speed of the room to assure
that a person will not slide on the wall? The design coefficient of static friction is
J1 = 0.4 .
Solution. To assess the safe angular speed design, we seek a no-slip Coulomb
cond ition sufficient to assure that a rider does not slide on the wall of the rotating
room . The free body diagram of a rider represented as a center of mass object
P is shown in Fig 6.3a. The rider's weight is W = - Wk , and N = -Ne, and
f = f r/>er/> + f zk are the normal and the tangential frictional forces exerted by the
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wall. Thus, the total force F on a rider in a cylindric al frame that turns with the
room is
F(?, t ) = N + f

+W =

-Ner + f,pe", + (fz - W)k.

(6.19a)

For the safety of a rider, we require that the rider remain at rest relative to the
wall. Then by (6.4) in which ¢ = w, or by (4.48) in which W f = wk, it follows
that map = -mrw 2er • Equating this to the force in (6.19a), we obtain the scalar
equations of motion
N = mrto",

W = f z,

f ", = O.

(6.19b)

.In the steady rotation of the room , no circumferential component f,p of the
frictional force is exerted on the rider by the wall; and the second of these relations shows that the rider will not slide down the wall if the Coulomb condition
W = f z ::: f e = /LN holds. Therefore, with the first equation in (6.19b), the design
criterion for safety of the riders is given by /Lmrw2 ::: W . That is,

w:::

rI,

V~

(6.19c)

equality holding when slip is imminent; the smallest value w* = J g/ r /L being the
critical angular speed of the room . The result is independent of the weight of the
rider; so all persons,Jat or thin, will stay on the wall, provided that their coefficient
offriction with the wall is not less than the design value chosen fo r /L .
For the given conditions r = lOft and /L = 0.4 , the critical angular speed is
to" = 2.84 rad/sec, which is about 27 rpm. Thu s, to secure the safety of the riders,
the room must spin at a rate greater than 27 rpm.
D
6.3.5.

Formulation of the Particle Dynamics Problem

The foregoing examples show that when information about the motion is
known, various questions involving the nature of the applied force s may be addressed. Some unanticipated physical conclusions are also pointed out, and the
predicti ve value of the classical principles of mechanics is demon strated. A review
of the methods used in these examples reveals a fairly orderly arrangement of steps
followed in the formulation and in the solution procedure applied to the particle
dynamics problem; namely,
I. To begin, identify and express the data and the unknown quantities in
mathematical form, and ask the key question: what relat ions connect the
given data to the information to be found? Write these down and decide
upon an initial problem attack strategy; but be prepared to modify your
strategy as the attack advances and addition al data is revealed.
2. To continue, construct a free body diagram that shows all of the properl y
directed contact forces and body forces that act on the free body in an
appropriate referen ce frame.
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3. Write down the total, F, of all forces identified in the free body diagram
and express these various forces by their vector component representations
in the chosen reference basis.
4. Determine the absolute acceleration a of the particle in the inertial frame
but referred to the reference basis used above.
5. Assemble the results of steps 3 and 4 into the vector differential equation
of motion: F = rna.
6. Equate the corresponding scalar components to obtain the scalar equations
of motion , and proceed to solve these equations subject to the assigned
data. Other laws appropriate to the problem, such as Newton's third law or
Coulomb's laws, should be recalled and included here .
This basic procedural model is encountered repeatedly throughout our work.
The outlined program, however, is not rigid. The examples suggest that sometimes
it is useful, or simply a matter of personal preference, to begin with the kinematics
in step 4 and then advance to the formulation of the force relations described in
steps 2 and 3. Sometimes the vector equation in step 5, as shown in Example
6.5, page 105, may be solved directly without decomposing the vectors into their
scalar components, eliminating steps 3 and 6. The student must be prepared to
modify this schedule as other methods are introduced below. But the primary
organizational step 1 always should be considered first and revisited as the solution
unfolds .
With these ideas in mind, we shall begin the study of a variety of situations
in which certain forces are prescribed functions and information concerning the
motion and other forces is to be determined. This will require integration of the
vector equation of motion (6.1). Some new forces of nature will be introduced
along the way. We begin with some familiar examples.

6.4. Analysis of Motion for Time Dependent and Constant Forces
Problems of the motion of a particle under time varying and constant forces
are readily solved by the method of separation of variables, a familiar approach
used often in earlier examples. The formal solution of problems in this class, first
presented as kinematical problems in Chapter 1, is reviewed next. The results are
then applied in some elementary examples.

6.4.1. Motion under a Time Varying Force
Let us consider a total force F = F( P, t) acting on a particle P in an inertial frame, given as a specified function of time. Then (6.1) yields a(P, t) =
F(P, t) /m(P) , a known function of time . Hence, with dv = adt, this differential
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equation is readily integrated in direct vector form to obtain the velocity of P:
v(P , t) =

~

!

F(P, t)dt

+ CI ,

(6.20)

in which CI is a constant vector of integration.
A second integration with dx = vdt gives the motion of P:
x(P, t) =

!

v(P, t)dt

+ C2,

(6.21)

wherein C2 is another constant vector of integration. The con stants c, and C2 are
fixed by the assigned initial data. The reader will notice that (6.20) and (6.21) are
respectively equivalent to the kinematical equations (1.24) and (1.23). A typical
example follows . (See also Example 1.7 in Volume 1.)
Example 6.7. A particle P in an inertial reference frame has an initial velocity Vo at the place xo, and subsequently moves under the influence of a force
that is proportional to the time and acts in a fixed direction e. Find the position and
velocity of P at time t .
Solution. The force on P is given by F( P, t) = kte , where k is a constant
and e is a constant unit vector. Use of this relation in (6.1) and integration of the
result as shown in (6.20) with the initial value v(P , 0)
Vo yields the velocity
v(P , t) = kt 2 /2me + vo. With the initial value x(P , 0) = xo, a second integration described by (6.21) yields the motion x(P , t) = kt 3/6me + vot + xo. Let the
reader show that if P starts at the origin with velocity Vo = voj and the force
act s in the direction e = i, the path of P is a cubic parabola x = cy 3. Identify the
constant c.
D

=

6.4.2.

Motion under a Constant Force

°

=

F is a constant force, the acceleration
In the special case when F( P , t)
a(P, t) = Fo/m is also a constant vector. Hence, (6.20) reduces to

Fo

v(P, t) = - t

m

+ vo

(6.22)

with Ct = v(P, 0) == vo. Integration of (6.22) in accordance with (6.21) and use of
= x(P, 0) == Xo delivers the motion

C2

Fo

x(P, t) = - t
2m

2

+ vot + xo.

(6.23)

These elementary formulas are applied below to study projectile motion and
the motion of a particle that falls from rest relative to the Earth. To simplify matters,
the spin of the Earth and aerodynamic and atmospheric drag effects are neglected.
Then the two problems are similar because they occur under the same constant
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gravitational force F o = W = mg, while only the initial conditions are different.
Any motion under gravity alone is called free fall.
6.4.2.1.

Galileo 's Principle fo r Free Fall ofa Particle

The initial conditions in the free fall problem of a particle P relea sed from
rest at the origin are Vo = 0, Xo = 0, and (6.22) and (6.23) thus yield the familiar
elementary equations for the free fall motion, velocity, and acceleration of the
particle:

1 2
x(P, t) = 2gt ,

yep , t)

= gt,

a(P , t ) = g.

(6.24)

The results (6.24) are independent of the mass or any other property of the
obj ect, and hence, for the same circumstances, we learn that all bodies fall with
the same speed along the plumb line of g. This is known as Galileo 's principle.
Accordingly, if two balls, one made of cast iron and the other of wood, were simultaneously released from the summit of the Leaning Tower of Pisa, an experiment
alleged' to have been done in 1590 by the famou s Italian scientist, Galileo Galilei
(1564-1642), then together they would fall, and together they would strike the
ground. Of course, common experience with feathers and stones contradicts this
principle. But this happens becau se the physical attributes of the feather are not
accur ately modeled by the assumptions- specifically, the primary assumption of
negligible air resistance which is plainly essential to our physical interpretation of
the theoretical results. On the contrary, experiments conducted on bodies falling
in a vacuum, including feathers and stones, lend support to Galilee's principle ,
which otherwise is especiall y altered by air resistance and to a lesser extent by the
rotation of the Earth, effect s that are investigated later.
6.4.2.2.

Motion ofa Relativistic Particle under Constant Force

Many elementary but intere sting problems concern the motion of a particle
when the total force is either a constant vector or an elementary function of time. It
is not intended, however, that any of the foregoi ng formu las should be memorized.
On the contrary, the examples serve to review procedures used often in Volume 1 to
obtain solutions to similar prob lems by the easy method of separation of variables.
While the same basic procedure may be applied to investigate the motion of a
relativi stic particle, for example, the formulas derived above cannot be used at all.
Thi s is illustrated next. Afterwards, the results are comp ared with those in (6.22)
and (6.23) when Xo = 0, Vo = O.

t See Cooper' s study described in the References.
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Example 6.8. A relativi stic particle P , initiall y at rest at the origin in frame 1ft,
is moving along a straight line under a con stant force F o. Determine the relati vistic
speed and the distance traveled by P as functions of time.
Solution. The equation of motion for the relati vistic particle is given by
(5.34) in which F(P , t ) = F o is a con stant force and (6.9) is to be used. Hence,
separation of the variables and integration of Fodt = d (mv ) = d (ym ov), with the
initial value s v(P , 0) = 0 and y = 1, yields mv = Fot. Thu s, recalling (6.9) and
noting that v = vt and F o = Fot are parallel vectors, we have only one nontri vial
component equation: mov I (l - v 2I c 2)I / 2 = Fot. Thi s scalar equation yields the
rectilinear, relativistic speed

ck t

v( P, t) = ---,==:===;;:

J l

+ (kt) 2

.
with

k

Fo
==-.
moc

(6.25a)

Introducing v = s into (6.25a) , separating the variables, and integrating ds = vdt
with the initial value s(O) = 0, we obtain the rectilinear distance traveled by P :

s( P , t)

= ~ (Jl + (kt)2 -

(6.25b)

1).

Notice in (6.25a) that vic < 1 for all t, and vic ~ 1 as t ~ 00; that is, under
a constant f orce, the relativistic particle spee d cannot exceed the spee d of light c.
Thi s result is quite different from the corresponding speed v = Fot I mo described
by (6.22) for a Newtonian particle of mass m = mo initially at rest and subject to
a con stant force Fo; in this case v ~ 00 with t. If m i«: is large compared with Fot
so that kt « 1, then (6.25a) and (6.25b) reduce approxim ately to

v( P , t )

= ck t = -Fot ,
mo

1

s( P, t ) = - ckt

2

2

= -Fot 2
2mo

(6.25c)

The se are the Newtonian formulas described by (6.22) and (6.23) for the corresponding rectilinear motion of a particle of mass mo initially at rest at the origin
and acted upon by a con stant force Fo. In the pre sent relativistic approximation , however, these results are valid for only a sufficiently small time for which
v I c = kt « 1.
0

6.4.2.3.

Elements of Projectile Motion

Equations (6.22) and (6.23 ) are applied next in two examples involving projectile motion and the simultaneous rectilinear or free fall motion of another target
body. Afterwards, a fascinating technological application of a controlled projectile motion is studied. In addition to earlier as sumptions, frictional effects arc
ignored.
Example 6.9. Percy Panther is snoozing in an open-top artillery truck when
he senses the presence of the mischievous Arnold Aardvark lurking beneath. He
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Figure 6.4. Projectile motion in an inertial reference frame without friction.

quietly releases the handbrake to escape down the hill inclined at an angle a .
Arnold Aardvark having quietly rigged a remote trigger, immediately fires the
gun, launching a shell of mass m straight up from the truck, as shown in Fig. 6.4.
The gun has a muzzle velocity vo, and the total mass of the truck and its strange
driver is M. Determine the time and the location at which the shell impacts the
ground, and find the location of Percy Panther at that time.

Solution. First, we determine the motion of the shell S, whose free body
diagram is shown in Fig. 6.4. The total force acting on S is its weight Ws = mg.
Thus, in the inertial frame <P = {F ; id fixed in the ground , the constant force in
(6.22) and (6.23) is F o = Ws = mg(sin ai- cos aj); and with Vo = voj and Xo = 0
initially, we obtain, in evident notation ,
vs(t ) = voj

xs(t)

=

+ gt(sin ai- cos oj ),

~gt2sinai+ (vot

-

~gt2cosa

)j.

(6.26a)
(6.26b)

Let the reader derive these results starting from (6.1), determine the maximum
height reached by S, and show that its trajectory is a parabola.
The shell returns to the ground after a time t* when xs(t*) = ri in Fig. 6.4,
and hence by (6.26b) ,
I

r = _gt*2 sin a
2
'

*

2vo

t =-g cos o

(6.26c)

The results are independent of the mass or any other property of the shell. Elimination of t* from the first of (6.26c) yields the impact range r in terms of the muzzle
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speed Vo and the angle a that the gun makes with the vertical axis of g:
2v5tana

r = ---''--gcosa

(6.26d)

Now consider the free body diagram of the truck in Fig. 6.4. The total force
F T acting on the truck is its total weight W T and the normal surface reaction
force N. Without frictional effects, (6.1) becomes

FT

=

N

+WT =

Nj

+ Mg(sinai- cos oj) =

MaT .

=

Since the truck accelerates along the i direction, N
M g cos a and aT
Hence, two easy integrations with Vo = 0 and Xo = 0 yield

= g sin ai.

= gt sin cd,

(6.26f)

· m,•
I 2sm
= "2gt

(626
. g)

VT(t)
XT (t )

(6.26e)

Comparison of the i components in (6.26b) and (6.26g) parallel to the truck's
motion reveals that the shell at each instant is directly above the truck, now coasting
toward the ultimate surprise! But a few tenths of a second before the impending
catastrophe, Percy Panther spots the converging shell and slams on the brakes. The
shell explodes violently in front ofthe truck, destroying it. Through the smoky haze,
Arnold Aardvark spies the black, whisker-singed and disheveled driver crawling
safely away to seek revenge another day.
D

Example 6.10. Arnold Aardvark is sunbathing on a lookout platform at Xo =
ai + bj in the frame <I> = {O; ik } when he spots Percy Panther at 0 preparing to

fire an artillery gun pointed directly toward the platform, as shown in Fig. 6.5.
The gun has a muzzle velocity Vo and the tower is well within its range r . At the
moment the gun is fired, Arnold Aardvark, sensing impending danger, grabs his
umbrella, steps through a hole in the platform, and falls freely in pursuit of safety
toward the ground. Determine the distance d that separates Arnold Aardvark and
the shell at the instant t" when it crosses his line of fall.

Solution. The free body diagrams of the shell S and Arnold Aardvark Bare
shown in Fig . 6.5, in which W s = msg and W B = mBg denote their respective
weights. Their free fall equations of motion, in evident notation, are
(6.27a)
Therefore, Band S have the same constant, free fall acceleration, aB = as = g,
but their respective initial conditions differ. Integration of this equation, i.e. dv B =
dvs, with VB(O) = 0 and vs(O) = Yo, the muzzle velocity of the gun, gives
VB=VS-VO

with

Vo = vo(cos jSi + sin jSj).

(6.27b)
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I,
b

.1
Figure 6.5. An unusual lesson on projectile motion .

A second integration with XB(O) = Xo and xs(O) = 0 yields the relative position
vector D == XB-XS of B from S at any time t :

D = Xo - vot

with

Xo = ai

+ bj .

(6.27c)

At the instant t" when the shell crosses Arnold Aardvark 's line of escape x = a < r, D = dj. Thus, with Vo given in (6.27b) , (6.27c) yields dj =
(a - vot* cos f3)i + (b - vot* sin f3)j. The i component determines t", and the j
component yields

d=b-atanf3

(6.27d)

for the distance separating Arnold Aardvark and the unyielding shell at t" , But
Percy Panther had directed the gun on the line toward the platform with tan f3 =
bf a; so, Arnold Aardvark is headed straight toward an unpleasant surprise at the
instant z"! But a few moments before disaster strikes, he spies the approaching
shell and quickly fixes the crook-handled umbrella to a tower beam, instantly
arresting his fall. The shell explodes violently beneath him, destroying the tower.
Arnold Aardvark, his snout scorched and twisted , escapes the assault with renewed
mischief in mind.
So long as the tower is within the gun's range, the result is independent of
the muzzle speed and of the masses of the objects involved; it depends only on the
initial coordinates of B and the angle of elevation of the gun. Explain why Arnold
Aardvark, living in a world where this solution is meaningful, was wise not to have
used the umbrella as a parachute.
0
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Figure 6.6. Schema of the IBMinkjet printingprocess. Copyright 1977byInternationalBusiness Machines
Corporation; reprinted by permission,

6.4.2.4.

Ink Jet Printing Technology

The same projectile ideas together with the basic law (6.15) for the electric force on a charged particle have a fascinating application in ink jet printing
technology. An inkjet printer, illustrated schematically in Fig. 6.6, produces an image from tiny, charged spherical droplets of electrically conductive ink fired from a
drop generating nozzle, approximately 1/1000 in. diameter, at the rate of 117,000
drops per second. The conductive droplets pass between charging electrodes where
they are selectively charged electrostatically by command from programmed electronic control circuits that describe the image characters in terms of charge-no
charge language. Moving at roughly 40 mph initially, the charged droplet s pass
through a constant electric field that directs them onto the paper. As vertical scanning occurs, an electromechanical control mechani sm moves the printer carriage
parallel to the paper at a constant speed on .7 in.lsec. In this way, the ink jet printer
quietly composes characters of high quality at a rate of about 80 characters per
second , a full line of type across a standard page in about 1 sec. Of course, these
operating rates will vary with printer design and evolving technology.
To understand its fundamental working principle, we shall determine the
relative motion of a droplet P of mass m and charge q having an initial velocity
Vo relative to the printer carriage . Since the carriage has a uniform velocity Ve ,
as indicated in Fig . 6.6, the reference frame cp = {o ; id fixed in the charger at
o is an inertial frame in which Newton's law may be applied . For simplicity,
aerodynamic drag and wake effects, and the influence of electric repulsive forces
between the charged droplets are neglected . Then, as shown in the free body
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diagram in Fig. 6.6a, the total force F(P , t) = Fe + W acting on a drop P is
due to its weight W = -mgj and the constant applied electric force Fe = qE =
q Ej. Hence, F( P, t) = (q E - mg)j is a constant force. From (6.1) and the initial
condition Vo = voi, we obtain the velocity of the drop relative to the printer carriage
whose constant velocity is vc = Vc k :
v(P , t)

= voi + (cE -

g )tj

with

c

== q [m,

(6.28a)

With Xo = 0 initially, integration of (6.28a) yields the motion of a droplet relative
to the printer carriage:

I

+ 2(cE -

x(P , t) = voti

g)t

2j

.

(6.28b)

Hence , the path of the droplet relative to the carriage is a parabola

1

y(x ) = -2(cE - g)x 2.

2vo

(6.28c)

Let us imagine for simplicity that the deflection plates of length d extend
from the origin at the charger to the paper surface, as suggested in Fig. 6.6. Then
(6.28c) holds for 0 S x S d. (See Problem 6.22.) Therefore, at x = d, the droplet
deflection or scan height h == y(d) at the paper surface is determined by

d2
h = 2v 2 (cE - g) .

o

(6.28d)

The result (6.28d) shows that when an electrostatically charged drop enters
the uniform electric field, the electric force alters its free fall trajectory and deflects it vertically by an amount proportional to its charge. An uncharged drop
is collected in a gutter that returns the unused ink to its reservoir as shown in
Fig. 6.6. A charged drop impacts the paper. Alphabetic or any other characters,
shown schematically in Fig. 6.6, are formed by directing the ink dots onto the
paper in patterns determined by the printer electronics. The decision to charge
or not to charge is made automatically 117,000 times each second . The formula
(6.28d) shows that the character height is inversely proportional to the square of
the stream speed Vo which is controlled by the pump pressure . The printer controls
the character height automatically by its pump control circuit. In this way, the
ink jet printer is able to rapidly generate various characters of high quality. Some
interesting style effects may be produced by varying the carriage rate.
A remarkable stroboscopic microphotograph of droplets of ink emerging from
an ink jet printer is reproduced! in Fig. 6.7. A jet of ink that originated in the drop
generator to the right has dissociated into spherical droplet s. The lower line of drops
t This extraordinary photograph by Mr. Carl Lindberg was adapted from the color photograph on the
cover of the Number I issue of the 1977 IBM Journal of Research and Development. Copyright 1977
by International Business Machine s Corporat ion; reprinted by permission. In Fig. 6.7, however, the
intensity of the droplet s has been enhanced for greater clarity.
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Figure 6.7. Stroboscopic microphotograph of ink drops in a jet printer. Copyright 1977 by International
Business Machines Corporation; reprinted by permission.

were not charged, so these are moving toward the ink gutter to the left. The larger
gaps between these uncharged drops are the vacated positions formerly occupied
by the field deflected , charged drops that are traveling on the trajectories above.
The same ink jet technique was first applied in a similar way in the construction of a strip chart recorder, a high speed device for recording rapidly changing
electrical signals on a moving paper chart. The disintegrating fluid jet concept has
found other applications that include the sorting of cells in blood samples and
the atomization of fuels for combustion. The deflection of a charged particle by
an electric field also is used to control the motion of an electron stream in an
oscilloscope and to produce images on a television screen or a computer monitor.
Technological advances in electronic imaging, however, have led to the replacement of cathode ray tube devices by liquid crystal and high resolution plasma
display systems whose basic operating principles are altogether different, and far
more complex. The practical use of liquid crystal technology, for example , is evident in its increasingly diverse applications to computer and television screens,
computer games , digital cameras, calculators, cellular phones , digital clocks and
watches, microwave ovens, and a great host of other consumer and military electronic products.

6.5.

Motion under Velocity Dependent Force

So far, complications due to air resistance have been ignored. Realistically,
however, a projectile experiences atmospheric drag forces that slow it down and
alter its trajectory . The same is true of an aircraft , a sky diver, and a raindrop; and
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water behaves similarly to retard the motion of swimmers, water skiers, and ship s.
Experience in such situations shows that the retarding force varie s with the speed
of the body.
For objects moving slowly through the air, the resistance is roughly proportional to the speed; but this simple rule breaks down at speeds typical of low
velocity projectiles for which the air resistance varies roughly with the square of
the speed. For an aircraft or a rocket who se velocity may approach the speed of
sound, the drag force increases in proportion to some higher power of the speed,
and so on . The retarding force is also a function of the den sity of air and hence
varie s with the altitude. Of course, aerodynamic design pla ys an important role
too . The se complications aside , we may gain physical insight into the nature of air
and water resistance by study of special, ideal models.

6.5.1. Stokes's Law of Resistance
The simplest model used to study the nat ure of phenomena arising from drag
effects of air and water on an object moving at low speeds is described by Stokes 's
law: The drag force F D on a particle is oppositely directed and proportional to its
velocity v:

F D = - cv.

(6.29)

The constant c > 0 is called the drag or damping coefficient. Thi s model is applied
later to investigate the motion of a projectile and of a particle falling with air
resistance. First, howe ver, we form ulate the problem for a more general model for
which the drag force is an unspecified function of the speed.

6.5.2. Form ulatio n of the Resistance Pro blem
Figure 6.8 show s a particle P moving in the vertical plane of frame cp =
(0 ; i k } , under a total force F ( P , t ) = W + F D con sisting of its weight W = m g

P

~

a

Path

01--------------

(a) Free Body Diagram

Figure 6.8. Motion of a particle under a drag force F D .
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and the drag force F D == -R(v )t , where R (v ) is an unspecified, positive-valued
functi on of the particle speed v. The equation of motion, by (6.1), is
(6.30)

mg - R (v )t = ma(P , t ).

Two cases are considered-rectilinear motion and plane motion .
6.5.2.1.

Rectilinear Motion with Resistance

Let us con sider a vertical rectilin ear motion in the direction of g = gt in Fig.
6.8a. Then with a(P , t ) = ilt, (6.30) become s
.
R (v )
v= g- m

==

F (v ).

(6 .31)

Integration of (6.31) yields the travel time as a function of the particle velocity in
the resisting medium,
t =

! ~~) +

co,

(6.32)

where Co is a constant. Theoretically, this equation will yield v(t) = ds / d t which
may be solved to find the distance s(t) traveled in time t. Alternatively, using
iI = udufds in (6.31), we find the distance traveled as a function of the speed,
s =

! ;::) +

(6.33)

Cl,

in which C l is another constant of integration. In principle, the integrals in (6.32)
and (6.33) can be comput ed when the resistance function R(v ) is specified in (6.31) .
The following exampl e illustrates these ideas for Stokes's linear rule (6.29).
Example 6.11. Fallin g body with air resistan ce. A particle of mass m , a
raindrop for example, falls from rest throu gh the atmosphere. Neglect the Earth 's
motion, wind effects, and the buoyant force of air, and adopt Stokes's law to
model the air resistance. Determin e as functi ons of time the rectilinear speed and
the distance traveled by the particle.
Solution. The solution may be read from the foregoin g results in which the
drag force is modeled by Stokes's law (6.29) so that F D = - R(v)t = - cvt. Hence,
use of R (v ) = cv in (6.3 1) gives
dv

- =g

- vv

==

F(v)

with

dt
For the initial co ndition v(O) = 0, we find by (6.32)
t =

l

v

v

c

== -.
m

I
( I - -vv ) ;
-d v- = --log
v
g

o g - vv

(6.34a)
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Uni form Mo tion : W+ Foo = 0
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Figure 6.9. Graph of the normalized speed versus the normalized time for the vertical motion of a particle
falling with resistance proportionalto its speed.

so, the rectilinear speed of the particle in its fall from rest is
with

Voo

g

== -.
l!

(6.34b)

In consequence, as t -+ 00, the particle speed v approaches a constant value Voo ==
stv = W [c, named the terminal speed. When the particle achieves its terminal
speed, its weight is balanced by the drag force so that cVoo = W , and the particle
continues to fall without further acceleration.
These facts are illustrated in Fig. 6.9. Equation (6.34b) shows that the rate at
which vet) changes is governed by the coefficient of dynamic viscosity v = elm ,
which has the physical dimensions [v] = [F /MV] = [T- I ] . Thus , at the instantt = v-I, by (6.34b), v(v - I ) = voo(l - e- I ) ~ 0.632v oo. Therefore, the speed
reaches 63.2 % of the terminal speed in the time t = V-I, called the retardation
time. The straight line of slope I in Fig. 6.9 shows that this also is the time at
which the speed would reach the terminal value if it had continued to change at
its initial constant rate a(O) = g, without air resistance. As the particle's speed
approaches the terminal speed of its ultimate uniform motion shown by the horizontal asymptote, the weight W = Wt is balanced by the drag force F D -+ F oo =
-cvoot.
Finally, with v = ds / dt and the initial condition s(O) = 0, (6.34b) yields the
distance through which the particle falls in time t :
(6.34c)
Hence, the distance traveled in the retardation time interval is s(l/ v) = voo /(ve) ~
0.368v oo / v. The result (6.34c) also may be read from (6.33).
The reader may verify that in the absence of air resistance when v -+ 0 the
limit solutions of (6.34b) and (6.34c) are the elementary solutions (6.24). Now
consider the case when the viscosity v is small. First, recall the power series
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expansion of e' about z = 0:
Z2

Z3

2!

3!

eZ = I + z + - + - + ....

(6.34d)

Then use of (6.34d) in (6.34 b) and (6.34c) yields, to the first order in v, an approx imate solution for the case of small air resis tance:

(I - ~t) ,

vet) = gt
When v --+ 0,
absent.

we

again

recover

g 2(I set) = "it
(6.24)

for

which

V )
t
3

.

(6.34e)

air resistance

is

o

6.5.2.2. Plane Motion with Resistance
Now, let us con sider the plan e motion of a particle in frame cp = {o; i, j},
as shown in Fig. 6.8. With t = v ] » = i/ vi + y/vj and g = - gj in (6.30), the
co mponent equation (6.2) yields

..
R(v) .
y = -g - - y .
mv

..
R(v) .
x = ---x ,
mv

(6.35)

These equations are difficult to handle in this general form. For resistance governed
by Stokes's law (6.29), however, the ratio R(v)/m v = cl m is co nstant; and (6.35)
simplifies to

x=

- vi ,

y=

- g-

vy

c
v= - .
m

with

(6.36)

Example 6.12. Projectile motion with air resistance. A projectile S of mass
m is fired from a gun with muzzle speed Vo at an angle fJ with the horizonta l

plane. Neglect the Earth 's motion and wind effects and assume that air resistance
is govern ed by Stokes's law. Determine the projectile's motion as a function of
time.

Solution. The equations of motion with air resistance governed by Stokes's
law are given in (6.36) . To find the motion xeS, t) , we first integrate the system
(6.36) to obtain yes, t ). Use of the initial condition Vo = vo(cos fJ i + sin fJj) yields

I

i

VQcos fJ

dx

-

x

=- vt

1
5'

dy

- - - --t
"o sin fJ g
vy .

'

+

These deliver the projectile's velocity components as functions of time:

.

g+ (Vo

Y = - ;-

.

Sill

fJ

+ ;-g) e-v I .

(6.37a)
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Figure 6.10. Projectile motion withair resistance.

Then integration of (6.37a) with the initial condition Xo
the projectile as a function of time :

= 0 yields the motion of

x(t) = Vo cos f3 (1 _ e-V1),
v
y (t ) =

_fit + ~
v

v

(6.37b)

(vosin,B + fi) (1- e- V1).

v

(6.37c)

Let us imagine that the projectile is fired from a hilltop into a wide ravine,
as shown in Fig. 6.10. Then , as t ---+ 00, in the absence of impact, (6.37a) gives
i ---+ 0 and y ---+ - g/ v. Hence, the projectile attains the terminal speed V oo =
etv at which its weight is balanced by air resistance; and (6.37b) and (6.37c)
show that the projectile approaches asymptotically, the vertical range line at roo ==
limt---+ oo x(t) = (vo cos f3)/v in Fig. 6.10. In the absence of air resistance, the range
for the same situation would grow indefinitely with the width of the ravine. The
simple Stokes model thus provides a more realistic picture of projectile motion
with air resistance that limits its range .
0
6.5.2.3.

The Millikan Oil Drop Experiment

When oil is sprayed in fine droplets from an atomizer, the droplets become
electrostatically charged, presumably due to frictional effects . The charge is usually
negative, which means that the drops have acquired one or more excess electrons .
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Figure G.l1. Schematicof the Millikan oil drop experiment.

This fact was exploited in 1909 by the famous American physicist Robert A.
Millikan in a classic experiment designed to measure accurately the charge of an
individual electron. Millikan's experimental method, its relation to our study of
air resistance, and his remarkable result' are discussed next.
A schematic of the oil drop test is shown in Fig. 6.11. Charged oil droplets,
about a thousandth of a millimeter in diameter, are ejected from an atomizer at the
top of the apparatus. A few drops escape through a small hole into an illuminated
electric field E directed as shown. A lighted drop is seen in a telescope as a tiny,
bright particle of mass m and negative electric charge -q falling slowly under
the influence of its weight W d , the electric force Fe, the drag force FD , and the
buoyant force F B of the air, as shown in the free body drawing in Fig. 6.11; so,
the total force on the droplet is F(P, t) = Fe + F D + Fa + Wd . The use of oil
eliminates effects due to fluid evaporation, so only the drag force varies with time.
Independent tests confirmed that the charge on the drops does not affect the air
resistance to its motion, and because the particle's rate of fall is small, Stokes's
law of resistance is applicable.
The intensity of the electric field, hence the electric force Fe = -q E on a
negatively charged drop, is adjusted until the droplet becomes stationary, spatially
suspended in equilibrium between the field plates. In this case , F D = 0 and the
equilibrium equation yields
(6.38a)
The effective weight W
§

== W d + F B of a droplet in air depends on the mass density

In 1923, Robert A. Millikan was awarded the Nobel Prize for physics, principally for his work
identifying precisely the unit of electric charge. Nearly 25 years subsequent to his death in 1953,
however, he was strongly criticized for his treatment of students and others, and for his mishandling
of the data. See the balanced account by D. Goodstein (among the references under Millikan) for
the rest of the story. The importance that Millikan placed on his amended form of Stokes 's law is
underscored in this article. Also, it should be mentioned that besides frictional effects that induce
negative charges on the droplets, the electric arc lamp is a source of ionization radiation of the space
between the horizontal capacitor plates that also induces positive charges on an atom of an oil droplet,
so the droplets are sometimes referred to as ions.
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of the oil and of the sealed air as well as on the size of the drop. The mass densities
are known, but the diameters of the drops are too small to be accurately measured
directly with the telescope. Millikan devised an ingeniou s, indirect method for
finding the size of the drops.
When the electric field is turned off, the drop accelerates in its fall until its
terminal speed is reached . This happens when the drag force given by Stokes's
rule balances the effective weight of the drop so that the particle is in a state
of relative equilibrium at its constant terminal speed. Thus , the equation of the
uniform motion yields

Foo+W=O,

(6.38b)

in which F oo = -cvoot is the air resistance at the terminal speed Voo . By timing
the distance traveled at the constant slow rate of fall of the drop, Millikan measured the terminal speed and applied the result (6.38b) to compute the droplet size.
Then the drag coefficient c, which depends on the size of the drop and the known
viscosity of air, could be evaluated by a separate formula derived by Stokes from
hydrodynamic theory. But Millikan found that Stokes's formula, due to the small
size of the drops compared with the mean free path of a gas molecule , was inaccurate, and he provided an empirical correction to account for the discrepancy . With
this adjustment in mind, c and V oo may be considered known. Thus, in effect, the
charge on the drop is determined by eliminating W between (6.38a) and (6.38b)
to obtain -qE = F oo . Clearly, the error in Stokes's formula for the calculation of
c does not affect the basic linear nature of the rule (6.29) , and hence the droplet
charge is determined by

cV oo

q=- .

E

(6.38c)

Millikan and his co-workers found in many measurements the remarkable
result that every droplet had a charge q equal to an integral multiple ofa number
e = 1.6019 x 10- 19 coulomb, the basic amount ofnegative charge ofone electron.
Thus, Millikan's conclusive experimental result that
q = ne ,

n

= 1,2,3 , . . . ,

(6.38d)

showed that electric charge exists in nature only in integral units of magnitude e.
The procedure to obtain the data on one particular droplet sometimes took
hours. At times, when interrupted while working on a drop, Millikan would put it
into balance with the field and leave it. On one occasion he went home to dinner
and returned after more than an hour to find the droplet only slightly displaced
from where he had left it. At another time, Millikan realized he would not finish
his experiment in time to attend dinner at home with invited guests , so he phoned
Mrs. Millikan to explain that "I have watched an ion for an hour and a half and have
to finish the job ," but insisted that she and their guests go ahead with dinner. He
learned later that Mrs. Millikan advised their guests that Robert would be delayed
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because he had "washed and ironed for an hour and a half and had to finish the
job."
Measurement of e had been done earlier, but never with the accuracy achieved
by Millikan's suspended oil drop test. He was studying the fundamental building
block out of which, it is now believed , all electrical charges in the universe are
composed, always in integral multiples of the basic unit electron charge e. The
entire basis for the measurement of its magnitude rested on application of Stokes's
law to the terminal speed of spherical droplets of oil in air. The apparatus was
a device for catching and essentially seeing an individual electron riding on a
drop of oil. Millikan recalled later in his autobiography this exciting observational
experience: "He who has seen that experiment has in effect seen the electron."
Additional examples of particle motion with air resistance are provided in
Problems 6.23 through 6.27. We continue with a new topic.

6.6. An Important Differential Equation
Many physical systems are governed by the second order differential equation
(6.39)
for a scalar function utt). Herein r is a real or complex constant and h(t) is a
specified function of the independent variable t . We are going to encounter lots
of applications in which one or more of the scalar equations of motion are of the
type (6.39); so it is most helpful to understand the physical nature of its solution
in general terms .
The solution of (6.39) when r = 0 describes a motion under a time varying
force . This case was studied in Section 6.4.1, page 109; therefore, we shall assume
that r #- O. In the general case, we recall from the theory of differential equations
that the solution of (6.39) is given by the sum
u(t) = UH(t)

+ up(t),

(6.40)

in which UH(t), called the homogeneous solution , is the general solution of the
related homogeneous equation
UH+r

2uH=0,

(6.41 )

and u pet) is a particular solution that satisfies (6.39):
Up

6.6.1.

+ r 2up

= h(t).

(6.42)

General Solution of the Homogeneous Equation

The general solution of the homogeneous equation is obtained by consideration of a trial function UT = Ce A/ in which A and C are constants. This function
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satisfies (6.41) for each root of the characteristic equation A2 + r 2 = 0, namely,
A = ±ir in which i =
so both u r (t ) = C\e irt and ur (t ) = C2 e- irt are solutions of (6.41). Hence , the general solution of the homogeneous equation that
contains two arbitrary integration constants C I and C2 is given by the sum of these
independent solutions:

R ,

(6.43)
The homogeneou s solution (6.43) is also known as the complementary fun ction.
6.6.2. Particular Solution of the General Equation
The hardest part of our problem is to find a particular solution of (6.42)
for a given function h(t). Standard methods are available that may be applied
to find one. The method of variation of parameters, for example , is a powerful
procedure applicable to equations with variable or constant coefficients, but the
complementary function must be known in advance . This presents no difficulty
in the present problem for which it can be shown that this method leads to the
following general relation for a particular solution of (6.42):
u p(t ) =

/

' her )
AI - A2

[eA1U- r ) -

eA2U -

r

)]

dr ,

(6.44)

wherein A = (A I , A2) are distinct roots of the characteristic equation. In the present
case A = ±ir yields A2 = - AI = -Lr. In evaluation of the indefinite integral in
(6.44) arbitrary constants are omitted; they have no importance in the particular
solution. The solution (6.44) also may be verified by its substitution into (6.42).
(See Problems 6.28 and 6.29.) In many problem s of physical interest, use of the
formal relation (6.44) to compute the particular solution may be avoided. For
the kinds of problem s we shall encounter ahead , it is much easier to generate a
particular solution on an ad hoc basis.
Example 6.13. Let us consider a particular solution for the case when h(t ) is
a linear function of t, namely,
(6.45a)

h(t)= c+bt ,

for constants band c. Then because h(t) = 0, we see that a particular solution that
satisfies (6.42) is
up(t )

h(t)
2
r

=-

= r"

2

(c

In this instance it p = O. Indeed, a particular
erty it p(t) = 0 if and only if up (t ) is a linear
when and only when h(t ) is the linear function
with (6.40), the general solution of (6.39) for

+ bt ).

(6.45b)

solution of (6.42) has the propfunction like (6.45b), and hence
(6.45a). Therefore, in accordance
this case is given by the sum of
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(6.43) and (6.45b):
(6.45c)
The solution for other special functions h(t) will be considered as the need arises .

6.6.3. Summary of the General Solution
In summary, we find with (6.43), (6.44), and (6.40) that the general solution
of the differential equation (6.39) may be written as

u(t) = C1eirt + C2e-irt

+ up(t),

(6.46)

where the particular solution is defined formally by

up(t) = jt h(.r) [eir(t-r) _ e-ir(t-r)] dr.
21r

(6.47)

This is a convenient means of representing a particular solution of (6.39) for an
arbitrary smooth function h(t). Remember, however, that in many cases of practical
interest, depending on the nature of h(t), a particular solution of (6.39) may be
obtained by simpler ad hoc methods.

6.6.4. Physical Character of the Solution
Now let us consider two important cases of physical interest. In the first
instance we suppose that r = p is a real constant so that r 2 = p2 > O. This leads
to a trigonometric type solution. In the second case, we take r = i q, a pure complex
constant, so that r 2 = _q2 < O. This leads to an exponential type solution which
is then expressed in terms of hyperbolic functions. As a consequence, the physical
nature of these two classes of solutions of (6.39) is quite different. (See Problem
6.33.)
6.6.4.1.

Trigonometric Solution: r = p, a real constant

Equation (6.39) for this case becomes

ti(t)

+ p2u(t) = h(t), p real.

(6.48)

Of course, the general solution of this equation has precisely the form (6.46)
with r replaced by p. But the complex exponential solution, convenient in some
problems, suffers the undesirable disadvantage that the constants C 1 and C2 are
complex quantities. It proves more convenient, therefore, to transform this solution
to its trigonometric form by use of Euler's identity

e±ipt = cos pt

± i sin pt.

(6.49)
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Then, with r
namely,

= p, the general solution (6.43) of the homogeneous equation (6.41),
(6.50)

may be written as

UH(t) = A sin pt

+ B cos pt,

(6.51)

wherein A and B are two real constants of integration. Thus , the complementary
function has an oscillatory character typical of trigonometric functions .
Substitution of (6.49) into (6.47), with r = p, leads to the following expression for the particular solution of (6.48) :

u p(t)

=

I

t her) .
sm pet - r)dr.

p

(6.52)

The general solution of (6.48) is the sum of (6.51) and (6.52) . Formally,

u(t) = A sin pt

+ B cos pt + up(t) .

(6.53)

The trigonometric functions in (6.51) and (6.53) have well-known periodic behavior whose physical relevance is discussed further in applications ahead .
Exercise 6.2. Let C 1 = at + ibi, C2 = a2 + ib2, and set r = p in (6.43).
Use Euler's identity and show that the homogeneous solution (6.43) is real-valued
when and only when b, + bi = 0 and a\ - az = O. Determine in these terms the
real constants in (6.51).
0
6.6.4.2.

Hyperbolic Solution: r = iq, a complex constant

The equation (6.39) for this case becomes

li(t) -lu(t) = h(t), q real.

(6.54)

It is important to recognize that the principal difference between (6.54) and (6.48)
is merely the sign of the second term. This results in significantly different kinds
of solutions . The general solution of (6.54) is given by (6.46) with r replaced by
i q. We thus obtain

u(t) = C,e- qt + C2eqt + I t her) (eq(t-r) - e-q<r-r») di .
2q

(6.55)

Notice that the homogeneous solution, the first two terms in (6.55), has an exponential character. Unlike the oscillatory solution (6.51) , this exponential solution
grows increasingly large with t . Hence, plainly, equations (6.48) and (6.54) will
describe totally distinct kinds of physical effects .
It is useful to observe that hyperbolic functions may be introduced to express
the solution by formulas analogous to those used in the trigonometric case. For
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comparison, the result s are presented in order parallel to the trigonometric formulas
(6.49)-(6.53).

Representation in terms of hyperbolic fun ctions. The hyperbol ic sine and cosine
functions are defined by
I
cosh z = - (eZ + e- Z ) .

2

(6.56)

The se equations may be solved to obtain the exponential function s e Z and e- z :
e± Z = cosh z ± sinh z.

(6.57)

Thi s is similar to (6.49 ). Then, with r = iq , the general solution (6.43) of the
homogeneous equation associated with (6.54), namely,

u.. H

-

q 2U H

= 0,q reaI,

(6.58)

may be writte n as
UH(t ) = A sinhqt

+ Bcoshqt ,

(6.59)

wherein A and B are two real con stants of integration. Use of the first of (6.56) in
(6.47) when r = iq yields the following formu la for a particular solution of (6.54):
u p(t ) =

I

I

qher) sinhq(t -

(6.60)

r )dr.

The general solution of (6.54), given by (6.55), is the sum of (6.59) and (6.60).
Formally,
u(t ) = A sinh q t

+ B cosh q t + up (t ).

(6.6 1)

Thi s completes the parallel representation of result s (6.58)-(6.6 1) which are to
be compared with the corresponding equations (6.50)-(6.53) for the trigonometric
solution. Although the forms of solutions (6.53) and (6.6 1) are similar, it is evident
that their physical nature is quite different. The trigonometric functions in (6.53)
are periodic, they recur over and over again. But, as seen by (6.56), the hyperbolic
functions in (6.6 1) grow indefini tely with the variab le t . The graph s and some
additional basic properties of the hyperbolic functions follow.

Further properties ofthe hyperbolic fun ctions . Graphs of the functions (6.56) and
some basic properties of the hyperbolic functions provide a helpful picture of their
growth behavior. To start with, differentiation of (6.56 ) shows that
d

.

- (smh z)

dz

= cosh z,

d

.

- (cosh z) = sinh z.

dz

(6.62)

We thus see an important diffe rence in the derivative s of the hyperbolic functions
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Figure 6.12. Plotsof the hyperbolicfunctions sinh z
and cosh z.

compared with their trigonometric counterparts. It also follows easily from (6.56)
or (6.57) that
cosh/ Z - sinlr' z = I.

(6.63)

This identity reveals a simple geometrical property that accounts for the
name of these functions. Indeed, with x = cosh z and y = sinh z, (6.63) yields
x 2 - y2 = I, the equation of equilateral hyperbolas with asymptotes along the
bisectors of the coordinate lines. Hence, the functions (6.56) are named hyperbolic
function s. The trigonometric functions x = cos Z and y = sin z, on the other hand,
yield x 2 + = I, the equation of a unit circle . And we recall that the trigonometric
functions are also known as circular fun ction s.
The identity (6.63) shows that, unlike their trigonometric cousins, cosh z >
sinh z for all values of z. This means that their graphs never intersect; the graph
of cosh z lies always above the graph of sinh z. Moreover, (6.56) and (6.62)
show that sinh z vanishes at z = 0 where its slope, cosh z, has value 1. Since
d 2(sinh z)/dz 2 = 0, the graph of sinh z has an inflection at z = O. Equation (6.56)
shows that sinh( - z) = - sinh z is an odd function of z. The graph of sinh z thus
has the form shown in Fig. 6.12. The graph of cosh z, also shown there, has a
minimum at z = 0 where its value is I, and, by (6.56), cosh( - z) = cosh z shows
that cosh z is an even function of z. Clearly, as z grows indefinitely large, (6.56)
indicates that both functions grow indefinitely, as shown in Fig. 6.12. It can be
proved from statics that the graph of the hyperbolic cosine function , also called
the catenary, is the shape assumed by a uniform, heavy cord supported at its ends
and hanging under its own weight, an easy experiment for the reader.

i
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6.7. The Simple Harmonic Oscillator
The differential equations (6.48) and (6.54) occur in a wide variety of dynamical problems, the simplest kind being those for which h(t) = O. These equations
reduce in this case to the respective homogeneous equations (6.50) and (6.58).
In particular, the oscillation s of a mass attached to an ideal linear spring and the
small amplitude oscillations of a pendulum are motion s of physical systems that
are governed by the same homogeneous equation (6.50)-the equation of a socalled simple harmonic oscillator. An example in which (6.58) occurs will follow
shortly. We begin with the linear spring/mass system.

6.7.1. Hooke's Law of Linear Elasticity
We usually think of a spring as a helically wound wire device . But all solid
bodie s, like a solid rubber block or cord, behave in the same springy way, except
that the deformation of most solid bodies is usually very small . So all solid bodies
whatsoever, whether metal, wood, glass, or stone ; hair, silk, tissue, or bone ; and so
on, are springs too. In general, to characterize the uniform, uniaxial elastic behavior
of a deformable solid body under tensile or compressive end loads, we adopt an
ideal spring model described by Hooke's law: The uniaxial force FH required to
stretch or to compress an ideal spring is proportional to the uniaxial change of
length 8 ofthe spring from its natural , undeform ed state:
(6.64)
The constant k is called the spring constant. Sometimes the terms elasticity, modulus, or stiffness are also used. Clearly, [k] = [F/ L]. An ideal spring for which
(6.64) holds is known as a linear spring.
The linear force-deformation law (6.64) was proposed by Robert Hooke in
1675. To protect his discovery from use by others while he exploited its applications, he claimed priority for the law and published its substance in a Latin
anagram, "ceiiinosssttuul Three years later, and 18 years since his first knowledge of it, Hooke unscrambled the puzzle to read:'JI "ut tensio sic vis;" that is, the
'JI Notice that the anagram has a double "u," contrary to its Latin decipherm ent by Hooke. See R.

Hooke, De Potentia Restitutiva or of Spring , 1678; reproduced in R. T. Gunther, Early Science in
Oxford, Volume VIII, The Cutler Lectures of Robert Hooke, pp. 331-56, Oxford University Press,
Oxford , 1931. This is not an error. In early Latin manuscripts v often appears in print as u. In fact, M.
Espinasse in Robert Hooke. University of California Press, Berkeley, 1962, p. 78, writes literally, "ut
tensio sic uis." Hooke 's own decipherment , however, is commonly adopted in books on elasticity, its
history, and Hooke 's life. See Volume I, p. 5, of !. Todhunter and K. Pearson, A History of the Theory
ofElasticity and of the Strength of Materials, Dover, New York, 1960; L. Jardin , Ingenious Pursuits:
Buildin g the Scientific Revolution , pp. 322-3, Doubleda y, New York, 1999; and the remarkabl e
treatise by J. F. Bell, "The Experimental Foundations of Solid Mechani cs," Fliigge 's Handbu ch der
Physik, Volume VIall , pp. 156-60, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1973.
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extension of any spring increases in proportion to the tension. Hooke demonstrated
by experiments that in addition to solid bodies, the rule also holds for helical wire
springs for which the deformation 8 may be large. Because Hooke's law is linear,
it follows that the extra force F* required to stretch (or compress) the spring an
additional amount 1], say, is proportional to 1]; i.e., F* = kn , This simple superposition rule does not apply to any nonlinear spring. Any potential confusion about
the effect of initial deformation of a spring in the formulation of a problem may
be avoided by use of a deformation variable defined with respect to the natural
state.
Hooke's rule is not a fully accurate characterization of a springy body for
all cases of practical interest. It ignores, for example, the possibly large twisting
effect induced by uniaxial loading of a helical spring, whose torsional stiffness
and mass usually are neglected in applications of (6.64). And it does not hold for
large deformations possible in nonlinear rubberlike materials or biological tissues.
On the other hand , Hooke's law provides a mathematically simple and useful
description of the physical nature of phenomena in a great variety of practical
cases where the elastic response of a solid may be reasonably modeled by a linear
spring .
6.7.2. The Linear Spring-Mass System
Let us consider a linear spring fixed at one end and having a mass m (sometimes called the load) attached to its other end, and either suspended vertically or
supported by a smooth plane surface . The mass of the spring is generally considered
negligible in comparison with the mass m ; so, henceforward, its mass is ignored .
When m is displaced a distance 8 from the natural , unstretched spring configuration, it exerts on the spring a uniaxial force F H given by (6.64). In response, the
spring exerts an equal but oppositely directed restoring force Fs = - FH = -k8,
called the springforce, that acts always to return the mass toward the natural state of
the spring . Hence, if released, the mass will vibrate under the alternating extension
and compression reactions of the spring itself. Let us first study the oscillations of
the mass on a smooth horizontal surface, as shown in Fig. 6.13.
6.7.2.1.

Horizontal Vibrations ofa Mass on a Linear Spring

To characterize the horizontal oscillatory motion of the mass , we suppose
that m is given an initial uniaxial velocity Vo = voi from its natural equilibrium
configuration in et> = {F ;i,j} shown in Fig. 6.13. The free body diagram of m is
shown in Fig . 6.I3a. The weight W is balanced by the normal reaction N of the
smooth surface, so the only force that affects the horizontal, uniaxial motion of
m is the spring force Fs = -kxi, in which x = 8 denotes the displacement of m,
the change of length of the spring from its natural state . Therefore, the equation
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Figure 6.13. An ideal spring-mass system.

of motion of m, namely, Fs

= mii, becomes
with

p

=

I"f.

(6.65a)

This equation has the form (6.50) whose general solution is given by (6.51):
x(t) = A sin pt

+ B cos pt .

(6.65b)

An oscillatory motion described by (6.65b) is called a simple harmonic motion.
The integration constants A and B are determined by specified initial conditions ; presently, x(O) = 0, x(O) = vo. Since x(O) = B = 0, (6.65b) reduces to
x(t) = A sin pt, and with x(O) = Ap = vo, we have the general solution
Vo .

x(t)=-smpt .

p

(6.65c)

The maximum displacement of m from its equilibrium state is called the
amplitude of the oscillation. The amplitude of the motion (6.65c) is given by
X A == vol p . The graph of the motion (6.65c) and the corresponding velocity
x = Vo cos pt are shown in Fig. 6.14. The motion of m varies from x A to - x A
over and over again. Also, the displacement x(t), and similarly the velocity v(t),
has the same value at times t + 2mr I p = t + nr for n = 0, 1,2, . . .; that is,
sin(pt + 2mr) = sin pet + nr) = sin pt . Hence, the motion (6.65c) is said to be
periodic, and the least nonzero time r = 2n I p for which x (t ) = x(t + r ) is called
the period of the motion-it is the time required to complete one oscillation . (See
Fig. 6.14.) The number of periods that occur in a unit of time is the number of
oscillations of the mass per unit time. This number, denoted by
1

p

!=-=r
2n'

(6.65d)
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Figure 6.14. Graphs illustrating the periodic nature of the simple harmonic motion and the simultaneous
velocity of the load in a linear spring-mass system.

is called the frequency of the oscillations. The measure units of f are expressed as
cycles per unit time . When the time is in seconds, the measure of f commonly is
stated in cycles per second or Hertz, abbreviated I cpsss I Hz. Since there are Ln
radians in one cycle , p = 2n f is called the circula r frequency ; its measure units
are radian s per unit time. Clearly, [p 1= [f] = [T - l ] and [T] = [T].
The relation for the circular frequency of a simple harmonic motion may be
read immediatelyfrom the coefficient ofthe different ial equation ofmotion (6.65a) .
Consequently, the period and the frequency of the motion of the mass of a linear
spring-mass system may be obtained at once from (6.65d). We thus find
T

= 2n

fif,

f

=

2~

If·

(6.65e)

The graph of the uniaxial velocity x = v = Va cos pt versus the uniaxial position x = XA sin pt , called a phase plane diagram , is an ellipse centered at the
origin and having semi-axes determined by XA and va :
(6.65f)
We may suppose that p in (6.65a) is known. Then for each choice of initial velocity Va, the pair (XA = val p , va) determines a different ellipse, and hence (6.65f)
describes a family of concentric ellipses. Moreover, the normalized plot of xlva
versus X !XA reduces every member of the family (6.65f) to a single unit circle.
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The periodic nature of the motion is exhibited by these closed phase plane paths,
all of which are traversed in the same time T = 2rr/ p, the period of the motion.
Equation (6.65f) has exactly two solutions x = ±XA for which i = 0, and hence
the amplitudes ±x A are the extreme points in the motion at which the mass comes
momentarily to rest. The ± sign reflects the symmetry of the motion about x = 0,
the equilibrium state of rest-the unique time independent solution of (6.65a) .
And, by (6.65f), the greatest velocity i = Va also occurs at x = 0. These results
are evident in Fig. 6.14 . We shall find in Chapter 7 that the phase plane curves are
related to the energy of the system.
For other initial conditions, the form of the solution (6.65c), hence also the
relations describing the amplitude and the phase plane trajectory, will be somewhat different. General formulas for the amplitude and the phase plane graph for
arbitrary initial data assigned in any simple harmonic motion (6.65b) are presented
later.
6.7.2.2.

Vertical Vibrations of a Mass on a Linear Spring

Now let us consider the effect of gravity on the oscillatory motion of a load m
supported vertically by a linear spring. The weight produces a static deflection 8£
of the spring from its natural state, and the mass is then set into vertical oscillatory
motion about this equilibrium state . We shall see that the motion of m relative
to the unstretched state is described by an equation that may be transformed to
another having the same form as (6.65a) relative to the static equilibrium state.
Let us fix the origin at the natural state of the spring so that i is in the
downward direction of g = gi. Construction of the free body diagram of m is left
for the reader. The weight W = mgi produces a static deflection 8£ such that the
spring force exerted on m is F s = -k8£i; hence, the static equilibrium equation
W + F s = (mg - k8£)i = 0 yields
(6.66a)

k8£ = mg .

When the mass is set into vertical motion , the weight W is unchanged but the
spring force becomes F s = -kxi, where x denotes the stretch of the spring from its
natural state . Hence, the equation of motion W + Fs = (mg - kx)i == mii yields

.x + p2x =

g,

.
with

k
g
p2 = - =

m

8£'

(6.66b)

wherein (6.66a) is introduced. This equation has the form of (6.48) in which
h(t) == g is constant. Therefore, recalling the method leading to (6.45b) and (6.53),
we see that the general solution of (6.66b) is
x(t) = Ccospt

+ Dsinpt +

g2'
P

in which C and D are integration constants to be fixed by the initial data.

(6.66c)
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This shows that the motion of m is simple harmonic, but the center of the
oscillations is displaced to the position at x £ = g/ p2 = mg/ k = 0£ , the static
equilibrium position of m. Hence, introducing the new variable z == x to
describe the displacement of m from its static equilibrium position , the equation
of motion in (6.66b ) transform s to

o£

.. + P2 z = 0 .

Z

(6.66d)

Thi s has the same form as our earlier equation (6.65a) for the horizontal motion;
so, the solution (6.66c) may be cast in the form
z(t )

= x(t) - o£ = C cos pt + D sin pt.

(6.66e)

Hence, both linear spring-mass systems are governed by the same kind of equation.
When the displacement is measured from the vertical static equilibrium position
of a linear spring-mass system, in effect, the static deflection and the weight of
the load may be ignored in view of the balance equation (6.66a). Therefore, the
static equilibrium state is a convenient reference state from which to study the
motion of a linear system, because we need only consider the additional spring
force F* = -kz = m'; for the displacement from that state . This superposition
procedure, however, cannot be used to study the motion of a load on a nonlinear
spring; in this case , the undeformed reference state must be used .
Thefrequency f = p/2TC = (J k / m)/2TC of the vibration ofm is independent
of the initial data. In view of (6.66a), this may be rewritten in term s of the static
deflection alone, namely,

f

1fT

= 2TCV 8;'

(6.66f)

Thus , regardless of the spring stiffne ss and independently of the amplitude, any
vertical loading that produces the same static deflection in different linear springs
will oscillate with the same frequency. Of course, for spring s of different moduli ,
the loads needed to produce the same static deflection differ; nevertheless, the
measured frequency of their oscillations is identical for all amplitudes, and hence,
in this sense, formula (6.66f) is universal.
We now study the small amplitude oscillations of a pendulum. Although this
physical system is quite different from the spring-mass system, both are governed
by the same basic equation of motion characteristic of a simple harmonic oscillator.

6.7.3. The Simple Pendulum
A simple pendulum. shown in Fig. 6.15, consists of a small heavy body
of mass m, called the bob, attached to one end of a thin rigid rod or string of
length
negligible mass , and suspended from a smooth pin or hinge at the point
O. The pendulum is displaced to swing about its vertical equilibrium position.
Air resistance and the mass of the rod are ignored . We wish to determine the

e,
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Figure 6.15. A simple pendulum and its free body
diagram.

w

frequency and period of its small amplitude oscillations in the vertical plane, when
the pendulum is released from rest at a small angle
The problem, however, is
first formulated exactly for large amplitude oscillations.
The free body diagram in Fig. 6.15 shows the gravitational force W = mg
and the rod tension T acting on the bob. The equation of motion for the angular
placement e(t) of the bob from its vertical equilibrium position is readily described
in terms of intrinsic variables. In accordance with (6.3), F = W + T = m(St +
d 2n ), in which oS = ee, S = ee, and K = I/e. Therefore,

eo.

m(eet + ee 2 n ) =

Tn - W(sin

et + cos en).

(6.67a)

This yields the two scalar equations of motion :

e + p2 sin e =
where

0,

T =

me(e 2 + p2 cos e),

p=/f

(6.67b)

(6.67c)

Let the reader confirm these equations by use of (6.4).
The first equation in (6.67b) is an ordinary nonlinear differential equation for
the angular motion e(t) and the second gives the rod tension T(e) as a function
of
The exact solution of these equations for finite amplitude oscillations of a
pendulum will be studied in Chapter 7. Presently, however, we consider only small
values of so that all squared and higher order terms in and its derivative may
be neglected. Then use of the series functions (2.17) in (6.67b) leads to

e.

e

e

(j + p2()

= 0,

T

= mg = W.

e

(6.67d)

Certainly, for sufficiently small placements ()(t), it is expected that the rod
tension does not vary significantly from its static value, the weight of the bob, as
shown in (6.67d). The first equation in (6.67d) has the same form as (6.65a); so,
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the small amplitude pendulum motion is simple harmonic with circular frequency
p defined by (6.67c). Therefore,

e(t) = A sin pt

+ B cos pt .

(6.67e)

The constants A and B are determined by the given initial conditions that the
pendulum is released from rest at a small angle eo, so that e(O) = eo and e(O) = O.
From (6.67e), the angular speed is e = Ap cos pt - Bp sin pt . We thus find A = 0
and B = eo, and (6.67e) yields the solution

e(t) = eo cos pt.

(6.67£)

The angle eo is the amplitude , the maximum angular placement from the
vertical equilibrium position in the motion (6.67£). Recalling the relations (6.65d),
we find the small amplitude frequency and period of a simple pendulum with
circular frequency (6.67c):

f

l{i

= 2:rrV e'

(6.67g)

The period is the time required for the pendulum to swing from eo to -eo and
back again to eo. The period of the small amplitude, simple harmonic motion of
a pendulum is independent of this amplitude. The finite amplitude motion of a
pendulum described by the first equation in (6.67b), though still periodic , is not
simple harmonic. It is shown in Chapter 7 that the periodic time in the finite motion
varies with the amplitude.
6.7.4. The Common Mathematical Model in Review

The linear spring-mass system and the simple pendulum (for small amplitude
oscillations) are merely two example s of a great many physical systems that are
characterized by the same mathematical model. Their common model, called the
simple harmonic oscillator, is described by the homogeneous differential equation
it

+ p2u =

0,

(6.68)

whose solution

u = A sin pt

+ B cos pt ,

(6.69)

is simple harmonic . The constant circular frequency p and period T = 2](/ p, or
the frequency f = 1/ T , may be read immediately from the positive coefficient in
(6.68).
The amplitude of the motion of a harmonic oscillator may be obtained by
introduction of two other constants U and a defined by
A = U cos o,

B = U sin o .

(6.70)
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Therefore, the new constant s are related to the former by

B
A

tan a = - .

(6.7 1)

We lose no generality in taking U positive, and a may be either positive or negati ve
valued .
Use of (6.70) in (6.69) yields the following alternative form for the motion
u(t ) of the simple harmonic oscillator:

u(t) = U sin(p t

+ a ).

(6.72)

The reader may show that with A = U sin {3, B = U cos {3, where {3 = n /2 - a ,
an alternative form of the solution (6.72) is given by u(t) = U cos(pt - {3 ). Either
solution shows that U, the maximum value of u(t), is the amplitude of the motion.
The angle pt + a (or pt - {3) is called the phase angle or simply the phase of the
motion; it characterizes the state of the oscillation at a specific time. The phase
constant a (or {3) define s the initial phase of the motion. From (6.72) , the velocity
may be written as

u(t ) = Upcos (pt + a ).

(6.73)

Thu s, if initiall y we are given u(O) == Uo and u(O) == uo, then (6.72) and (6.73)
yield Uo = U sin a , Uo = Up cos o . In co nsequence, by (6.7 1), the amplitude and
initial phase may be expressed in terms of the initia l data :
U =

u6+ ( ;

r, a

= tan-I

(u~:) .

A graphical description of the motion is obtained from (6.72) and (6.73). For
arbitra ry initial data and for each fix ed frequency p. the graph of li(t ) versus u(t )
f or the simple harmonic oscillator motion is a family ofconcentric ellipses having
semi-axes determin ed by U and Up :

(~)2 + (~pr = 1.

(6.74)

In general , the plane graph of u versus u for any single degree of freedom system
is called the phase plan e graph . Thu s, for each choice of initial data, the phase
plane grap h for the simple harmonic oscillator is an ellipse defined by (6.74).
However, it is seen further that the normalized plot of u / Up versus u/ U reduces
every member of the family (6.74) to a single unit circle. The periodic nature of
the simple harmonic motion is exhibited by these clo sed curves. Since p is fixed
and the period does not depend on the initial data, all traject ories in the phase
plane are traversed in the same time T. Equation (6.74) has exactly two solutions
u = ±U for which u = 0 and two solutions u = ± U p at the equilibrium position
u = 0, the unique time independent solution of (6.68). Hence. the amplitudes ±U
mark the extreme positions in a simple harmonic motion at which the velocity
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momentarily vanishes ; and the greatest velocity ±U p occurs at the equilibrium
state .

This concludes our study of the simple harmonic oscillator. The effect of
viscous damping on mechanical vibrations, and some effects of inertial forces
induced by rotating bodies, including effects of the Earth's rotation, and other
kinds of forces are explored later in this chapter. It is important to recognize
that not every vibration need be periodic, and not every periodic motion need
be vibratory. Random vibrations, for example, are not periodic, and steady orbital
motionsare periodicbut not vibratory. The following exampleof a particlemoving
in an electromagnetic field exhibits a motion that is periodic but not oscillatory.
The solution procedure, however, is the same.

6.8. Motion of a Charged Particle in an Electromagnetic Field
A particle of charge q and mass m is ejected from an electronic device, with
initial velocity Vo = vj at the place Xo = Ri in an inertial frame <f> = {F; ikl. The
charge moves under the influence of constant and oppositelydirected electric and
magnetic fields that are parallel to the axis of the gravitational field, as shown
in Fig. 6.16. The total body force acting on q is F = Fe + Fm + W; hence, with
(6.18), the equation of motion may be written as
d

x - eX x B = -(x dt

cx x B)

= cE + g,

(6.75a)

where in c == q / m. This vectorequation is readily integratedto obtain the velocity

y

I.
Figure 6.16. Motion of a charged particle in uniform
and oppositely directed electric and magnetic fields.
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Xas a function of x and t ; thus,

x= cx x B + (cE + g)t + Co.

(6.75b)

The constant vector of integration is fixed by the initial data x(O)= xo, x(O)= Vo ,
so that

Co = Vo - cXo x B.

(6.75c)

Although (6.75b) cannot be integrated further, its use in (6.75a) leads to another
integrable result. Bearing in mind that the vector s B, E, and g are parallel, we
obtain

x-

c2(x

X

B) x B = cCo x B + cE

+ g.

(6.75d)

Finally, substitution of (6.75c) into (6.75d) , expansion of the triple products in the
result, use of the orthogonality condition B . Xo = 0, and UJ == c B yield s the vector
differential equation

x+ UJ2X-

c2(x . B)B =

+ cvo x B + cE + g.

Exercise 6.3. Show that (6.75e) may be written as

p2

== UJ2(i 0 i + j 0 j)

(6.75e)

UJ2xO

and / is a constant vector.

x+ p2 X =

/ , in which

0

We now introduce B = -Bk, E = Ek, g = -gk, Xo = Ri, Vo = vj,
and x = xi + y j + zk into (6.75e) and equate the corresponding vector components to obtain the following three scalar equations of motion:
i

+ UJ2X =

UJ2

(R - ~) ,

y + UJ2 y

z=

= 0,

2A ,

(6.75f)

in which 2A == cE - g . The first pair of these equations shows that both x and
y are simple harmonic functions, and hence the general solution of the system
(6.75f) is given by

x(t) = a

+ K cOSUJt + L sin ox ,

yet) = M cOSUJt

+ N sin or

and

with

a

v

== R - - ,

z(t) = At 2 + Pt

UJ

+ Q.

(6.75g)
(6.75h)

The initial data x(O) = Xo = Ri and X(O) = Vo = vj determine the integration
constants L = M = P = Q = 0 and K = N = v/ UJ. Hence, the foregoing system
has the solution
x(t) = a

v

+-

UJ

cos ex,

yet)

.
= -UJv SInUJt,

z(t ) = At 2.

(6.75i)

It is seen that (x - a) 2 + y2 = (v/ UJ)2 is the equation of a circle centered at
(a, 0), hence (6.75i) suggests that the trajectory of q looks a bit like a cylindrical
helix of radius p == v/UJ . By taking R = pin (6.75g), we have a = 0, and the
cylinder axis is shifted to the origin of <D. The first two equations in (6.75f) have
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essentially the same form as equation (6.68) for the harmonic oscillator, but the
motion of q is not oscillatory. On the other hand, the motion in the xy-plane
is periodic; the circular frequency to = c B, evident from (6.75f), describes the
constant rate of rotation of q about the cylinder axis, and the periodic time r =
2n / co is the time required for the particle to make one full swing around that
axis as it advances along z. Notice that the tangent to the path does not make a
fixed angle with the cylinder axis; rather, t k = 2At(\)2 + 4A 2t2)-1/2. The pitch
increases with the square of the number of turns: Pn == z(n r ) = n 2z(r), and z(r) =
A /4nw 2 = PI. So, the path is not a true cylindric al helix.

6.9. Motion of a Slider Block in a Rotating Reference Frame
We now tum to a different class of problems whose solutions involve the
hyperbolic functions . Two problems concerning the motion of a slider block in
a slot milled in a rotating table are studied. The first concerns the free sliding
motion of the block due to inertial forces induced by the table's rotation. The
second problem is similar, but more interesting. An additional controlling spring
is introduc ed, and depending on the nature of two physical parameters, one due to
the rotation and the other due to the spring, the governing equation of motion may
have a solution of either trigonometric or hyperbolic type, or neither.
6.9.1. Uncontrolled Motion of a Slider Block
A block S of mass m shown in Fig. 6.17 is constrained initially by a cord
fastened at the end point A of a smooth slot milled in a table that turns in the
horizontal plane with a constant angular speed co. When the string is cut suddenly,
the block slides freely in the slot. We wish to determine the motion xeS, t) of the
slider block relative to the spinning table, and the behavior of the force that acts
on the block as a function of its position in the slot and as a function of time.
The free body diagram of the sliding block is shown in Fig. 6.17a. Of course ,
the string force F s = 0, and the weight of the block is W = - Wk. Because the
slot is smooth, it exerts on S only the normal contact forces N = -Nj in the
plane of the table and R = Rk perpendicular to it. The total force acting on S is
F = N + R + W, and hence the equation of motion for S in the inertial frame
<I> = {F ; I k } fixed in the laboratory is given by

F = -Nj + (R - W)k = mas .

(6.76a)

The absolute acceleration as of S in <I> may be obtained from (4.48). With
ao = 0, W f = wk, Wf = 0, and xeS, t) = xi + aj in the reference frame cp =
{ 0 ; ik } fixed in the table, as shown in Fig. 6.17, the total acceleration of S referred
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(a) Free Body
Diagram of S

Figure 6.17. Relative motion of a slider block on a rotating table.

to ep is
(6.76b)
Substitution of (6.76b) into (6.76a) yields the scalar equations
N = m(aw 2 - 2wx) ,

R=W.

(6.76c)

The first of these equations determines the motion x(t) of S relative to the
table, and the next one determines the normal contact force N either as a function
of x or of t. The last relation confirms that since there is no motion of S normal
to the table, the slot reaction force R balances the weight W, so that R + W = 0
in (6.76a). Therefore, in future problems where the motion is constrained to a
smooth horizontal plane, for simplicity, the trivial normal equilibrated forces may
be ignored.
The first equation in (6.76c) has the same form as the homogeneous equation
(6.58) whose solution is given by (6.59) . Therefore, the slider' s motion is given by
x(t) = A sinh cot + B cosh cot.

(6.76d)

The slider is initially at rest at x(O) = a in frame tp, as shown in Fig. 6.17,
and hence x(O) = O. Thus , with x (t ) = Aw cosh on + Bw sinhwt , it follow s that
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A = 0, B = a; hence
x(t) = a cosh cot,

x(t) = awsinhwt.

(6.76e)

Therefore, the motion of S relative to the table frame may be written as
x(S , t) = a(coshwti + j) .

(6.76f)

Use of (6.76e) in the second equation in (6.76c) gives the slot reaction force
N = - N J as a function of time;
N

= N(t) = -maw2(l

- 2sinhwt)j.

(6.76g)

Alternatively, use of the identity (6.63) yields the slot reaction force as a function
of the slider's position along the slot:
(6.76h)
Let the reader show that the same result may be derived directly by integration of
the first equation in (6.76c) to find x(x) .
These results show from (6.76g) that initially N(O) = -maw2j , and, as
time advances, the normal force N(t) decreases to zero in the time t" for
which on" = sinh- l (l/2) ~ 0.481, the instant when the slider is at the place
x* = aJ'S12 ~ 1.I18a in the slot. Afterwards, the normal, slot reaction force
reverses its sense of application to the opposite side of the block and grows again ,
indefinitely for as long as the block is able to move outward. Suppose, for example, that x(S , 0) = a(i + j) = 251 em and co = 20Jr13 rad/sec (200 rpm). Then
a = 25 l.fi em, and the previous formulas show that N vanishes, and then reverses its sense of application, after t* ~ 0.023 sec when S has moved a distance
d" = x* - a ~ 2.086 em from its initial position .
When the string was cut, the motion of the block along the slot was no longer
controlled, and the inertial effect of the table's rotation drove the slider increasingly
farther from its rest state toward the end of the slot. The controlling effect of an
additional spring force is illustrated next.

6.9.2. Controlled Motion and Instability of a Slider Block
Suppose that the string shown in Fig. 6.17 is replaced by a linear spring of
stiffness k fastened at A and to the block S, initially at rest at the natural state
of the spring at x = a but otherwise free to slide in the smooth slot. We wish to
investigate the motion x(S, t) of the block relative to the rotating table.
The free body diagram of the sliding block is shown in Fig. 6.17a in the
table frame tp, The forces are the same as before with the addition of the spring
force Fs = -k(x - a)i. Since there is no motion normal to the horizontal plane,
R + W = 0, as noted before . Therefore, the equation of motion for S in the inertial
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frame <1> , but referred to the table frame rp, is given by

F

= N + F s = -Nj -

k(x - a)i

= mas.

(6.77a)

Here we recall (6.76b) to obtain the scalar equations

x + p 2(l - 1J2)x = ap" ,
N = m(aw 2 - 2wi) ,

(6.77b)
(6.77c)

wherein, by definition,

P==[f,

W
n= -

./-

P

.

(6.77d)

The physical nature of the motion determined by (6.77b) depends on the
coefficient p2(l - '1 2). There are three cases to explore: (i) '1 < 1, (ii) '1 = 1, and
(iii) '1 > 1. Each case is studied in tum for the assigned initial data
i(O) = O.

x(O) = a ,

(6.77e)

Case (i): '1 < 1; i.e. the angular speed co < p. Then the equation of motion
in (6.77b) has the form of (6.48) in which p2 is replaced by Q2 == p2(l - '1 2)
and h(t) == ap2 is constant. Recalling (6.45b) and (6.53), we see that the general
solution of (6.77b) is
.

x(t) = A Sin Qt

a
1 - '1

+ B cos Qt + - - 2 '

with

Q = p~. (6.77f)

The relative motion of S is simple harmonic, but the center of the oscillation
is displaced to the relative equilibrium position at
a

(6.77g)

XE = I _ '12 '

defined by the unique time independent solution of the equation of motion (6.77b) .
Notice that XE > a. Hence, introducing the new variable z == x - XE to describe
the displacement of S from its relative equilibrium position , we may write
z(t )

== x(r) -

a

.

1 _ '1 2 = A Sin Qt

+ B cos Qt .

(6.77h)

Consequently, the equation of motion in (6.77b) transforms to the familiar equation
(6.77i)
the differential equation for the simple harmonic oscillator.
The initial values (6.77e) yield B = a - XE = -a '1 21(1 - '1 2 ) and A = 0;
so, z(t) = B cos Qt. The oscillations occur symmetrically about the relative equilibrium position XE with the amplitude Zmax = IBI = aIJ2/(l -'1 2) and circular
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frequency Q given in (6.77f). We thus find that the motion of the slider in the case
when w < p is given by xeS, t) = x(t)i + aj ~ (z(t) + x E)i + aj, in which
a1J2
z(t ) = - - - 2 cos Qt .
I - 1J

(6.77j)

Case (ij): 1J = I ; i.e. the angular speed to = p . The general solution of the
differential equation of motion (6.77b), for the initial data (6.77e), is given by
I

x(t) = "2ap2t2 + a.

(6.77k)

This result suggests that to = p is the critical angular speed of the table at which the
motion of S about its relative equilibrium position X E ceases to be oscillatory and
now tends to grow indefinitely with time. The previously stable relative equilibrium
position (6.77g) of the slider block about which it oscillate s when w < p , no longer
exists , a fact evident from (6.77b) for which no time independent solution exists
when 1J = 1. And hence, the relative equilibrium position X E of the slider block
is said to be unstable at w = p . In our study of infinitesimal stability defined
later, it is proved that the relative equilibrium state is stable if and only if w < p.
Investigation of the physical nature of the slot reaction force (6.77c), both here
and below, is left for the reader.
Case (iii) : 1J > I ; i.e. the angular speed to > p. The equation of motion
(6.77b), in which the coefficient is now negative, has the form of (6.54) in which
q2 == p2(1J2 - I) and h(t) == ap': Therefore, with (6.45b) and (6.61) in mind, the
general solution of (6.77b) is given by
x (t )

=

.

A smhqt

+ B coshqt -

a

-2-- '

1J - I

(6 .771)

where q == p(1J2 - 1)1/2. Alternatively, the change of variable ;(t) == x(t) +
a/(1J2 - I) transforms the equation of motion (6.77b) to ~ - q2; = 0, an equation
of the type (6.58) whose solution is given by (6.59).
The initial data (6.77e) yields B = a1J2 /(1J2 - I) and A = O. We thus obtain
from (6.771) the relative motion xeS, t) = x (t )i + aj ~ (Ht) - a /(1J2 - I»i + aj
in which
a
x(t) = - 2--(1J 2 cosh qt - I),
1J - I

a1J2

;(t) = - 2 - cosh qt.
1J - I

(6.77m)

The motion x(t) relative to the table frame when to > p and the slider block is
released from rest at x(O) = a thus tends to grow increasingly large with time. At
some point, of course , Hooke's law fails, the limiting extensibility of the spring
restricts the extent of the motion, and (6.77m) is no longer valid. Notice that the
time independent solution of (6.77b) in this case is not a physically meaningful
relative equilibrium state.
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X(P ,t)

Figure 6.18. Schemafor the moment of momentum principle.

6.10. The Moment of Momentum Principle
In this section the Newton-Euler law is applied to derive an additional principle of motion that relates torque and the moment of momentum of a particle. First, however, we recall the definition (5.20) to write the moment M o of
a force F about a point 0, either fixed or in motion relative to an assigned
frame <1> :

Mo

= x x F,

(6.78)

in which x == Xo is the position vector from 0 to the particle P on which the total
force F acts, as shown in Fig. 6.18. Let 0 be a fixed point in the inertial frame
<I> = {F;id in Fig. 6.18, so that = X = v, the velocity of Pin <1> . Now recall
the definition (5.31) of the moment of momentum of a particle P, differentiate it
with respect to time, and use (5.34) to obtain

x

dh o
dp
-- = x x -

dt

dt

+ v x mv =

x x F.

In view of (6.78), this yields our additional principle of motion.
The moment of momentum principle: The moment about a fixed point 0
ofthe total force acting on a particle P in an inertial frame <I> is equal to the time
rate of change of the moment about 0 ofthe momentum of P in <1> :

dh o
M o = --.
dt

(6.79)
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6.10.1. Application to the Simple Pendulum Problem
The moment of momentum principle (6.79) provides an alternati ve and often
simpler mean s to derive the appropriate equation of motion for a particle without
our having to addre ss details concerning certain force s of constraint; otherwi se,
it delivers no more information on the motion than may be obtained from the
Newton-Euler law. This is demon strated in our review of the equation of motion
for a simple pendulum.
The forces that act on the bob are shown in Fig. 6.15, page 138. To apply
(6.79), we first determine the moment of these force s about the fixed point O. The
central directed string tension has no moment about 0 , while the weight exerts a
torque about 0 given by
M o = x x W = -mgesinOb,
where b = t x n is a constant unit vector perpendicular to the plane of motion.
The moment of momentum of the bob about the fixed point 0 in Fig . 6.15 is given
by h o = x x mv = - en x meet = m £2eb, and hence

dh o/dt

= me2eb.

Collecting this data in (6.79), equating the components, and writing p2 = g/e, we
obtain the equation + p2 sin 0 = 0 for the angular motion O(t) of the pendulum
bob, which is the same as the first equation in (6.67b). Becau se the cord tension
has no moment about 0 , the moment of momentum princ iple elimin ates the need
to consider it further in the discussion of the motion of the bob.

e

6.10.2.

The Moment of Momentum Principle for a Moving Point

The moment of momentum principle (6.79) hold s only for an arbitrary point

o fixed in the inertial frame <1> . We now determine the form of this principle when
o is an arbitrary moving point in <1> .

The moment about 0 of the momentump(P, t) = m(P )X(P, t ) in the inertial
frame <I> is defined by (5.31) in which point 0 may be either a fixed or a moving
moment center. Hence, when 0 has an arbitr ary velocity v 0 in <1>, the derivative
of (5.31) with respect to time in <I> is given by

11 0 =

x x p + x x F,

wherein x= X - Yo. Hence , use of (6.78) now yields the moment of momentum
prin ciple for an arbitra ry moving reference point 0:

Mo =

11 0 + v 0

x p.

(6.80)

Theref ore, the moment of momentum prin ciple (6.79) may hold with respect to a
moving point 0 if and only if v 0 x p = 0, i.e. when and only when the velocity of
o is parall el to the velocity of the particle P ; otherwise, 0 must be a fixed point.
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Figure 6.19. Motion of a pendulum having a moving support.

In general, then, the modified principle (6.80) must be used when 0 is a moving
reference point. An application of this rule follows .

Example 6.14. A pendulum bob B attached to a rigid rod of negligible mass
and length £ is suspended from a smooth movable support at 0 that oscillates about
the natural undeformed state of the spring so that x(t) = Xo sin Qt in Fig. 6.19.
Apply equation (6.80) to derive the equation of motion for the bob.
Solution. The forces that act on the pendulum bob B are shown in the free
body diagram in Fig. 6.19. Notice that the tension T in the rod at B is directed
through the moving point O. Moreover, the spring force and normal reaction
force of the smooth supporting surface also are directed through 0; but these
forces do not act on B, so they hold no direct importance in its equation of motion.
Consequently, the moment about the point 0 of the forces that act on B at XB = fer
in the cylindrical system shown in Fig. 6.19 is given by

Mo

= XB

X

W

= -£W sin ek.

The absolute velocity of B is determined by

ca = ¢k and Vo = xi = xoQ cos Qti = voi. Thus,
VB

= voi + £¢e</>,

with

Vo

VB

(6.81a)

= Vo + W

= xoQ cos Qt .

X XB ,

in which
(6.81b)

With the linear momentum p = mVB and use of (6.81b) , we find
Vo x p = voi x m£¢e</> = mvo¢£sin¢k.
The moment of momentum about 0 is given by h o = XB
£¢ )k, and its time rate of change is
lio = m£(ao cos ¢ - vo¢ sin ¢

X

+ £¢)k,

(6.81c)

P = m£(vo cos ¢

+

(6.81d)
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in which ao = Vo = -xoQ2 sin Qt. Substituting (6.81a), (6.8Ic), and (6.81d)
into (6.80), we find - ew sin ¢k = me( -xOQ2 sin Qt cos ¢ + e¢ )k . Hence, with
W = mg, the equation of motion for the bob may be written as
..

¢

+p

2

xOQ 2

sin ¢ = - e-cos¢sinQt ,

(6.81e)

where p2 = giL The solution of (6.8 Ie) for small ¢(t) is discu ssed later in our
study of mechanical vibrations. (See Example 6.15 , page 161.)
0

6.11. Free Vibrations with Viscous Damping
The simple harmonic oscillator is the fundamental model of the theory of mechanical vibrations. Its motion is a perpetual sinusoidal oscillation; once set into
motion, the oscillation continues indefinitely. In real situations, however, there
usually is a dissipative or viscous drag force, called a damping force, that causes
the vibration eventually to die out. If the damping force is very small, the simple harmonic oscillator often is a useful model. On the other hand , when friction
device s or shock absorbers are used in mechanical systems, it is the intent of the
design that their damping effect be considerable. The suspension system of an
automobile, for example, is designed to dampen smoothly and quickl y the vibrations induced by the irregular motion of the vehicle over a rough road. The viscous
damper used to ease the automatic closing of a door and prevent its slamming is another example of the useful effects of damping. Other cases where damping effects
are sometimes desirable and sometimes not arise in instrument design. Damping
of the potenti ally violent needle motion of a galvanometer can prevent damage
to the instrument when the current is measured , wherea s dissipative effects in a
gravitometer may seriou sly affect the accuracy of gravity measurements.
The analy sis of induced motion , damped or not, is also important. The motion
of a structure induced by an earthquake or by aerodynamic effect s of wind, the
sudden wing vibration of an aircraft exposed to high winds or turbulence, and
the vibration of a vehicle induced by a bumpy road obviou sly are undesirable but
unavoidable environmental effects. On the other hand, magnification of induced
motions is essential in the design of seismographs and certain flight instruments.
The analysis of the kind s of problems described above generally is quite
complex, especially when vibrational effects are nonlinear; however, a great variety
of problems that involve damping and induced motions can be adequately modeled
by a simplified damped spring-mass system that consists of a load of mass m , a
linear spring of con stant stiffness k, and a linear viscous damper or dashpot . A
typical model of a damped spring-mass system is shown in Fig. 6.20.
A dashpot consi sts of a piston that moves within a cylinder containing a fluid,
usually oil. When the piston is moved by the load , it exerts a viscous retarding force
on the load. For simplicity, we model this viscous force by Stoke s's law (6.29) and
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(a) Free Body Diagram
Figure 6.20. Model of a damped spring-mass system.

write F D = - di, in which c is a constant damping coefficient. The spring force
is a restoring force given by F s = -kxi, where x(t) denotes the displacement
of the load from the natural state of the system . The other applied forces in Fig.
6.20 include a disturbing force F*(t) = F*(t)i, attributed to certain environmental
effects of the sort mentioned above . The free body diagram in Fig. 6.20a shows that
the weight W is balanced by the normal reaction force N of the smooth surface ,
and hence the motion x(t) is determined by the differential equation

mx

+ d + kx =

F*(t).

(6.82)

If the disturbing force F*(t) = Fo is constant, the motion is called afree vibration; otherwise, it is called aforced vibration . When c is zero or may be considered
negligible, the motion is said to be undamped. The undamped, free vibrational motion is just the simple harmonic motion (6.65a) studied earlier. We next consider
the problem of damped, free vibrations of the load.

6.11.1. The Equation of Motion for Damped, Free Vibrations
In a free vibration, the only effect of a constant disturbing force F* = Fo, such
as gravity, is to shift the origin to the new position z == x - XE , where X E = Fo / k
is the unique time independent, relative equilibrium solution of (6.82). Therefore,
by this simple transformation, all damped, free vibrations of the system in Fig.
6.20 are characterized by the differential equationfor the damped,free vibrational
motion of the load m about its relative equilibrium position:
(6.83)
wherein the coefficients are constants defined by

c
2v== -,
m

(6.84)
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in which p is the circular frequency of the familiar undamped spring -mass system .
The coefficient v is named the damping exponent. The damping coefficient has the
physicaldimensions[c] = [FV- 1] = [MT-1],andhence[v] = [p] = [T-1] .The
dimensionless ratio
v

= p=

~

c
Zmp'

(6.85)

is known as the viscous damping ratio.

6.11.2. Analysis of the Damped, Free Vibrational Motion
The general solution of (6.83) may be obtained by several methods . One
familiar approach is described at the end of this section in an exercise for the
reader. Another useful method that simplifies the presentation and emphasizes the
physical nature of the damping adopts a trial solution of the form
(6.86a)

z(t) = e - {3 t u(t).

The constant f3 and the function u(t) are then chosen to eliminate the damping
term from the transformed equation for u(t) . Substitution of (6.86a) into (6.83)
yields
it

+ 2(v -

(3)u

+ (f32 -

2vf3

+ p2)u =

0.

We thus choose f3 = v to remove the damping term; then u(t) is given by the
general solution of the homogeneous equation
ti

+ r 2u = 0,

(6.86b)

wherein, with the aid of (6.85),
r 2 = p2 _ v2 = p2(1 _ ~2) .

(6.86c)

°

Equation (6.86b) has the structure of equation (6.41) whose general solution
for r =1= is given in (6.43) in which r may be either real or complex. We use this
result in (6.86a) to obtain the solution of (6.83) in the general form
(6.86d)
in which C I, C2 are arbitrary constants . The role of the damping exponent v is
now clear. From (6.86c), there are three physical cases to consider: v < p, v >
p, v = p . In the latter case, r = and we need only solve the equation ti(t) = 0.
We shall begin with the case for which v < p .

°

°

Case (i): Lightly damped motion. If ~ = vi» < 1, then r2 > in (6.86c);
hence (6.86b), with r = w > 0, has the general solution u(t) = A cos cot +
B sin on, wherein
w

= pl"!7- < p.

(6.86e)
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Therefore, the general solution of (6.83) provided by (6.86a) is

z(t ) = e- v l (A cos cot

+ B sin cot) ,

(6.86f)

wherein A and B are real constants determined by the initial data .
The solution (6.86f) is oscillatory but not periodic . Because of the damping
factor e- VI, the oscillations decay in time so that z -+ 0 as t -+ 00; but in its
oscillatory motion the load returns again and again to the relative equilibrium state
at z = O. In fact, by (6.86f), if the mass passes through z = 0 in a given direction at
time to, then at time t = to + 2n / o: it will pass z = 0 again in the same direction.
The time T = 2n / w, therefore, is called the period of the lightly damped motion,
and the constant w defined in (6.86e) is named the damped circularfrequency.
Hence,

I
W
f d == - = T

(6.86g)

2n

defines the frequency of the damped, free vibration. Notice, however, that the
motion itself in (6.86f) is not periodic, becau se z(t + T) =1= z(t ).
The lightly damped motion (6.86f) may also be visualized from its equivalent
form

z(t ) = zoe-VI cos(wt + A) ~ zoe- VI sin(wt

+ 1{!),

(6.86h)

in which zo and A (or 1{!) are integration constants. The graph of the first equation
is illustrated in Fig. 6.21. The initial displacement is zo cos A. The initial phase

Figure 6.21. Graph of the motion of a lightly damped harmonic oscillator.
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A, however, may be chosen to adjust the time origin so that zo is the initial displacement. The damping factor e:" reduces in time the amplitudes of successive
oscillations; these occur in time r. We see from (6.86e) that the damped circular
frequency w is smaller than the circular frequency p for the undamped, simple
harmonic case . Therefore , the effect ofdamping is to decrease the frequency ofthe
oscillations compared with those of the undamped case. However, if v « p, so
that the damping is very slight, the term e:" stays close to unity for large values
of t , and (6.86f) models more precisely the actual physical behavior of the ideal
simple harmonic oscillator.
An oscillographic recording of the motion in Fig. 6.2] may be obtained by
experiment, and this graph can be used to determine the damping parameters from
measurements of any two successive amplitudes at times tn and tn+! = t« + r .
Although the peak values of z(t) do not quite touch the exponential envelope
lines , they often are sufficiently close for practical experimental purposes. With
(6.86h) and Zn = Z(tn), we find Zn/Zn+! = evr • Thus, the natural logarithm of this
ratio, called the logarithmic decrement ~, determines v and hence c in terms of
measurable quantities:
~

Zn

(6.86i)

=log- = vr.
Zn+!

Therefore, with (6.86g), the damping exponent is determined by v = /d ~, and
(6.84) yields the damping coefficient c = 2mfd~ = 2m~/r. Alternatively, with
the aid of (6.85) and (6.86e) in (6.86i), ~ may be written in terms of the viscous damping ratio ~ ; we find ~ = Zn v]«: = 2nO(1 - ~2)! /2 . Then ~ may
be expressed in terms of the frequency ratio co/ p = /d / f or the logarithmic
decrement A , which are measurable quantities, to obtain ~ = (1 - (/d/f)2)! /2 =
~/(4n2

+ ~2)1 /2 .

It is useful to observe for the experimental situation that the damping parameters can be evaluated by use of data for any number of complete cycles in the
oscillograph record in Fig. 6.21. Let ZI and Zn+! denote the measured amplitudes
at times tl and tl + nr, for integers n = 1,2, . . .. Then , in view of (6.86i) applied
in tum to each n in the set just indicated,

log ( -Zl- ) = log (ZI
- . -Z2 . -Z3 . . . - Zn) = n log ( - Zn ) = n S:
Zn+1

Z2

Z3

Z4

Zn+!

Zn+1

Therefore,

I
( -Z I )
~=-log

n

Zn+!

,

(6.86j)

which may be used to determine the damping parameters v, c, and ~, as shown
above. This rule is particularly helpful in reducing experimental measurement
error when recorded successive amplitudes are so close together that even small
measurement errors in the amplitude and period will generate significant errors in
data used to compute the damping parameters.
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z (t)

Figure 6.22. Graph of four typical motions
of a heavily damped system.

Case (ii): Heavily damped motion . If ~
(6.86c) , where

q ==

Jv 2 -

= v!» >

p2 = p~ <

1, then r 2

v.

= _q2

< 0 in
(6.86k)

Hence, with r = ±iq in (6.86d), the general solution of (6.83) in this case is
(6.861)
The constants A and B are determined by the initial data. Equation (6.861) may
also be expressed in terms of hyperbolic functions .
This motion is not oscillatory. Since q < v, the damping factor e: " is dominant ; so, whatever initial conditions may be assigned, once the particle passes
through its relative equilibrium position, if at all, it will never do so again . The
unique null solution of (6.861) is obtained in the time
to =

log(-B IA)

2q

.

(6.86m)

The viscosity in a heavily damped system is so great that the load cannot vibrate
about its relative equilibrium position ; rather, it must creep slowly back to it as
t -+ 00.
Some typical cases are shown in Fig . 6.22. Curve 1 occurs for the initial
conditions z(O) = 0, z(O) = vo, from which - B I A = 1 and hence (6.86m) has
only the trivial solution to = O. This motion begins with a push away from the
equilibrium position and the mass can never cross it again; for, z -+ 0 again only
as t -+ 00 . Curve 2 in Fig. 6.22 illustrates the case z(O) = zo, z(O) = O. For the
general case z(O) = zo, z(O) = vo, the motion may resemble either curve 2, 3, or
4. In the last instance, the load passes through its equilibrium position only once
and then creeps gradually back to it from below. See Problem 6.62.
Case(iii): Critically damped motion.ii t; = vt» = 1, the general solution of
(6.86b) for which r 2 = 0 is u = A + Bt ; where A and B are integration constants.
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Thus, by (6.86a), the general solution of (6.83) for the critically damped motion is

z(t) = (A

+ tuw :" .

(6.86n)

As t -+ 00, the motion z(t) -+ O. The critically damped motion, therefore, is
similar to that for the heavily damped model illustrated in Fig. 6.22. Discussion of
the motion graphs is left for the reader in Problem 6.63.
From (6.85), the damping coefficient for this case has the value
c* = 2mp = 2J;;k,

(6.860)

which is named the critical damping coefficient. This is the value of the damping
coefficient at which the motion loses its oscillatory, lightly damped character in
transition to a nonvibratory, heavily damped decaying motion. In view of (6.860),
the damping ratio (6.85) in the general case is the ratio of the damping coefficient
to its critical value:
c
v
~ = - = - .
(6.86p)
c*
p
In both the oscillatory lightly damped case ~ < I and the nonoscillatory
heavily damped case t; > I, the load takes a longer time to come to rest than it
does in the critically damped case ~ = I . This effect is illustrated by the familiar
automatic storm-door closer. If the closer mechanism is adjusted to have light
damping, the door will want to swing through its closed equilibrium position in an
effort to oscillate, so the door will slam. If the closer is adjusted to have too much
damping, the heavily damped door will close too slowly, perhaps not at all. The
optimum case is when the closer is critically adjusted so that the door will close
as quickly as possible, without slamming. Thus, the critical damping case ~ = I
describes the most efficient damping condition, because the motion is damped in
the least time .
6.11.3. Summary of Solutions for the Damped, Free Vibrational Motion
For the damped , free vibrational motions, z(t) -+ 0 as t -+ 00 , so all of these
motions eventually die out. To summarize, equation (6.83) for the damped, free
vibrational motion of the load about its relative equilibrium position is characterized by three physical situations depending on the value of the viscous damping
ratio ~ = vf p = c/2mp :
• Lightly damped motion , ~ < I:

z(t)

= e-v/(A cos cot + B sinox),

w=

pJI=7i.

(cf.6.86f)

• Heavily damped motion, ~ > I:

z(t) = e-V'(Ae q ,

+ Be- q , ) ,

q=p~ .

(cf. 6.861)
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• Critically damped motion,

= I:
z(t) = e-V1(A + Bt).
~

(cf.6.86n)

The reader may explore the following additional elements.
Exercise 6.4. The usual solution method for linear equations with constant
coefficients adopts a trial solution ZT = Ae At • Find the characteristic equation for
Ain order that (6.83) may be satisfied. Determine its roots, and thus show that the
solution of (6.83) is given by (6.86d) .
0
Exercise 6.5. The method based on (6.86a) may be applied more generally
in problems where the coefficients v and p2 in (6.83) are functions of time. Let
z(r) = u(t)eh (l) and find h(t) and r 2(t) in order that (6.83) may be transformed to
an equation of the form (6.86b) for the function u(t). The solution u(t) will now
depend on the nature of the function ret); so, in general, u(t) need not be a periodic
0
function .

6.12. Steady, Forced Vibrations with and without Damping
The oscillatory motion of a mechanical system subjected to a time varying
external disturbing force is called aforced vibration . In this section, we investigate
the forced vibration of the system in Fig. 6.20 due to a steady, sinusoidally varying
disturbing force
F*(t) = Fo sin Qt .

(6.87)

The constant Fo is the force amplitude and the constant circular frequency Q is
called the forcing or driving frequency.
The motion of a load induced by a time varying driving force of the kind
(6.87) is known as a steady, forced vibration; otherwise, the response is called
unsteady or transient. In general, a vibratory motion consists of identifiable steady
and transient parts . The transient part of the motion eventually dies out, and the
subsequent remaining part of the motion is called the steady-state vibration. A
disturbing force that changes suddenly by a constant value, called a step function,
and an impulsive exciting force which is suddenly applied for only a very short time,
are examples of forces for which the response is transient. Some other examples
are described in the problems. In the text, however, we shall explore only the
steady, forced vibration problem for which the equation of motion (6.82) has the
form

x + 2vi + p2x =

Q sin Qt,

(6.88)
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in which v and p are defined in (6.84) and

Fa
Q==- .

(6.89)
m
We recall that p is the free vibrational circular frequency of the undamped oscillator; it is the intrinsic frequency of the system . Therefore, for future clarity and
brevity, p is called the natural (circular)frequency.
The general solution X H of the homogeneous equation associated with (6.88)
when Q = 0 is given by (6.65b) when v = 0, and by (6.86f), (6.86\), or (6.86n),
according as 0 < ~ = v/ p < I, ~ > I, or ~ = I, respectively, as summarized earlier (page 157). Consequently, the general solution of (6.88) is obtained by adding
to the appropriate homogeneous solution x H = e:" u(t) a particular solution x p
of (6.88) that gives the effect of the external force .
A particular solution of (6.88) may be obtained by the method of undetermined coefficient s. Accordingly, we take Xp = C 1 sin Qt + C2 cos Qt, where
Q =j:. P is the forcing frequency and the constants C 1, C2 are chosen to satisfy
(6.88) identically. Substitution of Xp into (6.88) yields
[(p 2 _ Q2)C\ _ 2vQC2 -

Q] sin Qt + [2vQC\ + (p2 -

Q2)C2] cos Qt = 0,

which holds identically for all t if and only if the coefficients vanish. This provides
two equations for the constants C 1 and C2 , which yield

C1 =

-2X sH

Xs(l - ~ 2)

(l_~2)2+(2~n2 '

C2 = -(l-_-~--=-2--=-)2-+-(-2~-~--=-)2'

(6.90a)

wherein, by definition,

Xs

==

Q

p2

Fa

= k'

~

==

Q
p'

(6.90b)

and ~ is the viscous damping ratio defined in (6.86p). Notice that X s is the static
deflection of the spring due to Fa, and ~ is the ratio of the forcing frequency to the
natural frequency .
The general solution of (6.88) is the sum x(t) = XH + Xp. This gives the
forced vibrational motion
(6.90c)
provided that Q =j:. p. The first term in (6.90c) is the transient part of the motion .
It describes the damped , free vibrational part of the motion for which u(t) is
identified in (6.86f) for the lightly damped problem, in (6.861) for the heavily
damped case and in (6.86n) for the critically damped problem . In any event, the
transient, damped part of the motion (6.90c) vanishes as t ---+ 00, and the motion
attains the steady-state simple harmonic form described by the last two terms.
When v = 0, however, u(t) is the simple harmonic solution of (6.68) ; and this
part of the undamped, forced vibrational motion (6.90c) does not die out, it is
not a transient motion. Nevertheless, the part of the undamped, forced vibrational
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motion described by the last two terms in (6.90c) is still named the steady-state
part. Thus , in every case the effect of the sinusoidal driving force is to superimpose
on the free, damped or undamped vibrational motion a simple harmonic motion
whose frequency Q equals that of the driving force (6.87) and whose steady-state
amplitude, in accordance with (6.90a), is defined by
H =

/ C2

- V

I

+ C2 _
2

Xs

)(1 _ ~2)2 + (2H)2·

(6.90d)

See (6.71). The steady-state amplitude is constant for a fixed value of Q, hence s:
but it grows larger as ~ ---+ 1, that is, as the forcing frequency Q approaches the
natural frequency p .
The foregoing results are used to study the ideal undamped, and the lightly,
heavily, and critically damped vibration problems. We begin with the undamped
case.

6.12.1. Undamped Forced Vibrational Motion
The equation for the undamped forced vibrational motion of the load is obtained from (6.88) with v = pt; = 0:
(6.91)
We recall (6.90a) and (6.90d) to obtain (C l , C2) = (H , 0); then (6.90c), in which
u(t) is the simple harmonic solution of (6.68), yield s the general solution of (6.91):
x(t) = A cos pt

+ B sin pt + H sin Qt ,

(6.92a)

where , with (6.90b),
Q

~=-#1.

p

(6.92b)

The motion (6.92a) is the superposition of two distinct simple harmonic
motions. The first two terms, which contain the two integration constants, represent
an undamped, free vibration of circular frequency p . The third term is the steadystate, forced vibrational contribution; it depend s on the driving force amplitude in
(6.92b) but is independent of the initial data and has the same circular frequency
Q as the disturbing force. In general, the two motions have different amplitudes,
frequencies, and phase. Therefore, their composition, and hence the motion, is not
periodic unless the ratio ~ = Q/ p is a rational number, or unless A and B are zero.
Thu s, the undamped, forced vibrational motion (6.92a) usually is a complicated
aperiodic motion .
Suppose, for example, that the system is given an initial displacement x (O) =
Xo and velocity i(O) = Vo . Then (6.92a) yields A = Xo and B = (vo - HQ) /p,
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and the undamped, forced vibrational motion is described by
x (t )

= Xo cos pt + Vop sin pt + H(sin Qt - ~ sin pt) .

(6.92c)

Even if the system were started from its natural rest state so that xo = Vo = 0, the
solution x (t ) = H(sin Qt - ~ sin pt) still contains both free and forced vibration
terms. This motion generally is not periodic. Suppose, however, that the initial data
may be chosen so that xo = 0 and Vo = H Q for a fixed forcing frequency . Then
A = B = 0 and the motion (6.92a) reduces to the steady-state, periodic motion
x(t) = H sin Qt.
The effects of damping and the critical case when ~ = I will be discussed
momentarily. First, we consider an example that illustrates the application of these
results to a mechanical system.
Example 6.15. The equation for the undamped, forced vibration of the pendulum device described in Fig. 6.19, page 150, is given in (6.8Ie). Solve this
equation for the case when both the motion of the hinge support and the angular
motion of the pendulum are small. Assume that the pendulum is released from rest
at a small angle ¢o.
Solution. The differential equation (6.8Ie) describes a complicated nonlinear, undamped, forced vibrational motion of the pendulum. To simplify matters,
we consider the case when the angular placement is sufficiently small that terms
greater than first order in ¢ may be ignored. Then (6.81e) simplifies to
..

2

xoQ2

(6.93a)

¢+ P ¢ = -e-sinQt,

where p 2 = g I e. This equation has the same form as (6.91); it describes the small,
undamped, steady forced vibrational motion of the pendulum. For consistency
with the small motion assumption, however, we consider only the case for which
the motion of the hinge support 0 also is small , so that xo l e « 1. Because the
amplitude of the disturbing force in (6.93a) varies with its frequency , for small
motions ¢(t), the range of operating frequencies also is limited .
The general solution of(6.93a), with Q == xOQ2 Ie, may be read from (6.92a) :
¢(t) = A cos pt

+ B sin pt + H sin Qt ,

(6.93b)

in which A and B are constants and the steady-state amplitude, by (6.92b), is
Q
~==-i=1.

(6.93c)

P

The assigned initial data determine the constants in (6.93b),
¢(O) = A = ¢o,

<b(0) = Bp

+ HQ =

0,

(6.93d)
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which then yields the solution for the small angular motion of the pendulum:
¢(t) = ¢o cos pt

+

xO~ 2

eo- ~ )(sin Qt 2

~

sin pt) .

(6.93e)

It is evident that this small motion solution is meaningful only for sufficiently
small values of the driving frequency ratio ~; otherwise, the smallness of ¢(t) is
violated .
D

6.12.1.1.

The Resonance Phenomenon

As ~ = Q/ p ~ 1, the motion (6.92c) in response to the driving force grows
increasingly larger, and at ~ = 1, its amplitude (6.92b) is infinite. The condit ion
~ = Q/ p = 1 when the forcing frequency is tuned to the natural frequency of
the system is known as resonance. It is useful to examine the solution for the
undamped motion at the resonant frequency .
Let x *(t) denote the motion at the resonant frequency Q = p , and recall
(6.92b). Then from (6.92c), we evaluate x *(t) = limQ--+p x(t) to obtain
x*(t) = (xo - Kt)cospt

1

.

+ -(vo + K)smpt ,
p

P
Fo
K == -Xs = - .
2
2mp

This is not a steady-state motion; its amplitude increases continuously with time,
so the vibrations grow increasingly larger. Although the condition of resonance
does not occur instantaneously, the motion of the load may grow excessively and
exceedingly large in a short time .
6.12.1.2. Steady-State Amplitude Factors
Two kinds of dimensionless amplitude factors arise often in forced vibration
problems, both characterize the steady-state response of the system in terms of the
frequency ratio. One of these amplitude factors, defined by

I

c¥o== - - 2 '

1-

~

(6.94a)

called the magnification fa ctor, appears in the steady-state amplitude relation
(6.92b). The magnification factor is the ratio of the steady-state dynamic response
amplitude H to the static amplitude X s of the system, hence C¥o = H/ X s is a
measure of the dynamic displacement compared to the static displacement of the
load.
A different dimensionless amplitude factor, defined by
~2

C¥I == I _ ~2 '

(6.94b)
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Figure 6.23. Response amplitude factor at
for steady-state forced vibrations without damping as a
function of the system frequency ratio ~ = Q / p .

appears in the steady-state amplitude relation (6.93c) for the forced vibration of the
pendulum. Since ¢£. describes the small horizontal motion of the pendulum bob,
we see that H £. is its maximum value in the steady-state motion ¢a == H sin [2t .
Thus, the amplitude factor in this case, according to (6.93c), is the ratio of the
dynamical amplitude H £. of the bob to the amplitude Xo of the support; hence <Yl
is a measure of the dynamical response of the system .
Graphs of the amplitude factors (6.94b) and (6.94a) are shown in Figs . 6.23
and 6.24, respectively. These response graphs are independent of the particular
physical problems in which these amplitude factors may arise. The general physical
relevance of (6.94b), however, is readily illustrated in connection with the driven
pendulum example.
The map of (6.94b) is shown in Fig . 6.23. Accordingly, at small operating
frequencies ~, the amplitude factor <Yl also is small, both near zero. Thus, the
influence of the vibrating support on the small amplitude oscillations of the pendulum is insignificant, and the motion in (6.93b) is essentially a simple harmonic
motion of natural frequency p . Moreover, for ~ < I, <Yl > 0 and H = XO<Yl! £. > O.
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Therefore, the steady-state motion ¢a == H sin Qt of the bob is in phase with the
driving force (6.87); that is, the bob's motion is in the direction in which the support is moving. This is characterized by the solid left-hand curve in Fig. 6.23.
At resonance, the forcing frequency is tuned to the natural frequency at ~ = 1,
and therefore the amplitude factor (6.94b), and hence the amplitude of the pendulum motion , becomes infinite, as indicated by the vertical line in the response
graph . But this is not an instantaneous effect, rather it indicates a growth in the
amplitude in time, growth which eventually violates the small amplitude motion
assumption used in the solution. When ~ > 1, the amplitude factor at < 0, and
hence H = xoa, Ie < 0 also. Thus , the steady-state response of the pendulum, the
part ¢a = H sin Qt = IHI si n(Qt ± rr ), is simple harmonic and 1800 out of phase
with the driving force (6.87); that is, the bob's motion is opposite to the direction
in which the support is moving . This case is represented by the dotted response
curve in Fig. 6.23. At high operating frequencie s for which ~ » 1, aj -+ -I ; that
is, H -+ -xo l e. Because Xo « e, the high frequency, steady-state dynamical
amplitude of the pendulum swing will be small, and the steady- state pendulum
motion (6.93b) is a high frequency, simple harmonic vibration , but 1800 out of
phase with the motion of the support . For graphical convenience, it is customary
to plot the absolute value of the amplitude factor. When this is done for aI , the
dotted curve in Fig. 6.23 is transformed into its mirror reflection shown as the solid
right-hand curve above it.
Interpretation of the general physical relevance of the magnification factor
(6.94a) in its relation to the response graph shown in Fig. 6.24 is a bit different. In
accordance with (6.92b), for a small operating frequency the magnification factor
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ao ~ I, as shown in Fig. 6.24. This means that the steady-state motion of the mass

shown in Fig. 6.20 has an amplitude equal to the static displacement of the spring
due to a force Fo. The motion is in phase with the driving force, so the mass moves in
the direction of this force. As ~ -+ I at resonance, the amplitude grows indefinitely
great, as described earlier. Beyond resonance ~ > I; so, the steady-state motion in
(6.92a) is out of phase with the driving force, and hence the mass in Fig. 6.20 moves
in a direction opposite to the disturbing force . Under a high frequency driving force
for which ~ -+ 00 in Fig. 6.24, the steady-state amplitude response ao(~) -+ 0,
and hence the steady-state amplitude in (6.92b) approaches zero . Therefore, the
high frequency vibration of the supporting structure has virtually no effect on the
motion of the system, and the mass in Fig. 6.20 remains essentially stationary.
Of course, some sort of damping or friction is always present in real mechanical systems . Damping effects in the forced vibration of a load are studied
next.
6.12.2. Steady-State Vibrational Response of a Damped System
When damping is present , the free vibrational part of the motion , the first
term in (6.90c) called the transient state, eventually dies out, and the vibrational
motion thus converges toward a harmonic motion having the same frequency as
the disturbing force, the steady-state heartbeat of the system. In consequence, only
the steady-state part of the motion (6.90c) of a damped system need be considered.
Let X a denote the steady-state solution. Then by (6.90c)
Xa

= H sin(fU - A),

(6.95a)

where H is defined in (6.90d) and, from (6.90a) , the initial phase A is given by

C2

2~l;

tan A = - - = - - .
C,
I - ~2

(6.95b)

Clearly, for ~ = I, A = 90° at resonance; and in this case, when Qt = If / 2, F* =
Fo in (6.87) and X a = 0 in (6.95a). Hence, at resonance, the vibrating body in
Fig. 6.20 is moving through its mid position in its steady-state motion at the same
instant when the driving force is at its greatest value. Notice that the response
amplitude H in (6.90d) does not depend on any initial data. Thus, regardless of
how the system may be set into motion initially, after a time , it settles down to the
steady-state motion (6.95a) whose amplitude (6.90d) and phase (6.95b) depend
upon the damping and frequency ratios.
The amplitude factor defined by

a=

I

J(l - ~2)2 + (2~n2

=

H

x,

(6.95c)

is a measure of the dynamic response; it is the ratio of the dynamic amplitude H
to the static spring deflection X,I of the load due to the maximum disturbing force
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Figure 6.25. Magnification factor as a function of the frequency ratio ~ for various values of the damping
parameter r in a forced vibration of a system .

Fo. Notice that when ~ = 0, a = laol in (6.94a), and hence a is also known as
the magnification factor. The response curves corresponding to (6.95c) for various
values of the damping ratio are shown in Fig. 6.25. The curve for ~ = 0 is the same
as the plot of laol in Fig . 6.24.
At low frequencies, ; = Q/ p is very close to zero, and (6.95c) shows that a
is very nearly equal to I in Fig . 6.25. In this case, the disturbing force has such
a low frequency Q in comparison with the undamped natural frequency p that it
behaves very nearly as a static dead load; hence H is nearly the same as the static
response to the disturbing force : H = Xs = Fo/ k, very nearly. Notice by (6.95c)
that for; = 1, the curve for ~ = yields a = 1. This is the emphasi zed point on
the resonance line; = I in Fig. 6.25.
At high freque ncies.s » I, and (6.95c) shows that the dynamic response amplitude H becomes very small with a and approaches zero as; -+ 00 in Fig . 6.25.
The frequency of the disturbing force in this instance changes so rapidly that the

!
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mass cannot respond but slightly, though at the same frequency, in accordance
with (6.95a). Figure 6.25 thus shows that for very small or very large values of
the effect of any sort of damping is insignificant.
At the resonant frequency, the forcing frequency Q is tuned to the natural
frequenc y p so that ~ = 1. Then (6.95c) gives H = Xs 12~ = Fa /2~k , (6.95b)
yields A = n 12 for the angle by which the disturbing force F * in (6.87) leads the
steady-state motion x" in (6.95a), which becomes

t,

Fa

x" = - 2~k cos pt .

(6.95d)

Hence , if the damping ratio is small, the amplitude of the steady motion may become seriously large when Q is close to p . Resonance in the undamped system
corresponds to ~ = 0 in Fig. 6.25. The effect ofdamping is to reduce the response
amplitude, and at the resonant frequency ratio ~ = 1 the reduction may be especially significant . Thus, the intensity of the resonant motion may be substantially
reduced by the introduction of damping in the system.
The peak magnification in the damped motion, however, does not occur at
~ = 1. For fixed values of ~ and p , the maximum magnification occurs when ~
has the value
(6.95e)
This is known as the damped resonant frequency ratio and Q* = p~ * is called the
damped resonantforcingfrequency. From (6.95e), the peak frequency Q* occurs
at a ratio ~ * which is somewhat smaller than 1, depending upon the degree of
damping.
At the damped resonant frequency ratio r, the maximum dynamic amplitude
is H * and the magnification factor (6.95c) has the maximum value
a *=

I

H*

=2~~-

x, :

(6.95f)

which depends on the damping ratio. The locus of these maxima, indicated by the
dotted curve in Fig. 6.25, shows that the peak value a * increases as the damping
ratio ~ decreases. Since ~ usually is much less than I , (6.95e) shows that ~ * = I;
that is, the value of the lightly damped resonant forcing frequency Q* differs very
little from the undamped, free vibrational frequency p of the system . In this case,
from (6.95f), the maximum dynamic amplitude at the damped resonant frequency
is H* == Xsa* = X, 1 2 ~ , very nearly. For small damping the amplitude is greatest
near the resonant frequency ratio ~ = I . As t; increases, a* decreases and shifts
toward the left until it reaches a * = I at ~* = 0 for ~ = .fi12. Afterwards, the
peak o" = I is a relative maximum value for all ~ > .fi12, and (6.95f) is no longer
applicable.
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Force Transmissibility in a Damped System

The vibrating load in its steady-state obviously transmits force to the supporting structure of the system. Therefore, it is important to have a measure of
the intensity of this force . In this section, a certain transmissibility factor is introduced, and effects due to variat ion in the damping and in the operating frequency
are discussed.
In the steady-state motion (6.95a), the spring and damping forces for the
mechanical system in Fig. 6.20 are given by

Fs = kx; = kH sin(Qt - A),

FD = cXa = cQH cos(Qt - A),

(6.96a)

Fs

whose amplitudes are
= kH and FD = cHQ . Each force in (6.96a) contributes
to the total force transmitted to the support: Fs + FD = FT sin(Qt - A + 1{;)
where tan 1{; == cQ / k and the maximum impressed force , denoted by FT, is defined
by
(6.96b)
Then the ratio of the total impressed force to the maximum value of the disturbing
force Fo = k K, defines the transmission ratio TR , also known as the transmission
factor or the transmissibility. Thus, with (6.95c), we find the transmission ratio
(6.96c)
The graph of the transmission ratio as a function of the frequency ratio s =
various values of the damping ratio ~ = c [Zmp is shown in Fig . 6.26.
The greatest transmission to the supporting structure for small damping occurs
at resonance, and the effect of increased damping is to decrease the amplitude
of the transmi ssion and shift it toward the left of the resonant frequency line
!; = 1. Notice, however, that a transmission factor TR = I occurs at a universal
frequency ratio s = ../2 (shown as the small circle in Fig . 6.26) , regardless of
the amount of damping. For s > ../2, the transmission ratio TR < I, and hence
the tran smitted force is smaller than the applied disturbing force. Moreover, the
transmission ratio actually is made smaller by decreasing the amount of damping
at high operating frequencies. Therefore, less vibrational force is transmitted to
the supporting structure. As a result, smoother operation may be expected. At very
low operating frequencies, the transmissibility is again close to I for all values of
the damping. Otherwise, Fig . 6.26 shows that increasing the amount of damping
~ when 0 < !; < ./2 decreases the maximum transmitted force. In summary, if
!; < ./2, TR > 1 and greater damping is recommendedfor smoother operation of
the system; however, when!; > ../2, TR < 1 and decreased damping.will result in
smoother operation, that is, the effect ofthe transmittedforce intensity is reduced.

Q/ P for
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Figure 6.26. Transmissibility as a function of the frequency ratio s for various values of the damping ratio

!; in the forced vibration of a system.

For ~ = .;2, TR = I f or every damped (linear) mechanical system. Mechanical
design with these ideas in mind is known as vibration isolation.

6.13. Motion under a General Nonlinear Force f( x , x )
So far, we have considered free and forced vibration s of damped and undamped systems subjected to forces that are linear in x and i . Here we study the
motion x (t ) of a particle under a general nonline ar force f = f( x , i) per unit
mass. This total force may include inertial forces as well as other sorts of linear
and nonlinear contact and body forces. The equation of motion is

x = f (x , i

).

(6.97)

Although exact solutions of such equations can be obtain ed, this is not always
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possible, and the analysis of (6.97) often is difficult. Some readily integrable
situations arise when ! (x , x) has special properties . The reader will see easily, for example, that for a nonlinear force of the form [t», x ) = g(x)h(x) for
smooth functions g(x) and h(x), the equation of motion (6.97) has the first integral h- l(x)dx 2 = 2 g(x)dx + C, where C is a constant. Another example
follows .

f

f

6.13.1. Special Class of Nonlinear Equations of Motion
A variety of dynamical systems are characterized by an integrable nonlinear
equation of motion (6.97) of the form
q(x)i

1

+ 2:x

2 dq(x)
~

= g(x),

(6.98a)

for any smooth functions q(x) and g(x) . This equat ion may be written as
:x

[~X2q(X)] =

(6.98b)

g(x) ,

which is twice integrable . We first derive
x

2q(x)

= 2

f

g(x)dx

+ C == p(x),

(6.98c)

where C is a constant, and thus obtain the velocity function
vex) = x (x ) =

j

± -p(x) .

(6.98d)

q(x)

A second integration yields the travel time in the motion:
t

=±

fff!d
(x )

- - dx
p(x)

+ to,

(6.98e)

to denoting the initial instant. In principle, this determines the nonlinear motion
x (t ); then vet) can be found from (6.98d). The inversion of (6.98e), however, may

require numerical integration. Two explicit example s are provided in the following
exercises .

Exercise 6.6. The motion of a particle free to slide on a smooth parabolic
wire y = 4kx2 that rotates about its vertical y-axi s with a constant angular speed
is described by the nonlinear equation
(1 + k 2x 2)i

+ Qx + k 2x x 2 =

0,

where k and Q are constants. Derive a first integral for x (x ).

o
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Exercise 6.7. The motion of a dynamical system is governed bythe equation

(h 2 + r 2(

2

)O+

r2

ee + kri) cos e =

0,

where h, k, and r are constants. The system is initially at rest at
integral giving the travel time in the motion .

e=

O. Derive an

0

6.13.2. Radial Oscillations of an Incompressible Rubber Thbe
Nonlinear equations of the type (6.98a) arise often in physical problems. An
important example in nonlinear elasticity theory, discovered by J. K. Knowles in
1960, concerns the finite amplitude, free radial oscillations of a very long cylindrical tube made of an incompressible, rubberlike material. The tube has an inner
radius rl and outer radius rz in its undeformed state and is initially inflated uniformly by an internal pressure . A purely radial motion of the tube is induced by its
sudden deflation, so that the radial motion of any concentric cylindrical material
surface of radius R in the deformed state at time t is described by R = R(r, t),
where r is the radius of the corresponding undeformed cylindrical material surface. Let R J , R 2 respectively denote the inner and outer radii of the deformed tube
surfaces at time t. Because of the incompressibility of the material, these radii
are related by R2 = 2Hence, the motion is determined completely if
R1(t) is known. It proves convenient to introduce the dimensionless ratios

Rr r rr.
x(t)

RJ(l)

= - -,

(6.99a)

rl

Knowles found for arbitrary rubberlike materials that the free radial motion of the
tube is described by the nonlinear differential equation
xlog(l+ ;)X+(IOg(l+ ;)-It:x 2

)i

2+h(X,It)=O

,

(6.99b)

where hex, It) is a known function that depends on the constitutive character of
the rubberlike material. Notice that while this problem concerns the motion of a
highly deformable body, the equation of motion actually involves only the motion
of a particle on the inner surface of the tube . All other particles on the inner surface
have the same radial motion.
At first glance, equation (6.99b) certainly appears formidable. Upon multiplication by x, however, it is seen that (6.99b) assumes the form (6.98a) and may
be written as

~ (~i2x210g(1+ ;))+Xh(X,It)=O.
This yields the first integral
2 2

i x 10g (1

+ ;) =

-2

f

xh(x, It)dx

+ C = p(x).

(6.99c)

(6.99d)
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The integration constant C depends on the specified initial data x(O) = Xa, x(O) =
Va. Equation (6.99d) thus determines the radial "velocity" function
vex) = x(x) =

p (x )

±

x 2 log ( 1 + ;)'

(6.9ge)

in which x = R1/rl , hence [vex )] = [T - 1] . The analytical properties of the function p (x ) show that the phase plane curves described by (6.9ge) are closed and that
(6.9ge) yields exactly two values x = a, x = b > a for which v(a) = v(b) = 0;
so the motion is periodic. See the referenced paper by Knowles for details.
Integration of (6.9ge), with the appropriate sign chosen to render t > 0, yields
the travel time
t

_jXdx

-

Xo

v(x) '

(6.99f)

The finite periodi c time r of the purely radial oscillati ons of the tube , the time
required for the tube to pulsate from x = a to x = b and back again, is thus
determined by the formula

2i V~;) '
b

r =

(6.99g)

It turns out that the exact solution of (6.99g) may be obtained for special kind s
of rubb erlike materials. Without getting into these matters, however, we see that
these general results are useful because they provide physical insight into what is
otherwise a very difficult dynamical problem . Some additional simpler examples
may be found in the problems at the end of this and subseq uent chapters. (See
Problems 6.68 and 6.69.) Simil ar ideas are applied in Chapter 7 to determine
exactly the motion and period of the finite amplitude oscillations of a pendulum.

6.14. Infinitesimal Stability of the Relative Equilibrium
States of a System
In other problems for which the exact solution of (6.97) is not possible,
a variety of analytical and graphical methods described in other works may be
used to construct an appro ximate solution or to study various physical aspects of
the motion of the dynamical system. An important physical attribute of particular
interest is the infinitesimal stability of the relative equilibrium states of a dynamical
system governed by (6.97).
Relative equilibrium solutions of (6.97), if any exist, are the time independent
solutions XE of the equation
!(X E, O) = O.

(6. 100)
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Figure 6.27. Schematic illustrating the concepts of (a) infinitesimal stability, (b) neutral stability, and
(c) instability.

This provides the positions X E at which the mass is at relative rest. In the special
case when! is linear in x , there is only one equilibrium solution of (6.100), but for
nonlinear systems there may be many relative equilibrium positions. In particular,
if !(XE , 0) is a polynomial in X E, there are as many equilibrium positions as there
are real roots of (6.100); but some of these may not be stable .
The question of how the system behaves if disturbed only slightly from a
relative equilibrium position is of special interest. If the body either returns eventually to the relative equilibrium position XE, or oscillates about X E so that its
motion always remains in a small neighborhood of X E, the relative equilibrium
position is said to be infinitesimally stable, or briefly, stable. For greater clarity,
the term asymptotically stable is also used to characterize the relative equilibrium
position in the case when the body returns eventually to this state. If the body,
following its arbitrary small disturbance from an equilibrium position , remains at
a fixed small distance from the relative equilibrium position, the equilibrium state
is called neutrally stable. On the other hand, if the body moves away indefinitely
from X E, the relative equilibrium state is called unstable. The se three situations
are illustrated in Fig. 6.27 for the small disturbance of a heavy particle from its
equilibrium position X E. The particle will perform small oscillations indefinitely
about the equilibrium state at the lowest point of the bowl in Fig. 6.27a, and hence
this state is infinitesimally stable . Now suppose the bowl contains water, then the
oscillations eventually will die out as the heavy particle settles down to x E; in this
instance X E is asymptotically stable. If the particle is given a small displacement
from X E on the horizontal plane surface in Fig. 6.27b and released from rest, it
will remain there ; therefore, the equilibrium state XE is neutrally stable . Finally,
in Fig . 6.27c, if the particle is disturbed only very slightly from its equilibrium
position at the vertex of the inverted bowl, it will move away indefinitely from x E,
so this position is unstable.
To investigate the motion in the neighborhood of a relative equilibrium position X E , we write
X (t)

=

where xU) is a small disturbance from

XE

+ X(t) ,

XE ,

(6.101)

compatible with any constraints on x,
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so that X = X also is a small quantity of the same order. The function f(x, x) is
then expanded in a Taylor series about x E to obtain to the second order in X and X,

0)+ af(x, x ) I
f( x , ')-f(
x - X E,
ax

XE

+ af(x , x) I

X

ax

XE

Thus , recalling (6.100) and (6.101), introducing
ex

== _

af (x.. x)
ax

I,

f3

== _

XE

. +O( X,X·
2 .2)

X

af (x, x)
ax

I,
XE

(6.102)

x,

and neglecting all terms of order greater than the first in X and
we thus obtain
from (6.97) the linearized differential equation of motion of the body about the
relative equilibrium position x E:

X+ exx+f3X=O .

(6.103)

The relative equilibrium position will be stable if and only if the solution X (r)
of this equation remain s bounded for all time t or approaches zero as t --+ 00.
Otherwise, the initial infinitesimal displacement grows with time and eventually violates the smallness assumptions leading to (6.103) ; so, the position X E is
unstable .
We recognize that (6.103) is similar to (6.83) for the damped , free vibrations of
a body about its relative equilibrium state. Here, however, the constant coefficients
obtained from (6.102) are arbitrary; they may be positive, negative, or zero, so all
possible solutions of (6.103) must be examined. The usual trial solution XT = Ae A1
of (6.103) yields the characteristic equation
(6.104a)
which has the two solutions

Therefore, the general solution of (6.103) is
X(t) = Ale

A11

+ A2eA2t,

(6.104c)

in which A I, A2 are arbitrary constants. The physical nature of the solution, and
hence the stability of the relative equilibrium positions, is characterized by the
signs of ex and f3 , which determine the roots AI and A2. There are several cases to
explore.
1. Roots AI, A2 are real and negative. Then (6.104c) shows that X(t) --+ 0 as
t --+ 00. Therefore, the equilibrium position is asymptotically stable. For
real roots (6.104b), (ex /2)2 > f3 must hold . Moreover, ex > 0 is necessary
for a negative root AI . If f3 = 0 or f3 < 0, Al will be non-negative, contrary to the initial requirement. Consequently, it is nece ssary and sufficient
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that ex > 0, (ex j2)2 > /3 > hold. Hence, ex > 0, /3 > in (6.104a) imply
asymptotic stability.
2. Roots AI , A2 are real and positive. Then X(t) -+ 00 as t -+ 00 in (6.104c),
and hence the equilibrium position is unstable. Real roots require (ex j2)2 >
/3. For A2 > 0, ex < is neces sary, and hence /3 = or /3 < cannot hold.
The refore , it is necessary and sufficient that ex < 0, (ex j2)2 > /3 > hold.
Thus, ex < 0, /3 > in (6.104a) imply instability.
3. RootSAI > 0,A2 < 0,orconversely.Thesecondtermin(6.104c)-+ Oand
the first ---+ 00 , or conversely; so the relative equilibrium position is unstable. Real roots require (ex j2)2 > /3; and /3 =1= 0, otherwise Al = 0. Case 1
and Case 2 show that /3 > 0, ex > and /3 > 0, ex < cannot satisfy the
assigned conditions. Therefore, /3 < must hold, and the conditions on AI,
A2 are then satisfied for all real ex. So, /3 < 0, ex arbitrary imply instability.
4. Roots AI. A2 are complex conjugates. Now /3 > (ex j2)2 > must hold and
(6.104c) may be written as

°
°

°

°°

° °

°

°

(6.104d)
where r = (/3 - (ex j2)2)1 /2 is real and positive. If ex > 0, we have Case
I : ex > 0, /3 > 0, and hence the equilibrium position is asymptotically
stable. Notice that X (t) ---+ as t ---+ 00. If ex = 0, the motion (6.104d)
is simple harmonic, and hence the relative equilibrium position is
infinitesimally stable . Finally, when ex < 0, we have Case 2: ex < 0,
/3 > 0, and X(t) ---+ 00 with t. The equilibrium state is unstable.
5. For /3 = 0, (6.104b) yields Al = 0, A2 = -ex, and hence the motion is
given by

°

(6.104e)
When ex > 0, X -+ A I as t -+ 00; the equilibrium position is neutrally
stable . When ex < 0, X(t) ---+ 00 with t , and the equilibrium position is
unstable. The degenerate case when ex = also yields X = in (6.103) ;
so X(t) = Al + A 2t . The equilibrium state is again unstable .

°

°

In summ ary, for all real or complex characteristic roots (6.104b) , the infinitesimal stability of the relative equilibrium states is characterized by the following
four circumstances express ed in terms of the infinitesimal stability parameters ex
and /3, the coefficients (6.102) of the linearized equation of motion (6.103). The
relative equilibrium position is
(a) infinitesimally stable when ex = 0, /3 > 0, )
(b) asymptotically stable for ex > 0, /3 > 0,
(c) neutrally stable for ex > 0, /3 = 0,
(d) unstable for all remaining cases.

(6.105)
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These results also may be conveniently arranged in a matrix shown below.

<xtl.B-+

> 0
A
S
U

>0
=0
< 0

=0
N
U
U

< 0
U
U
U

Notice that the system is always unstable when either

<X

oc B is negative.

6.14.1. Stability of the Equilibrium Positions of a Pendulum
We now investigate the infinitesimal stability of the (relative) equilibrium
positions of a simple pendulum whose finite angular motion is described by
(6.67b) :

e.. =

2 •

-p sin e.

(6.106a)

This has the form of (6.97) in which fee , B) = _p2 sine is independent of B.
Hence , by (6.102), <X == 0 and f = p2 cos E at an equilibrium position (h. Thus,
from (a) in (6.105), eE is a stable equilibrium position if and only if.B > O.
The (relative) equilibrium states, by (6.100), are given by

e

f(e E)=-p2 sine E=0 ,

(6.106b)

e

also evident from (6.106a) . This yields infinitely many equilibrium positions E =
±nJr, n = 0, I, 2, . . . . But only two, E = 0, n , are physically distinct positions .
For eE = 0, fJ = p2 > 0, and for eE = n , .B = _p2 < O. Hence , eE = 0 is an
infinitesimally stable equilibrium position , whereas eE = Jr is unstable.
To see this somewhat differently, recall (6.101), write e(l) = eE + X(t) , and
then lineari ze equation (6.106a) to obtain

e

X + (p2coSeE)X =0.

(6.106c)

This corresponds to the linearized equation (6.103). Specifically, then

X + p2 X = 0 for eE = 0,

X-

p2 X = 0 for eE = Jr .

(6.106d)

We know that the first of (6.106d) yields a stable simple harmoni c solution for
any given initial data, whereas the second yields a solution that grows exponentially with time. Hence, we again conclude that E = 0 is an infinitesimally stable
equilibrium position , while E = n is unstable.
The physical nature of the results is evident. Any small disturbance of the
pendulum bob from its lowest point at eE = 0 results in a small oscillation about
this equilibrium position. Any infinitesimally small disturbance from its extreme
vertical position eE = it , on the other hand, grows increasingly larger and quickly
violates the smallness assumption leading to (6.106c).

e

e
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6.14.2. Application to Linear Oscillators
The foregoing discu ssion has focused on infinitesimal stability for nonlinear
problem s in the class defined by (6.97), but the same infinitesimal perturbation
procedure can be applied to all sorts of dynamical systems, including problems
in which f (x, x) is linear in either one or both variables x and x. For illustration, let us reexamine the stability of the equilibrium positions of the rotating
spring-mass system studied in Section 6.9.2 , page 145. Equation (6.77b) gives
the equation of motion in the form (6.97) : i = f(x , x) = ap2 - p2(l - TJ 2)x ,
independent of x and linear in x . Equation (6.100) yields the evident equilibrium position X E = a/(l - TJ 2), the same as (6.77g) . The infinitesimal stability
parameters in (6.102) are a == 0, f3 = - df(x) /dxl x£ = p2(l - 71 2). Therefore,
the equilibrium position X E is infinitesimally stable if and only if f3 > 0, that is,
when and only when 71 == co/ p < 1. This is precisely the result derived earlier for
arbitrary amplitude oscillations consistent with obvious constraints but based on
the familiar nature of equation (6.77i).
The free vibrational motion of the general linear damped oscillator is described in (6.83), and this equation is not restricted to infinitesimal motions z(t)
from the equilibrium position ZE = O. In view of the physical nature of the damping and spring coefficients, the infinitesimal stability parameters in (6.103) are
positive; we identify a == 2v > 0 and f3 == p2 > O. Therefore, we know from infinitesimal stability analysis that the equilibrium position ZE = 0 is asymptotically
stable. In fact, it is physically clear that the system , when disturbed by any amount
consi stent with design constraints, will return eventually to its equilibrium position. If a == 0, the motion about the equilibrium state will be stable for f3 == p2 > 0,
as learned earlier.
It is not necessary to recall the details of the formal infinitesimal stability
analysis of the equilibrium states of a dynamical system. In special problems, it
is straightforward to simply determine the equilibrium states from the equation
of motion , introduce a disturbance like (6.101) for an infinitesimal perturbation
from these states, and then carry out a linearized analysi s of the equation of motion. This process leads to an incremental equation of motion similar to (6.103)
from which the stability may be determined in accordance with (6.105). For further study of vibration problems and stability analysis see the referenced text by
Meirovitch.

6.15. Equations of Motion Relative to the Earth
To investigate effects of the Earth's rotation on the motion of a particle, we
recall the equation ofmotion ofa particle relative to the Earth:

rna", =F-2mO x v",.

(d. 5.102)
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Figure 6.28. Motion of a particle relative to
the Earth.

Let the Earth frame rp = {o; ik } be oriented so that i is directed southward and
j is eastward in the horizontal plane tangent to the Earth's surface at the latitude
A, the angle of elevation of the Earth's axis above the horizontal plane, as shown
in Fig . 6.28. Then k is normal to the surface, directed skyward . Referred to tp, the
angular velocity of the Earth frame is

o=

Q( - cos Ai + sin Ak).

(6.107)

Hence , the Coriolis acceleration is given by
20 x vip = -2Qy sin Xi + 2Q(i sin A+ ZCOSA)j - 2Qy cos Ak,

(6.108)

wherein vip == ox/ot and x(P, t) = xi + yj + zk is the relative position vector.
Finally, the total force acting on the particle P is F = T + W, where W = -mgk
is its apparent weight and T = Qi + Rj + Sk is the total of all other contact and
body forces that act on P. Then, use of (6.108) in (5.102) yields the scalar equations
for the particle 's motion relative to the Earth:
mi = Q+2mQysinA,

(6.109)

my = R - 2mQ(i sin A + Z cos A),

(6.110)

mi; = S - mg + 2mQy COSA .

(6.111)

Some interesting Coriolis effects of the Earth's rotation may be read from
these equations, or more directly from (6.108) . When a particle is traveling eastward so that vip = yj , for example, the Coriolis force -2mO x vip =
2mQy(sin Ai+ cos Ak) for A > in the northern hemisphere drives the particle
toward the right , southward and upward; and at the same latitude in the southern
hemisphere for which A < 0, it drives the particle toward the left, northward and
upward. Therefore, in the moving Earth frame over a period of time, a ship or plane
in its eastward directed motion must make a small course correction northward in
the northern hemisphere and southward in the southern hemisphere, to counter the
Coriolis force effect in (5.102). At the equator A = 0, only the vertical component
is active: -2mO x v\? = 2mQyk, so no course adjustment is needed . Other subtle
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Coriolis effects on the motion of a particle relative to the Earth are demonstrated
in some applications that follow.

6.16. Free Fall Relative to the Earth-An Exact Solution
The elementary result (6.24) for the motion of a particle that falls from rest
relative to the Earth show s that the particle falls on a straight line-the plumb line , a
result that ignores the Coriolis effect of the Earth's spin . Due to the Earth's rotation,
however, the particle in its free fall from rest is defle cted horizontally from the
vertical plumb line . Thi s Coriolis deflection effect is determined, and afterwards
the theoretical result is compared with experimental data. For simplicity, however,
effects due to air resistance, wind, and buoyancy are ignored.
The free fall problem is the simplest example for which an exact solution
of the equations of motion of a particle re lative to the Earth may be obtained. In
thi s case, with (Q , R, S) = 0 and v",(P , 0)
0 initially, (6.109)-(6.111) may be
readily integrated to obtain

=

i = 2Q y sin A,

-2Q(x sin A + Z cos A),

y=

z=

- gt

+ 2Q yCOSA.

(6.1 12a)
(6.1 12b)
(6. 112c)

The next step is less eviden t. We first substitute (6.112a) and (6. 112c) into
(6. 110) and set R = 0 to obtain
)i

+ 4Q 2y =

2Q gt cos A.

(6.1 12d)

Th e general solution of (6. 112d) is given by

gt cos A
2Q
+ A cos 2Qt

Y=

°

+ B sin 2Qt .

(6.1 12e)

Without loss of generality, the orig in may be chosen so that x(P , 0) = O. Thus,
with Y = and y = 0 att = 0, we find A = 0, B = - (g cos A)/4Q2, and hence

y=

g COS A
4Q 2 (2Qt - sin 2Qt ).

(6.112f)

Now substitute this relation into (6.1 12a) and (6.112c), recall the initial data, and
integrate the resu lts to derive the exact time-parametric equations for the particle
path in its free fall relative to the rotating Earth fram e:

x =

g sin 2A
8Q2 (2Q2t2 - I

Y=

si'

z= - T

+

+ cos 2Qt ),

gCOSA
4Q 2 (2Qt - sin 2Qt ),
g cos? A

4Q 2 (2Q2t2 - I+ cos 2Qt) .

(6.1 12g)
(6. 112h)
(6. 112i)
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Notice that both horizontal and vertic al components of the motion are affected by the Earth's rotation, and that the results are independent of the particle's
mass . When the Earth's rotational rate Q -+ 0, these equations show that x -+ 0,
y -+ 0, z -+ _ !gt 2. That is, x(P, t) zk
!gt 2, the elementary solution (6.24)
for which the Earth's rotation is neglected.

=

6.16.1.

=

Free Fall Deflection Analysis

Since Q is small, but not zero, and the time of fall near the Earth's surface
is of short duration, the path equations (6.112g)-(6.112i) may be simplified by
series expansion of the trigonometric functions to retain only terms of O(Qt)2 .
This yields

2
x(P, t) = gt ((Qt)2 sin 2).i
12

+ 4Qt cos Aj -

2(3 - 2(Qt)2 cos 2 )')k) .

(6.112j)

We thus find an eastward (j-directed) deflection of the first order and a north-south
(i-directed) essentially negligible deflection of the second order in Qt . To terms of
the first order in Qt , therefore, the motion is described by
(6.112k)
The first term describes the Coriolis deflection, and the second is the elementary solution (6.24). Therefore, a particle P in its fre e fall relative to the Earth
experiences in either hemisphere an eastward directed deflectionfrom the vertical
axis. The trajectory of P , shown in Fig . 6.29 , to the first order in Qt is a semicubical
parabola in the east-west vertical plane :
(6.1121)

k

f\

..p Frame

0 1-_ :"'-

h

K
•

~d ~

Surface of t he Eart h

Figure 6.29. Freefall deflection of a particle relativeto the
Earth.
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The deflect ion y

= d for fall through a height z = -h is

2 ffh

d = -hQCOSA - .
3
g

(6.112m)

The deflection is greate st at the equator (A = 0) and vanishes at the poles (A =
±1T /2). For examp le, the greate st deflect ion of a raindrop falling freely through
10,000 ft (3049 m), without air resistance , wind, and buoyancy effects, according
to (6. 112m), is d max = 12.1 ft (3.69 m). Though only 0.12 % of the height , the
deflection in the ideal free fall case would be clearly observable . In fact, some
experimental results on falling solid pellet s have been reported.

6.16.2. Reich's Experiment
The free fall of pellets down a deep mine shaft at Freiberg, Germany was
studied by F. Reich in 1831 and published a few years before Coriolis reported
his formula for relative rotational effects in 1835. The depth of the mine was
158.5 m, and Reich obser ved an average deflection of 28.3 mm in 106 trials. The
corresponding value estimated by (6.112m) for the data Q = 7.29 x 10-5 rad/sec ,
g = 9.82 m/sec", and A = 51 0 N is 27.5 mm. Our theoretical estimate thus demonstrates excellent agreement with Reich 's experimental result on the eastward deflection . It is known , however, that the eastward deflection is slightly reduced by
air resistance.
Long before the expression for the Corioli s acceleration was discovered, the
eastward deflection due to the Earth 's rotation was argued intuitivel y by natura l
philosophe rs, though usually incorrectly, and Reich knew about this. In addition,
however, Reich found a small southerly deflection at Freib erg. This north-south
deviation is determined exactly by (6.112g) and to terms of the order (Qt)2 by
(6. 112j) . If the time of fall. from the height h is estimated by their omission in
(6.112j) so that . 2 = 21z/g, the north-south deflection is approximated by 8 =
x( .) = (1z 2Q 2 / 3g) sin 2A. Hence, the southerly deflection predicted for Reich 's
experimental data is roughly 0.004 mm. Within the error of experiment, this would
be zero and in fact negligible ; so, it seems unlikely that such a minute free fall
effect could be accurately measured . The fact that Reich and other s have observed
and reported the effect at all is surprising.

6.17. Foucault's Pendulum
In 1851, 1. B. Leon Foucault" (1819-1868) discovered by experiment that
the effect of the Earth 's rotation on the motion of a carefully constructed pendul um
•• The story of Leon Foucault' s life, his pendulum experiments, his invention of the gyroscope, his
numerou s other acco mplishme nts, and the illustrious period of French history during which he
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is to produce relative to the Earth an apparent rotation of its plane of oscillation
at an angular rate to = Q sin A, clockwise in the northern hemisphere (A > 0)
and anticlockwise in the southern hemisphere (A < 0). Foucault's first pendulum
consisted of a 5 kg brass bob attached to a 2 m long steel wire suspended from the
ceilin g in the cellar of his house, its end held in a device that enabled the pendulum 's
unhindered rotation. To avoid disturbing extraneous vibrations from the thunderous
clatter of passing carriages and other neighborhood noise, echoe s of busy Paris
streets that followed him to his cellar laboratory, he worked during the wee small
hours of the night. His first test, 1-2 AM, Friday, January 3, 1851, ended quickl y in
failure when suddenly the wire broke . Several days later, modifications concluded,
at two 0 ' clock in the morning of Wednesday, January 8, 1851, he recorded in his
journal the slow steady rotation of the plane of the pendulum's swing. Secluded
from the rest of the world in the cellar of his house , without reference to heavenly
bodies , he thus witnessed for the first time in history direct proof of the rotation of
the Earth about its axis! (Incidentally, to relate the time of Foucault's pendulum
experiments in France to American history, we may recall that Millard Fillmore
was 13th President of the United States (1850-1853).)
Needles s to say, Foucault was most anxious to demon strate his important
discovery to French scientists, but he needed a prominent public place to display
his pendulum. Moreover, the effect could be enhanced by the use of a longer
pendulum wire-remember, the period of oscillation for a simple pendulum is
increased with its length; so, with a longer wire the pendulum swings more slowly,
and the turning of the Earth is more easily seen.
Having no scientific credentials himself, he was generally not well-regarded
by the members of the French Acad emy of Sciences. On the other hand, Francoi s
Arago, a man of scientific prominence and a member of the Academ y, the renowned
and distinguished Director of the Paris Observatory, a large building with a high
dome , was a somewhat friendly, admiring associate , who was certain to appreciate his discover y. Foucault convinced Arago to permit the presentation of his
pendulum discovery in the Meridian Hall, the largest, longest, and highe st room
in the Observatory and, though unimportant to the experiment, perfectl y aligned
lengthwise with the Paris Meridian. (This is the very Meridian a certain specified length of which was propo sed to define the length of the standard meter,
but because of errors of its measurement, which is another story, actually it does
struggled for recognition by his colleagues in the Academy of Sciences, is told in the books by
Aczel and by Tobin cited in the References and from which this summary narrative is adapted.
There are, however, some ambiguities and discrepancies in their reports. For instance, it is not clear
from their separate presentations that Foucault 's pendulum demon stration and his paper presented
by Arago at the Academy announcing the discovery occurred on the same day. Also, Tobin, page
141, sets the time for Foucault's Meridian Hall invitation at 2- 3 PM, while Aczel, page 93, reports
3-5 PM; and they express a difference of opinion on other historical matters, including the date
of Foucault's first successful test! Consequently, when I perceived a conflict, unable to check the
origi nal sources myself, though the difference might seem insignificant, I generally leaned toward
Tobin 's view.
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not.) The high ceiling of Meridian Hall would allow use of a pendulum of II m
length .
Foucault prepared invitations and sent them to all members of the Academy
and some others-"You are invited to come to see the Earth tum, in the Meridian
Hall of the Paris Observatory, tomorrow, from two to three." -an invitation clearly
designed to stimulate curiosity and to drive attendance. On February 3, 185 1,
Foucault (see the References) announced his pendulum discovery in a paper presented to the Academy by then supportive Arago. Later that day, many of France's
most famous scientists and mathematicians assembled in Meridian Hall to see
the Earth tum. Word of Foucault' s pendulum experiment success instantly excited
the interest of science-minded Loui s-Napoleon, President of the French Rep ublic, who decreed straightaway that the experiment be repeated in the Pantheon, a
grand temp le and mausoleum for great Frenchmen , the highe st domed building
in all of Paris . A new pendulum 67 m long and weig hing 28 kg, the then longest
and heaviest in the world, was fabricated . At the end of March 1851, Foucault's
dream was realized-the Pantheon pendulum exhibition was open for all visitors
to witness. Later that year , a report of a pendulum experiment in Brazil confirmed
the counterclockwise, southern hemi sphere (A < 0) rotation of the pendulum in
agreement with Foucault's empiri cal sine relation (V = Q sin A.
The dynamical equations of motion of a particle relative to a moving reference
fram e were widel y known long before 1851. The earliest derivation appears to have
come from A. Clairaut in 1742 (see Dugas in the References). The result, however, is commonly attributed to G. G. de Coriolis (1792- 1843), a student of Simeon
Denis Poisson (1781-1840), who presented the correct equations in a paper read
to the Academy of Sciences in 1831 and publi shed a year later. Moreo ver, it is
known that probably around 1837, Poisson had anal yzed the Coriolis effect on the
motion of a pendulum; but failing to appreciate its cumul ative effect , he rejected
the result as too small to be noticeable and apparently never publi shed it. Foucault's demonstration sparked new intere st among mathematicians and scientists
to explain by anal ysis Foucault's empirical sine rule . At a meeting of the Academy
a few day s after Arago's presentation of Foucault's memoir, J. P. M. Binet, an
obscure professor of mechanics and astronomy, wrote down the equations of motion from the principles of dynamics and following some approximations and a
lengthy analysis, there , for the first time, derived Foucault's equation for the rate
of rotation of the pendulum. (See the References.)
Though widely acclaimed around the world for his work in science and engineering, the ultimate honor that Foucault desperately desired , his election as a
member of the Academy of Sciences, was continually denied to him. A seat in the
Academy opened only upon the death of a member and then, of course, the number
of candidates seeking election was many, to say least about vote-rigging politics
that sometimes raised its ugly head . Foucault had narrowly missed election several
times. Finally, on January 23, 1865, 14 years after his famou s demonstration of the
Earth 's rotation and 3 year s before his death, his que st was finally realized when
he was elected to the Academy of Scien ces. Fouc ault described the long awaited
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approbation of his peers, his election to Academy membership, as one of the great
joy s of his life. (See Tobin in the References.)
Nowadays, one may find a Foucault pendulum in just about every major city
around the world. In Lexington, Kentucky, for example , a Foucault pendulum
swings in the Public Library on Main Street. Surprisingly, the pendulum has
been exhibited at the Pantheon only since 1995. In St. Petersburg (formerly
Leningrad), Russia , during the Soviet years from 1931, interrupted by the war
of 1941-1945, and thereafter continuing until the late 1980s, the world's longest
Foucault pendulum, nearly 100 m in length, was suspended from the dome of
St. Isaac's Cathedral, one of the tallest churches in the world, built in 1818-1858.
Students were taken regularly by their professors to see this remarkable display
proving the rotation of the Earth . Soon after Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev 's
initiation of perestroika and his rise to power in 1988, St. Isaac 's was returned to
the Church, and the phenomenal Foucault pendulum, the incongruous centerpiece
of St. Isaac's swinging from its cupola, was promptly removed. Today, the image
of a white dove in flight adorns the pinnacle of the incredibly beautiful and
spectacular ceiling within the golden dome of this magnificent church . Though
still principally a museum as decreed by the Soviet government in 1931, from time
to time St. Isaac's nowadays holds religious services on special occasions, and a
Foucault pendulum may be seen at the St. Petersburg Planetarium. Everyone who
has observed the swing of a Foucault pendulum has, in effect, seen the rotation
of the Earth!
6.17.1.

General Formulation of the Problem

We now tum to the analysis of Foucault's pendulum phenomenon. Let us
consider a pendulum bob of mass m attached by a long wire of length £ to a
fixed point (0, 0, £) along the vertical plumb line in the Earth frame cp = {o ; ik } in
Fig. 6.30. The relative position vectorofm in cp is x(m , t) = xi + yj + zk. The total
force F on the bob is its apparent weight mg and the wire tension T = Tn = Qi +
Rj + Sk , where n = -x/ £i - y / £j + (l - z/ £)k. Hence, the general equations
(6.109)-(6.111) yield the following relations for the motion of the pendulum bob
relative to the Earth:
Tx
-T
+ 2mQ ysin A,

(6.1l3a)

-2mQ(isinA+ zcosA) ,

(6.l13b)

T(£ - z)
£
-mg+2mQ ycosA.

(6.113c)

mx =
my =
m z=

-7

These equations cannot be integrated exactly for large amplitude oscillations.
The manner in which the wire tension varies with the motion is unknown, and its
elimination from these equations serves only to further comp licate matters. It is possible, however, to derive an approximate solution for small amplitude oscillations.
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Figure 6.30. Foucault's pendulum and its motion relative to the Earth.

6.17.2. Equations for Small Amplitude Oscillations
Let us assume that the wire is long compared with the displacement so that
x ] e, y/e, and all of their time derivative s are small terms. Since e- z = e[1 (x 2 + y2)/e2] 1/ 2, our smallness assumption shows that z/ e = (x 2 + yZ )/U 2, approximately. Hence , z/ and its time derivatives are small quantities of the second
order and may be discarded from (6.1l 3a)-(6.l 13c). In particular, (6. l l 3c) then
yields an equation for the wire tension,

e

T = meg - 2Q y cos A).

(6. l l 3d)

Since Q is very small, (6. l l 3d) shows that the tension, as expected, is very nearly
equal to the apparent weight of the bob.
Using (6. l l 3d) in (6. l l 3a) and (6.1l3 b) and neglecting terms of seco nd order,
we obtain the simpler, but coupled system of linear equations
(6. l l 3e)
in which
to

== Q sinA .

(6. l 13f)

The constant p is the familiar small amplitude, circular frequency of the simple
pendulum when the Earth's rotation is ignored. It is evident from (6.ll3e), however,
that the motion of Foucault's pendulum is not simple harmonic.
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6.17.3. Solution of the Small Amplitude Equations
The solution of the coupled system (6.113e) may be obtained following an
unusual change of variable . We multiply the second of (6.113e) by i = P , add
the result to the first equation in (6.1 13e), and introduce the new complex variable
~(t)

= x (t ) + i y(t) ,

(6.113g)

to obtain the single complex equation

~

+ 2iw~ + p2~

= O.

(6.113h)

The general solution of (6.113h) is
~(t) = A1eia\t

+ A2eiazt,

(6.113i)

in which A I and A2 are integration constants, possibly complex, and the characteristic exponents are given by
Q']

= -w - w*,

Q'2

= -w + to" ,

with

w* == J w 2 + p2 .

(6.113j)

To determine the constants A I and A2, let us suppose that the pendulum is
released from rest at x(O) = xo, yeO) = 0 at time t = O. Then, by (6.113g), the
initial values of the complex variable are ~(O) = xo, ~(O) = 0, and hence (6.113i)
delivers
(6.113k)
Finally, use of (6.113j) in (6.1 13k) yields the real-valued constants
Ak

xo (
kW)
="2
1 + (-1) or t '

k

= 1, 2.

(6.1131)

We recall Euler's identity (6.49) to cast (6.113i) in the form
~(t)

= (A

I

cos Q'l t

+ A 2 cos Q'2t) + i (A I sin Q'] t + A 2 sin Q'2t) .

(6.1 13m)

It now follows with (6.113g) that the solution of the coupled equations in (6.113e)
for the small amplitude motion of Foucault's pendulum is

+ A 2 COSQ'2t , }
t + A2 sin Q'2t ,

x(t) = AI COSQ'lt
yet) = A I sin Q'}

(6.113n)

where the constants Q'k and A k are given by (6.113j) and (6.1131). Let the reader
consider the following alternative procedure.
Exercise 6.8. Notice that (6.113h) is similar to the damped oscillator equation
(6.83), and hence the solution method starting from (6.86a) is applicable. Begin
with ~(t) = e fJt u(t), recall (6.113f) and (6.113j), and show thatthe general solution
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of (6.113h) for the assigned initial data for H t) yields the motion
X(t) = Xo (cos w*t cos on

+

y(t) = Xo (-cos w*t sin tot

+

:*
:*

sin w*t sin wt ) , )

(6.1130)

sin w*t cos wt ) .

o

Show that the same results follow from (6.113n).

6.17.4. Physical Interpretation of the Solution
The motion (6.113n) is harmonic in time , but not simple, and it is not periodic
unless al/a2 is a rational number. Neverthele ss, a period characteristic of the
oscillation may be defined that will facilitate our physical understanding of the
Foucault phenomenon.
The half-period r /2 is defined as the time required for the pendulum to
complete its outward swing from its initial position. To find the period r, we first
determine all times T i- 0 for which x(T) = O. Differentiation of (6.113n) and
use of (6. 113k) shows that T must satisfy sin(a I T) = sin(a2T) and cos(a I T) =
cos(a2T). Hence, Ta2 = Tal ± 'Inti for all integers n. Use of (6.113j) in this
expression yields the (positive) rest times
nrr

nrr

T (n) -- - * -- ----==::;===;0:
/ 2
2'
W
yw +p
A

n

= 1,2, .. . .

(6.113p)

At each time T(n) , the bob attains a position of instantaneou s rest. Thus, for
the first outward swing, TO) = r /2, and hence the period of the oscillation s is
r

2rr

2rr

= -w* = ---;:.=:=====
J w2 + p2

(6.113q)

Thus, w* defines the circular frequency of the oscillation s, and the frequency is
given by
I
w*
I
f = - = - =
r
2rr
2rr

- Jw2 + p 2.

(6.113r)

When the Earth 's rotation is neglected so that to = 0, (6.113q) and (6.113r) reduce
to the period and frequency for the simple pendulum. Otherwi se, the Earth 's
rotational effec t on the oscillations of a pendulum is to increase its frequency
(dec rease its period) very slightly compared with that of the simple pendulum.
Moreover, in view of (6.113f), the frequency is greatest (the period least ) at the
poles and least (greatest) at the equator where the effect vanishes to yield the
simple pendulum, small amplitude value. That is, the frequency varies from p /2rr
at the equator to (p2 + [2 2) 1/2 /2rr at the poles.
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Figure 6.31. The Coriolis effect on the trajectory relative to the Earth of Foucault's pendulum viewed from
its point of support at a place in the northern hemisphere where its apparent rotation is clockwise .

The rest positions of the bob at each half-period t(n) = nr/2 = nn / w* may
be obtained from (6.1130), which yields

y Gr) = (_l)n+l xo sin Gwr) .

x Gr) = (-ltxocos Gwr) ,

(6.113s)
In particular, the position of the bob after one full swing out and back is, for n = 2,
y(r) = -xo sin(wr).

x(r) = xocos(wr),

(6.l13t)

Since x(nr /2)2 + y(nr /2)2 = xZ, it is seen that the locus of rest positions (6.113s)
is a circle of radius xo. Hence, (6.113t) shows that the initial position vector
Xo = xoi, viewed from the point of support, has been rotated through an angle «rr ,
which is clockwise when co > a and counterclockwise when to < O. The second
relation in (6.113f) shows that w > in the northern hemisphere, to < in the
southern hemisphere, and co = at the equator where the motion is always simple
harmonic. Therefore, as first demonstrated by Foucault, relative to the Earth.
the plane of oscillation of a pendulum has an apparent clockwise rotation in the
northern hemisphere, a counterclockwise rotation in the southern hemisphere, and
no rotation at the equator.
The motion is illustrated in Fig. 6.31 for the northern hemisphere. The pendulum starts from a southward displaced position of rest at a small distance Xo
from the plumb line. As the bob moves on its outward swing, it experiences a
Coriolis force directed eastward; but on its return swing, the Corio lis force is

a

a

a
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directed westward . The deflection always is toward the right of the direction of
the swing in the northern hemisphere. This is shown in Fig. 6.31a. Hence, the
bob, after one period, has undergone a net displacement westward to the position x(r) = xo(cos wri - sin wrj), the same distance from the origin, but rotated
clockwise through a small angle wr from xo, as shown in Fig. 6.3 lb. At each
time T(n) = nr /2, the same thing is repeated over and over, so the bob traces
the star shaped trajectory described by (6.1130) and illustrated in Fig. 6.31. The
apparent motion in the southern hemisphere for which 'A < 0 is counterclockwise.
The vertical plane of the pendulum's oscillations thus rotates relative to the Earth
with Foucault's angular speed co = Q sin 'A , as indicated in (6.113t). The number
of days rd('A) required to complete one full revolution of the plane of oscillation of
the pendulum is thus given by rd('A) = 1/ sin 'A . Consequently, Foucault 's pendulum takes I day to complete its apparent turn at the poles where 'A = ±n / 2, and
this cyclic time increases as the latitude 'A decreases toward the equator where the
effect disapp ears. Specifically, at 'A = n / 6, rd(n / 6) = 2 days/revolution, and at
the equator rd(O) = 00 days/revolution, that is, the Foucault effect vanishes .

6.18.

Relative Motion under a Constant Force

The scalar equations (6.109)-(6.111) for the motion of a particle relative to
the Earth may be integrated exactly for any constant force components (Q, R , S).
However, the general description of motion of a particle P relative to the Earth
under a constant force f = F / m per unit mass also may be derived as an easy
approximate solution of the vector equation of motion (5.102), namely,
8v

- = f - 20 x v.
8t

(6.1l4a)

This is a first order, vector differential equation for the relative velocity v ==
vrp(P, t) = 8x /8t. Since 0 is a constant vector, (6.114a) may be readily integrated
to obtain
8x

yep , t) = -

8t

= ft - 20 x (x - xo) + Yo ,

(6.114b)

in which Xo == x(P , 0), Vo == v(P , 0) are assigned initial values. For example,
when gravity is the only force on a particle at rest initially at the origin, f =
-gk, Xo = 0, Vo = 0, and (6.114b) is then equivalent to the system of scalar
equations (6.1 12a)-(6.1 12c) for the motion of a particle in free fall relative to the
Earth.
The equation for the motion x( P, t) of P relative to the Earth under the general
constant force f follows by use of (6.114b) in (6.114a) ; we find

82 x
8t 2

-

40 x (0 x x) = f - 20 x (ft

+ Vo + 20

x xo).

(6.114c)
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Upon discarding terms of order Q2, we obtain the easily integrable vector differential equation

8v

8i =
With the initial values

82x
8t2 = f - 20 x (ft

+ vo).

and

Vo

in mind , the first integral is

v = 8x =

Vo

+ ft -

Xo

8t

20

X

(~ft2 + vot) ,
2

(6.114d)

(6.1l4e)

and hence the approximate motion of P relative to the Earth is given by
x=

Xo

+ vot + ~ft2 -

0 x (lft

3

+ vot2) .

(6.114f)

To check the result, let us consider the motion of a particle in free fall from
rest at the origin. Then f = g = - gk and (6.ll4f) simplifies to

x(P , t)

= 2"1gt 2 -

1 3
0 x 3" gt .

(6.114g)

Use of (6.107) yields (6.1 12k) derived earlier for the free fall case in which terms
of order Q2 were neglected.
6.18.1. First Order Vector Solution for Projectile Motion
The approximate solution (6.l14f) for the motion of a particle under a constant
force is applied to investigate the Coriolis effect on the motion of a projectile P
fired at Xo = 0 with a relative muzzle velocity
Vo

= V(cosai

+ cos,8j + cos yk) .

(6.1l5a)

Here a, ,8, yare the direction angles of the gun in theframe rp = {o; i, j, k} defined
in Fig. 6.28 . The usual extraneous effects are neglected. Then only the body force
f=g= -gk per unit mass acts on P. We thus recall (6.107) and (6.115a) to
derive from (6.114f) the following estimate for the projectile's motion relative to
the Earth:

x(P, t) = Vt(cos a

+ Qt cos,8 sin A)i

+ V t [ cos,8 + Vt

(COSY

Qg~ cos A] j
Qt( cos y cos A + cos a sin A) + ]V

+ QtcOS,8COSA -

:~) k.

(6.115b)

Example 6.16. Determine the Coriolis deflection of a projectile fired eastward at latitude A. Derive the classical relations for the motion and the range when
the Earth's rotation is neglected.
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Solution. Since the projectile is fired due east (the j direction in Fig.
6.28), the angle of elevation is {3. Then a = n /2, y = 1- - (3, and (6.115b)
becomes
xC?, t)

= QVt 2 cos {3 sin Ai
+ V t ( cos {3 -

Qt sin {3 cos A +

. {3 + Qt cos (3 cos A + V t ( SIn

Qgt2
)
3V
cos A j

(6.1 16a)

2gt)
V k.

First consider the case when the Earth 's rotation is neglected. With
Q = 0, (6.116a) reduces to the classical elementary solution for projectile
motion:
xC?, t) = Vt cos{3j + Vt (sin{3 The time of flight t * = (2 V sin (3)/ g for which z(t*)
projectile's range r == y (t* ), namely,

:~ )
=

°

k.

(6.116b)

is then used to find the

V2

(6.116c)

r = -sin2{3.
g

Now consider the Earth's rotational effect. Equation (6.116a) indicates a
lateral (i-directed) Coriolis deflection of the projectile normal to its east directed
range line, toward the south in the northern hemisphere and toward the north in
the southern hemisphere. To find the deflection, we need the projectile's time
of flight t" given by ztr") = in (6.116a). To the first order in Q, we find for
VQ/g « I ,

°

*

t =

2Vsin{3 (

g

1+

2VQCOS{3COS A)

g

.

(6.1 16d)

The lateral deflection x* == x(t *) and the range r " == y(r ") are now determined by
the remaining components in (6.1 16a). The projectile's Coriolis deflection to first
order in Q, with V Q / g « I , is thus given by

*

x =

4Q V 3 sin 2 {3 cos {3 sin A
g

2

The reader will explore the range effect in the exercise.

.

(6.116e)

o

Exercise 6.9. Show that to the first order in Q, the variation 8r = r" - r in
the range due to the Earth's rotation when the gun is fired eastward with muzzle
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speed V at an elevation angle

f3

or = f4QV

3

and at latitude A is
cos Asin f3

= Q cos A

j

(4)
:3 f3
I-

sin

2

(6.116f)
3

2r gcot f3 ( 1 - :31 tarr' f3 ) .
D

or

Notice that
= 0 when f3 = 60°; therefore, in the absence of air resistance,
the Earth's rotation has no first order effect on the projectile's range when fired
eastward at an elevation angle f3 = 60°. Otherwise, the Coriolis effect is to increase
the range when f3 < 60° and decrease it when f3 > 60°. The effect is the same in
both hemispheres, and it may be considerable for high velocity projectiles or
missiles. Large naval guns operate at fairly small angles of elevation, usually less
than 15°; so the Earth 's rotational effect is to increase their eastward directed
range .
Finally, consider the Coriolis deflection (6.1 16e). In the northern hemisphere,
sin A > 0 and x* > 0; therefore, the projectile's lateral deflection from its eastward
directed firing line is toward the right, southward. In the southern hemisphere,
however, the deflection is toward the left, northward. A correction for the effect
in the northern hemisphere by directing the line offire northward by an amount
x* without subsequent readjustment in the southern hemisphere at the opposite
latitude would roughly double the northward deflection from the eastward directed
line offire. While the projectile suffers no lateral deflection at the equator, A = 0,
the variation in the range with latitude given by (6.116[) is greatest there . Ballistic
accuracy, therefore, requires that the Coriolis effect be accounted for in fire control
and inertial guidance designs for long range , high velocity projectiles or missiles.
6.18.2.

The Battle of the Falkland Islands

In late October 1914, Germany's (East Asiatic) China Squadron under the
command of Vice Admiral von Spee patrolling in the Pacific Ocean was underway
toward Cape Horn to harass British bases and shipping in the South Atlantic before
attempting to return up the Atlantic to Germany.l! Two heavy cruisers, von Spee's
flagship, the Scharnhorst, and her sister ship, the Gneisenau, each mounting eight
rapid-firing 8.2-in . guns, were accompanied by the three light cruisers Niirnberg,
Leipzig, and Dresden, each with ten 4.I-in. batteries. The German gunners were
well-trained, experienced, and most efficient.
tt This account is adapted from the referenced report s by D. Howarth and Major R. N. Spafford , that

by Howarth being more deta iled. There are, however, a few minor discrep ancies between them.
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A British Squadron of older, slower ships, manned mostly by inexperienced
reservi sts, based at the Falkland Islands under the command of Rear Admiral Sir
Chri stopher Cradock, was at sea off the Pacific coast of Chile in search of von
Spee . Cradock 's flagship Good Hope mounted two 9.2-in . and sixteen 6-in . batteries; two light crui sers, the Monmouth and the Glasgow, each with severaI6-in. guns;
and an armored merchant ship, the Otranto, carried eight 4.7-inchers . A dilapidated battleship Canopu s with four 12-inchers was too slow to keep pace with the
others.
In the evening of November 1, Spee was found at Coronel off the coast of
Chile. In heavy sea s with winds near hurricane force, Cradock decided to run a
parallel course and wait for an opportunity; but by 7 PM. Spee seized the initiative
and engaged the British. The German light cruisers were outgunned and retreated
from action, but Spee 's two armored cruisers provided overwhelming rapid-fire
power far superior to Cradock's. The Scharnhorst scored 35 hits on the Good Hope;
the last struck the ship's magazine. An enormous explosion followed . Ablaze from
stem to stern, almost instantly, the Good Hope , with Rear Admiral Sir Christopher
Cradock and all 900 officers and crew, was gone . Later that night , following a
relentless barrage by the Gneisenau , the Monmouth sank with all 754 hand s. The
Glasgow and Otranto fled southward to escape in the darkness and join the old
battleship Canopu s.
Not one man amon g the 1654 on board the two British crui sers survived the
battle royal, while the Germans suffered only two wounded and six minor hits in
the exchange. When word of this great tragedy and crushing defeat of the Royal
Navy reached the British Adm iralt y, a superior British Squadron of eight warship s
was ordered to the Falklands to arrive on December 7, 1914. The dreadnoughts
Invincible and Inflexible , two of the first heavil y armored Briti sh battle ships to
have a large battery of eight 12-in. guns capable of being fired simultaneously in
the same direction, five light cruisers, and an armed merchant vessel were directed
to avenge the humiliating defeat at Coronel. The order: "Find Spee and destroy
him!"
At dawn the next morning, December 8, the Gneisenau and the Niirnberg
arrived at the Falklands to reconnoiter for a raid on the strategic coaling and
wireless station at Port Stanley, expecting to find no ships of any importance
stationed there. They were met instead with fire from the old Canopus, intentionally
grounded in the harbor mud to serve as a Falkland fortre ss. One 12-in. shell hit
the Gneisenau. Realizing the circumstances, von Spee's ships turned toward the
open seas of the South Atlantic, unaware that any major British ships were in
the area. Dreadnoughts with superior speed and fire power suddenly appeared on
the horizon at the harbor entr ance. At that moment, Spee realized his pending
doom. At 12.45 PM that afternoon, in a calm sea with a clear sky, von Spee's
Scharnhorst, Gneisenau, Niirnbe rg, and Dresden were overtaken and attacked by
the superior British Squadron. Eight hours later, the fury ended. Vice Admiral Sir
F. C. Doveton Sturdee's Royal Navy Squadron reported 6 killed and 19 wounded,
while the Germans lost Vice Admiral Maximilian Graf von Spee , the Dani sh born
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Pioneer of the German Navy, and 2260 other courageous officers and men.tt The
heavy cruiser Scharnhorst, the Gneisenau, and the light cruisers Niirnberg and
Leipzig all sunk. Only the light cruiser Dresden escaped the British rage. Three
months later, she was found at a small island off the Pacific coast of Chile . During
negotiations for surrender and while flying the white flag from her foremast, the
Dresden was scuttled by her crew on March 14, 1915.
Marion and Spafford reportf that at the start of this horrific battle, the British
shells completely missed the German ships. Marion suggests that this was due to
the double Coriolis effect, but precise details are not provided. It is a fact, however,
that the British Isles are situated near 50° N latitude and the Falklands near 50° S
latitude.
For south directed fire at an angle of elevation a, the transverse Coriolis
deflection y * == y(t*) obtained from (6.115b) to first order in is approximated
by

n

3

4nv
y * = -~sin2a

(1

)

3"cosAsina+sinAcosa ,

(6.117)

or

which varies with the latitude. On the other hand, we find no variation
in the
range at any latitude, when a projectile is fired either southward or northward,
which may explain why the combatants ran a parallel course toward the east, firing
toward the north and south. Notice that the Coriolis deflection (6.117) in a south
directed shot is not symmetric in A, so there is a slight difference in the magni tudes of the westward, northern hemi sphere and eastward, southern hemisphere
deflections. The maximum angle of elevation for large naval gun s is about 15°. To
estimate the Earth's rotational effect on a projectile's motion based only partially
on circumstances reported for the Falkl ands engagement, let us suppose that at
A = 50° N latitude a shell from a 12-in . gun is fired southward with a muzzle speed
V = 1800 ft/sec (1227 mph) at an angle fJ = 13°. The reader will find that the
range, which is given by the classical rule in (6.1l6c), is approximately 8.3 miles .
tt The gallant Spee, his Scharnhorst seriously crippled and listing, rejected surrender to Sturdee . The
Scharnhorst sank with Spee and all 765 hands. One hundred and ninety of the 850 man crew of the
Gneisenau and only 23 sailors from both the Niirnberg and Leipzig, all sunk. were rescued from the
frigid waters of the South Atlantic; but many of them subsequently died from their battle wound s or
shock.
§§ Marion (page 348) remark s on the Coriolis effect but provides no reference or calculati on to support
his claim that the British salvos fell 100 yards east of their southward targets. See the Reference s
and Spafford's report mentioned below.
The muzzle speeds used in the example presented below equation (6.1 17) and in Problem 6.76
are estimate s obtained from general naval records : for a 5-in. gun, V = 2650 ftlsec , and for a 12-in.
gun V = 1800 ftlsec and greater, depending on the model design. The range and latitude (actually
closer to 51.5°S) are estimated from battle data described by Major R. N. Spafford, whose sketch
of the battle plan of December 8, 1914 shows the British heading east, running a parallel course ,
14,000 yards (8 miles) north of the Germans. By Spafford 's account, initial fire was exchanged but
without effect, except for a single German round that struck the Invincible. At the ideal range of
15,000 yards (8.5 miles) for the l2-in . guns of his battle cruisers, Sturdee found the target first and
bombarded Spee's squadron.
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Under these conditions, the deflection, according to (6.117), will be about 19 yards
to the right, westward of the line of fire in the northern hemisphere and roughly 22
yards eastward in the southern hemisphere. A fire control system that corrects for
the deflection only in the northern hemisphere (by pointing its sights eastward),
when fired southward at 50° S latitude , will direct a shell about 41 yards to the left,
east of its south directed target. These deviations increase substantially for larger
muzzle speeds. (See Problem 6.76 and the remarks in the last footnote above.)
The weight of a projectile may vary considerably from roughly 70 lb for a
5-in . shell to about 1800 lb for a lo-in , shell. Since in this analysis gravitational
force is the only force acting on the projectile, however, it is seen that the results
are independent of the mass of the projectile or any of its design features. Introduction of drag force and aerodynamic body features would bring these additional
characteristics into view. Of course, variations in the results arise from the lack
of more precise data for the parameters, and the motion of the ships has been
ignored.
Even though our model is not precise, it shows for a simple case that if initially the range of the British guns was erroneously set to correct for a westward
Coriolis deflection (appropriate for battle in the northern hemisphere in the vicinity
of the British Isles), when fired southward in similar circumstances at the opposite
latitude in the South Atlantic Ocean, the barrage would fall to the left of its target,
eastward, by a distance nearly double that deflection. If our simplified model is typical of the real circumstances, the actual gross effect must have appeared surprising
to the British gunners when, in the situation described by Marion, their "accurately" aimed, southward directed salvos fell 100 yards to the east of the German
ships.
6.18.3.

Concluding Remarks

There are other kinds of subtle but measurable Coriolis effects. Instead of a
single particle model , we may consider a stream of river particles flowing from
the north toward the south, like the great Mississippi. The Coriolis force on a fluid
particle in the Earth frame is directed westward. We thus see, if only heuristically,
that the water will exert greater pressure on the west bank than the east. Geographers
have established that this pressure causes greater erosion on the west bank and
further that the water level also is slightly but measurably higher on the west
bank. The same flow from north to south in the southern hemisphere would induce
greater erosion and a higher water level on the river's east bank . The extent of the
effect varies, of course, with the geographic latitude . A similar effect occurs for
other directions of flow. The Corioli s effect on ocean and tidal currents is similar;
the effect on atmospheric air flow and cyclonic motion is more pronounced. All of
these measurable effects arise from the fact that the Earth is not an inertial reference
frame , and all are predictable from Newton's basic principles of mechanics.
We have seen that the effects due to the Coriolis acceleration, though usually
small, certainly are not always negligible. For the sake of simplicity and because
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the moving Earth frame closely approxi mates an inertial reference frame, henceforward, unless specified otherw ise, the Earth 's rotati onal motion is ignor ed in future
applications. It is nonetheless important that the engineering analyst be aware of
potential Coriolis effects and evaluate whether these should be safely excluded in
problem s of motion relative to the Earth .
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Rigid Body Mechanics, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1960. Particle dynamics and vibrating systems
are discussed in Chapters 8 and 9.

Problems
6.1. The slider block A of a mech an ism has mass m = 400 gm and moves in the horizon tal
plane in a stra ight track with a dy namic coefficient of frictio n v = 0 .25. At an instant of interest,
the lin ks A B and BC are in the position s shown in the figure, and A has a spee d of30 m1sec which
is increasing at the rate of 20 rn/sec/ . An instrument indica tes that link A B is und er tens ion. Find
the forces that ac t on A in the plane of its mot ion at the mom ent of interest.

30 m/sec

6cm

F

Problem 6.1.
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6.2. A small pin P of mass m is constrained to move in a smooth, straight slot F G milled
at an angle () in a flat plate fixed in the horizontal plane. The motion of P is controlled by a
smooth, slotted link AB that moves during an interval of interest with constant acceleration aA
in <t> = IF; ik} , as shown in the figure. Find as functionsof ()the force exerted on P by each slot,
and show that the ratio of their magnitudesis a simple function of the angle () alone. What is the
acceleration of P relative to A?

Problem 6.2.

6.3. Two slotted links shown in the figure move on smooth guide rails fixedat right angles
to one another, their motion being controlledby a smooth pin of mass m = 0.04 kg. At a moment
of interest in the machine frame <t> = IF; Id, the link A has an acceleration aA = 501 ern/sec",
and the link B is moving upward with a speed of 40 em/sec which is decreasing at the rate of
100 ern/sec".(a) What is the total force acting on P at the instant of interest? (b) Determine the
force that each link exerts on P .

I·

J

50 em/sec ~

'I'
Problem 6.3.

F

6.4. A small guide pin P of mass 0.2 slug is attached to a spring loaded telescopic arm OP
of a bell crank lever hinged at O. The guide pin moves in a smooth, horizontal parabolic track
shown in the figure. At the track point A, the pin has a speed of 20 ft/sec, a rate of change of
speed of 10 ft/sec", and the telescopic arm exerts a uniaxial compressive force on P. Determine
for the instant of interest the magnitudesof all forces exerted on the pin P at A .
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Problem 6.4.

6.5. The truck shown in the figure moves from rest with a constant acceleration a up an
incline of angle e. What is the greatest speed v that the truck can acquire in a distance d, if the
crate C is not to slip on the truck bed? The coefficient of static friction is JL.

Problem 6.5.

e,

6.6. A mass m is suspended from a point 0 by an inextensible cord of length in a gravity
field g = - gk directed along the vertical axis through O . The mass rotates about the vertical
axis with a constant angular velocity w = wk . (a) Apply cylindrical coordinates to determine
the tension in the string and the vertical distance d from point 0 to the plane of motion of m.
(b) Solve the problem by application of appropriate spherical coordinates .
6.7. A small block of mass m rests on a rough. horizontal circular table that spins with a
constant angular speed w about its fixed central axis. What is the largest value that w may have
if the block is to remain at rest at the radial distance r from the center? Explain how this device
might be used as an instrument to measure the coefficient of static friction .
6.8. Small bars of soap of equal weight Ware cut from a continuous rectangular log by a
moving hot wire at the point A in a packaging machine shown in the figure. Each bar is released
from rest at A and slides down a smooth. circular chute of radius R to a conveyor belt at B .
(a) Determine the constant angular speed of the belt pulley P so that continuous transfer of
the bars to the conveyor will occur smoothly without sliding. (b) Find the contact force exerted
on a bar of soap as a function of ljJ and W . What force will a bar exert on the chute at the
point B?
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Problem 6.8.

6.9. A mechan ism slider A of mass 0.2 slug moves in a horizontal plane in a smooth,
parab olic slot defined by 2 y = x 2 • At the instant shown in the diagram, A has a speed of 40
ftlsec, decreasing at the rate of 20v'2 ft/sec", All jo ints and surfaces are smooth. Find the plane
forces that act on A.

Problem 6.9.

1---

-

- - 2 ft ----~

6.10 . A particl e P weighing I N is free to slide on a smoo th, rigid wire that rotates at a
constant angular speed W 2 = 30 rad/sec relative to a platform . At the instant shown, the platform
has an angular speed W I = IS rad/sec that is decrea sing at the rate of 5 rad/ sec? relative to the
ground frame <1> . The particle is initially at rest on the wire . What central directed force F is
needed to impart to P an instantaneous initial acceleration of 1 rn/sec? relative to the wire ?

Problem 6.10.
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6.11. The slider block A shown in the figure moves in a smooth, circular slot of radius 2 ft
milled in a horizontal plate. The slider has a speed of 10 ftlsec , increasing at the rate of 20 ft/sec?
at the instant when the links AB and Be are perpendicular. The link AB exerts a uniaxial tensile
0.10 slug . (a) Find the forces in the horizontal plane that act on
force on A, whose mass m
A at this instant. (b) Suppose that the circular slot is rough with coefficient of dynamic friction
v = 0.30, all other conditions being the same as before. Find the forces that act on A at the
moment of interest.

=

Problem 6.11.
6.12. A 2560 Ib boat is being dragged from its place of rest with a constant acceleration of
3 in./sec 2 up a steep inclined boat ramp shown in the figure . The dynamic coefficient of friction
is v = 1/4 and at this place g = 32 ft/sec" , (a) Find the tension in the cable at the connector A .
(b) After 8 sec, the connector breaks. How much farther will the boat move up the plane ?

Problem 6.12.
6.13. A guide link L is controlled by a drive screw to move a pin P of mass 50 gm in a
circular slot in the vertical plane. The screw has a right-handed pitch p = 5 mm and is turning at
a constant rate w = 120 rpm, as described in the figure. Ignore friction. What is the magnitude
of the force exerted by the circular slot on the pin at the position shown?
6.14. Suppose that the drive screw described in the previous problem is turning at the rate
w = 150 rpm, as shown, but is slowing down at the rate of 30 rpm each second. Calculate the
magnitude of the force exerted by the circular slot on the pin at the position shown . What is the
intensity of the force exerted on the pin by the guide link?
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Problem 6.13.

6.15. A slider block S of mass m = 0.5 slug is constrained to move within a straight
cylindrical tube attached to a large disk A supported in a ring bearing R . The machine is situated
on the planet Vulcan where g = 20 ft/sec'' . The slider maintains a constant speed v = 2 ftlsec
relative to A, which has a constant angular speed Wz = a 2 rad/sec relative to R. At an instant
of interest shown in the figure, ex = tarr ' (3/4), r = 2 ft, and the ring bearing is turning about its
horizontal shaft B with angular speed WI = 10 rad/sec and angular acceleration WI = 5 rad/sec''
in the inertial frame <1> = {F;Ik }. Determ ine the instantaneous value of the total contact force Fe
exerted on S, referred to the frame ljJ = {o ; id fixed in A.

=

K

Problem 6.15.

6.16. A small object of mass m rests at the top of a smooth cylinder of radius r . Under the
influence of gravity, a negligible disturbance causes the object to slide down the side of cylinder.
Determine the angle <Po and the speed at which the object leaves the cylinder.
6.17. A constant total force F = 35i lb acts for 3 sec at the center of mass particle C of a
body 9B that weighs 161 lb. The initial velocity of C is Vo = 9i + 40j ftlsec at Xo = 16j ft in the
inertial frame <1> = {o ; id . (a) Find the velocity and the motion of C as functions of time in <1> .
(b) Determine the speed of C after 3 sec. (c) What is its location 2 sec later, and how far did C
move during that time? (d) Solve the problem for the same details by application of singularity
functions . See Volume I, Chapter I, page 47.
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6.18. An amusement park centrifuge shown in the figure consists of a large circular cylindrical cage of radius r that rotates about its axis. People stand against the cylindrical wall, and
after the cage has reached a certain constant angular speed co, to further excite the riders the cage
is rotated from its initial horizontal position to an inclined position at an angle B. Determine the
minimum angular speed in order that a passenger will not fall when reaching the highest point
in the motion. The coefficient of static friction at the floor is ft .

I'
Problem 6.18.

6.19. A small object of mass m rests on a smooth conical surface having an apex angle 2f3 .
The cone turns about its vertical axis with a co nstant angular velocity w = wk in a gravity field
g = - g k. The objec t is restrained from sliding by an inextensible string of length e attached
at the apex on the axis of rotation. Identify appropriate spherical coordinates and apply (6.5) to
determ ine the critical angular speed at which the objec t will leave the surface. What is the tension
in the string at the critica l speed?
6.20 . The figure shows a box A moving upward on a loading belt B inclined at 10° and
moving downward with a constant speed of 150 ern/sec relative to the ground frame <1> = {F; Ik}.
At the initial instant, the speed of A is 50 em/sec relative to <1>; and the coefficient of friction
between the sliding bodie s is v = 0.3 . How long does it take to reduce the relative speed between
the bodies to 25 ern/sec ? Frame <1> should be suitably oriented for convenience.

Problem 6.20.
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6.21. An electrically conduct ing droplet of paint D of mass m and charge q, initially at rest
at the tip of a nozzle N, falls through a uniform electric field of strength E, directed as shown
in the figure, and ultimately impacts a flat sheet S beneath it. The field deflection plates P have
width 2d and height h. (a) Derive the equation of the path traveled by D. What is the maximum
intensity of E that will still allow a droplet to impact S ? (b) lethe droplet D has an initial speed of
40 ern/sec, what electric field strength, directed as before, must be applied to produce a motion
x(D , t) = 6t 2 j + (f3t + yt 2 )j ern, in which f3 and yare constants ? Determine f3 and y . (c) Find
the free fall droplet trajectory when the apparatus is tilted counterclockwise to ari angle () from
the vertical axis.
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Problem 6.21.

6.22. The deflection plates of an ink jet printer are arranged as shown in the figure. A
charged ink droplet q enters the constant electric field E with the initial horizontal velocity Vo at
point O. Find the trajectory y = y(x) of q for 0 ~ x ~ d and determine the droplet deflection
h* at the paper surface, approximated as a plane . Show that, independent of g , the deflection
h derived in (6.28d) for the case when e = d is larger than the deflection h* by an amount
h - h* = (cE /2 v~)(d - 0 2 , where c = q l m,
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Problem 6.22.
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6.23. A bullet of mass m is fired directly into a fluid that exerts on the bullet a drag force
that is proportional to its linear momentum. The gun has a muzzle velocity Yo. Neglect gravity
and other fluid forces . Determine the total distance traveled by the bullet.
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6.24. Water exerts a drag force on a boat which is proportional to the cube of its speed.
When the power is cut off, the boat's speed decreases from Vo to v(t) in time t. Find the distance
traveled by the boat and determine t .
6.25. Consider a particle Q initially at rest at 0 in frame <1>= {O ; ik } and acted upon by
a constant force C= 4i - j + 32k lb/unit mass and by a drag force CD = -xi - 2yj - O.4zk
Ib/unit mass . Find the velocity and the place in <I> occupied by Q after 2 sec.
6.26. A shell fired vertically upward from the ground with a muzzle velocity Vo experiences
air resistance proportion al to the square of its speed. (a) Determine the shells speed and altitude
as functions of time. (b) What is the maximum altitude attained by the shell? (c) Find the time
required to reach the maximum height and show that no matter how large Vo may be, t" cannot
exceed Jf r / 2. Identify the time constant r.

r

6.27. A ball dropped from rest at the origin experiences air resistance proportional to the
square of its speed. (a) Find its speed after the ball has fallen a distance h. What is its terminal
speed? (b) Determine as function s of time the speed and the distance through which the ball has
fallen . Sketch and label a nondimensionalized graph of the speed versus time and describe the
results in a manner similar to Example 6.11, page 120.
6.28. Consider the following integral
u(t) =

l

h (t)

F(r ;t)dr,

(P6.28a)

g(t)

wherein F(r ;t) is an integrable function of r and also depends continuou sly on a parameter
t. Notice that the limits of integration are continuous functions g(t) and h(t) of t. (a) Use the
definition of the derivative of a function u(r), namely,
du(t)
. . uit
- - =hmlt
"',....0
dt

+ ~t) -

u(t)

~t

(P6.28b)

,

apply the mean value theorem of integral calculus, and derive Leibniz's formula for the derivative
of the integral (P6.28a):
du(t)

dh(t)

dg(t)

dt

dt

dt

- - = F(h(t) ;t)-- - F(g(t);t)--

+

l

h

(t )

g(t )

d F(r ;t)
- - d r.
dt

(P6.28c)

(b) Apply this rule to show that (6.47) is a particular solution of the differential equation
(6.39).
6.29. Derive from (6.47) the particular solution (6.45b) of the differential equation (6.39)
when h(t) is given by (6.45a).
6.30. A ball governor of a speed control device consists of an arm OA hinged at 0 to
a vertical shaft 02 that rotates relative to the machine with a constant angular speed WI = 9
rad/sec , as shown. At the same time, OA is elevated at a constant angular rate W2 = 3 rad/sec
relative to the shaft and a ball B of mass 0.02 slug slides on the smooth arm. The ball is attached
to a spring, the other end of which is fastened to the arm. Design criteria specify that the shut-off
position at which the ball comes to rest on OA must be 4 in. from 0 ; and for the position shown
at e = 90°, the spring must elongate 2 in. to achieve shut-off. Find the spring constant in units
of Ib/in. that will satisfy the design shut-off criteria. What force is exerted by the spring in this
position?
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Problem 6.30.

6.31. Consider a rigid body rotating through an angle O(t) about a fixed axis with unit
direction o . Notice that the velocity vectorX(P, t) =
x x of a body point P at x(P , t) from
a point 0 on 0 yields the equation dx] dO = 0 x x relating x and O. (a) If initially x( P, 0) = Xo
and 0(0) = 0, prove that x - 0 is a constant, and derive the relation d 2x/d02 + x = (0 . xo)o .
Hint: Notice that dx/dO is perpendicular to o . (b) Determine the general solution of this vector
differential equation. This involves two constant vectors of integration, say A and B. (c) Find A
and B and thus show that the solution yields (2.7), Volume I, for the displacement of a particle
P of a rigid body in its finite rotation about the fixed line.

eo

6.32. The motion of a particle P initially at rest at the origin is governed by the equation
e" , Find the motion of P .

x - q2x =

6.33. The motionsof twoparticles P and Q are governedby the followingscalarequationsof
motion: x(P , t) + p2x(P , t) = g and x(Q, t) - p2X( Q , t) = g , in which p and g are constants.
Initially. each particle is started separatelyat the place x(O) = Xo with a speed vo. Find the motions
of P and Q and discuss their physical nature. Determine their common motion when p = O.
6.34. A linearspring-masssystemshownin its naturalstate in Fig. 6.13,page 134,is givenan
instantaneous initial speed Vo = 3 ft/sec on a smooth horizontal surface. The mass m = 8 Ibm and
the spring stiffness k = 3 Ib/in. Suppose that g = 32 ft/sec". What is the maximum displacement
of m? Caution: See Chapter 5 remarks on measure units, page 86.
6.35. A linear spring of stiffness k supports weights Wand n W connected by a cord, as
shown. Initially, the system is at rest. (a) Determine the acceleration of the load n W immediately

Problem 6.35.
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after the cord supporting the load W is cut. (b) Find the motion z(t) of the load n W from the
undeformed natural state of the spring. (c) Determine the motion x(t) from the initial stretched
state of the spring . (d) What is the motion ~(t) from the static equilibrium state of the load n W?
(e) Which of the three motions is the simpler? Are they equivalent? How are they related ?
6.36 . The figure shows an unstretched linear spring of stiffness k attached to a small block
of mass m at rest on a horizontal board simply supported at A and suspended by a string at B.
The string is cut and the board falls clear of m . Derive the equation of motion for the mass and
determine its subsequent motion. How long does it take for m to return to its initial position?

St ring

Problem 6.36.

6.37. A certain simple harmonic oscillator has mass m = 2 slug and an equivalent spring
constant k, = 600 lb/in. The load is released at UQ = 2 in. with a speed liQ = -20 in.lsec directed
toward its equilibrium position. Determine the frequency , amplitude, and initial phase of its
motion u(t).
6.38. A load m = 50 Ibm is supported as shown by two linear springs having the same
elasticity k = 25Ib/in. (a) Find the static stretch ofeach spring from its natural state and determine
the stiffness of a single equivalent spring that may replace the parallel pair. (b) The mass is given
an additional 2 in. displacement and released. Find its maximum speed and determine its greatest
height from the equilibrium position . How long does it take to first attain these states? Compare
these times with the period of the vibration .

Problem 6.38.

6.39. The figure shows a block B weighing 25 N suspended by a string and attached to a
linear spring of stiffness k = 20 N/cm in its natural state. Determine the amplitude, the frequency ,
and the position about which the vibration will occur when the string is suddenly cut.

Problem 6.39.
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6.40. A small block B of mass m = 0.25 slug is attached to a linear spring of stiffne ss

= 16 Ib/ft in a gravity field of strength g = 32 ft/sec", The spring is compressed 6 in. from its

natural state and the mass is released to execute oscillations on a smooth plane inclined as shown
in the figure . Find the motion as a funct ion of time and determine its frequency and amplitude.

Problem 6.40.
6.41. The figure shows a box B of weight 480 N supported by uniaxial linear springs having
constant elasticities k l = 40 N/cm and kz = 60 N/cm . (a) Find the static displacement 8 of B
and determine the stiffne ss of a single equivalent spring that may replace the series pair. (b) The
box is displaced an additional 5 em from 8 and released . What is the period of its vibration?
(c) What is the locat ion of the box from its static state 2 sec after its release ?

Problem 6.41.
6.42. A particle P of mass m and charge q moves in an electromagnetic field of constant
field strengths E = Ei and B = Bk in an inertial frame <1> = {o ; ikl. Initially, P is at rest at O .
Find the motion x( P , t) of P in <1> and characterize its path. Neglect gravity.
6.43. Two unstretched, linear springs having moduli k[ and ki are fastened, as shown , to a
slider mass m that rests on a smooth horizontal surface . The slider is displ aced a distance XQ and
released with speed VQ directed toward the natural state. (a) What are the circular frequency, the
period, and the amplitude of the vibration ? (b) Derive the sub sequent motion of m. Sketch the
motion as a function of () = pt and label its major features .
Natural

Equ i l !~r ium

Posi t ion

Problem 6.43.
6.44. A simple pendulum shown in the figure is supported by a light , hinged rod hung from
the ceiling in an elevato r which move s upward with a constant acceleration ao. A curious person
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displace s the bob a finite angular amount 80 and releases it. (a) Find as a function of 8 the ratio
of the tension in the rod to the weight of the bob. (b) For small placement s 80 , what will be the
circular frequency and the period of the pendulum motion witnessed by the person? (c) How
will these results be changed ifthe elevator accelerates downward at the same rate? Describe any
potentially unusual effects.

/

Problem 6.44.

6,45, According to elasticity theory, the infinitesimal circumferential engineering strain E
of a homogeneous, thin circular ring undergo ing pure radial oscillations in its horizontal plane
is given by E = u f r , where r denotes the undeformed radius and u is the infinitesimal radial
displacem ent of the ring. The ring has uniform cross sectional area A and mass density It per unit
length . (a) Consider a circumferential ring element of mass dm(P) at a material point P . Apply
Hooke's law for the uniform circumferential engineering stress a = EE, where E is Young's
modulus, and derive the equation for the radial motion. Recall that the circumferential force F
is defined by F = a A . (b) Determine the circular frequency and period . (c) What is the stiffness
of an equivalent linear spring-ma ss system that will produce the same vibrational frequency of a
load equal to total mass of the ring?
6.46. The spring and pulley system shown in the figure supports a load of mass M . The
spring has stiffness k and the masses of the cable, pulley, and load support bar are negligible .

Problem 6.46.
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Neglect friction and determine the circular frequency and period of the free vibration of the load
in its vertical displacement x(t) from the static equilibrium state of the system.

6.47. A pendulum bob of mass m = 0.0 I kg is fastened by a string of length I = 16 cm to
a hinge pin at r = 4 ern from the center of a smooth horizontal table on which the bob rests . The
table turns with a constant angular speed to , as shown in the figure. Relative to an observer in
the table reference frame, the pendulum executes oscillations of small amplitude f30 and period
r = 0.5 sec. Find the angular speed of the table and compute the string tension T when f3 = f3o .

Problem 6.47.
6.48. Gravitational attraction by a fixed, homogeneous, thin ring of radius R and mass M
induce s a particle P of mass m to move along its normal central axis , as shown in Fig. 5.13 . (See
Example 5.6, page 38.) (a) Derive the differential equation of motion for P. (b) Show that for
sufficiently small displacements X( P, t) from the center 0, the motion of P is simple harmonic.
What is the frequency of its small oscillations?

6.49. A smooth , rigid rod of length 2b is attached to a table that turns in the horizontal
plane with a constant angular velocity w , as shown . A slider block S of mass m is released from
rest relative to the rod at a distance a from its midpoint O . (a) Determine the horizontal force R
exerted by the rod on the slider as a function of its distance x from O . (b) Find of the motion of
S relative to the table .

Problem 6.49.
6.50. A small ball P of mass m slides in a smooth slot cut in a fiat plate, as described in the
diagram. The plate rotates in the horizontal plane with a constant angular speed = w about an
axle at 0 in frame <I> = . { 0 ; I, J} fixed in the plane space . The ball is attached to a linear spring

e
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of modulus k, which initially is unstretched when P is released from rest relative to the plate at
F . (a) Find the motion x(P, t) of P relative to the plate for all constant values of the angular
speed to . (b) Determinethe force exerted on P by the slot as a function of x and as a function of
t . (c) Characterizeall physicalaspects of the motion of P for all valuesof to , Referall quantities
to the plate frame 1/J = (F ;e, fl.

J

Problem 6.50.

6.51. A block S of mass m is free to slide on a smoothrod of length 2b shownin the figure .
The rod is fastenedto a circulardisk thatrotatesaboutanaxle at 0 witha constantangularvelocity

Problem 6.51.
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w = wk relative to a turntable. The turntable spins in the horizontal plane with a constant angular
velocity n = nk about an axle at F in the ground frame. (a) Account for all forces that act on S
and derive its scalar equations of motion referred to the disk frame 1fr = {O ; i k } . What unknown
quantities do these equations determine? (b) Suppose that S is initially at ease at x = O.Determine
the unknown quantities as functions of time .

6.52. The diagram shows two slider blocks of equal mass m attached to precornpressed
springs of equal stiffness k / 2. The blocks are confined to slide horizontally in smooth radial slots
in a table that spins counterclockwise with a constant angular speed co. Each block is positioned at
a distance from the center 0 when w O. If each spring is always under compression, determine
rs of each block relative to the table . Examine the stability of this
the equilibrium position r
relative equilibrium state .

e

=

=

Problem 6.52.

6.53. The figure shows a slider block of mass m attached to a spring of stiffness k in its
natural state at the center of a smooth rotating table upon which it rests in the horizontal plane .
The table turns with a con stant anticlockwise angular speed w. (a) Determine the equation for
the motion r(t) of the slider and examine the stability of the relative equilibrium states . (b) Note
that Hooke's spring law (6.64) is the same in every reference frame and for every observer, that
is, the same extension of the spring in a fixed reference frame and in any other reference frame
having an arbitrary motion gives rise to the same force . The spring force is an internal action.
The inertial forces induced by the motion of the frame are external actions of the environment
on the system. The rotating observer, however, may perceive a pseudo-spring force F(r) with
stiffness k* that includes these inertial effects of the environment. What pseudo-spring force and
apparent stiffness are perceived by an observer in the table frame ? (c) Discuss the character of
the motion as to is gradually varied .

Problem 6.53.
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6.54. A block S of mass m slides freely on a smooth rigid rod inclined at an angle ex with
the horizontal plane of a rotating table T to which the rod is fastened, as shown in the figure. The
table turns with a constant angular velocity w about a fixed vertical axis. If S is projected upward
from point 0 in the plane of T with an initial speed Vo relative to T, determ ine its subsequent
position as a function r(t). Find the initial force exerted on S by the rod. Refer all quantities to
the frame l{J = (O; i k J fixed in the rod.

Problem 6.54.

6.55. Suppose in the previous problem that a coaxial spring of elasticity k is attached to the
smooth rod at point A and to the block S. The spring is unstretched when S is at 0 where its
initial speed is vo, as before . (a) Determine the relative equilibrium positions rs of S. (b) Find
the motion ret) of S relative to the table for all values of the angular speed to. (c) Discuss the
stability of the relative equilibrium states of S. Refer all quantities to the rod frame rp = {O; ik } .
6.56. A smooth rigid rod, whose geometry is described in the figure, is attached to a table

T that rotates in the horizontal plane with a constant angular velocity w = wk. A slider block

of mass m , supported symmetrically by identical springs of elasticity k , is released from rest
relative to the rod at a distance a from the natural state at point O. (a) Determine the rod reaction
force on m as a function of its distance x from O. (b) Determine the critical angular speed w'

Problem 6.56.
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of the table for which a simple harmonic motion is not possible . (c) Find the motion x(m, t) for
the three cases for which co < w', W = w' , and w > to", What are the period and the amplitude
of the motion of m in the oscillatory case? Use the table frame 1/r = {o; id as reference .
6.57. A mass m is attached to one end of a rigid rod supported by a smooth hinge at 0 and
by a spring of stiffness k at A . The rod has negligible mass and the system is in equilibrium in
the horizontal position shown in the figure. The mass is given a small angular placement and
released . Apply the moment of momentum principle to derive the equation for the angular motion
e(t) of m and find the frequency of its small oscillations.

Problem 6.57.

6.58. Apply the moment of momentum relation (6.80) for a moving point 0 to derive the
equation of motion of the pendulum bob in Problem 6.47.
6.59. A pendulum bob of mass m is attached to one end of a thin, rigid rod suspended
vertically by a smooth hinge at an intermediate point O. The rod is fastened at its other end
to identical springs of stiffness k, shown in the figure in their undeformed configuration . The
pendulum is given a small angular placement eo and released with a small angular speed Wo
toward the vertical equilibrium state. Ignore the mass of the rod. Find the motion e(t) of the bob
and describe its physical characteristics.

I.
a

Problem 6.59.

e

6.60. Problem 4.48 in Volume I illustrates a simple pendulum of mass m and length hung
from a sliding support that oscillates vertically with a motion x(S , t) = a + b sin pt , where a,
b, p are constants . Derive the scalar equations of motion for the bob. What quantities do these
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equations determine? This is a difficult nonlinear problem whose exact solution is unknown . For
small amplitude pendulum oscillations, however, the motion e(t) is described by Mathieu's linear
differential equation, whose analysis , though well-studied, is not elementary. Let 2z = pt + tt / 2
and thus show that the Mathieu form of the equation of motion for small angular placements is
2
-d e2 + ( -4g2 - -4b cos 2z) e = O.

dz

p

(P6.60)

e e

e

6.61. The hinge support H for a simple pendulum of mass m and length is attached
to a Scotch mechanism. The crank has radius r and turns with a constant angular speed ai, as
illustrated. (a) Derive the differential equation of motion for the bob m. (b) This equation has
no known exact solution . Show, however, that for a small angular motion e(t) the differential
equation reduces to the equation of motion for the forced vibration of an undamped, harmonic
oscillator. Find its solution when the pendulum is released at a small angle
with 0(0) = O.

eo

I
9

Problem 6.61.

6.62. Discuss the free vibrational motion (6.861)of the heavily damped oscillator in relation
to Fig. 6.22, page 156. Show that if the mass is released from rest, it can only creep back to its
equilibrium position at z = 0 as t --+ 00 (similar to Curve 2). However, if released with initial
velocity vo, it is possible that the load may cross its equilibrium position at one and only one
instant to, as suggested in Fig. 6.22. Find to'
6.63. Repeat the details of the last problem for the critically damped, free vibrat ional motion
described in (6.86n).
6.64. The pointer of a vibration instrument has mass m and is supported vertically by a
spring of stiffness k. The base is subjected to a vertical motion u = AsinQt. (a) Derive the

u ~ A s in

nl

Problem 6.64.
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equation for the steady-state motion x(t) of the pointer relative to the instrument and determine
its amplitude. (b) Let k = 5 Nlmm, m = 2 kg, and suppose that the pointer moves between the
0.35 and 0.45 scale marks when the base motion has frequency n = 100 rad/sec. Determine
the amplitude of the base motion . (c) Now suppose further that the base motion frequency is
doubled while its amplitude is unchanged. What will be the response range of the pointer? Is the
pointer amplitude increased or decreased? (d) Is the system operating above or below its resonant
frequency ?
6,65. The steam pressure indicator shown in the figure is an instrument that records the time
varying cylinder pressure generated in an engine . The piston Q, with surface area A, is restrained
by a spring of stiffness k = 100 Ib/in. on one side and subjected to a periodically varying engine
cylinder pressure P = Po cos wt on the other. The pressure produces forced vibrations of the
piston which are recorded on a uniformly rotating drum . The design requires that the natural ,
free vibrational frequency p of the piston and recording pen assembly, which has a total effective
weight W, shall be much greater than the cylinder pressure fluctuation frequency w. Frictional
effects may be considered negligible. Derive the equation of motion for the piston assembly
relative to its static equilibrium position and estimate the weight limit of the assembly if the
pressure fluctuation frequency is not to exceed 10Hz.

Problem 6.65.

6.66. A heavy bead of mass m slides freely in a smooth circular tube of radius a in the
vertical plane . The tube spins with constant angular speed about the vertical axis, as shown .

Problem 6.66.
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(a) Derive the equation of motion two ways: (i) by use of the moment of momentum principle
and (ii) by application of the Newton-Euler law. (b) Examine the infinitesimal stability of all
relative equilibrium positions of the bead.
6.67. Experiment shows that the undamped, forced horizontal motion of the system shown
in Fig. 6.20, page 152, has a steady-state amplitude H I when the driving frequency is n 1• When
the machine is speeded up to double the driving frequency, the amplitude is reduced to 20% of its
previous value. What is the resonant frequency of the system? Was the test data obtained above
or below the resonant frequency?

e

6.68. The supporting hinge H of a simple pendulum of mass m and length is attached
to a horizontal slider that has a constant acceleration a. The pendulum is released from rest in
a horizontal position relative to the slider, as shown in the figure. (a) Find the pendulum string
tension T(B) as a function of its angular displacement B. (b) Show that the other extreme position
of the pendulum is given by Be = 2tan- 1( g /a ) and determ ine the string tension in terms of
a = [a] at both extremes. (c) Derive an equation for the time t, required to attain the position
Be. (d) Determin e all positions of relative equilibrium and examine their infinitesimal stability in
terms of the assigned parameters only. Refer all quantities to the natural intrinsic frame for m .

Problem 6.68.
6.69. A slider block B of mass m oscillates in a smooth circular groove of radius r milled
in a plate in the vertical plane. The slider is attached to a linear viscous damper of circular
design and damping coefficient c. The assembly is mounted on a shaker table T that exerts a
horizontal driving force F* = Fo sin nt , as shown. (a) Derive the differential equation for the
finite amplitude motion of B about its vertical equilibrium position and find an equation for the
force exerted by the groove on the slider. (b) Now suppose that the shaker table is arrested and
the damper is removed so that n = 0 and c = 0 in the equati on of motion. The block is then
released from rest at a finite angle ¢(O) = ¢o. Derive an exact integral relation that determines
the period of the finite motion as a function of ¢o. What is the period of the small amplitude
motion?
6.70. Consider the shaker table (Problem 6.69) for the case when the angular placement

¢(t) of the slider is small. (a) Find the steady-state and transient parts of the motion ¢ (t). (b) What

is the resonant frequency of the system? (c) What is the amplitude at the resonant frequency?
(d) Identify the amplitude factor for the system.

6.71. A small cylindrical block B of unit mass oscillates with a simple harmonic motion
y = a cos pt in a smooth, straight cylindrical tube oriented in the east-west direction on the
Earth 's surface at north latitude A. The parameters a and p are constants. Show that in addition
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Problem 6.69.

T

- - - F'

to the weight of B, the Earth's rotation induces a tube reaction force on B which has both a
north-south component and a vertical, radially directed component. Although these additional
force components are very small compared with the weight of B, over a period of time they
eventually induce wear of the tube surface, for example .
6.72. The motion of a particle on a smooth plane inclined at an angle y is determined by the
coupled equations x - 2 j w cos Y = g sin y , y + 2xw cos y = 0, in which to is a small constant
for which terms of 0(w2 ) may be neglected and g is the acceleration of gravity. If the particle
starts from rest at the origin of the inclined plane frame 1/J = {O; I, j}, show that after a time t
the particle has been deflected a distance d(t) = hwt3 sin 2y from the i-axis.
6.73. A particle Q of mass m and charge q > 0 moves in outer space down the side of a
smooth, right pyramid that rotates with a small, constant angular speed co about its fixed vertical
axis in a constant electric field E directed as shown in the figure. Show that if the particle starts
from rest at the apex 0 , its trajectory suffers a deflection d(t) from the normal , altitude line OA
which, to the first order in to, is given by d(t) = iwcEt 3 sin2ex. Herein ex denotes the surface
inclination from the vertical axis and c := q / m.

Problem 6.73.

6.74. A projectile is fired from the ground at north latitude A with an initial velocity Vo
directed skyward and it attains the ultimate altitude h. Neglect air resistance ; assume that h is
sufficiently small that effects due to altitude variations in g may be ignored; and include only first
order effects of the Earth' s rotation rate Q . (a) Determine the Coriolis deflection d*(h) when the
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projectile reaches the height h. (b) Show that the projectile strikes the ground to the west of its
launching site at a distance d = ~ nh cos A.)2h I g . (c) Find expressions for d* and d in terms of
the initial speed of the projectile .
6.75. A person seated at the wall in a cylindrical amusement park centrifuge of radius a
tosses a ball B straight upward into the sky. The centrifuge has a constant angular velocity w
relative to the Earth at north latitude A. Derive the scalar equations of motion for B referred
to the centrifuge frame 1fr = (o ; ikl. Include the effects of the Earth's rotation and identify the
appropriate initial data. Check your result against the text solution in (6.109)-(6.111) for the free
fall case when w = O. Show that when n = 0, x2 + y2 = w 2 (r 2 - a 2 ) , where r(t) is the radial
distance of B from the centrifuge axis at time t .
6.76. British battle maps for the Falkland Islands conflict of 1914 show that the British
directed their fire on the Germans from the north, almost directly southward, while heading east
at a constant flank speed v*. (a) Derive equation (6.117), for the Coriolis deflection relative to the
ship, at 50 ° Nand S latitudes; and find the projectile range and its Coriolis variation. (b) Determine
the range and the Coriolis deflection for a shell fired with a muzzle velocity V = 2650 ftlsec
at an angle of elevation a = 10°. If the gun sight design corrected for the Coriolis effect only
near 50 0 N latitude, what is the total deflection by which the British shells would miss a German
cruiser when fired at 50° S latitude? (c) Discuss any situations where the deflection may vanish
when n # o.

7

Momentum, Work, and Energy
7.1. Introduction
Several methods of integration of the Newton-Euler vector equation of motion
and its relat ed scalar equations have been studied in a variety of applications in
previous chapters. Although it is not possible to integrate these equations in general
term s for all type s of problems, certain kinds of problems do admit general first
integrals that lead to several additional and useful basic principles of mechanics: the
impul se-momentum principle, the torque-impulse principle, and the work-energy
principle. Moreover, for certain kinds of forces, the work-energy principle may
be reduced to a powerful fundamental law known as the principle of conservation
of energy. The law of conservation of momentum and the law of conservation of
moment of momentum are two more first integral principles that derive from the
Newton-Euler law and the moment of momentum principle. This chapter concerns
the development and applic ation of these several additional principles.

7.2. The Impulse-Momentum Principle
The first integral of the equation of motion has been obtained in a variety of
special problems where the force acting on a particle was a specified function of
time . However, it is sometimes possible to obtain information about the motion
even though a full specification of the force is not known . In particular, when a ball
strikes a wall, the force exerted by the wall on the ball varies suddenly in time, and
though we have no way of knowing the preci se manner in which this impulsive
force chan ges with time, we can still obtain useful information about the motion of
the ball or the force exerted by the wall. To see how this may be done, we introduce
the vector-valued integral function .9(t ;to), called the impulse of the force F(t) ,
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Figure 7.1. Graphical interpretation of the
mean value theorem.

6t---

defined by
8'{t; to) ==

1
1

F(t)dt.

(7.1)

10

Then integrating the Newton-Euler equation of motion: dp /dt = F(t) with respect to time on the interval [to, t] in an inertial reference frame <I> and writing
6.p == p(t) - p(to) for the change in the momentum of the particle , we obtain the
impulse-momentum principle:
(7.2)

,ty(t ; to) = Ap.

In words, the impulse oftheforce over the time interval [to, t] is equal to the change
in the linear momentum ofthe particle during that time. We note that impulse has
the physical dimens ions [,<7] = [FT] = [M LT- l ].
The mean value of the force acting over the time interval [to, t] is determined
by the impulse. Consider first the one-dimensional graph shown in Fig. 7.1 for a
force F(t). According to the mean value theorem of integral calculus, there exists
a value of t , say t", such that

1
1

F(t)dt = F(t *)6.t ,

(7 .3)

10

wherein to ~ t" ~ t and 6.t = t - to. Geometrically, (7.3) shows that the area
under the F(t) curve on [to, t] in Fig. 7.1 is equal to the area on [to , t] of a rectangle
of height F(t*). The value F(t *) is the average value of F(t) on [to, t] . The same
formula (7.3) may be applied to each force component. Therefore, more generally,
the average value F* ofthe force F(t) on the interval [to , t] is defined by

*
1
F == -

6.t

1
1

10

F(t)dt

,91t; to) 6.p
=- = -,
6.t

6.t

(7.4)

wherein (7.1) and (7.2) are introduced.
This result shows that although we may not know the actual impulsive force
acting on the particle, its average value on the interval 6.t is determined by the
change in the linear momentum of the particle during that interval. Moreover, it is
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seen that in the limit as to ~ t , (7.4) returns the rule (5.34). The following example
illustrates an average force calculation.

Example 7.1. A projectile S weighing 50 Ib strikes a concrete bunker with a
normal velocity of 1288 ft/sec (878 mph). The projectile imbeds itself in the wall
and comes to rest in 10- 2 sec. What is the average force exerted on the wall by the
projectile during this time?
Solution. The change in the linear momentum of the projectile is
50
Ap = --(1288)n = -2000n slug · ft/sec,
32.2

(7.5a)

in which n is the unit normal vector directed into the wall. The average force F:S
acting on the projectile in the time ~t = 10- 2 sec is given by the last ratio in (7.4),
and with (7.5a) we thus obtain
2000
F*s = ---2n = -2 x 105n lb = -lOOn tons.
10-

(7.5b)

This estimates the total force exerted on the projectile by the concrete wall and
gravity. Of course, the weight of the projectile compared with the total impulsive
force (7.5b) is negligible, and hence the average force exerted on the wall by
the projectile may be estimated by the equal and oppositely directed force F~ =
lOOn tons. If the action time increment is smaller, the average force acting on the
projectile or the penetration force acting on the wall grows larger.
0
7.2.1. Instantaneous Impulse andMomentum
There are many physical situations in which a change in velocity induced by
the exchange of deformation energy occurs so suddenly that it is very difficult to
observe the transition from one state to another. When a cue strikes a billiard ball,
for example, the ball experiences a finite change in velocity during an infinitesimally short interval of time. There is also no observable change in its position
during the impact time. The same thing is true when a bullet strikes a block of
wood and when an automobile impacts a pole. In these cases the impulse occurs
virtually instantaneously. This physical idea of an instantaneous impulsive action
is first characterized mathematically. Afterwards, the use of singularity functions
to define the impulsive force and the instantaneous impulse are described.
In general, the average value F* of the total force conveys no information
about the nature or maximum intensity of the actual applied force F(t), rather,
it provides only an estimate of F(t) that is independent of the duration of its
application. A one-dimensional triangular loading, for example, has a mean value
equal to one-half the height of the triangle regardles s of the length of its time base.
So, an average value estimate of F(t) might not be a very good one. On the other
hand, when the impul se is almost instantaneous it is reasonable to imagine that the
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(b)

Almost Instantaneous Impulse

Ideal Instantaneous Impulse

Figure 7.2. Graphical models of an almost instantaneous impulse and an ideal instantaneous impulse .

force-time graph, as shown in Fig. 7.2a for the one-dimensional case, is closely
approximated by a rectangular step function . In this instance, the mean value F *
approximates very closely the extreme intensity F(£) of the actual applied force.
Of course, the impulse-momentum principle (7.2) holds for all time intervals ~t,
large or small.
Furthermore, the particle's displacement ~x = x(t) - x(to) during any time
interval ~t = t - to is related to the average value v* of its velocity v in accordance
with the relation

~x =

1
1

v(t)dt

10

= v*M .

(7.6)

Therefore, if a particle experiences a finite change in velocity in an infinitesimal
time interval, it follows from (7.6) that the displacement during that interval must
be infinitesimal, and as ~t -+ 0, ~x -+ 0 also .
An instantaneous impulse, therefore, is characterized physically as a very
large, suddenly applied force acting over a vanishing time interval , and resulting
in an instantaneous but finite change in the particle's velocity with no change in
its position. In accordance with (7.2), the instantaneous impulse g'" is defined by

.r: == limit
1-+10

1
1

10

F(t)dt =

~p*,

(7.7)

where Ap" is the finite, but instantaneous change in the linear momentum of
the particle (or center of mass object) . By (7.6), since the average velocity must
be finite, there is no instantaneous change ~x* in the particle's position at the
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impulsive instant:

Ax" == limit .6.x = O.

(7.8)

I----+-to

Further, in the limit .6.t -+ 0, all finite forces that contribute to the total force
that acts on a particle will vanish from (7.7). In order for this limit to be nonzero, the total force must become very large as .6.t is indefinitely diminished.
Therefore, when calculating the effect of an instantaneous impulsive force, we
may neglect the effect of all other finite forces, such as gravity, spring or friction
forces, that may act on the particle at the time of the instantaneous impulse . Of
course , the instantaneous change in momentum occurs always in the direction of
the instantaneous impulse .
Exercise 7.1. A particle P of unit mass is acted upon by a constant force F .
Prove that the average velocity v* of P in a time interval .6.t is equal to v(P , .6.t /2) ,
its velocity at the midpoint of the interval.
D
The delta function (1.120) introduced in Volume 1 may be used to describe the
instantaneous impulse . Let us write F(t) = g'" o(t), where g'" is the instantaneous
impulse at the instant t" E [to , t] and o(t) = (t - t*)_1 is the Dirac deltafunction .
Then the ideal instantaneous impulsive force is described by
rT*(
*)
{Oift=j:.t*,
F()
t =.7 t - t -I = OOlt=t.
Of
*

(7.9)

This ideal force is illustrated in Fig. 7.2b. In accordance with (1.133), we also
obtain from (7.9)

[00 F(t)dt = 'cr [too (t - t*)-ldt =g"'(t - t*)o,

(7.10)

wherein we recall the unit step function u(t) = (t - t* )o in (1.117). Hence ,

g"'(t - t*)o =

I

0 if t < to,

.cr ift >

t o,

(7.11)

undefined at t = t : °

To relate this to the instantaneous change of momentum in (7.7), we integrate
(7.9) over an infinitesimal time interval about t", say from to = t" - !.6.t to t =
t* + ! .6.t, and note that the impulsive force F(t) vanishes outside this interval.
Then letting .6.t = t - to -+ 0, as t -+ t* from above, we obtain with (7.10) the
instantaneous impulse defined in (7.7).
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Linear Momentum in an Instantaneous Impulse

Suppose that the impulse of the force exerted on a particle PI is due to its
interaction with another particle Pz. It is not necessary that the particles come into
contact, but they may. Let ~z denote the impulse acting on PI by Pi :then the third
law requires that the impulse B;"I acting on Pz by PI be equal , but oppositely directed. Therefore, if LlPI and Llpz denote the changes in linear momenta of PI and
Pi . respectively, the impulse-momentum principle (7.2) and the law of mutual action together imply that for the same time interval LlPI = ,<J;"z = -,<J;l = -Llpz,
that is, Ll(PI + pz)
O. This yields the law ofconservation ofinstantaneous momentum for a system of two particles-the total instantaneous linear momentum
for a system of two particles is constant during an impulsive interval:

=

PI

+ pz =

C,

a constant.

(7.12)

If any other forces acting on either particle are finite and the impulse is
instantaneous, these external forces contribute nothing to the impul se of the force
on that particle and may be ignored. Then, (7.12) holds even though other external,
but nonimpulsive forces may act on each particle. Clearly, forces whose resultant is
zero may be ignored, too. If other impulsive forces act on either particle, however,
(7.12) does not hold , rather, the impulse-momentum principle (7.7) must be applied
separately to each particle, accounting for the total impulsive force that acts on
each.
Example 7.2. A ballistic pendulum is a device used to determine the muzzle
speed of a gun . A bag of wet sand of mass M is suspended by a rope, and a bullet
of mass m is fired into the sand with unknown muzzle speed f3. The pendulum
then swings through a small angle from its vertical position of rest as shown in
Fig. 7.3 . Replace the sack by its center of mass object, and find the muzzle speed
of the gun .

eo

Solution. During the infinitesimally small time interval of impact of the bullet
with the sack of sand, the only external forces that act on the pair are their weight

Figure 7.3. A ballistic pendulum model.
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and the tension in the rope . These are finite external forces that contribute nothing
to the instantaneous impulses and may be ignored. In fact, the resultant of the
rope tension and the weight of the sand is zero during the impulsive instant.
(See Exercise 7.3, page 229.) Hence , the total linear momentum at the instant of
impact is constant. The bag being at rest, the linear momentum of the pair just
prior to the instant t* of impact is mf3i. Immediately afterward, when the bullet
is lodged in the bag (captured by the center of mass object), which now has an
instantaneous velocity Vo = voi, the linear momentum is (m + M)voi. Application
of the momentum equation (7.12) yields mf3i = (m + M)voi , and hence
f3

m+M

= - -mV o ·

(7.13a)

However, Vo remains unknown . To find it, we consider a familiar problem.
After the impulse, the bag swings as a simple pendulum of length I and small
amplitude eo so that h « £. in Fig. 7.3. Therefore, the equation of motion for the bag
carrying both the sand and the bullet is given by (6.67d), whose general solution
for the initial conditions e(O) = aand £.0(0) = Vo is provided by (6.67e). Hence,
with B = 0 and A = vol pt; the solution is e(t) = (vol p£.) sin pi, from which
the amplitude of the swing is eo = vol p t: With (6.67c), this yields Vo = eoM.
Finally, use of this relation in (7.13a) delivers the muzzle speed of the gun:
f3 =

Since M

7.3.

m+M
en
e
g£. .
ov
m

» m, the muzzle speed is closely estimated as f3 =

(7.13b)
(M1m ) eoM.

0

The Torque-Impulse Principle

The moment of momentum principle (6.79) has the same analytical structure
as the Newton-Euler law, so a parallel procedure is used to describe the impulse
due to the moment of the force . The impulse of the moment Mo(t) about the
fixed point 0 , called the torque-impulse, is the vector-valued integral function
Jfa(t; to) defined by
J!t"a (t ;to) ==

1
1

to

Mo(t)dt.

(7.14)

Let llh o == ho(t) - ho(to) denote the change in the moment of momentum of the
particle about 0 in the time interval [to, t], and recall the moment of momentum
principle: dholdt = Mo(t). Integrating this equation with respect to time, we
obtain the torque-impulse principle:
(7.15)
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Hence, the torque-impulse over the time interval [to, t], about a fixed point 0 in
an inertial reference frame , is equal to the corresponding change in the particle's
moment of momentum about O. The torque-impulse and moment of momentum
have the physical dimensions: [J~l = [ho l = [FLT] = [ML 2T-'] .
The average value M~ of the torque Mo(t) on the interval [to, t] is defined by

* _ I
Mo = t.t

1
1

10

v~ (t ; to) _ t.h o
- ,
t.t
t.t

_

Mo(t)dt -

(7.16)

wherein t.t = t - to and we recall (7.14) and(7 .15). In the limit as M --* 0, (7.16)
returns the rule (6.79) .
7.3.1. Instantaneous Torque-Impulse

When the torque is applied suddenly so that it results in a virtually instantaneous, finite change in the moment of momentum of the particle with no instantaneous change in its position, the torque-impulse is called an instantaneous
torque-impulse. Symbolically, for a fixed point 0 in an inertial frame, the instantaneous torque-impulseJlE; is defined by

uK; = limit
1-+10

1
1

10

Mo(t)dt =

t.h~ ,

(7.17)

where t.h~ is the finite, but instantaneous change in the particle 's moment of
momentum about O.
The instantaneous torque-impulse about a fixed point 0 is equal to the moment about 0 of the instantaneous impulse of the force acting on the particle,
i.e.,

uP.£; =

x(to) x

.cr.

(7.18)

To prove this, we recall that the particle 's position vector from 0 does not change
during an instantaneous impulse. Hence , with Xo = x(to), (7.17) yields

1
1

vU;; = limit
1->10

10

1
1

xo(t) x F(t)dt = x(to) x limit
1-> 10

10

F(t)dt ,

from which (7.18) now follows by (7.7).
Exercise 7.2. Alternatively, form the difference t.h o = ho(t) - ho(to), recall (5.31) and (7.2), and thus derive (7.18) differently.
0
7.3.2. Moment of Momentum in an Instantaneous Torque-Impulse
Suppose that the impulse of the force exerted on a particle PI is due to
its interaction with another particle P2 so that
= -.q;;. Let PI and P2 have

g;;
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positions Xl and X2 from a fixed point 0 in an inertial frame cI> at the impulsive
instant, and write r = X2 - XI for the vector of P2 from PI. Then (7.18) shows that
for the system of two particles the total instantaneous torque-impulse about point
0, defined byvtt; =JH;1 +vtt;2' is determined by

JH; =X\

Xg;;+X2

x,~ =rx~.

(7.19)

We now assume that either (i) the particles collide, so that r = 0, or (ii) they do
not collide but their mutual interaction impulses are directed along the line joining
the two particles, so that,~ is parallel to r. In either case, the torque-impulse
(7.19) vanishes; and, therefore, from (7.17), the change in the total moment of
momentum of the system of two particles about the fixed point 0, in accordance
with (5.32), namely, ~ho = ~(hOI + h 0 2)' must vanish . This yields the law of
conservation ofinstantaneous moment ofmomentumfor a system oftwo particlesat the instant of impulse, the total instantaneous moment of momentum about a
fixed point 0 for a system oftwo particles is a constant vector:
(7.20)
Example 7.3. The rule (7.20) may be applied to find the muzzle speed of
the bullet in the ballistic pendulum problem in Fig . 7.3. Just prior to impact, the
moment of momentum of the bullet about point 0 is h = emfJk. Immediately
thereafter, the moment of momentum of the system is h = e(m + M)vok. Hence,
use of (7.20) yields (7.13a) giving the muzzle speed in terms of vo .
0

o
o

Exercise 7.3. Suppose the bullet enters the sack at a downward angle 1/J from
the horizontal axis in Fig . 7.3. The rope tension in this case will exert an additional
instantaneous impulse on the sack. (a) Apply the impulse-momentum principle
(7.7) to determine the muzzle speed fJ, and find the instantaneous impulse on the
rope. (b) Apply the instantaneous torque-impulse principle (7.17) to find fJ . 0

7.4. Work and Conservative Force
Consider a particle P in motion along a path fi' due to a force F(x) that varies
only with the particle's position alonge', as shown in Fig . 7.4. The work 11/ done
by the force F(x) in moving P alonge' from the point Xl to the point X2 is defined
by the path, or line integral

11/ =

(,F(x) . dx = I" F(x) . dx .

(7.21)

lXI
The physical dimensions of work are [11/] = [F L] . Thus , if force is measured in
If

Newtons or pounds and length in meters or feet, the measure units of work are
expressed as N . m or lb . ft (or also as ft . lb), respectively.
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Figure 7.4. Schemafor workdone by a force F(x) actingon a particleover its path.

In accordance with (6.3), the total force referred to the intrinsic basis may be
expressed as F = Ftt + FnD and dx = dst; therefore, in general, by (7.21), the
work done by F is
11/ =

1
e

Ftds .

(7.22)

Consequently, only the component offorce tangent to the path does work in moving
P. Moreover, an increment of work t:J.1f/ = F,Ss is positive, negative, or zero
according as the particle displacement Ss is in the same direction , the opposite
direction, or perpendicular to the force acting on the particle, respectively. In
particular, a propulsive force does positive work, whereas a drag force does negative
work. The force (6.16) acting on a charged particle in a constant magnetic field
does zero work; and the Coriolis force, - 2mw X ox/ St, being perpendicular to
the relative velocity vector, does no work in the moving frame. Also, the property
(7.8) of an instantaneous impulse shows that forces that act during an instantaneous
impulse do no work.
The total work done by F depends not only on the end points, as emphasized
by the second expression in (7.21), but generally also on the path traversed by
P, as emphasized in the first expression. For certain forces, the work done is
the same for every path joining the same end points, so the work done by these
forces depends only on the values of the assigned end points . A force field F(x)
that is independent of the path is called a conservative force. A force F(x) that
is not conservative is called a nonconservative force; these are path dependent
forces . Both propulsive and Coulomb friction forces, for example, always follow
the motion along the specific path of the particle, so these are nonconservative
forces that vary with the choice of path between fixed end states. Conservative
forces are further characterized later on.
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In rectangular Cartesian coordinates, we write F(x) = Fxi + Fyj + Fzk and
dx = dxi + dyj + dzk. Hence , for end states at Xj = (Xj, Yj , Zj) , j = 1,2, the
second expression in (7.21) becomes
(7.23)
This relation reveals the procedure for calculating the line integral. The force F(x)
must be known as a function of position x along fl. In general, we must also know
the equation of the pathe' so that the path variables x, Y, Z and their differentials can
be related through this function; and, finally, the position coordinates (XI, YI , ZI)
and (X2, Y2, Z2) of the end points at Xl and X2 are required. This analysis is illustrated
in the following problem.
Example 7.4. Find the work done by the force
F(x)

= bxyi + cyj,

(7.24a)

°

in moving a particle from the origin (0, 0) to the point (1, a) along the paths defined
by (i) a parabola y = ax 2 and (ii) the lines X = and y = a. Here a , b, c are
constants. (iii) What condition must be satisfied in order that the force (7.24a) may
be conservative?
Solution of (i). The work done by the force (7.24a) in moving the particle
from (0, 0) to 0, a) on any path is given by (7.23):
fI/ =

[

1 1i?

F · dx

=

r:

1(0,0)

bxydx

+ cydy.

(7.24b)

To integrate the first term in this equation, it is evident that we shall need to know
how y is related to x. This means that the path must be specified, and hence the
force (7.24a) is a nonconservative force.
For the parabolic path y = ax 2 shown in Fig. 7.5a, the path integral in (7.24b)
becomes
11/ =

t'" abx

1(0,0)

3dx

+ cydy =

r

10

abx 3dx

+

t

10

cydy.

(7.24c)

Hence, the work done by the nonconservative force (7.24a) in moving the particle
along the parabolic path y = ax 2 from (0, 0) to (1, a) is
(7.24d)

°

Solution of (ii). Consider the work done by the same force (7.24a) acting
over the path defined by the lines x = and y = a joining the same end points,
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Figure 7.5. Distinct particle paths joining the same end points from (0, 0) to (1, a ).

as shown in Fig. 7.5b. The path (ff' consi sts of two parts (ff'1 and (ff'2; hence , (7.21)
is written as
(7.25a)
wherein each integrand has the form of (7.24b). Now, x = 0 and y is variable on

6"1; hence, (7.24b) applied to 6"1 yields

1

. F ·dx=

0'1

l

(o,a)cydy = lacydy = -ca .
2

a

(0,0)

2

(7.25b)

Similarly, y = a, dy = 0 and x is variable on (ff'2; hence, application of (7.24b)
to 6"2 gives

1

F · dx =

(12

l(l,a )abxdx =
(0,0)

{I abxdx = ab .
10

2

(7.25c)

Therefore, the total work done by the force (7.24a) in moving the particle over the
path 6" = t5] U 6"2 between the same end states from (0, 0) to (l , a), by (7.25a) , is
(7.25d)
To conclude, let the reader consider the following additional example.
Exercise 7.4. Show that the work done by the force (7.24a) in moving the
particle over the straight line path y = ax joining (0, 0) to (I , a) is given by

I f/' _ ab

ca'

-3+2'

(7.25e)
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Solution of (iii). Finally, we wish to determine the condition to be satisfied
in order that (7.24a) may be conservative. The solutions (7.24d), (7.25d), and
(7.25e) show that the work done by the same force will be the same for all paths
considered above only if b = O. This is the condition needed for the force (7.24a)
to be conservative . Indeed, conversely, let us consider the force

F = cyj .

(7.26a)

Then the work done by F acting over a path fl joining (0, 0) to (1, a) is given by

11/ =

1
6

F . dx

=

l

(l,Q
)

~~

cydy

=

lQ
u

cydy

ca 2

=- .
2

(7.26b)

Note that in this integration there is no need to mention a specific path fl. This
result is independent of the path; it depends only on values at the end points. The
force (7.26a) is a conservative force. We thus find that the work done by the force
(7.24a) is independent of the particle's path, when and only when b = O.
D
There are many kinds of conservative and nonconservative forces. Gravitational and linear spring forces are conservative; the Coulomb frictional force is
not. The work done by each of these forces is discussed next.

7.4.1. Work Done by a Constant Force
It is easy to show by (7.21) that a constantforce Fe is conservative. The work
done by Fe acting between the point Xu and any other point X is given by

11/ = Fe ' {X dx = Fe . ~x,

i:

(7.27)

wherein ~x == x - xu. Clearly, the work done by the constant force is independent
of the path joining the end points, so Fe is conservative.
The apparent gravitational force on a particle of mass m near the surface
of the Earth is a constant force Fe = -mgk. Therefore, by (7.27), the apparent
gravitational force near the surface ofthe Earth is a conservative force that does
work

II/g =

-mg~z

= -mgh,

(7.28)

in which h == ~z = k . ~x is the vertical change in elevation through which m
moves along its path . If h > 0, then the particle increases its height from the Earth
and 11/ < O. This means that the gravitational force acts oppositely to the particle 's
vertical displacement, and hence work is done against the force of gravity to
increase the particle's elevation . On the other hand, h < 0 means that the elevation
has decreased, i.e. the particle has moved in the direction of the force of gravity
which now does positive work. Because the gravitational force is perpendicular to
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the horizontal contribution of the total displacement Ax = t.xi
does no work in any horizontal displacement whatsoever.

+ t.yj + t.zk, it

7.4.2. Work Done by the Coulomb Frictional Force
A Coulomb frictional force of constant magnitude must not be confused as a
conservative force. A constant force must have both a constant magnitude and a
constant direction. Although a Coulomb drag force may have a constant magnitude
in some cases, its direction always varies with the path.
The work done by the Coulomb frictional force Cd = - v N (s)t over any path
{ff' of length d is given by

1//f =

l

d
Cd '

dx = -v

l

d

N(s)ds.

(7.29)

In general, the Coulomb force need not have a constant magnitude, N (s) in (7.29)
may vary along the path . This happens, for example, when the particle slides down
a rough curved path in the vertical plane. On the other hand, in any motion for
which N is constant, the work done by the Coulomb frictional force is
(7.30)
This formula is valid for all paths, but for different paths joining the same end
states, the distance d along the path connecting these states will be different-the
Coulomb frictional force Cd is not conservative.
7.4.3. Work Done by a Linear Force
Finally, consider the linear force F L = ax, where a is a constant. Recall (7.21)
andnotethattheintegrandmaybewrittenasF L . dx = ax· dx = ad(!x , x) . Then
the work done by F L in moving a particle over an arbitrary path from a point Xo to
any other point x is given by

71/ =

l

x

Xo

FL' dx

= ~(x . x 2

xo,xo),

(7.31)

which is independent of the path. The linear force F L = ax = a(xi + yj + zk) is
a conservative force . Note that the force in (7.26a) is a special linear force of this
type. Caution: Not every force linear in the variables x , y , z is conservative; the
force F = ayi, for example, is not conservative.
Let x denote the change of length of a linear spring from its undeformed
state and recall (6.64). Then the uniaxial force required to stretch or compress the
spring is given by F H = kxi, which is a linear force of the type FL . Therefore,
from (7.31), the work done in stretching a linear spring from any initial state of
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stretch Xo is

7//

=

l

x

Xo

F H • dx

If the initial state is the natural state, thenx-

I (x 2- X 2).
= -k
o

2

(7.32)

= oand 7// = !kx 2 • Thef orce required

to elongate or to compress a linear spring is a conservative fo rce.
Clearly, the equal but oppositely directed restorin g force F s = - hi = - F H
exerted by the spring is a conservative force. By (7.32), the work done by the elastic
spring in its deformation from the natural state is given by
(7.33)

The work done by the spring force is negative , becau se the spring force oppo ses
the displacement dx.

7.5. The Work-Energy Principle
The concept of mechan ical work is used to derive a general first integral of the
equation of motion known as the work-energy principle. Thi s princ iple is useful
when the total forc e on a particl e varies at most with its position x(P , t ) = x(s(t»
along the path-the gravitational force of the Earth , the Coulomb frictional force,
and the linear spring force being important example s. The notion of mechanical
power is also introduced.
Let us consider the equation of motion when the total force is a function F (x)
of the particle 's position so that mdv[dt = F(x). Now form its scalar product with
v, observe that mv . dv [dt = d( ~m v . v )/d t , and thereb y obtain

dK (P , t )
- -- = F(x) . v,
dt

(7.34)

where in, by definition, the new quantit y
1
1 ·2
K (P ,t ) =- 'imv
. v -_ 'ims
,

(7.35)

is called the kinetic energy of the particle P . Then, recalling (7.21 ) and noting
that vdt = dx, we integrate (7.34) over the path C traversed by the particle from
Xo = x(to) to x = x(t) to obtain the work-energy principle:
71/ = !:J.K ,

(7.36)

in which !:J.K = K (P , t ) - K (P , to) is the change in the kinet ic energy of the
particle that occurs in time [to, t]. The work-energy equation states that the work
done by the f orce F(x) acting on a particle over its path fl from time to to time t
is equal to the change in the kinetic energy of the particle in that time. It follow s
from (7.35) and(7.36) that[ K ] = [M V 2 ] = [1//] = [FL] .
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The mechanical power f!j) expended by the force is defined as the rate of
working of the force :

dl1/
= F . v.
dt

(7.37)

f!j) = -

With (7.36), this yields
(7.38)

i.e. the mechanical power expended by theforce is equal to the time rate ofchange
of the kinetic energy of the particle. Power has the physical dimensions [f!j)] =

[FV] = [FLT - 1] .
The work-energy equation is a single scalar equation, so it cannot replace
equivalently the three scalar equations in the Newton-Euler vector equation of
motion; rather, it often serves as a useful substitute for one of these equations
integrated along the particle path. Since the work-energy equation was derived
from the Newton-Euler law, we suspect that (7.36) may be applied conversely to
derive the related single equivalent scalar equation of motion. In general, we see
from (7.22) and (7.35) that in terms of intrinsic variables (7.36) may be written as
I
2 - -mvo
I
2
<ms
2
2

=

1
S

Ft(s)ds,

(7.39)

So

where F, is the tangential component of the total force F and Vo == .s(to) is the
particle's initial speed. Differentiation of this form of the work-energy equation
with respectto the arc length parameter s and use of the relations d ms 2 ) / ds = ms
and dff// ds = F, show that

(4

/),K

= 11/

{:::=}

ms

=

Ft.

(7.40)

(See (P6.28c) in Problem 6.28.) The reader may confirm that the same conclu sion
follows less directly by differentiation of (7.39) with respect to time.
The result (7.40) thus shows that the work-energy principle for a center
of mass object is a convenient first integral of the tangential component of the
Newton-Euler vector equation of motion, hence especially useful in single degree
of freedom dynamical problem s. On the other hand, if the value of 11/ depends on
the path, and we want to determine the particle 's path, the work-energy rule might
not be helpful. In other situations where the trajectory of the particle is known, or
the force that acts on the particle does no work or is conservative so that its work is
path independent, and especially when work is readily evaluated , the work-energy
principle is most useful. The easy application of this rule is demonstrated in some
examples that follow.
Example 7.5. Recall the ballistic pendulum problem in Fig. 7.3, page 226.
Find the muzzle speed of the gun when the total angular placement may not be
small enough to admit the approximate solution (7.l3b) for which h « e.
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Solution. The muzzle speed is still given by (7.13a), and vo, the initial speed
of the pendulum system, is the unknown of interest. The other end state condition
and the path of the center of mass of this one-degree of freedom system are known.
These facts strongly suggest that the work-energy principle will be helpful in this
case. The total force that acts on this system is its total weight and the tension
of the rope. The line tension is always normal to the circular path on which the
center of mass moves, so it does no work as the system swings to its maximum
placement eo. The work done by the constant force of gravity is determined by
(7.28). Accordingly, in Fig. 7.3, the vertical height h through which the weight (m +
M)g is raised is h = eo - cos eo), and hence 11/ = -em + M)geo - cos eo).
Since the system is at rest at eo and has initial speed vo, the change in the kinetic
energy is !::!.K = -!(m + M)V5 ' Thus, the work-energy principle (7.36) yields
-!(m + M)V5 = -em + M)geo- cos eo). This gives the unknown vo, and its
use in (7.13a) provides the precise muzzle speed relation:

f3

m+M , - - - - - -

= --y'2geocos eo).
m

When h/ e = 0 - cos eo) is very small so that I - cos eo = !eJ, very nearly, the
last equation reduces to our earlier approximate solution (7.l3b).
0

Example 7.6. A student is racing along in a sports car when suddenly, to
avoid an impending collision, the driver slams on the brakes and skids along a
straight line 200 ft to a stop in a 45 mph zone. Moments earlier, a policeman had
checked the vehicle's speed on radar. Assume v = 0.6, ignore air resistance, and
determine if the officer might give the student a ticket for exceeding the limit.
Show for this example that the work-energy equation is the first integral of the
equation of motion.
Solution. The assigned speed data in Fig. 7.6 show that the change in the
kinetic energy of the car and its driver of total mass m is given by !::!. K =
mv2 ,
and we want to find v. Because the path and the position varying nature of the
forces acting on the system are known, we consider the work-energy method.

-!

~"e,;
o- .~

.

V

=

:f:eo

0.6

~mm",,~~::

Slams on Brakes

Stops

Free Body Diagram
of the Car

Figure 7.6. Motion of a braking vehicle over a rough road.
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The forces that act on the car are shown in the free body diagram of Fig. 7.6.
Both Nand W do no work in the motion, and their magnitudes are equal: N = W.
The work done by the nonconservative Coulomb frictional force Cd = -vNi in
the plane motion along a straight line is determined by (7.30) in which d =
namely, 1I/f = - v we. The work-energy principle (7.36) thus yields the result
-!mv 2 = -vwe, and with W= mg, the initial speed is determined by

e,

v = J2vge ,

(7.4la)

which is independent of the weight of the vehicle and its passenger.
For the given data, v = [2(.6)(32.2)(200)]1 /2 = 87.91 ftlsec, or very nearly
60 mph. In consequence, the student could receive a citation for speeding.
The first integral of the equation of motion ms = d(!mIs 2) /ds = -vmg
yields the general form of work-energy equation:
(7.41b)

e,

When s =
Is = 0, we obtain (7.41a). Conversely, differentiation of the workenergy equation (7.41b) with respect to either s or t yields the equivalent equation
of motion .
D
Example 7.7. A mass m is dropped from a height h onto a linear spring of
constant stiffness k and negligible mass. Determine the maximum deflection 8 of
the spring, and compare this value with the static spring deflection 8s produced
by m, See Fig. 7.7. Assume that m maintains contact with the spring in its motion
following the impact.
Solution. Since the velocity of m is zero at both its initial and terminal
states at 1 and 3 in Fig. 7.7, the change in its kinetic energy on the path {i' is
zero. Because the mass of the spring is negligible , its kinetic energy may be
ignored . Moreover, all the forces that act on m are constant, workless, or vary only
with the particle's position on f!i. Therefore, the work-energy principle may be
applied .

J

I

~mg
Free Body Diagram
for Path <D . (?)
Figure 7.7. Spring deflection due to impact by a falling body.

kXi~(?)

t

F ~ = ( m g- k x ~ l i

Free Body Diagram
fo r Path (?) . @
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The total work done by the forces acting on m from its initial position I to
its final position 3 on (§ is determined by (7.21) in which {i = {it U {i2. We note
that the instantaneous impulsive force of the spring does no work on m. The free
body diagrams in Fig. 7.7 show that the force acting on m over {it is F 1 = mgi
and over (§ 2 is F 2 = (m g - kx 2 )i. Hence,

I f/ = { F· dx+

le,

I.
e2

F· dx =

{h mgdx, + {8(mg

10

10

- kx2 )dx2 .

(7.42a)

The work-energy equation (7.36) thus yields

I f/ = mgh + mg8 - ~k82 = /)"K = 0,

(7.42b)

which determines the following deflection of the spring:
g)2
8 =mg
- + J(m
+2mgh
--.
k
k
k

(7.42c)

The static deflection that would result from the weight alone is 8s = mg]k.
Use of this relation in (7.42c) gives
8 = 8s

J

+ 8~ + 28sh :::: 28s·

(7.42d)

This formula shows that the dynamic deflection 8 is not less than twice the static
deflection 8s. In particular, if m is released just at the top of the spring so that
h = 0, then 8 = 28s .
The foregoing solution has illustrated the application of the work-energy
equation when the work is calculated by use of the path integrals in (7.42a).
Alternati vely, we recognize that the work I f/g done by the gravitational force
acting over the entire path from I to 3 in the direction of the displacement is given
by I f/g = mg(h + 8); the work I f/e done by the elastic spring force acting on m
over the path from 2 to 3 is I f/e = -~k8 2; and the impulsive force imposed on
m at state 2 is workless. Hence, the total work done on m is 1// = I f/g + If/e =
mg(h + 8) - ~k82, which is the same as (7.42b) derived above.
0
Example 7.8. The work-energy equation for a relativistic particle may be
derived from its intrinsic equation of motion (6.11). We form the scalar product of
(6.11) with v = 51 and recall equation (6.9) to obtain
m ...
d
2
F· v = - - s s = -(mc ).
I - f3 2
dt

(7.43a)

Integration with dx = vdt leads to

''If/ = { F· dx = mc 2

l(i?

-

ex ,

(7.43b)
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where a is an arbitrary constant. The relativistic kinetic energy is defined by

E == me".

(7.43c)

Therefore, (7.43b) yields the relativistic work-energy equation:

1// =

st:

(7.43d)

The work done in moving a particle from its rest state where its mass is m; and
a = m oc2 is determined by the following change in the relativistic kinetic energy :
(7.43e)

Here Sm = m - m; is the increase in the relativistic mass of the particle over its
rest mass . Equation (7.43e) is the famous Einstein relation connecting mass and
energy in the special theory of relativity.
When the speed v of the particle is much smaller than the speed of light c, so
2), approximately. In
that f3 = c]» « 1, (6.9) may be written as m = moO +
this case, !:i.mc 2 = (m - mo)c2 = !mof32c2, and hence the change in the kinetic
energy (7.43e) from the rest state of the particle coincides with the change in
the nonrelativistic kinetic energy (7.35): !:i.E = !m ov2 = !:i.K. The work-energy
equation (7.43d) then reduces to (7.36).
0

!(3

This concludes our introduction to the work-energy equation and some
applications. We shall return to this principle following discussion of some related
topics .

7.6. Potential Energy
Suppose we are given a general , continuous force function F(x) defined over
a space region 9l. For certain force functions, the work done is independent of the
path in 9l, while for others it is not. To determine the special property that a force
function must have in order that its work may be path independent, the concept
of a potential energy function is introduced. As a consequence, a simple criterion
necessary and sufficient for existence of a potential energy function emerges. If the
given force function satisfies this criterion everywhere in a so-called simply connected region" 9l, it passes the test and the force is conservative; otherwise it is not.
* The region flII where F(x) is defined is called connected if any two given points in flII can be joined

by an arc all of whose points are in 9'e. A region 9'e = gil l U gil2 U gil3, where gil l and gil3 are tracts
of land separated by a river spanned by a bridge gil 2, is connected; but if the bridge is washed away
by a flood, the new region qiI* = qil l U 9'l3 is not connected. A curve x(t) that does not cross itself at
any pointt E (a, b) is called simple; and it is said to be closed when joined at its end points, i.e. when
x(a) = x(b). A connected region qiI is thus called simply connected if every simple closed curve in
gil can be continuously shrunk to a point of qiI. A connected plane region qiI containing a hole of
any kind, for example, is not simply connected, because any curve that encircles the hole cannot be
shrunk to a point of flII. The hole in qiI may be a single point which has been excluded from gil .
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First, we show that if the scalar-valued integrand in (7.21) is an exact differential of a single-valued function t V (x), the work done is independent of the
path . Indeed, suppose that the integrand in (7.21) is an exact differential so that
F . dx = -d V (x). (The negative sign is introduced for future convenience in Section 7.8.4.) Then, if (j is any smooth curve joining two points at Xl and X2 in f!!l,
we have

[ F· dx

jt;

=

l

x2

XI

-dV(x)

= -~ V ,

(7.44)

where ~ V == V(X2) - V(X1)' The scalar-valued function Vex) having this property
is called the potential energy . Since Vex) is single-valued, ~ V has a unique value
determined only by the choice of end point s. Then (7.21) shows that the work
(7.45)
is independent of the path , and hence the force F(x) is conservative. In consequence,
the work done on a particle by a conservative force is equal to the decrease in the
potential energy.
7.6.1.

Theorem on Conservative Force

But how are we to find this potential energy function? We show below that
the components of a conservative force F are related to the partial derivatives of
Vex); and hence Vex) may be found by integration of these equations. First, since
Vex) = vex, y, z), we have

av

dV(x) = -dx
ax

· av
+ -av
dy + - dz =
ay
az

wherein, by definition, the vector
VV(x)

==

VV(x) · dx,

av. av , av

-I

ax

+ -ayJ + -azk.

(7.46)

(7.47)

This vector is called the gradient of V (x), and sometimes it is written as grad V (x).
The V symbol for the gradient operation is defined by
~
v

. a
ax

. a
ay

a
az

== 1 - + J - + k- .

(7.48)

F(x) = -VV(x),

(7.49)

Consequently, if

t A function y = f(x) is single-valued when f(x) determine s one and only one value y for each
choice of x. The function y = sin x, for example, is single-valued; but when its graph is turned
through a right angle so that y = sin-1 x , infinitely many values of y are determined for each choice
of x E [-I , 1], and hence this function is many-valued . The parabola y = x 2 is a single-valued
function for x E (-00 , 00) , but the parabola y = ± x 1/ 2 for x > 0, is not.
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everywhere in a simply connected region r!ll, then F·dx = -dV follows from
(7.46). In this case, the work done by F(x), as shown in (7.44), is independent of
the path, and F(x) is conservative.
The relation (7.49) is a sufficient condition for F(x) to be conservative . Conversely, suppose that the work must be independent of the path in some region r!ll.
We can then prove that there exists a scalar function V (x), single-valued in r!ll, such
that (7.49) holds everywhere in r!ll, except possibl y at certain isolated points . Let Xl
be an arbitrary fixed point and X a variable point in r!ll. Since 1f/ is independent of the
path, the work integral over any curve {g' from Xl = X(Sl) to X = x(s) , where s denotes the distance along the path measured from any point on e, say x., is a singlevalued function of the upper limit x, and hence s alone. We thus write this work as
V(x)

=-

l

X(S)

F(i)· di ,

(7.50)

Xl

where i is the dummy variable of integration introduced to avoid conflict with the
variable limit. With the aid of Leibniz's rule (see Problem 6.28.), differentiation
of the integral in (7.50) yields
dV(x)

dx

d;- = -F(x) · ds

(7.51)

An alternative derivation of (7.51) is left for the reader in the exercise below.
It follows that F(x) . dx = -dV(x) = - VV(x) . dx is an exact differential that
must be independent of the path. Therefore, (F + VV) . dx = 0 must hold for
all dx(s); and hence (7.49) holds everywhere in r!ll. This completes the result
summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem on conservative force: A necessary and sufficient condition for
F(x) to be conservative is that
(7.52)

F(x) = - VV(x).

With (7.47), it is seen that (7.52) is equivalent to the following three partial differential equations for Vex):

oV
ox

-

= -Fx ,

OV

oy- -- Fy ,

oV

-

OZ

=-Fz ·

(7.53)

Exercise7.5. Consider a neighboring point at X + ~x and apply (7.50) to
obtain the unique increment ~ V == Vex + ~x) - V(x) in V . Letx* E [x, X + ~x]
be a point on {g' within the arc length element Ss = [Ax]. Apply the mean value
theorem of integral calculus to derive ~ V / ~ s = - F(x*) . dx* / ds at x*. Then in
the limit as Ss = [Ax] -+ 0 and hence x* -+ x, derive (7.51).
0
Example 7.9. The relationship (7.52) between the potential energy function
and a conservative force is illustrated for two situations. (i) Given Vex), find the
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conservative force F(x) ; and, conversely, (ii) given a conservative force F(x) , find
the potential energy function V (x). When V (x) is known, the work done is readily
determined by (7.45 ).
(i) If Vex) is given, then the force F(x) derived from (7.52) is a conservative
force. For example , consider
Vex) =

cy2

-2 +d,

(7.54a)

where c and d are constants. Then (7.47) gives VV = -cyj, and (7.52) shows
that the force F = - VV = cyj is conservative.
(ii) Conversely, suppose we know that a force F(x) is conservative. Then
(7.52) holds and the potential energy function Vex) may be found by integration
of (7.53). For example, we know that F(x) = cyj is a conservative force, hence
(7.53) become

av
ax

- = 0,

av
ay
= - cy,

av
az

(7.54b)

-=0.

The first and last of these equations show that V is independent of x and z. Hence ,
Vex) = V(y) is at most a function of y ; and the second equation in (7.54b) becomes
d V / dy = -cy . The solution of this equation is given by (7.54a) in which d is an
arbitrary integration constant that may be chosen to meet any convenient purpose .
For example, we may wish to define V(O) = 0; then d = 0 for this choice.
We recall that F = cyj is the same force encountered earlier in (7.26a) and for
which the work done in (7.26b) is independent of the path. An easier calculation
for the work done by a conservative force is now provided by the rule (7.45). Let
the potential energy be given by (7.54a), for example. Then, by (7.45), the work
done on any path between the end points Xl = (0,0) and X2 = (l , a) is
1// = -~V = -[V(X2) - V(Xl)] =

ca 2

ca 2

-[-2 +d -d] = 2 '

(7.54c)

precisely the result derived differently in (7.26b). Clearly, the physical dimensions
of potential energy are those of work: [V] = [1f/] = [F L].
0
Notice in this example that the constant potential energy Vo = d in (7.54a)
is of no consequence whatsoever in evaluating either the force or the work done .
This is typical-only differences in potential energy are relevant. A constant force
Fe, for example, is a conservative force that does work given by (7.27); so, by
(7.45) , the corresponding potential energy function may be written as Vex) =
Vo - Fe ' ~x , where ~x = X - Xo is the particle displacement vector. Similarly, by
(7.45), the potential energy function for the conservative linear force F L = ax may
be read from (7.31): V (x) = Vo - 4a( x2 - x5). In these and any other potential
energy functions, the arbitrary constant potential energy Vo is unimportant, it
affects neither the force nor the work done . Therefore, sometimes the constant Vo
is suppressed in expressions for the potential energy, and sometimes its value is
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fixed for convenience. No generality is lost, if Vo is discarded. For a constant force,
this is equivalent to our assigning the value VeX{)) = Vo = 0 at x = X{), say. In this
case, x = X{) becomes the datum point of zero potent ial energy with respect to
which Vex) = -Fe . Ax. Another possibility is to absorb the constant part of the
work term s in Voandwrite Vex) = Vo - Fe ' x, orto choose Vo == Vo + Fe ' Xo = 0
so that Vex) = -Fe' x now vanishes at x = O. Then x = 0 serves as the datum
point of zero potential energy. A similar thing may be done for any other potenti al
energy function.

7.6.2. The Needle in the Haystack
One very important question remains-How can we know if a given force
F(x) admit s a potent ial energy function or not, without our actually having to
find it? Otherwise, the problem we face resemble s the search for a needle in a
haystack with no knowledge that there is a needle to be found . Therefore, before
we begin looking for the needle , it would be a good idea to first locate some sort
of detection device . Then, if we detect it, we might continue and try to find it;
otherwise, we discontinue the search. In the same spirit, before we start searching
for a potential energ y function, it is best to find an easy test to which we may
subject any suitably continuous force F(x) to determine first, if a corresponding
potent ial energy function exists. We are going to show that the relation (7.52) can
hold when and only when the force F(x) satisfies the condition

v

X

F=O,

(7.55)

everyw here in a simply connected regio n 9(. (The importance of 9( being simply
connected is shown in Problem 7.22.) The operation V X F is called the curl of F,
and sometimes (7.55) is written as curlF = O. The curl operation is defined with
the aid of (7.48): curlF = (ia/ax + ja/ay + ka/az) x (Fxi + Fyj + Fzk), which
is more conveniently represented by the familiar determ inant-like, vector product
representation in its expansion across the top row:

i
VxF= a/ax
Fx

(7.56)

The rule (7.55) is a neat device for detecting the possible existence of our needle
in the haystack-it provides the test for existence of a potential energy function
based on the following useful theorem.

Criterion for existence of a potential energy function : A fo rce F(x) is
conservative in a simply connected region 9( ifand only ifcurl F(x) = 0 everywhere
in 9(. In consequence, there exists a potential energy fu nction such that F(x) =
- V V (x) holds everywhere in 9(,
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Figure 7.8. A simple closed curve bounding a region of area

.sf in Stokes's theorem.

That (7.55) is necessary follows upon substitution of (7.53) into (7.56), which
shows that (7.55) holds everywhere provided the continuous function F(x) is singlevalued with continuous partial derivatives so that the order of the mixed partial
derivatives of Vex) may be reversed. Then, for example, aFy/ax - aFx/ay =
s-v /axay - a2 y /ayax = O.
Conversely, if (7.56) vanishes everywhere, the line integral of F(x) is independent of the path; hence , F has the form (7.52). The prooffollows from Stokes's
theorem of vector integral calculus, namely,

l. F
k

11/ =

. dx =

j

sf

curlF · dA ,

(7.57)

in which dA is the elemental vector area of the region S!! bounded by a simple
closed curve <8, shown in Fig. 7.8. The symbol means that the integral is around
the closed path <8, counterclockwise, with the region S!! on the left-hand side,
as suggested in Fig. 7.8. The proof of (7.57) may be found in standard works on
vector analysis . See, for example, the reference by Lass .
Stokes 's theorem is applied to prove that curlF = 0 ==} F = - V' Y. We thus
require that (7.55) hold everywhere in a region containing sf, then (7.57) implies
that

#

(7.58)

tF .dX=O,

for every simple closed path in PA. Now, since only the unit tangent vector is
reversed when a path is traversed in the opposite sense, we see in Fig. 7.8 that
fBQA F . dx = - fAQ B F . dx, where A and B are any two points on fi . Thus,
by (7.58),

t.:
APB

dx

+ [

1 -1
1 1

JBQA

F . dx =

APB

F . dx

for any two points A and B on fi, that is,
APB

F·dx =

AQB

rs«

AQB

F . dx = 0,
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Consequently, the condition (7.58) states , equivalently, that the work done by
F is independent of the path joining A to B. However, this means that there
exists a continuous single-valued, differentiable function V (x) such that (7.52)
holds everywhere in ql( . This completes the proof. The thrust of the theorem is
summarized as follows :
The work done by a force F(x) is independent of the path, hence F(x) is
conservative, if and only if the curlF(x) vanishes everywhere in the simply connected region ql( bounded by the closed path fi', and therefore ifand only ifF(x) is
the gradient of a single-valued twice continuously differentiable potential energy
function V (x). That is, symbolically,

£

vs« = 0

<===}

\l x F

=0

<===}

F

= -VV.

(7.59)

To illustrate our criterion for existence of a potential energy function, let us
return to Example 7 A, page 231, and determine if F(x) in (7.24a) is conservative
or not. We compute curlF using (7.56) and find
V X F =

i
a/ax
bxy

j
a/ay
cy

k
a/az = k(-bx)
0

=1=

0 everywhere.

Therefore, no potential energy function exists ; and hence F is not conservative.
Indeed, F is conservative if and only if b = 0, as shown earlier. Only then does the
force (7.24a) admit the potential energy function (7.54a).

7.7. Some Basic Potential Energy Functions
In anticipation of future applications, the potential energy function for the
apparent gravitational force near the surface of the Earth, its variation with distance
from the Earth, and the elastic potential energy for a linear spring are described next.

7.7.1. Gravitational Potential Energy
The work done by the constant gravitational force is given by (7.28); and by
(7045), we write A Vg = -II/g. Therefore, the gravitational potential energy of a
particle or center ofmass object on or near the surface ofthe Earth is

Vg

= mgh,

(7.60)

in which h = z - zo is measured vertically from z = Zo, the datum point of zero
gravitational potential energy. The gravitational potential energy increases with h
above the datum level zo and decreases, becoming negative with h, below the zo
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reference level. The question of how close to the surface the particle must be for
(7.60) to hold is discussed below.
The elementary rule (7.60) ignores the variation in the gravitati onal field
strength with the distance from the Earth. To account for the elevation effect on
the gravi tational potential energy, let us con sider a particle P of mass m that is
free to move in the gravitational field of the Earth whose mass is M. In terms of
its spherical coordinates in a Cartesian referen ce frame fixed at the center of the
Earth at 0 , the gravitational force (5.58) exerted on P has the familiar form
Gm M

F (P; x) = mg(x) = - -2-e"

r

(7.6 1)

where x = re, =I- 0 is the radius vector of P from o. The reader may confirm
through the following exercise that the gravitational force (7.6 1) is conservative.
Exercise 7.6. Withe, = xlr, express (7.61) in terms of rectangular Cartesian
coordinates (x , y , z), and show that curlF = 0 everywhere.
0
In accordance with (7.61), the conservative gravitational force at every point
on the surface of a sphere ofradius r is the same for every direction e, = e, (e, ¢);
so, by (7.6 1) and (7.52), the potential energy is at most a function of r. Therefore, with V V = aV(r) /ar e, and (7.6 1), equation (7.52) yields the relation
d V [dr = GmM /r 2 whose integration delivers the grav itational potential energy
as a fu nction of the distance r f rom the center of the Earth:
GmM
V( r) = Vo - - - .

(7.62)

r

The reader may confirm the result (7.62) by an alternative derivation described in
the following exercise based on an alternative proof that (7.6 1) is conservative.
Exercise 7.7. Show that the work done by the gravitational force (7.61) acting
on a particle is independent of the path, and hence this force is conservative. Then
deduce (7.62).
0
The constant Vo may be chosen so that V (A) = 0 at r = A, the surface of the
Earth . Then Vo = GmM / A and (7.62) becomes
V (r ) = GmM

(± - ~) .

(7.63)

Recalling (5.61) for the acceleration of gravity, namely, g = G M / A 2 , introducing
h(r ) == r - A into (7.63) and writing V( r) = V (h(r», we obtain the gravitational
potential energy as a fun ction of the elevation h from the surface of the Earth:
V(h)

= mgh (_I-h)
1+A

.

(7.64)
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The elementary formul a (7.60) thus follows from (7.64) when the particle is sufficiently close to the surface so that the term hi A may be considered negligible
compared to unity. Otherwi se, to account for the variation of gravity with elevation,
the more precise relation (7.62) or (7.64) must be used. For example, at six miles
(about 10 km) above the surface of the Earth , the approx imate cruising altitude
of a commercial jet airliner, the potential energy variance of (7.60) from (7.64)
is only 0.16 % (larger) ; and for a satellite at 250 miles (about 420 km) above the
Earth, the variance is roughly 6.3% (larger) . Hence, in most applications (7.60) is
a very good approximation for motion on or near the surface of the Earth .

7.7.2. Elastic Potential Energy of a Spring
The elastic work done by a linear spring relative to its undeformed state is
given by (7.33) . Therefore, with (7.45) , we write fj. Ve = - Pr e to obtain the elasti c
potential energy stored by the spring:
(7.65)
wherein x is the change of length of the spring measured from its undeformed state ,
the reference state of vanishing potential energy. For a linear spring, the elastic
potential energy function is the same in both compression x < 0 and tension x > O.

7.8. General Conservation Principles
We now derive from the Newton-Euler law of motion and the work-energy
principle for a center of mass particle the conservation principles of linear momentum , moment of momentum, and energy. We start with a general conservation
theorem from which the two momentum conservation laws follow. The workenergy equation leads to the important principle of conservation of energy for a
particle acted upon by conservative force s; and, finally, the general form of the
work-energy principle in which the total work is split into its conservative and nonconservative parts is presented. Afterwards, these fundamental laws are illustrated
in several further applications of physical interest.

7.8.1. A General Conservation Theorem
Let A(t) be a vector-valued function of time that is equal to the time derivative
of another vector-valued function u(t) :
A(t)

=

du(t) .
dt

(7.66)
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Let e be a constant unit vector and form the scalar product
d

A . e = - (u . e).
dt

(7.67)

We note that A . e and u . e are the respective components of A and u in the
direction e. Thus, A . e = 0, and hence A is perpendicular to e, if and only if
u . e = constant, in which case the quantity u is said to be conserve d in the
direction e. In summary, (7.67) reveals a useful theorem with application to the
principles of mechan ics.
General conservation theorem: Consider the vector differential equation
A (t ) = li(t) and a fixe d direction e. Then the component of A in the direction e is
zero if and only if the component of u in the direction e is constant, that is, when
and only when the quantity u is conserve d in the direction e.
7.8.2. The Principle of Conservation of Linear Momentum
Equation (5.34) has the form (7.66), so for any constant vector e,
d

F . e = d t (p . e),

(7.68)

which thus yields the following conservation law.
The principle of conservation of linear momentum: The component ofthe
force acting on a center of mass object in a fixe d direction e vanishes fo r all time
if and only if its momentum in the direction e is constant:
F .e= 0

¢::=}

p . e = const.

(7.69)

Further, the Newton-Euler law (5.34) shows that the linear momentum is a
constant vector when and only when the total f orce on the particle is zero. The
same result follows from (7.69) for all directions e. The principle (7.69), valid for
all time in the motion, differs from our earlier conservation rule (7.12) for a system
of two particles whose momentum is constant only during the impul sive instant.
An easy application of the rule (7.69) follows.
Example 7.10. A particle of mass m is released from rest at A and slides
down a smooth circular track of radius R shown in Fig. 7.9. At the lowest point B ,
the particle is projected horizontally and continues its motion until it strikes the
ground at C. Determine the horizontal component of the particle's velocity at C .
Solution. The free body diagram in Fig. 7.9 on the path from B to C shows
that no horizontal forces act on the particle. Therefore, the linear momentum in
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t

Figure 7.9. Application of the principles of
conservation of momentum and work-energy.

c

the fixed horizontal direction i is conserved: p . i = mx = y, a constant. Consequently, on the entire path BC, specifically at C, the horizontal component of the
particle's velocity v . i = i is a constant whose value is determined by its speed
at point B. This value may be found by application of the work-energy principle.
The free body diagram of the particle on the circular path A B is shown
in Fig. 7.9. The normal force N is workless on AB, while gravity does work
1I/g = mg R in reaching B. Hence, the total work done by the forces acting on m
is 11/ = mg R . The increase in the kinetic energy as the particle slides from rest
at A to the end state at B is f::..K = 4mv~ . The work-energy principle 71' = f::..K
determines the speed at B , and hence the horizontal component of the particle's
velocity at C is given by
i

B?

= VB = J2gR.

o

Exercise 7.8. What is the normal force exerted on m by the surface at

0

7.8.3. The Principle of Conservation of Moment of Momentum
The moment of momentum principle (6.79) also has the form (7.66). Therefore, for a fixed direction e,
d

M o . e = dt (h o . e),

(7.70)

where M o . e, the component of M o in the direction e, characterizes the turning
effect of the force about a line L'through 0 having the direction e, as shown in
Fig. 7.10. Thus, M o . e is the moment of the force about the axis e through O.
Similarly, h o . e is the moment ofmomentum about the axis e through O. In these
terms, the following conservation theorem is evident from (7.70).
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Figure 7.10. Schema for the torque about a line through the moment point O.

The principle of conservation of moment of momentum: The moment of
the force about an axis e through a fixed point 0 in an inertialframe <t> vanishes
for all time when and only when the correspondingmoment of momentum about
that axis is constant:

M o . e = 0 {:::::::} h o . e = const.

(7.71)

Moreover, the moment of momentum principle (6.79) shows that the moment
M o about a fixed point vanishes for all time when and only when the moment
of momentum is a constant vector. The principle (7.71), valid for all time in the
motion , differs from our earlier conservation rule (7.20) for a system of two particles whose moment of momentum is constant only during the impulsive instant.
A classical application of our conservation law follows .

Example 7.11. Central Force Motion and Kepler's Second Law. A force directed invariably along a line through a fixed point is called a central force. A
familiar example of a central force is the tension in a pendulum string; another is
the gravitational force exerted by the Earth on a satellite shown in Fig. 7.11. Derive
Kepler's second law: A particle in motion undera centralforce alone mustmove in

a plane; and if its path is not a straightline throughthefixed centralpointO, its position vectorfrom thefixed point sweeps out equal areas in equal intervals oftime.
Solution. Consider a central force F directed through the fixed origin 0 of
an inertial frame <p = (0 ; ek) in Fig. 7.11. Then the moment of F about 0 is zero:
M o = x x F = 0, wherein x = re. : and the moment of momentum principle
(6.79) shows that the moment of momentum about 0 is a constant vector :

h o = x x mv,

a constant.

(7.72a)

It follows that h o = 0 if and only if the position vector x is parallel to the
velocity: v = kx, where k is a constant. In this instance the motion x(t)= xoekt ,
with Xo = x(O) initially, is along a straight line through O . Otherwise, when
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Area Swept Out by x = re,

Figure 7.11. Satellite motion under a central force, and the orbital area swept out by the radiu s vector in an
infinitesimal time.

h o =j:. 0, both X and v are always perpendicular to the constant vector h o, and
hence the particle must move in a plane whose vector equation is (7.72a).
Consequently, all central force motions are plane motions .
To establish Kepler's equal area rule, we introduce polar coordinates and
write v = fer + r¢eq, and x = re. . Then h o = he, is normal to the plane of
motion, and (7.72a) yields mr 2¢ ez = he ., that is,
r

2.

¢

h
m

=- =

y,

a constant.

(7 .72b)

Now, it may be seen in Fig. 7.lla that the element ~A of the plane area
swept out by the position vector is ~A = !(r + ~r)r~¢ . Therefore, in the
limitt>Ho~A / ~t , we have
(7.72c)
This gives the rate of change of the area swept out by the position vector. Thus,
with (7.72b), A = y / 2; hence A(t) = !yt + A o, where Ao = A(O) is a constant,
usually taken as zero. This is Kepler's Second Law: The radius vector sweeps
out equal areas in equal intervals oftime.
D
Exercise 7.9. Apply the moment of momentum principle (6.79) to find VB in
Example 7.10, page 249.
D
7.8.4. The Energy Principle
The important and useful principle of conservation of energy is derived next,
and its equivalence with one of the Newton-Euler scalar equations of motion
is demonstrated . Afterwards, the work-energy equation is recast in a form that
separates the total work into its conservative and nonconservative parts. This
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procedure leads to the general energy principle, which includes the conservation
law as a special case and shows clearly the roles of both nonconservative forces
and workless normal forces in the work-energy equation .
7.8.4.1.

The Principle of Conservation ofEnergy

The work-energy equation, 1f/ = b.K, is valid for every conservative or
nonconservative total force F(x) . In addition , every conservative force is characterized by a scalar potential energy function V (x) such that 1f/ = - b. V . Therefore ,
when the total force acting on a particle (or center of mass object) is conservative,
we have b.K + b. V = b.(K + V) = 0, from which the following conservation
law is evident.
Principle of conservation of energy: The sum of the kinetic and the potential energies of a particle acted upon by purely conservative forc es is constant
throughout the motion:
K

+V =

E, a constant.

(7.73)

Use of the negative sign for the potential energy in (7.44) was motivated by
our desire at this point to assign a simple additive property in the conservation law
(7.73). In general, the energy constant E is fixed by specified conditions at any
instant in the motion . In accordance with (7.73), if the kinetic energy increases by
some amount, the potential energy must decrease by the same amount, and vice
versa. Indeed, when the kinetic energy in any motion of a conservative system
attains its maximum value, the potential energy at that place must be least, and
vice versa. Thus, for every con servative system
K max + Vmin = K min + Vmax = E, a constant.

(7.74)

In a mechanical vibrations problem, for example , K min = 0 at the extreme position
of instantaneous rest in the oscillation of the load. The same thing holds in any
problem where the motion of a particle begins from rest. In either case, at the
corresponding instant in the motion, the energy constant in (7.74) is E = Vmax •
Specific examples are provided later on.
Since (7.73) was derived from the Newton-Euler law for a purely conservative total force F(x) = - V V (x), this equation may be applied conversely to
derive a single equivalent scalar equation of motion, as shown in (7.40) for the
general work-energy equation. It is instructive to review this important result for
2 and
a conservative system. In terms of intrinsic variables, we have K =
V = Vexes)) . Thus, by (7.73),

!ms

!ms2 + V(x(s)) =

E, a constant.

(7.75)

This is to be compared with the general equation (7.39). Differentiation of (7.75)
with respect to the arc length parameter s and use of the relation dV I d s =
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avI ax . dx ]ds = -F · t = - Ft , where F, is the tangential component of the
total conservative force F , yields ms - F, = 0; hence ,
K

+V

= E

{::::::} ms = Ft.

(7.76)

The same result also may be obtained by differentiation of (7.75) with respect
to time. Of course, this is the same as (7.40) applied to a conservative system.
Thu s, the principle of conservation of energy for a center of mass object is the
first integral of the intrinsic, tangential component of the Newton-Euler law. In
view of the equivalence relation (7.76), the principle of conservation of energy
is especially useful in single degree of freedom dynamical problems. Notice that
Vrnin occur s at places in the motion for which dV Ids = 0 holds, that is, at place s
for which F, = O. For conservative systems, these are static equilibrium positions
of the particle.
Clearly, since forces of constraint perpendicular to the path do no work in
the motion, these normal forces contribute nothing to the energy of an otherwise
conservative system of forces . Accordingly, the energy principle can provide no
information about such force s of constraint. The forgoing conclu sions and remarks
are illustrated in an example.
Example 7.12. (i) Apply the principle of conservation of energy to find the
velocit y VB at which the particle in Example 7.10, page 249, is projected from point
B shown in Fig. 7.9, and show that an arbitrary constant reference potential energy
does not alter the conclusion. (ii) Derive from the energy equation the equivalent
Newton-Euler scalar equation of motion for the mass on the circular path AB.
Solution of (i), First, we need to confirm that the energy principle (7.73) may
be applied. The force s that act on the mass m on the circular path A B are shown
in Fig. 7.9. Since the weight W is a conservative force and the normal surface
reaction force does no work on A B , the total energy is conserved.
The point A is clearl y a convenient datum for zero gravitational potential
energy. However, we recall that only differences in the potential energ y are relevant.
Moreover, an arbitrary reference potential energy Va does not alter the energy
balance in (7.73), for the same constant potential energy will appear in both sides
of the equation. To demon strate this, let us choose an arbitrary value Va for the
reference potential energy at A . Since the particle is at rest at A, the kinetic energy
at A is zero. Thus , initially the total energy is E = K A + VA = Va . With A as the
reference state, the potential energy of the mass m at point B is VB = Va - mg R,
and its kinetic energy is K B = !mv~ , where VB = vBi is the velocity of m when
it projects from B. The energy principle (7.73) now yields

KB + VB

I

= "2m v'B + Va 0

mgR

= E = Va,

(7.77a )

that is,
(7.77b)
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so VB = .j2g Ri, the same result found in Example 7.10 by application of the
work-energy principle. Notice that the arbitrary reference potential energy Vo
cancels from (7.77a). Hence , the particular value assigned to the datum potential
energy Vo has no effect whatsoever on the solution .
Solution of (ii). The scalar equation of motion equivalent to the energy principle is readily derived from the energy equation. At an arbitrar y point on the path
AB, K = !mR 2¢2 and V = -mgR sin¢, where we now fix Vo = 0 at A. Since
E = 0 at A , (7.73) yields the energy equation on the path AB,

~mR2¢2 -

mgR sine = O.

(7.77c)

Differentiation of (7.77c) with respect to the path variable ¢ (or with respect to
t) yields the equivalent tangential component of the Newton-Euler equation of
motion, namely,

mR¢ - W cos ¢ = O.

(7.77d)

Notice, in agreement with (7.76), that R¢ = s is the tangential component
of the acceleration, and W cos ¢ = F, is the conservative tangential component
of the total force F = W + N acting on m in Fig. 7.9, whose workless normal
component is Fn = N - W sin ¢ .
0
Let the reader consider the following example .
Exercise 7.10. Apply the principle of conservation of energy to solve Example 7.7, page 238. Derive the equation for the maximum spring deflection resulting
0
from the impact by a mass m falling through a height h shown in Fig. 7.7.
7.8.4.2.

Remarks on Time Varying Potential Functions

The centripetal acceleration of a particle in a moving frame tp = {O ; ek} gives
rise to a central directed, apparent centrifugal force P(x, t)= -mw X (w X x). So,
consider a radial motion with x = re, in tp and wet) = w(t)e z = cae., say, then
P(x , t) = mrw 2er in a cylindrical reference basis . Notice that this force has a potentialfunction r ex, t) = -!mr 2w2, suchthat P = -V r(x, t) = -a r jare r =
mrw2er • But this is not a conservative force, because the potential function r ex, t)
varies with both position and time, indeed, with w = at , a r jat = -mr 2a 2t .
Moreover, with dx = dre., the work done by this force, defined by "fI/(x, t) =
f P(x, t) . dx = mw 2 f rdr = - rex, t), to within an arbitrary constant, also
varies with time. In fact, it is possible to consider more general kinds of forces
F(x, X, t) for which the work done is defined by 'If/ (x, x, t) = f P(x , x, t) . dx.
We shall not have an occasion to encounter these here.
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Although it is possible to have a scalar-valued, time dependent function

V(x, t) for which F(x, t) = -VV(x, t), it is important to bear in mind that the
principle ofconservation ofenergy holds onlyfor conservativeforces with potential functions that are independent of time. To understand the reason for this, let
us suppose that the potential energy function V (x, t) is time dependent. First, note
that (7.34) holds for a force F = F(x, t). Consequently, in the present case,

dK(x, t)
dt

_...:....-~

= F(x , t) · vet) = - VV(x, t)

. vu).

(7.78)

However, since V (x, t) now depends explicitly on both the position vector x(t) =
(x(t) , y(t), z(t)) and the time t, the total time rate of change of V(x, t) is

dV(x , t)
aV(x, t)
-d"':""t"':"""":" =
ax

dx(t)

. -d-t- +

aV(x, t)
at
=

'"'7

v

Vex, t) . v(t)

+

aV(x, t)
at .

Adding this result to (7.78), we obtain
d

d/ K

av

+ V) = at·

(7.79)

Therefore, the time rate of change of the sum of the kinetic and potential energies
is not zero, and hence the principle of conservation of energy does not hold when
V = V(x, t). In fact, (7.79) shows that the energy conservation law holds if and

only if the potential energy is independent of time, i.e. when and only when V =
V (x). Consequently, only those forces derivable from a potential energy V = V (x),
which is a function of position alone, are conservative forces; all other forces, even
though they might have a potential function, are not conservative.
7.8.4.3. The General Energy Principle

It is useful to recast the work-energy equation in terms of the conservative
and nonconservative parts of the total work done. We thus separate the total force
F acting on a particle into its conservative part Fe = - V V (x) and its nonconservative part F N . Clearly, any force perpendicular to the path, whatever its nature,
necessarily is workless, and hence contributes nothing to the total work done.
Therefore, with the aid of (7.21) and the work-energy equation (7.36), the total
work done by F = Fe + F N is related to the energy in accordance with

tJ. K

=

1

Fe' dx

+

1

FN

.

dx

= - tJ. V + 11/N,

in which 1f/N == 1ft F N • dx is the work done by the nonconservative force. Plainly,
this is merely another form of (7.36) . Let $ == K + V denote the total energy,
and note that tJ.K + ~ V = ~(K + V) = ~ $ is the change in the total energy.
Consequently, the work-energy principle (7.36) yields the following equivalent
law.
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Figure 7.12. Propulsive motion of a slider block.

The general energy principle: The change in the total energy is equal to
the work done by the nonconservative part ofthe total force acting on the particle:
(7.80)
Hence , the total energy is constant if and only if the noncon servative part of the
force does no work in the motion or, trivially, when nonconservative forces are
absent.

It is useful to distinguish conservative and nonconservative forces, if possible ; but if the nature of a force is uncertain, the ambiguous force is considered
nonconservative until proven otherwi se. The following example illustrates the
straightforward application of the general energy principle (7.80).
Example 7.13. A propulsive force P of constant magnitude moves a slider
S of mass m in a smooth circular track in the vertical plane, as shown in Fig. 7.12.
The slider starts from rest at the horizontal position A . Determine the speed of S
as a function of e. What is its angular speed after n complete turns?
Solution. The total force that acts on S in the Fig. 7.12 consists of the workless
normal reaction force N exerted by the smooth tube, the conservative gravitational
force Fe = mg, and the nonconservative propulsive force F N = P = Pt which
always is tangent to the path of S. The change in the potential energy of S is
t:,. V = mg R sin the datum being at A, and the change in the kinetic energy from
the initial rest position at A is t:,.K = !mv 2 • Therefore, with t:,. @ = t:,.K + t:,. V
and FN • dx = Pds, the general energy principle (7.80) yields

e,

1

-mv 2 + mgR sin e = P

2

iRe
0

ds = PRe ,

(7.81a)

and hence the speed of S as a function of e is given by

vee)

=

J2: cee -

mg sine).

(7.81b)
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The angular speed of S is determined by v = Rio. Thu s, after n complete
revolutions, = Zn n and (7.8I b) provides the angular speed

e

w(n)=

7.9.

j -4n-rr P
.
mR

(7.8 Ic)

o

Some Further Applications of the Fundamental Principles

Every problem of particle dynamics can be formulated entirely by use of
the Newton-Euler law (5.34). Together with appropriate initial conditions, this
law provides a complete system of three scalar equations for at most three unknown quantities. But the several auxiliary, first integral and moment of momentum principles derived from this law and discussed earlier in this chapter often
deliver easily and more directly pieces of information that simplify the problem solution and often provide further physical insight as well. The remainder
of this chapter is devoted to some further applications that demon strate these
attribute s.
We begin with a familiar example that illustrate s the joint application of the
principles of conservation of momentum and energy in the elementary problem
of projectile motion. The next example is an application of the principl es of conservation of moment of momentum and energ y in the formulation of the spherical
pendulum problem. Finally, the phase plane curves for a simple harmoni c oscillator and the motion of a spring-mass system are studied by the energy method.
Some advanced topic s are then presented in the sections that follow.

Example 7.14. Application to projectile motion. A projectile P is fired from
a gun at 0 with muzzle speed Va at an elevation angle ex from the horizontal ground
plane in frame q; = {O ; i , j}. Find the speed of the projectile as a function of its
altitude; determine the maximum height h reached by P; and find its speed when
it return s to the ground plane. Neglect air resistance.

Solution. A simple free body diagram of the projectile will show that the only
force acting on P is the conservative gravitational force mg = -mgj in frame q;.
Consequently, the linear momentum in the horizontal direction i in q;, namely,
p . i = mx, is constant. Initially, p . i = mvo cos ex; hence , for all time ,

x=

(7.82a)

Va cos ex.

This easy result provides auxiliary information for later use.
Clearly, the system is conservative, and with y = 0 as the zero reference for the
At any subsequent position,
potential energy , the total energy initially is E = ~
the potential energy is V (y ) = mgy and the kinetic energ y is K (y ) = ~ m v2 . The

mV5'
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energy principle (7.73) requires

~ mv2

+ mgy = ~mv5,

(7.82b)

which determ ines the projectile's speed as a function of its altitude y :
(7.82c)

v(y) = JV5 - 2gy.

The projectile 's speed is indepe nden t of the gun's angle ofelevatio n and the mass
of the projectile.
To find the greatest height attained, we recall that v 2 = 2 + y2 . Clearly, the
projectile attains its maximum altitude h when y = O. With (7.82a), the speed
v(h) = x = Va cos a , and hence (7.82b) or (7.82c) yields the maximum altitude
reached by P :

x

v2
h = ~ sin2 a .
2g

(7.82d)

Consequ entl y, the greatest height attained depends on the angle of elevation, but
not the ma ss of the projectile.
Finally, when P return s to the ground at Q, y = 0 and (7.82c) shows that the
shell lands with speed equal to its muzzle speed Va.
0

The following exercises are left for the reader.
Exercise 7.11. Show that the projectile 's horizontal range is given by

v2

r = --.Q. sin 2a.
g

(7.82e)

o

Exercise 7.12. Show that (7.82a) and (7.82b) are equivalent to two scalar
equations of motion provided by the Newton-Euler law (5.34). Integrate these
equat ions with respect to time to obtain (x(t), yet)) in rp. (a) Introdu ce (7.82d) and
(7.82e), and show that the projectile' s trajectory, absent any environmental effects,
is a parabola defined by
y - _
g
X2
2va2 cos- a
'

(7.82t)

where Y == Y - h and X == x - r 12 in the frame <I> = {Q ; I k } . Identify frame <1> . (b)
Determine, as a function of2a, the projectile 's coordinates (xm, Ym) at its greatest
height in rp. Show that the loci of all points of maximum height is an ellipse
x~

a2

where a

= v5/2g and b = a 12.

+

(Ym - b )2

b2

= I,

(7.82g)
0
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Figure 7.13. Spherical pendulum motion.

Example 7.15. The spherical pendulum. One end of a thin, rigid rod oflength

eand negligible mass is fastened to a bob P of mass m, and its other end is attached
to a smooth ball joint at O. In view of the constraint, the bob moves on a spherical
surface of radius so this device is called a spherical pendulum. The bob is given
an arbitrary initial velocity Vo at a point A located in the horizontal plane at the
distance h below 0 in Fig. 7.13. Find three equations that determine the velocity
of P as a function of the vertical distance z below 0, and describe how the motion
x(P , t) may be found from the results.

e,

Solution. To find vi z), it proves convenient to introduce cylindrical coordinates (r, ¢, z) with origin at the ball joint 0 and basis directed as shown in Fig. 7.13,
with e, downward. The velocity of P is given by (see (4.59) in Volume 1)
(7.83a)
We wish to determine i , r¢, and 2 as functions of z. Three equations are needed.
The first equation is obtained from the energy principle. The force s that act
on P are its weight mg and the workless force T exerted by the rod. Therefore, the
principle of conservation of energy (7.73), with Vo = 0 at 0, yields

!mv2 - mgz = mEo;

(7.83b)

where Eo == E / m is the total energy per unit mass. The speed v of P is thus
determined by (7.83a) and (7.83b):

v2 =

f2

+ r 2¢ 2 + 22 =

2(E o + gz).

(7.83c)

This provides one relation among the three unknown functions. The constant Eo
is fixed by the initial conditions at A, Eo = !v5 - gh at Z = h in (7.83b) .
Another equation may be obtained from the principle of conservation of
moment of momentum. The rod tension T has no moment about 0, and mg
exerts no moment about the vertical OQ axis. Hence, by (7.7 1), the moment of
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momentum about this line is conserved: h o . e z = n, a con stant. Recalling (7.83a ),
we see that only the component mr¢ of the linear momentum mv has a moment
about the line OQ, namely, r (mr¢ )ez . Therefore, h o . e, = mr 2¢ = n, and with
y == ry /m, we have

r 2'¢ = y .

(7.83d)

This provides another equation relating the unknown function s. The constant y
is determined from the initial conditions. Let e", denote e", at A . Then mvo . e",
is the only component of the initial linear momentum having a moment about the
line OQ, and hence y = r ovo . e", = rovocos(vo, e",), wherein r o = (e2 - h 2)1/2
in Fig. 7.13.
The final equation is derived from the suspension constraint: 2 = r 2 + Z2.
This gives r = (e2 - Z2) 1/ 2, and hence

e

.

r= -

zz

Je

2 -

Z2

(7.83e)

.

z

A few moments reflection reveals that i , r¢ , and are now known as functions
of z. Indeed , upon substituting (7.83d) and (7.83e) into (7.83c) , we reach
.2
2g 2
2
Eo
y2
z = -2[(e - z )(z + - ) - - ] ,
e
g
2g

(7.83f)

which determines z(z) . And with r (z) = (e - Z2)1/2, f ez) given by (7.83e), and
r¢ = y / r( z) from (7.83d), it is now a straightforward matter to write the velocity

(7.83a) as a function of z alone . We omit these detail s.
Finally. we need to say how the motion x( P , r) = re, + ze, may be read
from the results. In principle, integration of (7.83f) determines z(t), hence r(t),
and (7.83d) provides

1
t

¢(t) =

Y
7,dt ,

o r

(7.83g)

to fix e r (¢ ), which thus determines the motion. The exact solution for z (t ) may
be obtained from (7.83f) in terms of Jacobian elliptic function s introduced later;
however, we shall not pursue this problem further. (See Synge and Griffith.) 0
Exercise 7.13. Apply the Newton-Euler law to formulate the spherical pendulum problem. Hint: Show that zr = -4rdf2/d z.
0
Example 7.16. Constant ene rgy curve s in the phase plan e. Use the energy
principle to derive the differential equation for the smooth, horizontal motion of
the linear spring-mass system in Fig. 6.13. page 134. Show that"the phase plane
trajectories, the curves in the x v-plane , are curves of constant total energy.
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Solution. The free body diagram is shown in Fig. 6.13a. The weight of the
oscillato r and the normal surface reaction do no work in any rectilinear motion
along the smooth horizontal surface . The elastic potential energy of the linear
spring force acting on m is given by (7.65) : Vex ) = !kx 2 , wherein V(O) = 0 in
the natural state x = O. The system is conserva tive with kinetic energy K = ! mi 2 ,
so the energy principle (7.73) yields
!mi

2

+ ! kx 2 = E,

(7.84a)

The equation of motion is obtained by differentiati on of (7.84a) with respect to the
path variable x or with respect to time; we find mx + kx = O. This agrees with
(6.65a) in which p = ,Jk / m .
Now let us examine the curves in the x v-plane, called the phase plan e. Because
k > 0 , the total energy E in (7.84a) is a positive constant determin ed from assigned
initial data. Suppo se that x(O) = Xo and i (O) = Vo at t = 0, then E = ! m v5 +
! kx5 . We introduce
2

and write v

=i

2£

e ;::m

(7.84b )

to cast (7.84a) in the form
(7.84c)

For any given spring-mass pair (m , k), the phase plane curve desc ribed by
(7.84c) is an ellipse whose axes are determined by the constant e. For each choice
of initial data, e has a different value; and hence (7.84c) describes a family of
co ncentric ellip ses each of which is traversed in the same time T = 2rr/ p , the
period of the oscillation, and on each of which e is a constant fixed by the total
energy E , In consequence, the phase plane curves for a conservative dynamical
system are called energy curves . In physical term s, (7.84c) shows that e is equal
to the maximum speed in the periodic motion, which occurs at the natural state
x = 0, and x A ;:: e/ p is the symmetric amplitude of the osc illation, the maximum
displacement from the natural state- it marks the extreme states in the motion at
which v = O.
0
Example 7.17. Motion and the energy of a spring-mass system. An unstretched linear spring shown in Fig. 7. 14 is attached to a mass m that rests on a
hinged board supported by a string. Find the motion of the load when the string
is cut and the board falls clear from under it. Describe the energy curve for the
motion.
Solution. The free body diagram in Fig. 7.14a shows the gravitational and
elastic forces that act on m when the string is cut. These are conservative forces
with total potenti al energy Vex) = - mgx + ! kx 2 , wherein V(O) = O. The kinetic
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St ring

(al Free Body
Diagram

Figure 7.14. Gravity induced vibration of a
simple harmonic oscillator.

energy is K
(7.73) gives

= ~mx2 . Since the total energy initially is zero, the energy principle
(7.85a)

Because this is the first integral of the equation of motion for which the path
variable is x, differentiation of (7.85a) with respect to x (or t) yields the familiar
equation of motion :

mx +kx

= mg.

(7.85b)

The motion is a gravity induced, free vibration of a simple harmonic oscillator.
The general solution of this equation is

x =

mg
.
T
+ A stn pt + B cos pt ,

(7.85c)

in which p = Jkjm . The initial circumstances x(O) = 0 and x(O) = 0 require
A = 0 and B = -mg j k in (7.85c), so the motion of the mass is described by
x(t) =

mg

T(l -

cos pt).

(7.85d)

It is seen from (7.85b) that Xs == mgj k is the static equilibrium displacement.
Hence , (7.85d) shows that the load oscillates about the equilibrium state with circular frequency p = Jkjm and amplitude equal to xs . The reader may readily
confirm that dV jdx = 0 at xs, and hence Vmin = V(xs) = -~kx~ . As a consequence, K max + Vmin = E = 0 yields the maximum speed Vmax = pxs . It is simpler, however, to note from (7.85d) that x(t) = pxs sin pt , hence Vmax = px« .
Now let us consider the energy curve. Due to the static displacement, the
curve described by the energy equation (7.85a) in terms of x and x is an ellipse
whose center is shifted a distance xs along the x-axis. To see this, introduce the
coordinate transformation z = x - Xs, which describes the motion of the load
relative to its equilibrium position. Usc of this relation in (7.85a) and (7.85b)
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Figure 7.15. Phase plane diagram for the free vibration of a load on a linear spring.

yields the corresponding transformed equations:

Z )2+ ( -Z)2- I
(-pxs
Xs
- ,

(7.85e)

Z + p 2Z = O.

(7.850

Clearly, the energy equation (7.85e) is an ellipse centered at the origi n in the
phase plane of z and z: hence, the motion is periodic with circular frequency p and
symmet ric amplitude Zmax = xs. The energy curve is the graph of(7.85e) shown in
Fig. 7.15. Both the original and transformed variables are indicated. The geometry
cha racterizes the motion of a simple harmonic oscillator described by (7.850
whose solution is ju st the transform ation of (7.85d) given by z = - Xs cos pt . 0
We now tum to some advanced applications. These include the finite amplitude osci llations of a simple pendulum, the plane motion of a particle on an arbitrary
concave path , Huygen s's isochronous pendulum, orbit al motion, and Kepler's first
and third laws. Elliptic functions and integrals are introduced along the way. In
a first reading, however, these topics may be omitted without significant loss of
co ntinuity, if the reade r may prefer to move forward to the next chapter.

7.10.

The Simple Pendulum Revisited: The Exact Solution

Our earlier study of the simple pendulum focused on its small amplitude
solution for which the motion is simple harmonic and hence isochronal, that is,
the period is a constant, independent of the amplitude. Here we explore the exact
solution for the large amplitude motion, which is neither simple harm onic nor
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isochronal. As a consequence, the accuracy of the approximation in the small amplitude solution is determined. The nonoscillatory, periodic motion ofthe revolving
pendulum is also described. The importance of this classical problem lies in the
parallel application of the method of analysi s to a great variety of other physical
systems described by a similar differential equation.

7.10.1. The Energy Equation and the Rod Tension
The energy equation will be applied to reformulate the finite motion problem
for which the exact equation of motion is already given by the first equation in
(6.67b) . The energy equation, we recall, is the first integral of this equation of
motion. An easy, exact result for the rod tension as a function of the angular
motion e(t) then follow s immediately.
The problem geometry and the free body diagram of the bob are shown in
Fig. 6.15 , page 138. Recall that the supporting rod oflength £ has negligible mass
compared with the bob 's mass m. Clearly, the variable rod tension T does no work
in the motion, and the gravitational potential energy (7.60) is given by Vg(e) =
mg£O - cos e) . The system is conservative with kinetic energy K = !m£2e 2.
Hence, the energy principle (7.73) yields

!m £2e2 + mg£O - cos e) = E, const.

(7.86a)

The energy constant E may be evaluated from known conditions at any point
in the motion , regardless of what the initial data might be. Here we consider an
oscillatory motion with finite amplitude a so that = 0 when = ±a . Then
E = mg£O - cos a), and (7.86a) becomes

e

e

02 = 2p\cose - cos a),

(7.86b)

T(e) = W(3cose - 2cosa).

(7.86c)

where p = J g/ £. This is the exact integral of the first of the equations of motion
in (6.67b). Therefore, substitution of (7.86b) into the second equation in (6.67b)
yields the rod tension as a function of e E [-a , a], namely,

7.10.2. The Finite Pendulum Motion and Its Period
We now tum to the exact analysis of the finite amplitude motion . The finite
oscillatory motion of the pendulum and its period are essentially determined upon
integration of (7.86b) to obtain

pt -

1
0

0

de

J2( cos e- cos a) ,

(7.87a)

wherein the value e(O) = 0 at t = 0 has been assigned for convenience, that is,
time is measured from the instant when the bob is at its lowest vertical position.
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To be consistent with the initial data, the positive root has been chosen in (7.86b).
Equation (7.87a) thus provides the exact, but implicit solution for the periodic
angular motion e(t). The motion is periodic but not simple harmonic. The precise
period of the finite oscillation, denoted by r" , follow s from (7.87a). Let us write the
integral in (7.87a) as fee) and note thatt = r "/ 4 is the time to reach the state e = a
at the end of the pendulum's primary swing. Then the periodic time r " = 4 f(a) / p.
It is seen that the period varies, in fact increases, with the amplitude a, and hence
the motion is not isochronous. This phenomenon is typical of nonlinear oscillation
problems.
The integral in (7.87a) cannot be evaluated in terms of elementary functions,
but it can be expressed in the form of an elliptic integral or a corresponding Jacobian
elliptic function whose numerical value may be found from mathematical tables
or computed directly. To cast the integral in its standard form, we introduce a new
variable ¢ defined by the transformation
sin

e

2=

a
k = sin 2'

k sin e,

(7.87b)

e

so that 0 < k < 1. Then cos a = 1 - 2k 2 and cos = 1 - 2k 2 sin 2 ¢ follow from
the familiar double angle trigonometric identities, and use of these relations in
(7.87a) yields the standard formula

pt

-_1<P
o

d¢
k 2 sin2 ¢

JI -

(7.87c)

The integral in (7.87c) is called the elliptic integral of the first kind , usually
denoted by
(7.87d)
for 0 < k < I. The variable limit ¢ is the argument of the integral whose dummy
variable lJ replaces ¢ in (7.87c). The constant k, defined by the second relation in
(7.87b), is called the modulus. The two equations in (7.87b) determine the argument
and the modulus in terms of the pendulum variable and its amplitude a . As the
physical angular placement grows from 0 to a, the argument ¢ increases from 0
to n /2. The special integral obtained from (7.87d) at ¢ = n / 2, written as

e

x
K(k)=:F(-;k)=
2

e

l

0

2

lf
/

J1 -

dtr

k 2 sin2 e

,

(7.87e)

is called the complete elliptic integral of the first kind . The use of K for this
integral is conventional and is not to be confused with the kinetic energy function,
and, of course, F is not a force . The values of F(¢; k) and K(k) are tabulated! in
t See, for example, P. F. Byrd and M. D. Friedman, Handbook ofEllipti c Integrals for Engineers and
Scientists, 2nd Edition, revised, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1971. This is an especially valuable
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handbooks of mathematical table s, and nowadays may be routinely calculated by
computer. The elliptic integral and the complete elliptic integral of the second kind
are introduced later in Exercise 7.19 , page 283 . An elliptic integral and a complete
elliptic integral of the third kind also arise in nonlinear dynamical problems, but
we shall not encounter these here .
The period r" of the oscillation is now readily determined. With t = r" 14 at
B = ex , (7.87c) and (7.87e) yield the exact periodic time of the pendulum motion,
r

*

4
2r
= -K(k) = -K(k).
P
rr

(7.87f)

Here r = 1If = 2rr I p = 2rr ,JeI g denotes the constant small amplitude period
of the pendulum defined in (6.67g). Recall that k in the second of (7.87b) depends
on the amplitude ex. The result (7.87f), therefore, describes the precise manner in
which the period r", and hence the frequency f* == l/r*, varies with the ampli tude , and it renders explicit the relation of the exact period r" (frequency f* ) to
the elementary period r (frequency f) . We can now determine which is greater.
Because 0 < k < 1, (7.87e) shows that K(k) >

J;/2 dlJ =~,

that is,

2K(k)/rr > 1. By (7.87f) , therefore, r" > r , so f* < f : The exact period
(frequency) of the finite amplitude oscillations of a simple pendulum is always
greate r (smaller) than the period (frequen cy) of its small amplitude, simple harmonic motion.
Further, notice in (7.87e) that K(k) increases monotonically with k E (0, 1),
while the second relation in (7.87b) shows that k increases with the amplitude
angle ex. Therefore, K (k) increases with ex . As perceived earlier, (7.87f) shows that
the pe riod (frequen cy) of the finite pendulum motion increases (decreases) when
the amplitude is increased.

7.10.3. Introduction to Jacobian Elliptic Functions
The solution (7.87c) provides the travel time in terms of the argument ¢(B) in
accordance with pt = F(¢ ;k) = f(B) . By the introduction of a Jacobian elliptic
function, however, this integral relation may be inverted to obtain the solution in
the closed form B = B(t) == f-I(pt). To motivate the idea of the Jacobian elliptic
funct ions , let us recall first the elementary integral
u

==

r

d lJ

Jo~

= sin- I y,

(7.88a)

where lJ is a dummy variable in all of these standard integrals. Then the inverse
of the integral u whose argument is y is the familiar circular function y = sin u .
resource for formulas, identities,descriptionsof properties and graphics for elliptic functions, and it
provides transformations of general elliptic integrals of all sorts to their standard forms. It contains
adequateexplanatory material on elliptic functions and integralsfor those unfamiliar withthe subject.
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Similarly, the inverse of the elementary integral

u

==

1
y

d{}

--2

o I - {}

= tanh-I y,

(7.88b)

is the hyperbolic function y = tanh u == sinh u/ cosh u.
The same idea may be applied to invert the elliptic integral (7.87c). We first
introduce a new argument

y = sin 4>,

(7.88c)

into (7.87c) and replace the integrand variable y with the dummy variable {} to
obtain the following alternate standard formula for the elliptic integral of the first
kind :
F(4)(y) ; k)

== u(y) =

1
y

d{}

o J(1 - {}2)(1 - k 2 {}2 )

,

(7.88d)

for 0 < k < 1. Notice that this integral reduces to (7.88a) when k = 0 and to
(7.88b) when k = 1. With 4> = n / 2, we have y = I ; hence, in accordance with
(7.87e), the alternate standard form of the complete elliptic integral of the first
kind is

K(k) = u(1)

1

=

1

o J (1 -

d{}

{}2)(l - k2{}2)

(7.88e)

Now, the Jacobian elliptic sinefunction snu, read as "ess - en - u", is similarly defined by
(7.88f)

Therefore. the inverse ofthe elliptic integral u whoseargument is y is the Jacobian
elliptic sine function y = snu. With (7.88c),
y = sin 4> = snu,

(7.88g)

yields the desired inverse solution 4> = sin -I (snu).
We next establish the properties of the Jacobian elliptic sine function . In
accordance with (7.88g), 4> = 0 implies y = 0 , and (7.88f) gives u = 0; therefore,
snO = O. Similarly, 4> = n / 2 yields the corresponding amplitude y = I = snu( 1),
and hence by (7.88e), snK(k) = I is the amplitude of the graph snu at u(l) = K(k) .
Because sin 4> is an odd periodic function with quarter period rr / 2, the elliptic sine
function in (7.88g) also is an odd periodic function : sn(- u) = -snu , but with
quarter period K (k) that varies with k. Hence, snu has amplitude I and period 4 K .
The graph of snu, therefore, is similar to the map of the familiar sine function to
which it reduces when k = O. The reader may find it helpful to sketch the graph
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of the periodic function y
sine function, namely,

= snu to illustrate the properties of the Jacobian elliptic

sn(qK)

sn(u

=

j

0 if q = 0, 2, 4,
I ~fq = I ,

-I If q

+ 4K) = snu ,

(7.88h)

= 3.

sn(-u)

= -snu .

(7.88i)

Two additional Jacobian elliptic function s are defined in terms of the elliptic
sine function . Study of these functions and their properties is left for the student
in Problems 7.54 and 7.55. We shall find no need for these additional functions as
we continue discussion of the pendulum problem.

7.10.4. The Pendulum Motion in Terms of an Elliptic Function
With the aid of (7.87d) and (7.88d), the simple pendulum solution (7.87c)
may be written as pt = F(¢ ;k) = u( y). Consequently, the inverse of the elliptic
integral for the pendulum problem is provided by (7.88g):

y

= sin¢ = sn(pt).

(7.89a)

Finally, use of this result in the first equation in (7.87b) delivers, explicitly, the
oscillatory motion e(t) of a simple pendulum with amplitude a:
e(t) = 2 sin- 1[ksn(pt)],

(7.89b)

in which p = .Jg/£ and k = sin(a /2) .
The periodicity of snu in the first of (7.88i) shows that the physical period r"
of the pendulum motion is given by p t" = 4K , which agrees with (7.87f). And at
the quarter period t = r "/ 4 = K / p, we confirm that (7.89b) yields the amplitude
e(r * / 4) = a in (7.87b). This concludes the introduction to elliptic function s and
their application to the simple pendulum problem .

7.10.5. The Small Amplitude Motion
We now know precisely the manner in which the periodic time of a simple
pendulum increases with the amplitude . The elementary small amplitude solution,
on the other hand, predicts a smaller constant period r = 2n .J g. With the exact
solution in hand, we can now assess the accuracy of the simple harmonic approximation . For small amplitudes a and hence small modulus k, we may approximate
the elliptic integral (7.87c) and its modulu s in (7.87b) by the first few terms of
their power series expansions. We begin with the elliptic integral.

e/
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Since k 2 sin 2 ¢ < I, the binomial expansion of the elliptic integral (7.87c)
yields

pt

= F(¢; k) =

1
</J

o

[I

I

I · 3

2

2·4

+ _k 2 sin 2 ¢ + __ k 4 sin" ¢ + .. ·]d¢ ,

and term by term integration provides the series solution

k

(¢2--4-2¢)

2

sin

pt=¢+2

4

+O(k),

(7.90a)

accurate to terms of the order k 4 . With t = r "/ 4 at ¢ = n / 2, (7.90a) gives the
period as an approximate function of the modulus k-the period increases monotonically with k 2 :

r" = r

(I + ~) +

0(k

4

).

(7.90b)

The series expansion for k(ex) in (7.87b) yields

k=

ex
2
-

I (ex)3

2 +0

(5

5

(ex ) ,

(7.90c)

and hence (7.90b) delivers the estimate of the period as a function of the amplitude:
r" = r (I

+ 7~) + 0(ex4 ) ,

(7.90d)

accurate to terms of the order ex 4 . Consequently, for small amplitudes , the period
increases with the square of the amplitude .
When terms of order greater than ex and hence terms of order larger than k
may be considered negligible, (7.90a), (7.90d), and the first equation in (7.87b)
yield the isochronal simple harmonic solution as the lowest order approximation:

e=

exsinpt ,

*
2rr
r =r=p

(7.90e)

Finally, we now assess the error that results from use of the small amplitude
period as compared with the second order approximation in (7.90d), rewritten as
r*;r

=(~)2.

(7.90f)

Suppose the estimated error is not to exceed 1%. Then with r" [t ::: 1.01, by
(7.90f), the amplitude ought not to exceed ex = 0.4 rad, or 23° very nearly.
Therefore, the small amplitude approximation of the oscillatory pendulum motion as a simple harmonic motion with constant period r = 2rr/ p is very good
for amplitudes smaller than 23°. Indeed , the solution computed for the complete elliptic integral with sin -I k = ex / 2 = Ll.S" in the exact equation (7.87f)
is p t" /4 = 1.5868, that is, r " [t = 1.0101. Therefore, the error involved in the
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second order approximation (7.90d) in comparison with the exact solution computed for an amplitude of 23° is insignificant. This analysis emphasizes that the
"smallness role" of some quantities considered in approximations is not always so
infinitesimally small as is sometimes imagined.
7.10.6.

Nonoscillatory Motion of the Pendulum

If the initial angular speed e(O) :: Wo at 0(0) = 0 was sufficiently great, the
bob eventually could reach its highest point at ex = lr or swing past it. The energy
equation (7.86a) shows that the angular speed Wo = Wz required for the bob to just
reach its zenith is given by
Wz

= 2p .

(7.9Ia)

Now consider starting the system at its lowest point 0(0) = 0 with angular
speed e(O) = wo o The corresponding amplitude function determined by (7.86b)
and (7.9Ia) is cos ex = I - 2w6 /w;, and hence (7.86b) may be written as
Wz

(7.9Ib)

K::- .

Wo

Integration of this equation provides the travel time as a function of 0
t - -

1

- Wo

1f}
0

dO
J I - K2 sin2 (0/2)

E

[0, lr]:
(7.91c)

The physical nature of the motion depends on whether K < 1, = 1, or > 1.
First. consider the case K = I. Equation (7.91c) shows thatt -+ 00 as 0 -+ n .
Therefore, when Wo = Wv the pendulum approaches its zenith without reaching
it infinite time, and hence the period is infinite.
Now suppose that K > 1 so that the initial angular speed Wo < Wz . In
this case, the bob cannot reach the zenith, so the motion is oscillatory with
amplitude
(7.91d)
With the aid of the second relation in (7.87b), we find k = K- 1 = wo /w z < 1 and
p = wz /2. The motion with amplitude (7.9Id) and the corresponding period are
respectivel y determined by (7.89b) and (7.870.
Exercise 7.14. Show that for K > I equation (7.9Ic) may be cast in theform
(7.87c) for the oscillatory motion .
D
Finally, suppose that K < 1. Then Wo > Wz and now the bob turns past the
zenith, because the initial kinetic energy 4ml2w6 exceeds the gravitational potential
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energy 2mgl attained as the bob rises to its highest point. In this case, from (7.91b),

eis positive for all B, however large, and hence the angular speed w == IeI varies
from its greatest value Wo at B = 0 to its least value woO -

K 2)1 /2

at B = n :

(7.91e)
We set ¢ = B/2 in (7.91c) to obtain the travel time in the revolving pendulum
motion :

21 ~

t = Wo

0

J1 -

d¢
K2

sin 2 ¢

2
B
= -F(-;K),
Wo
2

(7.91f)

in which F(B/2; K) is the elliptic integral of the first kind with modulus K. Hence ,
the bob reaches its zenith at B = n in the finite time t z given by

2
tz = -K(K),
Wo

(7.91g)

in which K (K) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind .
Thus, if Wo > wz , the pendulum, in the absence of any frictional and aerodynamic effects , spins forever in the same direction about its support. The angular
speed varies periodically between the extremes (7.91e); the motion is periodic,
but not oscillatory. Indeed, with the aid of (7.91g), the periodic time To = 2t z' the
time for the whirling pendulum to complete one orbit about its support, is given
by To = 4K(K)/WO .
Exercise 7.15. Show that the orbital motion B(t) of the revolving pendulum
is described by B(t) = 2 sin-l(sn4wot).
0

7.11. The Isochronous Pendulum
The finite amplitude motion of a simple pendulum is not isochronous; its
period varies with the amplitude. Here we explore the existence of a pendulum
whose finite amplitude oscillation is isochronal. The gravity induced, oscillatory
motion of a particle on a smooth symmetric curve, concave upward in the vertical
plane is studied . The equation for the finite amplitude motion is obtained from the
energy equation, and the frequency for small amplitude, simple harmonic oscillations on an arbitrary concave curve is derived . To study the finite amplitude motion,
however, the curve geometry must be specified . The finite amplitude motion on
a cycloidal curve is investigated, and it is shown that the cycloidal oscillator is
exactly simple harmonic, hence isochronous. Moreover, the cycloid is the only
plane curve having this property.
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7.11.1. Equation of Motion on an Arbitrary Concave Path
Consider a particle P of mass m free to slide on a smooth and concave upward,
but otherwise arbitrary curve {i in the vertical plane. The free body diagram of P
is shown in Fig. 7.16a. The normal , surface reaction force N is workless, and the
gravitational force has potential energy V(y) = mgy . The system is conservative
with kinetic energy K (P, t) = im s2, where s(t ) is the arclength along {i measured
from point 0 at y = 0, say. The energy principle (7.73) requires
(7.92a)
Differentiation of (7.92a) with respect to s yields s + gdy jds = O. Noting in
Fig. 7.16a that
.
dy
smy(s) = - ,
ds

where

y

= tan -1 -dy
,
dx

(7.92b)

we obtain the equation of motion of P on 0':

s + g sin yes) = o.

(7.92c)

This is the tangential component of the intrinsic equation of motion of P .
Let v(s) == set) and Vo == v(so), So == s(O) at y = Yo initially. Introducing
these initial data in (7.92a), integrating the first relation in (7.92b), and noting
that ds/ v(s) = dt, we obtain the general solution in terms of set ):
2(
v s) = v5 - 2g

1
s

So

sin y(s)ds ,

t-

1

s ds

So

v(s) '

(7.92d)

To do more, we shall need to know the shape function yes).

o

mg

alJ

Figure 7.16. Motion on a smooth cycloid .

(a] Free Body Diagram
of P on an Arbitra ry
Smooth Plane Curve 'c
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7.11.2. Small Oscillations on a Shallow, Concave Curve
Consider a shallow symmetric curve with a horizontal tangent at 0 where
So = 0, so that y(s) is a small inclination . Then sin y = y, approximately. By
(7.92c), the point 0 is the static equilibrium state at which y(so) = O. For a small
amplitude oscillation of P about 0 , the power series expansion of the shape
function yes) about s = So = 0 gives

yes) = dy(O) s
ds

+ O(s2).

(7.93a)

The path has the curvature K(S) = dy(s) lds . Hence, to terms of the first order in
s, (7.93a) yields a general, though approximate relation for y(s):
I

yes) = KOS = -s,
Ro

(7.93b)

where Ro == 11KO == 11K(O) is the radius of curvature of f5 at the origin O.
Consequently, for small amplitude oscillations of a particle on a smooth,
shallow and symmetric concave curve in the vertical plane, the equation ofmotion
(7.92c) reduces to the equation for the simple harmonic oscillator:
p

= (T = v'iKO.
V~

(7.93c)

The small amplitude frequency f = p12rr and period T = 11f are determined by
the radius of curvature of the path at the equilibrium point O. For a circular arc
of radius Ro = t, (7.93c) describe s the small amplitude oscillations of a simple
pendulum of length e, for example.
7.11.3. Finite Amplitude Oscillations on a Cycloid
Now consider the finite amplitude oscillations of a particle on a smooth cycloid generated by a point P, starting at 0, on a circle of radius a, as shown in
Fig. 7.16. As the circle rolls toward the right, without slipping on the horizontal
line at y = 2a, the radial line turns counterclockwise through the angle fJ E [0, rr]
measured from its initial vertical direction at O. Hence, the parametric equations
of the cycloid are described by the Cartesian coordinates of P , namely,

x

= a(fJ + sin fJ) ,

y = a(l - cos fJ) .

(7.94a)

Clearly, y E [0,2aJ, and for symmetric oscillations , fJ E [-rr, rr] and x E
[-rra , rra]. (See Example 2.5, page 109, in Volume I.)
The tangent angle yes) in (7.92b) and the curvature K(S) of the cycloid are
readily determined from (7.94a). With the aid of the double angle trigonometric
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identities, we first obtain
2 f3 f3
dx = 4a COS "2d"2'

dy =

4a sin f!.- cos f!.-df!.- .
2
2 2

These yield
1
ds
f3
R = - = - - - =4acos- .
K
d (f312)
2

dy
f3
- = tandx
2'

(7.94b)

Therefore, from the second relation in (7.92b), the tangent angle y(s) in Fig. 7.16
and the radius of curvature R(y) of the cycloid are given by
f3
y = -2'

ds
R(y) = - = 4a cos y .
dy

(7.94c)

Hence, y E [-Jr 12, n 12] and R(y) decreases from R(O) = 4a to R(±Jr12) = O.
The greatest amplitude is restricted by the curve geometry shown in Fig. 7.16 for
y E [-Jr 12, n 12].
Integration of the last equation in (7.94c) determines the function y(s) :
s =

l

Y

4a cos ydy = 4a sin y(s).

(7.94d)

Use of this relation in (7.92c) yields the exact equation ofmotion ofa particle free
to slide on a smooth cycloid in the vertical plane:

s.. + P2s = 0 ,

p = Jgl4a .

(7.94e)

We thus find a most interesting result: The finite amplitude, cycloidal motion
is exactly simple harmonic and hence isochronous. The period of the cycloidal
pendulum for all amplitudes is a constant given by
r = 4Jr

l.

(7.94f)

The result (7.94f) is truly astonishing: If a particle ofarbitrary mass slides from a
position ofrest at any point whatsoever on a smooth cycloid, it reaches the bottom
always in the same time t* = r 14 = n Jal g.
We notice from (7.94c) that Ro == R(O) = 4a at the equilibrium position y =
O. Hence, the small amplitude formulas (7.93c) are the same, of course, as the
exact relations (7.94e) for arbitrary amplitudes.
Exercise 7.16. The analysis reveals some additional geometrical properties
of the cycloid. Consider the cycloidal curve from 0 to its orthogonal intersection
with the line y = 2a at S in Fig. 7.16 and derive the following properties. (a)
The length a of the cycloid from 0 to S is equal to its radius of curvature at 0:
a = 4a = Ro. (b) The slope of the cycloid at a point P situated at a distance s
from 0 is equal to theproduct of the curvature K(S) = 1I R(s) and the arc length
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s at P: tan y = KS = S / R. (c) At a point P on a cycloid, the sum of squares of its
radius of curvature and its arc length from 0 is a constant equal to the square of
the radius of curvature Ro = 4a at its lowest point: R 2 + s2 = l6a 2 , and hence S
and R(s) at every point on a cycloid describe the same circle of radius Ro in the
Rs-plane.
0
It is also known that the cycloid is the unique curve of quickest descent
between two points in the vertical plane. This is the classical brachistochrone
problem of the calculus of variations, a topic beyond the scope of our current
studies. See Problem 7.68 for an example.

7.11.4. Uniqueness of the Isochronal, Cycloidal Pendulum
Glancing back to (7.92b) and noting the proportionality in (7.94d), we ask:
Are there any curves besides the cycloid for which
siny

= dy = es,
ds

cosy

= dx = )
ds

1 - e2s2,

dy
,
dx
(7.95a)

y = tan- 1 -

where e is a constant? If so, (7.92c) becomes s + egs = 0, and hence the motion
on any such smooth curve is simple harmonic, hence isochronous . To address the
question, we need to find the parametric equations of all plane curves characteri zed
by (7.95a).
We fix the Cartesian origin at the equilibrium point defined by y = 0, and
integrate the first two equation s in (7.95a) to obtain
1

x = - [es )l - e 2s 2 + sin-lees)].

2e
Then we use (7.95a) to write these expressions in terms of the tangent angle y ,
and afterward s introduce the double angle trigonometric identities to obtain
1
x = -[2y
4e

.
+ sm
2y] ,

1
y = -(1 - cos2y).
4e

(7.95b)

The parametric equations (7.95b) describe a cycloid whose generating circle is
described by
(7.95c)
The radius is a == 1/4e. As the circle turns counterclockwi se, rolling on the line
y = 2a , its center thus moves horizontally toward the right a distance 2y / 4e =
2ya, and hence the circle turns through an angle f3 == 2y. Therefore, we find
exactly our original parametric equations (7.94a). The relation (7.94d) between
the arc length s and the tangent angle yes) is uniquely characteristic of the cycloid.
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In summary, the unique plane curve on which the motion of a particle is
simple harmonic for all amplitudes is the cycloid. Hence, the cycloidal pendulum
is the only exact isochronal pendulum .
The reader may consider the following similar problem.
Exercise 7.17. Apply (7.92b) to prove that the unique plane curve whose
tangent angle is proportional to its arc length is a circle . Show in this case that
(7.92c ), valid for the finite amplitude oscillations of a particle on any smooth,
concave curve in the vertical plane, yield s the equation for the finite motion of a
simple pendulum.
0
7.11.5.

Huygens's Isochronous Clock

The isochronous, cycloidal pendulum was invented in 1673 by the Dutch
scientist and ingenious clockmaker, Christian Huygens (1629-1695). The idea
was used in construction of a pendulum clock to assure that its period would not
change with variation s in the amplitude of its swing . Huygens was able to produce
a cycloidal motion of the bob by applying the property that the evolute of a cycloid
is another cycloid of the same kind as the generating curve. The evolute of the
cycloid is the path traced by the center of curvature of the generating cycloid. In
Fig. 7.17, the evolute of the cycloid arc 0 S is the similar cycloid arc Q S, both
are generated by a circle of radiu s a. As P moves from S toward 0, the center
of curvature T of the arc 0 S traces the arc from S to Q. In other words, if a
string of length 4a is tied to a fixed point Q that forms the cusp of an inverted
cycloidal curve in Fig . 7.17, and the string is pulled over the contour arc Q S
to point S where the bob is rele ased from rest, the bob will de scribe the same
cycloidal path as as our sliding particle in Fig. 7.16 . On the basis of these unique
,.......-

-

-

l1a

- - - - 1- - - - -

l1a -

-

-

..;

4a

2a

Note :
Figure 7.17. Huygens's isochronal pendulum.
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properties of the cycloid, Huygens's isochronal pendulum may be constructed with
shortened cycloidal surfaces at the cusp support Q so that the bob P moves on a
shorter cycloidal path of some practical design dimensions. Subsequent inventors
introduced certain drive control devices to adjust for energy losses due to frictional
effects that would otherwise lead to variations in the amplitude.

7.12. Orbital Motion and Kepler's Laws
Consider a body P of mass m moving relative to an inertial frame qJ = {O ; ek}
under a central directed gravitational force (7.61) due to a body S of mass M with
its center of mass fixed at O. For example, S might be the Sun and P a planet, or
S the Earth and P the Moon or a satellite. It is natural to model the two bodies as
a system of two center of mass particles, interactions with all other bodies being
ignored. Then P moves in a plane such that, by (7.72b), r 2¢ = y, a constant. This
has the geometrical interpretation that the radius vector of P sweeps out the same
area in equal time intervals, the second of three laws deduced empirically by the
German astronomer and mathematician Johannes Kepler (1571-1630) based on
precise astronomicalobservationsof the positions of stars and planetsby the Danish
astronomer Tycho Brahe (1546-1601), Kepler's mentor. More than half a century
later, Kepler's laws were deduced by Newton (1642-1727) from his mathematical
theory of planetary motion. Here we determine the motion of an orbital body,
characterize its path, and derive Kepler's first and third laws of planetary motion.
7.12.1. Equation of the Path

We introduce cylindrical coordinates identified in Fig. 7.11, page 252, with
origin at 0 in the inertial frame qJ = {O; e., e",} and with respect to which the
polar coordinate equation of the path of a particle P is described by r = r(¢). The
only force acting on P is the conservativegravitationalforce with potential energy
given in (7.62). The constant Va = 0 may be chosen so that V -+ 0 when r -+ 00,
and hence V = - um / r, where the constant /l == G M. The kinetic energy of P is
given by K = ~m(r2 + r 2¢ 2). The energy principle together with (7.72b) yields
.2

y2

2/l

2E

r

m

r +--=-,
2

r

(7.96a)

in which y is the constant moment of momentum per unit mass of P and E is the
constant total energy.
To find r(¢), it is convenient to introduce a change of variable
1
u(¢) = r(¢)'

(7.96b)
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Then, by (7.72b), if>
may be recast as

= yu 2(¢), and from (7.96b), i = -ydu/d¢. Now (7.96a)
dU) 2 + u2 _ 2JL u = 2E .
( d¢
y2
my2

(7.96c)

Although this form of the energy equation may be readily integrated for u(¢), it
is easier to first differentiate (7.96c) with respect to ¢ to obtain the equation of
motion:
(7.96d)
whose easy general solution is
1
JL
u(¢) = = 2"
r(¢)
y

+ Ccos(¢ -

(7.96e)

¢o),

in which C and ¢o are integration constants. The base line for ¢ may be chosen
so that ¢o = 0, and C may be expressed in terms of y and E by substitution of
(7.96e) into (7.96c). We find
2 _

C -

JL2 (
2Ey2)
4 1+
2·
Y
mJL

(7.96f)

Hence, (7.96e) yields the path equation

r(¢)

d

= 1+ e coe q:

(7.96g)

A, '

in which, by definition,

e=

2E y 2
1+-•
mJL 2

(7.96h)

Thus, the plane motion of P for all time is given by
x(P , t) = r(¢)er(¢) =

d

1+ ecos¢

er (¢ ).

(7.96i)

7.12.2. Geometry of the Orbit and Kepler's First Law

°

The total energy E in the second relation of (7.96h) may be positive, negative,
or zero. Thus, in particular, when E = -mJL /2d < 0, e = and, by (7.96g), the
orbit is a circle of radius r = d. Otherwise, (7.96g) describes the polar equation
of a conic section in Fig. 7.18-defined as the locus of a point P that moves in
a plane in such a way that the ratio of its distance I0 P I from a fixed point 0
in the plane to its distance ID P I from a fixed line is constant. The fixed point is
called the focus. The fixed line is known as the directrix, and the constant ratio
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j
Directrix

D

B

Focus

Poth of P
Figure 7.18. Geometry of a conic section.

of the two distances is called the eccentricity . With the focus at the origin 0 of
frame <t> = {o; I, j} in Fig. 7.18, the directrix is a straight line B D parallel to j at
a distance £ from 0 along i. The eccentricity is defined by
e=

lopl
IDPI =

-=-

r

£ - r cos¢

>

o.

(7.97a)

Solving this relation for r(¢), we obtain the general equation (7.96g) in which
d

== t e.

(7.97b)

Equation (7.96g) shows that r( -¢) = r (¢), so the path is symmetric about the line
¢ = 0, the i-axis. The chord along the j-axis (parallel to the directrix) through the
focus 0 is called the latus rectum. When ¢ = Jr / 2, (7.96g) shows that r(Jr/ 2) = d,
and hence 2d is the length of the latus rectum .
If e > 1, the conic described by (7.96g) is a hyperbol a; if e = 1, the conic
is a parabola; and if e < 1, the conic is an ellipse . The circle is a degenerate
ellipse for which e = O. It is amazing that the type of conic trajectory is uniquely
characterized in terms of the total energy E in accordance with (7.96h), namely,
ellipse
circle
parabola
hyperbola

e
e
e
e

<
=
=
»

1 if
0 if
1 if
1 if

E
E
E
E

<
=
=
>

0
-mp-!(2d) < 0
0
O.

(7.97c)
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The circle is a degenerate ellipse for which E < 0, and whose eccentricity vanishes when the total energy, E = -m/l/(2d) = ~ V(n / 2), is one-half the potential
energy at the semi-latus rectum.
A planet or satellite having a parabolic or hyperbolic path ultimately would
leave the solar system forever. Astronomical observations, however, dictate that
the planets have closed orbits around the Sun, and Newton's theory proves that
these orbits are elliptical with the Sun situated at one focus o. This is Kepler's
first law: The plan ets travel on elliptical path s with the sun at one focus.
7.12.3. Kepler's Third Law
We now tum to Kepler's third law on the orbital period. The orbital geometry
is described in Fig. 7.19. To determine the periodic time r in which P describes
its elliptical orbit, we recall Kepler's second law relating the area swept out to the
time, namely,
(7.98a)

A = ~yt .

The area A = nab enclosed by the elliptical path is thus covered in the time

2nab
y

(7.98b)

r=-- ,

where a and b are the respectivesemi-majorand semi-minor axes. Weprefer,however, to express this result in terms of the geometrical and gravitationalconstants.

((>

.....- - - - + - P

------<~

D

B
Apocenler

1 - - - - - rrnox

-------...,lrmin

Figure 7.19. Geometry of an elliptical orbit.
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The constant y is related to the gravitational constant through (7.96h): y = ~,
and hence the next step is to relate d, a, and b.
The ratio df a may be found by use of (7.96g). The focus 0 is on the major
axis, and the nearest location of P to 0 , called the pericenter, is at ¢ = 0 in
Fig. 7.19. Thus, by (7.96g), r (U) = rmin = dl(l +e). Similarly, at ¢ = n , the
greatest distance of P from 0 .named' the apocenter, is r(n) = rmax = dl(l - e).
The length of the major axis, therefore , is 2a = rmin + rmax, and hence

-da = 1 -

2

e .

(7.98c)

We next seek a relation for b]a. Equation (7.97a) applied to the point on the
minor axis in Fig. 7.19 gives e = , /( c + e), wherein c == a - rmin = a - d l(1 +
e). Hence, by (7.98c), c = ae; and, with the aid of (7.97b), we have, = e(c +
£) = a. Now observe from Fig. 7.19 that,2 = b2 + c2 , introduce, and c, and
thus derive the ratio

~=~.
a

(7.98d)

Finally, use of (7.98c) in (7.98d) gives b = JaJ. We now return to (7.98b),
recall the first equation in (7.96h) to obtain blY = Ja l{L, and thus derive the
periodic time for the elliptical orbit:
r = 2n

g..

(7.98e)

It is remarkable that the orbital period involves only one geometrical constant a and
the physical constant {L
G M. Therefore, the ratio r 2I a 3 is the same for all planets

=

in motion about the Sun. This is Kepler's third law: The square of the periodic
time ofa planet is proportional to the cube of the semi-maj or axis of its orbit.
Exercise 7.18. (a) It is remarkable also that the third law may be cast in terms
of only one dynamical constant, the total energy E. Show that

2n {L

r = -Jr=(-=2=E=
I=m===)3 '

(7.98f)

in which E < 0 for an elliptical orbit. (b) Show that the squared speed of P is
given by
2

v = {L

(~ - ~) ,

which is independent of its mass. Hint: Use (7.96h) and (7.96a).
§

(7.98g)
D

These generalterms are used when no specific focal body is identified. However, whenthe body at 0
is the Earth and the orbital body P is the Moonor a satellite, the point nearest the Earth in the orbit of
P is called the perigee, and the point farthest from the Earth is termed the apogee. The point nearest
the Sun in the orbit of a planet or another body is knownas the perihelion, and the most remote point
in its orbit is called the aphelion.
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Exercise 7.19. Distance on an elliptical orbit. Let 1ft = {C; ik } be a Cartesian
reference frame at the center of an ellipse whose parametric equations are given
by x = a sin ¢, y = b cos ¢ , where ¢ denote s the central , clockwise angle from
the y-axis and a and b < a are the corresponding semi-axes of the ellipse
(7.99a)
(a) Show that the area A enclosed by this ellipse is A = nab.
(b) The name elliptic integral derives from the following problem of determining the length of an elliptic arc. Starting at (x , y ) = (0, b), show that the distance
s traveled on an elliptical orbit is given by

s(¢)

= aE(k;¢),

(7.99b)

in which E(k; ¢) , not to be confused with the constant total energy, is standard
notation for the elliptic integral ofthe second kind, defined by

E(k ;¢)=.

1 <1> J I - k 2 sin2 JJ d JJ,

(7.99c)

in which k2 =. (a 2 - b2 )/ a 2 = e2 , so that 0 < k < 1. By (7.99b), the circumference r of the elliptical orbit is thus determined by

r

=. 4s(n / 2)

= 4aE(k; n / 2),

(7.99d)

wherein E(k ;n / 2) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind. In particular, for a circle of radius a, k = e = 0; hence, (7.99b) yields the circular arc length s(¢ ) = aE(O;¢) = a¢ and (7.99d) gives the circumference r =
4as(n / 2) = 'ln a. In general, the value of E for a given modulus k E (0, 1) and a
specified angle ¢ E [0, tt / 2] may be found from tables of elliptic integrals or by
computation.
(c) Consider an elliptical orbit for which a = 2b. Find in terms of a the
distance traveled when ¢ = n / 4, n / 2, and 2n .
D
The foregoing theory requires that the focal body S be fixed while the moving
body P is attracted only by S. Of course, Newton's law of gravitation holds
for every pair of bodies in the world, and disturbances induced by the mutual
attraction s with other bodies have been ignored. An accurate dynamical treatment
of the solar system, the major problem of celestial mechanics, entails far greater
complexities than those embodied in the simple model studied here. If the ratio
of m/ M of the masses of P and S is small , and their mutual distance and their
separation from all other bodies is great, the elementary model gives a very close
estimate of the facts. On the other hand, it is natural to question what may be
said about the motion of a system of two or more bodies free to move under their
mutual Newtonian attraction. The two body interaction problem and the effect of
their relative motion on Kepler's law for the orbital period is studied in the next
chapter.
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Problems

e

7.1. A small ball of mass m strikes a horizontal surface with speed VI at an angle from the
surface , and it bounces off with speed V2 at an angle 4> from the surface . Show that the magnitude
1.<7* and direction 1/1 of the impulse exerted on the ball by the wall are determined by

I

tan 1/1 =

V2 sin
V2 cos

4> + VI sin e
4> -

VI

cos e

.

7.2. A rigid rod R strikes a small block of mass m initially at rest on a rough plane inclined
at an angle a shown in the figure. The block moves up the incline a distance d where it comes to
rest. The dynamic coefficient of friction is v. Find the initial impulse of the force exerted by the
rod on the block.

,I
Problem 7.2.

7.3. A ballistic pendulum consists of a heavy block B of mass M initially at rest but free to
slide in a rough, circular guide slot of radius r . A bullet b of mass m is fired into the block which
then swings from its initial vertical position shown in the figure through an angle 4>0 where the
system S = (b, B} comes to rest. The dynamic coefficient offriction is v . (a) Derive the NewtonEuler differential equation giving the squared speed of S as a function of its angular placement,
and thus find v2 (4)) exactly. (b) Determine the initial velocity Vo of S. (c) What relations will
determine exactly the impulse of the force ,CT* exerted by the bullet on the block and the bullet's
impact speed f3? (d) Find ,<7* and f3 when 4>0 is a small angle.

Problem 7.3.
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7.4. A force F = (3x 2 + 4y - 6z 3 )i + (x - 2yl - 3xz)j + xy k moves a particle P along
the path y 4x - 2x 2 fro m the origi n (0,0,0) to the point (2, 0, 0). Find the work do ne by F.
Co mpa re this with the wo rk done by F in moving P along a straig ht line joi ning these points.

=

7.5. (a) Wh at work is done by theforce F(x) = x yi + yl j in movi ng a particle from the point
(0 , 0) to the point ( I, 2) along (i) the parabola y = ax 2 , (ii) the orthogonal paths y = 0 and x = I ,
and (iii) the straight line y = kx ? Is the force F(x) conservative? (b) Th e force F(x) = y 3 i + xj
moves a particle on a plane path defi ned by the time- para me tric equations x = at 2 , y = bt ".
Find the wo rk do ne du ring the period t
0 to t
I.

=

=

7.6, A hockey puck of mass m is drive n over a froze n lake with an init ial speed of 6 mlsec. Its
speed 3 seco nds later is 5 mlsec. App ly the wor k--energy prin cipl e to find the dynamic coeffic ient
of frictio n, and determine the distance traveled by the puck du ring this time.

7.7. An electron E of mass m initially at rest at (0, 0) is acted upon by a plan e propul sive
force P of co nstant magnitud e. (a) Wha t work is done by P in moving E along an arb itrary simple
path from (0 , 0) to (2 , 2)? (b) Find the work don e when E moves between the sa me end point s
on (i) a circl e ce ntered at (0,2) and (ii) on a straight line. (c) If all other forces acting on E are
workl ess, determine its speed at the point (2, 2) on each of the three paths. (d) Wh at ca n be said
about the motion, if P were the only force acting on the electron ?
7.8. A bullet of mass m is fired with muzzle velocity Vo into a block of mass M initiall y
at rest on a smooth horizont al surface , as show n in the figure. After the imp act, the block and
imbedde d bullet move on a smoo th curve in the vertical plane. Th e system ultimately co mes to
rest at the di stance h above the plane. Find the mu zzle spee d.

Probl em 7.8.

7.9. A particle P of unit mass is ac ted upon by a force equal to twice its veloci ty. The initial
veloc ity is Vo = u at the place Xo = ! u , where u is a unit vector. (a) Determ ine the cha nge of
the kinetic energy of P and the mech an ical power expended durin g a tim e t . (b) Desc ribe the
trajectory of P .
7.10. A ca ble under co nstant tension T passes over a smoo th pulley and is attac hed to a
block B of weig ht W initi ally at rest on a rough incl ined plane shown in the figure . Su ppose that
T W and the dynamic coeffi cient of friction is v. Neglect the mass of the cable and pull ey.
(a) What is the speed V B of B after bein g dragged a distanc e d ? (b) At the mom ent when B
reac hes do, the cable snaps . Find the additional d istance d traveled by B. (c) Find equ ation s for
VB and d for the moti on of B on a hori zont al surface.

=

7.11. A 40 N weight is released fro m res t at A on a smoo th cir cular surface shown in the
diagram . At B , it co ntinues to move on a rough hori zontal surface BC with dynamic coe fficient
of frictio n v = 0.4 , and it subseq uently strikes a spring with stiffness k = 10 N/cm at C. Find
the de flection of the spring.

7.12. Appl y the wo rk--energy eq uation to determ ine the angular speed &(t) followi ng impact
of the ba llistic pendulum described in Fig . 7.3, page 226 . Th en (i) show that the result is equiva lent
to one of the two sca lar equations of motion for the load, and (ii) find the rope tension as a function
of B(t ).
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Problem7.10.

A

Problem 7.11.

7.13. The motion of a particle P falling from rest with air resistance given by Stokes's law
is described in Example 6.11, page 120.(a) Find the total mechanical power of the forces acting
on P as a function of its speed v. Then show that the terminal speed Voo is the particle speed at
which the power generated by gravity is balanced by the power dissipated by air resistance, and
hence Voo is the speed at which the total power vanishes. (b) Determine as a function of time the
total work done on P, and thus show that as I ---+ 00,11/ ---+ !mv~ , the kinetic energy of Pat
its terminal speed.
7.14. A 50 lb crate is released from rest at A on an inclined surface shown in the figure. It
ultimately strikes and fullycompresses a spring of modulus k before coming to rest at C. The
dynamic coefficientof friction is 0.30. Find the modulus k.

Problem7.14.

I,

7.15. A linear spring of modulus k and unstretched length L = 4£ is attached to a slider
block of mass m shown in the figure. The block experiences a negligible disturbance from rest
at A and slides in the vertical plane on a smooth circular rod of radius r = L. Find in terms of L
the speed of the block at Band C.
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Problem 7.15.
7.16 . It appears from (7.34) that the work--energy principle (7.36) can be used only when
the particle mass is constant. (a) Show from (5.34) that if m = m( v ) is a function of the particle
speed v(t), the work done by a force F(x) acting over the particle path from time to to time ti s
determined by
'IF

11"

= m(v)v 2 -m(vo)v5 - -

2
m( v)dv ,

(P7.l6)

2 ".

wherein Vo = v(to). Let m(v) = m, a constant, and derive the work--energy principle (7.36).
(b) Now let m( v) be the relativistic mass (6.9), and suppo se that the work--energy relation (7.36)
is postulated as a fundamental principle of mechanics. Use (P7.l6) to show that the change in
the relativistic kinetic energy is ~K = [m(v) - m(vo)]c2 . With m; == m(O) and K == E , it is
seen that this reduces to (7.43e), obtained somewhat differently in the text. (c) Verify that when
oj c -e; I , ~K = 4mo(v2 - v~).
7.17 . A bullet of mass m is fired into a block of mass M initially at rest on a rough inclined
plane, as shown . After the impact, the system moves up the plane a distance d where it comes
to rest. Apply the energy principle to find the impulse of the force exerted by the bullet on the
block , and determine its impact velocity.

Problem 7.17.
7.18. Show that the force F(x) = 2x yi + (x 2 + ay)j is conservative, and determine the work
done on an arbitrary path from the origin to the point (0, 2, 0). What is the work done by F along
a straight line through the points (2, 2, 0) and (0, 2, 0) when a = I?
7.19. (a) Find the potential energy function for the conservative force
F(x) = (2z 2 cosh x -i)i + 2y(z - x)j

+ (4 z sinh x + i)k.

What is the work done by F in moving a particle from the origin along the path y
to the point (2, 0, OJ? (b) Is the following force conservative?
F(x) = (2z 2 + 5 cos y)i

+ (z -

5x sin y )j

+ (4 zx

- y )k.

= sinor x 12)
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7.20. (a) Establish that the force F(x) = - xy 2i - yx 2j is conservative , and find the potential
energy function . (b) Write down the scalar equations for the plane motion of a particle of unit
mass moving under this force alone, and find a first integral of this system of equations .
7.21. Show that the force F(x) = (yi - xj) / r 2, with r 2 = x 2 + i
Determine the potential energy function .

#- 0,

is conservative.

7.22. This problem illustrates the necessity for the conservative force to be defined over a
simply connected region. The force F(x) = k x x/r 2, where x = xi + yj and r = [x], has the
curious property that curl F(x) = 0 while the work done by F in moving a particle around a
circle f5' about the origin 0 in the plane region fil l does not vanish. (a) Does V x F(x) = 0 hold
everywhere in P/l? Is F(x) defined at all points of P/l, specifically at x = O? (b) Show that on a
circle f5' of radius R centered at 0 in the plane of the force, 1// = :fIfiF . dx = 2rr. Hence, by
Stokes's theorem (7.57), f er curl F(x)· dA over the area bounded by f5' equals 2rr. This plainly
implies that V x F #- 0 everywhere . (c) To construct a simply connected region that excludes
point 0, first draw a small circle c of radius 8 around O. Next, remove tiny slices from c and f5'
at their intersections with the x-axis , and join corresponding points on c and Ii? by lines drawn
parallel to the x-axis . This produces a single closed region P/l. without 0 that looks like a split
washer. Now, compute the work done by F in moving a particle around this new closed path and
determine its value as 8 -+ O.
7.23. Prove that the force
F(x)

= (y + 5z sinx)i + (x + 4yz)j + (2/- 5cosx)k,

is conservative , and derive the potential energy function . What is the work done by F in moving
a particle from the origin to the point (4, 3, 0) along (i) a circular path centered on the x-axi s and
joining the end points, and (ii) a straight line between the same end points?
7.24. A particle of mass m is suspended vertically by a light inextensible string of length

e and twirled with angular speed w in a circular path of radius r, as indicated. The restraining

force F is slowly increased so that the particle moves in a circle of radius r / 2. Use the moment
of momentum principle to find its new angular speed n.
F

Problem 7.24.

7.25. Two projectiles of masses ml and m2 are fired consecutively with the same initial
speed Vo, but at different angles of elevation 81 and 82, respectively. The second shell is fired
tl seconds after the first. The shells subsequently collide at the time t2. Neglect air resistance ,
observe the principle of conservation of momentum, and find the angle 82 at which the second
shell was fired. Is 82 smaller or larger than 81?
7.26. A particle of mass m, supported by a smooth horizontal surface, is fastened to a string
of length 50 cm and twirled anticlockwise at 25 rad/sec about a fixed point 0 in the surface. If
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the string is pulled through a small hole at 0 with a constant speed of 150 ern/sec as the particle
moves around the fixed surface, what is the absolute speed of the particle at 25 ern from O?
7.27. A particle of mass m, supported by a smooth horizontal surface, is attached to a string
of length L and twirled about a fixed point 0 in the surface with constant counterclockwise
angular velocity w . The string strikes a nail inserted suddenly through the surface at a distance
R from O . (a) Apply the energy principle to find the new angular velocity n of m. (b) Apply the
principle of conservation of moment of momentum to find n.
7.28. Two springs having moduli k 1 and k2 are fastened to a mass m, as shown. The load
is released from rest at the natural unstretched state of both springs to oscillate on the smooth ,
inclined plane. Determine by the energy method the maximum displacement of m, and find the
period and the amplitude of the oscillations.

Problem 7.28.
7.29. During an interval of interest, a constant force P = 20i lb is applied to a 10 Ib block
attached to a spring of stiffness k = 20 lb/in . At the initial instant, the system is compressed
an amount 0 = 6 in. from its natural state and released from rest on a rough surface inclined as
shown in the figure. Assume that g = 32 It/sec? and v = ~ . Find the speed of the block when it
has moved 9 in.

Problem 7.29.
7.30. One end of a linearly elastic rubber string , having an unstretched length of 3 ft and
a modulus k = 9 lb/ft, is fixed at 0 on the i-axis . Its other end is fastened to a small block of
mass 0.03 slug. The string is stretched to the point A shown in the figure, and the block is given
a velocity Vo = 20j ftlsec at A . The block then slides on a smooth horizontal supporting surface .
(a) Find the speed of the block at the instant the string becomes slack at the place C, and determine
its subsequent closest approach to O. Describe the path of the block before the string loses its
slack in the motion beyond C. (b) Determine the block's greatest distance from 0 on the path
AC, and find its speed there .
7.31. The initial velocity Vo = voe, that will enable a rocket to just escape from the Earth's
gravitation is called the escapevelocity. Consider a simple model of a rocket for space which has
no propul sion system of its own after it has been projected vertically from the ground with an
initial speed vo. Account for the variation in the gravitational attraction with the distance from
the center of the Earth , whose radius is 4000 miles, neglect air resistance and the Earth 's rotation ,
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and assume that the speed vanishes at great distance from the Earth. Find the escape velocity in
mph for this model.
7.32. A small block of mass m is attached to a linear spring of length I and stiffness k.
The system is at rest in its natural state on a smooth horizontal plane when a suddenly applied
horizontal force imparts to the block a velocity Vo = voj perpendicular to the spring axis i.
(a) Apply the moment of momentum and energy principles to determine the speed of the block
as a function of the spring's extension 8. (b) Find the extensional rate 8 of the spring, and thus
formulate an integral expression for the travel time t as a function of 8.
7.33. A slider block B of unknown mass is moving with a constant speed Vo inside a smooth ,
horizontal straight tube when suddenly it strikes a linear spring of unknown stiffness. Its measured
speed subsequently is reduced to VI when the observed spring compression is 8 1• Determine the
deceleration of B at the maximum spring deflection 8m • What is 8m?
7.34. Solve Problem 6.57 by the energy method .
7.35. A rectangular steel plate A B weighing 100 lb is suspended by four identical springs of
elasticity k = 20 Ib/in. attached to its corner points . A 300 lb block is then placed centrally on the
plate and released . (a) Apply the energy method to find the subsequent maximum displacement
d of the system . (b) Derive the equation of motion, and compute the vibrational period of the
total load.
7.36. A skier starts from rest at A, slides down a slick ski ramp of height h, and after leaving
the ramp at B eventually lands smoothly on a steep slope inclined at the angle shown in the
figure. The horizontal landing distance from B is = 2h . Find the angle

e

e.

e

7.37. A particle of mass m slides in a smooth parabolic tube y = kx? in the vertical plane
frame cp = {O ; i, j}. In addition to the usual forces , a conservative force with potential V*(y) acts
on P so that the horizontal component of its oscillatory motion within the tube is x = A cos tot,
A and w being constants. (a) Find the potential energy V*(y) . (b) Determine as a function of y
the magnitude of the normal force exerted on P by the tube.
7.38. The force F = Fo[sin(rry ja)i + (rrx ja)(l + cos(rry ja»jj , where Fo is a constant,
acts on a particle of mass m initially at rest at 0 in <I> = {O ; i k } • The particle moves in the
vertical plane on a circle of radius a and center at (a , 0). (a) Apply Stokes 's theorem (7.57) to
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Problem 7.36.

find the speed of the particle after one revolution. (b) Use the line integral (7.21) to ca lculate the
work done by F in one revoluti on.
7.39. The figure shows a particle P of mass 2 kg moving in a smooth, curved tube in the
vertica l plane on a planet where the appare nt acce leration of grav ity is g = 8.0 m/sec", The
particle has a speed of 5.0 mlsec when it passes the point 0 on the circular arc of radius 25 cm.
(a) What force does the tube exert on the particle at O ? (b) Determ ine the speed of P at the exit
point Q. (c) If P started from rest initially, what was its initial location at h above O?

Problem 7.39.
7.40. Apply the energy method to solve Probl em 6.46. What is the static displace ment of
the load?
7.41. A pendulum bob is released fro m the position A with a speed of 6 ft/sec, as shown
in the figure. In its vertical position DB, the cord strikes a fixed pin P , and the bob continues to
swing on a smaller circular arc BC. (a) Appl y the general energy principle to find the speed of
the bob at its horizont al position at C . (b) Wh at is the ratio of the angular speeds immediately
after and before the string strikes P? (c) Derive equations for the angular speed () as a function
of the angular placement () of the bob measured from the vertical line DB, so that () < 0 on AB
and () > 0 on Be. Plot () versus () E [- 60°, 180°]. Ident ify all importa nt points of the plot. What
is the j ump in the angular speed at B ?
7.42. A spri ng of stiffness k is com presse d an amount /) from its natural state at B . When
released, it projec ts a small mass m which lands at the point C located in the figure. Neglect
friction and air resistance. (a) Find the speed of m when it strikes the gro und at C. (b) What is
the greatest heig ht H attained in the motio n?
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7.43. A block weighing 200 N is released from rest at the position shown on an inclined
plane surface for which v = 0.3, and it ultimately contacts a spring of modulu s k = 20 N/cm .
Apply the general energy principle to find the maximum compression of the spring.

Problem 7.43.
7.44. The pilot of a cargo carrie r is making an airdrop to a remote, tornado stricken area.
At an appropriate time. an airman pushes a bundle of blankets from the rear of the aircraft with
a co nstant speed VB relative to the plane which has a ground speed vp at an altitude h. (a) Apply
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conservation principles to determine the distance d from the recovery target area at which the
bundle should be released, and find its trajectory. Find the drop time t" to the target. Model the
bundle as a particle and ignore environmental effects. (b) Evaluate the results for the case when
VB = 5 mph, V p = 185 mph, and h = 16 10 ft.
7.45. A slider block of mass m = 0.5 slug is attached to a spring of stiffness k = 32 Ib/ft
at a place where g = 32 ft/sec", The block is displaced, as shown, I ft from the natural state
at 0 and released to move on a smooth, inclined supporting rod. (a) Apply the energy method
to derive the equation of motion for m. (b) Find the equilibrium position of m, and determine
the period and circular frequency of the oscillations. (c) Find the motion as a function of time,
determine its amplitude, and sketch its graph for one period.

Pro blem 7.-l5.

7.46. The slider block described in Problem 6.53 is given an initial displacement x (O) = xo
and released from rest relative to the table. Apply only the general energy and moment of
momentum principles to derive its equation of motion. Interpret the energy equation for a stable
equilibrium state at the origin, if initially Xo = O.
7.47. A particle P of weight W starts from rest at A, shown in the figure, and is driven
along a smooth circular track of radius r by a tangential propul sive force of variable intensity
F (t ) = 2 W cos </J(t) for </J E [0, n / 2]. At B , it transfers to a rough horizontal surface B C on
which v = 0.5. (a) What is the horizontal distance d traveled by P before coming to rest at C ?
(b) Determine the surface force exerted on P at the instant it reaches B on the circular arc and
immediately afterward .
7.48. A body of mass m, initially at rest on a smooth, electrically insulated, horizontal
surface, is attached to an insulated linear spring. The assembly, in its natural state, is placed
in a constant electric field of strength E , directed as shown. The body is suddenly charged an
amount q and oscillates within the field. What is the work done by the electrical force? Apply the
work-energy principle to find the motion of m and describe its physical characteristics. Sketch
the solution function.
7.49. The spring and pulley suspension system shown in the figure for Problem 6.46 is
modified to introduce a spring of modulus k connected at the end of the rigid supporting rod OA
and attached to the load M . Neglect friction, ignore the mass of the pulley and the support system,
and suppose that the pulley belt is inextensible. (a) Find the static displacement of the load M and
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Problem 7.411.

derive its equation of motion about the static equilibrium state. (b) What is the stiffness of an
equivalent simple spring-mass system having the same frequency for the same load ? (c) Describe
the major vibrational characteristics of the motion . (d) How many degrees of freedom does this
system have?
7.50. A particle P of mass m is moved along a smooth circular track by a tangential
propulsive force whose magnitude F = Fo cos ¢(t) varies with the position angle ¢(t) E [0, rr/ 2]
shown in the figure. The particle starts from rest at A and projects from the track at point B . Find
the subsequent traject ory of P , and determine the horizontal distance d at which P strikes the
horizontal plane at the vertical distance H below B.

H

Problem 7.50.
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7.51. The rod tension exerted on a simple pendulum bob is given by T(x) = T(B)n(B) ,
where T(O) is defined by (7.86c) and nee) is the unit normal vector shown in Fig. 6.15, page 138.
(a) Write T(x) as a function ofthex- and y-position coordinates of the bob, and show that T(x) is
not conservative. (b) The curl of a vector field u = u,e, + uoeo + uzez in cylindrical coordinates
is defined by

V xu=

(~auz _ auo) e, + (ilU' _ auz) eo + ~ (il(rU o) _ ilU,) ez.
r ae
az
az
ar
r
ilr
ae

(P7.51)

Write T(x) in cylindrical coordinates and apply (P7 .51) to show that T(x) is not conservative.
Fortunately, T does no work in the motion.
7.52. A sled of mass m is driven at a constant velocity Vo down a rough plane with v = 0.5
and inclined at an angle 61 = 45°. The power is suddenly lost at point A , shown in the figure, but
the sled continues to slide down the plane to point B where it leaves the surface and later impacts
a horizontal plane at the point C, a distance h = 2£ below B . Find in terms of Vo = Ivol and £
the distance d from B at which the power was lost.
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Problem 7.52.

7.53. (a) A bullet of mass m is fired with velocity {3 and passes through a block of mass M
initially at ease on a smooth horizontal surface S. The block travels the distance d shown in the
figure, projects from S at A, and ultimately lands at C at a distance D from B on a horizontal
plane at H below A. Determine the exit speed ex of the bullet. Ignore frictional effects and energy
and small mass losses from permanent deformation and tearing of the block and the bullet.
(b) Now suppose that the surface S is rough with coefficient of frict ion v. Find the exit speed of
the bullet. What is the largest initial velocity that M may have and remain on S?
7.54. Two other Jacobian elliptic functions related to the elliptic sine function snu in (7.88f)
are defined by

cnu = cosr/>,

dnu =

J

I - k 2 sirr' r/>,

(P7 .54a)

in which r/> is the argument of the elliptic integral in (7.87d), or equivalently (7.88d): u = F(r/>; k).
(a) Show that
(P7 .54b)
(b) Prove that the elliptic cosinefunction cnu, read as "see-en-u" , is an even periodic function
of period 4K(k) and -I ~ cnu ~ I . (c) Show that when k = 0,

snu = sinu ,

cnu = cosu ,

dnu = I ,

K(O) =

:rr

2'

(P7.54c)
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Problem 7.53.
and henc e the Jacobian elli ptic functions reduce to the trigonometric functio ns. In all, there are
twelve Jacobi an elliptic functions; the others are defined in terms of the three basic functions
described above. For details, see the Byrd and Friedm an Handb ook cited in footnote j:, page 266 .

=

7.55. (a) Recall (7.88f), (7.88g) , and note that u
F(¢;k ) in (7.87d). Show that these
relations and those of the previous prob lem yield the fo llowing derivatives of the Jacobian
elli ptic functions:

d
- (snu ) = cnu dnu ,
du
d
- (cnu)
du
d

= -snu dnu ,

- (dnu ) = - k 2 snu cnu .
du

(P7.55a)
(P7.55b)
(P7.55c)

Verify that when k = 0 , these reduce to the familiar trigonometric rule s. (b) Recall (7.88h) and
(7.88i). On the same plot, sketch graphs of the three basic Jac obian elliptic functions, and thus
show that the third ellipti c function dnu , read as ..dee-s-en-s-u", is a positive- valued, even periodic
function of period 2K (k) with values in the inter val k' ::: dnu ::: I , where the complementary
modulus k' == (I - k 2 )1/2.
7.56 . The exact relation for the period of a simple pendulum is give n by (7.87f). (a) Use the
ratio r *Ir to determ ine the percentage error in the per iod that occur s when the sma ll amplitude
solution r is used for large amplitudes ex = 30°, 60°, and 90°. (b) Compute the percent age error
based on the seco nd order appro ximate solution in (7.90d) in comparison with (7.87f) . How does
the erro r in this case compare with that in part (a) for the same amplitudes?
7.57. A bead B of mass m is constrai ned to slide in the vertica l plane on a smoo th, fixed
circ ular wire of radiu s a and vertica l diameter AC. The bead is projected co untercloc kw ise from
the lowest point A with initial speed Vo = o v, where v is the sma llest initial speed that will drive
B to its highest point at C and ex is a constant. (a) Determin e the speed u. (b) Let ¢ denote the
angle at C bet ween the diameter CA and the chord CB at time t . Find the time required for the
bead to describe the arc AB subtended by ¢ . Th en analyze three case s: (i) ex = 1, (ii) ex > I, and
(iii ) ex < I, and interpre t their physica l nature.
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7.58. The pendulum for the data described in Problem 6.47 is a scaled model for a certain
low speed vibration control device . The preliminary design requires that the period of the finite
amplitude oscillations of the pendulum must be two seconds . The bob design mass m = 0.01 kg.
Derive the exact equations of motion for the pendulum, and find as functions of the amplitude
angle flo exact relations for the angular speed of the table and the maximum tension in the string.
The project leader wants you to present the results to the technical management team who may
not recall the mathematics used to express the solution . The results for all values of flo ::: 60°
must be discussed, but it is anticipated that questions concerning the effects of variations in the
period and the potential influence of larger amplitudes may arise . Provide your supervisor with
a brief preliminary report that will convey clearly all of the desired information.
7.59. (a) The small amplitude period of a simple pendulum is 2 sec. What is its period for
an amplitude ex = ±If / 2 rad? (b) Suppose the same pendulum has just adequate initial velocity
to complete a full revolution . Find the time required for the bob to advance 90° from its lowest
position.
7.60. A spring-mass system similar to that in Fig. 6.13, page 134, consists of a mass m
attached to two concentric springs . The inner spring has linear response with stiffness k[. The
other is a nonlinear conical spring with stiffness k 2 , whose spring force is proportional to the cube
of its extension x from the natural state. The mass is given an initial displacement Xo from the
natural state and released to oscillate on the smooth horizontal surface . (a) Derive the equation
of motion for m , and solve it to obtain an integral for the travel time t = t(x). (b) Introduce
the change of variable x = Xo cos</> to obtain t = t(</» , and derive exactly the motion x(m , t) in
terms of a Jacobian elliptic function. (c) What is the period of the finite amplitude oscillations
ofm?
7.61. A bead of mass m slides on a smooth wire in the vertical plane . Find its small amplitude
frequency when the wire is (a) a parabola y = ax 2 and (b) a catenary y = a cosh x , where a is
the same positive constant. On which curve is the frequency greater?
7.62. Solve the last problem for (a) an ellipse x 2/a 2 + y2/b 2 = I and (b) a hyperbola
y2 / b 2 - x 2/ a 2 = I, where a and b are the usual constants. Confirm the solution for the ellipse

in its special application to a circular wire . What is the particle 's small amplitude frequency on
an equilateral hyperbola? What is interesting about these results?
7.63. A particle is given a small displacement from a stable equilibrium state on a smooth
Archimedean spiral r = a</> in the vertical plane. Here a is a positive constant. Find the frequency
of the oscillation about the first stable equilibrium state. Is the frequency about other stable
equilibrium states larger or smaller? Explain this and support your answer with an example. See
Problem 4.51 in Volume I.
7.64. A particle of mass m, initially at rest, slides in the vertical plane on a smooth cycloid
shown in Fig . 7.16, page 273, and described by (7.94a) . Let yes) denote the slope angle of the
curve at s, and Yo its value at the particle 's initial position . (a) Find as a function of y and Yo the
time to reach a lower point on the curve . Do this two ways: (i) apply the energy integral (7.92a)
and (ii) use the general solution of (7.94e). (b) Hence , show that regardless of its initial position,
the particle will always reach the minimum point on the cycloid in the time t = r / 4.

7.65. A bead of mass m slides on a smooth wire in the vertical plane . If the distance it
travels in time t is set) = a sinh(nt), where a and n are constants, determine the shape of the
wire and the initial conditions.
7.66. A particle of mass m moves on a smooth convex curve in the vertical plane . If its
speed is proportional to the distance traveled from the highest point on the curve , determine the
path.
7.67. A particle of mass m is at rest at the vertex of a smooth , inverted cycloid in the vertical
plane . When slightly disturbed, it slides down the cycloidal surface . (a) Find the vertical distance
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below the vertex at which the particle leaves the surface . (b) Determine the distance traveled and
the speed at that instant.
7.68. Consider an arbitrary point P on a smooth cycloid (7.94a) in the vertical plane frame
in Fig. 7.16, page 273. A particle of mass m is released from rest to slide on a
smooth, straight wire from the point P to the origin o. (a) Derive an equation for the normalized
time of descent Ti = t[ / J(i1g along the wire, as a function of the angle fJ at the initial point
P on the cycloid . (b) Show that for all values of fJ E [0, Jr] the normalized time of descent Tt
exceeds the normalized time of descent T; = te / J(i1g of a particle sliding on the cycloid from the
same point P. In particular, show that for fJ E [0, rr], Ti E [4, (Jr 2 + 4)1/2], which is everywhere
greater than Te • Hence, no matter where the motion starts, a particle that slides on the cycloid
from point P always is the first to reach 0; moreover, the result is independent of the particle 's
mass .

<P

= {o; i , j]

7.69. The orbit of a boomerang B thrown from point 0 is a petal of a lemniscate described
by the polar coordinate equation r 2 = a 2 cos 211, where a is its greatest distance from o. Find
the total distance L traveled by B in its return to o.

8
Dynamics of a System
of Particles
8.1. Introduction
The principles of mechanics for a particle are extended here to a system of n
discrete material points . We begin with Newton 's second law for a system of particles and formulate the momentum, impulse-momentum, moment of momentum ,
work-energy, conservation, and general energy principles for a system of particles. Several of the concepts introduced here are especially useful in the study (in
Chapter 11) of Lagrange's general equations for arbitrary dynamical systems, and
the development of the moment of momentum principle for a system of particles
provides a foundation for the independent presentation (in Chapter 10) of parallel
results for the moment of momentum of a rigid body.

8.2. Equation of Motion for the Center of Mass
The total force F k = F( Pi , t) that acts on the k th particle of a system {3 = {Pi}
of n particles consists of a total external force f k = f(Pk, t) exerted by bodies
outside of {3 and a total internal force b, = b( Pi, t) due to the mutual interaction
between Pk and all other particles in {3. Let bkj denote the mutual internal force
exerted on the particle Pk by the particle Pj • Then the total internal force on
P, is

=L: b
n

bk

j=l

j#
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kj .

(8.1)
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Thus, the totalforce FCB, t)

= L~=I Fk = L~=I (fk + bd acting on the system is
n

F(,8, t) =

n

n

L f + LL b
k

k= ]

kj .

(8.2)

k= ] j = ]

j#

In accordance with the third law, the internal forces occur in equal, oppositely
directed pairs so that

(8.3)
and hence the total internal force, the last sum in (8.2), vanishes . Therefore, the
total force that acts on a system ofparticles is equal to the total external force:

F(,8, t) =

Lf
n

k.

(8.4)

k=1

We recall from (5.7) that the total momentum of a system of particles is equal
to the momentum of its center of mass, and use of this result in (5.40) leads to the
familiar classical form (5.41) of Newton 's second law of motion for a system of
particles in which only external forces (8.4) arise.
Newton's principle of motion for a system of particles: The total external
force on a system ofparticles is equal to the time rate ofchange ofthe momentum of
the center ofmass relative to an inertial frame <1> , and is thus equal to the product
ofthe total mass ofthe system and the acceleration ofthe center of mass in <1> :

F(,8, t)

= P. * (,8, t) = m(,8)a*(,8, t).

(8.5)

This equation aids in determination of the motion of the center of mass of the
system and the external forces that act on it. In applications, however, the auxiliary
center of mass relations (5.5) through (5.8), as well as the separate equations
of motion of the particles, often are needed in problem solutions . Of course, the
motion of an individual particle is governed by (5.39), which depend s on the action
of all forces that act on the particle, including internal forces that do not appear
in (8.5). Without these auxiliary equations, (8.5) alone may not be very helpful.
Plainly, all of the principles of mechanic s for a single particle apply directly to the
unique center of mass particle of a system of particles subjected to only the total
external force (8.4). The familiar principle of conservation of momentum (7.69),
for example, may be read immediately from (8.5), as follows below. Afterwards,
an important application of the principle illustrates the need for the aforementioned
auxiliary equations for the center of mass and Newton 's law for a particle .
The principle of conservation of momentum of a system of particles: The
total external force component in a fixed direction e vanishes for all time if and
only if the corresponding component of the momentum of the center of mass is
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constant:
F({J , t ) . e

= 0 {:} p*({J , t ) . e = const.

(8.6)

Thus, the momentum of the center of mass is a constant vector if and only if the
total external f orce vanishes for all time, in which case the cente r of mass moves
uniformly on a straight line, or, if at rest initially, it remains so.

8.3. The 1\\'0 Body Problem
Our study in the last chapter of the central gravitational attraction of a body
in its orbital motion about another body assumed fixed in an inertial reference
frame led to proof of Kepler's empirical laws on the elliptical path and orbital
period of the attracted body. Here we study the related classical problem of the
relative motions of two celestial bodies due only to their mutual gravitational
attraction. This so-called two body problem models the relative motions of two
astronomical bodies like the Earth and the Moon , the Sun and a planet, or a double
star, for example, all of whose mutual distances of separation are so great that a
pair of these huge celestial objec ts may be treated as two particles remote from
the gravitational influence of all other bodies.
Consider two bodies of mass m I and m2 subjec t only to their mutual gravitational force. These are internal forces for the system. Therefore, the total external
force on the system vanishes in (8.5). It follows that the center of mass must have
a uniform motion or be at rest in the astronomical inertial frame . (Although this
is useful information, it does not address the relative motion of the particles.) As
a consequence, we may choose an inertial frame \11 = {C ; Id with its origin at
the center of mass, and now introduce the relative position vectors Pk of the two
particles in \11 . Then by (5.6), relative to the center of mass, we have
mi p,

+ m 2P2 =

O.

(8.7)

This shows that the particle s must be situated along a line through C. Consider the
motion of m i relative to m I described by
r

== P2 - PI ·

(8.8)

The motion of each particle relative to the center of mass is then obtained from
(8.7) and (8.8) in terms of the relative motion vector r by
(8.9)

The equations of motion of the separate bodies in the inertial frame \11 are
(8.10)
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wherein
r
PZ - PI
e=- = - - - -

r

(8.11)

IPz - PI! '

is a unit vector directed from ml toward mi- The equation for the motion (8.8) of
mz relative to m I is now provided by r = pz - PI and (8.10); namely,
m,r

Gmim-.
Gtm, + mz)m,
rZ e = rZ
e.

=-

(8.12)

This is the equation of motion of a single "particle" having the reduced mass m ,
defined by

m,=

m)mZ
m\ +mz

.

(8.13)

The problem of the relative motion of two bodies is thus transformed to an equivalent single body problem for which we need determine only the motion of a
fictitious particle of mass m, under the same central force experienced by the two
bodies separated a distance r.
We recall (6.4) in which a = rand e, = e to obtain from (8.12) the scalar
equations of motion in cylindrical coordinates:

r - r¢z

= _ G(m\ ;- m z),
r

r Z¢ = y,a constant.

(8.14)

Use of the second equation in the first and integration in r leads to an energy
equation of the sameform as (7.96a) in which now u. = Gtm, + mz) andm = m, .
The orbit analysis is then similar to what is presented at the end of the last chapter.
With the solution of (8.14) in hand, the individual motions of the two bodies relative
to the center of mass in W may be obtained from (8.9). The solution of (8.14) thus
suffices to determine their relative orbital motion . We shall omit these details.
An immediate effect of our accounting for the relative motions of the two
bodies is that Kepler's third law (7.98e) for the orbital periodic time T is changed
by the modified factor W
T

= 2JT

~ = 2JT
Y--;

a

G(m)

3

+ mz)

(8.15)

Therefore, the orbital period for the two body problem with a moving attractor is
smaller than the Kepler period (7.98e) for the single body problem with a fixed
attractor; so, the orbital period is not the same for all orbits having the same
semi-major axis. The period varies from planet to planet due to the presence in
(8.15) of the mass mz of the orbiting body. Of course, the same thing follows
symmetrically for the body of mass ml in its motion relative to m-, If the mass
of either of the bodies is much greater than the other, like the mass of the Sun
compared with that of the Earth and other planet s in our solar system, for example,
the deviations of the periodic times of the different planets discovered in the two
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body problem are small, and only then doe s Kepler's third law prevail. On the
other hand, becau se the mass of Jupiter is roughl y 1/1000 of the mass of the Sun,
the two body departure from Kepler 's appro ximate law for the period of Jupiter is
observable.

8.4. The Impulse-Momentum Equation
Integration of (8.5) with respect to time yields
p*(tJ, t) - p*(tJ, to) =

11

F(tJ, t)dt == ff(t; to),

(8.16)

10

in which ,<T(t ;to) is called the impulse ofthe external force F(tJ , t ) on the system.
Thus, (8.16) provides in the usual notation the following rule .

The impulse-momentum equation for a system of particles: The impulse
ofthe external force on a system of particles over the time interval [to, t] is equal
to the change in the momentum ofthe center of mass during that time:
t:.p* = ,<T(t; to).

(8.17)

The change of momentum is always in the direction of the impul se. Since
(8.17) is similar to rule (7.2), rules similar to (7.7) and (7.8) characterizing an
instantaneou s impul se hold also for the center of mass. Of course, any finite external
force will contribute nothing to the instantaneous impulse; but other impulsive
extern al reaction force s that might act on the system must be accounted for. Now,
if the instantaneous impul se is due to equal, oppositely directed and collinear
internal impul sive forces only and all external forces are finite, then at the impul sive
instant lim c,t-> 0 '<T(t ;to) = 0 and (8.17) yield s t:.p* = o. Therefore, in this case,for

a system ofparticles subject to finite externalf orces, the instantaneous momentum
of the center of mass is constant during the internal impulsive interval. This is
shown differently in (7.12) for a system of two particles on which the mutual
instantaneous impul sive forces are equal , oppositely directed internal forces .

Example 8.1. A gun of mass M fires a shell S of mass m with a muzzle
velocity v SG = Vo relative to the gun barrel G , at an elevation angle ex in the
ground frame <I> = {F ; I k } in Fig. 8.1. The gun carriage C is mounted on a greased
horizontal track. (a) Find the instantaneous recoil velocity V GF of the gun (i.e.
the center of mass of the gun assembly ). (b) Compare the magnitude v of the
instantaneous, absolute muzzle velocity VSF of the shell in <I> with its relative value
Vo . (c) What is the instantaneous impul sive reaction exerted by the track on the
gun carriage?
0
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Figure 8.1. Momentum and impulse reaction in firing a gun.

Solution of (a). The gun and shell are modeled as center of mass objects-"a
system of two particles ." Then the instantaneous, absolute muzzle velocity of the
shell S relative to the ground frame <I> = {F ; Ikl is vSF = VSG + VG F; that is,
VSF

= Vo + VGF = (vo cos a -

V)i

+ Vo sin oj,

(8.18a)

wherein the instantaneous recoil velocity of the gun is vG F = - Vi. To find v G F, we
observe that the only external forces that act on the system at the impulsive instant
are vertical forces-the total weight of the system, the equipollent static track
reaction force on the carriage, and the additional impulsive vertical reaction force
R exerted on the gun carriage by the lubricated track . Therefore, in accordance
with (8.6), the component p* . i of the linear momentum of the center of mass,
hence the system, is conserved. Initially, p* = 0; hence , after the impulse, the
component p* . i of the instantaneous momentum of the system must vanish in <1>:
(8.18b)
= (MVGF + mVSF)' i = (-MVi +mvSF)' i = O.
Equations (8.18a) and (8.18b) yield - M V + m(Vo cos a - V) = 0; and hence the
p* . i

instantaneous recoil velocity of the gun is
VGF

m
= -Vi = ----vocosai.

(8.18c)

m+M

After the impulsive instant , additional forces exerted by a recoil spring and viscous
damper, not shown in the diagram , retard the subsequent motion of the gun and
restore it to its firing station. We shall not explore this motion.
Solution of (b). The instantaneous, absolute muzzle velocity VSF of the shell
follows from (8.18a):
VSF

= Vo (~cosai
+ sinaj )
m+M

;

(8.18d)
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and hence the absolute muzzle speed v is related to the relative speed Vo by

+ 2M) 2 )1/2
2 cos ex
+ M)

m(m

v = Vo ( I -

(m

(8.l8e)

Inasmuch as m « M, to the first order in /l == mj M , v = vo(1 - u. cos? ex ) < Vo;
the instantaneous, absolute muzzle speed of the shell in <I> is somewhat less than
its muzzle speed Vo relative to the gun.

Solution of (c). The instantaneous, external normal reaction impul se ~
exerted by the smooth track on the system is obtained from (8. 17):

~ == lim

/ -'?to

1/
/0

Rdt = Ap" = MV CF + mVSF·

(8.180

Since R · i = 0, (8.18f) requires .0.p*. i = 0, which is the same as (8.18b); and
hence, by (8.l 8c) and (8. 18d), the external impul sive reaction of the track on the
gun is
(8.18g)

~ = (.0.p *. j)j = mvo sinexj.

8.5. Moment of Momentum of a System of Particles
In preparation for the study of the moment of momentum principle for a
system of particles, we next express the momen t of momentum for the system in
terms of the motion of its center of mass C. By (5.32), the moment about C of the
momenta of the system relative to frame <I> = { F; I k } in Fig. 8.2 is given by

hd .B, t ) =

n

L

Pk

X

(8.19)

mkX b

k=1

wherei n Pk is the position vecto r from C to the particle Pk and mkXk is its momentum relative to the orig in in <1> . It is useful to define the moment about C of
the momenta of the system of particles relative to C in <1> , called the mom ent of
mom entum relative to C, in accordance with

hrd .B, t) ==

L Pk
n

X

(8.20)

mk/Jk.

k= 1

Here and in similar relations below, the subscript r is used for moments of momenta
relative to points in <1> , but not with respect to the origi n Fin <1> , as emphasized in
(8.19) and (8.20).
To relate h rc to h c , introduce X, = X* + Pk in (8.19) to obtain

hd .B, t) =

n

L

k=1

n

mkPk x

X* + L

k= 1

Pk

X

mk!Jk.

(8.21)
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Figure 8.2. Schema for the moment of momentum of a system of particle s.

By (5.6), however, the first product term vanishes , and we have with (8.20),

hcCB, t)

=L
n

Pk

X

mkPk

k=1

= hrcC,B , t) .

(8.22)

In sum , the moment about C ofthe momentum ofthe system relative to the origin in
<I> is equal to the moment about C of the momentum of the system relative to C
in <1> .
The importance of this interesting property of the moment of momentum of
a system of particles is revealed in the next section. The following exercises and
subsequent example prepare the reader for development of principles presented
there.
Exercise 8.1. The moment ofmomentum relative to 0 in <I> is defined by
hro(,B, t)

==

L
n

Xk

x m(Xb

(8.23)

k=1

where Xk is the position vector of particle Pk from 0 in Fig. 8.2. This is the moment
about a point 0 in <I> of the momenta of the system relative to O . Recall (5.32)
for the moment of momentum ho(,B, t) of a system of particles about point 0 in
<1> , introduce a velocity transformation, and show that
ho(,B, t) = hro(,B, t)

+ m(,B)x~

x vo ,

(8.24)

in which v 0 is the velocity of 0 in <I> and x~ = x*(,B, t) is the position vector of
C from O . Describe three cases for which ho(,B, t) = hro(,B, t) .
D
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Exercise 8.2. Use the point transformation Xk = x* + Pk in Fig. 8.2 and show
that the moment of momentum relative to a point 0 in <I> is related to the moment
of momentum relative to the center of mass C in accordance with
(8.25)
in which, by definition,
(8.26)
and Po = m(fJ)x*(fJ, t) is the momentum of the center of mass relative to O. The
vector h;o ' therefore, is the moment of momentum of the center of mass relative
to O. Describe the content of (8.25) in words .
0
Exercise 8.3. Introduce a velocity transformation in (5.32) to show that the
moment about point 0 of the momentum in <I> of a system ofparticles is equal to
the moment about 0 ofthe momentum of the center of mass relative to the origin
in <I> plus the moment of momentum relative to C in <1>:

o

ho(fJ , t)

= h~(fJ , t) + hrdfJ , t) ,

(8.27)

where h == x* x m(fJ)v* with v* = X*. Discuss the major difference between
the moment of momentum vector ho(fJ , t) and h;o(fJ , t) in (8.26). Replacing 0
with C in (8.27) or (8.24), we recover (8.22) .
0
We conclude this extended review with an example demonstrating some calculations that include the application of (8.25).
Example 8.2. Two particles of mass m I = m and mz = 3m are moving with
respective veloc ities VI = (4v , -7v , 0) and V2 = (0, u, 4v) relative to frame <I> =
{F; id . (a) Find the velocity of the center of mass in <1>. (b) At a certain instant the
respective particles are at XI = (0, -1 ,3) and X2 = (8, -1 ,3) from a fixed point
o in <1>. What is the moment about 0 of the momentum of the center of mass of
the system in <I>? (c) What is the moment of momentum of C relative to O?
Solution of (a). To find v", cons ider the momentum of the center of mass
in <I> : p* = m(fJ)v*, where m(fJ) = m, + m2 = 4m . Then , by (5.7), the total
momentum of the system is p* = mlVI + m2V2 = m(4v , -7v , 0) + 3m(O, v, 4v) ,
i.e.
p*

= 4mv* = 4mv(l, -1,3);

(8.28a)

and hence the center of mass has velocity
v* = v(i - j

o

+ 3k).

(8.28b)

Solution of (b). To determine h = x* x p*, the moment about point 0 of
the momentum of the center of mass in <1>, we need to determine the position vector
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x* of the center of mass from 0 at the instant of interest. From (5.5), the reader
will find that the center of mass is at the place from 0 given by
x" = 6i - j

+ 3k;

(8.28c)

and with (8.28a) the moment about 0 of the momentum of C in <1> is
h~

= x* x

p*

= 4mv

j
-I

6

1 -1

k
3 = -20mv(3j
3

+ k).

(8.28d)

Solution of (c). The moment about 0 of the momentum of C relative to
the origin in <1> is given by h~ = x* x m(f3)v*, in which v* == X* = v 0 + x* in
Fig. 8.2. Because point 0 is fixed in <1>, v 0 = 0 and hence p* = p~ . (In general,
of course, p* =I- p~.) Then, by (8.26) and (8.28d), h;o = h~ = -20mv(3j + k).
More generally, (8.24) holds for a system consisting of only a single particle,
hence for the center of mass particle alone ,
(8.28e)
Therefore, when Vo = 0, we have the special result h~ = h;o found in the example. Characterization of other situations for which this holds is left for the reader.

8.6.

The Moment of Momentum Principle

We shall now prove that the moment of momentum principle (6.79) for a
particle extends to a system of particles . First , differentiate (5.32) with respect to
time in <1> to obtain

dh o (f3 , t)

~.

_=-...:.:...---.:. = L...J

dt

k= l

(X Ok X Pk

+ XOk

.
x pd,

(8.29)

in which* Pk = mkXk = mi. Vk is the momentum relative to the origin in <1> of the
particle Pk at the place XOk = Xk from an arbitrary point 0 in Fig. 8.2. If 0 is
fixed in <1>, then XOk =
= Vb and the first product term in (8.29) vanishes. The
total force on Pk is Fk = f k + bk = Ilk ; hence , by (8.29),jor 0 fixed in <1> ,

x,

dh o (f3 , t)

dt

~

=L...J XOk
k=l

X

F

k-

(8.30)

The right-hand side of (8.30) is the total moment about a fixed point 0 of all
forces that act on the system of particles. We accept that all internal forces (8.1)
* Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the summation convention on repeated indices is suspended
throughout this chapter. Summ ation is explicitly indicated by a summation sign.
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occur in equal , oppo sitely directed and collinear pairs; hence , by (8.3), the total
moment of the internal force s about any point 0 whatsoever is zero :

L
n

LL
n

X Ok X

b, =

n

X Ok

x b kj = O.

(8.31)

j = l k= 1

k=1

j#

The right-h and side of (8.30), therefore, reduce s to the total moment about a fixed
point 0 of only the external forces that act on the system, written as

M o (!3, t ) ==

L
n

X Ok X

f k.

(8.32)

k= l

From (8.30) and (8.32), we obtain the following important principle.

The moment of momentum principle for a system of particles: The total
moment ofthe external f orces about a fixed point 0 in an inertialframe <I> is equal
to the time rate of change of the moment of momentum of the system about 0:
M o (!3 , t ) = d h o (!3 , t) .
dt
This yields the following easy supplementary rule.

(8.33)

The principle of conservation of moment of momentum of a system of
particles: The total torque of external forces about a fixed line with direction e
through 0 may vanish in <I> if and only if the corresponding component of the
moment of momentum of the system about 0 is constant:
M o Ul , t ) . e

=0#

h o Ctl , t ) . e

= const.

(8.34)

Moreover, the moment about 0 of the external forces vanishes if and only
moment ofmomentum of the system about 0 is a constant vector.

if the

Integration of (8.33) with respect to time leads to the torque-impulse, moment
of momentum relation for the moment about a fixed point 0 in the inertial frame
<I> . The result is similar to (7.15), and its instantaneous form is similar to (7.17);
so, these equations are not repeated here .

8.6.1. Moment of Momentum Principle for a Moving Reference Point
The moment of momentum law (8.33) holds only for an arbitrary fixed point

o in an inertial frame <I>; but use of a moving reference point often is essential and

more practicable. Therefore, we seek those circumstances for which the moment
of momentum principle in the form (8.33) may hold for a moving reference point.
First, consider the moment about a moving point Q of all forces that act on the
system, and recall from (8.31) that the torque of the mutual internal forces about
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Figure 8.3. Schema for the moment of momentum about a moving reference point.

any point in <t> vanishes. Then using notation introduced in Fig. 8.3, we have

= L rk

= L rk

n

MQ

n

x Fk

k=!

= L rk x Pk.
n

x fk

k=1

(8.35)

k=1

whereint F k = bk + f k = Pk and rk is the vector of Pk from Q.
The moment about point Q of the momenta Pk = mkxk in <t> of all particles
of the system is given by

L
n

hQ(!l , t) =

rk

x

(8.36)

Pk,

k=l

and hence

hQ
Since rk

= Xk -

rand r

L

L
n

=

L
n

rk

x

Pk+

k=l

rk

x

(8.37)

Pk .

k=l

= vQ in Fig. 8.3, the first product term yields

n

L
n

rk

x

Pk

= -vQ x

k=1

Pk

= -vQ

X

p" .

k=!

Thus, with this relation in (8.37) and recalling (8.35), we obtain the first form of
the moment of momentum principle for a moving reference point Q:
(8.38)
+ vQ x P* .
dt
Consequently,there exist moving points Q with respect to which MQ(!l, t) =
hQ(!l, t) has the sameform as (8.33)for a fixedpoint 0, if and only if v., x p* = O.
MQ(!l, t) =

dhQ(!l, t)

Xk = Xk + R is the vector of Pk in <t> and R, not shown here, is the constant vector of the
fixed point 0 from the origin F in Fig . 8.3. Hence, Xk = Xk, Xk = Xk throughout these results. See
also Fig. 8.2.

t Note that
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Thi s hold s when (i) triviall y, eith er Q or the center of mass C is at rest in <1>, or
(ii) when the veloc ity of Q is parallel to the velocity of the center of mass. In
particular, this is so when Q is the center of mass. Theref ore, the moment about
the center of mass of the external fo rces acting on a system of particles is equal
to the time rate of change of the moment of momentum about the center of mass,
which may be either at rest or moving arbitra rily in <1>:

McCfJ, t ) = dh cCfJ , t ) .
dt

(8.39)

Thi s is the first center of mass f orm of the moment ofmomentum principle.
8.6.2.

Second Form of the Moment of Momentum Principle for a Moving Point

Another formulation for the torque about a moving point Q, suggested by
(8.22) and other results sketched in the previous section, is to express (8.38) in
terms of the moment of momentum relative to Q, namely,

L rk x mkr b
n

hr Q(fJ, t ) =

(8.40)

k= 1

in accordance with (8.23). Here r k is the position vector of Pk from Q in Fig. 8.3 .
To relate (8.36) and (8.40), we recall (8.24) in which 0 is replaced by Q to obtain

hQ(fJ , t ) = hrQ(fJ, t ) + m(fJ)r* x vQ,

(8.41)

wherein r * = x Qis the position of the center of mass from Q.
Differentiation of (8.4 1) with respect to time in <I> gives
h Q = h rQ + m(fJ)i"* x v Q + m(f3 )r* x a Q'

in which a Q = vQ is the acceleration of Q in <1>. With m(fJ)i"* = p * - m(f3)vQ
from Fig. 8.3, the last equation may be written as
(8.42)
Therefore, in place of (8.38) , we find the secondform ofthe moment ofmomentum
principle for a moving ref erence point Q:
MQ(fJ , t) =

dh rQ
dt
+ r * x m(fJ)aQ.

(8.43)

=

Consequently, there exist points Q with respect to which MQ(fJ, t)
hr Q(fJ, t ) has the same basic form (8.33) for a fixed point, if and only if
r * x m(f3)aQ = O. Thi s occurs when (i) triviall y, Q is either at rest or in uniform motion in <I> so that a Q = 0, in which case Q may be cho sen as the origin
of an inertial frame, (ii) the acceleration of Q is along a line passing through the
center of mass so that r * and a Q are parallel vectors, or (iii) Q is the center of
mass so that r * = 0, this being the most general of these situations for a moving
referen ce point. Theref ore, the moment about the center of mass of the external
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forces acting on a system of particles is equal to the time rate of change of the
moment ofmomentum relative to the center ofmass, which may be either at ease,
in uniform motion, or moving arbitrarily in <1>:
_ dhr dfJ , t )
M C (fJ , t ) (8.44)
.
dt
This is the second center ofmass form ofthe moment of momentum principle.
8.6.3. Summary: The Moment of Momentum Principle
for a System of Particles
For an arbitrary moving reference point Q, the moment of momentum principle in (8.38) or (8.43) must be used. In view of (8.22), however, equations (8.39)
and (8.44) are equivalent, and hence the simplest formulation of the moment of
momentum principle for a moving reference point is provided by the equation for
the moving center of mass:

MdfJ, t) = dhdfJ, t) = dhr dfJ , t).

(8.45)
dt
dt
Otherwise, for any point Q that either is fixed or has a uniform motion in an inertial
frame <1> ,
(8.46)
In the latter case, Q may be chosen as a fixed point at the origin of a new inertial
frame <1>' with respect to which, triviall y, hr Q = hQ .
The first law of motion (8.5) for a system of particles essentiall y determines
the motion of the center of mass of the system, and the second law of motion (8.45)
determines the motion of the system relative to the center of mass. In addition ,
however, we must bear in mind in applications that the moment of momentum
about C may be referred to a moving frame cp having an angular velocity W f
relat ive to the inertial frame <1> . In this case (see (4.11) in Volume I) h c = h rc is
a vector referred to a moving reference frame, and (8.45) is written as

MdfJ,

t) =

8hdfJ, t)
8t

+Wf

x hdfJ, t ).

(8.47)

Two examples that illustrate use of the results (8.22) , (8.45) , and (8.47) follow.
Example 8.3. A communications van has an antenna system modeled in
Fig. 8.4 as two coils of equal mass m that move radially along a rigid control shaft
that rotate s with angular speed co about the vertical antenna axis. At an instant of
interest, each coil is at a distance d from the center C and is moving with center
directed variable speed v relative to the shaft frame cp = {C;id . The van moves
with speed Vo in the ground frame <I> = {F ;I k } . (i) What is the total momentum
of the system? (ii) What is the moment of momentum of the system relative to the
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I

Figure 8.4. A two particlesystem modelof moving antennacoils.

center of mass? (iii) Apply (8.19) to determine the moment of momentum about
the center of mass . Ignore the mass of the shaft and model the coils as particles.

Solution of (i). The total momentum in <l> of the system of coils PI and Pz is
equal to the momentum of its center of mass whose velocity in <l> is v* = va = vol,
the velocity of the van. Hence , p* = m(f3)v* = 2mv o I.
Solution of (ii), The moment of momentum of the system relative to the

center of mass is determined by (8.22) . The respective relative position vectors of
PI and Pz from Care
PI

= -pz = di.

(8A8a)

The angular velocity of the shaft frame <p is W f = wk, and hence their velocity
vectors relative to the center of mass at the instant of interest are
PI

= -pz = -v+wf

x d

= -vi + wdj .

(8A8b)

Use of (8A8a) and (8A8b) in (8.22) yields
h rc

= PI

x m,p,

+ pz

x mzpz

= Zm p,

x PI

= 2mdi x

(wdj - vi) .

That is,
(8A8c)

Solution of (iii). To find the moment about C of the momentum relative to
the origin in <l> , we shall need the total velocity of each particle in the inertial frame
<l> , namely, Xk = Vo + Pk. Then, with (8A8a) and (8A8b), (8.19) gives
x mlPl = h rc ,
zwk.
in agreement with the general rule (8.22): h c = h rc = 2md
Notice in passing
that the velocity of the center of mass v* = va does not affect the final result. In
0
view of (5.6), the term (mlPl + mzpz) x va == O.

hc

= PI

x ml(vO

+ PI) + pz

x mz(vo

+ pz) = 2pI
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Figure 8.5. Momentof momentum of a system of antennacoils referred to a moving frame.

Example 8.4. The antenna coil system in the previous example has an additional angular velocity n normal to the plane of i' and k in Fig. 8.5, and relative
to its initially oriented shaft frame 1 = tp = {C; id, which is turning with angular
velocity W relative to the ground frame 0 = <l> = {F; Id at the instant shown . Find
the applied torque about the center of mass required to sustain the motion of the
system referred to the shaft frame 2 = tp' = {C ; i~} . Ignore the mass of the control
shaft.
Solution. The torque about C is given by (8.45), so we must first find he in
(8.22) referred to the moving frame . The total angular velocity of the moving frame
2 = tp' = [c, i~} fixed in the control shaft is W f == Wzo = WZI + WIO = n + w.
Hence, with reference to Fig. 8.5, referred to ip',
Wf

= -r.lj' + w(sin ei' + cos ek').

The velocity of each coil relative to C is /Jk = (-l)k v + W f
(8.48a) in which i ~ i'. Specifically,

PI

(8.49a)
X

Pk, where we recall

= -pz = -vi' + cod cos ej' + r.ldk'.

(8.49b)

Then (8.22) yields

e

he = 2pI x m p, = 2md z( -r.lj' + to cos ek').

(8.49c)

When = 0 and r.l = 0, we recover (8.48c) .
The total torque about C required to sustain the motion of the system is
determined by (8.45) for he given in (8.49c). But he is a vector referred to a
moving reference frame, so we shall need to apply (8.47). With the aid of (8.49a),
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(8.49c), and noting that d(t)

ahe = 2md[(2vQ Of

i'
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= -vet) and tJ = Q,
dQ)j'

wf x he = 2md 2 w sine

o

2

+ (dwcose -

j'

k'

- Q

wcose
wcose

-Q

we determine
dwQ sine-2vwcos e)k'],

2

= 2md (_w sine cos e]' -Qwsinek') .

Thu s, by (8.47), the total moment about C of all external forces exerted on the coil
system by the control shaft, by gravity, and by the drive mechanism is

Me = 2md[(2vQ - dQ - dw 2 sin e cos e)j'
+(dwcose - 2dQwsine - 2vwcose)k'] .

e

(8.49d)

When Q = 0 and = 0, the applied torque required to sustain the motion
of the system considered initially is Me = 'lmdtdto - 2vw)k, which also follows
easily from (8.45) and (8.48c) wherein now k' = k is fixed in <1> .
0

8.7.

Kinetic Energy of a System of Particles

=

The kineti c energy K({3 , t) of a system of particles {3
{Pkl in frame cp =
{o ; id of Fig . 8.3 is defined as the sum of the kinetic energies Kk(t) == K(Pb t)
of particles Pi:
n
n 1
K({3, t) ==
Kk(t) =
"2m kvk . Vb
(8.50)

L

L

k=]

k= 1

where Vk = Xk . With m({3) defined by (5.3), the kinetic energy K *({3 , t) of the
center of mass is defined by
1

K *({3 , t) == -m({3)v* . v",

(8.51)
2
wherein v*({3, t) = x*({3, t) is the velocity of the center of mass of the system in tp,
To relate (8.50) and (8.51), with reference to Fig. 8.3, substitute the relation
Vk = v* + iJk in (8.50) and expand the result to obtain

1
K({3 , t) = -m({3)v*· v*
2

+ v* ·

I
L mk!'1k+ L -mk!'Jk
. iJk·
2
n

n

k= ]

k=1

Then, by (5.8), the second term vanishes and the last term is the kinetic energy of
the system relative to the center of mass C, defined by

K rd{3, t) ==

L
n

k=]

I

-mk!'Jk . Pk'
2

(8.52)
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Hence, with (8.5 1), we obtain

K ({J , t ) = K*({J , t)

+ K,d{J , t ).

(8.53)

That is, the kinetic energy ofa system ofparticles is equal to the kinetic energy of
the center ofmass plus the kinetic energy ofthe system relative to the center mass.
Equations (8.5 1) and (8.52), therefore, are two independent kinetic energy
relations for a system of particles, and (8.53) is the decomposition of the total
kinetic energy (8.50) into these independent parts. In the two body problem , for
example , the kinetic energy of the center of mass in the inertial frame IJI at C is
zero, and the reader will find from (8.52) that the kinetic energy relative to C is
given by K,c = ~m,r . r = ~m, {i· 2 + y2 / r 2), which by (8.53) also is the total
kinetic energy of the system in IJI. This differs from the kinetic energy in (7.96a)
for the one body problem. The results are approximately the same only when the
mass of one body is much greater than that of the other, say ml » m2 = m, so
that by (8.13) m; ~ m,
Example 8.5. Find the kinetic energy of the antenna system in Example 8.3,
page 3 14.

Solution. The center of mass C of the two coil system has velocity v* = vo ,

and m({J )

= 2m; so, by (8.5 1), the kinetic energy of the center of mass is
K*({J , t ) = m v~ .

(8.54a)

The velocity of each coil relative to C is given in (8.48b); therefore, by (8.52), the
kinetic energy of the system relative to C is
K,c

= "2I m( PI.

.
. PI

..
2
2 2
+ P2
. P2) = m(v + co d ).

(8.54b)

Finally, (8.53) yields the kinetic energy of the antenna coil system:

K ({J , t ) = m ( v~

+ v 2 + w2d 2) .

The reader will find the same result on starting from (8.50).

(8.54c)

o

Exercise 8.4. What is the kinetic energy of the antenna coil system in Example 8.4?
0

8.8. Work-Energy Equations for a System of Particles
The total extern al force acting on a system of particles may be considered
to act on the center of mass particle whose motion is governed by (8.5) and from
which a work-energy equation follows as a first integral. Let us think of the total
external force F({J , t ) = F(x*) as varying only with the position of the center of
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k

Figure 8.6. Schema for the work done by
forces acting on a system of particles.

mass along its path $ * at time t in the inertial frame cp in Fig. 8.6. Then by (7.21)
this force does work
11/* ==

(. F(x*) . dx* =

J€

1
t

to

F(x*) . v*dt ,

(8.55)

where to and t are the instants when the center of mass is at its respective end
states Xoand x* on (§' *, dx* is the elemental displacement vector tangent toe'",
and v* = x". We recall (7.34) applied to the center of mass particle , use (8.5), and
thus obtain from (8.55) the work-energy equation for the center of mass:
11/* = !:!:.K *,

(8.56)

where !:!:.K* = K*({3 , t) - K*({3, to) is the change in the kinetic energy (8.51) of
the center of mass during the time [to, t]. In sum, formally, the work done by the
total external force that acts at the center ofmass ofa system ofparticles is equal
to the change in the kinetic energy ofthe center of mass.
Moreover, similarly, by (7.37), (7.38), and (8.56), formally, the mechanical
power (P * expended by the total external force acting at the center of mass of a
system ofparticles is equal to the time rate of change of the kinetic energy of the
center of mass :
dK*
= (8.57)
dt
dt
The results (8.56) and (8.57) hinge on our writing the total external force as
a function of the motion x* of the center of mass particle in (8.55). Generally,
however, this cannot be done. Nevertheless, in view of (8.5) and because these
results are expressed in terms of the kinetic energy of the center of mass, they
are meaningful-the work 11/* and the power (P* are determined by the kinetic
energy K* of the unique center of mass particle . The work 11/*, however, is not
(P * ==

d1l/*

-
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the total work done on the system. Because the internal forces bk act over path s
flk traversed by the individual particles Pi, these forces generally contribute to
the work done by the total force Fk = f k + bk on Pk in Fig . 8.6. It is assumed that
each of the forces depends on only the position Xk of the respective particle Pi,
Hence, by (7.21), the work II/k done on the particle Pk in <p is

II/k

== [ Fk · dx,

1fl

k

=

t (fk + bk) . dx; = LKk,

l;

(8.58)

wherein to and t, respectively, are the instants when the particle Pk is at the end
points XOk and Xk on its path fbk. Of course, all of the individual particle paths fbk
and the path fl * in Fig . 8.6 generally are different; but the interval [to , t] applies
to the motion of every particle and to the center of mass of the system. Therefore,
the total work 11/ == ~k=1 II/k done by all forces that act on the system is given by
(8.59)
Recalling (8.50) for the total kinetic energy, with (8.58), we have the work-energy
equation fo r the system:
(8.60)
where LK = L~k=1 Ki, Hence, the total work done by all force s acting on a
system ofparticles is equal to the change in the total kinetic energy of the system .
Introduce dx, = Vkdt =(v* + h)dt in (8.59) to write the total work done as

11/=

it~Fk'dxk=i t (~Fk 'V*+ ~Fk 'Pk)dt.

In view of (8.4), the first term on the far right-hand side of this expres sion is
equivalent to (8.55) for the total external force ; therefore, with (8.56), (8.60) may
be written as

11/ - 11/* = L(K - K*)

=

1:L Fk . Pkdt .
t

n

(8.61 )

to k=l

Then, with (8.53) and K,c in (8.52) , the work-energy equation relative to the
center ofmass is
(8.62)

Therefore, the work II/,c done by all forces acting on a system of particles in
motion relative to the center of mass is equal to the change in the total kinetic
energy ofthe system relative to the center ofmass.
To conclude, the total work done by allforces acting on a system ofparticles
is equal to the total ofthe work done by externalforces acting at the center of mass
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and the work done by all forces in the motion relative to the center of mass:
(8.63)
Of course, q>* in (8.57) is not the total mechanical power expended; rather,
the total power q> = dPf//dt = d K[dt is easily seen to be q> = q>* + q;.c , in
which q;.c = d Pf/rc /dt = dKrc/dt.
Exercise 8.5. (a) Derive (8.56) as a formal first integral of (8.5). (b) Introduce
the equation of motion for the k th particle in the inertial frame ip, observe from
Fig. 8.6 that Xk = x* + Pb and thus confirm (8.62).
D
Equations (8.56) and (8.62) are two independent work-energy equations for
a system of particles ; the first is related to the motion of the center of mass and
is influenced by external forces only, wherea s the second is related to the motion
of the system relative to the center of mass and is influenced by both external
and internal forces . The decomposition (8.63) of the total work (8.60) into these
independent parts parallels the decomposition (8.53) of the total kinetic energy
into corresponding independent parts; and, of course, the decomposition of the
total mechanical power is similar.
A rigid system of particles is an important special case for which the distances between all pairs of particles are constant. Moreover, for a rigid system
of particles, Vk = v* + w X Pk; and hence for mutual internal forces for which
bij = -b j i , use of (8.1) and (8.31), which holds for any point 0 and hencefor C,
yield

i: Jlt{
k=1

b k · dx, =

k

1(t
1

10

k=]

bk . v* + w·

t

k=]

Pk

X

bk) dt = O.

(8.64)

Therefore, mutual internal forces do no total work in any motion of a rigid system.
Consequently, for a rigid system ofparticles only the external forces contribute to
the total work done. Now, with (8.59), (8.60) may be written as
(8.65)
Hence, the total work done by external force s acting on a rigid system ofparticles
is equal to the change in the total kinetic energy ofthe system. Moreover, it follows
from (8.62) that
(8.66)
That is, the work done by external force s acting on a rigid system ofparticles in
motion relative to the center of mass is equal to the change in the total kinetic
energy of the system relative to the center of mass. Plainly, for a rigid system of
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Figure 8.7. Forces actingon a rigid system of three particles.

particles , the total work done by external forces and the total kinetic energy in
(8.65) may be decomposed in accordance with (8.63) and (8.53), respectively; and
the total mechanical power expended , the rate of working of the external forces
only, may be similarly decomposed.
Exercise 8.6. Show that (8.66) follows from (8.62).

D

Example 8.6. A pipeline valve handle consists of three equally spaced handle
grips of equal mass m attached to the valve body of mass M by thin rigid torque
bars of equal length e and negligible mass. The handle, initially at rest, is turned
by forces f( and f2 of equal constant magnitude F applied at two grips in the plane
of, and perpendicular to the torque bars, as shown in Fig. 8.7. The handle turns
freely without friction. (a) Apply the work-energy principle to find as a function
of time the angular speed w(t) of the handle. (b) Derive the same result by use of
the moment of momentum principle.
Solution of (a). We model the handle as a rigid system of three particles
of equal mass m attached by massless rigid rods to the valve body, which is a
particle of mass M at C, the center of mass of the system. Since the handle turns
freely without friction at C, the reaction force of the valve body is equipollent to
a single force R at C that does no work in the motion; and, of course, the normal
gravitational force also is workless. The work done by the remaining applied
external forces , relative to the center of mass, is determined by the first equation
in (8.66), and hence, with reference to Fig. 8.7,
fl/rc =

1
6',

f( . dp,

+

1
6'2

f2 · dP2 =

r Fe2' U¢e2 + Jor Fn2 ' ed¢n2 .

Jo
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Hence,
(8.67a)
= 2Fe¢.
Notice that since C is fixed in <1>, 11/* = 0 in (8.55); hence, by (8.63), 11/ = 1I/rc

1I/rc

also is the total work done on the rigid system.
Since each of the three handle particles has the same speed !PII = f¢ relative
to C, and because the system is at rest initially, the change in kinetic energy (8.52)
relative to the center of mass is
!:::.Krc =

"23 mf 2¢' 2 .

(8.67b)

Use of (8.67a) and (8.67b) in the work--energy equation (8.66) thus yields

= ¢. = J4F¢
-3mf .

w(¢)

¢(O)

(8.67c)

To determine wet) as a function of time, we integrate this equation with
= 0 initially to obtain the angular placement
¢(t) = at 2 ,

with

F
a=-

- 3mf '

(8.67d)

Now (8.67c) yields the desired result:

wet) = 'Iat .

(8.67e)

Solution of (b). The same result may be obtained from the principle of
moment of momentum relative to the center of mass in (8.45). First, we note that the
applied torque about C is M c = PI X f 1 + P2 X f 2 = 2F fk . The moment about C
of the momenta relative to C is h rc = PI x mlPI + P2 X m2P2 + P3 x m3P3 =
3mf 2¢k, and db rc [dt = 3mf 2 ¢ k. Hence, (8.45) yields 2Ffk = 3mf 2 ¢ k; that
is,
..

2F

¢ = 3mf = 2a.
Integration with respect to time, with ¢(O) = 0 initially, returns (8.67e) .

(8.67f)
D

Exercise 8.7. Determine the valve body reaction force R in the plane frame
{PI ; ed · What is its magnitude?
D

8.9. The Principle of Conservation of Energy
Suppose that for a system of particles the total external force (8.4) is conservative with potential energy V* = V*(x*) depending only on the position x* of
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the center of mass. Then the total external force is given by
F({3, t) = -V'V*,

(8.68)

where V' - a/ax*, and hence (8.55) may be integrated to yield fI/* = -D. V* . It
then follows from (8.56) that

K*

+ V* =

E*, a constant.

(8.69)

But this is a very weak and superficial principle of conservation of energy. In
the first place, it applies only to a conservative total external force expressed as
a function of x", and it is unlikely that (8.4) will admit such a representation.
Moreover, E* is only the total energy of the center of mass, not the total energy of
the system. Internal forces are not involved, and (8.69) suggests that the total energy
of the center of mass may be conserved even in the presence of dissipative or other
nonconservative internal forces . Of course , both workless external and internal
forces also might be present. So, we discard (8.69) and seek a more substantial
and meaningful principle of conservation of energy. Ifboth the external and internal
forces that act on every particle of a system are conservative, the system is called
conservative; otherwi se, it is called nonconservative. With this in mind, a useful
general energy principle for a system of particles is developed .
8.9.1. External Potential Energy
Let <Pk(Xk) be the external potential energy of the particle Pk due to the
conservative external force f k . This potential function depends only on the position
Xk of the particle Pk on which the force acts ;
k = 1,2, .. . , n ,

(8.70)

wherein V' k == a/ aXk. Thus , the total work done by a conservative system of
external forces acting on all n particles of the system is
(8.71)
wherein each integrand is an exact differential d<pk(xd, and by definition,
<1>({3)

==

L <Pk(Xk) ,
n

(8.72)

k=l

is the total external potential energy of the system. The function <1>({3) ==
<1> (X 1, X2, • • • , xn ) depends on the position s of all particles of the system on
which external forces act along diverse particle paths having end points XO k
and Xb the time interval [to, t] being the same for all paths. Also, in (8.71),
D.<1>({3) == L~=l <Pk(Xk) - <Pk(XOk) = L~=l D.<Pk ·
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8.9.2.

Internal Potential Energy

=

Let (3jk 1/f(x j , Xk) denote the internal potential energy of a particl e P, due
to a conservative mutual internal force b jk exerted on P, by Pi , Thi s function
depends on the position s of both particles as emphasized by the subscripts, and
1/f(xi> Xk) generally may be a different function for each pair of particles. In general,
then , for a fixed k, the conservative internal force on Pj is given by
b jk = -V j {3 jk.

(8.73)

where for each position xi - in Carte sian coordinates,

», == a/aXj =

3

I:)p a / ax~ .
p=]

(8.74)

It was proved in Section 5.18 .3, page 81, that the mutual internal force b jk
between any pair of discrete material points Pj and Pi, which depen ds only on
their distinct positions x j and Xk , has a magnitude that depend s only on the distance
r = [r jk I between them and is directed along their common straight line. Therefore,
for a conservative internal force , the mutual internal potential energy 1/f(Xj , Xk) for
an arbitrary pair of interacting particles must be a function of only the magnitude of
the vector r jk == Xj - Xk joining the two particles, namely, 1/f (Xj , xd = 1/f(lr jkl).
Bearing in mind that the function 1/f(lr jkl) generally may be a different function
for each pair of particle s, we have!
(8.75)
Conversely, the reader will find that when the internal potential energy (8.75)
of a pair of particles Pj and Pk is a function only of the distance [r jk I between
them, the mutual force b jk must be parallel to r jk. hence directed along their
mutual line . Therefore, the internal potential energy f or each pair of particles is
a fun ction of only the distance between the particles if and only if their mutual
internal force is directed along their common line. This kind of mutual action
occurs in most interactions in nature, but not all. The general validity of this rule
fails for molecular, atomic , electron, proton , or other elementary particle force
interactions for which the intern al potential energy does not depend on r alone .
Exe rcise 8.8. Show that V (x . x) = 2x, and hence demonstrate that
V (~) is a unit vector parallel to x. Apply this rule to prove the converse
result stated above and confirm (8.77) and (8.78) below. Recall that V == a/ax =

L~=I ipa/axp.

0

It is evident that two particle s Pj and Pk share the same internal potential
energy, because the internal potential energ y function is symmetric with respect
! An alternative but weaker proof of (8.75) that does not appeal to frame indifference is given in
Appendix C.
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to an interchange of the particles, namely, y,(irjkl) = Y,(lrkjl), and hence
By (8.73), bjk
lows that

= -(af3jk!ar)(xj b' k
J

f3 jk

= f3kj .

xk)/r, where r

af3jk

(8.76)

= Irjkl; and with (8.76) it fol-

af3kj

= -aXj
- = -aXk = -b kJ'·

(8.77)

which is a statement of the third law in (8.3). It is also useful to observe that

af3jk
aXj

af3jk
arjk

(8.78)

The total internal potential energy B(f3) ofthe system is defined by

B(f3) =

2 LL f3jk(lrjkl),
Inn

(8.79)

j=l k=l
Uk

in which B(f3) == B(lr12l, Ir13I,·· · , Irlnl, !r231, .. . , Ir2nl, Ir341, . . . , Ir(n-l)nl) is a
function of the mutual distances between all pairs of particles , and the factor 1/2 reflects the symmetry in (8.76). Consider, for example , a system of two particles . With
(8.76), (8.79) yields the total internal potential energy B(f3) = ~(f312 + f32d =
f312 ~ f321 . And for a system of three particles , B(f3) = f312 + f313 + f323, each
term of which is a function of the distance between the corresponding particles
so that, for example, f312 = f312ClrI21). Therefore, (8.79) is the total of all of the
internal potential energy functions.
We wish to relate the total internal potential energy to the work done by all of
the conservative internal forces. By (8.1) and (8.73), the total conservative internal
force due to the other n - 1 particles acting on P, is

bj =

L b jk = - L V"j,Bjk(lrjkl) .
n

n

k=l
k,pj

k=l
k#j

(8.80)

Hence, with the aid of (8.77), the total work done by the conservative internal
forces is determined by

t

t

n 1 b j . dx, = LL
n n 1 b jk· dx, = -21 LL
n n 1t V"jf3jk' drjk .
L
j=l to
j=l k=l to
j=l k=l to
j#

(8.81)

j#

To see this more clearly, it is best to write out several integrand terms of the
sums in (8.81), and observe (8.1) and (8.77) to obtain

b l • ds,

+ b2 . dX2 + ... =

(b 12 + b 13 + .. .) . dXI + (b 2l + b 23 + .. .) . dX2
= b 12 • dtx, - X2) + b l3 . d(XI - X3)

+ b 23 . d(X2 -

X3) + ...

= b 12 . dr12 + b 13 . dr13 + b 23 . dr23 +

. .. ,

+ ...
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in which r jk = Xj
have

- Xk .

Introducing the internal potential energy from (8.73), we

n

Lb j -dx, =b l -ds, +b2 ·dx2+ .. '
j=1

= - V dh2 . drl2 - V US13 . dr13 - V 2fJ23 . dr23 - . . . .

Bearing in mind (8.77), it is seen that this is equivalent to the last sum in
V IfJl2 . drl2 - V 2fJ21.
(8.81); indeed, consider, for example, the two terms
dr21 = - V IfJl2 . drl2. By (8.78), however, CJfJnlCJXl = CJfJl2/CJrI2, CJfJ23/CJX2 =
CJfJ23/CJr23, and so on. Since each fJj k = fJjk(lrjkl) is a function of a single variable rjb each term in the last sum above is an exact differential of the form
'llfJl2 . drl2 = CJfJ1 2/CJrl2 . drl2 = dfJl2 , and so forth; therefore ,

-!

n

L

!

b j . dx, = -dfJl2 - dfJ13 - dfJ23 - . . . = -d(fJl2 + fJl 3 + fJ23 + .. .).

j=l

The term in parentheses, however, is just the total of all of the internal potential
energy functions given by (8.79). We thus obtain

Ln

j=1

it
to

b j - dx ,

it(

=-

n
n
)
d -1 LLfJjk(lrjkl)

2

to

j = l k=1

=-

k"lj

it

dB(fJ)· (8.82)

to

In sum, the total work done by conservative internalforces is equal to the decrease
in the total internal potential energy of the system:

L
n

k= l

1t
to

b k . dXk = - t::,.B(fJ) ·

(8.83)

The dummy summation index in (8.82) is here replaced by k for convenience
below.

8.9.3. Total Energy of the System
Let V(fJ) = V(Xl , X2, . . . , xn ) denote the total potential energy ofthe system
defined by

v(fJ) == <t>(fJ) + B(fJ).

(8.84)

Then, with the aid of (8.71) and (8.83) in (8.59), the total work done by all conservative external and internal forces is given by

'W =

-~<t>(fJ)

-

~B(fJ)

=

-~ V(fJ).

(8.85)

Hence, the total work done on a conservative system of particles is equal to the
decrease in the total potential energy ofthe system.
Now, the work energy equation (8.60) holds for all kinds of force fields F b
conservative or not. Therefore, with (8.85), we have our final result.
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The principle of conservation of energy for a system of particles: If the
external and internal forces that act on a system ofparticles are conservative, or
otherwise do no work in a given motion of the system, the sum ofthe total kinetic
energy and the total potential energy ofthe system ofparticles, or briefly the total
energy of the system, is constant:
K

+V =

E, a constant.

(8.86)

If the system is rigid, the particles are constrained in their relative positions;
so, the internal forces are workless, as shown in (8.64). Therefore, the total potential
energy for a rigid system ofparticles is equal to the total external potential energy
ofthe system: V(f3) = <1>(f3).
Finally, let us confirm that the conservative forces derive from their corresponding potential energy functions . We can show that the total force F k acting on
the k th particle may be deduced from (8.84) in accordance with
F k = -V kVex!,

X2, ... , Xn )

= -V k<1> -

(8.87)

VkB.

From (8.72) and (8.70), we have
V k<1>

= Vk(tPl(X!) + ...+ tPk(xd + ...+ tPn(xn»= VktPk(Xk) = -fk.

(8.88)

Similarly, recalling (8.76), we find with (8.79) and (8.80)
n

v,» = L v.s, = -» .

(8.89)

j=1

k#j

Hence, (8.87) becomes F k = f k + bk.. the total force acting on Pi , Furthermore,
because the total internal force vanishes, ~k=1 V kB = - ~k=1 b k = 0; and hence,
from (8.87) and in agreement with (8.4), the total force

= L Fk = n

F(f3, t)

k=!

LV
n

k=1

k V(f3)

=-

LV
n

k=1

= L f k.
n

k<1>

(8.90)

k=1

Finally, it follows from (8.87) and Newton 's law for a particle that the separate
equations ofmotion ofthe particles ofa conservative system may be expressed in
terms of the total potential energy function (8.84) for the system :

k = 1,2, .. . , n.

(8.91)

8.9.4. The General Energy Principle for a System of Particles
Let FNk = f Nk + b Nk denote the total of the nonconservative external and
internal forces acting on the k th particle of a system . Then the total work done by
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all nonconservative forces is defined by

(8.92)
Hence , the total work done by all conservative and noncon servative forces is given
by l f/ = - 1::1 VCB ) + 7f/N, with total potential energy (8.84). Now the general
work--energy principle (8.60) may be written in the following alternative form .
Ge neral ene rgy p rincipl e for a syste m of particles: The change in the total
energy $ == K + V of a system ofparticles is equal to the total work done by the
nonconservative forces that act on the system:

(8.93)
Consequently, the total energy is conserved when and only when the nonconservative forces do no total work in the motion , or they are absent.
For a nonconservative system, the total force on the k th particle may be writte n
as Fk = - V k VC,B) + F Nb in term s of its total conservative and total nonconservative parts. Therefore, the separate equations of motion of the particles of a
nonconservative system may be derived from
k =I ,2, .. . , n.

(8.94)

Mutual nonconservative internal force s between a pair of particles must be equal
but oppo sitely directed force s.
The following example illustrate s some of the fine point s and concepts encountered above. Afterwards, however, it will not be necessary to trace detail s of
the foregoing construction leading to the general energy principle.
Example 8.7. A system shown in Fig. 8.8a consists of two block s of mass
m I and m z connected by a spring S2 of stiffness ka. while m I is fastened to a rigid
wall by a spring SI of stiffness k-, The system is displaced arbitrarily along its axis
from its natura l state and relea sed to perform oscillations on a smooth horizon tal
surface. (i) Find the total energy of the system. (ii) Derive the differential equations
of motion for the system. (iii) With refere nce to the free body diagram of each
particle, derive each of the horizontal forces and their totals from their potential
function s.
Solution of (i). We model the physical system in Fig. 8.8a as a system of
two particles (center of mass object s) with mass ml and ma. respectively. Their
separate free body diagrams are shown in Fig. 8.8b. To find the total energy of the
system f3 = {m] , m2}, we first note that the weights WI and W 2 , and the norma l,
smooth surface reaction forces N I and N2 are external forces that do no work in the
motion , and the elastic spring forces are conservative. As usual , the infinitesimal
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Figure 8.8. A spring-mass system modeled as a system of particles.

internal, mutual gravitational force between the particles is ignored. The system
= {mj, m2}, therefore, is conservative.
Let X l and X2 denote the respective displacements of ml and m 2 from the
natural state of the spring s Sl and S2 in Fig . 8.8a. There are no constraints relating
these variables, so the system has two degrees of freedom. The spring Sj exerts
an external force on m I with external potenti al energy cPI; but no relevant external
forces act on m-, so cP2 = O. The total external potential energy (8.72) is thus given
by
f3

I
2
<I> = cPI = "2kIXl '

(8.95a)

The mutual internal force on mj and m2 is due to the spring S2. These forces,
shown in Fig. 8.8b, are equal but oppositely directed, so the total internal force is
zero; but the total internal potential energy is not. The internal potential energy
arising from the elastic force exerted on m I by m : is f312 =
2( X2 - Xl)2, and the
internal potential energy arising from the equal but oppositely directed elastic force
exerted on ma by m I is f32j =
2( X2 - Xj)2 . Clearly, the mutual internal potential
energy f31 2 = f321 is a symmetric function of the change in distance, hence , also
the current distance between the particles, as indicated in (8.75) and (8.76). The

!k

!k
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total internal potential energy (8.79) is thus determined by B = 1(t~12
is,
B

I
= f31 2 = 2k2(X2
-

+ f321), that

2

(8.95b)

Xl ) .

Consequently, the total internal potential energy of the system in Fig. 8.8a is
simply the elastic potential energy due to the spring S2. Therefore, with (8.95a)
and (8.95b), the total potential energy (8.84) of the system is

V(fi)

I
2
I
= <1> + B = 2k,x,
+ 2k2(X2
-

2

xd .

(8.95c)

It is evident that the total potential energy function V(f3) may be written down
immediately by inspection of the system in Fig. 8.8a. In fact, this is the usual
procedure to follow.
The total kinetic energy (8.50) of the system in Fig. 8.8a is
I
.2
K(f3, t) = 2ml XI

I

.2

+ 2m2X2 .
(8.95d)
The total energy of the conservative system f3 = {m I , m2} now follows from (8.86):
K

+V =

1
.2 1
·2 1 2 1
2
2ml x, + 2m2x2 + 2k,xl + 2k2(X2 - xd = E , a constant.
(8.95e)

Solution of (ii). Application of the law of motion to each particle shown
separately in the free body diagrams of Fig. 8.8b yields the following equat ions of
motion for the system :
(8.95f)
Notice that the sum of these equations is ml xI + m2x2 = -klxl , or m(f3)x ' =
F(f3), which is the equation of motion (8.5) of the system with total external force
F(f3) = -k,x,. This system equation is not useful. The motions XI and X2 of the
particles are coupled, but independent-the motion of one particle influences but
does not determine the motion of the other. As a consequence, these equations
cannot be separately integrated. The solution of coupled equations of this kind is
considered in Chapter 11.
Solution of (iii). We next determine the horizontal forces and their totals
from their potential functions. The total external force acting on each particle is
determined by use of (8.95a) in (8.70):
f,

= -V'</>I = - d</>l i = -klx,i,
dX,

f2 = -V 2</>2

= - d</>2 i = O.
dX2

(8.95g)

Hence , the total external force on the system, by (8.4), is F(f3, t) = f l + f2 =
-k IX I i, noted earlier. All other forces that act must be the equal, oppositely directed
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external and internal contributions. Specifically, the equal and oppositely directed
external forces are N I = -WI, N2 = -W 2 ; these have no influence on the motion.
The total internal force acting on each particle is obtained by use of (8.95b) in
(8.80):
of312 •

bl

= -V 1f312 = - - - I = k2(X2 -

b2

of321.
= - V 2f321 = - I = -k 2(X2 -

OXI

OX2

•

XI)I ,

•
Xdl.

(8.95h)

Of course, the total internal force acting on the system is b l + b 2 = O. From (8.95g)
and (8.95h), the total force F, = f k + b, acting on each particle separately is
(8.95i)
These are the totals of the forces on the right-hand side of the equations in (8.95f)
and shown in the free body diagrams of Fig. 8.8b.
Finally, we apply equations (8.87), (8.89) , and (8.90). Using (8.95c) in the
first relation of (8.87), we have
F 2 = -V 2 V= -k 2(X2 -xI)i,

(8.95j)
in agreement with (8.95i). It is seen immediately that use of these relations in
(8.91) returns the separate equations on motion (8.95f) . With (8.95b) in (8.89), we
find

in accord with (8.95h). And, finally, substitution of (8.95j) into (8.90) yields
F(f3, t)

= -VI V -

the total external force on the system .

V 2 V = -k1xli,

(8.951)
0

This example illustrates the notation and several concepts introduced earlier
in the development of the basic energy principles. Fortunately, in applications of
the energy principles, it is not necessary to retrace these fine points . Consider the
system in Fig. 8.8a and suppose, for example, that an additional mass m3 is attached to the mass m: by a linear spring 53 with stiffness k3 • We then have a new
system of three collinear particles, and this new element introduces an additional
internal potential energy function, which by inspection is given immediately by
f323 = f332 = 4k3(X3 - X2)2 . This extra internal energy contribution is then added
to (8.95c) to obtain the total potential energy for the system, and the total kinetic
energy is increased by 4m3xj. Alternatively, suppose that the same spring is attached to mz at one end and to a rigid wall at the other. We now have a new system
of two collinear particles with three spring elements. The new element, by inspec tion, introduces an additional external potential energy cP3 = 4k3Xi in contribution
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Figure 8.9. Gravity induced free vibrations of a system of two particles .

to (8.95c) for the total potential energy of our new system, and the total kinetic
energy is given by (8.95d) . Let the reader consider the force s that act on the free
bodies involved in these additional models and write down the separate equations
of motion for the particles of the respective systems. Try to derive the additional
forces from their potential energy functions. Now let us tum to another example
and apply the theory directly .
Example 8.8. Two small blocks of weight WI and W2 are connected by a
perfectly flexible and inextensible cable of negligible mass, as shown in Fig. 8.9.
The weight WI rests on a smooth horizontal surface and is attached to a linear
spring of stiffness k fastened to a rigid wall. The cable is free to slide over a smooth
pulley at P and suspends the weight W2 . The system is at rest initially when W2 is
displaced vertically and released. (i) Find the total energy of the system. (ii) Derive
the equation of motion and determine the frequency of the vibration. (iii) Describe
alternative formulations of these issues .
Solution of (i). The physical system is modeled as a system of two particles
of masses m I and m2 for each of which the free body diagram is shown in Fig. 8.9a.
The weight WI and the normal, smooth surface reactions at WI and at P do no
work in the motion . The cable has negligible mass, so its motion around the smooth
pulley may be ignored , and hence the oppositely directed, internal cable tensions
T I and T 2 have equal magnitude T, say. The cable is inexten sible and perfectly
flexible, so the total internal potential energy of the system is zero: B = 0, and WI
and W2 share the same displacement so that x = Y.In the equilibrium state, Xo = Yo
is the static displacement of WI and W2 so that kxo = m2g. The relevant external
forces W2 and the elastic spring force are conservative. The system , therefore, is
conservative with total potential energy (8.84) equal to the total external potential
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energy 4>(13) = ¢l

+ ¢2 from (8.72), namely,
I

V(f3) = "2k(x

+ xO)2 -

+ Yo),

m2g(y

(8.96a)

obtained directly by inspection of the system diagram . The total kinetic energy of
the system, with the inextensibility constraint x = y in mind , is
K(f3, t)

1

1

1

= K I + K2 = "2mlx2 + "2m2l = "2m(f3)x2,

(8.96b)

wherein m(f3) == ml + m- , Hence , the principle of conservation of energy gives
the constant total energy of the system :
E

1

1

= K + V = "2m(f3)x 2 + "2k(x + xO)2 -

m2g(x

+ xo).

(8.96c)

Solution of (ii). Because the system has only one degree of freedom, the
equation of motion may be found by differentiation of (8.96c) with respect to the
path variable x (or the time t) to obtain
..
k
m2g - kxo
m(f3)
x + m(f3)x =

The system is in its static equilibrium state at x =
hence the equation of motion for the system is

p-

in which p is the circular frequency .

°where

(8.96d)
m-g - kx« = 0, and

~
ml

(8.96e)

+m2 '

Solution of (iii). Other methods will lead to the same results. Because the
spring is linear, one alternative approach is to consider the motion from the static
equilibrium position directly . The kinetic energy is unchanged in (8.96b), while
the total potential energy may be written as
V(f3)

= i1x 2.

(8.96f)

This procedure, however, cannot be used when the spring is nonlinear, whereas
the earlier method leading to (8.96a) can. The principle of conservation of energy
(8.86) yields

1
"2m(f3)x2

1

+ "2kx2 = E .

(8.96g)

Differentiation of this equation with respect to x (or t) returns (8.96e) .
Another approach starts with the separate equations of motion for each particle. With reference to the free body diagrams in Fig. 8.9a, we find easily
WI = N .

(8.96h)
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Eliminating T and introducing the inextensibility constraint y = x and the equilibrium condition m-ig = kx o, we recover (8.96e). The equations of motion also
may be formulated relative to the static state : mi x = T - kx , m2Y = -T, which
again lead to (8.96e).

8.10.

An Application of the General Energy Principle

Suppose the cable in the previous example has elasticity characterized by a
force-elongation equation S = k20 + k 303, in which k2 and k 3 are constants and
is the cable elongation measured from its natural unstretched state . To model
this case, the vertical portion of the cable in Fig. 8.9 is replaced with a nonlinear
spring characterized by S, the remaining part of the cable being inextensible and
perfectly flexible . Of course, now x i= y . In view of the nonlinear character of the
cable spring, it is best to measure the respective particle displacements X == x + Xo
and Y == Y + Yo from the natural state of the springs, then the cable elongation 0 =
Y - X. We wish to derive the energy equation of the system for 0 ::: O. Afterwards,
the equations of motion for the linear system with k 3 = 0 are described.
The total external potential energy is unchanged : <P(fJ) = !kX 2 - m-g Y, and
the total kinetic energy of the system is K = !m I X2 + !m2 Y2. However, the total
energy must include the internal elastic energy of the cable . We anticipate that the
cable restoring force Fs = -Sj is conservative; but in the absence of its potential
energy function, we may use the general energy principle (8.93) in which, with
F N = F s and dx = doj,

o

1//N

=

r

lit

FN

•

dx

=

rv -x-(k20 + k30

3 )d o =

10

-

~k2 (Y 2

X)2 -

~k3(Y _
4

X)4.

(8.97a)

Since the work done by the nonlinear spring force is path independent, this confirms
that F s is indeed conservative, and the negative of (8.97a) is the internal potential
energy function of the nonlinear spring: B(f3) = !k 2 (Y - X)2 + k3(Y - X)4.
With reference to the aforementioned modified model for which the system initially
is at rest in its natural state, the general energy principle (8.93) yields

t

°2
1
°2
1 2
1
2
I
4
1
"2 m,X + "2m2Y + "2 k X + "2k2 (Y - X) + 4k3(Y - X) - m2gY = O.

(8.97b)
Becau se the system is conservative with total potential energy

1

V(f3) = "2 k X

2

I

+ "2k2 (Y

- X)

2

1

+ 4k3(Y -

4

X) - m2gY,

(8.97c)

the separate equations of motion of m I and m2 may be easily derived from (8.91).
The reader will then find the static equilibrium relation kxo = m-ig = k200 + k306'
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Figure 8.10. Application of the impulse- momentum and energy principles.

where 80 = Yo - xo; but this offers no simplification of the equations by a
coordinate shift to the static state. Now set k3 = 0, recall that X == x + xo,
y == Y + Yo , and show that relative to the equilibrium state , the motion of the
system is governed by the following coupled linear system of equations:
(8.97d)

8.11.

An Application of the Energy and
Impulse-Momentum Principles

Two blocks of masses rno and rnl shown in Fig. 8.10 are connected by a flexible, inextensible string of length and negligible mass. The mass rno is projected
vertically upward from the horizontal surface S with initial velocity vo. Apply
the conservation of energy and instantaneous impulse-momentum principles to
determine the maximum height attained by rno when its initial speed Vo > ,J2ge.
Only the conservative gravitational force acts on rno prior to the impending
impulse at y = e, while m 1 remains at ease at y = O. Let VI denote the speed of
rno at the instant just prior to the impulsive string reaction at y = e(see Fig. 8.10);
then the energy principle (8.86) gives

e

v~

= v5 - 2ge,

(8.98a)

where Vo is the initial speed of rno at y = 0, the zero datum for the gravitational
potential energy Vg = meg»,
Henceforward, we suppose that VI i= 0, i.e. Vo > ,J2g£, and that the massless inextensible string does not break . The fully extended string at y = e experiences an instantaneous internal impulse, so the instantaneous impulse of the
total external force g-*(f3) = 0, finite forces contributing nothing. Therefore, by
(8.17), Ap" = 0, i.e. the momentum of the system is constant during the impulsive
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instant: mov\i = (mo
thus yields

+ ml)v2i. The impul se-momentum principle, with (8.98a),

mo VI =
mo ; V2 - 2gf..
(8.98b)
o
mo+m.
mo+ml
Now, after the impulsive instant , only the external conservative gravitational
force acts on the system; therefore, the total energy of the system is conserved.
Initially, at y = f., E = 4(mo + m I )vi + mogf., and at the maximum height h
where the system comes to rest, as shown in Fig. 8.10, E = m-gh + m I g(h - f.).
Therefore, the principle of conservation of energy yields h = f. + vi;2g. Finally,
use of (8.98b) leads to
V2 =

m0
h- f. 1( mo + m I
[
-

)2] + (

for the greatest height attained by mo, for VI

h= L

8.12.

mo

m0

+ mI

=I 0,

)2

2

v
--.Q.

2g'

(8.98c)

i.e. Vo > .j2gf.; otherwise,

Motion of a Chain on a Smooth Curve by the Energy Method

Let us consider the motion of a simple "deformable" body, a perfectly flexible
and inextensible uniform chain, modeled as a contiguous system of particle s. The
chain has length 21 and mass p per unit length , and slides under gravity along a
smooth, plane curved track ti' in the vertical plane, as shown in Fig. 8.11. The
energy principle is applied to find the speed of the chain along the track . Then its
motion along a cycloid is described .
Let s denote the arc length coordinate along (jf of the midpoint A of the chain
from the origin O. Since ti' is smooth, only the gravitational force does work on
the chain . The potential energy of the element of mass dm = pdo at the position
y (a ) in Fig. 8.11 is dV = gy(a)dm = pg y(a)da, wherein a is the variable arc

Figure 8.11. Motion of a chain on a smooth plane curve.
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length parameter along the chain from O . Thus, the total potential energy of the
contiguous system of chain elements is
Yes)

r +£

= pg }s- t

y(a)da.

The chain is inextensible, so all particle s move with the same speed
hence, the total kinetic energy of the chain is

(8.99a)

s along

fl;

(8.99b)
With (8.99a) and (8.99b), the energy principle (8.86) gives

p£S2

+ pg [

s+t
s-t

y (a )da = E.

(8.99c)

The constant E is determined from the assigned initial speed and position of A.
The speed of the chain at any position s is thus determined by (8.99c) when the
equation of the smooth track is specified .
The system's only degree of freedom is described by s. Hence , the equation
of motion of the uniform chain on an arbitrary smooth curve in the vertical plane
is obtained by differentiation of (8.99c) with respect to s. (See Problem 6.28,
equation (P6.28c).) We thus find

S + : /y(a)l s+£ - y (a )I.,-t) = O.

(8.99d)

Now, suppose the track fl is a cycloid defined by the parametric equations
(7.94a), so that y = 2a sin2(B/ 2), and recall thaty = f3 /2 in (7.94d). Then, in
terms of the arc length coordinate a of an arbitrary particle of the chain, we have

a2
8a

y ea ) = 2a sin 2(f3 /2) = - .

(8.9ge)

Hence, (8.99d) yields the equation of motion of a uniform chain on a smooth
cycloid :

s + .!-S
= O.
4a

(8.99f)

Comparison of (8.99f) with (7.94e) reveals that the flexible, inextensible chain,
regardless of its length and its mass, has the same motion as that of a single
particle at its midpoint sliding under gravity along a smooth cycloid . The chain
will perform simple harmonic oscillations with circular frequency p = (g/4a)1/2
independent of the extent of its displacement from O. Consequently, the motion
of the chain is governed by the motion of its midpoint, which from any initial
position along the cycloid will reach the lowest point in the same quarter period
time t* = r /4 =:rr Ja /g.
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8.13. Law of Restitution
Consider the internal impulsive interaction of two bodies modeled as particles .
We shall assume that all other forces remain finite during the impulsive instant and
thus contribute nothing to the impulse. Then the total momentum of the center of
mass, and hence of the system , is constant during the impulsive interval: Ap" = O.
Given their velocities Vk or momenta Pk immediately prior to the impulse, the
problem of interest is to find the unknown velocities v~ or momenta P~ of each
particle immediately after the impulse, altogether six unknowns. With this objective
in mind, let n denote the direction of the instantaneous, mutual internal impulse,
and let i" denote two suitably chosen orthogonal directions in the plane normal to
n. Then the momentum of the system in the direction of the impulse is conserved:
Ap" . n = (p'* - p*). n = 0; that is,
(8.100)
and in the absence of all other forces during the impulsive instant , the components of the momentum of each particle and of the center of mass in the plane
perpendicular to n must be conserved:

a

= 1,2.

(8.101)

The addition of these components yields (p; + p~) . i" = (PI + P2) . i" or p'* . i, =
p* . i", which together with (8.100) confirms that the momentum vector p* of the
center of mass is unchanged during an internal impulse , all other forces remaining finite. We now have a total of five equations for the six unknown momentum
or velocity components. An additional equation relating the two unknown components v~ . n to Vk • n is provided by the law of restitution introduced below.
First, let us briefly consider some well-known effects of impact between real
bodies.
When a ball strikes an essentially rigid wall, the ball actually becomes distorted during the impact, an effect that we have ignored for the sake of simplicity.
If the ball is a highly elastic rubber ball, it will quickly recover its shape as it
rebounds from the wall with almost no loss of energy. So this impact is perceived
as a perfectly elastic collision. On the other hand, when two bodies collide, they
generally suffer considerable distortion that is only partially recovered as the two
bodies either separate or become so entangled that subsequent to the impact they
continue in motion together. These are complex inelastic situations during which
some portion of the distortional energy is expended in permanent deformation
of the bodies , some is lost through heat and internal dissipation in creating their
permanent distortion, and some through generation of substantial acoustic energy.
Thus, during the impulsive instant the internal forces of deformation have done
considerable work, some of which is recovered, most of which is not, at the expense of the total kinetic energy of the system. This loss of energy depends on the
nature of the impact situation.
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To model the impact of two colliding bodies, various kinds of impact situations, all ideal, are identified. Let P denote the point of contact of two colliding
bodies. The line through the point P and perpendicular to the plane of contact
tangent to both bodies at P is called the line ofaction . When the centers of mass of
both bodies are situated on the line of action, the impact is called a central impact;
otherwise, it is called an eccentric impact. In addition, if the initial velocities at
the impulsive instant are parallel vectors, not necessarily collinear, the impact is
called a direct impact; otherwise, the impact is called oblique. There are two kinds
of direct impact. A direct impact for which the initial velocity vectors are directed
along the line of action is called collinear; otherwise, it is called noncollinear. As
a consequence, there are five general classes of impact: collinear and noncollinear
direct central impact, an oblique central impact, a direct eccentric impact, and an
oblique eccentric impact. Only the simplest models of direct central and oblique
impact are studied here. Of course, in an impact situation one of the bodies may
be at rest initially, and one may be so considerably more massive than the other
that it suffers virtually no change in its state of rest.
The rapid deformation process in a real impact is just too complicated to
describe in any analytical detail, and in any event this falls beyond the scope of our
studies here . So, to avoid our getting into an awkward discussion of deformation
of bodies and the time periods of their stress and recovery, we shall ignore all
rotational, distortional, thermal, and acoustic phenomena that may occur in a real
collision of bodies of finite size. For our purposes here, it is sufficient to suppose
that the colliding bodies may be modeled as center of mass objects-two particles,
pictured as small circular or spherical bodies, say, subject to an instantaneous internal impulse arising from a direct or oblique central impact only. To account for the
energy lost in the impact , and to get around the impasse of complex deformation
analysis, an empirical rule is introduced to model the restitution of the impacting
bodies. With this in mind, let Vk and v~ denote the respective instantaneous velocities of their centers of mass before and after the impact. Then V2 - v I and v; - Vii
are the respective instantaneous relative velocities of approach and separation of
their centers of mass before and after the impact. Let n be a unit vector along the
line of action perpendicular to the plane of contact between the bodies. We shall
assume that the impacting bodies are smooth, so that the impulsive force always is
directed along n. Now, to account for the energy loss in a direct or oblique central
impact of two smooth bodies, we adopt the following empirical rule attributed to
Newton . (See Cajori in the References.)

Lawof restitution: The normal component ofthe instantaneous relative velocity ofseparation ofthe centers ofmass oftwo bodies after impact is proportional
to the normal component oftheir instantaneous relative velocity ofapproach prior
to impact; namely,
(v; - v;). n = -e(V2 - v)) · n
in which the constant e E [0, 1] is called the coefficient of restitution.

(8.102)
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A perfectly elastic impact for which the normal component of the relative
velocity of separation is equal but oppositely directed to the normal component of
the relative velocity of approach is described by e = 1. In the case when one body is
fixed and the bodies are smooth, (8.101) and (8.102) show that the rebound velocity
of the particle is the opposite of its approach velocity, so no kinetic energy is lost.
A perfectly inelastic impact for which the relative velocity of separation vanishes
because the bodies do not separate, and hence their normal velocities after impact
are equal, is described by e = O. Otherwise, the value of e, which must be the same
for all observers, depends on the nature of the colliding bodies, i.e., their material,
shape , size, surface roughness, and so on-it is a physical constant determined by
experiment, a difficult task even for simple situations. More generally, however, it
turns out that e may also depend on the impact velocities of the bodies, in which
case the simple law of restitution (8.102) is no longer valid.
Consider a direct, collinear central impact (a head-on collision). Then the
instantaneous velocities are along the line of action, so that Vk . n = Vb V~ • n = v~ ,
and Vk • i, = v~ . i, = O. Hence , (8.10 1) is trivially satisfied , (8.100) becomes
(8.103)
and by the law of restitution (8.102) ,
(8.104)
In a perfectly inelastic head-on collision, e = 0 and hence the instantaneous velocities of the centers of mass following a direct, collinear central collision are the
same : v; = v;-i.e. the colliding bodies remain in contact following their impact.
Moreover, (8.103) shows that their velocities are equal to the instantaneous velocity
of the center of mass of the system: v; = v; = v* = (m) VI + m2v2)!(ml + m2).
In a perfectly elastic impact, e = 1 and (8.104) becomes v; - v; = -(V2 - vd ;
consequently, the instantaneous relative rebound velocity after the impact is equal
but oppositely directed to the instantaneous relative velocity of approach.
More generally, solving (8.103) and (8.104) for the unknown instantaneous
speeds v~ in a direct, collinear central impact, we obtain
(8.105)
and
,

v2 = (l

+ e)

ml
ml

+m2

VI

+

m2-eml
V2 .
ml +m2

(8.106)

The direct, collinear central impact problem is now solved completely for all values
of the coefficient of restitution. In particular, if the bodies have the same mass
m I = m2 = m, and the collision is perfectly elastic with e = 1, we obtain v; = V2
and = VI, which shows that in a perfectly elastic, direct collinear central impact,
bodies having the same mass exchange their instantaneous impact velocities.

v;
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Exercise 8.9. Let K and K' denote the instantaneous total kinetic energy
immediately before and after a direct collinear central impact of two center of
mass object s. Consider the motion of the system relative to the center of mass so
that (5.8) holds. Show that the respective kinetic energies relative to the center of
mass are related by
(8.107)
Because e2 .::: 1, K;c .::: Krc , equality holding if and only if the impact is
perfectly elastic with e = 1. In all other cases, kinetic energy is lost in the impact.
The instantaneous loss of kinetic energy is given by

K - K' = (l - e2)Krc.

(8.108)

There is no loss of kinetic energy when e = 1, and the greatest loss occurs when

e = O. The coefficient of restitution, therefore, is a measure of the loss of kinetic

energy.

D
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Problems
8.1. Three part icles with mass ml = 5 kg , mi = 2 kg , m -; = 4 kg are initially loca ted
{F; id at X I 2i + 3j + 3k m, X 2 i - 2k m, X 3 2i + k m with initial velocities
VI = 2i + k m/se c, V2 = 3i - j m/sec, V3 = -2j m/se c. Determine for the initia l instant (a) the
locat ion and velocity of the center of mass, (b) the momentum of the system, and (c) the total
moment about F of the momenta of the system. (d) What is the total moment of momentum about
a fixed point 0 at X o = 2i - j + 3k m in <t> ? (e) Suppose the point 0 has velocity Vo = 2i - 3j
m/sec. How doe s this affect the moment of momentum of the sys tem about O ?
in <t>

=

=

=

=

8.2. The three particles described in the previous problem are acted upon by the respective
external forces F 1 30i - 6t j + 45k N, F 2 60ti - 15k N, F 3 O. (a) Find the acceleration
of the center of ma ss and determin e its position in <t> after 2 sec . (b) What is the moment about
F in <t> of the force s acting on the system at the initial instant ?

=

=

=

8.3. A man of weight w is standing at the rear of a small boat of weight W . Initially, the
man is adrift at a distan ce d from the pier, as shown. A friend tosses him a rope that is just long
enough to reach the forward end of the boat, so the man moves forward a distance e to improve
his position . Howe ver, to their mutual surprise, the couple discover s that the rope does not reach
the boat. What minimum additional length of rope is needed to reach the man at the forw ard end
of the boat ? In particular, what additional length is required when W = w ? Neglect drag and
current effects between the boat and the water .

Problem 8.3.

d-

- -ool

8.4. A bullet of mass m is fired with muzzle speed VQ directed downward and inclined at an
angle () from a horizo nta l line perpendicular to the impac t face of a large wooden block of mass
M . The block is supported on smooth, rigid roller beari ngs at its base and by a series of recoil
springs at the face opposite to the impa ct face. (a) Find the instantaneou s impu lsive force exerted
on the bullet by the block . (b) What is the instantaneous impul sive reacti on of the bearings on
the block?
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8.5. Two automobiles of masses mA and mB collide at an intersection in an oblique, direct central impact. The approach speed of car A was vA directed at an angle () north of east
and that of car B was VB directed south. After the collision, the entangled cars skidded together with unknown speed v directed at an angle tP north of east. (a) Determine the ratio
VB /VA of their collision speeds . (b) It was found that mA = 5mB /4 , () = 30°, and tP, though
inaccurately measured , was smaller than (). Which vehicle was traveling faster prior to the
impact?
8.6, A system offour particles of equal mass m are situated at the ends of orthogonal crossshaped rigid bars forming four spokes of length I and negligible mass. The system initially is
rotating in the horizontal plane with constant angular velocity Wo = wok when a constant torque
M = Mk is suddenly applied . (a) Determine the new angular velocity of the system. (b) Suppose
that M is reversed at t = O. Determine the time required to bring the system to rest.
8.7. Two particles of equal mass m are symmetrically attached at a distance L/2 from the
center 0 of a rigid rod of negligible mass and length 2L. The rod is constrained by a bearing at
o to rotate in the horizontal plane frame 1ft = {O ; i , j} with a constant angular velocity w = wk.
The particles are released simultaneously and move outward to the ends of the rod. (a) How is
the angular speed of the system affected? (b) What will be the angular speed of the system if
one of the particles fails to release? Find the bearing reaction torque required to sustain the plane
motion .
8.8. A symmetrically balanced machine component consists of two particles of equal mass

m attached to a massless rigid rod of length I = 6ro that rotates in the vertical plane about its
central horizontal axle with constant counterclockwise angular velocity w. The particles are
released simultaneously at r = ro from the center of the rod at 0, and a control mechanism then
moves each particle toward its extreme end of the rod with the same speed v(r) relative to the
rod. (a) Determine the angular velocity and the angular acceleration of the system when each
particle is at r = 2ro and v(2ro) = vo. (b) What is the angular speed when the particles reach
their extreme positions at 3ro?

8.9, Two particles Q and S of equal mass m are attached to the ends of a rigid rod of
negligible mass, and a third particle P of mass m is tied by an inextensible string to a point R of
the rod at distances a and b from Q and S, respectively, with a > b. The system is at rest on a
smooth horizontal surface when the particle P is projected in the horizontal plane with constant
velocity Vo away from and perpendicular to the rod at R. Find the velocity of P immediately
after the string becomes taut, and determine the angular speed of the rod. What are the results
for the special case when a = b?
8.10. Two particles of mass m I and m: are connected by a massless rigid rod of length I
initially situated on a smooth horizontal surface, along the I-axis of the plane frame <I> = {O ; I, J}
with ml at O. The system is given an initial angular velocity Wo = WOK about O. (a) Find as
functions of time the position x*(t) of the center of mass C in <I> and the placement ()(t) of the
rod. (b) Find as functions of time the moment of momentum about C and about O.
8.11. Two particles of mass ml and m: are connected by a massless rigid rod of length
I initially situated along the i-axis of the vertical plane frame rp = {O ; i, j} with
at O. The
system is given an initial angular velocity Wo = wok about O. (a) Determine the position x*(t)
of the center of mass C in rp and the inclination ()(t) of the rod at time t . (b) Find as functions of
time the moment of momentum about C and about O.

m,

8.12. Three particles of mass m, 2m, and 3m are moving with constant velocities VI =
= vk, and V3 = vi + 2vk, respectively, in <I> = {O; ik } . Initially, the particles are
at XI = j+2k, X 2 = 3i + k, and X3 = 2i + 3j in <1>. (a) Find the motion of the center of mass,
and determine its initial location in <1>. (b) Determine the momentum and the kinetic energy of
the system. What is the kinetic energy relative to the center of mass? (c) Find the initial values
of (i) the moment about 0 of the momentum of the center of mass, (ii) the moment about 0

2vi + vj , V2
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of the momentum of the system, and (iii) the moment of momentum relative to the center of
mass .
8.13. Two particles of equal mass m are connected by a rigid rod of length I and negligible
mass. initially at rest along the X-axis on a smooth horizontal surface in frame c1> = {O; i, j}. A
constant force F = Fj acts on the particle at the right-hand end . Find the motion of the center
of mass as a function of time; and find the angular speed of the rod as a function of its angular
placement 4>. Describe the motion of the rod.
8.14. A system of three particles of masses m, m, and 2m form the vertices of a massless
rigid, equilateral triangular frame of side The system , initially at rest in c1> = {G; I, J}, moves
in the horizontal plane under the action of follower forces F, and F2 having equal constant
magnitude F and directed always perpendicular to the sides of the triangle as shown in the
figure. Find the angular speed ¢(t) of the triangular frame .
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Problem 8.14.
8,15. A simple top consists of four particles of equal mass m spaced equally on a circular
hoop of radius r . The rigid spokes , the axle, and the hoop have negligible mass, and the ball
bearing at A and the ball-thrust bearing at B are frictionless. A cord of negligible mass is wound
around the hoop as shown, and a constant tangential force F is applied for 2 sec. (a) Find the
dynamic bearing reaction s as functions of I. (b) Determine the angular velocity W(I) of the system
about the axle . (c) Find the angular speed when the cord is free.

Problem 8.15.

k

F

8.16. Two particles of mass m, and m2 are connected by an inextensible string of length I
and negligible mass. The string passes through a small hole 0 in a smooth horizontal table. The
mass m, moves on the table with cylindrical coordinates (r(I), 4>(1)), while m2 hangs vertically
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below O. (a) Show that the differential equations of motion for the system are given by

d(m,r
dt

2

rb ) =

0

(P8.l6)

'

(b) Find the tension in the string as a function of r alone . (c) Equations (P8.l6) show that a
steady-state solution is possible for which m2 is at rest while m, moves with a constant angular
speed <P = W on a circle of radius r = a, say. Find the steady-state values of a and to . (d) Show
that this dynamic equilibrium state is infinitesimally stable with respect to a small disturbance of
m, for which r = a + 71, where 71 and its derivatives are small quantities; in fact, establish that the
system will execute small amplitude oscillations of frequency f = (w/2:rr )[3m, [tm I + m2)] ' / 2.

8.17. A wobble mechanism is modeled as a rigid system of two 16lb balls attached symmetrically to the ends of a 4 ft rigid shaft welded at a 30° angle to a horizontal axle held in a roller
bearing at A and restrained by an axial thrust bearing at B . The shaft-axle assembly rotates , as
shown , with a constant angular speed W2 = 50 rad/sec relative to a large circular control gear
that has a constant angular speed WI = 10 rad/sec in a high elevation ground frame <t> = {F ; I k }
where g = -32k It/sec" , At the instant of interest shown in the figure, the wobble shaft is in
the vertical yz-plane, Find the dynamic bearing reactions at A and B at the moment of interest.
Ignore the mass of the shaft-axle assembly .

z

Sectional End V iew

l

Problem 8.17.

m,

8.18. A pendulum rod of length I and negligible mass is hinged at 0 to a block of mass
that slides freely on a smooth horizontal shaft parallel to the x-axis. The bob has mass m: and
with the placement
oscillates freely without friction in the vertical plane, suspended below
B(t). (a) Derive the coupled equations of motion for the system . (b) Show that when the variables
x and B together with their time derivatives are small quantities whose products are negligible,
these equations reduce to two linear equations for x and B, the latter being the equation of motion
for a simple pendulum with period r = 27l'[m,l /g(m, + m2)]1/2. (c) For small , but otherwi se
arbitrary initial data find the motions x(t) and B(t) .

m,

8.19. A pendulum shown in the figure consists of two bobs of equal mass m attached to
the ends of a rigid rod of negligible mass. The rod is hinged at 0 to a torsion spring of stiffness
k that supplies a restoring torque proportional to the angular placement B from the vertical
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axis. (a) Derive the differenti al equation for the finite amplitude motion e(t) of the system .
(b) Determine the angular motion e(t) for a small initial placement eo of rest from the vertical
position . (c) Discuss the infinitesimal stability of the equilibrium positions of the system.

Spiral Spring

Problem 8.19.
8.20. A block of mass M , subjected to a constant force P = Pi in the vertical plane at a
distance a below the center of mass of the system at C, moves over a rough horizontal surface
with coefficient of friction v. Two small spheres of equal mass m are attached symmetrically to
a rigid rod of length 2£ which is driven by a constant torque T = Tj . The system shown in the
figure is at rest initially when both P and T are applied simultaneously. The design geometry is
such that the system does not tip. (a) Find the velocity of the block when the system has moved
a distance d. (b) Determ ine the angular speed wand the angular acceleration IV of the rod after
n revolutions. (c) Evaluate the results for the case when M = 20 slug. m = 2 slug , P = 832i lb,
T = 64k ft - lb, v = 1/3 , £ = 4 ft, d = 12 ft, n = 4, and g = 32 ft/sec" ,

T

m .=~~==em

Problem 8.20.
8.21. A small object of mass M is in outer space where all gravitational forces are negligible .
The object is initially at rest relative to an inertial frame <1> = IE; ikl when suddenly it explodes
into two splinters having masses m I and m2. Their subsequent relative velocity of separation is
v. Find their velocity vectors VI and V2 in <1> , and determ ine the kinetic energy of the system.
8.22. Two particles of equal mass m are attached to a rigid rod of negligible mass and length
£. The system is moving on a smooth horizontal surface with an angular velocity wand center
of mass velocity V· when suddenly one end of the rod makes a normal impact with a wall, as
illustrated. There is no loss of energy during the collision. (a) Find the instantaneous impulse
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of the force and the instantaneous torque impulse about the center of mass due to the impact.
(b) Show that the impact resu lts in an interchange of translational and rotational kinetic energies
of the system. (c) Describe the subsequent motion of the system.
J

Lf:"

Il'

m

F

Problem 8.22.

8.23. The center of mass C of a rigid system of two particles of equal mass m separated a
distance 2d is initially at rest in the vertical plane . The system is given a constant angular velocity
w = wn in a right-hand sense about an axis n at C , and the system is released to fall freely under
gravity . The axis n is situated in the vertica l plane at a fixed angle t/> from the line joining the
particles. What is the total kinetic energy of the system at time t?

m,

8.24 . In a general spatial motion of two particles of masses m, and m2, the velocity of m:
relative to
is v and the center of mass has velocity v' . (a) What is the total kinetic energy of
the system ? (b) Let a be the perpendicular distance from one particle to the line through the other
particle and parallel to v. Show that the moment of momentum relative to the center of mass may
be written as he = av[m,m z!(m, m2)]n, where n is a unit vecto r perpendicular to the plane
containing the particle s and the vector v and v = [v].

+

8.25. An antenna coil system con sists of a rigid rod that rotates as shown with a constant
angu lar speed of 10 rad/sec relative to a platform which is turning with an angular speed of 20
rad/ sec while being raised vertically on a threaded shaft at a speed of 100 em/sec in the ground
frame 11>. At the instant of interest, each of two small coils of equal mass m = I kg are 50 em
from the center C and moving radially outward with a speed of 200 em/sec relative to the rod.
(a) Find the total momentum of the coil system in 11>. (b) Find the kinet ic ene rgy in II> relative to
the center of mass . (c) Determine the kinet ic energy of the system in 11> . (d) What is the moment
about point 0 in the platform of the momentum in II> ? (e) Determ ine the moment about of the

o

,)
Il'

Problem 8.25.
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momentum relative to 0 in <t>. (f) Find the moment about the center of mass C of the momentum
in <t> . (g) What is the moment about C of the momentum relative to C in <t> .
8.26. Two particle s of masses m and 2m are attached to the ends of a rigid rod of length l,
neglig ible mass, and initially at rest along the Y-axis in the vertical plane frame <t> = (0 ; I , J).
The mass m , initially at 0 , is subjected to a propulsive force P of constant magnitude and
directed always perpendicul ar to the rod . Find the angular speed 4J(t) and the angular placement
1/>(1 ) of the system as function s of time . Formulate the problem in two ways: (i) write the workenergy equation with respect to the center of mass and (ii) write the equation for the moment of
momentum relative to the center of mass. Notice that in neither case is it necessary to consider
the motion of the center of mass.
8.27. A 995 Ib cannon with a recoil spring of stiffness k = 193 Ib/ft is mounted on smooth
horizontal rails. The gun fires a 5 Ib shell with a muzzle velocit y of 1500 ftlsec at a 60° angle ,
relative to the cannon . Determine the ultimate compression of the spring and the impulse reaction
of the rails on the system .

k
Problem 8.27.

8.28. A shell explodes at the apex of its path into two pieces of equal mass m. One fragment
is seen to fall vertically with initial speed Yo. Find the path of the other splinter in a Cartesian
reference frame with origin at the apex. Neglect friction al effects.
8.29. Two particle s of equal mass m are attached to the ends of a rigid , right angle frame of
negligible mass and supported by a smooth hinge at point O . Identical springs with stiffness k are
attached at the midpoint of each rod, the horizontal spring being unstretched in the equilibrium
configuration shown in the diagram. The system is given a small angular placement 00 and
released from rest. (a) Discuss the infinitesimal stability of the equilibrium configuration of the
system in terms of the static spring deflection 0, by (i) use of the moment of momentum principle
and (ii) use of the energy equation . (b) Find the motion 0(1) of the system.

Problem 8.29.
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8.30. Two particles of equal mass m are connected to the ends of a massless rigid rod
of length 4£ and supported symmetrically by identical springs of stiffness k, as shown in the
diagram. The center of the rod at 0 is constrained by smooth vertical rails to move only in
the vertical plane . Initially, the rod is held horizontally so that the springs are unstretched, then
turned clockwise about 0 through a small angle
and released to perform small oscillations
in the vertical plane . (a) Apply momentum principles to derive the equations of motion of
the system and solve them for the assigned initial conditions. What are the frequencies of the
vertical and rotational oscillations? (b) Can the same results be obtained from the energy method?
Explain .

eo

m fn - - .,.....- -..;jF :....L.......;- - -6r :.:.- - - -

Problem 8.30.

8.31. A coupled system consists of a mass m I suspended vertically from a spring of stiffness
m2 suspended from ml by a second spring of stiffness k2. (a) Apply
Newton 's law to derive the equation of motion for each particle . (b) Write the energy equation
for the system . Is it possible to derive from this equation the separate equations of motion for
each particle? Explain .

k, and of another mass

Problem 8.31.

8.32. A double pendulum consists of two bobs of equal mass m attached to the ends of
two inextensible strings of equal length £ and negligible mass. The pendula are given small
displacements shown in the figure and released to perform small plane oscillations. (a) Use
Newton 's law to derive the equations of motion for each particle . (b) Is it possible to derive these
relations from the energy equation for the system? Explain.
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Probl em 8.32.

m

8.33. A pendulum bob of mass M is attached to a smoot h rigid rod of negligible mass and
length supported at point O . A second mass m, which can slide freely along the pendulum
rod, is constrained to move on a smoo th circular surface of radiu s r as the system swings in the
vertica l plane, as illustrated. Derive the equatio n of motion for the system in two ways: (a) by
use of the moment of momentum principle and (b) by use of the energy principle. (c) What is
the first integral of the equatio n of motion when the system is released from rest at the placement
tPo? (d) What is the small amplitu de oscillation frequency of the system?

e

Problem 8.33.

8.34. A uniform , inextensible heavy chain of length I . initially at rest on the horizontal
section of the smooth surface (when x = 0), is given a small, ignora ble disturbance causing it to
slide down the inclined plane, shown in the figure . (a) Find the speed v of the chain as a function
of its end distance x along the inclined surface. (b) Consider the case when a = n l2 and the
chain has an initial vertical overhang of length x (O) = a . Find the speed of the end of the chain
as a function of x .

Problem 8.34.

8.35. A uniform . inextensible chain of length 1 = n b12 is pulled by a constant force P from
a smooth. quarter circle tube of radius b, situated in the vertical plane. The horizo ntal surface
also is smooth. (a) If the chain initially is at rest when its end point E is at A, find its speed v(B)
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as a function of its end placement B shown in the figure. (b) What is the speed of E when it exits
the tube at 8 ? (c) Find v(B) for the case when the chain merely slides from its initial state under
gravity .

p

Problem 8.35.

8.36. Consider a body of mass M attached to a very long , uniform and inextensible coiled
rope at rest in the horizontal plane . Suppose that the mass M is projected vertically upward from
the plane with an initial speed vo , so that the rope subsequently uncoils and follows vertically
behind. This is an example of a variable mass system for which the principle of conservation
of energy doe s not hold, even though the only force acting on this system is the conservative
gravitational force . In this case, the first integral of the equation of motion F = dp* j dt does not
lead to the work-energy principle. (a) Show that the first integral of this equation for a variable
mass met) is given by
f.-p*
. p*=
I

2

L
'0

F . p*dt.

(P8.36)

When the total mass is constant, this rule reduces to the familiar work-energy principle for the
center of mass; otherwise, it does not. (b) Now, return to the coiled rope problem, let a denote
the mass per unit rope length and determine the maximum height h to which M will ascend .
(c) What is the condition on Vo in order that h ::: I for a rope of length l? Assume that this
condition holds for a sufficiently large initial velocity, and find the greatest height h > I attained
byM.

8.37. Two putty balls of masse s m and 3m are moving toward one another with constant velocities VI = 2vi + vj and Vz = vk , respectively, in <I> = (0 ; i k } when they collide in an oblique,
direct impact and stick together. (a) Find the velocity of the single particle formed by the collision. (b) Determine the change in the kinetic energy of the system. Does it increase, decrease, or
remain unchanged?
8.38. Two particles of equal mass m are connected by a rigid rod of length I and negligible
mass, initially at rest along the X-axis on a smooth horizontal surface in frame <I> = (0 ; I , J}.
A third particle of mass m moving with velocity V = vJ in <I> collides with the particle at the
right-hand end of the rod in a perfectly elastic , direct central impact. Find the subsequent motion
of the center of mass of the original two particle system, and determine the angular speed of the
rod.
8.39. 'A particle of mass m, attached by a light inextensible string to the center of a smooth
horizontal table , is moving in a circle of radius r with speed v when it strikes an unconstrained
particle of mass M at rest at a point r on the table . (a) Suppose the collision is perfectly inelastic.
Find the angular speed after the collision, and show that the tension T in the string is reduced in the
ratio T j To = m j(m + M), where To is the initial tension . (b) Suppose the collision is perfectly
elastic . Find the angular speed of m and the velocity of M after the impact , and determine the
ratio in which the string tension is reduced.
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8.40. Two pendulums of equal length I have bobs of masses ml and m2, and both are
suspended vertically from the same point O . The mass m I is displaced and released from rest
at a height h (i.e. at an initial placement 00 from m2)' (a) Assume there is no energy loss in
the impact , and find the velocitie s of ml and m2 immediately afterward . (b) Apply the law of
restitution to find these velocities. (c) Describe the results for three cases: ml > m2, mt < m-,
and m I = m2. (d) Find the common velocity of m I and m: following a perfectly inelastic collision,
and determine the kinetic energy lost in the impact.

9
The Moment of Inertia Tensor
9.1.

Introduction

We know that Euler 's first law (5.43) relates the total external applied force
on a rigid body to the motion of its center of mass, and in the next chapter we
shall demonstrate that Euler's second law (5.44) relates the total external applied
torque to the body's rotational motion through its moment of momentum vector.
The latter involves introduction of the moment of inertia tensor studied here; and,
of course, the first law involves the location of the center of mass of the body. We
begin, therefore , with the concept of the center of mass of a complex structured
body and illustrate its application to a materially nonhomogeneous body having
a complex shape and cavities . Then the inertia tensor is introduced, and its components for some special homogeneous bodies are determined. Afterwards , some
important physical properties of the moment of inertia tensor, properties actually
characteristic of all kinds of symmetric tensors, are derived. Consequently, as an
additional benefit, study of the inertia tensor provides tools useful, for example , in
the study of the mechanics of deformable solid and fluid materials in which stress,
strain, and deformation rate tensors playa major role.

9.2. The Center of Mass of a Complex Structured Rigid Body
The center of mass of a rigid body qj is a unique point that moves with the
body and whose position vector x*(qj) in an arbitrary spatial frame is defined by
(5.12), namely,
m(qj)x*(qj) =

L

x(P)dm(P).

(9.1)

Although the center of mass point mayor may not be situated at a material point,
its motion and momentum are the same as those of a particle of mass m(qj), the
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body's mass. Determination of the center of mass of a homogeneous body having
a simple geometrical shape is straightforward. In general, however, bodies are
complex structures that often do not have conveniently simple geometrical shapes,
they may not be materially homogeneous, and they may have cavities. A body
composed of an assembly of materially different homogeneous bodies with holes
is a typical example . In this case, the body may be treated as a composition of several
simpler bodies each of whose mass and center of mass are readily determined. As
a consequence, a complex structured body is called a composite body .
To derive the equation for the center of mass of a complex structured body,
we consider an arbitrary rigid and possibly materially nonhomogeneous body ~
having a complex shape with cavities . Now divide ~ into n separate, geometrically
or materially simple parts ~k so that ~ = Uk= 1~k . Then the total mass of ~ may
be written as

m(~) =

1.'"

Uk=,9'lk

dm(P)

=

t1
k=1

9'lk

dm(P)

=

t:

mi;

k=1

(9.2)

in which mk == m( ~k) is the total mass of the k1h simple part. Each part may be
materially different and nonhomogeneous. This natural result shows that the total
mass of a composite body ~ is equal to the sum of the masses of its simple parts
~k .

If ~ has p separate cavities (fk , say, we may imagine that each cavity is
filled with material having the same mass distribution as ~. In this case, we may
consider an auxiliary solid body defined by ~s = ~ Uf=l f5k and apply (9.2) to
obtain
p

m(~s) = m(~) + L m( f5k ).

(9.3)

k=1

Therefore, the mass of the actual body is determined by
p

(9.4)
m(~) = m(~s) - Lm( f5k) ,
k=l
whose interpretation is evident. The same relation follows from (9.2) applied directly to ~ = ~s \ Uf=If5k , the auxiliary solid body with all of its separate filled
cavities removed . Clearly, (9.4) may be applied to any separate part ~j having a
cavity ~ .
In the same way, the integral in (9.1) for ~ = Uk=l ~k may be written as

L

x(P)dm(P)

=

tf

k

86

x(P)dm(P)

= tm(~k)x*(~d,

(9.5)

in which (9.1) has been applied to each separate part ~k in the first sum. Thus, by
(9.1) , the center of mas s x*(~) of a composite body ~ is provided by

m(~)x*(~) =

L m(~dx*(~d.
n

k=l

(9.6)
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Of course, each part may be materially different and nonhomogeneous. Notice that
(9.6) has the same form as (5.5) for the center of mass of a system of particles,
each "particle" being a center of mass object.
Similarly, if !?13 contains p cavities 01: , use of !?13 = !?13s \ Uf=, ·6k in (9.1) delivers

m(!?13)x*(gj])

= m(!?13 s)x*(!?13 s) -

p

Lm( 0k)x*(t§k) ,

(9.7)

k=1

in which x*(!?13s ) is the center of mass of the solid body fJ3 s composed of n solid
parts !?13t , and x*(t§k) is the center of mass of the k1h materially similar solid
body that fills the hole tBk in !?13k. Clearly, m(!?13 s) may be found by use of (9.2)
applied to !?13 s . Then mUi3) is given by (9.4) , and the first term on the right in
(9.7) may be obtained by use of (9.6) applied to !?13 s, that is, m(!?13 s)x*(!?13 s) =
L~=I m(!?13 sdx*(93sd , where 93Sk is the k 1h solid simple part of 93s .
If we view a cavity 01: as a "body" of negative volume, hence negative mass,
and materially similar to the simple body fJ3 k containing 6k , (9.7) may be rewritten
in the same form as (9.6); and (9.4) can be cast in the form of (9.2) . Hence, the
rule ofcompositionfor the center ofmass x*(!?13) ofa complex structured body !?13
ofmass m(!?13) is summarizedby thefamiliar generalformula

m(!?13)x*(!?13)

n

=L

k=l

n

mkxk,

with

m(!?13) = L

mi,

(9.8)

k=l

Herein mk == m(!?13k) and xk == x*(!?13d denote the mass and the center of mass of
the h "body" !?13k> respectively.

e

Example 9.1. For an easy illustration, consider the homogeneous cylinder
in Fig . 5.3, page 13. The central cylindrical hole is identified as 01 . The mass of
the solid , homogeneous cylinder called !d3 s is m(!?13 s) = prrrJ£, and the mass of
a materially similar solid that fills 01 is m(01) = prrrle. Thus, from (9.4) or the
second equation in (9.8), the total mass of the tube !?13 = !?13s \ 01 is

m(;YJ) = m(!?13 s) - m( t'8\) = prr£(rJ - rl).

(9.9a)

In addition, for a homogeneous solid circular cylinder, we have

in frame cp in Fig . 5.3. Hence, by (9.9a) and (9.7) or the first equation in (9.8),
rr £2

£

m(!?13)x*(!?13) = PT(rJ - rl)k = m(!?13)2: k .
Thus, as we know, x*(ge) = 4£k in frame cpo

(9.9c)
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9.3. The Moment of Inertia Tensor
Lex x(P) denote the position vector from a base point Q of a rigid body g(3
to a material parcel of mass dm(P) at P. The tensor I Q (g(3) defined by

I Q (g(3) =

fqg [Ix - x) 1 -

x @ x] dm,

(9.10)

is called the moment of inertia tensor relative to Q, sometimes, briefly, the inertia
tensor. Herein we recall from (3.31) the identity tensor 1 = Dijeij and from (3.24)
the tensor product of vectors a and b for which a @ b = ai bjeij , where eij == ei @

ej is the tensor product basis associated with the orthonormal vector basis ek . Also,
we observe the summation rule for repeated indices. From (9.10), [I Q ] = [M L 2 ] ,
typical measure units being slug ft2 or kg . rrr'.
Referred to a frame IfJ = {Q ; ek}, the inertia tensor has the representation
(9.11)

IS

in terms of its scalar components
= ei . IQe j referred to eij, in accordance with
(3.15). It is seen from (9.10) that the moment of inertia tensor is symmetric: I Q =
I~, that is,
=
Hence, only six of its nine scalar components are independent.
From here onward, to simplify the component notation, the superscript Q usually
is written only when we wish to emphasize the reference point being used.
Observe in (9.10) and (9.11) that only the base point need be fixed relative
to the body; the reference frame IfJ = {Q; ek} need not be. If IfJ is not an imbedded
reference frame , however, the moment of inertia tensor referred to IfJ generally will
vary with time as the body turns relative to 1fJ. But if IfJ is an imbedded frame, then
I Q is a constant tensor whose components at Q will depend only on the body 's
fixed orientation in 1fJ. In general then, the components ofl Q depend on the choice
of reference point and on the orientation of the basis directions in the body. We
shall return to these aspects later; but first the rectangular Cartesian components
of I Q in a body reference frame are described and a few general examples are
studied.

IS IR.

9.4. Rectangular Cartesian Components of the Inertia Tensor
Let ek = ik be a rectangular Cartesian reference basis at Q. Then the position
vector of P from Q in the body frame IfJ = {Q ; ed is x(P) = Xkik, and x @ x =
Xjxkijk . Use of these relations and 1 = Djkijk in (9.10) yields

IQ =

[L

(x - XDjk - XjXk)dm] ijk,

(9.12)
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and hence the rectangular Cartesian components of the moment of inertia tensor
are given by
Ijk =

L

(x x8j k - xjxk)dm .

(9.13)

Now let (XI, X2, X3) = (x, y, z) as usual, and note that x . x
Then (9.13) yields the explicit component relations
III

lvz

1+
= = -1

=

ill

(l

121

z2)dm,

ill

=

122

xydm,

113

1+
= = -1
ill

(x

2

z2)dm,

131

ill

133

=

x zdm;

= x 2 + l + Z2.

1+
ill

(x

2

l)dm, (9.14)

123 = 132 =

-1

ill

yzdm,
(9.15)

The three components (9.14) are called normal components ofinertia, and the six
symmetric components (9.15) are known as products of inertia. It is important to
note that in many dynamics books the products of inertia are defined somewhat
differently as follows :

Ix y ==

r

lv: =

1
fill

i.; == -113 =

xydm,

1
fill

xzdm,

Iyz == -lz3

=

1
fill

yzdm.

Therefore, the reader must exercise caution when consulting other sources.
It follows from (9.14) that
III

+ = +21
122

h3

ill

z

2dm,

(9.16)

(9.17)

which occasionally is useful in calculations involving the normal components.
Also,
trIQ

= III + /22 + h3 = 2

[ r 2 dm ,

1fi1l

(9.18)

where r 2 = x . x is the squared distance from Q to the mass element dm . This rule
involves a principal invariant of I Q whose value in every reference basis at Q is
the same.
For a homogeneous body, the mass density p = dm ldv is a constant which
may be extracted from the inertia integrals (9.14) and (9.15). The volume integrals
that remain define what are known as volume moments ofinertia.

9.4.1. Moments of Inertia for a Lamina
A thin, flat body q) of negligible thickness h and elemental plane material
area dA(P) may be conveniently modeled as a plane body, or lamina for which
h -+ 0 and 17(P) == dm(P)/dA(P), the ratio of the element of mass at P to the
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1m

element of area at P, is the mass density per unit area. Also, A( fK3) =
dA(P)
defines the total plane material area of fK3. Let the lamina plane be the xy-plane .
Then when z -+ 0 in (9.14) and (9.15), we obtain the moment of inertia tensor
components for a lamina:
III =
112

=

1

(9.19)

i d m,

-1
Y6

(9.20)

xydm,

m

For a homogeneous lamina, the constant density 1] may be removed from these
integral s. The area integrals that remain define what are known as area moments
of inertia.
9.4.2. Moment of Inertia About an Arbitrary Axis and the Radius of Gyration

The normal components of inertia in (9.14) and (9.19) have the general form

Inn = [ ;:2dm,

Jge

(9.21)

in which r is the perpendicular distance from the axis n (with unit vector n) to
the element of mass dm, as shown in Fig. 9.1. Thus, (9.21) is called the moment
of inertia about the axis n through the point Q. The result (9.21), however, holds
more generally for an arbitrary axis through Q. The general proof is left for the
reader in Problem 9.1. Another viewpoint is described in Problem 9.2.
The radius ofgyration about the axis n is a positive scalar R; defined by
(9.22)

n

x

y

Figure 9.1. Schema for the moment of inertia
about an axis n.
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Since m(f%3)R~ = Inn , the squared radius of gyration R~ is the average value of the
integral (9.21). Further, it can be shown (see Problems 9.3 and 9.4.) that 133 = mR 2
is the moment of inertia about the central z-axis of a thin circular tube or ring of
radius R . Therefore, by (9.22), the radius of gyration of any body f%3 may be
interpreted geometri cally as the radius of an equivalent thin circular tube or ring
having the same mass m(f%3) and moment of inertia Inn(f%3) about the n-axis as
those of the given body f%3.

9.4.3. Moment of Inertia Properties of Symmetric Bodies
When n is the x- , y-, or z-axis, (9.21) coincides with the integrals in (9.14) and
(9.19). Thus, 1[1 = lxx, 122 = I yy , 133 = Izz, the normal Cartesian components,
often are called moments of inertia about the X- , y -, z-axes, respectively. These
integrals always are positive-valued, whereas the products of inertia (9.15) and
(9.20) may be positive, negative, or zero. For a homogeneous body having a plane
ofsymmetry, if one of the coordinate planes contains the body plane ofsymmetry,
the products ofinertia involving the coordinate variable perpendicular to this plane
will vanish. Consider, for example , the homogeneous body shown in Fig. 9.2 for
which the x z-plane is a body symmetry plane . Then the shape of the body surface
to the right of this plane may be written as Ys = f(x , z), and its surface to the
left of this plane is described by Ys = - f(x, z). Notice in (9.15) that both 1I2
and 123 contain y , the variable perpendi cular to the x z-plane , the body symmetry
plane . Thus, these products of inertia vanish upon integration with respect to the

z

.>

y

x

Figure 9.2. A homogeneous body having an xz -plane of symmetry.
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x
Plan e of

Symmetry
Figure 9.3. A homogeneous semicircular ring of variable cross section having an xy-plane of symmetry.

y variable. To see this, consider 112 in (9.15). With dm = pdxdzdy
have

112 = -

! [j
(x ,Z)

! (X' Z)

- I (x ,Z)

]

ydy xdti = O.

== d udy , we
(9.23)

Therefore, referred to coordinate planes that include a body plane of symmetry,
at least two of the products of inertia for a homogeneous body will vanish. We
shall return to this important property momentarily in some general remarks on
axisymmetric bodies .
Example 9.2. What are the matrix and tensor forms of I Q for the homoge neous body in Fig. 9.3 referred to the body frame rp = {Q; id?

Solution. Since the xy-plane is a body plane of symmetry for this homoge neous body, by (9.15),113 = 123 = 0 in tp, Therefore, referred to the body frame
rp in Fig. 9.3, we have the component matrix

o] ,

h3

(9.24)

Now, consider a body having two orthogonal planes of symmetry. The line
formed by the intersection of two orthogonal planes of symmetry of a body is called
an axis ofsymmetry, and a body having an axis of symmetry is called axisymmetric.
The plane geometrical figure formed by a cut through the body normal to an axis
of symmetry is called a cross section. The cross section describes both the exterior
and interior axisymmetric shapes of the body. Any line in the cross section through
the axis of symmetry intersects the body at boundary points equidistant from the
axis, and hence the point on the axis of symmetry in the cross .section is called
the center of symmetry. Now recall our previous result on a homogeneous body
having a coordinate plane of symmetry. In consequence, if the orthogonal planes of

The Moment of Inertia Tensor
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symmetry ofan axisymmetric homogeneous bodyare chosen as coordinate planes
ofa bodyframe cp = {Q; i, j, k}, then all products of inertia vanish relative to Q
in tp, and hencethe matrix [I Qlfor the momentofinertia referred to cp is diagonal:
I Q = diag[lll , 122 , 133] .

A body having a circular (or annular), but not necessarily axially uniform
cross section perpendicular to its central axis is called a body of revolution. A
body of revolution having a cavity may be characterized by an internal surface
of revolution different from its exterior surface of revolution, in which case the
cross section is a circular annulus whose width varies along the central axis of
rotational symmetry. Clearly, a body of revolution is an axisymmetric body for
which everyplane through its axis of symmetry is an identical plane of symmetry;
its exterior and interior boundaries in the cross section are circles. Therefore, if the

axisofsymmetry ofa homogeneous bodyofrevolution is the z-axisofa bodyframe
cp = {Q; i, j, k}, say, then all products of inertia vanish and 111 = l n relative to
every point Q on the axis of symmetry. Hence, in every body frame at Q that
includes the i 3 coordinate direction, the moment of inertia tensor for a body of

revolution, with or without a cavity of revolution, has the same diagonal form
I l l (i ll + izz) + h3h3 ' A homogeneous solid circular cylinder or tube, an
IQ
ellipsoid of revolution with a central spherical cavity, and a right circular cone
with a central conical cavity are examples of bodies of revolution that share these
properties.
Let the frame <I> = {Q; I k } be fixed in space , and cp = {Q; ik } fixed in the body
at point Q. Suppose that a homogeneous rigid body is turning about a fixed axis of
rotational symmetry 13 i 3 through Q. Then at every instant of time the values of
the moment of inertia components referred to <I> are indistinguishable from their
corresponding values referred to cp, all constant. In fact, the moment of inertia
components at every instant of time will have the same values with respect to any
reference frame at Q that contains the fixed central axis of rotational symmetry. If
the homogeneous body is axisymmetric but not a body of revolution, however, the
moments of inertia about orthogonal axes perpendicular to the axis of symmetry
and rotation will be independent of time only when these axes are fixed in the body.
For illustration, picture a homogeneous right elliptical cylinder, an axisymmetric
body, turning about the z-axis, the axis of symmetry through Q, and visualize
the (ellipse) frame cp at different instants in its rotation relative to <1>. Clearly, the
components
and /z~ vary with the orientation of the body when determined
in <1>, whereas both are constant when referred to ip, Therefore, we may rightly
speculate that dynamical problems generally will be greatly simplified by use of a
body reference frame .

=

=

/8

9.5. Moments of Inertia for Some Special Homogeneous Bodies
The foregoing examples illustrate some general properties of all homogeneous
bodies. In this section, the focus shifts to three specific axisymmetric homogeneous
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-
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Figure 9.4. Geometry for a homogeneous rectangular block.

bodies-a rectangular body, a circular cylindrical body, and a sphere . The inertia
tensors for these and some related slender bodies are derived.

9.5.1. Moment of Inertia Tensor for a Rectangular Body
The moment of inertia tensor Ie for a homogeneous rectangular block of
length t, width w, and height h is determined with respect to a body frame cp =
{C; iZl at its center of mass C and oriented as shown in Fig. 9.4. The results are
then specialized to obtain the inertia tensor for a thin rectangular plate of thickness
h and for a thin rod of length e. The body frame at S in Fig. 9.4 is reserved for
future use.
The homogeneous block has constant mass density p, and hence its center of
mass C is at the centroid. The components Ijk of the inertia tensor Ie referred to
cp are given by (9.14) and (9.15) . Specifically, for the rectangular block,

III = pe jh /2 [jW /2 (l
-h /2

That is, with m

- w/2

+ z2)dY] dz

= p e~h (w 2 + h2).
1

== m(913) = pewh for the mass of the block,
III

=

m(w 2 + h 2)
12

(9.25a)

Noting the correspondence (x, y, z) (e, w, h) and permuting the symbols accordingly in the last two relations in (9.14) while bearing in mind (9.25a), we
find
'"V

(9.25b)
All products of inertia are zero. (Why?) Collecting these results in (9.11), we obtain
the moment ofinertia tensor for a homogeneous rectangular parallelepiped:
m(w2 + h 2L.
m(e2 + h 2L.
m(e 2 + w 2L.
I e --

12

I

11

+

12

I

22

+

12

I

33'

(9 . 26)
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referred to the center of mass body frame cp
(9.26) is diagonal.
9.5.1.1.

= {C; iZ l. Notice that the matrix of

Moment ofInertia ofa Thin Rectangular Plate

A thin plate of negligible thickness h is a lamina , a plane body in thexy-plane,
with mass density TJ = ph per unit area. Hence, m = TJ£w. Upon neglecting the
h 2 terms in (9.26), we obtain the moment of inertia tensor for a thin rectangular
plate:

Ie --

mw 2.*
12 II

--I

m£2 .*

+ -12I22 +

m(£2

+ w 2).*1

12

(9.27)

33 '

referred to the center ofmass body frame cp = {C ; iZl. Notice that 133 = III
in accordance with the general rule in (9.19) valid for every plane body.
9.5.1.2.

+ 122

Moment of Inertia of a Thin Rod

Let a = '1W denote the mass per unit length of the homogeneous body, so
that m = o t: Now, neglect terms of order w 2 in (9.27) to obtain the moment of
inertia tensor for a thin rod:

I

e=

m£2 ('*
.* )
12
122 + 133 '

(9.28)

ir -axis in cp = {C; iZ l.

where the rod axis is the

9.5.2. Moment of Inertia of a Circular Cylindrical Body
The inertia tensor for a homogeneous, circular cylindrical tube of inside radius
r., outside radius r0 ' and length £ is derived relative to a center of mass body frame
cp = {C; in situated at £/2 from 0 in Fig. 5.3, page 13, with i 3= k. The result is
then applied to find the inertia tensor for a solid cylinder, an annular lamina, a thin
circular disk, and a thin rod.
We begin with the cylindrical tube . The moment of inertia about the z-axis is
obtained from the last equation in (9.14). Introducing cylindrical coordinates with
x 2 + l = r 2 and noting that dm = p2nr£dr, we have
133 =

With m

1.
>ii3

r 2dm = 2np£

fror

3dr

= ::'p£(r: - ri)·

ri

2

= pA£ and the cross sectional area A = n(r; 133

m (2
= 2"
ro + ri2) •

r;), we obtain

(9.29a)
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The z-axi s is the central axis for this body of revolution; so, III = 122, and hence
by (9.17), 2111 = 133 + 2 f..jj z2d m , in which dm = p Adz: For a homogeneous
material,
(9.29b)
and hence with (9.29a),
(9.29c)
The products of inertia vanish. (Why?) Collecting (9.29a) and (9.29c), we reach
the moment ofinertia tensor for a homogeneous circular cylindrical tube referred
to the center ofmass body frame ifJ = {C; iZI:
(9.30)

9.5.2.1.

Moment ofInertia ofa Solid Cylinder

Now consider a solid cylinder for which r» = rand rt = O. Then (9.30)
reduces to the moment ofinertia tensorfor a solid circula r cylinder referred to the
center of mas s body frame ifJ = {C; iZI:
(9.31)
where m = pnr 2 £. Upon neglecting the term smr 2 in (9.31), we recover the inertia
tensor (9.28) for a thin rod, except now the rod axis is ii. Therefore, the actual
cross sectional geometry of a slender rod is unimportant.
9.5.2.2.

Moment ofInertia ofan Annular Plate

Relations (9.30) and (9.31) are used next to derive inertia tensors for similar
plane bodies having mass density 'I per unit area. First, consider an annular plate, or
flat washer, of negligible thickness and area A = n(r; - rl). Then withm = 'lA ,
(9.30) yields the moment of inertia tensorfor a homogeneous annular plate relative
to the body frame ifJ = {C ; iZI:

e

Ic = m
4" (ro2

)
+ ri2)C*III + 1"*22 + 2"*
133,

(9.32)
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9.5.2.3. Moment of Inertia of a Thin Circular Disk

= R, rt = 0, and m = nn R2 , (9.32) reduces to the moment
of inertia tensorfor a homogeneous, thin circulardisk relative to q; = {C; ik}:
2'* )
(9.33)
1e = -m R2('*
III + 1.*
22 + 133 ,
4
Finally, with ro

Notice that (9.33) also follows directly from (9.31) upon neglecting terms in e2 •
In agreement with the last rule in (9.19) for every plane body, it is seen in both
(9.32) and (9.33) that 133 = hI + li: holds.
9.5.3.

Moment of Inertia Tensor for a Sphere

The moment of inertia tensor for a homogeneous sphere of radius R is derived
relative to a body frame q; = {C ; ik}at its center. Clearly, every plane through C is
a plane of symmetry, so all products of inertia vanish and III = 122 = 1)3. Hence,
by (9.18), 3I lI = 2 fJB r 2dm. The surface area of a sphere of radius r is 4rrr 2 , so
the elemental mass of a spherical shell of thickness dr is dm = p4rrr2dr; and the
foregoing relation yields

J

III

8
= -prr
3

l

R

a

r 4 dr

2
2
= -rn.R
,
5

where m = ~ pn R3 is the total mass of the sphere. Therefore, in every body reference frame at its center, the moment of inertia tensor for a homogeneous sphere
is
2

2

Ie = SmR 1.

(9.34)

Exercise 9.1. Show that, relative to its center C, the moment of inertia tensor
for a nonhomogeneous sphere of radius R whose mass density p = p(r) varies
with the radius r [0, R] is spherical; i.e., Ie = Ie 1, where Ie =
JaR r 4per)dr .
For constant p, this returns (9.34).
0

E

8;

This concludes discussion of the moment of inertia tensor for a few homogeneous rigid bodies. Additional results are summarized in the table of properties in
Appendix D, and some further examples are provided in the problems.

9.6. The Moment of Inertia of a Complex Structured Body
A complex structured body g'J = U~=l g'Jk may be regarded as a composition
of several materially or geometrically simple bodies g'Jk whose moment of inertia
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tensors are known or may be readily determined. Hence, for the composite body

ri3, (9.10) may be written as

I Q (ri3) =

t: 1
k=]

d'Jk

[(x · x) 1 - x 0 x] dm,

in terms of the simple parts ri3k of ri3, each of which may be materially different
and nonhomogeneous. Then application of (9.10) to each body ri3 k yields the
composition rule for the moment of inertia tensor for a composite body, relative
to Q:

I Q (ri3) =

LI
n

k=l

Q (ri3k ) .

(9.35)

Hence, with respect to an assigned body frame rp = {Q; ek}, the moment ofinertia
tensorfor a composite body is equal to the sum ofthe inertia tensors for its simple
parts referred to rp.
If ri3 has p cavities 6k, say, we may imagine that each cavity is filled with
material having the same mass distribution as ri3. The composition rule (9.35)
applied to the auxiliary solid body ri3 s = ri3 Uf=l 6k determines the moment of
inertia tensor for ri3 = ri3 S\ Uf=l 6k in accordance with
I Q (.C1B) = I Q( Y8s ) -

p

l:)Q(0k).
k=l

(9.36)

On the other hand, if a cavity 6k is viewed as a "body" of negative mass and
materially similar to the simple body ri3k containing 0k, (9.36) may be summarized
in the form (9.35). Each inertia tensor in the sum (9.35), however, must be referred
to the same body frame rp at Q. In consequence, we shall need to know how
to transform the inertia tensor components for each of the separate parts, from a
reference frame at a point P conveniently chosen for calculation of the components
for a separate part, to another reference frame at another point Q appropriate for
the tensor components for the composite body. Before we tackle this problem,
however, let us consider two examples of homogeneous bodies that require only
a single reference frame . The second example is noteworthy because it shows
that neither symmetry nor material homogeneity of a body is necessary for the
vanishing of products of inertia .

e

Example 9.3. A homogeneous rectangular parallelepiped of length and
square cross section of side h has a circular hole of radius R drilled lengthwise
through its center, as shown in Fig. 9.5. Determine the moment of inertia tensor
components of the drilled block referred to the center of mass body frame rp =
{C;ik}.
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Figure 9.5. A homogeneous block !1B havinga drilled hole.

Solution, The center of mass of the homogeneous drilled block !?l3 = !?l3 s \ fl
is at the center of the hole. Here !?l3 s denotes the solid rectangular block and fl
identifies a homogeneous circular cylinder of the same material which we imagine
fills the hole. Thus, with respect to ip, (9.36) yields
(9.37a)
Recalling (9.26) for a homogeneous solid parallelepiped with w = hand (9.31)
for a homogeneous solid cylinder of radiu s R, bearing in mind the arrangement of
the coordinate axes in Fig. 9.5 and in Fig. 5.3, page 13, for the cylinder, we obtain
from (9.37a), referred to the body frame cp = {C; it},
2

f7l)
m sh , .
ms 2
2 '.
'.
IcCJOJ) = -6- 111 + 12(h + e )(122 + 133)

2

me R , .
- [ -2-111

+ me
4

(R 2+"3e

2

)

.
(1' 22

) ,
+ 1,.33]

(9.37b)

wherein the mass m s of the solid block and me of the cavity body are given by
(9.37c)
Hence, by (9.4) , the mass of the drilled block is
m(!?l3) = m s - me = pe(h 2 - 7T R 2 ).

(9.37d)

Use of (9.37c) and (9.37d) in (9.37b) yields the moment of inertia tensor components for the homogeneous, drilled parallelepiped referred to the center of mass
frame ip:
1 22

=

133

1
= - III
2

+

m(!?l3)e2
12

(9.37e)

D
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Figure 9.6. A complex structured rigid body composed of homogeneous, but materially different parts 98,
and 982 .

Example 9.4. The comple x structured body g(J = g(J1 U g(J2 in Fig. 9.6 consists of a semicircular ring g(J1 of variable cross section, shown in Fig. 9.3, and
a right conical shell g(J2. The bodies are made of different homogeneou s materials welded together along their common circular boundary in the xy -plane. Find
the matrix of the moment of inertia tensor for the composite body g(J referred to
({J = (Q ;id·

Solution. Let I Q(g(3 I) and I Q(g(32) denote the moment of inertia tensors for
g(3 l and g(32 referred to the same body frame ({J = {Q; ik } in Fig. 9.6. For the composite body g(3 = g(3 l U g(32, (9.35) yields I Q (g(3) = I (g(3 I) I (g(32)' The matrix

Q

+ Q

of I Qreferred to ({J = {Q ; id has the form (9.24), and that oflQfor the conical
shell is diagonal with I{'I = I~~. (Why?) Thus, with [IQ] = diag[l{'I' I{'I' I~;] and
introduction of the I notation in (9.24) yields the moment of inertia tensor for the
nonhomogeneous, composite body g(3 referred to ({J :

[I Q ] =

/ {I
[

+ I{'I

1{2

o

1~2

1{2
+ I{']
0

0]
0

1~3

+ I~;

.

The xy -plane clearly is not a plane of geometrical symmetry for g(J, not to
mention the nonhomogeneous nature of the assembly, yet 113 = 123 = O. Thus,
while symmetry of a homogeneou s body with respect to an a,B-plane normal to
y implies that the products of inertia lay = Ipy = 0, body symmetry is not a
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necessary condition for the vanishing of products of inertia. The general nature of
this noteworthy observation will be explored after the transformation laws for the
inertia tensor under parallel translation and rotation of the reference frame are in
hand.
D

9.7. The Parallel Axis Theorem
The parallel axis theorem is a useful transformation rule that provides relations connecting the moment of inertia tensor components in parallel bases
at two base points. To deduce this rule, let us consider a rigid body gJ of any
shape, homogeneous or not, and suppose that IQ(gJ) is known in the body frame
cp {Q; id at a base point Q. The problem is to determine Is(gJ) in a parallel
body frame 1ft = IS; i k } at another base point S, as shown in Fig. 9.7. The position
vectors of a material point P from Q and S are respectively denoted by x(P) and
pep) = r(Q) + x(P), where r(Q) is the position vector of Q from S. Let 0 denote
either the · or 0 operation, recall (9.1), and consider

=

L

p 0 pdm

=r 0 r

L L L

= m( gJ)[r

dm + r o
0

r+ r

0

xdm +

x* + x*

0

xdm 0 r+

L

r] + [ x 0 xdm,

1m

x 0 xdm
(9 .38)

where x* is the position vector of the center of mass C from Q in cpoThus, use of
(9.38) in (9.10) applied at S leads to the general point transformation rule for the
moment of inertia tensor:
Is(gJ) = IQ( gJ) + m(gJ)[(r· r)l - r 0 r+(2r . x*)l - r 0 x* - x* 0 r] .
(9.39)

Figure9.7. Schema for the parallel axis theorem .
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This cumbersome expression is readily simplified by our choosing Q at the
center of mass C located at p* from S in Fig. 9.7; for then x* = p* - r = 0, and
(9.39) yields the following reduced point transformation rule :
(9.40)
wherein, with m =

m(~) ,

I~(~)

== m[(p*

. p*)l - p" 0 p*],

(9.41)

is the moment of inertia of the center of mass particle relative to S. Accordingly,
rule (9.40) states that the moment of inertia relative to any point S is equal to the
moment ofinertia relative to the center ofmass point C plus the moment ofinertia
ofthe center of mass particle relative to S.
An important geometrical interpretation of (9.40) derives from its Cartesian
component form in a body reference frame 1/f = {S; id . Write p* = x *i + y*j +
z*k for the position vector of C from S in (9.41) to obtain the components of the
inertia tensor of the center of mass particle relative to S:
[I~]

=

-mx*y*
m (y*2 + Z*2)
-mx *y*
m(z*2 + x *2)
[ -mx*z*
-my*z*

-mx*z*]
-my*z*
.
m(x*2 + y*2)

(9.42)

So far, the frame 1/f = {S; ik } at S may have any orientation relative to ({J = {C; it}
at C. But we now consider the case when ik = it, so that the coordinate directions
at S are parallel to those at C . Then (9.40) yields the six component relations
= 1ft + 1ft, and use of (9.42) gives , as example,

IA

dr

C + m d I2'
I IIs = I 11

C + I S* I C
I23
S = I23
23 = 23 - my *Z *,

(943)
.

in which
= y*2 + Z*2 is the square of the perpendicular distance between the
parallel axes i l at S and if = i l at C in Fig. 9.8. More generally, the six tensor
component relations in a common Cartesian tensor basis iab are summarized by
2
C I S*
(944)
s = IC
Iab
S = I ab
I aa
aa + md a'
+ ab
i

•

in which a, b = 1,2,3 (no sum) and b "I a. Here d; is the square of the distance
between the parallel ia-axis at S and the i~-axis at C , I;; == <ma' b", and a", b"
are the a, b coordinates of the center of mass particle from S. For a = 2, b = 3,
for example, a" = y*, b* ~ z*, and hence If3* = -my* z* in (9.43) and di =
x*2 + Z*2. In view of (9.44) , the point transformation rule (9.40) is characterized
by the following useful theorem.

The parallel axis theorem: The moment of inertia about an axis at S is
equal to the moment of inertia about a parallel axis at the center of mass C plus
the product ofthe mass and the squa re ofthe perpendicular distance between the
parallel axes. Further; the product of inertia with respect to orthogonal axes at S
is equal to the product of inertia with respect to the same parallel axes at C plus
the corresponding product inertia of the center of mass particle relative to S.
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Figure 9.8. Geometrical interpretation of translation terms in the parallel axis rules (9.43).

Now consider a simple parallel shift of the axes along a coordinate direction,
say, the z-axis. Then both base points Sand C atd = z* from S are on the z-axis, and
x* = y* = O. Therefore, all products of inertia of the center of mass particle vanish
in (9.42), and (9.44) simplifies to I f! = IR + md", 112 = I~ + md 2, 113 = It ,
and I;b = I~ , a i= b = 1,2,3, in accordance with the parallel axis theorem . If the
body is homogeneous and the z-axis also is an axis of symmetry, then I;b = I~ = 0
as well. (What can be said if the mass density of the axisymmetric body varies
with z?)
Exam ple 9.5. The moment of inertia tensor Ie for a homogeneous rectangular block is given in (9.26). Find the inertia tensor components with respect to
parallel axes at the corner point S in Fig. 9.4, page 364.
Solution. To determine Is , we apply the point tran sformation law (9.40).
First, note that the center of mass C has coordinates (x * , y*, z*) = (£/ 2, w /2, h/2)
in the parallel frame at S; therefore, (9.42) yields relative to S the moment of inertia
component matrix for the center of mass particle:

m
_(w 2 + h2)

m
- - £w

m
- - £h

m
- - £w

m (h 2 + £2)

m
- - wh

m
- - £h

m
- - wh

_ (£2 + w2)
4

4

[I~]

=

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

(9.45a)

m

The moment of inertia compon ents of the block in a parallel frame at C are given
in (9.26), and, with (9.45a), the point transformation law (9.40) delivers the inertia
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Figure 9.9. Application of the parallel axis theorem to a composite
pendulum.

tensor components of the block in the parallel frame at S:

m
-(w 2 + h 2)

m
--£w

m
--£h

m
--£w
4

m (h 2 + £2)
3

m
--wh

m
--£h

m
--wh

3

[Is]

=

4

4

4

4

4

m

_(£2

3

(9.45b)

+ w2)

Notice that no products of inertia occur in (9.26) for Ie, whereas all products of
inertia appear in (9.45b) for Is. Of course, the same result may be obtained from
(9.44). This is left as an exercise for the reader.
D
Example 9.6. A complex structured pendulum assembly in Fig . 9.9 con sists
of a homogeneous spherical body !?lJ s of radius R and mass M fastened to a homogeneous, but materially different thin rod 9(3, of length £, mass m, and supported
by a small hinge pin at H . Find the moment of inertia tensor for the pendulum
assembly referred to the body frame If! = {H; ik } .

Solution. The moment of inertia tensor relative to H for the composite pendulum assembly !?lJ !?lJs U !?lJ, is given by (9.35):

=

(9.46a)
Therefore, we shall need to determine the inertia tensor for each simple part !?lJk
in the body frame If! = {H; id in Fig . 9.9. Since the separate homogeneous parts
!?lJk are materially different, the composite body !?lJ is neither homogeneous nor
materially uniform. Nevertheless, because each part is a homogeneous body of
revolution that shares the same i)-axis of symmetry. all products of inertia for the
separate bodies, and hence for the assembly, vanish with respect to all base points
of parallel frame s along the common i)-axis, specifically, relative to If! at H .
First , consider the homogeneous sphere of radiu s R and mass M = jrrpR)
for which Ic(!?lJs ) is given by (9.34) in every reference frame at its center C ;
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e

ii

and note that + R is the distance between the parallel axes Iir ' I at C for the
sphere and iiI, hI at H. Then, by the parallel axis theorem in (9.44), II~ = I2~ =
~M R 2 + M(e + R)2, I3~ = ~M R 2, and hence the inertia tensor for the sphere
relative to H in rp is
IH( gJs)

= [~M R 2 + u« +

R)2] (ill + h2) +

~M R 2i]3'

(9.46b)

The same result follows easily from the parallel axis theorem in (9.40), from
whichIH(gJs) = lc(gJs) + I~(gJs), whereinI~(gJs) = M(e + R)2(i ll + h2),the
moment of inertia of the center of mass of the sphere relative to H. Thus, with
(9.34), (9.46b) follows .
Now recall (9.28) for a thin rod of length note in Fig. 9.9 that the rod axis
is i3, and rewrite (9.28) to obtain, with m == m( gJr) = a

e,

me

e,

2

Ic<gJr) = --u-(i 11 + i 22) ,

(9.46c)

where now C is the center of mass of the rod which is at e/2 from H, i.e. the
distance between the parallel axes {ir, iiI at C for the rod and Iii, hI at H. Then,
bytheparallelaxistheoremin(9.44),II~ = I2~ =me2/l2+me2/4, I3~ = 0; so,
the inertia tensor for the homogeneous thin rod relative to H in rp is
f7l)

me 2

•

•

I H (; 7ur ) = -3-(1 11 +122) .

(9.46d)

As before, the same result follows from the tensor form of the parallel axis
theorem in (9.40), from which IH( gJr) = lc(gJr) + I~(gJr), wherein I~(gJr) =
(me 2/4)(i l l + h2), the moment of inertia of the center of mass of the rod relative
to H .
We are now prepared to calculate IH(gJ) for the pendulum assembly. Substitution of (9.46b) and (9.46d) into (9.46a) delivers the inertia tensor for the pendulum
assembly relative to the hinge H in the body frame tp:

2
m
I H ( gJ ) = [2
SM R 2
+ M(e
+ R)
+ 3e

2].(111 + 122)
. + SM
2 R 2.133 .

(9.46e)

o
Let us return briefly to the first expression in (9.44) and notice that each of its
terms is positive; hence, I;a > Ifa for every point S and for each choice of axis a.
Therefore, the moment ofinertia about an axis has its smallest value at the center
ofmass . A similar statement does not hold for the products of inertia in the second
relation in (9.44) , because their signs are indefinite; but their smallest absolute
values at every point plainly are zero. Since we have infinitely many choices for
center of mass axes , however, these observations prompt an interesting question:
For what directions at the center of mass, or any other point, are the moments of
inertia greatest and least? We shall return to this question later. First , we shall need
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to consider the transformation of tensor components induced by a rotation of the
frame of reference.

9.8.

Moment of Inertia Tensor Transformation Law

The inertia tensor I Q referred to Cartesian frames cp = {Q; ed and tp' =
{Q; e~} at Q has the same representation (9.11), and hence
(9.47)
The change of vector basis defined by ej = A j kek, or by its inverse ek = A jkej,
in which A jk == cos(ej, ek), induces a change of the corresponding tensor product
bases in accordance with (3.10 1). Consequently, under a change of frame by a
rotation of the bases at Q, in terms of the matrix notation in (3.108), we obtain

the Cartesian tensor transformation lawfor the moment of inertia components at

Q:

(9.48)
where A = [A j k] = [cos(ej , ek)]. The reader may confirm this important rule by
tracing its derivation starting with the change of basis in (9.47) .

Example 9.7. Find the moment of inertia tensor for a homogeneous rectangular block of mass m = 6 slug, referred to body frames cp = {C; ik } and cp' = {C; i~}
defined in Fig. 9.10 at the center of mass C .

x'

Figure 9.10. Application of the transformation law for the moment of inertia tensor referred to a rotated
frame tp' ,
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Solution. The component matrix I e of the moment of inertia tensor for
the homogeneous block may be read from (9.26). With m = 6 slug, e = 8 ft,
w = h = 6 ft, we find in rp = IC; id the tensor component matrix
Ie

=

[

36
0

0
50
0

o

0 ]
0 .
50

(9.49a)

The matrix I~ in tp' is obtained from (9.48). It is seen from Fig. 9. 10 that the
transformation matrix A = [cos (i~ , iq ) ] is given by

A=

3/5
4/5

4/5
- 3/5

o

[

(9.49b)

0

and its use in the first rule in (9.48) provides
I~ =

[

4/5
- 3/5

o

3/ 5
4/5
0

0] [36
0
0
1
0

0
50
0

0] [4/5
0
3/5
50
0

- 3/5
4/5

o

0]
0
I

. (9.49c)

Hence, the matrix I ~ of the inertia tensor referred to tp' = I C ; i~} in Fig. 9.10 is
I~ =

[

1026/ 25
168 25

6

168/ 25
11 24/ 25

o

0 ]
0
slug · ft2 •
50

(9.49d)

Notice that all products of inertia vanish in rp but not in rp'.
It is useful to note the invariance of trI Q as a check on the calculation. By
(9.49d), trI = 1026/ 25 + 11 24/ 25 + 50 = 136. This agrees with trl e = 136 ob0
tained from (9.49a).

c

Exercise 9.2. Because of the symmetry of a homogeneous sphere with respect to every plane through its center C, its inertia tensor (9.34) has the same
components in every reference frame at C . (i) Consider any tensor T whose matrix
T in a Cartesian basis ek is a scalar multiple of the identity matrix: T = r I , say.
Apply the tensor transformation law (3. 108) to show that T has the same components in every basis e~ ; indeed, T = r I , and hence T is called a spherical tensor.
(ii) A homogeneous cube, of course, does not have global symmetry with respect
to every plane through its center C; so it is surprising that its inertia tensor is
spherical. Show that the moment of inertia tenso r f or a homogeneous cube of side
a with mass m = pa 3 is
1

2

Ie = 6m a 1.

(9.50)

Other striking examples are the hemispherical shell shown in Fig. D.l1 and the
hemisphere in Fig. D.13 of Appendix D. See Problems 9.10 and 9.11.
0
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9.9. Extremal Properties of the Moment of Inertia Tensor
We have seen that all of the products of inertia vanish for every homogeneous
body having at least two orthogonal planes of symmetry with respect to a body
reference frame . A homogeneous cube, however, is a particularly striking example
in that (9.50) shows that the products of inertia for a cube vanish in every reference
frame at its center, underscoring our earlier observation that geometrical symmetry
of a body is not necessary for the vanishing of its products of inertia in a body
reference frame . But the most remarkable part of the story is yet untold . We are
going to show that however complex the body geometry and regardle ss of its
materi al distribution, there always exists at each point of a body an imbedded
reference frame, called a principal frame , with respect to which the products of
inertia vanish . Moreover, two of these are the directions for which the normal
components of the inertia tensor assume their greatest and least values at each
point. To demonstrate this, however, it is convenient to first study the method of
Lagrange multipliers, a neat analytical technique that enables one to determine
the stationary values of a function of several variables related by some specified
constraint conditions.
The principal problem is introduced next. Then the Lagrange method of
undetermined multipliers is described, and the method is illustrated in an easily
visualized mechanical control problem. Afterwards, the extremal properties of the
normal components of the inertia tensor are determined by Lagrange's method, and
these properties are then characterized geometrically by Cauchy 's inertia ellipsoid.
The procedure for finding the body axes relative to which all products of inertia
vanish at a specified body point is illustrated.

9.9.1. Introduction to the Principal Values Problem
Let n be an arbitrary unit vector at Q in an assigned body frame cp = {Q ; ek}.
The moment of inertia about the axis n at Q is the normal component of the inertia
tensor I Q for the direction n defined by
In~ = n · IQn.

(9.51)

Clearly, the value of In~ depends on the direction n. The main problem, therefore,
is to find the direction s n = Vkek in the body frame cp at Q for which the normal
components of the moment of inertia tensor are largest and least.
The normal component In~ is a function of the three direction cosines Vk of
the unit vector n, thus subject to the constraint equation
(9.52)
Therefore, the three variables Vk are not independent. The constraint equation
(9.52) can be used to express anyone of the Vk in terms of the others, the result
substituted into (9.51) , and the stationary values In~ then determined in the usual
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way. Thi s procedure, though straightforward in principle, often prove s tedious;
and sometimes it does not give a correct solution (see Problem 9.46 ). A more
convenient, systematic scheme, applicable to a function of p variables related by
q < P con straint equations, is provided by Lagrange's method of undetermined
multipliers.

9.9.2. The Method of Lagrange Multipliers
Con sider a scalar-valued function D (u) of the Carte sian components Uk of the
p -dimensional vector field variable u = Ukik. Let as(u)/a u == (a s / aud i k define
the gradient of a general scalar function S(u) with respect to u . With no con straints
on u , a neces sary condition that D (u) have a stationary value is that
aD (u )
aD(u)
dD(u) = - - d Uk = - - . du = 0,
aUk
au

(9.53)

hold for all values of the differentials dui ; that is, for all vectors d uo Since the
variables Uk are assumed independent, their differe ntia ls can be assigned arbitrarily.
We are thus led by (9.53) to p equations aD/ auk = 0 in the p scalar components Uk
of u, that is, aD (u) / au = O. The se are the usual nece ssary conditions for existence
of extrema of D (u ).
Now suppose that the components Uk must satisfy a constraint equation
F (u ) = O. Then only p - 1 of the p components Uk are independent. In addition to (9.53), u also must satisfy
aF(u)

d F (u ) = - - . d u = O.

(9.54)
au
Since du , cannot be varied arbitrarily in (9.53) and (9.54), the extreme values of
D (u ) are no longer determined by the p equations aD(u) /a uk = 0, nor equivalently by aD/au = O. Also, in general, aF(U)/aUk =1= O. Observe , however, that
(9.53) and (9.54) show that the vectors oI) /a u and a F / a u are perpendicular to the
same vector d u for which any p - I components du , can be varied arbitrarily, the
plh component being fixed by the con straint equation F(u ) = O. The se condi tions
imply that aD / a u and aF / au must be parallel vectors so that aD / au = Aa F / au
at the stationary point, where A is an unspecified, essentially arbitrary scalar independent of u, called a Lagrang e multiplier, to be determined as needed.
To prove this, we introduce an auxi liary function
G( u)

==

D(u ) - AF(u) ,

(9.55)

where Ais an arbitrary scalar to be determined as needed. Then the extreme values
of D (u) subject to the con straint F (u ) = 0 are determined from the extrema of
G(u ) upon setting a G( u)/a u = O. Indeed, since
aD- A-aF ) dUk=O ,
aD - A-aF ) ·du= ( dG (u )= ( au
au
aUk
aUk

(9.56)
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must hold for an arbitrary value of A, we may choose A so that the coefficient
of anyone of the p differentials du, in (9.56) vanishes, assuming of course that
for this choice aF/aUk i- O. Then the components of du that remain in (9.56)
are independent and can be varied arbitrarily. In consequence, it follows that all
coefficients of the differentials in (9.56) must vanish. Therefore, the necessary
condition for an extremum of G(u) is provided by

ec

aD

-au = -au

aF

-Aau

= O.

(9.57)

Thus, (9.57) detennines the stationary values of D(u) subject to the constraint
F(u) = O.

(9.58)

Indeed, the system of p + I equations (9.57) and (9.58) determine the p components Uk and the scalar multiplier A for which G(u) has an extremum . Now, at an
extremal point u = u", say, the constraint F(u') = 0 must be satisfied, and hence
(9.55) shows that G(u') = D(u') ; that is, the stationary values of D are the same
as those of G. This procedure is known as the method ofLagrange multipliers.
The method may be extended to q < P constraints by introduction of q
undetermined Lagrange multipliers Ar • In this case, we introduce the auxiliary
function G(u) == D(u) - 2::;=1 ArFr(u), in which the q constraints to be satisfied at the stationary points are Fr(u) = O. Then the necessary conditions for an
extremum of D(u) = 0 subject to these constraints are given by aG(u)/au =
aD(u)/au - 2::;=1 ArClFr(u)/Clu = O. By setting ClG(u)/ClA r = -Fr(u) = 0, we
may recover the q constraint equations.
An application of Lagrange's method to a mechanical control problem whose
solution is easily visualized follows .
Example 9.8. A bell crank mechanism having a telescopic control ann 0 P
is shown in Fig. 9.11. The control pin P is constrained to move in a straight slot
defined by the equation y = 1 - x . To design the crank, the designer must know
the shortest distance d from the origin to the line of motion of P, an easy geometry
y

Figure 9.11. Application of the method of Lagrange multipliers to the design analysis of a bell crank mechanism .
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problem. Find by geometry and then by the method of Lagrange multipliers the
point on this line which is closest to the origin, and thus determine d.

Solution. The geometrical solution is evident in Fig. 9.11. The shortest line

o A is the perpendicular bisector of the hypotenuse of the isosceles right triangle

whose length is J'i. Hence, d = J'i/2 is the shortest distance from 0 to the line
of motion of P, the nearest point to 0 being the midpoint A at x = ~(i + j).
Now let us see how the method of Lagrange multipliers is used to find the
place x = ~i + I]j on the line y = 1 - x which is nearest the origin in Fig. 9.11.
The problem is to minimize the function d(P) = (x· X)I/2, or more conveniently,
the related squared distance function
(9.59a)
subject to the constraint relation
F(x)

= ~ + I] -

I = 0,

(9.59b)

specifying that the point (~, 1]) is constrained to the line y +x = 1. Notice that
neither of(x)/o~ nor of(x) /ol] vanishes, as required below (9.56). Now use
(9.59a) and (9.59b) to form the auxiliary function
G(x)

=D(x) -

AF(x)

= ~2 + r? -

A(~

+ I] -

I),

(9.59c)

in accordance with (9.55). Then, by (9.57), the extremal points are determined by
oG(x)

-o~

=2~-A=0,

oG(x)
- - = 21] - A =
01]

o.

(9.59d)

Consequently, A = 2~ = 21] , and use of this result in the constraint equation (9.59b)
yields the nearest point coordinates ~ = I] = ~ , from which (9.59a) delivers the
minimum value D(x) = d 2 = ~ . Therefore, the nearest point on the line from 0
is at x = ~(i + j), at a distance d = J'i/2 from O.
0
Lagrange's systematic method of undetermined multipliers in this example is
just about as easy as the elementary geometrical solution . Now consider another
example where the conclusion is not so apparent.

Example 9.9. An atomic particle is confined to a rectangular box of sides
a, b, c in which its ground state energy is $ = kO/a 2 + 1/b 2 + 1/c 2 ) , where k is
a constant. Find the dimensions of a box of constant volume for which the energy
is least.

Solution. The rectangular box has volume V(a, b, c) = abc = y , a constant. The problem is to find the smallest value of D(a, b, c) = $ (a , b, c) among
all positive values of a, b, c for which the volume constraint F(a, b, c) =
V(a , b, c) - Y = 0 holds . To apply Lagrange's method , we form the auxiliary
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function

G(a, b, e)

== $ (a , b, c) - A(V(a, b, c) - y)

1

I

= k( 2 + 2
ab

+ 2"1 )
c

- A(abc - y) ,

in accordance with (9.55). Notice that aF faa = be :j:. 0, for example, and hence
the assumption below (9.56) is satisfied. The extremal values of G(a, b, e) are then
determined by

sc =

-

aa

2k
a

-- Abe=O
3

sc
2k
- = - -3 - Aac=O
ab
b
'

'

eo
2k
- = - -3 -Aab = O
'
c
ac

from which, with the aid of the constraint condition,

2k

2k

2k

a

b

c

- 2 = - 2 = - 2 = - Aabe = -

Ay.

Hence, a = b = e; that is, the box for which the ground state energy is least is a
cube of side a . Consequently, $ min = 3k/a 2 is the smallest value of the ground
state energy consistent with the constant volume constraint.
0
See Problems 9.23 through 9.30 and 9.45 for additional examples. We now
return to the major problem posed earlier below (9.5 1).
9.9.3.

Principal Values and Directions for the Inertia Tensor

Consider a rigid body of any sort, homogeneous or not. The principal problem
is to find all directions n for which the normal components
(9.60)
of the inertia tensor at a point Q in a body reference frame are greatest and least,
subject to the unit vector constraint condition
F( n)

== n . n - I = O.

(9.6 1)

The problem is best solved by the method of Lagrange multipliers. We thus introduce the auxiliary function (9.55),

G(n) == IQn . n - A(n . n - 1),

(9.62)

in which A is an undetermined scalar, independent of n . The extreme values of
(9.62) are then obtained by differentiation with respect to the three scalar components Vk of n = Vk ik in accordance with (9.57). Bearing in mind the symmetry of
I Q, we find in direct notation

aG(n)

- - = 2I Qn - 2An = O.

an
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Hence, the extremal directions and values of the inertia tensor are determined by
the vector equation

(I Q

-

AI)o

= 0,

(9.63)

called the principal vector equation, together with the constraint equation (9.61).
In index notation, bearing in mind the summation rule , this system of four algebraic
equations for A and Vk is written as
(9.64)
or, explicitly, in expanded notation with the superscript Q suppressed,

+ 112V2 + I13v3 = 0,
121VI + (/22 - A)V2 + h 3V3 = 0,
131 VI + h2 V2 + (/33 - A)V3 = 0,
V? + vi + v~ = 1.

(/11 - A ) V ]

(9.65)

Nontrivial solutions of the homogeneous system (9.63), i.e. the first three
equations of (9.65), exist if and only if
det(I Q - AI) = det

I II -

A

1 12

[

1 13

112
122 -

(9.66)

A

123

This yields a cubic equation for A, called the characteristic equation:

f(A)

==

_A

3

+ J I A2 -

hA

+h

= 0,

(9.67)

in which J I , Ji . h are defined by
(9.68)
These are the principal invariants ofthe moment ofinertia tensor I Q. See (3.113) .
The real cubic equation (9.67) has at least one real , positive root A = AI ,
say, so there exists at least one real extremal direction 0 = 01 determined by the
system (9.65) . In fact, it is proved later that because I Q is a real-valued symmetric
tensor, (9.67) always has three real roots Ak, all positive. Therefore, there exist
three corresponding mutually perpendicular directions Ok determined by (9.65)
that define a special basis at Q, called the prin cipal basis or principal directions.
Two of these directions are the directions at Q with respect to which the normal
components of the inertia tensor assume their maximum and minimum values, all
determined by the roots Ak. of (9.67), called the principal values of I Q. To see
this, let 0 be a principal direction for the characteristic root A. Then from (9.63)
and (9.61), 0 . IQo = A for each extremal direction n. That is, the three roots Ak
of the characteristic equation (9.67) are the extreme values of the function (9.60)
for which the constraint (9.61) is satisfied. Moreover, these are the moments of
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inertia about the axes defined by the corresponding principal directions nk. So, the
principal values also are known as the principal moments of inertia .
For future notational convenience, henceforward, the principal basis is denoted by ek, and i j k denote the corresponding principal components of the inertia
tensor at Q. Then, for the principal value A = Ak and its corresponding principal
direction n = ek, for a fixed value of k = 1,2,3, (9.63) becomes

IQek =
and the principal components

i j k = ej

• IQek

Akek

(no sum on k) ,

(9.69)

i j k of I Q are given by

= Akej

. ek

= AkOjk (no sum on k) .

Consequently, in the principal reference basis

ej

(9.70)

at Q, we have

= A) ,
i 22 = A2 ,
i 33 = A3,
i 12 = i 21 = i 13 = i 31 = i 23 = i 32 = O.
ill

(9.71 )

Therefore, all products of inertia vanish, and thus attain their smallest absolute
values, in the principal reference frame. We shall have no need to determine their
maximum absolute values . (See Problem 9.45 .) It follows from the first three
relations in (9.71) that the three principal values Ak are the moments of inertia
about the principal axes, and these values may be ordered so that
(9 .72)

and hence, ill and i 33 are the largest and smallest values of ln~ among all possible
normal components of I Q at Q. We thus have the following remarkable result.

The principal axes theorem: At each point Q of an arbitrary rigid body,
homogeneous or not, there exists an orthonormal basis ek with respect to which the
products ofinertia are zero, the moments ofinertia about these axes assume their
greatest and least values, and the inertia tensor at Qhas the unique representation

IQ (:1c3) = i8 ell + i2~e22 + iB e33'

referred to the principal tensor basis

ejk = ej 0

(9.73)

ek.

Recall that among all moments of inertia about parallel axes, regardless of the
geometry and material distribution of the body, the smallest value occurs about an
axis at the center of mass. Therefore, by the principal axes theorem, the absolute
minimum moment of inertia of a body about an axis is given by the smallest
principal moment ofinertia at its center ofmass. The principal axes of the inertia
tensor for a homogeneous body having geometrical symmetry often are readily
determined by inspection, as shown in earlier examples. For a nonhomogeneous
or composite body, however, it is usually necessary to apply the principal axes
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analysis. The importance of the analysis rests on the reduction of the inertia tensor
to its simplest diagonal form (9.73). The procedure is illustrated next in a numerical
example.
Example 9.10. Find the principal values and directions for an inertia tensor

I Q whose component matrix at Q in frame q; = {Q; id is
IQ =

[

5/2
-3 /2

-3/2
5/2

° °

°0]

kg · m

2.

(9.74a)

3

Solution. The principal value s of I Q at Q are determined by the characteristic
equation (9.66) for the matrix (9.74a) :

3

5 2

-- A
2

°

that is,

f( A) = (3 - A)(A - 4)(A - 1) = 0.

(9.74b)

Hence, the three principal value s ordered so that Al ::: A2 ::: A3 are
A2

= 3,

(9.74c)

It follows that the greatest and least normal components of the inertia tensor at Q
are ill = AI = 4 kg . m 2 and h 3 = A3 = 1 kg - m 2, respectively.
The principal directions at Q are determined by the system (9.65). With
(9.74a) , these take the form

(~ - A
) VI - ~V2 = 0,
-~VI + (~ -

A)

V2

=

0,

(9.74d)

(3 - A)V3 = 0,

vf + v~ + vj =

I.

This system of equations in Vk is to be solved for each principal value in (9.74c).
For A = Al = 4, (9.74d) yields VI = -V2 = ±J2/2, V3 = 0, and hence the first
= vkik referred to q; is
principal direction

e,

(9.74e)
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= = 3 in (9.74d) delivers VI = V2 = 0, V3 = ±l. Thus, the second

Use of A A2
principal axis is

Finally, the third principal direction orthogonal to
=
x

e3 el e2:

el

(9.74f)

and

e2 is given directly by

~ = =fT
~(")'
II + 12 '" A,3 = I .

(9.74g)

e3

The triple of vectors ek define the principal directions of a frame ((; = {Q ; ek}
with respect to which the products of inertia vanish and the inertia tensor has
diagonal form at Q. Notice that six unit vectors have been found. The difference in
sign means only that either ek or its opposite may be chosen as a principal vector.
It is customary, however, to select the principal basis to form a right-hand set, in
which case the signs for
and
say, may be chosen arbitrarily and
is then
determined in accordance with the right-hand rule. With this concluded, the results
referred to the original Cartesian body frame at Q are

el

e2,

e3

~

el

A2 =

~

122

=

~('I]
T

.)

-12 ,

2

(9.74h)

= 3 kg . m ,

The principal vectors ek are described relative to the original body frame cp =
{Q ; id . The orthogonal transformation matrix A : ik -+ eko i.e. A j k = cos(ej , ik},
from the frame cp to the principal body frame ((; = {Q ; ed may be read from
(9.74h) :

°

~/2

-~/2

°

A= [
-~/2 -~/2

0]

°

(9.74i)

I.

This matrix diagonalizes the original matrix I Q in (9.74a), as the reader may
AIQA T . Thus,
confirm from the tensor transformation law (9.48) written as i Q
in the principal basis ,

=

(9.74j)

D
The canonical form (9.73) of the inertia tensor in the principal reference
system at Q is independent of the shape of the body and its distribution of material.
In particular, however, the principal axes of inertia for a homogeneous rigid body
with two orthogonal planes of symmetry are easily identified at a point Q on the
axis of symmetry, the first principal axis ; call it e\. The other two principal axes
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e2 and e3 lie in the orthogonal planes of symmetry, perpendicular to et and to
each other at Q, ordered so that e3 = et x e2. This identifies the principal basis at
Q relative to which the products of inertia of a homogeneous axisymmetric body
vanish and I Q has the canonical form (9.73). When e3 is the axis ofa homogeneous
body of revolution, any orthogonal pair of planes through the axis are identical
orthogonal principal planes of symmetry, and hence every direction in the cross
section is a principal body axis for which i8 = i2~ .
More generally, however, the foregoing analysis for an arbitrary body has
avoided the important special cases in which two or three of the principal values Ak
are equal. This topic is explored geometrically in the next section and analytically
later. It is found that when two principal values are equal, say AI = A2 i- A3 , every
direction in the plane perpendicular to e3 is a principal direction for I Q • This
occurs, for example, in the special case described above, when e3 is the axis of a
homogeneous body of revolution, as illustrated in equations (9.30) through (9.33)
for homogeneous circular cylinders and tubes. Moreover, if all three principal
values of inertia of an arbitrary body are equal, then I Q = At, and every direction
at Q is a principal direction. The inertia tensors for a homogeneous sphere (9.34)
and for a cube (9.50) have these spherical tensor properties. A thin hemispherical
shell and a homogeneous hemisphere are especially striking additional examples
for which the inertia tensor is spherical. (See Figs . D.11 and D.13 in Appendix D.)
An illuminating geometrical interpretation of the variation of the normal components of the inertia tensor with direction follows . The maximum and minimum
normal components of the inertia tensor are related to the geometry of a quadric
surface , and the principal directions corresponding to equal principal values are
characterized.
9.9.4. Cauchy's Inertia Ellipsoid
Consider an arbitrary rigid body whose inertia tensor I Q is known in frame
Q with direction n so that
x == Rn is the position vector on this radial line of a point P at R = [x] from Q,
as shown in Fig. 9.12. Recall (9.51) and note that
cp = {Q ; ek}, and introduce an arbitrary axis n through

(9.75)
is a quadratic form. Of course, the normal component ln~ will vary with the direction n, and R will change with the position of P . On each line n through Q;
however, let us choose P so that its squared distance R 2 from Q is inversely proportional to ln~' the moment of inertia about that line ; that is, let C be an arbitrary,
positive constant and measure R along each axis n so that
C
R=-- .

Rn

(9.76)
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Arbitrary axis through Q

A

e1
The principal frame

~

Figure 9.12. Cauchy's inertia ellipsoid at Q.

Then R2In~ = C 2, and (9.75), with x = Xkek and I Q =Ijkejk in the body frame
tp, describes the equation of a quadric surface , x . IQx = Ijkxjxk = C2 centered at
Q. In expanded notation this becomes
I11 xf

+ lz2xi + h3 xj + 2!]2XIX2 + 2113x,X3 + 2123X2X3 =

2
C .

(9.77)

In the principal reference frame rP = {Q ; ed, the products of inertia vanish and the
position vector of Pin rP is x = Xkek. Thus , (9.77) is transformed in the principal
frame <jJ at Q to its simplest canonical form
(9.78)
Equation (9.78), all of whose coefficients are positive, describes the closed
quadratic surface shown in Fig. 9.12-an ellipsoid known as Cauchy's inertia
ellipsoid, or the momental ellipsoid .
Equation (9.77) describe s Cauchy's ellipsoid in the rotated position of the
initially assigned body frame cp = {Q ; ek} in Fig. 9.12, with respect to which the
inertia tensor I Q = Ijke jk is known . Equation (9.78) describes the same invariant
ellipsoid in the principal body frame rP = {Q; ek}. For each choice of basis at
the same point Q, equation (9.77) representing the ellipsoid in terms of the new
component coefficients Ijk for a given rigid body f1J will be different. Nevertheless ,
each of these quadratic equations can be transformed to the unique canonical form
(9.78); they all describe the same invariant ellipsoid centered at Q. Indeed, the
momental ellipsoid has the invariant form x . IQx =C 2 • However, if Q is changed
to another point S, say, the inertia ellipsoid at Q will change to another invariant
ellipsoid X . IsX =B 2 , say, centered at S; and at the new point S there exists
another basis in which the ellipsoid is described by the canonical form (9.78) with
principal values determined for Is.
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We are now able to visualize the extremal properties of the inertia tensor in
terms of the geometrical properties of its ellipsoid. Fix C in (9.76) to have any

fJ"

convenientconstant value, say C = 1. Then R = 1/
and the squared distance
along a radial line from Q to a point P on the momental ellipsoid is numerically
equal to the reciprocal ofthe moment ofinertia ofthe body about that line . In this
case, with Rk == 1/fT,;;, k = 1,2,3, the inertia ellipsoid (9.78) in the principal
reference frame at Q is described by
(9.79)
where R] :::: R2 :::: R3 are the ordered lengths of the three principal semidiameters
of the inertia ellipsoid centered at Q, shown as QD, QE, and QF in Fig. 9.12.
Among all possible lines from Q to any point P on this surface, none can be greater
than RI nor smaller than R3 , the largest and least of the principal semidiameters.
Accordingly, we have i3~ :::: i2~ :::: i8; therefore, among all possible moments of
inertia about axes through Q, none can be larger than iB nor smaller than i8,
the greatest and least of the principal moments of inertia. Moreover, if two of the
principal components of the inertia tensor are equal , then two of the semidiameters
of the inertia ellipsoid also are equal. Suppose, for example, that R2 = R3 = p .
Then the surface is an ellipsoid of revolution about e] in (j; and thus has a circular
cross section for which no direction in its plane is distinguished. Consequently,
the moment of inertia about every axis in this plane is numerically equal to 1/ p2,
and hence every axis in the plane at Q perpendicular to e] is a principal axis for
the inertia tensor. If all three semidiameters of the ellipsoid, and therefore all three
principal values of the inertia tensor, are equal, the ellipsoid is a sphere for which
every axis is a principal axis of inertia at Q.
Exercise 9.3. Set C = Jm(g(3) in (9.76) and recall (9.22). Then R = 1/ R n ,
and hence in Fig. 9.12 the distancefrom Q to the point P where the n axis intersects
the inertia ellipsoid is numerically equal to the reciprocal ofthe radius ofgyration
of the body about that axis. Review the properties of the momental ellipsoid in
these terms .
D
Not every ellipsoid centered at Q can be an inertia ellipsoid. The class of
inertia ellipsoids is restricted by the condition that the sum of any two normal
Cartesian components ofthe inertia tensor is not less than the third. It follows from
(9.17), for example , that in any Cartesian frame (j) = {Q; e j } at Q, III + 122 2: ls:
must hold, the equality holding in (j) if and only if the body is a plane body for
which z = 0 in (j), in accordance with (9.19); otherwise, the strict inequality holds.
Thus, if the body is not a plane body , (9.14) yields the three constraints
(9.80)
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Plainly, the same relations hold for the prin cipal comp onents. Consequently, if the
body is not a plane body, the greatest prin cipal moment ofinertia must be smaller
than the sum of the other two.
Each invariant in (9.68), and specifically,
J1

== trIQ =

I II

+ 122 + h3,

(9.81)

has the same value in every refe rence frame at Q. SO, (9.80) and (9.8 1) are useful
as a quick check on numeri cal computations.
In Example 9.10, page 385, for instance, we find from (9.74a) that J I = 8, and
an easy check on the principal values in (9.74c) confirms the same sum. Further,
(9.74a) shows that
II I

+ 122 =

11
>
2

122 + 133 = -

5 > h3 = 3,

III

5
2

= - ,

(9.82a)

in the assigned frame cp oSimil arly, for the principal values (9.74c), we obtain

AI + A2

=7 >

A3

= I,

A2

+ A3 = 4 = AI ,

A3

+ Al = 5 >

A2

= 3,
(9.82b)

at the same point Q in the principal frame rp = {Q; ek}. The equ ality in the second
prin cipal axes relation in (9.82b) means that the bod y is a plane (thin) body in the
principal 23-plane of rp, a fact that is not evident from any relations in frame cp oIn
all cases, the constraints (9.80) are satisfied.
Similar geometrica l interpretations of the norm al components of symmetric
tensors for stress and strain in term s of their ellipsoids arise in the study of the
mechanics of deformable solids. Th is is a reflection of the analytical properties
shared by all symmetric tensors, the principal aspects of which are sketched above.
But to complete the picture some details beg furth er discussion and analyt ical
clarification presented below. The reader who may wish to move on to the next
chapter, however, will experie nce no serious loss of continuity.

9.10. Loose Ends and Generalities for Symmetric Tensors
The principal axes analy sis developed for the inerti a tensor is applicable to
any symmetric tensor, and symmetric tensor quantities occur often in all areas of
engineering, specifically in the study of mechanics of solids and fluids. In these
and other areas, the tensor entities generally have real-valued components, and
the tensor is said to be real- valued. When T is a real- valued symmetric tensor, its
principal values and directions have important special properties-the principal
values must be real, the principal vectors are mutu ally orthogo nal regardless of
any multiplicity of these principal values, and the component matrix referred to the
principal basis is diagonal. Our obje ctive is to explore these properties in general
term s applicable to all symmetric tensor quantities and thus dispose of a few loose
ends mentioned only briefly and previously described geometrica lly.
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9.10.1. Summary of the Principal Values Problem
The principal values and directions for an arbitrary tensor T are determined
by the principal vector equation
(T - AI)n = 0,

(9.83)

subject to the unit vector constraint
n n
i

ee

(9.84)

L

The homogeneous system of algebraic equations (9.83) for the components of n
has a nontrivial solution if and only if

f(A) == det(T - AI) = O.

(9.85)

This provides the characteristic equation for A:
f(A) = _A 3 + J 1A2 - JzA + Js

= 0,

(9.86)

where the principal invariants J 1, J» . h of the tensor T are defined by

J:

J] = trT,

= 1( J,2- trT 2) ,

2

h

= det(T).

(9.87)

The real cubic equation (9.86) has at least one real root AI, say. Depending
on the nature of T, the other two roots A2, A3 are either real or they are complex
conjugates. In any case, (9.86) may be expressed in terms of its factors Ak to
obtain

f(A) = -(A - A])(A - A2)(A - A3) = O.

(9.88)

Comparison of the coefficients in (9.86) and (9.88) shows that
J]

= A] + A2 + A3,

Jz = A]A2 + A2 A3 + A3A1 ,

h

= AI A2A3.

(9.89)

9.10.2. Reality of the Principal Values of a Symmetric Tensor
Recall that for real numbers a and b the conjugate of a complex number
z = a + ib is denoted by = a - ib. Then = z is a real number if and only if
b = O. The magnitude of z (or z ) is defined by Izl 2 = Z • Z = a 2 + b2 • Similarly,
let Q and {3 be real vectors, i.e. vectors having real components. Then '1] = Q + i {3
and ij = Q - i {3 are complex conjugate vectors for which '1] = ij is a real vector
when and only when {3 = O. The magnitude of '1] (or ij) is defined by 1'1]1 2 =
'1] • ij = Q . Q + {3 . {3. Thus, if '1] (hence ij) is a unit vector, then '1] • ij = 1.
We consider only real symmetric tensors, i.e. those having real-valued components in every real basis. Equation (9.86), however, requires only that at least
one characteristic value must be real, while the others might be complex conjugates. Therefore, it appears that three real principal values might not exist for a real
symmetric tensor, in which case there would be no way to transform the tensor to a

z

z
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diagonal form whose components would be real. We now prove that the principal
values ofa real symmetric tensor are real.
Suppose that two of the principal values of a real symmetric tensor Tare
complex conjugates A and X, and let n = a + i f3 and ii = a - i f3 denote the
corresponding complex conjugate principal vectors for Aand X. Then, for any real
tensor T , by (9.83),
Tn = An,

Tii = Xii,

(9.90a)

where the unit principal vectors satisfy
n ·ii= 1.

(9.90b)

Now form the inner product of the first equation in (9.90a) by ii, the second by n,
introduce (9.90b), and recall the transpose rule (3.42) to obtain
n . (TT - T)ii = A-X.
Thus, if T = TT, then A = X, and hence A is real. That is, the principal values of
a real symmetric tensor are real. An alternative proof is provided as an exercise .
Exercise 9.4. Let A = a + i band n = a + i f3 be a principal pair for a
real symmetric tensor T . Use only the first equation in (9.90a), identify its real
and imaginary parts, and prove from these relations that b = 0, and hence A is

D

~.

9.10.3. Orthogonality of Principal Directions
Let Aa and Ap be any two distinct principal values of a symmetric tensor T
with corresponding principal vectors n, and np . Then, by (9.83),

Tn, = Aana,

Tnp = Apnp (no sum on ex and {3),

and by the previous argument, we reach

n, . (TT - T)np = (Aa

-

Ap)na . np (no sum on ex and {3),

where Aa =1= Ap . Hence, ifT is symmetric, n, . np = O. Consequently, the principal
vectors corresponding to distinct principal values of a real symmetric tensor are
mutually perpendicular. The proof breaks down if any two principal values are
equal.
9.10.4. Multiplicity of Principal Values
If a real tensor T has repeated principal values, then all must be real, whether
T is symmetric or not; but it is not evident that the principal vectors must be orthogonal, nor in fact if they need be distinct. Suppose, for example , that all principal
values of T are unity; then (9.83) provides only one system of equations Tn = n
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and n . n = 1 for the principal vectors corresponding to A = I. This raises the
question of whether the number of princip al vectors also reduce s to a single vector. The answer is no. 1fT is symmetric and has a principal value AI ofmultiplicity
m = 2 or 3, so that the characteristic equation (9.88) has afactor (A - AI)m , then
there exist at least m orthogonal prin cipal vectors corresponding to the same AI.
The proof follows.
We know that there exists at least one principal pair A = A3 and n = e3, say,
such that Te3 = Ae3. Let ek be an orthonormal basis for which e, = h Then el .
Te3 = Tl3 = T3l = 0, ez · Te3 = TZ3 = T3Z = 0, e3· Te3 = T33 = A3 , and so the
symmetric tensor T has the component matrix
(9.91a)
that is, referred to cp = {O; el , ez, e3}, T has the representation
(9.91b)
in which S is a two-dimensional symmetric"tensor.
Regardless of the possible multiplicity of the principal values for T , we now
wish to determine if it is possible to find a nonzero vector U = uaea, (a = 1,2)
in the plane P of el and ez for which Tu = AU holds . From (9.91b) , we note that
Tu = Su; therefore, we seek a vector u i= 0 in P such that
(S - At)u

= 0;

that is, (TafJ - AOafJ )UfJ

= 0,

(a , f3

= 1,2).

(9.91c)

The homogeneous system (9.91c) will have a nontrivial solution u provided that
det(S - At) = 0. Because S is real and symmetric, this real quadratic equation in
A has two real roots. In consequence, there exists at least one vector u in P for
which (9.91c) holds . Therefore, A = AZ and u == ez, say, is a principal pair for S,
hence also a second principal pair for T . Since the basis directions ek in the plane
P were arbitrary, we may now assign them so that ez = ez. Then referred to cp =
{O;ed, we have Sez = AZeZ, and therefore ez · Sez=Tzz = AZ , el . Sez=T1z =
TZI =0, wherein we recall the second equation in (9.91b). Thus, the matrix (9.91a)
referred to cp = {O ; ek} ={ 0 ; ei , ez,e3} now has the diagonal form

°
°

Ti l
T= [

(9.91d)

Finally, in view of (9.9Id), we have Tel=TkJek=TlleI ; and hence el also
is a principal direction for T and Til = AI is the corresponding principal value.
Notice that we have nowhere assumed that the principal values of T must be
distinct. Consequently, regardless of the possible multiplicity ofprincipal values
for a symmetric tensor T, there always exist at least three mutually orthogonal
directions ek that may be chosen as a principal basis ek with respect to which T
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has the diagonal form

(9.92)
This is called the spectral representation for T.
Suppose, however, that T has a principal value of multiplicity m = 2, say,
A) = A2 = A. Then the foregoing theorem assures existence of at least two orthogonal directions eI, e2 corresponding to the same A so that Tea = Aea (a = 1,2).
Now, an arbitrary unit vector n in the plane of ea may be written as
n

= (n . ea)ea;

so, we have

Tn = (n . ea)Te a

= (n . ea)Aea = An.

In consequence, every vector n in the plane perpendicular to e3, the direction
corresponding to the distinct principal value for T, is a principal direction for
T corresponding to the repeated principal value A) = A2 = A. Similarly, ifT has
three equal principal values Al = A2 = A3 = A, then T = AI, and every spatial
direction n is a principal direction for T.
The multiplicity properties of the symmetric tensor T are precisely those
described geometrically by the Cauchy momental ellipsoid. A Cauchy ellipsoid
with two equal principal radii is an ellipsoid of revolution, every direction in the
cross section being a principal direction. When all three principal radii are equal,
the ellipsoid is a sphere for which every direction is a principal direction. Some
further topics on symmetric tensors are described in Problems 9.34, 9.37, 9.41, and
9.45. See also Problem 9.40 in which T =I- TT . We conclude with two examples.
Example 9.11. A symmetric tensor T has scalar components

T=

1 2 0]
[o 0 I
2

I

0

,

(9.93a)

referred to cp = {o ; ek}' Determine the principal values and directions for T.
Solution. The principal values for Tin (9.93a) are determined by (9.85):

det(T - At)

=

I- A

2

o

2

I-A

o

o
o

1- A

= (1 - A)[(1 - A)2 - 4] = 0,

which has three real roots
(9.93b)
Hence, A2 = -1 is the algebraically smallest normal component of T and Al = 3
is the greatest. We note that trT= 3 from (9.93a) and confirm that the sum of the
principal values (9.93b) is the same.
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With n = Vkek in rp and use of (9.93a), the principal vector equation (9.83)
and the constraint (9.84) may be expanded as
(l - A) VI

2vI

+ (l -

+ 2V2 =

0,

A)V2 = 0,

(1 - A)V3 = 0,
2
2
2 1
VI + v + v = .
2

(9.93c)

3

With A = A3 = 1, (9.93c) yields VI = V2 = 0, V3 = ±l ; thus n == e3 = ± e3.
Similarly, for A = A2 = -1, VI = -V2 = ±,J'i/2, V3 = 0, and hence n == e2=
± (,J'i/2)(el - e2)' The third principal vector orthogonal to e2 and e3 is given by
el = e2 x e3 = =F(,J'i/2)(et + e2)' The signs are fixed as we please, but such that
the triple ek forms a right-hand basis . We thus find the following principal values
and directions for T :

+ e2),
(-/2/2)( -e] + e2),

Al = 3 "-' el = (,J'i/2)(el
A2 = -1 "-' e2 =

(9.93d)

A3 = 1 "-' e3 = e3.
Hence, by (9.92), in the principal basis eb
(9.93e)
Notice that T cannot be a moment of inertia tensor for a rigid body, because
T22 < O. This is' not evident from (9.93a) for which all of the diagonal components are positive and the inequalities (9.80) are satisfied, which is not true for
(9.93e).
Finally, it is useful to note from (9.93d) the orthogonal transformation matrix
A : ek --+ ek for which Aij=cos(ei' ej} :

A=

[

,J'i/2 ,J'i/2
-,J'i/2 ,J'i/2

o

0

0]
0

1

.

(9.93f)

Hence, the transformation A that diagonalizes T in (9.93a) in accordance with the
tensor transformation law T = AT A T describes a 45° counterclockwise rotation
of ek --+ ek about their common axis e, = e3, to yield the matrix of the tensor T
0
in (9.93e).

Example 9.12. If the T 33 component of Tin (9.93a) is replaced by T33 = -1,
the characteristic equation for the new tensor has a repeated root A3 = A2 = -1
and A] = 3. Hence, every vector in the plane normal to el is a principal direction
corresponding to A2 = -1. In particular, the same two vectors e2, e3 given in
(9.93d) are principal vectors for the new tensor.
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Problems
9.1. Let n be a unit vector along an arbitrary imbedded axis n through a base point Q in
Fig. 9.1, page 360, and let x be the position vector from Q to the mass element dm . Begin with
definition (9.10) and derive (9.21), wherein In~ == n . IQn.

9.2. The second moment vector I~(£??3) relative to Q for a fixed direction n in Fig. 9.1 is
defined by

I~(£??3) =

{ x x (n x x)dm .

J!J!J

(P9.2a)

(i) Show by vector algebra that n· I~=ln~' the integral in (9.21). (ii) More generally, expand the
triple product to show in direct notation that
(P9.2b)
and thus prove that the component of the second moment vector in the direction m is given
by m· I~= m - IQn =Ifln ' Now show that m· I~= n · I~ , and hence Ifln=IRn. Notice that if
m = n, this yields (9.21) for the moment of inertia about the axis n; and if m · n = 0, Ifln is the
product of inertia for the orthogonal directions m and n.
9.3. Although the inertia tensor for a thin body may be derived as a limit case of a similar
thick body, it is also straightforward to obtain results for thin bodies directly. Apply (9.14) to
derive the inertia propertie s referred to If = {C ; ikl atthe center of mass for (a) the homogeneous
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thin tube in Fig. 0 .5 of Appendix 0, (b) the homogeneous thin rod shown in Fig. 0.7, and (c)
the homogeneous thin spherical shell in Fig. 0 .10.
9.4. Find the mass, the center of mass, and the components of the moment of inertia tensor for
the thin homogeneous rod forming the circular sector in Fig. 0.8. Apply the results to determ ine
these properties for a homogeneous semicircular wire and a thin circular ring.
9.5. Determine the mass, center of mass, and inertia tensor 10 for a homogeneous, circular
cylindrical sector having a central angle 20, inner radius Ri, outer radius Ro , and length L. Refer
all quantities to a body frame rp = {o ; i k } at the central point 0 with i 3 being the cylinder axis
and i l bisecting both the central angle and the length . Derive as limit cases the properties for (a)
a thin-walled circular sector, and (b) a thin circular rod described in Fig. 0 .8.
9.6. Find the mass, center of mass, and moment of inertia tensor for the homogeneous thin
conical shell in Fig. 0.4, referred to rp = {o ; ik } •
9.7. Determine the mass, center of mass, and moment of inertia tensor for the homogeneous
semicylinder of length e and radius R shown in Fig. 0 .9, referred to the body frame rp = {o; ik }.
9.8. Derive the inertia tensor properties for the homogeneous right rectangular pyramid
described in Fig. 0 .2.
9.9. Apply (9.29c) to derive the moment of inertia tensor for a homogeneous thin-walled
circulartube of mean radius r, referred to rp = {C; ii:}. Use the result to deduce the inertia tensor
for a plane circular wire of radius R.
9.10. (a) Find the mass, center of mass, and moment of inertia tensor at 0 for the homogeneous thin hemispherical shell in Fig. 0.11. (b) Derive from these results the same properties
for the entire thin spherical shell in Fig. 0 .10.
9.11. (a) Find the mass, center of mass, and moment of inertia tensor at 0 for the homogeneous hemisphere in Fig. 0 .13. (b) Derive from these results the same properties for a sphere of
radius R. (c) Use the solution for a solid sphere to deduce the inertia tensor for the thick-walled ,
homogeneous spherical shell in Fig. 0 .10.
9.12. A portion of a thick-walled, homogeneous projectile casing whose inner and outer
parallel surfaces are frustums of similar coaxial cones is shown in the figure. Apply the properties
of a homogeneous right circular cone in Fig. 0 .3 to determine the mass of the casing and its
moment of inertia about the z-axis, referred to the body frame rp = (o ; ik ) .

i3

.~.

Problem 9.12.

I,
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9.13. The figure shows an arbitrary diametral cro ss section of a homogeneous flywheel
made of a gra de of stee l of density P = 15 slug/ ft", Determin e its moment of inertia abou t the
z-axis, What is the radiu s of gy ration about the z-axis?

z

~-----

20'' ---

-

•

--+;

y
1/2'

Problem 9.13.
9.14. The moment of inertia tensor for a sec tor of a homogen eous circular rod is given in
Fig. D.8. Derive its inertia tensor in a parallel frame tp = {C ; it} at its center of mass. What is
the inertia ten sor for a semici rcular wire referred to cp?
9.15. Derive by integration the inertia tensor for the thin rod in Fig . D.7, referred to frame
= {O ; i k } at its end point O . Confirm the result by use of the parallel axis theorem applied to
the ten sor Ie give n ther e.

rP

9.16. A nonhomogeneous thin rigid rod of length I has a mass density p( x ) that varies with
the distance x from one end 0 such that dp (x )/dx = PI, a con stant, and p (O) = Po. (a) Find
the mass of the rod and determine its moments of inertia relative to O . (b) Find the moments
of inertia relat ive to the cen ter of mas s of the rod. (c) Derive from the results in (a) and (b) the
corres ponding propert ies for a homogeneous thin rod. (d) Co nsider a rod for which p(l) = 2Po ,
and thus determ ine all of the properties found more generally in (a) and (b).
9.17 . Apply the propert ies in Fig. D.9 for a homoge neo us semicylinder to derive the moment
of inertia tensor for (a) a solid cylinder referred to frame cp = {O ; ik}, and (b) a semicy linder in
a parallel frame rP' = {C ; ikl at its center of mass.
9.18. Deri ve the moment of inertia tensor for the homogeneous right circular cone in
Fig. D.3, referred to frame cp = {O; id in its base, and to a parallel frame at its cent er of
mass.
9.19. Use the properties of the solid cone in Fig . D.3 to find its moment of inert ia tensor

I Q referred to a parallel frame 1/r = {Q; id at its vertex Q. Let P be a point on the base circl e

at r = r i I from 0, and determine at Q the moment of inertia tensor component about the edge
line Q P, referred to 1/r.

9.20. A model of a crankshaft asse mbly for a one cylinder engine is shown in the figure.
Use the table of properties in Appendi x D to find the radiu s of gy ratio n of the asse mbly about
the axis 0 A, referred to cp = {o ; id .
9.21. Th e plane of a homogeneous thin disk makes a 30° angle with the vertica l plane, as
{C ; i~} .
show n in the figure . Determin e the inertia tensor Ie for the disk in the body frame 1/r

=

9.22. A homogen eou s, thin rectangular plate of mass m = 2 kg is welded to a horizontal
{C ; ed .
shaft , as show n in the diagram . Find its inertia ten sor Ie in the plate frame 1/r

=
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Note: All Dimensions are in Centimeters.
Probl em 9.20.

Problem 9.21.

Problem 9.22.
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9.23. Find by the method of Lagrange multipliers the point P in the plane XI + Xz + X3 = 3
nearest to the origin. Sketch the portion of this surface for Xk :::: and provide a geometrical
description of the point P in this region .

°

9.24. A particle moves on a curve defined by the intersection of the plane 2x + 4 y = 5 and
the paraboloid XZ + zZ = 2y . What is the greatest elevation z = h that the particle may reach in
the motion ? Note that there are two constraints here.
9.25. A particle P initially at the place (0, 0, 12) is constrained by forces to move in the
plane 2x + 3 y + z = 12. Find the equation of the straight path for which the motion of P passes
the point where the potential energy function V(x) = 4x z + yZ + zZ has a minimum.
9.26. What are the volume V and the moment of inertia tensor Ie for the largest homogeneous rectangular block having sides parallel to the coordinate plane s and which can be inscribed
in the ellipsoid (x /a)z + (y /b? + (z/ c)z = I ? The constants a, b, c are the principal semidiameters of the ellipsoid.
9.27. A particle P moves along the line through the points (1,0,0) and (0,1 ,0). Find the
point on this line at which P is nearest to the line X = Y = z. What is the shortest distance
between these lines?
9.28. In continuum mechanics, a Bell material is a constrained elastic solid material for
which the first principal invariant J I = trV of the symmetric Cauchy-Green deformation tensor
V must satisfy the rule JI = 3 in every deformation from the undeformed state where V = 1. The
three principal values Ak of V, all positive, are called principal stretches. The principal invariants
of V are defined by (9.89). Determine the extremal values of the second and third principal
invariants of V. Are these extrem a their largest or smallest values?
9.29. Find the work done in moving a particle from a place at x = i + j + k to the place at
which the potential energy function V (x , y , z) = x - 2y + 2z has a maximum value among all
points (x , y, z) located on a sphere of radius 3.

9.30. An electron moves in the plane ax + by + cz + d = 0. Find the point in this plane at
which the electron can be close st to the origin in frame rp = {O; i k}, and determ ine its shortest
distance from O .
9.31. Consider the symmetric tensor T = 1 - 4(elz + eZI) referred to the Cartesi an frame
sp = {O ; ek}. (i) Find the principal values and directions forT. (ii) Identify the basis transformation
matrix A : ek --+ ek, the principal basis for T, and describe its geometrical character. (iii) Apply
the tensor transformation law to demonstrate that A diagonalizes the matrix T in ek to form T in

ek . Could T be the inertia tensor for some body in rp ? Appropriate units are assumed.
9.32. Con sider two symmetric tensors: T = 2ell + 5e22 - e33 + 4(eZ3 + e3Z) in ek and
U = -ell + 6e22 + e33 + 2(e23 + e3Z) in ek. Determine the principal values and directions for T

in ek . Is the tensor U the same as T but merely referred to another basis ek?

x

9.33. A homogeneous, thin rectangular plate has sides = a and y = 2a. (a) Find by
integration the moment of inertia tensor 10 referred to a Carte sian frame rp = (O ; ed at the
comer point 0 and parallel to the plate edges and y. (b) Confirm the result by application of
(9.27) and the parallel axis theorem . (c) Determ ine in rp the principal values and direction s for
the inertia tensor at O .

x

9.34. A certain symmetric tensorT is given by T = 15ell + 25e22 + 30e33 - lO(e13 + e31)
in sp = (Q ; ed . (a) Write the equation for its ellipsoid in ip ; and find its principal ellipsoid.
(b) Could T be the inertia tensor at Q for some rigid body? Could it be the inertia tensor for a plane
body?
9.35. Let T be the matrix in a Cartesian frame rp of a tensor T, and consider another tensor
U whose matrix in rp is U = a'I' , where a is a scalar. (a) Prove that the same proportional relation
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holds in every Cartesian reference system. What can be said about the correspondingprincipal
valuesand directionsfor U and T? (b) Let ex = 1/5 and consider the tensor T definedin Problem
9.34. Solve that problem for the tensor U.
9.36. A homogeneous, thin square plate of side a has a square hole of side b punched
through its center, as illustrated. (a) First, consider the plate withoutthe hole. Find by integration
the inertiatensor for the solid plate referredto the frame <I> = {C; i kI, and then read from this the
result referred to the frame cp = {C;nk! making an angle () with <I> in the plane of the plate, as
shown. What is the radius of gyration of the plate about the axis and about any other axis in
the plane? (b) Nowconsiderthe plate with the hole. Determinethe inertia tensor for the punched
plate (i) referred to <I> at C and (ii) referred to a parallel frame 1/1 = {Q ; Ik! at the corner Q.

n,

p

Q

Problem 9.36.

1-4--

-

-

a

-

----~

9.37. The matrix in 1/1 = {Q ; Ik I of the inertia tensor I Q for the punched plate describedin
the previous problemhas the general form
IQ =

[

A
- 8

o

-B
A

0

~

2A

],

(P9.37)

where A > B > O. (a) Find the principalvaluesand directionsfor I Q . (b) Interpret the geometry
of the principal directions for I Q , and relate it to the geometry of the punched plate. Are these
directions evident from the plate geometry? (c) Use the results of Problem 9.36 to find by the
parallel axis theorem the principal valuesof the inertia tensor at Q.
9.38. The inertia tensor 10 in the frame 1/1 = {o; i k I has the componentmatrix
I

2(ex+{3)
10 =

I

-(ex -{3)
2

0

I

-(ex -{3)
2
I

2(ex

0

+ {3)

0

0

y

(P9.38)
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where a , f3 , y are positive constants . Find the principal values and directions for the inertia tensor.
Describe the angular orientation of the principal frame relative to 1{!.
9.39. (a) Find by integration the inertia tensor Ie for the homogeneous, rectangular plate
of mass m in a plate frame 1{! = {C; ed, and thus determine Ie in the plate frame ~ = (C ; ed
shown in the figure. (b) Find the inertia tensor I Q at the comer Q in the plate frame 1{! = {Q; ek}'
(c) Determine in 1{! the principal values and directions for I Q at Q. Here the ek are not principal
vectors .

Problem 9.39.
9.40. Because a tensor and its transpose have the same principal invariants, they have
the same characteristic equation and hence the same principal values. Their principal vectors.
however. need not be the same. (a) Prove that T and TT have the same principal invariants.
(b) Now consider the tensor T = ell + e22 + 3e33 + el2 + 2e2! in the Cartesian frame rp =
{o; ed. Find the principal values and directions for T and for TT , and determine their principal invariants . (c) Determine the angles between the principal vectors for T, and do the same
for TT . Sketch the principal vectors for both tensors in tp, and describe the geometry. (d) Are the
principal vectors ofT mutually orthogonal? Are those ofT T mutually orthogonal?

9.41. Consider the symmetric tensor T = ~(ell + e22) - ~(eI2 + e21) + 3e33 referred to
ek. Show that the principal values of T are non-negative. Therefore, T has a unique, positive
symmetric square root defined by T I (2 = JIj'ell + v'A2e22 + JX)e33 in the principal basis ek
ofT. Find T I (2 in ek and check your solution by the matrix multiplication T = T 1(2T I (2 in ei :
9.42. Determine in the principal basis ek the positive square root of the symmetric tensor
U whose component matrix referred to rp = {o ; ek} is

u=[i

-I

I

3

-I

-I]
-I

3

.

(P9.42)

Let (;1(2 denote the principal matrix of U I(2 in ek. Identify the basis transformation matrix
required to transform (;1(2 into U I ( 2 in rp. See Problem 9.41.
9.43. Since I Q is a positive, symmetric tensor, in accordance with the theorem stated in
Problem 9.41, it has a unique positive, symmetric square root I~2 . Hence, we may define the
unique gyration tensor
(P9.43a)
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so that mG~ = I Q. The tensors G Q and I Q have the same principal directions, and the principal
values of G Q are the familiar radii of gyration (9.22) about the principal axes ek, namel y,
(P9.43b)
The matrix (P9.37) shows that RP= Rf = .jA/m, Rf = .j2A/m are the radii of gyration
about the Ik axes at Q. (a) What are the principal components of G Q for the tensor with matrix
(P9.37)? (b) Identify the princip al directions from Problem 9.37, and determine the components
of GQ referred to t/J = {Q; Id in term s of the principal radii of gyration (P9.43b). Of course, the
normal components G£, of the gyration tensor G Q in t/J generally are not the same as the radii
of gyration R~ given above .
9.44. A tensor W has the Carte sian component matrix
(P9.44)
referred to cp = {o ; ed. Find the positive square root of W referred to ip, See Problem 9.41.
9.45. Although the greate st values of the products of inertia of a rigid body are unimportant,
the determ ination of the extrem al values of the nondiagonal components of a symmetric tensor
is important in the study of the properties of stress and strain tensors in continuum mechanics,
for example. Let T be a symmetric tensor and m and n orthogonal unit vectors. The orthogonal
shear or produ ct compo nent of T for the pair (m , n) is defined by Te« == m . T n . (a) Appl y the
method of Lagrange multiplier s to derive a system of two vector equations that determine among
all possible pairs (m, n) those orthogo nal directions for which Tmn has its greatest absolute value
ITmnImax· (b) How are the Lagrange multipliers related to the components of T in the extremal
directions and to ITmn Imax? (c) Derive from the vector equati ons in (a) two equations for the
sum and difference of the extremal directions m and n. Interpret these equati ons in terms of the
principal values Ta and principal directions ea for T , and thus show that the product components
of T have their maximum absolute value with respect to a basis with directions m and n that
bisect the princip al directions for T . That is, show that'

_

ITmnlmax-max

{1~
I ' I T2 -2 T3 1 ' 1 ~
1} '
2
2

(P9.45a)

where m and n are the orthog onal directions
(P9.45 b)
(or their opposites) for which ITmn Imax = ~ ITa - Thl in (9P.45a). Of cour se, the least absolute
value for the orthogonal shear or product components of T occurs for the principal basis where
they all vanish.

, A very short elegant proof of the maximum orthogonal shear component of a symmetric tensor is
given by Ph. Boulanger and M.A. Hayes, Shear, shear stress and shearing, Journal of the Mechanics
and Physics of Solids 40, 1449-1457 (1992). An earlier alternate proof that uses the geometrical
properties of pairs of conjugate semi-diameters of ellipses is provided by M.A. Hayes, A note on
maximum orthogonal shear stress and shear strain, Journal of Elasticity 21, 117-1 20 (1989).
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9.46. t Consider a particle P with potential energ y V ex, y) = 4x + y + yZ . The motion of
P is constrained so that the point (x, y) lies on the circle x 2 + 2x + yZ + y = 1. Determine
the extrem al values of the potential energy. (a) First, apply the constraint equation to write
V (x, y )
V(x) and thus show that the usual substitution procedure fails to deliver a real solution
for any extrema of Vex, y) . (b) Appl y the method of Lagrange mult ipliers and show that the
potenti al energy has both maximum and minimum values at distinct points on the circle . Find
these point s and determine the energy extrema.

=

t I thank Professor Michael A. Hayes for suggesting this example and for recalling the aforementioned
references on maximum orthogonal shear.
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Dynamics of a Rigid Body
10.1. Introduction
Newton's Principia (1687) stands among the world's greatest scientific and
intellectual achievements, and justly so, but it does not address all of the general
principles of mechanics. In Newton's book there is no theory of general dynamical
systems nor of rigid bodies, and nothing on the mechanics of deformable solid
and fluid continua. Newton 's theory for mass points is just insufficiently general
to deliver a unifying method for their study. More than half a century of research
and struggle with solutions of special problems would pass before the first of the
general principles of mechanics applicable to all bodies was discovered by Euler
in 1750, and thereafter.
The first time that the two principl es of momentum and moment of momen tum, though not explicitly stated, were applied in a system of differential equations
occurred in the study by Euler (1744) of the finite plane motion of a chain of rigid
links and of a loaded string, both being constrained systems of discrete material
points. In a subsequent paper on celestial mechanics in 1747, following a series
of successe s with specific mechanical problems like those just mentioned, Euler
now sees clear ly that for all discrete systems the equations of motion are of the
form m kXk = F k, equations that appear nowhere in works prior to 1747, not even
in Newton 's Principia' . Three years later, the general importance of the momentum principle as a set of differential equations for application to all mechanical
problems, whether discrete or continuous, is finally recognized. Euler is now able
to discard all of the spec ial mechanical axioms used in earlier works by himself
and others, and to formul ate by his "new principle of mechanics" the governing
equations of motion for each mechani cal system he studies. We now have, in 1750,
* Some historians (e.g. Bixby, see Chapter 5, References, page 85) suggest that Newton likely had this
equation in mind but avoided its formulation and use in problem solutions in terms of his emerging
new calculus, in favor of fashionable geometrical methods that were well understood by scholars
and prospective Principia readers of the day. Perhaps, but it is nonetheless curious that he never
subsequently published his principle in any mathematical form.
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Euler's first general principle F = 1£1' Xdm valid for every part pjJ of any body.
(This is the same as (5.42).) In this monumental memoir, Euler succeeds in deriving the equations for the general motion of a rigid body about its center of mass,
and he proves that a rigid body may spin freely about an axis provided that the axis
is a principal axis through the center of mass, as we shall see later. These grand
and novel accomplishments are based entirely on Euler's discovery of the first
general principle of motion, not on the less general Newtonian theory, as remarked
in Truesdell's Essays.
The discovery of this principle seems so easy, from the Newtonian ideas,
that it has never been attributed to anyone but Newton; such is the universal
ignoranceof the true historyof mechanics. It is an incontestable fact that more
than sixty years of research using complicatedmethodseven for rather simple
problems took place before this "new principle" was seen (by Euler).
C. A. Truesdell, Essays in the History of Mechanics.
Ten years later in the work published in 1760, Euler form ally defines and
names the center of mass for a general deformable body as a property of the body
independent of forces, and he shows that the momentum principle thus reduces
to an equation of motion for the center of mass ; he defines moments of inertia,
discovered earlier, and calculates them for homogeneous bodies; he clarifies the
concept of principal axes of inertia, studies separately the motion of a rigid body
under zero force and under gravity alone, and finally investigates the general
motion of a rigid body by its decomposition into motion of its center of mass and
motion relative to the center of mass . Here Euler emphasizes the relevance of a
moving reference frame fixed in the body, and by a certain transformation, at last,
he discovers his famous equations of motion for a rigid body referred to principal
axes of inertia at the center of mass .
Finally, in 1771, Euler perceives that the key to the solution of all mechanical
problems for bodies is to regard the moment of momentum principle as an independent basic law of mechanics that he now records in the form M o = 1£1' Xo x Xdm,
in which M o is the total torque about a fixed point 0 , including couples, and pjJ
is any part of any body. (This is the same as (5.44).) In his final memoir of 1775,
25 years after his initial Discovery of a new principle of mechanics, Euler sets
down the two fundamental and independent principles governing the mechanics
applicable to every part of every body. Thus, essentially from 1750 onwards, the
solution of mechanical problems was reduced by Euler's principles to a problem
in analysis, a problem in the theory of differential equations. With this heritage
as foundation and with earlier results in hand, we are now prepared to develop
Euler's theory on the general motion of rigid bodies and to illustrate its physical
applications in several examples. These are the major objectives ahead.
First, let us backup a bit and recall that a rigid body has at most six degrees of
freedom-three translational degrees of freedom of a base point and three independent rotational degrees of freedom about suitably chosen axes. So, at most six scalar
equations, equivalent to two vector equations of motion that derive from Euler 's
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Laws, together with appropriately assigned initial data, are needed to determine

the general motion of a rigid body. Determination of this motion, however, does
not always split neatly into a translational part and a rotational part. Complications
arise from circumstances that couple these motions . In fact, Euler's general system
of equations for rigid bodies themselves constitute a strongly coupled system of
ordinary nonlinear differential equations. In spite of the mathematical difficulties
imposed by Euler's equations, we shall find that the analytical solution of a great
variety of physical problems is possible.
Our studies begin with a formal introduction to Euler's laws for continua,
from which the general equations of motion for a rigid body are then deduced. The
role of the center of mass and the importance of the moment of inertia tensor in
characterizing the motion of a rigid body are described. Then Euler's equations of
motion for rigid bodies are applied in the solution of several problems, including
the motion of a flywheel, the motion and stability of a spinning rod, the motion of
a gyrocompass, and the impulsive motion of a billiard ball, for example. A general
energy equation for the motion of a rigid body also is derived from a work-energy
principle; and some additional applications are illustrated.

10.2. Euler's Laws of Motion
Euler 's laws relate the forces and torques that act on a body to its translational
and rotational motions . We recall from Chapter I that force is a primitive concept
characterized as a vector measure of the push-pull action between pairs of bodies
in the universe. Similarly, torque is a primitive concept of mechanics. Any kind
of twisting or turning effect about a point or line arises in response to torque . We
wind a clock , and a spring driven mechanism responds to tum its hands; we twist
a door knob to gain entry; and we toss a football by snapping the wrist to impart a
stabilizing spin to it. A rapidly twisted toy top spins on its tip, its axis tilted at an
angle opposing the effect of gravity and turning about a vertical line, eventually
wobbling up and down, and in the end dramatically collapsing under gravity. A
rubber bar having one end bonded to a rigid support and the other end attached
to a circular disk, when twisted about its axis and released will induce the disk to
oscillate about that axis. An electric motor, without contact between its parts, is
turned by electromagnetic action. Moreover, the effect of a twist clearly depends
on its axial direction-twisting a body through an angle about an axis generally
does not produce the same effect when twisting the body equally about a different
axis or direction. Restoring a screw cap on a bottle certainly is not the same as our
taking it off-the same degree of twist is applied in reverse. All of these actions
describe various physical effects of torques . But they do not tell us what torque is.
Torque is an undefined tenn-a primitive concept. These experiences, however,
reveal that torque is a vectorquantity. A torque about a point is exerted by one body
on another with a certain magnitude about a certain direction; it is identified in
mechanics as a vector measure of the twist-tum action between pairs of bodies in
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the universe . Thus, to the primitive term s of kinematics, namel y, particle, position,
and time, the primitive term s mass, force , and torque about a point are introduced
to study the dynamics of all continuous media.
Now let us recall that for a bod y £?/3 the total mas s m(£?/3), momentum p(£?/3, t ),
and moment of momentum h o (£?/3, t) about a point 0 in an arbitrary reference
frame 1/1 = {Q ; ek} are respectively defined in (5. 10), (5.11), and (5.33), in which
v( P , t ) is the velocity of the particle P in 1/1 and Xo (P , t ) is the position vector of
P from O . Since every part of a bod y is itself a body, these definitions apply to
every part of £?/3.
Notice that the velocit y of every particle of the body app ears in (5.11) and
(5.33). We shall say that the motion of the body is known when and only when it
is possible to determine the motion x( P, t ) in 1/1 of all of its material point s. In
particular, a body is said to have a uniform motion in a refe rence frame 1/1, if and
only if every particle of the body has the same constan t velocity relative to 1/1. The
body is said to be stationary or at rest in 1/1, if and only if all of its part icles are at
rest in 1/1. As a conseq uence, it is evident that a necessary, tho ugh not sufficie nt,
condition that a (possibly deformable) body may have a uniform motion in 1/1 is
that the motion of its cen ter mass (5. 12) be uniform in 1/1, i.e,

x(P , t) = X (P ) + vot

=>

x*(£?/3, t ) = X*(£?/3) + v*(£?/3)t ,

(10.1)

for all P E £?/3. Here X (P ) == x(P, 0) and X*(£?/3) == x*(£?/3, 0) are the respective
initial positions of P and of the center of mas s of £?/3, and v*(£?/3) = v(P ) == Vo for
all P E £?/3 is its con stant velocity. Plainly, if the motion is uniform, the acce lerat ion
a( P , t ) = a*(£?/3, t ) = 0 for all P E £?/3 and for all time t . For the converse, however,
we need to say more.
The axiom ofcontinuity ofmatter that comprises a continuum, namel y a body,
specifies that no material element of finite dimension can be deformed into one
of zero or infinite dimension . Now, plainly, if the acceleration of every material
point P of a bod y £?/3 vanishes, then every point of £?/3 must have a uniform motion .
So , if the con stant velocity of material points differed , the relative position vector
for an arbitrary pair of particles would grow or shrink indefinitely over time ,
contrary to the axiom of cont inuity. Therefore, the acceleration of every mate rial
point of a body vanishes for all time t only when v(P) = vo, a constant, for all
particles P E £?/3. Consequently, the acceleration ofevery materia l point ofa body
£?/3 vanishes when and only when the motion of £?/3 is unifo rm.
In all of these definitions the refere nce frame 1/1 may be any convenient fra me .
In the laws that follow, however, we shall assu me the exis tence of a part icular
frame , called the preferentia l or inertial frame <1> , with respect to whic h the laws
are asserted to hold. With this in mind, we now set down the basic principle of
determinism mode led after Newton 's first law.

The principle of determinism: In every material uni verse, the motion of a
body (i.e. all of its particles) in a preferential reference fram e <I> is determined by
the action of forces and torques about an arbitra ry point 0 fixed in <I> such that
the total force and the total torque vanish togethe r when the body either is at rest
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or has a uniform motion in <1>. That is, a body at rest or in uniform motion in the
pref erential frame continues in that state until compelled by fo rces and torques,
acting separately or together, to change it.
The preferred frame is ident ified as the Newtonian reference frame discussed
in Chapter 5. We recall that every nonrotating, uniformly tran slating frame is an
equivalent inertial reference frame . In the real world , the preferred frame may be
identified as any frame which has at mo st a uniform tran slational velocity relative
to the astronomical frame fixed in the distant stars. In any case, howe ver, the point
o must be fixed in <1> . Continuing, we further postulate existence of a material
universe, called the world, wherein the followi ng laws hold .

Euler's Laws of Motion
1. Th e first la w of motion: The total fo rce F(.c?i3, t) exerted on a body .c?i3 in
the inertialframe <I> is equal to the time rate of change of the total linear
momentum of .c?i3 relative to <1>:

F(.c?i3, t)

= d p(.c?i3, t ) =:!.- [ v(P , t )dm(P ).
dt

IJt3

dt

(10.2)

2. The second la w of motion: With respect to a point 0 fixed in <1>, the total
torque M o (.c?i3, t ) that acts on a body .c?i3 in the inertialf rame <I> is equal to
the time rate of change of the total moment about 0 of the momentum of
.c?i3 relative to <1> :
M o (qj, t ) =

dh o(qj, t )
dt

= -d

dt

1
fJ'J

xo (P , t) x v(P , t) dm( P). (10.3)

Because every part q; of a body is itself a body, Euler's laws hold for every part
q; of every body .c?i3. We recall that (10.2 ) and (10.3 ) are, respectively, the same as

(5.42) and (5.44) introduced informally in Chapter 5. The symbolic quantities used
in (10 .2) and (10 .3) are shown schematically in Fig. 10. 1. It is important to recall
thatX(P , t) is the position vector of P from F in the inertial frame <I> = {F ; I k }, and
hence v(P, t) = X(P, t), whereas xo(P , t) is the position vector of P from thefixed
point 0 in <1> . Sometimes, as indicated in Fig . 10.1, we write x(P , t) == xo( P, t ).
Clearly, beca use 0 is fixed, X(P, t) = X(P , t). Th e situation when the moment
point 0 may be moving in <I> is explored later. Th e sub stance of Euler 's laws will
be discussed first. We begin with some remarks on force s and torques.
10.2.1.

Forces and Torques

The total force and the total torque about a specified point are frame invariant
physical entities-they are the same for all observers. Of course, the direction in
which a force or torque may act will appear differently to different observers, but
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Figure 10.1. Schema for quantities appearing in Euler's laws.

their physical nature does not change . Gravitational force is invariably directed
toward the Earth, and at a specified place relative to the Earth, the weight of a
body is the same for all observers, moving or not. The motion of a reference
frame, however, induces inertial forces that may alter the apparent weight of a
body, though in fact the gravitational force at the same place is not affected in
any manner by the observer's motion . Because the Earth is a frame whose motion
induces such forces , we have agreed previously to adopt the apparent weight as
our measure of the gravitational force due to the Earth. We also recall that the force
exerted by a linear spring is always proportional to its extension along its axis,
regardless of whether the spring is situated on a rotating table or simply hung from
a fixed laboratory support . Similarly, the torque exerted by a linear torsion spring
is proportional to the angle of twist about its axis. The motion of a reference frame
in which the spring may be fastened does not alter this invariant physical property.
Of course , the torque varies with the choice of reference point about which the
moment is determined. To refer a force or a torque vector to any desired reference
frame is a straightforward geometrical problem. This simply means that the force
or the torque is represented in terms of the vector basis that defines the frame, but
a change of frame does not change in any way the physical nature of the force or
the torque that acts on a body.
The torques that act on a body may be classified in the same terms introduced
in Chapter 5 for forces. Contact torque arises from the mutual action of bodies that
touch one another, while body torque is produced by the interaction between pairs
of separated bodies . Electric and magnetic torques depending on fields E and B,
respectively, are examples of body torques. The torque exerted on a part [ljJ of a
body g(3 by another part of the same body is called an internal torque. The torque
exerted on a part [ljJ of g(3 by another part [ljJ* of a separate body g(3* that is not a
part of g(3 is called an external torque . The various torques that may act on a body
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are assumed to be totally additive . Thus, the total torque acting on a body q) is the
sum of the total contact torque and the total body torque exerted on q).

10.2.2. The Principle of Determinism
The principle of determinism specifies that any disturbance of a body from a
stationary or uniform state of motion relative to an inertial frame can occur only in
response to force and torque , acting separately or together. An arbitrary uniform
motion or trivial stationary state requires neither of these. Since a stationary state
is a special uniform motion for which v(P , t) = 0 for every particle of the body,
there is no intrinsic difference between a uniform motion and a state of ease ; so,
we often refer to these states collectively as a uniform motion. Let F( q), t) denote
the total force and Mo(q), t) the total torque about an arbitrary point 0 fixed in
an inertial frame <1>. Then , in analyti cal terms, the principle of determinism states
that in every material univer se the motion X(P, t) of every material point P of a
body q) relative to an inertial frame <I> is determined by two vector equations of
motion (written in the standard form adopted in Chapter 5),
F( q) , t) = i7(X(P , t)) ,

Mo(q), t) = go;;(X(P, t)),

(l0.4)

go;;

in which the general functionals i7 and
vanish together for all time when the
motion of the body is uniform with constant velocity Vo in <1>, namely,
i7(X o(P)

+ vot) = 0,

go;;(Xo(P)

+ vot) = O.

(l0.5)

That is, by (l0.4), for every particle P of an assigned body q) and for all tin <1> ,
X(P , t) = Xo(P)

+ vot

:::}

F( q) , t) = 0

and

Mo(q), t) = 0, (l0.6)

where Xo(P) = X(P , 0). Notice from (5.24) that when (l0.6) hold s for all t, the
total torque about every point Q in <I> must vanish for all t: MQ(q), t) = 0, and
hence the force system is equ ipollent to zero .
The principle of determinism thus restricts the class of admissible functionals
i7 and
in (l0.4) to those for which the two relations in (l0.5) hold in every
material universe. Equations (l0.4) and (l0.5), on the other hand , are applicable
to any body regardless of its constitution. Everybody knows, however, that solids ,
fluids, and gasses behave differently under the same forces and torques. In general,
therefore, the motion of the material points of a body cannot be found until the
special constitutive nature of the body is assigned. Is the body a solid or a fluid?
And what kind of solid or fluid? The principle of determinism says nothing about
this, rather, it tacitly assumes a potential constitutive assignment for the body but
places no a priori restrictions on it. We may ultimately specify, for example, that the
body is rigid so that its geometry is known for all time. In this case, the constraint of
rigidity of all material points of the body suffices to determine the motion of a rigid
body (from Euler's laws). Thus, when the applied forces and torques are specified,
the two fundamental equations (lOA) subject to (l0.5), in principle, determine in
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any specified material universe the motion of every particle of a rigid body relative
to an inertial reference frame. We see later how this may be done for the material
universe in which Euler's laws hold.
The principle of determinism includes for all bodies a law ofequilibrium that
is the same for every material universe . Recall that a motion of a body is uniform
when and only when the acceleration of every particle of the body is zero for all
time. Therefore, (10.6) may be written as

a(P ,t)=O forall

PE [!lJ :::} F([!lJ ,t)=O

and

Mo([!lJ,t) =0, (10.7)

in an inertial frame <P, for all t. By definition, a uniform motion in <P is called
an equilibrium configuration of [!lJ in <P . Therefore, in accordance with (l0.6)
and (l0.7), the principle of determinism implies that in every material universe,

a necessary condition for equilibrium of a body in an inertial frame is that the
totalforce and the total torque about an arbitrary point 0 fixed in <P shall vanish
together, and this is possible provided that the acceleration in <P ofevery particle
of the body is zero:
Equilibrium

{?

:::}

a(P, t) = 0 for all P
F([!lJ, t)

=0

and

E

[!lJ and for all t

Mo([!lJ , t)

= 0 for all t.

(10.8)

Notice that equilibrium is merely a sufficient condition for which both the
total force and the total torque must vanish . Unlike the corresponding principle
embodied in Newton's first law, however, the vanish ing of both the total force and
the total torque does not imply equilibrium of a body. The reason for this will
become clear later on. It is then proved , conversely, that for a rigid body initially
at ease or in uniform motion in <P at an instant to, the simultaneous null equations
in (10.8) also suffice for equilibrium of the body for all t.
10.2.3. Euler's Laws
The form of the equations of motion (l 0.4) will depend on the nature of the
particular material universe considered, and Euler's laws are definite about this .
These laws postulate for a particular material universe , called the world , the specific
functional relations (10.2) and (l0.3) relating force and torque to the motion of a
body by rules that best describe the nature of things in the world , our mathematical
abstraction of the real world . It is easy to verify that, the mass being constant, (10.2)
and (l0.3) satisfy (l0.6) in accordance with the principle of determinism. Thus ,
in accord with this principle, there may exist infinitely many material universes,
all having the same principle of equilibrium but each characterized by special
constitutive laws of inertia of its own, perhaps different from (10.2) and (l0.3).
So far the concepts of torque and force have been treated on the same abstract
level as separate unrelated entities. There is nothing, however, that prohibits a
relationship between force and torque . Henceforward, torque is defined as the
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moment of force about a point ,t whatever may be the nature of the force . Thus, if
dF( P , t) denotes the elemental force distribution acting at time t at a particle P
of a body, the totalforce and the total moment about a point Q of the force acting
on !1J at time t are respectively defined by
F( !1J, t)

M Q(!1J, t) =

= IA3 dF(P, t),

(10.9)

L

(10.10)

XQ(P, t) x dF(P, t),

wherein xQ(P , t) is the vector of P from Q. The point Q may be any point at rest
or in motion relative to <1>, whereas Euler's second law require s in (10.3) that the
point 0 must be fixed in <1> . Further, since the distribution of force may consist
of both contact and body force, M Q will be the sum of their total moments about
Q. These moments are the total contact torque and the total body torque acting on
the body about Q. Concentrated force s and their moments about Q are included
as pointwise distributions.
If all torque s are moments of forces about any fixed point in an inertial
frame <1> = {F; ed and, as usual, mass is conserved, the second law (10.3) may
be derived from the first law applied to an incremental distribution of force
dF(P , t)= yep , t)dm(P) , the increment being a continuous function of P and
t acting on the material parcel of mass dm(P) at P. First, recall the notation in
Fig. 10.1. Then with respect to any fixed point 0 in <1>, by (10.10),

M o (!1J, t)

=

1.
1
,0')

d
= -

*

dt

Xo(P, t) x yep, t) dm

Y!l

xo(P , t) x yep , t) dm =

dh o ($ , t)
dt

,

wherein v = X= == *0, because 0 is fixed in <1>. This is Euler's second law
(10.3). Note , however, that in order to move the time derivative outside the integral,
it is necessary to use a fixed referential configuration of the body, which may be
deformable and changing with time. Without getting into these details, it suffices
to know that this is always possible, and it is certainly true for any rigid body $ ,
our princ ipal concern here. Conversely, if all torques are moments of forces about
an arbitrary point 0 fixed in <1> and mass is conserved, as before, then the first of
Euler's laws may be derived from the second . Indeed, by (10.3) and (10.10), for
a fixed referent ial configuration of the body, specifically for a rigid body, we may
t Generalized couples that include contact couples and body couples whose total torque tt( g) , t ) is
independent of any reference point Q are introduced in certain continuum theories of deformable
bodies, In this case, the additional torque tt(g) , t) must be added to the right-hand side of (10,10).
But these generalized couples are not identified as moments of force. The familiar idea of a force
couple comprised of a pair of opposite, equal forces whose total is zero and whose torque about a
point is independent of the moment point (see the discussion at the end of Section 5.3 in Chapter 5)
are included in the total (10.10).
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form the integral

1
EB

Xo(P , t) x

(

dF( P , t)
dm(P)

- v(P , t)

)

dm(P) = O.

We then suppose that the term in parentheses, which is independent of the reference
point 0, varies continuously with P and t over all parcels dm(P) of the body.
Since 0 is an arbitrary point fixed in <t>, it follows that dF/ dm - v = 0, and hence
F(P , t) = fEB v(P , t)dm(P) . This is Euler's first law 00.2). In spite oftheirmutual
dependence for the assigned conditions, however, it is essential that both principles
be applied in the analysis of the general motion of bodies. In fact, earlier studies
of statics emphasize the essential nature of both laws.
We learned in Chapter 5 that the momentum of a body is equal to the momentum of its center of mass : p(g'j, t) = p*(g'j, t). As a consequence, and since
the mass of the body is conserved, Euler's first law 00.2) may be cast in the
well-known classical form (5.43), namely,
00.11)
Hence, only the motion of the center of mass point is determined by 00.11), and
F(g'j, t) = 0, if and only if the motion of the center of mass is uniform. Clearly, the
other material points of the body, and hence the body itself, need not have uniform
motion. Euler 's second law 00.3), therefore, is essential to the determination of
the general motion of all points of the body. Indeed, in his memoir of 1750, Euler
introduced and applied his new first principle of mechanics, and by taking the
moment about the center of mass of the incremental momentum of a rigid body
parcel he thereby derived the general equations of motion for a rigid body relative to
its center of mass. On that occasion, however, there was no explicit identification of
his second law; this followed in the work published in 1771. Discussion of Euler's
laws will continue following some observations on the law of action and reaction.

10.3. The Law of Mutual Action
So far, a principle of mutual action corresponding to Newton's third law,
already applied repeatedly to interactions between pairs of bodies, has not been
formally set down . We are going to show that the law of mutual action for bodies
may be derived from Euler's laws of motion. +
Consider the force distribution dF(P , t) at time t acting over the free body g'j
shown in Fig. 10.2a, so that the total force on g'j is given by 00.9). Now suppose that
g'j is divided into separate parts g'j] and g'j 2 so that g'j = g'j l Ug'j2 , as shown in Fig.
1O.2a. Letf, denote the part of the total force 00.9) that acts on the part g'jk, namely,
fk
j

== f( qjk, t)

=

Lk

dF(Pk, t) ,

00.12)

The theorem on mutual action of force s is due to Noll . See the sources listed in the chapter references.
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Forces and torques acting on
the separate bodies 51I and 512 '

Total force and torque acting
on the free body

51 = fiJI U 51 i

Figure 10.2. Schema for the law of mutual action.

where Pk is a material point belonging to £?13k • Then by (10.9) and (10.12), the total
force that acts on £?13 may be written as

F(£?I3, t ) = f 1 + f 2 .

(10.13)

Further, let b kj = b j (£?13k, t) represent the resultant mutual force exerted on
the part q)k by the part q)j , as shown in Fig. IO.2b. This force may consist of
a mutual body force distribution and a contact force distribution over the mutual
boundary separating £?I3 1 and q)2. Then the total force on the separate free body
q)k is

k =I j

= 1,2.

(10.14)

Since Euler 's first law of motion holds for the total force on each separated
part in Fig. 1O.2b, application of (10.2) to the part q)k gives
A

Fk =

d Pk

dr'

(10.15)

where Pk == p(£?I3k, t ). On the other hand, application of (10.2) to the entire body
q) = £?I3 1 U q)2 in Fig. 1O.2a yields
d

d

d

F(£?I3, t ) = dt p(£?I3 1 U £?13 2, t ) = dt p(£?I3 1, t ) + dt p(£?I32, r):

(1 0.16)

therefore, by (10.15),
(10.17)
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Upon summing the forces (10.14) and recalling (10.13), however, we find

F] + F2 =

F(.eB, t)

+ bl2 + b21;

and hence, in view of(10.17), we have bl2 + b21 = O. In sum, the resultant mutual
force exerted on the body .eB) by the body .eB2 is the opposite ofthe resultant mutual
force vector exerted on the body .eB2 by the body .eB I •
Similarly, introduce a total torque Tk = TO (.eBb t) = fgJkdMoCPb t) that
acts on the part .eBk so that the total torque about 0 is MoC.eB, t) = T] + T2
for .eB = .eB) u .eB2 in Fig . 1O.2a. Now, consider torque abstractly and let Ckj =
Cj C.eBb t) denote the resultant mutual torque about a fixed point 0 exerted on the
part .eBk by the part .eBj in Fig . 1O.2b. Then by a parallel argument that uses Euler's
second law (10.3) for the moment of momentum about 0 , namely, MoC.eB, t) =
dhoC.eB 1 u .eB2) / dt = dhoC.eB])/ dt + dh oC .eB2) /dt, it follows that CI2 + C21 = O.
Thus, the resultant mutual torque exerted on the body .eB I by the body .eB2 is the
opposite of the resultant mutual torque exerted on the body .eB2 by the body .eB].
Notice here that restriction to torques that are moments of force is not required.
Collecting the results, we have the two balance equations, bl2 + b2] = 0,
C12 + C21 = O. These express the principle of mutual action for all bodies, including
deformable bodies.
The law of mutual action: The resultant mutual actions of two bodies one
upon the other are oppositely directed, equal vectors:
Cl2

=

-C21 ·

C10.18)

Because the body and contact forces and torques that act on a body and
its parts may act separately, the relations (10.18) may be applied separately to
mutual contact forces, body forces, contact torques, and body torques. If a body
presses normally against a surface, the surface presses with an equal but oppositely
directed normal reaction on the body; as we know. Similarly, if a disk applies a
contact torque to a shaft, the shaft exerts an equal but oppositely directed contact
torque on the disk. When the disk is suddenly released, the torque due to the shaft
acts to restore the disk to its primary state and induces its oscillation.
Mutual actions are internal actions, and hence the law of mutual action shows
in (10.18) that the total internal force and the total internal torque acting on a body
vanish. Therefore, only external forces and external torques influence the motion
of a body, and hence any part of a body . Of course, when the part .eB] alone is
considered, the resultant mutual force b l2 and the resultant mutual torque C]2 are
now external actions, and the respective total external force and total external torque
that act on .eB I , for example, are respectively given by FC.eB I , t) = f l + b 12 and
MoC.eB] , t) = T) + C12. Truesdell's Essays remind us that this all seemed rather
apparent to Euler who asserts that "since a body does not spontaneously assume
any motion in virtue of whatever internal forces there may be within it, these do not
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contribute to its motion as a whole ." Clearly, internal force s, torque s and motion
at the atomic or molecular levels are of no concern here .
The first rule in (10. 18) shows that the resultant mutual internal force s occur in
equal, oppositely directed pairs. The second rule in ( 10.18) shows that the resultant
mutual intern al torque s behave similarly. Recall , however, that a pair of equal and
oppo sitel y directed force s might constitute a couple who se torque doe s not vanish
and is independent of the choice of reference point. Thi s torque can be zero if and
only if the force s are directed along their mutual line. The rule on the vanishing of
the total internal torque in (10.18), interpreted as the moment of the mutual internal
force s about a fixed point 0 reveals that the resultant mutual internal force s must
be collinear.
To prove this, let us con sider the moment about a fixed point 0 of all forces
that act on 9i3 = 9i3 1 U 913 2 and its separate parts 913 1 and 913 2 . For the body 913 in
Fig. 1O.2a, by (10.3) and (10 .10),

' 1

M o( 9i3, t) =

o(
xo(P, t) x dF(P , t) = dh 9i3, t) .
~
dt

(10.19)

In addition, since f 1 and f 2 are those portions of the total force F(9i3, t ) that act on
the contiguous parts 913 , and 913 2 , respectivel y, we have
M o (9i3, t) =

1
~I

xo(P I , t )

X

dfl (P I , t ) +

1

XO(P2, t )

X

~2

df2(P2, t ),

( 10.20)
where Pk denotes a material point of the part 9i3k • And for the separate parts 913 1
and 913 2 in Fig. 10.2b,

wherein db j k is the elemental mutual force exerted on the disjoint part a3 j by 9i3k •
Adding the last two equations and introducing (10 .20), we obtain
M O(.'X3 I , t)

+ M O(~2 , t ) =

+ f ~'J2d> XO(P2, t)

X

M o (9i3 , t)

db 21(P2, t ) =

+ f -!!3\ xo(P1, t)

dh o(~ l , t )

dt

+

X

db 12(PI, t)

dh o( ~2 , t)

dt

.
(10.21)

Since 913 = 913 1 U 9132, also h O(9?3 I , t ) + h O(9i3 2 , t ) = h O(9i3 1 U 913 2, t) = h o (9i3, t ).
Hence , using this relation in ( 10.2 1) and recalling (10.19 ), we conclude that the
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resultant moment about 0 ofthe mutual forces vanishes:

1

XO(Pl, t)

X

db 12(P j , t)

~I

+

1

XO(P2 , t)

X

~

db 21(P2, t) = O. (10.22)

This coincides with the second rule in (10.18) for the resultant mutual torques.
Finally, we introduce the following equipollent moments about 0 defined by

xo(.9<!h, t) x

bk/~k. t);:

1

XO(Pk. t)

X

dbkj(Pk. t),

~k

11h

j =I- k

= 1,2.
(10.23)

dbkj(Pk. t) =I- 0, a vector
Given the resultant mutual force bkj(~k. t) =
xO(~k. t) ;: rk(t) for which (10.23) hold s at each time t can be found . The vectors rk are position vectors from 0 to distinct points on the lines of application of
the resultant mutual forces b kj, positioned so that their respective moment about
o produces the same torque determined by the right-hand side in (10.23). Thus,
using (10.23) to rewrite (10.22) and introducing the law of mutual action for the
resultant mutual forces, we obtain
(10.24)
Herein r2(t) - rl (t) is the vector connecting distinct points on the lines of application of the resultant mutual forces and to which, by (10.24), the forces b 12 = - b21
must be parallel. Consequently, the resultant mutual internalforces are oppositely

directed collinear vectors.

This concludes the discussion of the law of mutual action . We now return to
Euler's first law and present some general auxiliary principles on the motion of
the center of mass .

10.4. Euler's First Principle and Motion of the Center of Mass
In view of the result on external forces , a more complete statement of (10.2)
in the form of (10.11) now reads as follows .

Euler's first principle of motion: The total external force that acts on a
body [%J is equal to the time rate ofchange ofthe momentum of its center of mass
in the inertial frame <1>:
F([%J, t)

= p*([%J, t),

(10.25)

or, equivalently, the product ofits mass times the acceleration ofits center ofmass
in <1> :
F([%J, t) = m( [%J)a*( [%J, t).

(10.26)

From (10.25), we derive immediately the following familiar conservation law.
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Principle of conservation of momentum of a body: The total externalforce
component in a fixed direction e in the inertial frame <P vanishes if and only if the
corresponding scalar component of the momentum of the center of mass, hence
also that of the body, is constant in <P:
F(!?c3, t) . e = 0

{:>

p*(!?c3, t) . e = const.

(10.27)

Thus, in the absence of any external force, the momentum of the center of
mass, hence the momentum of the body, is a constant vector in <P. In this case, the
center of mass moves uniformly on a straight line, or if at rest, it remains so; but
this does not preclude the body's having motion relative to its center of mass.
Integration of (10.25) with respect to time yields the additional familiar result.
The impulse-momentum principle for a body: The impulse

.r«. to) == it F(!?c3, t) dt,

(10.28)

to

ofthe total external force acting on a body over the time interval [to, t] is equal to
the change in the momentum ofits center ofmass, hence also the total momentum
ofthe body, during that time:
[7(t; to) = Llp*(!?c3, t) .

(10.29)

An instantaneous impulse fT* , as in (7.7) for a particle, is defined by

.cT' == limit [7(t ;to).

t-->to

(10.30)

Thus, with (10.29), the instantaneous impulse is equal to the instantaneous change
in the momentum of the center of mass . In an instantaneous impulse there is an
instantaneous change in the velocity of the center of mass of the body, but there is
no change in its position at the impulsive instant. Moreover, finite-valued external
forces do not contribute to the instantaneous impulse.
The basic equations (10.25) and (10.26) clearly show that our earlier use of
Newton's laws for a particle, a center of mass object, in applications to bodies of
finite size was correct and well-modeled; but for bodies there is more-the effects
of external torques must be described. Similar principles for the external torque,
impulsive torque, and moment of momentum of a body are presented later. The
quantities used in the proof of the first equation in (10.18) are illustrated next.
Example 10.1. A 400 lb crate shown in Fig. 10.3 is lifted in an elevator that
weighs 2000 lb. The tension in the hoisting cable is 3000 lb. (i) What total force N
acts on the bottom of the crate? (ii) Relate the various forces here to those identified
in the construction of the mutual action principle. Ignore the mutual gravitational
body force between ,q )\ and ~2 , and assume that g = 32 ft/sec" .
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I
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_

W I

=- <l OOk Ib

N

(a)

Free Body
Diagra m
of the Crate

(b)

Figure 10.3. Forces on a rigid crate in a moving elevator.

Solution of (i). First consider the crate YB I alone; its free body diagram is
shown in Fig . 10.3b. Thus , with the total external force F( YB I , t) = N + WI acting
on YB I , (10 .26) yields the resultant force N = m( YBda*(YB I , t) - WI exerted on the
crate by the elevator floor. With WI = -400k Ib and m(YB,) = WI!g = 400 /32
slug ,
N = ¥a*(YB] , t)

+ 400k lb.

(10.3Ia)

Since the system moves only in pure translation, every particle has the same
acceleration. Therefore, the acceleration a*(YB], t) of the center of mass of the
crate YB , is the same as the acceleration a*(YB, t) of the center of mass of the body
YB = YB] U YB2 consisting of the crate YB I and the elevator YB 2 • This acceleration is
determined by (10.26). The total external force F(YB, t) acting on YB is the sum of
its weight W = WI + W 2 = -(400 + 2000)k Ib = -2400k Ib and the cable tension T = 3000k lb, as indicated in Fig . lO.3a. Hence, F(YB , t) = 600k Ib; and with
m(YB) = Wig = 2400/32 = 75 slug, (1O.26)yieldsa*(YB, t) = F(YB, t) /m(YB) =
600 /75k = 8k ft/sec" . Therefore, with a*(YB) , t) = a *(YB, t) in (10.3Ia), we obtain N 500k lb.

=

Solution of (ii), The bodie s YB, YB " and YB2 may be identified with those in
the construction of the mutual action principle. The total force (10.9) acting on YB
in Fig. 1O.3a is

F(YB , t) = WI

+ W2 + T.

(10 .3Ib)

Notice that f t = W] is that part of the total force (10.31 b) that acts on the part YB I ,
while f 2 = W 2 + T is that part of the total force (10 .31b) that acts on the part YB 2 •
Hence, F(YB, r) = f l + f 2 in (10.13) is equivalent to (10.3lb). We shall ignore the
mutual body force between YB] and YB 2 • Then N = b'2 is the mutual contact force
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exerted on a'l l by a'l2; and in accordance with the law of mutual action, we wish
to demonstrate that b 21 = -b 12 = -N for the mutual contact force exerted on
a'l2 by a'l ]. (The reader should now draw the free body diagrams suggested in
Fig. 10.2. for the problem in Fig. 10.3a.) Therefore, with the aid of (10.15) and the
foregoing identification of terms, the total force (l 0.14) on the free body a'l ], the
crate alone, is
(l0.31c)
and on a'l2, the elevator alone, is
F2 = W 2 + T
A

dP2

+ b 21 = -dt .

(l0.31d)

Adding (l0.31c) and (l0.31d) and noting (l0.31b), we reach
F 1 + F 2 = F( a'l, t)
A

A

d

+ N + b21 = dt (PI + P2).

(l0.31e)

However, by (5.11), p(a'l, t) == pea'll U a'l2, t) = p(a'l] , t) + P(a'l2, t), and hence
the far right-hand side of (l0.31e) is the total force F( a'l, t) on a'l . Therefore,
N + b 21 = 0, i.e. b21 = -N.
In conclusion, note also thatdp(a'l, t) /dt = dp(a'll, t) /dt + dp(a'l2, t) /dt =
m(a'l])a*(a'll, t) + m(a'l2)a*(a'l2, t) . For the current case, since a*(a'l] , t) =
a*(a'l2, t) = a*(a'l, t) and m( fJIJ) = mea'll) + m(a'l2), we confirm that F( a'l, t) =
dp(a'l, t) /dt = m(a'l)a*(a'l, t).
This example illustrate s in specific terms the analysis used in the construction
ofthe mutual action principle for bodies . Obviously, there is no need to repeat these
details in each problem solution.
0
Example 10.2. A 2 ft diameter log weighing 3220 lb is moved steadily on a
large conveyor belt shown in Fig. lOA. At shutdown the belt speed decreases at
the rate of 2 ft/sec 2 , and the log is observed to roll without slipping. At an instant
of interest to, the log has an angular speed w which is increasing at the rate OJ = 1
rad/sec? relative to the belt, and g = 32.2 It/sec". Find the total force acting on the
log at the instant to.

~

~Wlllt:-i

Figure 10.4. Motion of a rigid log on a conveyor belt.
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Solution. The total force acting on the log is determined by (l 0.26). The mass
of the log is m(:?l3) = 3220/ g = 100 slug; therefore,

F(:?l3, t) = 100a*(:?l3, t).

(l0.32a)

We choose a reference frame rp fixed in the belt, as shown in Fig. lOA. Since there
is no rotation of rp, the absolute acceleration of the center of mass of :?l3 in the
ground frame <I> is determined by
a"

== aCF = aco

+ aOF ,

(l0.32b)

2

wherein ao F = - 2i ft/sec • Since the log rolls on the belt without slipping, with
= wk and x = lj ft, we find vco = V CD = W x x = -wi for all t . Therefore, at
the moment of interest, aco = -wi = -Ii ft/sec 2 relative to the belt frame , and
(l0.32b) yields a* = -Ii - 2i = -3i It/sec" . Hence , by (l0.32a), the total force
acting on the log at the time to is F(:?l3, t) = -30Oi lb.
D

w

10.5.

Moment of Momentum Transformation Equations

We now tum to Euler's second law in (l0.3) and recall that this principle
holds only for a point 0 fixed in the inertial frame <1> . Our target in Section 10.6
is to derive a similar form of Euler's second law valid for a moving reference
point and to determine any restrictions on its use. With this objective in mind, two
transformation rules for the moment of momentum of a body are derived-one is
a point transformation relation, the other a velocity transformation relation. The
results obtained do not require that the body be rigid .
10.5.1.

Point Transformation Rule for the Moment of Momentum

The moment of momentum of a body about any point 0 in an inertial frame
<I> is given by (5.33). If another reference point is used, say Q shown in Fig. 10.5,
the moment of momentum about Q is

h Q( :?l3, t)

=

r rep , t) x v(P , t) dm(P) ,

J8B

(l0.33)

in which r( P, t) is the position vector of the particle P from Q and v( P , t) is the
velocity of Pin <1>. The first rule relating h o and h Q is obtained from (5.33) by use
of the point transformation for xo (P, t) == x( P , t) = B( Q, t) + r( P , t) evident
in Fig . 10.5. With the aid of (5.16) and (l0.33), this leads to the general point
transformation relationfor the moment ofmomentum vector:
h o( :?l3, t) = h Q( :?l3, t)

+ B(Q , t)

x p*(:?l3, t) .

(l0.34)

With B(Q , t) == rOQ(t), (l0.34) is similar to the point transformation rule for a
particle given below (5.31). See also the general rule (5.19).
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K

o

Figure 10.5. Schema for a change of reference point for the moment of momentum.

In the special case when point Q is the center of mass C of 9?3, we have
B(Q , t ) = x*(9?3, t ) and reP , t ) = pcp , t ), where p cp , t ) is the position vector of
P from C in Fig. 10.5; and hence ( 10.34) become s

h o(9?3, t ) = h ~ (9?3 , t ) + h d 9?3, t ),

(10.35)

wherein h~(9?3 , t) == x*(9?3, t ) x p*(9?3, t ) is the mom ent about 0 of the momentum
of the center of mass of 9?3 in <1> , and

h d 9?3, t)

== [

JriJ

pCP , t) x yep , r) d m( P) ,

(10.36)

is the moment about C of the mom entum of 9?3 in <1> . It follows from both (10.34)
and (10.35) that if the center of mass is fixe d in <1> , the moment of momentum of
the body about every point 0 in <I> is the same as the moment of momentum about
its fixed center of mass, i.e. h o (9?3, t ) = h d 9?3, t ), and conversely.

10.5.2. Velocity Transformation Rule for the Moment of Momentum
The moment about any point Q of the momentum of 9?3 relative to Q, called
briefly the moment of momentum relati ve to Q, is defined by

h r Q (9?3, t ) ==

L

reP , t ) x rep , t ) dm (P ),

(10.37)

in which r ( P , t ) in Fig. 10.5 is the position vector of P from Q and r ( P , t )
is the velocity of P relat ive to Q. Notic e that the absolute veloci ty of P appears in (10.33). Thu s, to relate h Q and h r Q , introduce the velocity transformation
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yep, t) = vQ + rep, t) in (10.33), expand the result, and recall (10.37) and (5.12)
applied to r. This yields the general rule relating the moment ofmomentum about
a point Q to the moment ofmomentum relative to Q:
h Q U?<3, t) = h r Q (.9c3, t)

+ m(.9c3)r*(.9c3, t)

x

VQ ,

(10.38)

wherein r* is the position of the center of mass from Q. (See Fig. 10.5.) This is
similar to the rule (8.24) for a system of part icles.
Itfollowsfrom(IO.38)thath Q(.9c3, t) = h r Q (.9c3, t), ifand only ifmr* x vQ =
ofor all t. This condition may be satisfied (i) trivially, if Q is a fixed point so that
v Q = 0, or (ii) when v Q is parallel to r * so that v Q = kr* for constant k, that is, the
point Q is moving on a line through the center of mass , or (iii) if point Q is the center
of mass C, in which case r * = 0 and (10 .38) reduces to hcC.9c3, t) = h r cC.9c3, t),
the moment of momentum relative to C. Consequently, the moment about C ofthe
momentum ofa body in the inertial frame <I> is equal to its moment of momentum
relative to C in <1>; that is,
hcC.9c3, t) = ( pcp, t) x pcp, t) dm(P) = h r cC.9c3, t) ,

1m

(10.39)

where pi]', t) is the position vector of P from C and pcp, t) = Vp - Vc is the
velocity ofP relative to C. This is parallel to the rule (8.22) for a system ofparticles.
In view of (10.39), we may rewrite (10.35):

o

h o (.c??3, t) = h (.c??3, t)

+ h r cC.c??3, t) .

(IOAO)

That is, the total moment of momentum of a body about a point 0 in an inertial
reference frame is equal to the moment about 0 of the momentum of the center
of mass plus the moment of momentum relative to the center of mass. This is the
same rule recorded in (8.27) for a system of particles.
The foregoing concepts for the moment of momentum h Q about a point Q
and the moment of momentum h r Q relative to Q applied to a simple rig id body in
motion in an inertial reference frame are illustrated in an example.

Example 10.3. A connecting rod QR of a simple machine shown in Fig. 10.6
is modeled as a homogeneous thin rod of length uniform cross section, and mass
a per unit length. The rod is hinged at Q at a distance ex from the center 0 of
a flywheel that turns with a constant angular velocity n = Qk, as shown, in the
inertial ground frame 0= {o; I, J, k} fixed at O. Determine (i) the moment of
momentum of the rod relative to Q and (ii) its moment of momentum about Q.

e,

Solution of (i). The moment of momentum h r Q of the rod relative to Q is
determined by (l0.37), in which the rigid body velocity of a rod particle P relative
to Q in the ground frame 0= {O ; I, J, k} is given by

rep, t)

= yep, t) -

vQ

=w

x

rep, t),

(IOAla)
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Figure 10.6. Moment of momentum about a moving point Q in a simple machine.

where rep, t ) = ri , referred to the rod frame 2 = {Q; i, j , k}, and the total angular
velocity of the rod frame 2 in the ground frame 0 is W == W 20 . Let W 21 = ,8k
denote the angular velocity of the rod frame 2 relative to the flywheel frame
I = {o ; a , b, k} whose angular velocity is WI O = n relative to frame O. Then
W = W 21 + W IO, that is,
W

= (,8 + Q)k ,

(l OA l b)

and (lOAla) gives the relative rigid body velocity rep, t ) = r(,8 + Q)j. The refore,
with dm = adr , where dr is the elemental length of the rod , (l0.37) yields
hrQ (g) , t ) = a (,8 + Q)k

i

f

o

r 2dr = a (,8

e3

+ Q)-k.
3

( lOA l c)

The total mass of the rod is m eg)~ = a e, and hence the moment of momentum of
the rod relative to Q is
(lOAld)

Solution of (ii). Now consider the moment of momentum h Q of the rod
about Q defined by (l0.33) in which v Q = n x x = Qk x aa yield s
VQ

= aQb,

( lOA l e)

referred to frame I. Use of ( lOA l e) in (lOAla) gives v(P , t ) = aQ (sin.Bi +
cos ,tlj) + r ({3 + Q)j, the velocity of P in frame 0 but referred to the rod frame 2;
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and with rep, t) = ri, (10.33) become s
hQ(a:I, t) =

it

a[aQr cos f3

+ r 2(/J + Q)]drk.

(lO.4lt)

An easy integration yields
(10.4lg)

o

See Problem 10.4.

o

Exercise 10.1. Begin with (10.38) and derive (10.4lg).

Although use of the relation (10.38) is demonstrated in the exercise and
appears in an application below, it is enough that the reader focus only on the definitions in (10.33) and (10.37). Observe that (10.33) involves the absolute velocity
of a material point in the inertial frame , while (10.37) entails use of the relative
velocity of that point in the inertial frame .

10.6. The Second Law of Motion for a Moving Reference Point
The transformation rules (10.34) and (10.38) for the moment of momentum
vector are applied here to derive two forms of Euler's second law for a moving
reference point, one relating M Q to bQ , the other to br Q . The objective is to identify
all reference points Q for which Euler 's second law retains the same basic form
(10.3) valid for a point 0 fixed in the inertial frame.
10.6.1.

The First Form of Euler's Law for a Moving Point

Let 0 be a point fixed in <1> and let Q be any other point in motion with
velocity vQ = B(Q, t) in <1> , as shown in Fig. 10.5. Then, with Euler's law (10.3)
for the fixed point 0 in mind , we differentiate (10.34) with respect to time t and
recall (l 0.11) to obtain
Mo( a:I, t) = bo(a:I, t) = bQ(a:I, t)

+ vQ x p*( a:I, r) + B(Q, t)

x F( a:I, t).

With rOQ = B( Q, t) in (5.24), we obtain the first form of Euler 's second law of
motion for an arbitrary moving point Q:
(10.42)
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Notice that this relation is similar to the rule (6.80) for a particle. It follows from
(10.42) that Euler's second law in the form (10.3), namely,
(10.43)
hold s for the reference point Q, if and only if v Q x p* = 0 for all time t . This is
satisfied
(i) trivially , if either Q or the center of mass is fixed in <1> , or
(ii) when v Q is parallel to p*, hence to the velocity v*, or
(iii) if point Q is the center of mass, for then v Q = p*/ m.
Case (iii) thus provide s the following important general rule. In addition to a fixed
point in the inertial frame , Euler's second law holds also with respect to the moving
center of mass:
(10.44)

MC<~, t) = tic<~, t) .

The reader may confirm in a similar way that (10.44) also follow s directly from
the special rule (10.35) .

10.6.2. The Second Form of Euler's Law for a Moving Point
It follows from (10.39) that (10.44) also may be written as M e = tir e. This
rule, however, derives from a more general equation relating M Q to h r Q , the
moment of momentum relative to an arbitrary point Q, a formulation that leads to
a somewhat different conclusion on the main result for the center of mass point.
We differentiate (10.38) with respect to time , observe from Fig. 10.5 that
mi" = mk" - mVQ = p* - mVQ' and thus obtain

tiQ (~' t)

+ vQ x

p* (~, t ) = IirQ (~' t)

+ r* (~, t ) x

m (~)a Q ' (10.45)

in which aQ = vQ is the acceleration of Q in <1>. Use of (10.42 ) in (10.45) leads
to the second f orm ofEuler 's second law for a moving ref erence point Q:
(10.46)
Hence , there exists a point Q with respect to which Euler 's second law in the form
(10.3), namely,
(10.47)
holds in an inertial reference frame, when and only when r" x maQ
That is,

= 0 for all t.

(i) trivially, when Q is fixed or has a uniform motion in <I> so that aQ = 0,
or
(ii) if the acceleration of Q is directed through the center of mass so that r"
and aQ are parallel vector s, or
(iii) if Q is the center of mass point so that r " = O.
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Case (i) shows that Euler's second law holds in all uniformly translating,
nonrotating frames, i.e. in all inertial frames in which Q is fixed or has a uniform
motion. Case (ii) is the least general of the possible cases. It applies, for example, to
the point of contact Q of a homogeneous wheel that rolls without slipping on a fixed
surface. In this special event, the acceleration, as shown in Chapter 2, page 109,
is directed through the mass center of the wheel. It is wrong , however, to assume
that Euler's law necessarily holds for a contact point of rolling without slip. (See
Problem 10.39 illustrating a case where this fails; here vQ = 0, while aQ is not
directed through the center of mass . In general, therefore, use of an instantaneous
center for which v Q = 0 as a reference point in application of Euler's second law is
not recommended.) In the most general and nontrivial Case (iii), (10,47) becomes
(10,48)

MC<~, t) = lirC<~, t).

The reader may confirm in a similar way that (10,48) also follows from the special
rule (10,40). In fact, by (10.39) and (10.44) , MC<~, t) = lic<~ , t) = lirC<~, t),
which is (10,48).
Suppose C is fixed and Q is any other point in the inertial frame . Then,
by (10.35), h Q = h c for all time; and by (10,43) and (10.44) , evident also
from (5.25), M Q = li Q = lic = M c for an arbitrary point Q, where liQ(~' t) =
lirQ(~' t) + r*(~, t) x m(~)aQ' by (10,45). (See Problems 10.24 and 10.25.)
Because Euler's laws involve only external forces and external torques acting on
a body, henceforward we shall refer to these briefly as forces and torques.
Finally, it is important to bear in mind that the moment of momentum vector
h Q or h r Q may be referred to a moving frame cp having an angular velocity W f
relative to <1> . Therefore, recalling the rule (4.11) for the time derivative of a vector
referred to a moving frame, Euler 's second law of motion (10.47) valid for a fixed
or an appropriate moving reference point Q characterized above, becomes
MQ(~' t) =

dhrQ(~' t)

dt

=

ohrQ(~ ' t)

st

+W f

x hrQ( ~' t) .

(10.49)

The same derivative rule applies to li Q in (10,43), and also to li c = li rc in either
(10.44) or (10,48) . We shall return to this major rule later. We conclude with an
illustration involving (10,42) , (10,46), and (10,48) applied to a rigid rod.
Example 10.4. Use the results for Example 10.3, page 424, to determine (i)
the total torque about the hinge Q, and (ii) the total torque about the center of mass
C , required to sustain the motion of the thin rod.
Solution of (i), The total torque about the moving point Q in Fig. 10.6 can
be found from either (10,42) or (10,46) . Let us consider (10.46), note that
r*(YB, t) x maQ =

f.
2

--I X

maf
2

.

maQ2 a = __ Q2 sin dk,

(10.50a)
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and recall h r Q = (me2 /3) (fJ + Q)k from (1O.4ld) , which is a vector referred to
the moving rod frame 2 whose total angular velocity isw J = (Q + fJ)k in (l0.41 b).
Because w J is parallel to h r Q , (l0.49) simplifies to
•

a>

h r Q (;:7D, t)

=

8hrQ([13, t)
Or

me2

= -,8k.
3
.•

(lO.SOb)

Hence , use of (lO.SOa) and (1O.S0b) in (l0.46) delivers the total torque about Q
required to sustain the motion of the connecting rod:
2

)
me .. mae 2
M Q([13, t) = ( -3-,8 + -2- Q sin,8 k.

(lO.SOc)

The reader may show that (l0.42) delivers the same result.

Solution of (ii). Now let us consider Euler 's simple rule (10.48) for the
moving center of mass and recall the definition (l0.39) in which p(P , t) = pi
denotes the position vector of a material point P at p from the center of mass
C. Then , with the aid of (lO.4lb), the relative rigid body velocity of P is
pep, t) = w x p = p(fJ + Q)j , dm = adp , and by (l0.39), the moment of momentum relative C may be written as
h rc

= a(fJ + Q)

I

tP

- t/ 2

p

2dpk

&

= m(fJ + Q)-k.
12

(lO.SOd)

This vector is paralle l to W J = w, and hence (10.48) and (l0.49) yield the total
torque about C needed to sustain the rod's motion in the machine frame, i.e.
(1O.50e)

o
Exercise 10.2. Show that the required torque about the hinge Q is given by
MQ( [13' t) = Mc([13, t) + x'Q([13, t) x m([13)a*( [13, t) , where x'Q([13, t) = (e/2) i
is the vector of C from Q , and thus derive (l0.50c) with the aid of (l0.50e).
What is the total force F([13, t) acting to sustain the motion of the connecting rod?

o

10.7. Euler's Second Principle of Motion
and Related First Integrals
The general form of Euler 's second law that has the same classical form as
(10.3) and holds for an appropriate moving reference point in an inertial reference
frame is best described by (10.47) , abbreviated as follows .
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Euler's second principle of motion: Let Q be a reference point which is
eitherfixed, has uniform motion , or coincides with the moving center ofmass ofa
body ~ in an inertial referenceframe cD. Then the total torque acting on .93 about
Q is equal to the time rate of change ofits moment ofmomentum relative to Q in

cD:

(10.51)
If the point Q does not satisfy these or other less relevant conditions identified
earlier, then either (10.42) or (10.46) must be used; fortunately , this is seldom
necessary. Two familiar basic principles follow immediately as first integrals of
(10.51) .

Principle of conservation of moment of momentum of a body: The total
torque about a fixed direction e in the inertial frame cD at Q vanishes when and
only when the corresponding component ofthe moment ofthe momentum relative
to Q is constant in cD:
(10.52)
Moreover, the total torque about Q vanishes ifand only ifthe moment ofmomentum
relative to Q is a constant vector in cD.

The torque-impulse principle for a body: The impulse
v ffQ(t ;to) ==

r MQ(~' t) dt,

(10.53)

110

of the total torque acting on a body about a point Q over the interval [to , t] is
equal to the change in moment ofmomentum ofthe body relative to Q, during that
time:

(10.54)
An instantaneous torque-impulse for a body is defined parallel to (7.17) for
a particle, namely,
uft':Q == limit uft:Q(t; to).
1-+10

(10.55)

Therefore, the instantaneous torque-impulse about point Q is equal to the instantaneous change in the moment of momentum relative to Q. In an instantaneous
torque-impulse there is an instantaneous change in the moment of momentum
relative to Q, but no change in the body's spatial configuration at the impulsive instant. Of course, in the limit as b.t ~ O,jinite torques, like those due to the weight
of a body, the action of a spring, or a harmonic time varying force with constant
amplitude, for example, do not contribute to the instantaneous torque-impulse in
(10.55).
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Moreover, by an argument parallel to that leading to (7.18) , it can be shown
that the instantaneous torque-impulse due to a suddenly appliedforce F acting on
a body is equal the moment about Q of the instantaneou s impulse due to F, that
is,
(10.56)
Here xQ is the instantaneous position vector from Q to the point of application of
the instantaneous impulse fT* defined in (10.30) . See Problems 10.22, 10.23, and
10.25 through 10.31.
Except for several previous illustrative examples involving the plane motion
of a simple rigid rod, none of the results requires that the body be rigid; Euler's
principles and first integrals hold for any sort of body. And Euler 's moment of
momentum principle for a moving reference point has its simplest general form
with respect to the center of mass. Nevertheless, this rule generally is not useful
for a deformable body, because the center of mass will vary with the extent and
nature of the deformation, and also because of other considerations beyond our
concern here. A rigid body, on the other hand, does not suffer this difficulty, and,
from now on, our studies focus on Euler 's theory for the general motion of a rigid
body.

10.8. Moment of Momentum of a Rigid Body
We now develop the general equation for the moment of momentum of a rigid
body. The velocity of any point P of a rigid body relative to a base point Q, i.e.
another body point, whose velocity is v Q(t) in the inertial frame <1>, in the notation of
Fig. 10.5, page 423, is given by r(P , t) == vp(t) - vQ(t) = w(t) x r(P , t), wherein
v p (t) is the total velocity of P in <1>, r( P , t) is the position vector of P from Q, and
w(t) is the body's total angular velocity in <1>. Hence, by (10.37) , the rigid body
moment of momentum relative to Q is given by

h r Q = [ r(P , t) x [w(t) x r(P , t)] dm(P) .

196

(10.57)

We expand the integrand, recall (3.26) and recast (10.57) in the tensorial form

hr Q

= [ [(r · r)l 196

r 0 r]w dm .

(10.58)

Because w(t) depends only on time, it can be removed from the integral. Then,
recalling (9.10) in which x is replaced with r , we obtain the following major result.

Moment of momentum of a rigid body: The moment of momentum of a
rigid body qj relative to any specified body point Q is a linear transformation of
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the ang ular velocity ofthe body:
h rQ(93, t ) = I Q(93, t) w( t) ,

where, with r

(10.59)

= r (P , t), the position vecto r of P fro m Q,
I Q (93, t)

=

L

[(r . r )1 - r I8l r ] dm ,

(10 .60)

is the moment of inertia tensor relative to Q.
With the aid of (9.11) and (3.2 1), ( 10.59) may be written in its Cartesian component form as h rQ = (lj~ej I8l ek)w = lj~ej (ek . w ) referred to a reference frame
lj; = {Q ; ek}. For convenience, the subscripts r and Q are here written temporarily as superscripts. Therefore, h rQ = h~Qej = I Rwkej , with sca lar components

h ~ Q = lj~ wb repe ated indice s indicating summation in the right-hand side of these
relation s. Thu s, in expanded notation, (10 .59) become s
h rQ = I Qw = U 8 Wl

+ II~ W2 + II~ (3)el
+ URWI + I B w2 + 12~ (3 )e2

+ URWI + 13~w2 + 13~ (3)e3'

(10.61)

lB.

Here we recalI the symmetry of the mom ent of inertia tensor: I j~ =
The
same result can be expressed in the matri x form [h rQ] = [I QHw ] referred to the
ortho norma l basis ek at the base point Q.
In gener al, the time depend ence ofl Q( 93, t ) in (10.60) is determined by the
choice of the referen ce frame to which the motion is referred. Th e importance of
our choosing a suitable body reference frame at Q to rem ove this time depend ence
was emphasi zed earlier. We shalI say more about this in a moment. Also, at each
say, of a body reference frame
base point Q there exists a principal vector basis
({J = {Q ;ek! with respect to which the products of inerti a vanish. Thu s, ( 10.6 1)
simplifies to the important result that the rigid body moment ofmomentum relati ve
to Q, referred to a prin cipal body reference f rame ({J = {Q; ek}, is determined by

eb

i/j

h rQ = I Qw = i 8 wlel

+ i B w2e2 + i3~ w3e3 '

(10.62)

and Wk are the pr incipal scalar components of I Q and win ({J.
In the prin cipal basis only the body 's geometry and mass distribution determine I Q , and hence also the principal directions
both being independent of
time in ({J . Hence forward, in application s where it is clear that a particular principal
reference sys tem is used , the hat notation and the supersc ript Q may be discarded
to simplify expressions like ( 10.62) .
Here

eb

Example 10.5. Appl y the forego ing results to find the moment of momentum
relative to Q for the connec ting rod of the simple machin e in Fig. 10.6, page 425.
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Solution. The rod frame 2 = {Q; i, j , k} in Fig. 10.6 is a principal reference
frame for which ek == i k and whose total angular velocity referred to frame 2 is
given in (1 0041 b). Hence, WI = W2 = 0, W3 = ~ + Q are the principal components
Wk == Wk . The principal components of the moment of inertia about the rod's end
point Q, bearing in mind the basis directions, may be read from (9A6d) or from
Fig . D.7 of Appendix D. For a uniform thin rod of mass m and length however,
it is instructive to show directly that 12~ =

Q
I22 = IQ
33

IB = J:>B r

2dm

e,

= (m/e) J: r 2dr, so

I
02
= 3m~
.

(10.63a)

Thus, (10.62) yield s h r Q = 13~w3i3' that is,
(1O.63b)
This is the same as (10Ald) obtained earlier by direct integration. Let the
reader show that the nontrivial principal moments of inertia about the center of
mass are I~ = IfJ = me 2 / 12, and thus confirm that the moment of momentum
relative to the center of mass is h rc = (m e 2 /12) (~ + Q) k, as shown differently
0
in (10.50d).

10.9.

Euler's Equations of Motion for a Rigid Body

So far, the body point Q in (10.51) may be the origin of some moving reference
frame cp = {Q; ek} having angular velocity W f relative to the inertial frame <I>. If
h r Q in (10.59) is then referred to tp, we need to use the time derivative rule (10.49)
to write Euler's second law for a rigid bod y in the form
8I Q
M Q(9B, t) = - w
8t

8w

+IQ-

8t

+W f

x IQw .

(10.64)

In general, I Q( 9B, r) will vary when the geometry is referred to the moving
frame ip ; an unde sirable situation that considerably complicates matters through
the term 8I Q( 9B)/8t. When tp is fixed in the body, however, we have W f = w ,
8w/8t = W, and 8IQ(~) /8t = 0 in (10 .64). Thus, by using axes imbedded in the
body, we obtain the clas sical form of Euler's second law of motion for a rigid
body:
(10.65)
In applications of Euler's law for the motion of a rigid body in an inertial
frame <t>, bear in mind that all quantities in (10.65) are referred to a body reference
frame cp = {Q ; ed, and in the most general case the base point Q must be either
fixed, in uniform motion in <t>. or at the moving center of mass. The hinge point
Q in Fig . 10.6, for example, violate s these conditions on Q, so (10.65) cannot be
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used to determine M Q • One procedure for this case, based on (10.46), is described
in Example 10.4, page 428. The same result , however, may be obtained by a
point transformation of the center of mass result based on (10.65), as described in
Exercise 10.2, page 429.
The component form of Euler's law (10.65) comprises a formidable coupled
system of three ordinary nonlinear differential equations for the angular motion
of a rigid body. This system is somewhat simplified, though still coupled and
nonlinear, in a principal body reference frame qJ = {Q; ek} for which (10.59) has
the simpler principal component form (10.62). Thus, using (10.62) in (10.65) and
discarding the circumflex notation, we obtain the scalar component fonn of Euler's
second law for a rigid body, referred to a principal body basis ek at Q:

MP =
Mf =
Q

M3 =

+ W2 W3(1B - I2~) '
I2~w2 + W3 WI (18 - I3~) '
I3~w3 + WIW2(12~ - 1m·
I8 w l

(10.66)

These are known as Euler 's equations for the rotational motion of a rigid body.
Their vector form in (10.65) , however, is easy to remember.
Euler's system of differential equations for the general motion of a rigid body
are thus given by the two vector differential equations (10.26) and (10.65). Determination of the motion, however, does not always split neatly into a translational
part for the motion of the center of mass and a rotational part for the motion about
the center of mass. Complications arise from circumstances that couple these motions. Euler 's complex system , however, may be greatly simplified in special cases .
One of these is a pure translation for which w
0 in (10.65) , and for which the
total torque about the center of mass C vanishes. Thus, for a pure rigid body
translation, Euler 's laws reduce to F = ma* and Me = O. Both equations must be
satisfied, and, in rough terms, the first law determines the translational motion of
the center of mass and hence the body in this case, and the second law provides
relations among the forces that act on it. (See Problems 10.7 through 10.9.) Other
special cases involving rotation are discus sed below. First, we revisit the problem
of equilibrium.

=

10.10. Equilibrium of a Rigid Body
The principle of determinism implies that for every point Q in an inertial
reference frame both
F(~,

t) = 0,

(10.67)

are necessary conditions for equilibrium of an arbitrary body, that is, the system
of forces must be equipollent to zero. With Euler's equations of motion for a rigid
body in hand, we can show that subject to auxiliary initial data, (10.67) also suffice
for equilibrium of a rigid body, exactly as described heuristically in Chapter 5. In
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accordance with (10.59), the equations of motion (10.26) and (10.51) for a rigid
body in an inertial frame <1>, for an appropriate body point Q, may be written as

F(.93, t)

= m( .93)a*(.93, t),

M Q(.93, t)

d

= dt (I Q(.93)w(t)).

(10.68)

Now suppose, conversely, that for a rigid body both relations in (10.67) hold
and that initially, at an instant to, the body is either at rest or has a uniform motion
in <1> . The first law shows that F(.93, t) = 0 for all time if and only if the center of
mass C has a uniform motion, or, trivially, if C is at rest in <1>. Consequently, the
initial condition is trivially satisfied and we may take the point Q at C, the origin of
a new inertial frame, and focus only on the second law referred to a body frame at
C. The second law in (10.68) then yields Icw(t) = Icwo in <1>, where Wo == w(to)
is the initial angular velocity of the body, and therefore w(t) = wo, a constant for
all t. Initially, however, Wo = 0; hence, w(t)= 0 for all t. The transformation rule
(5.24) confirms that M o = 0 for every point 0 in <1>. Consequently, the conditions
(10.67) for a rigid body that initially is either at rest or in uniform motion in an
inertial frame <1> suffice for the body to continue in that state until compelled by
additional force or torque to alter it. §
In sum,for equilibrium of a rigid body initially at rest or in uniform motion
in an inertial frame it is necessary and sufficient that both conditions in (10.67)
hold for all time. The initial data are key to this result. In the absence of these
data, a rigid body can have a torque-free motion with constant angular velocity
w(t) = Wo about its center of mass, at rest or in uniform motion, for which the
equations in (10.67) hold for all time in <1>.

10.11.

Rotation about a Fixed Body Axis and Plane Motion

There are numerous engineering applications in which a rigid body is constrained to move parallel to a plane and to rotate about a body axis having a fixed
direction in space . For this important class of problems, Euler 's equation (10.65)
is greatly simplified, especially when the body axis is a principal axis of inertia .
§

In the development in Chapter 5, it is evident that one might start with a weak form of Newton's
first law for a particle, as merely a necessary null condition on the applied force when the motion
is uniform in an inertial frame <1>. the special frame for which the law holds. It would then follow
from Newton's second law that, in fact, the null force condition is both necessary and sufficientfor
a uniform motion. It is clear, however, if only intuitively, given that the force acting on a particle is
zero, the motion must be along a straight path in <1>. It is easy to fabricate examples to show that in
order to move a particle along any curved path requires a push or pull action, if only to continuously
change its direction of motion. Accepting this, it is equally simple to argue that, unless a force acts
on the particle, it cannot acceleratealong its straight trajectory,since some sort of push or pull action
is needed to continuously alter its velocity in <1>. Hence, it seems most natural to adopt Newton's
universal principle that the total force acting on a particle vanishes when and only when its motion
in <I> is uniform, or one of ease.
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10.11.1.

Rotation about a Fixed Body Axis

First, let us consider a rigid body constrained to rotate about a fixed body
axis e3 so that w (t ) = w(t)e3 and w (t ) = w(t) e3 ' Choo se a fixed origin Q at any
point on the axis of rotation , which need not pass through the center of mass. The
moment of momentum hr Q relative to Q may be read from (10.6 1):
h r Q = I Qw

referred to a body frame <p
yields

= (ll3e l + 123ez + 133e3) w(t),

( 10.69)

= (Q; ed. Use of (10.69) in Euler's equation (10.65)

M Q = UI3W - 123 wz)el

+ U Z3W + 11 3wz)eZ + 133we3·

(10.70)

The axial component,
(10.71)
relates the rotational motion to the external applied torque M 3 about the fixed axis.
In general , this rule may be used to determine the rotational motion of the body.
The remaining components

M,

== M Q . el

= I l3w - I Z3Wz,

M z == M Q . ez = 123 w + I 13 w z,
(10.72)

determine the restraining torques about the body axes el and ez required to control
the rotation about the fixed direction e3. The se torques, which are due to asymmetrical distribution s of mass about the 12-plane, are perpendicular to the axis of
rotation and rotate with the body.
In addition, Euler's first law of motion for the center of mass also must be
satisfied. If the center of mass C is on the fixed axis of rotation , then a " = 0 and
the total force in (10.26) vanishes: F = O. Otherwi se, when C is not on the axis of
rotation, its acceleration is given by
a" = aQ + w x (w x x") + w x x",

(10.73)

where x* (t ) = x *(t )e, + y *(t) ez + z*(t) e3 is the vector of C from Q, and aQ = O.
With the aid of (10.73), the Newton-Euler law (10.26) relate s the motion of the
center of mass to the total force acting on the body, which also depend s on its
rotation:

F = - m(wy * + wZx *)e,
113

+ m(wx * -

wZy *)ez.

(10.74)

If the fixed axis e3 is a principal axis at Q, the prod ucts of inertia vanish:

= I Z3 = O. In this case, no restraining torques (10.72 ) are required, and (10.69)

and (10.70) simplify to
hr Q

= 133w(t )e3 = I Qw,

MQ

= 133we3 = I Qw,

(10.75)

where I Q == 133 is the moment of inertia about the fixed principal axis e3 at Q. These
equation s also follow immed iately from (10.62) and Euler 's equations (10.66)
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for principal axes . It is seen from (10.74) and (10 .75) that no forces or torques
are needed to sustain a constant angular velocity about a fixed principal axis
through the center of mass, for in this case both F = 0 and M Q = Me = O.
The system of forces is then equipollent to zero , but the rigid body is not in
equilibrium.
Similar equations hold for the general spatial motion of a body rotating about
a body axis in a fixed spatial direction, provided that the base point Q is taken at
the center of mass C, for which a* in the spatial motion must be determined.
Example 10.6. A homogeneous mechanical system consists of a flywheel
and clutch plate. The flywheel rotates in an inertial frame <I> with angular speed
W f about its axis of symmetry with respect to which its moment of inertia is
I f . The clutch plate, initially at rest in <I> , has coaxial symmetry about which
its moment of inertia is l., The flat surface of the clutch plate suddenly engages
the plane surface of the flywheel and immediately adheres to it without slipping.
Ignore frictional and other extraneous loads due to bearings and other attachments.
Determine the angular speed of the clutch and flywheel assembly at the moment
after engagement.
Solution. The clutch and flywheel rotate about a common axis of symmetry
e3, fixed in an inertial frame . We neglect extraneous loads and frictional effects of
attached devices, and recall (10 .75) and the instantaneous torque-impulse principle (10 .55). The clutch plate is at rest initially; hence, the instantaneous torqueimpulse exerted on the clutch c by the flywheel f about a point Q on the axis and in
thei r plane of contact iS u'~ef = ~hQe = lewee3, where W e = w ee3 is the angular velocity of the clutch after its engagement.The instantaneous torque-impulse
exerted on the flywheel by the clutch i S Jft~fe = ~hQf = I f (0.f - wf)e3. The
adherence condition requires that the final angular speed of the flywheel 0. f = We ,
as the two plates instantaneously rotate together. Because the torques are mutual internal torques, Jff~ef = -u'~fe ' Therefore, at the impulsive instant,
l ewe = -I f ( w e - wf), and hence the angular speed of the clutch and flywheel
assembly is
We

=

If
- - - Wf '
I, I f

+

Clearly, We < W f' as one may expect intuitively. The flywheel, however, because
of its greater mass and size, usually has a much greater moment of inertia so that
lei If « I, and hence We = W f' very nearly.
Alternatively, because there are no external impulsive forces or torques, the total torque-impulse J~ about the axis of rotation must vanish, and hence ~hQ = 0
at the impulsive instant, that is, the total moment of momentum about the axis e3 is
constant in the inertial frame. Thus, the final moment of momentum of the system
equals its initial moment of momentum: (l f + l e)wee3 = I f W f e 3 . This yields the
0
same result given above .
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10.11.2. Plane Motion of a Rigid Body
Equations (10.71) through (10.75) also apply to the plane motion of a rigid
body, a motion for which every material point of the body moves parallel to a
specified plane. Consequently, choose the body plane through the center of mass C
as the plane z = 0 to apply (10.71) and (10.72) in a body frame at C. The restraining
moments (10.72) vanish when the plane of the motion is a principal body plane
so that In = 123 = 0, then (10.75) holds for Q = C. Recall also the NewtonEuler equation (10.26) for the center of mass motion in the plane inertial frame
<I> = {o; I, J}, namely, F = m(X'I + Y'J), where X' = X'I + Y' J describes the
position vector of C in <1>.
Exercise 10.3. (a) Prove that the restraining moments (10.72) vanish, if and
only if the axis of rotation e3 is a principal axis of I Q . (b) Show that h r Q may be
parallel to w , if and only if w is a rotation about a principal axis of I Q . Hence,

h rQ = IQw andM Q = IQw, where I Q == IK

0

10.11.3. Dynamic Balance of a Rotor
The general equations for rotation about a fixed body axis may be applied
to study the static and dynamic balance of a machine rotor that turns about its
fixed body axis e3, say. Let x" denote the position vector of the center of mass
from a point on the rotor axis. The rotor is said to be statically balanced when
its center of mass is on the rotor axis , so that x" = 0 when the machine is at rest;
otherwise, the rotor is statically unbalanced. For a statically balanced rotor, by
(10.74), .r" = y' = 0 and hence the total of the static bearing reaction forces and
the rotor 's weight must vanish. When the rotor is statically balanced, these loads
are of no further concern in effecting the dynamic balance of the rotor.
By (10.72), however, a statically balanced rotor still require s restraining
torques supplied by dynamic reaction forces at each bearing. Since the body axes
to which the dynamic bearing forces and torques are referred are rotating about
the rotor axis, these actions are alternating periodically in direction, the period
being the time of one revolution of the rotor. This action can induce a forced
vibration of the machine structure that ultimately may lead to its severe damage,
even its destruction. To assure smooth operation and greater bearing longevity, the
rotor also must be dynamically balanced so that its bearings will experience no
dynamic loads whatsoever. Dynamic balance, therefore, additionally requires that
the restraining torques vanish in (10.72). This is possible if and only if the axis of
rotation is a principal axis for the rotor. Hence, static and dynamic balance may
require the addition of balance weights appropriately located in two arbitrarily
assigned planes perpendicular to the rotor axis and situated on each side of the
normal plane through the adjusted center of mass on the rotor axis, so that both
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=

=

=

=

1I3 lis
0 and x *
y*
O. Consequently, for static and dynamic balance of
the machine rotor, its axis of rotation must be a principal axis through the center
of mass.

To apply this rule, let us consider an unbalanced rotor of mass m with its
center of mass situated at (x c, Ye) from a point Q on the rotor axis. Locate two
correction planes A and B at Z = ZA and Z = ZB, respectively, from Q, and let
m A and m B denote respective balance masses to be situated in these planes. The
balance problem then is to determine the masses m A, m B and their respective
locations (XA, YA), (XB, YB) so that the center of mass of the entire system , the
rotor and the balance masses together, lies at Q and the axis e, is a principal axis.
The balance masses are assumed to be small enough that these may be modeled
as particles. From (9.10), the moment of inertia about Q of a particle of mass
m» at XA from Q is defined by IQ(mA) = mA[(xA 'XA)l - XA 0XA], and hence its
products of inertia are given by liy(mA) = -mA4 xi . With the aid of this relation
and (5.5) for the center of mass of a system of total mass M = m + m A + m B, the
rotor will be dynamically balanced provided that
Mx*

= m(xe , yc) + mA(xA , YA) + mB(xB, YB) = 0,
(10.76a)

ij

= 13,23.

These constitute a system of four equations for the four unknown products mAxA,
mAYA, mBxB, and mBYB, namely,
mAXA
mAYA

+ mBXB = -mXe ,

+ mBYB = -mYe,

mAXAZA + mBxBZB
mAYAZA

= 18(m),

+ mBYBZB =

(10.76b)

12~(m),

where the quantities on the right-hand sides of these equations are assumed to
be known, usually from experiments. Since only the products are relevant, the
values of the balance masses or their squared distance from the rotor axis can be
arbitrarily assigned. Then (10.76b) solves the rotor balance problem. An example
of the static balance and dynamic imbalance of a rotating rectangular plate will be
illustrated later on.

10.12. Further Applications of Euler's Laws
Euler's laws in (10.26) and (10.65) are the fundamental equations for study
of all rigid body dynamics problems. Their solution for several special problems
of practical interest are explored below.
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Figure 10.7. A belt driven pulley system.

10.12.1. Application to a Belt Driven Machine
Example 10.7. A homogeneous cylindrical pulley of radius a and mass m,
initially at rest, is driven by a belt of negligible mass. During the start-up period,
the drive belt exerts a constant torque T on the pulley about its axle at C , as shown
in Fig. 10.7. Determine the pulley's angular speed wet) .
Solution. The homogeneous pulley rotate s with angular velocity w(t ) =
w(t) e3 about a fixed principal body axis e3 = K at its center of mass C in Fig.

10.7. The constant belt torque about C is Me = T = TK , and Euler's equation
in ( 10.75) require s Me = lew =lewK. Hence , equat ing components, the angular
speed wet) during startup is determ ined by

lew = T.
Integration of (I0.77a) with w(O) =

Wo

w(t) =

(I0.77a)

initially yields the angular speed,
Wo

T

+ -1.
Ie

Since the pulley starts from rest, we set Wo = 0 to obtain w(t) = Tt l Ie.

(I0.77b)

0

The result shows that the angul ar speed varies inversely with the pulley properties through Ie . Suppose the pulley is modeled as a homogeneous thin disk for
which, by (9.33),1e = 13~ = ma 212. Then , (lO.77b) yields wet) = Wo + 2Tt I ma 2
in terms of the assigned quantiti es. Therefore, as the size and mass of the pulley
increase, it takes a longer startup time to reach the same angular speed. This discussion is next extended to study the effect of a flywheel in controlling the fluctuating
motion of machinery.
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10.12.2.

Application to a Flywheel

Th e uniform pulley results ( IO.77 a) and ( l O.77b) also hold for a homogeneous
flywheel subjected to a constant torque. Generally, however, the dri ving torque of
an automobile engine and other kinds of reciprocating machines is not steady.
There may be a drag torque on the driv e shaft, perhaps due to a pump or a brake
device, that varies with the angular speed, for example. A flywh eel , therefore,
is used to control and steady the fluctuating motions of ma chinery. To illu strate
this useful property, let us cons ider a homogeneous flywheel of moment of inertia
Jc
J about its axle, and subjected to a fluctuating torque T} co s pt , a drag torque
- T2W, and a steady torque To about its axis . We thu s introduce the total torque
T = To + T} co s pt - T2w in ( 1O.77 a) to obtain the equation of motion for the
flywheel:

=

(lO .77c)
in which To , T} , T2, and p are appropriate constants.
The general solution of the homogeneous equation is WH = woe-a t, where
ex == T21J and Wo is a con stant of integration. A particular solution of (lO.77c)
is w p = f3 + ycos(pt + t:), where f3 == Tolh and y == T,IJ (ex 2 + p 2)1/ 2 is the
amplitude of the fluctuation with pha se e = tan-} (pl ex), the last being relatively
unimportant. Hence, the general solution of (lO .77c) is

wet) = Woe -at

+ f3 + Y cos(pt + s).

(lO .77d)

The first term decays to zero as t increases, and the rat io of the amplitudes of
the remaining terrn s ma y be written as
y

T,

T2

f3

To J Tl

+ p2J2

(lO.77e)

Thus, by our increasing the moment of inertia, that is, by increasing the size and
ma ss of the flywheel , the fluctuation amplitude ratio y I f3 can be made sufficiently
small so that the constant term f3 in ( 1O.77 d) is dominant, even though the torque
amplitude T1 of the fluctuation may be greater than the steady torque To . In this
way, the fluctuation is diminished and the rotation of the flywheel is rendered
very nearly steady with angular speed wet) = f3 = Tol T2. Notice the importance
in (lO.77e) of our accounting for the drag torque, i.e. the load, on the system. 0
Exercise 10.4. A horizontal force P = - Pi is applied at d = 3/4 ft above
the center of the log who se motion at an instant of interest is described in Example 10.2, page 421. Model the log as a homogeneous circular cylinder, and thu s
0
determine all of the for ce s that act on the log at that instant.
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(a) Free Body
Diagram
Figure 10.8. Plane motion of a slender rigid link,

10.12.3. Application to the Plane Motion of a Rigid Link

e

Example 10.8. A homogeneous slender link of length shown in Fig. 10.8
is constrained to move in lubricated slots A and B. The link starts from rest at an
angle eo in the vertical plane . Find the forces that act on the link as functions of
the angle e. Model the link as a uniform thin rod.
Solution. The free body diagram in Fig. I 0.8(a) shows the equipollent normal
reaction forces N = - NI and R = RJ exerted on the link by the smooth slots, and
the weight W = - WJ = mg ofthe homogeneous link acting at its center of gravity,
which coincides with the center of mass. Other resultant contact forces A = AK
and B = BK perpendicular to the plane of motion are represented by heavy dots
at A and B . Hence, the total force acting on the link is F = A + B + N + R +
W = ma*, in accordance with Euler's first law (10.26). We wish to determine the
unknown forces A, B, N, and R.
The motion of the center of mass of the link in the inertial frame <I> = {G; I k }
is defined by X* = £/2(sineI + cos e.l), the path being a circle of radius £/2
centered at G. Then, with a* = X *, Euler's first law yields
-NI+(R - W)J+(A+B)K=

~£ [(0 cos e' - 02 sine)I - (0 sine+0 2 cose)J],
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from which

me ..

me ..

·2

N = - T (e cose - e sine) ,
A

.2

R = W - T (e sin e + e cos e),

+ B = o.

(l0.78a)

The forces Nand R, therefore, are determined once e(t ) is known .
To find e( t ), we introduce the principal body frame rp = {C ; i, j , k} at the
center of mass C and recall Euler 's law (l0.75) for a plane motion : Me = leW.
With w = Ok, Me = leek, where for a uniform slender rod, Ie = 1£ = me2 / 12
(cf. Fig. 0 .7 of Appendi x D). With reference to Fig. 1O.8(a), the total moment
about C of the forces acting on the link is given by

e

Me = 2 (A - B )i+

(e

2Ncos e

e

+ 2R sine

)k.

( 1O.78b)

Upon equating corresponding components, we find the additional scalar equations

me..

N cos e + R sin e = (; e,

A - B = O.

(l0.78c)

The last relations in (l0.78a) and (l0.78c) show that A = B = 0, an anticipated result in as much as the rod has no normal motion and no other forces act on
the rod normal to the plane. The remaining system of three equation s in (l O.78a)
and (l0.78c) determine the three unknowns N (e), R(e), and e(t ). To solve the
equations , substitute the first two relations in (l0.78a) into (l0.78c) and simplify
the result to obtain

e=

:e (~02)

=

~~ sin e .

An easy integration with the initial condition e( O)
·2

(lO.78d)

= eo then yields

3g

e = e(cose o - cos e) ,

(l0.78e)

in which e( t) ::: eo. Substitution of (l0.78d) and (1O.78e) into the first pair of
equation s in (l 0.78a) delivers the forces that act on the link as function s of e( t) :
N(e ) = ~ W sin e(3 cos e - 2 cos eo)l ,

(l0.78f)

R(e ) = :[1 +3cOSe (3COSe -2coseo)]J= [ : +N(e)Cote ]J . (l0.78g)
Finally, integration of (l 0.78e) yields

-1 J

VfJt
e..J

6

6

0

de

cos eo - cos e .

(l0.78h)

This may be used to determine e(t ), and hence the motion X *(t ) of the center of
mass and the reaction forces N(t) and R(t ) as functions of time.
0
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Figure 10.9. Rotation about an asymmetric
body axis fixed in space.

10.12.4.

Analysis of Dynamical Bearing Reaction Forces

Example 10.9. A thin homogeneous rectangular plate in Fig . 10.9 rotates
about a diagonal axis with angul ar velocity wand angular acceleration w. (i) What
is the total torque exerted on the plate about C , referred to the principal body
frame q; = {C;ik }? (ii) Determine the total torque about C referred to the body
frame q;' = {C; i~}, and identify the restraining torque s acting on the plate. (iii)
Discuss the role of the static bearing reaction force s, derive an equation relating the
drive torque T to the rotation, and determine the dynamic bearing react ion force s.
(iv) Suppose that T (r) is specified; find the angular speed.
Solution of (i). The total torqu e M e acting on the plate about C is determined
by Euler's equations (10.66). With this in mind , select the princip al body frame
q; = {C ; ik } at the center of mass and, for convenience, write

.

a == sme =

w

-Je + w
2

2

,

y

== cos e =

e

-Je + w2
2

(l0.79a)

.

Referred to q; , the angular velocity and angular acceleration are given by

w = w( - a i

+ yj) ,

w=

w( - a i

+ yj);

(l0.79b)

and from (9.27), with (ir , i;, ij) = U, -i, k), the principal moments of inertia about
C for the homogeneous thin plate are

me 2
Ie = - i 0 i
12

mw 2
12

m
12

+ - - j 0 j + _(e2 + w 2 )k 0

k.

(1O.79c)

The total torque on the plate is now given by Euler's principal axis equations
(10.66) for Q = C:
(1O.79d)
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This result shows that a moment about the k-axis perpendicular to the plane
of the plate is required to sustain the motion even when the angular velocity is constant. This torque rotates with the k-axis normal to plate and produces alternating
reactions at the support bearings. A square plate (£ = w), however, can spin at a
0
constant angular speed without application of any torque whatsoever.
Exercise 10.5. Apply (10.65) to confirm (10.79d).

o

Solution of (ii). To relate Me to the plate frame cp' = {C; i~} for which J
is the axis of rotation and k' = k in Fig. 10.9, we use (10.79a) and the vector
transformation law (3.l07a): M~ = AMe , where A = [Ajkl = [cos(( , ik ) ], to
obtain
(10.7ge)
in which M, are the components in (10.79d). Thus, referred to cp', the total torque
exerted on the plate is
M

e

=

mw£(£2 - w 2)
,
,
wmw 2£2 ,
( .,
2k)
.
2)
12(£2 + w
-WI + W
+ 6(£2 + w2)J .

(10.79f)

The torque about the bearing axle j' is related to the applied drive torque T,
and the remaining components, which arise from the asymmetrical distribution of
mass about the plate diagonal , are restraining torques supplied by the bearings at
A and B .
0
Exercise 10.6. Determine the moment of inertia tensor components referred
to cp' , which is not a principal reference frame . Note that w = wj', W = wj', and
apply (10.65) to derive (10.79f).
0

Solution of (iii). We next explore the role of the static bearing reaction forces .
The free body diagram of the plate is shown in Fig. 10.10. When the plate is at
rest, each shaft bearing support exerts an equal force As = B s = -(W)/2 on the
plate at A and B , equal to one-half its weight W . These static loads are equipollent
to zero, and therefore they contribute nothing to the total force or to the total
torque about the center of mass C in the dynamics problem. Henceforward, these
statically balanced forces may be ignored .
Now let us relate the drive torque T = Tj' to the rotational motion and determine the resultant dynamic bearing reaction forces A = Aki~ and B = B k( ,
exerted by the shaft at A and B, respectiv ely, and which we shall suppose, for
simplicity, act at the comers of the plate in Fig. 10.10. Euler's first law (10.26)
requires that A + B = ma* = 0; thus, A = -B, so the bearing reaction force system forms a couple with moment arm 2x = (e 2 + w 2 ) 1/2j' , where x is the position
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I
9

j' --+-~_""':""':'~---""""':::----""K'

Figure 10.10. Free body diagram of the rotating plate.

vector of A from C. Therefore, the total applied torque on the plate about C is
(10.79g)
Equating the correspondin g components in (10.79f) and ( 1O.79g), we obtain an
equation relating the drive torque to the rotation and two relation s for the dynamic
bearing reaction force components:
wm w 2£2
T = --;:---::-

6(£2 + w 2 ) '

T (£2 _ w 2)
B3 - -A3 - --~---::-:--=- 2w £(£2 + W2)1 /2

(10.79h)

The axial components of the forces exerted by the bearing s must satisfy B2 = - A 2 ;
otherwi se, this axial force is undetermined by this analysi s, and nothing is lost by
putting it equal to zero. Usually, however, thrust bearings are used at the shaft
ends to secure any axle drift of the drive shaft. Since drag torque s due to friction
in the bearings are ignored , when the drive torque is removed , the plate will spin
indefinitely with constant angular speed and the only nonzero bearing reaction
force components in (10.79h) are Al = -B[ .
For a square plate (w = £) all dynamic bearing reaction forces in (10.79h)
vanish . Therefore, when the drive torque is removed , the force system is equipollent
to zero: F(qj, t) = 0 and M cCqj, t ) = 0, but the square plate is not in equilibrium;
it continues to spin with a constant angular speed.

w(O)

Solution of (iv). Suppo se the applied driving torque T (t ) is given and
= Wo initially. Then integration of the first equation in (10.79h) yields the
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angular speed

wet) = Wo

+ 6(£2 +2 w2
mw £

2

)

l'
a

T(t) dt .

(lO.79i)

The dynamic bearing reactions are then determined by their equations in (10.79h).

o

Exercise 10.7. Describe in analytical terms how you would go about correcting for the dynamic imbalance of the plate. Hint: Derive a system of equations of
the type (lO.76b) and recall results of Exercise 10.6, page 445 .
0

10.12.5.

Bearing Reaction Torque and Stability of Relative Equilibrium

Example 10.10. A homogeneous thin rod of mass m and length £ is connected to a vertical shaft S by a smooth hinge bearing at Q. The shaft rotates
with a constant angular velocity n, as shown in Fig. 10.11. (i) Derive the equation
of motion of the rod. (ii) Determine as a function of the hinge bearing reaction torque exerted on the rod at Q, for the initial data 8(0) = 0 at e(O) = eo.
(iii) Analyze the infinitesimal stability of the relative equilibrium states of the
rod.

e

~g

K

w
J
Frame 0

Figure 10.11. Spatial motion of a rigid rod hinged to a rotating shaft.
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Solution of (i). The centra l point Q at the hinge being fixed in the inertial
(machine) frame 0 = {F ; I k } , the equation of motion for the rod is obtained from
Euler's law (l0.66) in the principal body frame 2 = {Q ; id . We need w , I Q , and
M Q•
Let k = i3 denote the hinge axis at Q. Then the total angular velocity w == W 20
of the rod (frame 2) relative to the machine (frame 0) is the sum of the angular
velocity W 21 = Ok of the rod relative to the vertical shaft (frame I ) and the angular
velocity W IO = n = QK of the shaft relative to the machine. Thu s, referred to the
rod frame 2,
W

= -Q(sin Bi + cos Bj)

+ Ok,

(l 0.80a)

and hence the total angular acceleration of the rod is

w=

-QO(cosBi - sin Bj)

+ 8k.

(l 0.80b)

The rod frame at Q is a principal body frame relative to which
I Q = ~ me (i ll

+ h 3),

(l0.80c)

in accordance with (9.46d), with a change of axes in mind . Finally, the moment of
the forces and torques acting on the rod about Q is

M

g"2e sm. Bk .

.
.
Q = Il I I + Il2J - m

(10.80d)

Here III and 112 are unknown components of the torque exerted on the rod by the
smooth hinge bearing for which 113 = 0, and the weigh t W of the homogeneous
rod acts at its center of mass at x' = e/ 2j .
Use of ( 1O.80a) through (1O.80d) in Euler's equations ( 10.66) yields the
components of the smooth hinge bearing reaction torque exerted on the rod
at Q ,
2

2

.

II I = - :lm£ QBcos B,

112 = 113 = 0,

(I 0.80e)

and the different ial equation of motion of the rod,
2

3g
2e

p== -

(I0. 80f)

With the aid of this result, the reader may now determine from Euler' s first law the
resultant hinge reaction force R at Q.
When Q = 0, II I = 0 and ( I0.80f) reduces to the familiar pendulum equation.
In this case, the circular frequency p for the rod is the same as that of a simple
pendulum of length L = 2e/3. Therefore, the exact and approximate solutions
for the vibration of the rod when Q = 0 may be read from those for the simple
pendulum. We next consider the case when Q -=I O.

Solution of (ii). To determ ine the hinge bearing reaction torque (l 0.80e) as
a function of B, we need O(B), the first integral of (l 0.80f). With 8 = d ( ~ 0 2 )/dB,
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separation of the variables and use of the initial data 0(0) = 0 at 8(0) = 80 yields

o= ±

nZ(COSZ00 - COS Z0)

+ 3~(COS 0 -

cos 00)'

(1O.80g)

Substitution of this result into (l 0.80e) delivers as a function of 0 the hinge bearing
reaction torque exerted on the rod at Q :
ILl =

=f~mezn cos 0

nZ(co sZ00 - cos? 0)

+ 3~(COS 0 -

cos 00),

(l0.80h)

Notice that the reaction torque ILl(0) vanishes when 0 = 00 or nn /2 (n odd) and,
of course, also when n = o.

Solution of (iii). The relative equilibrium states Os of the rod, by (l0.80f),

are given by

nZ cos 8s ) sin 8s =

(pZ _

0,

(l0.80i)

which yields three distinct states

Os = 0, tt ,

Os = cos"

(~:) .

(l0.80j)

To examine the infinitesimal stability of these states , introduce 0 = Os + 8, where
8 is an infinitesimal angular disturbance from Os' Then recalling (l0.80i) and
retaining only terms of the first order in 8, we obtain from (l0.80f),

;5 + {[pz -

nZ cos Os] cos Os + nZ sinz Os}8 = O.

(l0.80k)

Therefore, the disturbance is bounded and simple harmonic, and hence infinitesimally stable, if and only if the coefficient
{J} = [pz -

n Z cos tis] cos tis + [2z sirr' tis >

O.

(l0.801)

We now recall (1O.80j). First consider tis = O. Then (l0.801) requires {J} =
pZ _ [2 2 > O. Hence, the relative equilibrium state 8s = 0 is infinitesimally stable
if and only if n < p = n c , the critical angular speed of the vertical shaft:

nc = p =

!¥e,

(l0.80m)

which is independent of the mass of the rod. In this case, the small amplitude
circular frequency of the rod oscillations about the vertical state tis = 0 is W v =
(pz _ nZ)I /Z.

Of course, the inverted vertical configuration of the rod 8s = x is impractic al
in respect of the suggested design in Fig. 10.11. Even so, (10.801) fails for 8s = n ,
and hence the inverted relative equilibrium state of the rod is inherently unstable
for all angular speeds of the vertical shaft.
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Notice that when Q = Q c = p , u} :s 0 for all position s (l0.80j ). Hence,
no infinite simally stable relative equilibrium states of the rod exist at the critical
angular speed Q = Q c .
Finall y, con sider the case cos Os = p2/ Q2. Thi s requires p/ Q < I ; hence
( 10.801)is satisfied, and the relati ve equi librium state Os = COS- I (p2/ Q2), regard less of the mass of the rod, is infinite simally stable if and only if Q > P = Q c.
The small amplitude vibrational frequency of the rod about this displaced relat ive
equilibrium state is UJd == Q(l - p4/Q4)1 /2.
In sum, if Q < Q c, the vertical relative equilibrium position of the rod is its
only infinite simall y stable relative equilibrium state. When the vertical shaft attain s its critical angular speed, Q = Q c , however, no infinitesimally stable relative
equilibrium positions of the rod exist. Afterwards, when Q > Q c, the displaced
configuration of the rod at Os = cos : ' (p2/ Q2) is its only infinitesimally stable
relative equilibrium position.
D

10.13. The Gyrocompass
Some subtle Corio lis effect s of the Earth's rotation on the motion of a particle
were described in Chapter 6. Here we study an important practical effect of the
Earth's rotation on the motion of a gyroc ompass, a gyroscopic instrument that uses
the rotation of the Earth to determine the direction of true north .
A model of the gyrocompass shown in Fig . 10.12 con sists of a massive cylindrical rotor R that spins about a smooth horizontal bearing axis j with an angular
speed relative to its rigid supporting gimbal F, who se mass we shall ignore. The
gimbal is free to rotate in smooth bearings about the vertical , skyward directed
k-axis fixed relative to the Earth at latitude A. No torque s are applied about the
rotor and vertical gimbal bearing axes at the center of mass C, so

e

(l0.8Ia)

Me · k = O.

Me ·j = 0,

n
"v.
N

Figu re 10.12. Schematic model of a gyrocompass.
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We are going to show for these conditions that when the gyroscope is given a
small angular disturbance a(t) fro m its initial north direction shown in Fig. 10.12,
it oscillates about that direction. Afterwards, the applied torque is modified to
include a small viscous damping couple about the vertical axis. In consequence,
the damped oscillation fixes the rotor axis on the true north position and the device
thus performs the primary function of a compass.
10.13.1.

General Formulation of the Problem

It is convenient to consider the motion referred to the frame ip = {C; ik } fixed
in the gimbal F . In this case, however, Euler's equations (10.66) cannot be applied
directly because cp is not a principal body reference frame fixed in the rotor at
C. So, we need to consider a change of basis to refer the moment of momentum
vector'' to the gimbal frame. Because of the symmetry of the homogeneous circular
rotor, however, the compon ents I j k of the inertia tensor Ie in the gimbal frame cp =
{C; i, j , k } have precisely the same constant princip al values as its corresponding
components I~k in a rotor reference frame t/J = {C; i' , j , k'lo While this is intuitively
evident, the result follows from the tensor transformati on law I = AT I I A, and
the fact that every axis in the plane of the rotor is a principal axis for which
I II = 133 . Consequentl y, with Ie now referred to the moving frame tp, we have
81e /8t = O. Thus, as a first step toward finding the total torque about C , we
determine he = h re = l ew , where w is the total angular velocity of the rotor
referred to cp .
The rotor (frame 3) has angular velocity W 32 = ej relative to the gimbal F
(frame 2). The gimbal has an angular velocity W 21 = a k relative to the Earth
(frame I), whose angular velocity relative to the distant stars (frame 0) is w 10 =
n = Q cos A(sin a i + cos o j) + Q sin Ak, all referred to cp = {C; ik } in Fig. 10.12.
Hence, the total angular velocity w == W 30 of the rotor referred to cp is given by

w = Q cos Asina i + (e
The angular velocit y w f
Wf

=

+ Q cos Acos a)j + (a + Q sin A)k.

( 1O.81b)

= W 20 of the moving frame cp is

Q cos A(sin a i + cos oj ) + (a

+ Q sin A)k.

( 1O.8 Ic)

Since the gimbal frame cp is a principal frame with II I = 133 , use of (l0.8Ib) in
(10.62) gives the moment of momentum of the rotor about the fixed center of mass
C , but referred to the moving frame cp:
he

= l ew = IllQcos Asinai + I22(e+ y )j + III (a + Q sin A)k ,

(IO.8 Id)

~ Clearly, we have hrc = Ic w =ljkWki j = I~q w~ i~ , where the primed quantities are the components
of Ic and w referred to the body frame 1{!. and the unprimed components are referred to the gimbal
frame 'P. The inertia tensor components, as noted however, have the same values so that [ / jd =
[I~k I = diag{ll l ' 122 , III }, which are constant principal values in both frames.
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wherein, for convenience,
Y == n cos Acos a.

(l0.81e)

Caution: The vanishing torques in (10.81a) do not imply that the corresponding components of the moment of momentum vector are constants. (Why?)
The total torque on the rotor about C must satisfy Euler 's general equation
(l 0.64) or, equivalently, (l0.49), the latter being more direct. From (l 0.81c) and
(10.81d), we thereby obtain the total torque on the rotor about C, referred to the
gimbal frame 1fJ :

+ (a + n sin A)[fll Y - 122 ((l + y)]}i+/ 22(ii + y)j
+ (lIla + ncos Asina[f22(8 + y) -/lly]}k .
(l0.81f)

Me = (lllay

The zero torque conditions (l0.81a) require

122 (8 + y) = k, a constant ,

(l0.81g)

(l0.81h)
+ ncosAsina(k -IllY) = O.
Equation (l0.81g) shows that the spin s == 8 + y is constant. With the aid of these
IlIa

results in (1O.81f), the torque applied by the rotor bearing reaction forces , which
prohibits rotation about the i-axis and thus maintain s the planar motion of the rotor
axis, is given by
Me = [fllay

+ (a + n

sin A)(l11 y - k)]i.

(l0.81i)

The effect of the Earth's rotation toward orienting the rotor axis along the true
north direction is evident in (l0.81h). The directional effect in a is lost altogether
when n = 0, for then (lO.81h) shows that the initial disturbance produce s a constant rotational speed a about the vertical gimbal bearing axis.
Exercise 10.8. (a) Let e(t) be a unit vector fixed in frame IfJ having angular velocity W f. Show that, referred to 1fJ, Me e = d (he . e)/ d t + W f x he . e;
hence , in general , Me . e = 0 does not imply that he . e is constant, nor conversely.
(b) Consider the matrices Ie and I~ of Ie respectively referred to the gimbal
/}.
frame IfJ = {C; i, j , k} and the rotorframe 1/1 = {C ; i', j , k Let A = [cos (i~ , it}],
note that I~ =diag(lll, 122, lid , and apply the tensor transformation law to
find Ie.
D

10.13.2. Small Angular Displacement Solution
So far our model results are exact. Certainly, n is very small. So ignoring
terms in n 2 , we may simplify (10.81h) to obtain a + p2 sin a = 0, the equation of
motion of a simple pendulum with circular frequency given below. Depending on
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the initial data , it is possible, therefore , that the rotor axis may trace a circle in the
horizontal plane . For small a and a, however, this reduce s to the familiar equation
2

P ==

122(}Qcos A

111

( 1O.8 Ij)

Therefore, the motion a (t ) is a small oscillation about the north direction. Although
the Earth 's rotational rate Q is small, its product with a large angular speed (} of
the rotor can contribute significantl y to the small angular rate a of the instrument.
The effect of the Earth 's rotation on the frequenc y, and hence the period
of the motion , is evident in (l0.8Ij). The frequency of the oscillations vanishes
at the poles and is greate st at the equator. For illustration, introduce 122 = 21] 1
for a circular disk . Then the frequency of the small oscillation is given by
f = (I /21T)(2(}QcOSA)l j2; and for a gyrocompass having an angular speed of
10, 000 rpm, the smallest period of the oscillation is r = 16.1 sec at the equator
A = 0, and near the pole at A = 89.9°, say, r = 384.9 sec.
Finally, for small a , (l0.81e) reduces to y = QCOS A, and (1O.81g) may
be written as 122((} + Q cos A) = k. With this relation and 122 = 2111, the torque
(10.81i) supplied by the rotor bearings in the small angular motion is given by
(l0.8Ik)
to the first order in Q. At the equator A = 0, the gyroscopic moment is
Me = -21 11(}ai, the value it has when the Earth's rotation is neglected. Notice
that its magnitude is not symmetric at the poles A = ±1T / 2, being smallest at the
south pole.
10.13.3. Small Angular Motion with Viscous Damping
Finally, let us suppose that a damping couple M 3 = Me . k = -21 11va,
with damping exponent v, is applied about the vertical k-axi s. We then find from
( 10.81D, with 122 = 21 11, that the equation of motion for small a becomes
( 10.811)
where p2 is defined in (1O.8Ij) . This is the differential equation (6.83) for damped
vibrations. For light damping, v < p , the general solution has the form of (6.86h) :
o(r ) = aoe- VI cos(pt

+ E),

(lO.81m)

in which ao and E are constants. As t ---+ 00 the oscillations die out in the manner
illustrated in Fig. 6.21 , page 154, and the gyroscope axis becomes fixed on the true
north direction . The instrument thus performs the primary function of a compass.
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10.14. Stability of the Torque-free, Steady Rotation
About a Principal Axis
Euler's equations (10.66) show that a rotational motion with no applied torque
about an admissible reference point Q, e.g. , a "body" point fixed or in uniform
motion in an inertial reference frame, or at the center of mass, may be possible
when and only when the total angular velocity of the rigid body, referred to the
principal body frame cp = {Q ; ed, satisfies the coupled system of homogeneous
equations
III WI

+ W2W3(133 -

122) = 0,

= 0,
Ill) = o.

I22w2 +W3WI(l11 -133)
I33 W3

+ Wlw2(122 -

(10.82)

In particular, for an arbitrary rigid body having a constant angular velocity 0 = weI
about the principal axis el, say, (10.82) are identically satisfied. But this steady
rotation about a principal body axis at Q may not be stable .
To investigate the infinitesimal stability of the torque -free, steady rotation of a
rigid body about a principal axis, suppose the body has a constant spin 0 = wei and
is then subjected to an arbitrary infinitesimal disturbance for which Iwl « 101.
Then the total angular velocity of the perturbed body is

w

(10.83)
referred to the principal body frame cp = {Q; ed. Substituting (10.83) into (10.82)
and neglecting terms of the second order in the small components of w, we obtain
a system of three linearized, homogeneous equations for the components Wk . The
first of these equations shows that WI is constant. Since w = 0 initially, without
loss of generality, we may take WI = O. The remaining two equations are
l n W2
133 W3

+ wW3(111 - h3) =
+ WW2(122 - h» =

0,

(10.84)

O.

(10.85)

Differentiation of (10.84) with respect to time and use of (10.85) yields
p2

==

2
W
- - ( I I I - h3)(l11 -

lz2h3

122).

(10.86)

The same equation in terms of W3 may be similarly derived starting with (10.85).
Thus, we conclude from these equations that the perturbed rotational motion is
bounded and simple harmonic with circular frequency p , and hence infinitesimally
stable, if and only if p2 > 0, that is, by the second equation in (10.86), if and only
if
(10 .87)
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This holds provided that the principal moments of inertia satisfy
or 133 > III

and

122

> Ill . (10.88)

The first pair of these inequalities show that the principal axis of steady rotation
n = Qel of the body must be the principal axis for which II I is the greatest of
the principal moments of inertia at Q, whereas the second pair show that h I is the
smallest of the principal moments of inertia at Q. Therefore, the torque-free, steady
rotation of a rigid body about a principal body axis corresponding to either the
greatest or the smallest principal moment ofinertia about an admissible reference
point Q is infinitesimally stable.
If, however, 133 > III > lri . or 122 > III > lvs . the stability criterion (10.87)
is violated and the perturbed angular motion, as shown by (10.86), grows exponentially in time. Consequ ently, the torque-free, steady rotation of a rigid body
is unstable when the axis of rotation is the principal axis corresponding to the
intermediate-valued principal moment of inertia.

10.14.1. An Illustration and an Experiment
The special case of a thin rod for which I II = 0, the smallest possible principal
moment of inertia about an admissible point Q, is universal, because the frequency
coefficient in (10.86) is p2 = o}, independent of any other aspects of the body.
Hence , the steady rotation of a thin rigid rod about its principal axes at Q, regardless
of its other properties, is infinitesimally stable . Also, for an admissible point Q
on the axis i l of an axisymmetric body for which 122 = 133, (10.88) holds for the
principal axes at Q. In particular, the steady rotation about every principal axis at
the center of mass of a body of revolution is infinitesimally stable .
The torque-free rotational instability of a rigid body may be demonstrated
physically by carefully tossing a uniform rectangular block into the air while
imparting to it a constant spin initially about one of its principal axes at its center
of mass, as shown in Fig. 10.13. When the block is rotated about axes el and e2

Stable
Figure 10.13. Stable and unstable principal axes of
inertia for a homogeneous block.
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of its smallest and largest principal moments of inertia at its center of mass, the
block is observed to rotate in a fairly steady, stable manner. But when the block is
set spinning about its intermediate axis e3 at its center of mass, it is observed that
the block wobbles from its initial spin axis. See Problem 10.45.
10.14.2. Discussion of the General Torque-Free Steady Rotation
of a Rigid Body
The problem of the stability of the torque-free motion of a rigid body concerns the steady rotation about a principal axis, which is one of several solutions of
the homogeneous system (10.82). In particular, each of the three cases Wk = Wo ,
a constant, W i = W j = 0, for i =j:. j =j:. k =j:. i = I, 2, 3, is a solution of (10.82) corresponding to a steady rotation about a princ ipal axis, not all of which need be
stable. In fact, the principal axes are the only axes about which a rigid body can
sustain steady rotation under no torques. To see this, consider a steady rotation
with angular velocity W about a body point Q fixed in an inertial reference frame
or at the center of mass. Then , in the absence of any external torques , Euler's
equation (10.65) requires that W x IQw = 0, and hence IQw must be parallel to
w , that is, IQw = caa, ex being a scalar. This relation , in accordance with (9.63)
or (9.69), shows that w must be parallel to a principal axis of the inertia tensor I Q ,
and ex a corresponding principal value. Thus , a steady rotation about a principal
axis is essentially the trivial solution of the homogeneous system (10.82). For a
nontrivial rotation of a general rigid body under zero torque about a fixed point,
the solution is more complicated, somewhat algebraically tedious , with results
for the angular velocity components given in terms of Jacobian elliptic functions.
Details may be found among resources listed in the reference s. A simpler example is provided in Problem 10.44, and an important special case is investigated
later on.

10.15. Motion of a Billiard Ball
As a final example in this series of applications of Euler's laws for a rigid body,
we study the general motion of a billiard ball of radius R and mass m , initially
at rest and struck horizontally by a cue, as shown in Fig. 10.14. Subsequent to
the impulse , the ball acquires an instantaneous center of mass velocity Voand an
angular velocity Wo in the inertial frame <1> = {o ; I, J, K}. Nothing is specified
about the location of the impact, so these initial values shall remain arbitrary.
The ball subsequently slips and rolls on the horizont al surface. The objective is to
describe the motion of the ball on both an ideally smooth and on a rough horizontal
surface, and in the latter case to (i) determine the slip speed of the contact point
of the ball at 0, (ii) find the time T required for slipping to end, (iii) describe the
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I,

K

Figure 10.14. Slipping motion of a billiard ball.

motion of the center of mass during slip, and (iv) determine the angular velocity
of the ball both during and after the slipping phase.

10.15.1.

Motion on a Smooth Surface

First, consider the case when the surface is perfectly smooth. The forces
acting on the ball following the instantaneous, horizontal impulsive action g'*
are its weight W = -mg K and the surface reaction forces N = NK and f = - fI
shown in Fig . 10.14. All are finite forces that contribute nothing to the instantaneous
impulse. There is no vertical motion of the ball, so N + W = 0, that is, N = mg.
Therefore, if the surface is perfectly smooth, f = 0 and the motion of the center of
mass C is uniform with velocity v*= V oin the inertial frame <1> . In view of (9.34)
and, more generally, by Exercise 9.1, page 367, the moment of inertia tensor
components for a sphere have the same values for every axis about the center of
mass so that Ie = let. There are no torques about the center of mass, so Euler's
equation (10.65) with Me = 0 shows that w = 0; hence, w = woo a constant.
Thus, without friction , the ball spins steadily about its initial axis of rotation and
its center moves with constant velocity along a straight path in <1>.

10.15.2.

Motion on a Rough Surface

Now suppose that the surface is rough with coefficient of dynamic friction v, and at time t the center of mass has a horizontal velocity v* and the
ball is rotating with angular velocity w . These vectors are unknown; in all there
are five unknown scalar components. As before, N + W = 0, and for a sphere
w x lew = w x lew = O. Then, with reference to Fig. 10.14, Euler's laws (10.26)
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and (10.65) in the inertial frame <1> require

mv" = f ,

lew = Me = - RK x f.

(l0.89a)

Solution of (i), We first find the slip speed of the contact point at O . We shall
assume that the tangential frictional force f at the contact point 0, so long as slip
occurs, is determined by Coulomb 's law of friction . This force acts in a direction
opposite to the slip velocity Vs of the particle of the ball at 0,
(l0.89b)
where Vs = lv. I. The constraint equation for the absolute tangential slip velocity
V s of the body point in contact with the plane at 0 is V s = v' + w x ( - RK) in
<1>, and hence Vs = v'-Rw x K. Substituting here both relation s in (l0.89a) for
v* and W, noting that f . K = 0, we obtain
Vs =

(1 + mRIe

2
)

!-.

(l0.89c)

m

Use of (l0.89b) in (l0.89c) gives a differential equation for vs ,
Vs
where lc

=-

=

(1 + RR:)e vg .

s

v

Vs

(l0.89d)

,

mR~, Re denoting the radiu s of gyration, is introduced. Now, write
= vser, where e, is a unit vector tangent to the path of the sliding contact point
on the plane. Then Vs = vser vser in <1>. In view of (l0.89d), however, this shows
Vs

+

that so long as slipping occurs er = 0, and hence V s changes only in magn itude,
not direction. We thus obtain an equation for the magnitude of vs;

vs =

-vg

(1 + :;) ,

a constant.

Integration of (1O.8ge) with the initial slip speed vs(O)
yields the slip speed at the contact point 0,
Vs

=

VOs -

vgt

(1 + ;;) .

(l0.8ge)

== VOs = Ivo- Rwo

xK

1

(l0.89f)

Let the reader show that this result also follows easily from (I 0.89d) upon forming
its scalar product with VS '
Solution of (ii). We now determine the time for slipping of the ball to end .
By (l0.89f), slipping ceases when V s = 0 at time t = T:
T

Subsequently, for time t ::::

T,

=

~~ (1 + :;)

- I

(1O.89g)

v' + W x ( - RK) = 0, the pure rolling constraint.
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Hence , f = 0 and the equations (10.89a ) are satisfied by constant values ofv' and

w. The ball thus rolls without slipping, its center moving in a straight line with
constant speed v' = Rio,
Solution of (iii). The motion of the center of mass during the slipping phase
is described next. So long as slipping occurs, i.e. for t < r , vs must have a constant,
but unknown direction e, that makes an angle with I, say. The angle may be fixed
by initial circumstance s, currently unspecified . Therefore, it is convenient here
to introduce an auxiliary inertial frame \11 = {O ; e. , j, K}, where J . j = I . e, =
cos Thus, before slipping ceases, by (I0.89b ) and the first equation in (10.89a),
v' = - vget , a constant acceleration vector. It follows that the center of mass has
the velocity v" = -vgtet + va' where va is its initial value. A second integration
yields the motion of C ; x" = -vgt Z/ 2et + vat + xQ. With xa = (0, 0, R) and with
the initial velocity components va = (i o' Y
o' 0) in \11 , the motion of the center of
mass in \11 is thus described by

e

e

e.

x' = -! vgt Z + i ot,

y' = yot ,

z' = R.

(10.89h)

Upon eliminating t , we find that during the slipping phase the path of the center
of mass in \11 is a parabola of the form x' = -A(y' ? + By' , for t < r.
Solution of (iv). Finall y, we determine the angular velocity of the ball in

\11 during and after the slipping phase. First, recall that during the slipping phase
f = < vmge., so the second of ( 1O.89a) may be written as
.
vg R;
w = -z-J ,

Rc

a constant ,

(10.89i)

for all t :::: r , Then the angular velocity of the ball during the slipping phase is
given by

vg R
wet) = Wo + - z tj ,
Rc

(10.89j)

wherein Wo = w(O) = WOl e, + w ozj+WQ3K is the constant initial angular velocity of the ball in \11. Therefore, WI = WOl and W 3 = W03 are constants, and
Wz = woz + (v g R / R~)t in \11 . The spin (10.89j) continues until slipping ends at
t = r in (10.89g). The ball then begins to roll with angular velocity
= w(r)
given by

w

~

w = Wo +

vosR •
z
zJ·
R +R c

(10.89k)

The foregoing results hold for any sphere for which the mass density varies
only with the radial distance from its center. For a homogeneous sphere, by (9.34),
R~ = 2R z/5 ; and, by (10.89g), independent of the physical propertie s of the
sphere, r = 2vosj7 vg is the time at which slipping ceases. See Problem s 10.46
and 10.47.
D
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Exercise 10.9. (i) Determine the height h above the horizontal plane at
which a homogeneous billiard ball, initially at rest, should be struck by a horizontal impulsive force situated in the vertical plane through the center of mass
(i.e., without "English"), so that the ball immediately will roll without slipping
on a perfectly smooth surface . (ii) Suppose the ball is struck either above or
below the height h > R, without "English." Friction then acts on the ball in a
direction parallel to the impulse. Find the initial values v~, wo, and VOs , and
showthatw(t)= [(H - R)v~ + vgRt]/R~jreferredto\{J.Hint:Apply(l0.30)and
(10.56).
D

10.16. Kinetic Energy of a Body
The (total) kinetic energy K (£?l3, t) of a body £?l3 in frame <I> is defined by

K( £?l3, t)

==

r ~v(P, t) . v(P , t)dm(P) ,

Jm2

(10.90)

where v( P, t) denotes the velocity of a particle of £?l3 in <1>. First, we relate the total
kinetic energy of the body to the translational kinetic energy of its center of mass
and the kinetic energy of the body relative to the center of mass. A general formula
involving the translational motion of an arbitrary point and the motion relative to
that point follows . Afterwards, a major equation for the kinetic energy of a rigid
body is derived. The results are then illustrated in two examples.
10.16.1. Kinetic Energy Relative to the Center of Mass
The kinetic energy K*(£?l3, t) of the center of mass of £?l3 is defined by,

K*(£?l3, t)

==

!m(£?l3)v*(£?l3, t) . v*(£?l3, t) ,

(10.91)

v*(£?l3, t) denoting the velocity of the center of mass . To relate (10.90) and (10.91)
in frame <1> , introduce v(P, t) = v*(£?l3, t) + pep, t) in (10.90), in accord with
Fig. 10.5, page 423, and thus obtain

K( £?l3, t) = K*(£?l3, t)

+ v* ·

r p dm + JP/r3 ~p
. p dm,
2

J(iJ

1

(10.92)

The kinetic energy ofthe body relative to the center ofmass is defined by
0Z)
K r d <7D,
t)

==

I . . pdm
.
-p
.

m2

(10.93)

Thus, recalling (5.17), we find from (10.92) the major result:

K( !?l3, t) = K*(!?l3, t)

+ Kr d !?l3, t) .

(10.94)
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In words , the total kinetic energy of a body is equal to the kinetic energy of its
center of mass plus the kinetic energy ofthe body relative to the center of mass.

10.16.2. Kinetic Energy Relative to an Arbitrary Point
It is useful to have a rule for the total kinetic energy in tenus of the motion
relative to an arbitrary point Q moving with velocity v Q in <1>, as shown in Fig. 10.5.
With v(P , t) = vQ + r(P, t) in (10.90), it follows that

K( [lJJ, t) = !m([lJJ)vQ . vQ + vQ . m([lJJ)i'*([lJJ, t)
where

+ KrQ([lJJ, t),

(10.95)

r* is the velocity of the center of mass relative to Q , and, by definition ,

~r(P , t) · «r, t)dm(P) .
J'J3 2

KrQ([lJJ, t) == (

(10.96)

This is called the kinetic energy of the body relative to Q.
Consequently, when Q is fixed in <1>, the total kinetic energy of the body is
equal to its kinetic energy relative to Q:

K( [lJJ, t) = KrQ([lJJ, t).

(10.97)

And when Q is the center of mass , (10.95) reduces to (10.94). Otherwise, there
are no other simple descriptions of (10.95).

10.16.3. Kinetic Energy of a Rigid Body
So far, the foregoing results hold for a deformable body. Except for the primary
definition (10.90) , however, these results generally are useful only for a rigid body.
For, in this case, the velocity of every body point relative to any assigned base point
Q is well defined by r = w x r . Hence , with the invariance property of w(t) in
mind, (10.96) may be written as

KrQ([lJJ , t)

= { ~w x r

1m2

. i dm

= ~w .
2

( r x

1m

r dm.

(10.98)

And introduction of (10.37) and (10.59) now yields the following major result for
the kinetic energy ofa rigid body relative to an arbitrary base point Q:
(10.99)
This rule is especially useful when Q is either a fixed body point or the center
of mass . By (10.97), when Q is a fixed body point, (10.99) gives the total kinetic
energ y of the body. When Q is the center of mass for which h rc = hc, (10.99)
yields
K rc = ~w . h c = ~w . I cw .

(10.100)
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Consequently, in view of (10 .91) and (10.100), the principal rule (10.94) yields the
following important relation for the total kinetic energyofa rigid body in terms of

center ofmass data:

K([JJJ, t)

= 4mv*

. v*

+ 4w , lew .

(10.101)

The kinetic energy (10.99) , of course, has the same value in every reference
frame at Q. In a principal reference frame ({; = {Q; ed, however, (10.99) and
similarly (10.100), reduces to the simple principal component expression,
(10.102)
In particular, for a rotation about a fixed principal axis e3 , say, with c03 == wand
== I, (10.102) yields the familiar elementary relation K rQ = 4/w2 for the
kinetic energy relative to Q.

/B

Example 10.11. (i) Apply (10 .95) to determine the total kinetic energy of
the connecting rod of the simple machine shown in Fig . 10.6, page 425. (ii) Repeat
the calculation based on (10.94).
Solution of (i). Since Q in Fig. 10.6 is a moving base point, the total kinetic
energy of the rod is obtained from (10.95). With w = (~ + Q)k by (10A1b) and
h rQ in (10A1d), (10.99) yields the kinetic energy of the rod relative to Q:
KrQ([JJJ, t) =

1

"2 W

.

me 2 . + Q) 2 .

h rQ = 6({3

(10.103a)

e . + Q)j

The same result also follows easily from (10.102). With r " = w x r* = "2({3

and use of (lOA1e) and (10.103a), (10.95) yields the total kinetic energy of the
connecting rod:

Solution of (ii). The solution based on (10.94) is simpler to construct. The
kinetic energy of the center of mass of the rod is given by (10.91). Thus, recalling
relations introduced above , we obtain
v*

= vQ + w

x r"

e.

= aQb + -({3
+ Q)j ,
2

(10.103c)

and hence
K*([JJJ, t)

= ~m [a 2Q2 + aQe cos (3(~ + Q) + ~ (~ + Q)2].

(1O.103d)
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With the aid of (9.28) referred to the principal basis at the center of mass of the
rod, (10.102 ) yields easily the kinetic energy relative to C ,
2
a
me2 •
KrC<P/J, t ) = 24 (f3 + Q) .

(10.103e)

Now (10.94) leads again to (10.103b). The reader will appreci ate the simplicity
of the mnemonic rule (10.94) and the consequent result (10.101) for the moving
center of mass, compared with (10.95) for an arbitrary moving point Q.
0

Example 10.12. At an instant of interest to, the center of mass of a rigid
body of mass m = 20 kg has an intrinsic velocity v* = 25t m/sec, the moment of
momentum about the center of mass is h c = 1100el - 500e2 + 600e3 kg . m2/
sec, and the moment of inertia tensor is I c = 25(ell + e22) - 15(e12 + e21) +
30e33 kg . m2, referred to a body reference frame cp = {C; ek}.Find the total kinetic
energy of the body.
Solution. The total kinetic energy of the body at the moment of concern may
befound from (10.101). An easy calculation gives K * = !mv* . v* = 6250 N . m,
h c in (l0.100),
the kinetic energy of the center of mass. To find K rc =
bearing in mind that h c is given, we must first find w = Wkek such that h c = Icw.
For the assigned moment of inertia tensor, the moment of momentum relative to
C is given by h c = (25w l - 15w2)el + (- 15wl + 25w2)e2 + 30W3e3. Equating
these scalar components with those given at to, we find three equations for the
components Wk :

!w .

25wI - 15W2 = 1100,

-15wl

+ 25w2 =

-500,

30W3 = 600.

These yield w = 50e l + lOe2 + 20e3 rad/sec . Hence , with the assigned value for
h c , the kinetic energy relative to the center of mass is K rC =
h c = 31,000
N . m. The total kinetic energy of the body in the inertial frame now follows from
(l0.101 ) or (l0.94): K =37 ,250N ·m.
0

!w.

10.17.

Torque-Free Rotation of an Axisymmetric Body

The steady rotation about a principal axis of a rigid body studied earlier is the
simplest of the torque-free rotation problems . Here we extend this study to another
simple class of torque-free problem s of a general homogeneous and axisymmetric
rigid body having a fixed point and rotating about an arbitra ry axis. We shall see
that the kinetic energy and the moment of momentum about the fixed point are
central to the general solution.
Consider a homogeneous axisymmetric rigid body with at least two identical
orthogonal planes of symmetry and having an angular velocity w about an axial
body point Q fixed in the inertial frame. This includes a rectangul ar solid with
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square cross section and every body of revolution, for example . Then the frame
= {Q ; ek} with e3 along the axis of symmetry is a principal body frame with
respect to which 18 = 12~ == Ill , and hence Euler 's equations (10.82) for the
torque-free angular motion of the body about an arbitrary axis may be written as
ip

IlleVl + W2W3(/33 - Ill) = 0,

(10.104)

IIIeV2 - W3WI(/33 - III) = 0,

133eV3

= O.

Therefore, W3 = Wo, a constant, and the remaining equations reduce to
.
.
W2 - PWI = 0, with p

133 - III

==

III

Multiply the second equation in (10.105) by i =
first equation to obtain

d

-

dt

(WI

+ i(2) -

iptto,

wo, a constant.

R

(10.105)

and add the result to the

+ i(2) = 0,

(10.106)

whose general solution , with the aid of Euler's identity (6.49), is
WI

+ iW2 =

Ae i pt = A(cos pt

+ i sin pt) ,

(10.107)

A being a constant of integration . Hence, the three angular velocity components
are
WI

= A cos pt ,

(10.108)

W2 = Asinpt,

The constants A and Wo may be expressed in terms of the total kinetic energy
K = KrQ, the squared magnitude sj, = h~Q of the moment of momentum relative
to Q, and the principal moment s of inertia. The total kinetic energy is given by
(10.102) . Discarding the circumflex notation from here on and using (10.108) in
(10.102) , we find
(10.109)
The squared magnitude of the moment of momentum, namely, h~ = hrQ . h rQ is
provided by (10.62); h~ = IllwT + li2w~ + 113w~ , Hence, by (10.108), we have
h 2Q

=

2
2 2
12
II A + 133 W O'

a constant.

(10.110)

Therefore, the total kinetic energy and the magnitude of the moment of momentum
about Q are constants of the motion, and (10.109) and (10.110) thus yield
Wo =

h~ - 2K III
133(/33 - lId '

A=

2K 133 - h~
Ill(/33 - Ill)

(10.111)
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Use of these in (10.108) completes the solution of the problem of the torque-free
rotational motion about a fixed axial point of a homogeneous axisymmetric rigid
= 12~ '
body with

IS

10.18. Mechanical Power and Work
Let dF( P, t) be the elemental force acting at a particle P of a body 9?3. Both
contact and body forces are included. The total mechanical power for the body is
the rate of working ofthe force, defined by
qJ (9?3, t)

= dfl/(9?3,t) ==
dt

1
gJ

v(P, t) . dF(P , t).

(10.112)

Consider a rigid body and let xQ( P, t) be the position vector of P from an
arbitrary base point Q. Now use v(P, t) = vQ(t) + wet) x xQ(P, t) in (10.112),
recall (10.9) and (10.10), note that both vQ and w depend on time alone, and thus
deduce the total mechanical power for a rigid body:

=

d fI/(9?3 , t)

= F(9?3, t) . vQ(t) + M Q(9?3, t) . wet) . (10.113)
dt
Since the mutual internal forces and torques are equipollent to zero, (10.113)
involves only the total of the external forces and their total moment about Q. The
firstterm on the right-hand side in (10.113) is the power 9i (9?3, t) == d 'Wr(9?3 , t) / dt
expended in a pure translation for which w = 0; it is the rate at which work is done
by the total force in translation of the body while acting at Q. The last term
in (10.113) is the power f?P, (9?3, t) == d l //r (9?3, t) / dt expended in a pure rotation
about a fixed point Q for which vQ = 0; it is the rate at which work is done by
the torque in turning the body about Q. Therefore, the total mechanical power
for a rigid body is equal to the sum of the translational power and the rotational
power: qJ (9?3, t) = f?l) (9?3, t) + f?P, (9?3, t) . In consequence, the total work done by
the forces and torques that act on the body during the time interval [to, t] is the
sum ofthe translational work 'Wr(9?3, t) and the rotational work 7//r (9?3, t):
qJ (9?3, t)

fI/( 9?3, t) = 'Wr(9?3, t)
wherein
'Wr(9?3, t)

==

1/
/0

F(9?3, t) . vQ(t)dt,

+ fl/r (9?3 , r),

7//r( 9?3, t)

==

1/
/0

(10.114)

M Q(9?3, t) . w(t)dt .

(10.115)

Clearly, a force perpendicularto the trajectory of point Q does no translational
work, and hence no translational power is expended in the motion. Similarly, a
torque perpendicularto the axis of rotation does no rotational work, so it contributes
nothing to the rotational power expended in the motion.
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10.19. The Work-Energy Principle
Euler's first law of motion has a general first integral of the work-energy
type (7.36) expressed in terms of the center of mass particle. To see this, start with
(10.26), retra ce the steps leading to (7.36), introduce the first relation in (10.115)
applied to the center of mass , and thus derive the work-energy principle for the
translational motion of a rigid body:

11/; (93, t) =

it

F( 93, t) . v*(93, t)dt = b.K*(93, t).

(10.116)

to

In words, the translational work done by the total external force acting on a
rigid body at its center of mass is equal to the change in the kinetic energy of its
center of mass particle. Consequently, the translational power expended is equal
to the time rate of change of the kinetic energy of the center of mass particle:
~ ; (93, t) = d 11/;(93, t) /dt = dK *(93, t) /dt.
A first integral of Euler's second law of motion for a rigid body, referred to
a body reference frame , is derived similarly. Form the scalar product of (10.65)
with wet), recall (3.42) and the symmetry of I Q , and use (10.99) and the second
relation in (10.115) to reach the work-energy principle for the rotational motion
ofa rigid body :

11/r(93, t)

=

it
to

M Q(93, t) . w(t)dt

= b.KrQ(rle, t) .

(10.117)

In summary, the rotational work done by the total external torque acting on a
rigid body in turning it about a base point Q is equal to the change in its kinetic
energy relative to Q. Therefore, the rotational power expended is equal to the time
rate of change of the kinetic energy relative to Q, as though point Q were fixed:
f?l1. (rle, t) = d11/r( rle, t) /dt = dKrQ( rle, t) /dt.
Exercise 10.10. Work through the details leading to (10.117) starting with
(10.65), and then with (10.51).
D
There are two important special cases to consider for Q, namely, when Q is
a fixed point and when Q is the center of mass. First, suppose that Q is a fixed
point. Then , by (10.97) , KrQ(rle, t) = K(rle, t) = ~w . IQw is the total kinetic
energy of the body, and from (10.114), 1//r (93, t) = 11/(93, t) is the total work
done. Therefore, by (10.117), the work-energy equation for a rigid body having
a fixed point Q in an inertial frame is

11/(rle, t) =

t

i to

M Q(93, t) . w(t)dt = b.K(rle, t) .

(10.118)

Now suppose that Q is the center of mass. Then the total kinetic energy of
the body is given by (10.94), and from the sum of (10.116) and (10.117) the result
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lp

(Body Frame)

w
Figure 10.15. Oscillat ion of a physical pendulum.

(10.114) delivers the fundamental work-energy equationfor a general rigid body
motion:

ft/( fK3, t) =

1/

F(fK3 , t) . v*(fK3, t) dt

~

+

1/

McCfK3, t) . wet) dt = !::>.K(fK3, t).

~

(10.119)

Here K( fK3 , t) has the explicit form 00.101). The principal results (10.118) and
(10.119) are summarized in the following rule.
Work-energy principle: The total work done over the time interval [to, t]
by the externalforces and torques acting on a rigid body about a fixed body point
Q or about the center of mass, in an inertial frame <1>, is equal to the change in
the total kinetic energy of the body:

11/(fK3, t) = !::>.K(fK3 , t).

(10.120)

Hence, the corresponding mechanicalpower is equal to the time rate ofchange in
<1> of the total kinetic energy:
f'i7)

f17)

~r (::7u , t)

=

dft/( fK3,t)
dt

=

dK( fK3,t)
dt
.

(10.121)

Example 10.13. A physical pendulum shown in Fig. 10.15 swings in its
vertical plane of symmetry about a smooth, fixed axle at Q. The pendulum is
released from rest at the placement eo with angular speed woo(i) Apply the workenergy principle to derive the equation of motion of the pendulum. Confirm the
solution by application of Euler's equation. (ii) Describe the general solution, find
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the small amplitude circular frequency of the oscillation, and describe a simple
pendulum having the same period. (iii) What is the mechanical power expended
over the interval [0, t] as a function of ()?

Solution of (i), The idea here is to obtain the work-energy equation for a
pivoted rigid body, and then derive from this first integral the differential equation
of motion for ()(t ). The center of gravity G of the pendulum is at a distance t
from Q , and hence the rotational work done by the torque in turning the pendulum
about the smooth hinge Q is determined by (10.118) in which w (t) = O(t)k and
M Q (.93, t ) = M1i + M2.i + M 3k - mgt sin e'k , where M 1 and M z are unknown
bearing reaction torque s, which are workle ss. Becau se the hinge is smooth, the
bearing reaction component M 3 = 0 and the support reaction force R is workless.
Hence, with ()(O) = ()o at to = 0,

11/ =

ht -rmg l: sin ()O dt= -rmgi:

1~°

sin () so.

(10.122a)

This yields the rotational work done by the applied loads as

1// = mgt (cos () - cos ()o).

(10. 122b)

Notice that this is just the gravitational work done : l //g = mgh = mgt (cos () cos ()o).
We choose a body frame rp = {Q ; ik } in the vertical plane of symmetry, as
shown in Fig. 10.15, so that k is a fixed principal axis with
= 13~ = O. Then
the first relation in (10.75) gives h rQ = I Qw = 10k, and hence the rotational
kinetic energy for the body is

IR

K (f:JlJ, t)

=

·z

2w . h rQ = 2 /() .
,

I

With 0( 0) = Wo atto = 0, the change in the kinetic energy is ~ K (f:JlJ, t) =
w5]; and, with (10.122b), the work-energy principle (10.118) yields

mgt (cos s - cos ()o) =

4/[OZ- w6].

(10. l 22c)

4/[Oz (10.122d)

The equation for the motion () (t ) of the physical pendulum follow s by differentiation of (10.122d) with respect to ():

Ie+ mgt sin() =

O.

(10.122e)

This result is readily confirmed by use of Euler's law through the second
relation in (10.75) . This yield s
M Q(f:JlJ, t ) = IQw(t ) = 18k,

(10.1220

where M Q(f:JlJ, t ) = M1i + Mz.i - mgt sin ()k. We thus recover (1O.l22e), and find
also that the reaction torque s vanish: M, = Mz = O. The se are the torque s identified in (10.72 ). They vanish becau se k is a principal axis.
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Solution of (ii), Equation (10.122e) has the same form as (6.67b) for the
simple pendulum. Therefore, its exact solution may be expressed in terms of an
elliptic integral of the first kind or in terms of a Jacobian elliptic function, as
shown in Section 7.10. By (10.122e), the small amplitude motion is described by
e + p 2e = 0 with circular frequency p = (mg£II)I /2 and period r =
21f(Ilmg£ )1/2. The length £s of a simple pendulum having the same period is
£s = I lm£ = R 2/£, R denoting the radius of gyration.
Solution of (iii). The mechanical (rotational) power expended is given by
(10.121). Hence, by (10.122b), ,qp (9c3, t) = d1f/(9c3, t)ldt = -mg£e sine . Alternatively, by (1O.122c), ,qp (9c3 , t) = dK(9c3, t) ldt = lee and use of (1O.122e)
yields the same result. So, the power expended during [0, t] is given by /1,qp ==
,qp (9c3, t) - ,qp (9c3 , 0) = -mg£(e sine - Wo sin eo); and with (10.122d), we thus
find, as a function of e(t), that

/1,qp

= mgt. (w o sin eo =f sin eJ2p2(cOS e -

where the sign is chosen accordingly as
ti~ .

cos eo) +

w6 ) , (10.122g)

eis increasing (-) or decreasing (+) in

D

Exercise 10.11. Find the bearing reaction force R(e) at the hinge Q.

D

10.20. Potential Energy
We now consider the work done on a rigid body by conservative forces and
relate this to the total potential energy. Let a denote the mass, volume, area, or
length parameter for a rigid body so that do (P) is the corresponding time invariant,
elemental material entity. Further, let f( P, t) denote the applied force per unit a
and write the elemental force on a material parcel as dF(P , t) = f(P , t)dO'(P). By
(10.112), the rate of working of the force distribution is then given by

d 1f/(9c3, t)
-- =
dt

1
9'J

yep , t) . f(P , t)dO'(P) .

(10.123)

Suppose that the applied force density varies only with position x = x(P , t)
over the body. Then f(x) is conservative if and only if there exists a potential energy
density function 1/r(x) per unit a such that
(10.124)

f(x) = - V1/r(x) .

It follows that
a1/r dx
d1/r(x)
v · f= -V1/r . v = - - . - = - - -

ax

dt

dt'

(10.125)
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and hence (10.123) yield s the rate of working d l f/c((J/J, t) /dt by the distribution
of conservative applied force :
c
d
dfl/
- = -dt
dt

19B

1/;(x)da(P),

(10.126)

in which time dependence is implicit in x(P , t) . Introducing the total potential
energy of the body (J/J defined by
V( (J/J)

==

r

1/;(x)da(P) ,

Jm

(10.127)

and integrating (10.126), we deduce the familiar basic rule
fl/c( (J/J) = -!:,. V ((J/J) .

(10.128)

In sum, the total work done by a conservative force distribution acting on a rigid
body is equal to the decrease in the total potential energy.

Example 10.14. Gravitational potential energy. Determine the total gravitational potential energy of a body (J/J in a uniform gravitational field of strength g
per unit mass a of (J/J.
Solution. The constant grav itational force per unit mass is a conservative
force distribution given by

f==

g = -\71/;,

(10.129a)

in which 1/; is the gravitational potential energy density per unit mass a . Form the
scalar product g . dx = - \71/; . dx = -d1/; , which is equivalent to (10.125), and
integrate this equation over the path traversed by the body point at x to obtain the
potential energy 1/;(x) per unit mass ,
1/;(x) = -g . !:"x,

(l0.129b)

where !:"x == x( P, t) - x( P, to). Then for a uniform gravitational field strength g
and with a == m in (10.127) , we obtain
V( (J/J)

=

r 1/;(x) dm = -g . Jm
r !:"xdm = -g . m Sx" ,

J9B

(10.129c)

where, from (5.12) , !:"x* is the displacement vector of the center of mass of (J/J.
With g = - gk, this delivers V = mgh in which h == k . Ax" = Az" is the vertical
displacement of the center of mass, a rule similar to the familiar particle relation
(7.60) . Thus, the total gravitational potential energy of a rigid body in a uniform
gravitational field is equal to the gravitational potential energy of its center of
mas s particle.
0
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10.21. The General Energy Principle
The foregoing results on work and energy are now assembled in an alternative
general form of the work-energy principle. First, separate the total elemental force
dF( P, t) into the sum of its conservative part dF c( P, t) and its nonconservative
part dFN(P, t). Then the work , 1f/([JlJ, t) =
v(P , t)· dF(P , t»dt , done by
the total force acting on a rigid body is the sum of the work 1f/c( [JlJ, t) done by the
conservative part ofthe force and the work 1f/N([JlJ, t) done by the nonconservative
part: 1f/([JlJ, t) = "/f/d [JlJ, t) + 1f/N([JlJ, t) . Therefore, in view of (10.128),

J,:UgB

7f/([JlJ, t) = -!:J. V( [JlJ)

+ 1f/N([JlJ, t),

(10.130)

where 1f/N([JlJ, t) is determined by (10.114) for the nonconservative part of the
force, and the potential energy is at most an implicit function of time. Recalling
the work-energy principle (10.120) and introducing the total energy, $ ([JlJ, t) ==
K([JlJ, t) + V( [JlJ), we have the following important first integral for a rigid body.
General energy principle: Let the motion be referred to a body reference
frame rp = {Q; ek} at the center of mass or at a base point Q fixed in an inertial
reference frame. Then the change in the total energy ofa rigid body is equal to the
work done by the nonconservativepart of theforce:
(10.131)
This leads at once to the following useful corollary, referred to rp = {Q; ek}'
Principle of conservation of energy: The total energy of a rigid body is
constant if and only if the nonconservative part of the force does no work in the
motion or, trivially, when the totalforce is conservative:

K( [JlJ, t) + V( [JlJ) = E , a constant.

(10.132)

Example 10.15. Apply the energy principle to derive the first integral of the
equation of motion for the physic al pendulum in Fig. 10.15, page 467 .
Solution. The bearing reaction force R at the smooth support Q in Fig. 10.15
is workless; the bearing reaction torque J..tQ == M1i + M2.i , because there is no
rotation of the body about these directions, also is workless, in fact J..tQ= 0; and
the gravitational force W is conservative with potential energy V = mgt. (1 cos e) . Clearly, the system is conservative and (1 0.132) holds . The rotational kinetic
2
energy is given by K r Q =
, where 1==
With co = 8, (10.132) yields the
first integral of the equation of motion for the physical pendulum:

!Iw

!I8

IK

+ mgt. (1 - cos e) = E.
and 8(0) = wo, the constant
2

For initial data e(O) = eo
cos 80), and the last result then agrees with (10.122d) .

E

= ! I w5 + mgt. (1 -

0
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Exercise 10.12. A uniform wheel of mass m and radius R rolls without
slipping down a hill that resembles a cosine curve on [0, JT] . The center of the
wheel has an initial speed vii at the top of the hill. Find the speed of the center of the wheel after it has dropped through a vertical height h from its initial
position.
0
Example 10.16. Apply the energy method to derive the first integral of the
equation of motion of the rod described in Fig. 10.11, page 447.
Solution. The resultant force R exerted on the rod by the smooth hinge
bearing is workle ss, and the gravitational force on the rod is conservative with
total potential energy V = !mg£(I - cos B). The body frame 2 = {Q ; i, j, k} is a
principal reference frame at Q. Therefore, with the aid of (I 0.80a) and (I 0.80c) in
(10.102), the total kinetic energy of the rod relative to Q is K = Kr Q = ~m £2(e 2 +
Q2 sirr' B).
The smooth hinge bearing exerts no torque about the hinge axis , the k
direction. But the component ILl of the bearing reaction torque exerted on the
rod about the i-axis does work on the rod to control its spin. Therefore, we shall
need to apply the general energy principle (10.131). The total bearing reaction
torque exerted on the rod, from (I 0.80e), is M~ = IL 1i = - ~ m£2Qe cos Bi. Then
with (1O.80a) and Bo = B(O) at t = 0, (10.114) for a fixed point Q gives
1f/N

=

rM~
Jo

. w dt

=

~m£2Q2
3

e
r
i:

cos B sin OdO

=

~m£2Q2(sin2 8 3

sin 2 ( 0 ) .

(1O.133a)

Recall the foregoing kinetic and potential energy functions to form !::J. 0'1~ =
+ !::J. VI~ . Then with (10. 133a), the general energy principle (10.131) yields

!::J.KI~

~m£2 (e 2 + Q2 sin2 B)I~

+ !mg £ (l

- cos B)I~ = ~m£2Q2(sin2 8 - sin2 (0) ,
(l0.133b)

wherein !::J.0'1~ == 0'(t ) - 6 (0), subject to the initial data e(O) = 0 and B(O) =
Bo. We thus obtain the first integral of Euler's equation of motion for the
rod:

e2 =

Q2(sin 2 8 - sin 2 (0) + 3~(COSB - cos Bo).

(l0.133c)

This is the same as (10.80g) obtained by direct integration of the equation of motion
(l0.80f) . Relative to the vertical shaft, (lO.l33c) determines the angular speed of
0
the rod as a function of B.
Exercise 10.13. A simple brake system for a flywheel of radius R and mass

m consists of a brake pad having a coefficient of dynamic friction v and positioned

over a small area at the flywheel's outer circumference. During braking, the pad
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is pressed suddenly against the rim by a steady hydraulic pressure that generates
a resultant normal, central directed force P on the flywheel. The flywheel has a
constant angular speed Q about its axle before braking occurs . Apply the general
energy principle to determine the number of revolutions of the flywheel in reducing
its speed to a value co in time t, and find the time t required.
0

10.22.

Motion of Lineal Bodies Subject to a Stokes
Retarding Force

A cable, rope , string , wire , stick, a strand of hair, and a rod are familiar examples of thin-structured, essentially one-dimensional bodies that are commonly
described by a straight or curved spatial line. Any such one-dimensional material
object of this kind is called a lineal body. Euler's classical elastica theory of bending of a flexible, inextensible curve, commonly thought of as a slender, straight or
curved rod, is a well-known application of the lineal body model. The vibratory
motion of an inextensible string or wire subjected to tensile loading is another
application. Here we study the motion of a homogeneous, lineal rigid body subjected to a Stokes drag force per unit length of the body, distributed over its entire
length .
Consider a lineal rigid body e of uniform mass density a = dmjds per unit
length s moving in an inertial frame <I> = {o; i k } . Suppose that the body is subjected
over all of eto a drag force Cd, per unit length, and to an additional system of forces
consisting of a total force F = df and a total torque M Q = x x df about a
base point Q that either is fixed in <I> or at the body's center of mass; and assume
that e is a sufficiently smooth curve so that the integrations are meaningful. The
total drag force F d on e and its moment M dQ about Q may be written as

Ie

Fd =

1

fdds,

Ie

1

M dQ =

x x fdds,

(10.134)

in which x = x( P, t) is the position vector of the material parcel P from Q. Then
Euler 's laws of motion for the momentum p*( t) ofthe center of mass particle and
the moment of momentum hrQ(e , t) relative to Q yield the differential equations

e,

dp*
=F+Fd ,

dt

dh r Q
- - =MQ+MdQ.

dt

(10.135)

Introducing the Stokes drag force f d = -CV, where c > 0 is the constant drag
coefficient per unit length and v( P , t) denotes the velocity of the material parcel
P of mass dm(P) , we obtain from (10.134),
Fd =

-~a

l

e

v d m = -fJp*,

M dQ =

-~a

l

e

x x vdm = -fJhrQ'
(10 .136)
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wherein the constant f3 == c/ (J > O. Finally, use of (10.136) in (10.135) yields the
general equations of interest:

p* + f3p*

(10.137)

= F,

These are the governing equations of motion for all homogeneous, lineal rigid bodies subjected to a general system of forces that includes a distributed Stokes force
over its entire length . Air and water resistance are examples for which Stokes's
law holds for bodies moving at low speeds, so let us assume that our lineal rigid
body has a slow motion through a Stokes continuum that initially is at rest and
remains essentially undisturbed by the motion of the body; otherwise, additional
complications enter the analysis . Hence , only the velocity of lineal rigid body
contact points is relevant to the discussion.
Example 10.17. Consider a uniform, heavy thin rod of mass m and length

a suspended in the vertical plane by a smooth hinge at one end Q, and released
with initial angular speed Wo at the placement 80 in a Stokes medium of negligible
buoyancy. The restoring torque is M Q = -!mga sin 8k and the moment of mo-

mentum relative to Q is h r Q = 1Qwk, where w = wk is the angular velocity and
lQ = 1ma2 . The first equation in (10.137) determines the support reaction force
as a function of the placement 8(t) , and the second equation yields the equation
of motion,
OJ

+ f3w + p2 sin 8 =

0,

2

3g

p==-

2a

(10.138a)

For small oscillations this reduces to the familiar differential equation of type (6.83)
for the free , damped oscillations of the rod : (j + f3e + p 28 = 0, whose solutions
are summarized on page 157.
Notice that the rod geometry enters the result only through the constant p .
Therefore, in the absence of gravity, we have p = 0, and (10.138a) reduces to
OJ + f3w = 0, which , except for its mass density, is independent of any physical
characteristics of the rod. In fact, the same equation holds for any homogeneous
rod of arbitrary shape turning about a principal axis at its center of mass. We shall
say more about this unusual result in a moment.
0
10.22.1.

Universal Motions for Equipollent Systems

Suppose that the system of additional forces is equipollent to zero.
Then F = 0, M Q = 0, and (10.137) yields the universal equations of motion
characteristic of all dynamical systems in the class ..£ ofall homogeneous, lineal
rigid bodies subject to a linear viscous damping force per unit length, and for
which all otherforces are equipollent to zero:

p* + f3p*

= 0,

(10.139)
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The first integral s of these equations are given by
p*(e , t ) = poe- Pt ,

(10.140)

in which Po == p*(e , 0) and h o = hrQ(e , 0) are certain initial values. Consequentl y, for all systems in the class .L the momentum of the center of mass and
the moment of momentum relative to Q have fixed directions in <I> throughout the
motion of the body, which, as may be anticipated intuitively, decays exponentially
over time bringing the body eventually to rest.
10.22.2. Universal Motions for Workless Force Systems
Recall that a system of distributed forces f p
equipollent to zero if and only if

F=

1

f pd s = 0,

M

Q

=

= f(P) , per

unit length s , is

1

(10.141)

x x f p ds = 0,

where x is the position vector of the point P from any moment center Q. Now
consider a lineal rigid body with base point Q and subjected to any system of
distributed forces equipollent to zero. Then v p = v Q + W x x, and hence the rate
d 7Ye/ dt at which work is done by the addition al equipoll ent system (10.141)
1S

e
d 7Y- =
dt

1

1

1

v r : f p ds = VQ'
f pds +w ·
x x fpds
t e e

= O.

(10.142)

That is, the additional equipollent system of distributed forces is workless. There fore, problem s in the class .L characterized by the universal equations (10.139)
with their first integrals (10.140) are among those in the workless class <8 characterized below.
Consider a homogeneous, lineal rigid body e of arbitrary shape subject to a
nonconservative force f N , per unit length s , distributed over its entire length . We
shall suppose that all other forces, including any conservative forces, that act on e
are workless . Therefore, in accordance with the work--energy principle (10.120)
for a rigid body, we have ~K(e ,t) = 'WN (e ,t). The mechanical power dissipated by the nonco nservative force is defined by 9 (e , t) = d 'WN / d t in (10.112);
therefore , we begin with

k (e , t) = e-« , t) =

1

f N · v ds ,

(10.143)

where v = yep , t ) is the velocity of the material point P on which the noncon servative force is acting on e.
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For the Stokes drag force f N = -cv per unit length of £ , the total power is
given by

[1'(£ , t) = .:':

jv .

a e

vdm = -2f3K (£ , t) ,

(10 .144)

in term s of the total kinetic energy (10.90). Hence, (10.143) yields the universal
energy equation characteristic of all dynamical systems in the class (i' of homogeneous, lineal rigid bodies subject to a linear viscous damping force per unit
length, and for which all other forces acting on £ are workless, including those
that are equipollent to zero:

k(£ ,t) + 2f3K(£ , t ) = 0,
with f3

== cia>

(10.145)

0, whose general solution is

K(£ ,t) = Koe- 2/3t,

(10 .146)

in which K o == K(£ ,0) is the initial kinetic energy of the body. These rules are
mainly useful for any single degree of freedom dynamical system, but they may
also be useful in special, constrained higher degree of freedom systems.
Exercise 10.14. Show that the universal energy equation (10 .145 ) may be
derived as a first integral of the pair of universal differential equations (10.139) for
Q at the center of mass. You will see that the first integral of each vector equation
0
ha s exactly the same univer sal form as (10.145).
10.22.3.

Universal Motions of Rotating Rigid Bodies

Many dynamical problems in the workless class (if' have the property that the
body is turning with angular speed co about a principal axis so that
2

K =

KW ,

(10 .147)

wherein K is a constant characteristic of the body. For a homogeneous circular ring
of radius R , axial moment of inertia I, and mass m, rolling slowly without slip on
a fixed horizontal surface, we have K =
+ mR 2 ) , for example. Let Wo denote
the initial angular speed of the body; then Ko == KW5 and (10 .146) yields

!U

wet)

Integration of(l0.148) with w

= woe-/3t .

== eand eo

(10.148)

= e(O) gives the angular placement oU:

eCt) = eo + ~0(1 - e-/3t).

(10.149)

Finally, use of (10.147) in (10 .145) yields

W + f3w = 0,

(10 .150 )
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or, in term s of

e,

e+ f3 e = o.

(10.151)

The universal equation of motion I (10.150), or equivalently (10.151) , is exactly
the same for every homogeneous, lineal rigid body having the same mass density,
and it is independent ofthe shape , length, or any other physical characteristics of
the body.
It is not unusual that several dynamical systems may be formally characterized by the same differential equation. Many systems are described by the familiar
equation characteristic of a simple harmonic oscillator, for example. But the universal equation of motion (10.151) is unusual because it is identically the same
equation for every dynamical system in the workless class <5. There is no need to
mention any specific mechanical system . The effect is due to the linear nature of
Stokes damping and to the special nature of the system of additional forces.
10.22.4.

General Motion with Additional Forces

Suppose that the body is subjected to an additional system of forces for which
the total mechanical power is ~, say. This may include additional conservative
forces excluded in (10.143). In this case, (10.145) is replaced by the differential
equation

K + 2f3K

= ~,

(10.152)

which generally is not universal. Indeed, the universal equation (10.145) holds if
and only if ~ = 0, that is, when and only when the additional system offorces
is workless. In particular, the differential equation for the rotation in the vertical
plane of a homogeneous, rigid rod about any point other than the center of mass
is not in the universal class .~ because the conservative gravitational force acting
on the lineal body does work.
In the exceptional case for which the extra power may be proportional to
the total kinetic energy of the body, so that ~ = y K, where y is a constant, the
motion is characterized by the similar differential equation

K + (2f3 - y)K

= 0,

(10.153)

with solution K = Koe(y-2{3)/ . But this equation is not exactly the same as (10.145),
and hence this exceptional case is not a member of the universal class .(6 for which
f3 depends on only the viscosity of the medium and the mass density of the body.
Exercise 10.15. Consider a homogeneous, thin rigid plate or shell of uniform
mass density a per unit area, moving in an inertial frame <t> { 0 ; ek}. The shell may
be open or closed. Suppose that the body is subjected to a Stokes drag force over its
II See Wilms (1995) and Beatty (1997, 2(02) in the References.
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entire surface. Retrace the foregoing development starting with (10.134) and show
that all of the previous results hold for an arbitrary rigid plate or shell structure.
See Problems 10.67 and 10.68.
0
Exercise 10.16. Consider an open and a closed thin hemispherical shell, a
thin spherical shell, and an open thin conical shell, all of radius R and mass
density a spinning with angular speed to about their fixed, vertical principal
axis of symmetry, and each subjected to a Stokes drag force over its surface.
All other forces are workless. Find the motion for each of these very different
systems.
0
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Problems
10.1. Show that eq uations (10.2) and (10 .3) satisfy ( 10.5) in accorda nce with the principle
of det erm ini sm.
10.2. Suppose that the ve loc ity of eve ry parti cle of a body is the same so that v(P , t) = vet )
is a functio n of onl y the time. Prove that ( 10.2) and ( 10.3) ma y be written in the form
F (g(j, t) = m (g(j)a(t) ,

M o (g(j, r) = x~ ( g(j , t ) x F (g(j, t ).

Hen ce, in thi s speci al case the force and moment vanish togeth er, if and o nly if the motion is
un iform . Here a fr) = v(t ) and x~ ( g(j, r) is the position vec tor of the ce nter mass fro m a fixed
poi nt 0 in the inerti al frame .

10.3. A tru ck is moving on a horizont al road with speed v = 1.5 m/sec which is dec reasing
at the rate of 0.5 m/sec2 ; and at the instant of interest, a concrete pipe section of mass m
1600 kg and diameter 1.5 m begi ns to roll without slipping toward the rear of the truc k, from
one co nstra ini ng block to another, with an ang ular speed to = 0 .2 rad/sec, increa sing at the rate
of 0 . 1 rad/sec? relative to the truck. Derive an equa tion for the tota l force act ing on the pipe, and
determine its value at the moment of inte rest.

=

10.4. Use the result s in Example 10.3, page 424, and Examp le lOA , page 428, to determ ine
by two meth ods the mom ent of mom entum of the rod abo ut point 0 fixed in the ground frame .
What is the total torque on the rod abo ut O ?

10.5. A thin circular disk of rad ius R and mass m is spinning with a co nsta nt ang ular
veloci ty W I about its axle AB whic h is turning abo ut a fixed vertic al ax is FA with a cons tant
ang ular veloci ty W 2 , as show n in the figur e. Wh at is the moment of mom entum of the disk about
points A and B referred to frame 1/1 = {B ; id fixed in the axle? Co mpute all essential mom ent s
of inertia . Fi nd the total torque acting on the disk abo ut A and B .
10.6. A cylinde r of rad ius R, len gth L, and ma ss m rotat es with a co nstant ang ular velocity
relative to a table on whi ch its bearings are mounted. The tabl e turn s with a co ns tant angular
vel ocit y W I , as shown in the diagram . Find the mom ent of mom entum of the cylinder about its
center of mass C . Compute all essentia l moments of inertia. Wh at is the total torqu e acting on
the cylinde r, about C ?

W2

10.7. Th e moti on of a th in sem icirc ular rod of rad ius r indu ced by a horizont al force P
applied at A is guide d by sm all blocks that slide in a smooth horizont al track shown in the figur e.
(a) Find the acceleration of the ce nte r of mass of the rod, and determ ine the result ant surface
reaction forces at A and B. (b) Wha t force P will sustain the rod's mo tion so that the surface
reacti on at B van ishes ? Find this mot ion , when the system starts fro m rest initia lly.
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10.8. The figure shows a ladder of length I and mass m transported in a cart that moves
from rest with a constant acceleration a . (a) What are the support reaction forces on the ladder
at A and B? (b) Determine the maximum acceleration of the cart for which the ladder maintains
contact at A, and find the corresponding reaction at B.

a

Problem 10.8.

10.9. A (roughl y) homogeneous and symmetric crate of weight W is mounted on a pallet
with casters that roll smoothly, with negligible friction, on a fixed horizontal surface due a force
P applied as shown. Determine the range of values of H for which the crate will not tip at A and

B.

p

H

h

J---

-

2d - -....-j

Problem 10.9.

10.10. Accord ing to elasticity theory, the end torque T required to twist a uniform circular
shaft is proportional to the angle (J of the end twist, that is, T = k(J . The constant k is called
the torsional stiffness. A rigid circular plate of radius a is centrally welded to the end of a thin,
inextensible torsion rod of negligible mass, twisted through a small angle (Jo and released to
perform torsional oscillations about its axis (See Fig. 1.7 in Volume I). (a) Derive the equation
of motion of the plate, and determine the period 'I of its oscillation . This period may be found
independently by experiment. (b) An axisymmetric body B, a wheel for example , is placed on
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the plate with its central axis along the rod/plate axis, and the period of the torsional vibration
of the system is now '2. Derivean equation for the momentof inertia 18 of B in terms of 'l and
'2. (c) Experiments reveal that 'l = 5 sec, '2 = 25 sec, and the torsionalstiffness of the shaft is
k = ,,2/100 Nrn/rad. Determine 18 for these test data.

10.11. A thin,homogeneous rod oflength e and mass m is suspendedverticallyby a torsion
wireattached to its center C. Whenthe rod is displacedthroughan angle()in the horizontalplane,
the wire exerts on the rod a restoring torque T = kt), where k is the constant torsional stiffness
of the wire. The rod is released from rest initially at an angle ()o. (a) What is the oscillational
frequency of the rod in terms of assigned quantities? (b) Determine the angular motion ()(t) of
the rod. (c) The torsional stiffness of a wire of length h, radius a, and having a shear modulus JL
is given by k = "JLa 4 12h. Show how your results may be applied to determine by experiment
the material constant JL .
10.12. A homogeneous, slender rod of length e and mass m is supported by a smooth
hinge at H and connectedat A to a linear spring of stiffness k. Apply Euler's law and derivethe
equation for the circular frequency of small plane oscillations of the rod about its natural state
shown in the diagram, expressed in terms of the assigned quantities only.

H

a

'1 \
a

I,

v

Problem 10.12.
10.13. A homogeneous rectangular plate, 6 ft x 2 ft, swings in the vertical plane about
a smooth supporting hinge H located on the lengthwise center line of the plate, 2 ft from its
center of mass. Calculate the moment of inertia and determine the radius of gyration R H about
H. Derivean equationfor the small amplitudecircular frequencyin terms of g and R H , and thus
determine the period of the motion in terms of g alone. Notice that the results are independent
of the mass of the plate, howevergreat or small.
10.14. A thin, homogeneous rigid rod of length e and mass m is supportedby a frictionless
hinge at its center of mass C. The rod is connected at A to a springof stiffnessk and is constrained
to move only in the horizontal plane. Initially,the rod has a small angular speed Wo and a small
angular displacement()o shown in the diagram. (a) Determinethe small oscillatorymotion ()(t)
of the rod. (b) What is the period of the oscillation? (c) Find the reactionexerted by the support.
Computeall quantities involved and express the results in terms of only the assignedparameters.

10.15. A nonhomogeneous, slender rigid rod of length e has a mass density a, per unit
length, that varies linearly with the distance from one end 0 where its value is ao to the value
2ao at the other end A. The rod is suspended by a smooth hinge pin at 0 , given a small angular
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Problem 10.14.
displacement, and released to perform small oscillations in the vertical plane . (a) What is the frequency of the vibration? (b) What is the length of a simple pendulum having the same frequency?
(c) Find the radius of gyration of the rod about O .
10.16. A machine member A B shown in the diagram is modeled as a homogeneous slender
rod ofiength and mass m. (a) Find the total force and the total torque about the point 0 required
to sustain the motion of the rod with an angular acceleration about the fixed axle 0 D . (b) Find
a relation between the magnitudes of the force and the torque when w is constant.

e

w

k

.

)

",--.

Problem 10.16.
10.17. The figure shows a thin, homogeneous disk of radius 2 ft and mass m = 10 slug
rotating with an angular speed Wz = 100 rad/sec relative to a platform that is spinning with
angular speed WI = 40 rad/sec in the ground frame . Neglect the mass of the supporting shaft
AB , assume that the roller bearing at A supports the shaft only around its radial direction, normal
to AB. Compute the total bearing reactions at A and B, including static contributions.
10.18. A homogeneous circular disk of radius r has a small circumferential groove around
which a long inextensible cord of negligible mass is wound . The end point 0 of the cord is held
fixed, and the disk is released from rest in the vertical plane, the cord unwinding as the disk falls
(like a yo-yo toy). Find the velocity of the center of mass C and the angular velocity of the disk
after it has fallen a distance d. Explain why the point of contact of the cord with the disk, say Q,
may be used as the moment center in Euler's law, and solve the problem with the use of Q. Solve
the problem again with the use of C as the moment center. Are the results equivalent? Express
the results in terms of only the assigned quantities.
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Problem 10.17.

10.19. The norma l, central axis of a uniform thin circu lar plate of mass m and radius r
makes an angle ex with respect to the axis of a shaft to which the plate is welded at its center C .
(See the figure for Problem 9.2 1.) The moment of inertia tensor of the plate is given in (9.33). The
shaft has a constant angular velocity wand is supported in horizontal bearings symmetrically
positioned at a distance d on each side of C. Ignore the mass of the shaft. Find the magnitude
of the dynamic bearing reaction torque about C , and determine the magnitudes of the bearing
reaction forces.
10.20. An inextensible cable of negligib le mass wound around a stepped cylindrical pulley
supports a weight W . The pulley is restrained by a spring of elasticity k , as shown in the figure.
The system is released from rest when the spring is initially unstretched and performs small
oscillations in the vertica l plane. Determine the ang ular motion B(t), and find the support bearing
reaction force as a function of f} . Find the equilibri um angular placement Be.
k

Problem 10.20.

10.21. A homogeneous, plane rigid body has several holes drilled through it, all situated on
a vertical line through the center of mass C. A small pin through anyone of the holes provides
a smooth horizontal axle 0 about which the bod y may osc illate in the vertical plane. (a) Find
the period of small oscillations of the body in term s of the distance d of point 0 from C and the
radius of gyration Rc about C. It may be seen from this equation that the period goes to infinity
when d = 0 and when d = 00, and hence there exists a value of d for which the period is least.
(b) Show that this point is at a distance d = Rc from C. (c) Show that there exists another point
of suspension Q on the line OC Qat b =P d from C for which the period is the same as that about
O. The point Q is called the center ofoscillation. Find its distance b from C.
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10.22. A plane rigid body of mass m similar to the physical pendulum shown in Fig . 10.15,
page 467, can rotate about a smooth axle at Q. The body is suspended at rest in the vertical plane,
and an instantaneous impuls ive force F* is applied in the plane of the body at its boundary and in
a direction perpendicular to the vertical line joining Q and the center of mass G. Find the vertical
distance d from the point of support Q to the line of action of F* such that there is no impulsive
reaction at Q in the direction of F*. The point at d on the vertical line QG is called the center of

percussion.

10.23. A homogeneous square plate of mass m and side 2a rests on a smooth horizontal
surface. A horizon tal impulsive force F* of specified intensity is applied at a comer point B in
a direction perpendicular to the diagonal line at B. Find the subsequent angular velocity of the
plate . What is the velocity of the center of mass?
10.24. A uniform slender rod of mass m and length 2a is supported in a bearing and rotates
in the horizontal plane with angular velocity w about a vertical axle at its center C. Let Q be
an arbitrary point along the rod from C. (Note that the center of mass is fixed in the inertial
frame .) Use (10.38) and thus demonstrate that h Q = he . Suppose that a horizontal force S acts
perpendicular to the rod at one end . Show that M Q = M e .
10.25. A homogeneous square plate DE F G of mass m and side 2a rotates about a vertical
diagonal axis D F with angular velocity w, the point F being supported by a smooth horizontal
plane . (a) Apply (10.38) to find hE, and thus show that hE = he for the center of mass C. (b) Now
suppose that the comer point E is suddenly fixed so that the plate now turns with angular velocity
n about an axis through E and parallel to DF. Find the new angular velocity.
10.26. A homogeneous square plate of mass m and side 2a is suspended from a smooth ball
jo int at a comer point O. The plate is initially at rest in the vertical plane when an instantaneous
impul se P, acting in the horizontal plane and norma l to the plane ofthe plate, is sudden ly applied
at an adjacent comer point , as shown. (a) Determine explicit ly the axis n about which the plate
begins to rotate ; find the angle (), and show the axis in a diagram . (b) Find the instantaneous
impulse reaction R at O.

.I

Problem 10.26.
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10.27. An equilateral triangular frame formed from three homogeneous thin straight rods,
each of mass m and length 2a, is suspended from a smooth ball joint at a vertex O . Initially at rest
in the vertical plane, the frame suffers an instantaneous impulse P in a direction perpendicular
to the plane of the triangle at an adjacent vertex . The geometry setup is similar to that shown
in the previous problem . (a) Establish that the axes ik at 0 are principal axes. (b) Show that the
magnitude of the instantaneous impulse reaction at 0 is PIS.
10.28. The ends of two homogeneous thin rods, each of mass m and length 2a , are connected
by a smooth hinge H and lie along a straight line AH B on a smooth horizontal plane , the free
end points of the rods being at A and B. The rod H B is struck suddenly at B by a horizontal force
impulse P perpendicular to the rod. (a) Find the velocity of the center of mass and the angular
velocity of each rod immediately after the impact. (b) Determine the instantaneous impulse
reaction at H . Find the velocity of H, and describe in a diagram the direction of its motion and
that of the rods. Hint: First construct a free body diagram for each rod and apply the principles
(10.30) and (10.56).
10.29. Two gears , A of radius a and B of radius b having respective axial moments of
inertia IA and I B, can tum freely about their parallel axles. Initially, gear A has an angular speed
co, while B is at rest. The gears are suddenly engaged. Find the subsequent angular speed of each
gear.
10.30. A homogeneous circular disk of radiu s a and mass M is pivoted at its center and set
spinning with angular velocity w about its central axis norm al to the horizontal plane . A particle
of mass m falls vertically , strikes the disk at its edge with velocity v, and adheres to it. Find the
velocity v f of the particle and the angular velocity w f of the plate immedi ately after the impact.
Show that v f make s an angle a with the horizontal plane, the same angle that W f makes with
the vertical axis , given by
tan a

m(M+4m)
= 4 ---'-----,---'M(M +8m)

v

(PIO.30)

aw

10.31. A uniform bicycle wheel of mass M is pivoted at its center and rotate s with angular
velocity w about its axle perpendicular to the horizontal plane . Ignore the mass of the spokes and
model the wheel as a thin ring ofradius a. A particle of mass m falls vertically , hits the wheel
near its rim with velocity v, and adhere s to it. Show that the velocity of the particle immediately
after impact makes an angle a with the horizontal plane given by (PI 0.30) in which m is replaced
by m /2.
10.32. A uniform wheel of radius r and mass m , whose plane is vertical , spins and slips
on a horizontal surface having a dynamic coefficient of friction v. Initially, the center 0 of the
and its angular speed is woo The motion of 0 is along a straight line but
wheel has a speed
t= rwo, and hence the wheel at first skids or slips accordingly as > rco« for skidding or
< rwo for slipping . (a) Consider both cases, and determine the time required to achieve pure
rolling contact. (b) Find the subsequent speed u" of the center of mass and the angular speed w
of the wheel , which are independent of v.

va
va

va

va

e

10.33. A thin rigid rod of length
and mass m is suspended in the vertical X Y -plane by
a string attached to one end while the other end rests on a smooth horizontal surface . The rod
makes an angle a with the vertical axis of the string. Find as a function of a the ratio NDINs of
the dynamic to the initial static surface reaction force on the rod immediately after the string is
cut. Determine the physical range of values of NDINs .
10.34. Describe the motion of the center of mass of the rod in the previous problem .
Determine the angular speed () of the rod as a function of its angular placement O(t), and thus
derive an integral for the time t as a function of O.
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10.35 . A slender rigid rod of len gth
an d mass m is hung vertically by two inextensi ble
co rds of equal length a attac hed to one end of the rod, each cord mak ing an angle (X wit h the
horizon tal ceiling . Th e left co rd breaks. Find the tension in the remaining co rd and the angu lar
acce lera tion of the rod at that instan t.

e

and mass m is suspended by two vertical wire s F A of
10.36. A thin rod A B of length
length band G B of len gth such that the rod makes an ang le (X with the horizontal. Find the initial
ang ular acce lera tions of the rod and the wire FA . hinged at A, whe n the wire co nnector at B is
released. What is the tens ion in the wire FA at that mom ent?
10.37. A uniform thin rigid rod of weig ht w slides in the vertica l plane wit h its ends on a
smooth circle of rad ius r, and subtending an angle of 1200 at the center, as shown in the diagram .
Th e rod is released from rest at a placem ent 80 = tan" 3/4 . Find the contact forces ac ting on
the rod in terms of 8 and the assigned paramete rs alone.

9

9

Probl em 10.37.

10.38. A hom ogen eou s cy linde r of radi us r and mass m rolls witho ut slipping down a plan e
inclined at an angle (X to the horizon tal plane. (a) Determ ine the con tact force s tha t act on the
cyli nder. (b) Wh at is the critical inclined ang le a. ; independent of m, at whic h slip is imm inen t?
(c) How does the acceleration of the ce nter of mass of the cylinde r co mpa re with that of a block
of mass m sliding down a smoo th plane. for the sa me translation coordina te?

e

and mass m , shown in the diagra m , is fasten ed
10.39 . A uniform slender rod of len gth
and negligible mass. Th e asse mbly is released from rest at
to a thin circular ho op of rad ius
the placem ent 8( 0) = 80. (a) Derive the sys tem of equations for the angular motion 8( t) and the
surface reaction forces for roll ing witho ut slip. ** (b) Find the initia l values of the surface forces
and the angu lar acceleration for 80 = 90 0 • (c) Apply the result s to de rive the system of equations
for sma ll motions. (d) Find the sma ll motion 8( t) starting from rest at a sma ll angle 80 , and
describe its phy sical cha racteristics.

e

** Here is an example where we have rolling without slip, so v Q = 0 at the contact point, but the

condition (ii) below (10.47) for use of Euler's law in (10.48) fails. Therefore, one must exercise
caution in forming hQand hr Q in use of (10.45) for a point of rolling contact without slip. You
should try to solve Problem 10.39 by application of (10.42) and (10.46). Either equation will yield
the same correct result consistent with that based on use of ( 10.48) for the center of mass, provided
you use an arbitrary point on the rim of the hoop and exercise care in evaluating the derivatives, and
afterwards in evaluating the result at the contact point itself. You will see that it is much easier to
use Euler's principle for the center of mass.
.
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Problem 10.39.

10.40. Write the general equation of motion for O(t) derived in the last problem, and solve
it for the angular speedetr) of the system when released from rest at an arbitrary angle 0(0) = 00.
From this result, derive an integral formula for the motion time t as a function of O.
10.41. Apply Euler's laws to derivethe equationsof motion for the springand pulley system
described in Problem 7.49. Model the pulley as a thick plate of radius a and mass m. The pulley
rolls without slipping on an inextensible supporting belt. What are the static displacements of
the pulley and the load? How many degrees of freedom does this system have?
10.42. A connecting rod of mass m is suspended on a horizontal knife edge at P, given a
small angular displacement cp, and released from rest. The measured frequency of its oscillation
is fp. When the connecting rod is similarly suspended at Q and the experiment is repeated, its
measured oscillational frequency is f Q. The distance between the points of support at P and Q
is 1. Find from these data the moment of inertia of the connecting rod about the normal axis at
its center of mass C, and find the location d of C from P.

Problem 10,42.

10.43. A homogeneous cylinder of mass m and radius r rolls without slipping on a fixed
cylindrical surface of radius R, as shown in the figure. The cylinder is released from rest at the
placement 00 . (a) Apply the Newton-Euler laws to derive the equation for the rotational motion
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O(t). (b) Find the exact solut ion of this equation. What is the finite amplitude period of the motion ?
(c) Determine as functions of O(t ) the force s that act on the rolling cylinder.

Problem 10.43.
10.44. A bicycle wheel of mass m is modeled as a homogeneous, thin circular ring supported
at its center C on a smooth needle point, as shown in the figure. The wheel is set spinning with
angular velocity WQ = won in the inert ial frame, where the initial axis of rotation is a unit vector
n in the 23-body plane and makes an angle a with the normal vector k. Ignore the mass of the
spokes and the center support. Determine the angular velocity w(t) of the wheel referred to the
principal body frame If! = {C ; i k } .

I.
Problem 10.44.

10.45. A rigid tennis racket ga in an inertial frame <t> is tossed upward with an angular
velocity w , as suggested in the figure. (a) Show that three steady (constant) rotations with total
angular velocity vectors w = (a , 0, 0) , (0, fl, 0) , (0, 0, y) referred to principal axes ljr = (C ; ikl
at the center of mass are exact solutions of the equat ions of mot ion. (b) The principal value s of
the inertia tensor referred to ljr are ordered so that I) > 12 > h Show that the steady rotations
about the axes of greatest and least principal value s of Ie are infinite simally stable, while the
rotation about the axis of the intermediate value of Ie is not.
10.46. Consider a homogeneous billiard ball shown in Fig. 10.14, page 457 and suppose
that the horizontal impulsive action ,cT* occurs in the vertic al plane through the center of mass,
i.e , without "English." Assume that.cr' is known . (a) Show that the height d above the mass
center C at which the cue must hit the ball to produce pure rolling on the horizontal surface is
given by d = 2R /5 . How does this result compare with the solution of Exerci se 10.9, page 460 ?
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Problem 10.45.

0,

Inertial Frame

(b) Consider a ball struck high at h > d from C and struck low at h < d from C, and account
for slipping on a rough surface with coefficient of friction v. Determine the initial velocity of
C and the angular velocity of the ball immediately after the impact, and assess the direction of
the frictional force for each case. (c) Find for each case the velocity of the mass center and the
angular velocity of the ball for all time during the slipping phase , and determine the time for
slipping to cease . (d) Determine the extent to which the velocity of C increases in a high shot
and decreases in a low shot.

10.47. A homogeneous circular cylinder of radius r and mass m rotates horizontally about
its central axis with angular velocity wooThe cylinder is carefully released. without bouncing . to
commence sliding on a rough horizontal surface with coefficient of dynamic friction v. Recall
(9.31) for the moment of inertia tensor. (a) Determine the velocity of the center of mass and the
angular velocity of the cylinder during and after the slipping phase. (b) What is the slip velocity
at the point of contact with the surface? (c) Find the duration of the slipping phase, and determine
the total angle through which the cylinder turned during this phase.

10.48. The inertia tensor of a rigid body referred to the body frame lfJ = (C; ed at its center
of mass C is given by I e = We)) + 5ezz + 7e33 + vS(eZ3 + e32). The body has an angular
velocity W = w1i1 + wziz + w3i) referred to the principal body frame 1/r = {C; id . Initially,
Iw(O)1 = 2vS rad/sec about the line x = y = z in 1/r. (a) Derive Euler 's equations referred to
1/r = {C ; id . (b) What is the rotational work done by the applied torques acting on the body?
10.49. Apply the energy method to derive the equation for the frequency of small plane
oscillation s of the rod described in Problem 10.12.
10.50. Apply the energy method to derive a formula for the period of the small amplitude
oscillations of the plate described in Problem 10.13, expressed in terms independent of its mass.
10.51. Use the energy method to solve Problem 10.15 for the period of the small amplitude
oscillation.
10.52. Solve Problem 10.18 by use of the energy principle.
10.53. The sandbag body of the ballistic pendulum described in Fig.7.3, page 226, is replaced with a solid block B of mass M and moment of inertia 10 about point O. The block is
supported by a rigid rod of negligible mass, and the length from 0 to the center of mass C of
B is e. A bullet of mass m is fired horizont ally into the block in the direction of C, as shown
previously, and the pendulum suffers a finite, maximum angular displacement eo' Find the muzzle
speed of the bullet.
10.54. What is the small oscillation frequency of the mass m in Problem 6.57 when the
mass M of the thin, rigid supporting rod, which has length e = a + b, is taken into account ?
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Formulate the problem using (i) Euler's equations and (ii) the energy method. What is the total
force R(e) exerted by the hinge support bearing at 0, as a function of e?

10.55. Apply the energy method to derive the first integral of the equation of motion for
the system described in Problem 10.39. Derive an equation for the period of the finite amplitude
motion.
10.56. The figure shows a slender rod of length £ and mass m suspended by an inextensible
wire of negligible mass and length £/2. hinged at both ends. Derive exact expressions for the
kinetic and potential energies of the system as functions of the angular placements e1and e2 and
their derivatives . Then determine their approximate quadratic forms when ek and Ok are small.

Problem 10.56.

10.57. Identical slender rods of length £ and mass m are hinged at 0 and A. Identical
springs of stiffness k are attached at the midpoint of the upper rod, as shown. Determine the total
kinetic and potential energies of the system for small angular placements e1 and ez of the rods
from their vertical positions.

o

Problem 10.57.

10.58. A homogeneous cylindrical log of radius a and mass m is supported by a thin
inextensible belt of negligible mass , suspended by a linear spring, as shown in the figure. In the
vertical displacement of the center of mass of the log from the natural state, the log rolls on the
belt without slipping. (i) Apply Euler's laws to determine the frequency of the vertical oscillation
about the equilibrium state. (ii) Apply the energy method to obtain the frequency .
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Problem 10.58.
10.59. Apply the ener gy meth od to solve Problem 6.59 for sma ll oscill ations of the system .
4b, very nearly . Express the result s in terms of m
Th e thin rod has mass 3m and length
and b.

e=

10.60. The punched plate described in Problems 9.36 is suspended in the vertic al plane by a
smooth hinge whose axis is perpendicular to the plane of the plate at a comer point Q. The plate
is rele ased from rest at an angle ¢ o. (a) Appl y the energy princ iple, and determ ine the support
react ion force as a function of ¢ . (b) For small ¢ , determine the frequency f of the angular
motion . What is the length of a simple pendulum having the same frequency?
10.61. A homo geneou s, thick-walled circular tube of mass M and inner and outer radii r
and R, respectively, rolls without slipping down a plane inclin ed at an angle f3 to the horizontal
plan e. (a) Find the angular velocity of the tube when its center has descend ed a vertical distance
h from its initial place of rest. Express the result in term s of assigned parameters. (b) Determine
the winner in a race down the plane between the tube and a solid cylinder of radiu s R and equal
mass M , starting from the same line.
10.62. An inhomogeneous circular plate of radius R has a ma ss density a, per unit area ,
that varies linearl y with the distance from its center C where its value is ao. Its value at the rim is
2ao. Th e plate is supported in the vertica l plane by a smoo th bearing at a point Q , at a distance
R j 2 from C. (a) Find as a function of R alone the sma ll amplitude frequency of the osc illation
of the plate about its vertica l equilibri um position . (b) What is the length of an equivalent simple
pendulum? (c) Find the exact finite amplitude so lution expre ssed in term s of a Jacobi an elliptic
function?
10.63. A thin rigid rod of length 2a and ma ss m is statically supported hori zontally by a
smoo th hinge at 0, a linear spring of stiffness k, and a linear viscous damper with damping
coefficient c, po sitioned as shown in the figure . (a) Apply the general ener gy principle (10.131)
to derive the equation for the sma ll angu lar motion 8(t ) of the rod from its hori zontal equ ilibrium
state, in terms of the assigned parameters. (b) Characterize the lightly damped , free vibrational
motion of the rod for the initial data 8(0) = 0, 8(0) = WO, and determine its frequen cy. (c) Describe
the corresponding undamped moti on and find its period.
10.64. A homogeneous, slender, curved rigid link of mas s m and lengt h I is hinged at its
end s A and B to slider blocks that are con strain ed to move in smooth perpend icul ar slots in the
hori zontal plane similar to the device in Fig. 10.8, page 442 . Th e center of ma ss is at the midpoint
on the line of length 2d joining A and B . The link is moving in a viscous medium that exert s
a drag force per unit length s along the link in accordance with Stoke s's law. (a) Appl y Euler's
laws to derive the differential equation ( 10.151) for the moti on 8( t) of the link . Find the angular
motion 8( t) of a link whose initial angular veloci ty is Wo at 80 . (b) Wh at ca n be said about the
physical nature of the slot reaction forces? Use the mechanical power rule (10. 121) to derive the
equation of mot ion .
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Problem 10.63.
10.65. A uniform slender hoop of radius a and mass m rolls without slipping on a fixed
horizontal surface. The motion occurs in a viscou s medium that exerts a Stokes drag force per unit
length s alon g the hoop. (a) Use Euler's laws to derive the differential equation for its angular
motion 8(1). (b) Describe the nature of the nonviscous forces acting on the hoop . Apply the
mechanical power rule (10.121) to derive a differential equation for the total kinetic energy, and
thereby deduce the equat ion of motion for8(t) . Is this the same equation obta ined in (a)? (c) Find
the contact forces as functions of time , with w(O) = wo initially.
10.66. A homogeneous slender rod of length I and mass m turns about a smooth hinge at
a point 0 distant b > 1/2 from one end , and within a viscous medium that exerts a Stoke s drag
force per unit length s along the rod. Derive by two methods the equation mot ion for the rod
(a) in the horizontal plane , and (b) in the vertical plane . (c) Compare the results when the rod is
supported at its center of mass ?
10.67. A homogeneous circular disk in the horizontal plane has radius R, mass m, and spins
about a smooth fixed axle at its center C under a constant torque T c = Tk in a Stoke s medium.
Initially, the plate has angular velocity Wo = w(O) . (a) Determine the angular motion w(t ) of the
disk. (b) Determine the motion when the torque is suddenly remo ved.
10.68 . A homogeneous thin plate of mass m is suspended in the vertical plane by a smooth
hinge at Q and released with initial speed wo at the placement 80. The plate moves in a Stoke s
med ium that exerts a light drag force over its entire surface. (a) Derive the equation of motion
and provide its solut ion. (b) How are the results affected, if Q is at the center of mass of the
plate ?
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Introduction to Advanced
Dynamics
11.1. Introduction
At the age of 19, recogni zed for his extraordinary mathemati cal abilities,
Joseph Louis de Lagrange (1736-1813) was appointed professor of geometry and
mechanics at the Royal Artillery School at Turin, Italy, his birthplace. Here he
developed his method of variations , invented earlier by Euler (in 1744) who later
named it the calculus of variations. Lagrange left Turin in 1766 to become director
of the Berlin Academy of Sciences until 1787 when, at the invitation of King Louis
XVI of France, he was appointed to the Paris Academy of Sciences .l! Shortly
thereafter his most celebrated work, Mecanique Analytique, appeared in 1788,
nearly a century after the appearance of Newton' s Principia. Therein , Lagrange
sets down an energy based approach for dynamics-the analysis ofmotion.
Inspired and strongly influenced by his senior contemporaries D' Alembert
(1717-1785) and Euler (1707-1783), Lagrange linked the classical concepts and
postulates of others in an invariant formulation of the equations of classical mechanics , now known as Lagrange's equations. The method begins with construction of a single scalar function of the total kinetic and potential energies,
called the Lagrangian function , and for general dynamical systems it employ s
the method of virtual work to identify the nonconservative generalized forces.
Although Lagrange's analytical mechanics embrace s the theories of Newton and
Euler, as it must, but in terms of work and energy, we shall see that it does not
explicitly identify specific concepts of momentum , moment of momentum, center
of mass, and rigidity. With these classical concepts in hand, Lagrange' s method
provides a systematic scheme for the formulation of the equations of motion and

It Lagrange 's life and times are sketched in the translators' "Introduction" in Lagrange's Analytical
Mechanics cited in the chapter References. See also Truesdell' s Essays.
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their first integrals for any multidegree of freedom dynamical system consisting
of any number of particles and rigid bodie s.
Although a detailed study of Lagrange's analytical dynamics is beyond the
scope of this Introduction, still, we can accomplish a great deal. Our objective
is to derive Lagrange's equations of motion for all sorts of classical (holonomic)
dynamical systems, both conservative and nonconservative, consisting of a particle, a system of particles, a rigid body, several connected rigid bodies, in fact,
any combination of these objects . First, various kinds of system constraints are
discussed. Then, Lagrange's equations of motion for a particle are formulated and
illustrated in some applications. Their straightforward extension for a system of
particles follows. Hamilton 's principle of stationary action , a method based upon
the calculus of variations , is introduced, and Lagrange's equations are then derived
from this principle without mention of any specific dynamical system. A number
of examples are exhibited along the way.

11.2. Generalized Coordinates, Degrees of Freedom,
and Constraints
We begin with a description of degrees of freedom and system constraints.
Recall from Chapter 2 that the number of degrees of freedom of a dynamical
system is the number of independent coordinates required to uniquely specify the
location and orientation of all material points of the system relative to an assigned
reference frame . A rigid disk free to move in the xy-plane, for example, has three
degrees of freedom; two coordinates (x p, yp) specify the location of any disk point
P and one coordinate () provide s the angle of rotation of the disk about its normal
axis, say. If P is constrained to move on a specified path yP = !(x p ) , only two
coordinates x p and () are independent and hence the disk now has two degrees of
freedom . In general, if there are c independent kinematical constraint equations
relating the n coordinates, there remain n - c = d independent coordinates, i.e.
degrees of freedom .
The number of degrees of freedom is strictly a property of the system ; it is
independent of the particular coordinates used to uniquely specify the configuration of the system . Imagine, for example, that the dynamical system require s m
Cartesian coordinates xi, k = 1,2, . .. , m, to uniquely specify its configuration
in a Cartesian frame 1ft at an instant t ; and these m coordinates are related by r
kinematical equations of constraint. Then d = m - r . Suppose , on the other hand,
that the Xk coordinates are related to another set of p generalized coordinates qi,
I = I , 2, . . . , p , that uniquely specify the system configuration in 1ft at the instant
t so that, in general , Xk = Xk(q\ , qz, .. . , qp , t) == Xk(q/ , t), say. These equations
describe the transformation from the set of ordinary coordinates Xk to the set of
generali zed coordinates q / for a fixed t . If the new coordinates q k are related by s
kinematical equations of constraint, then, regardless of the particular set of coordinates used to specify the configuration in 1ft at time t , d = m - r = p - s, the
number of degrees of freedom of the system is the same. It may not be possible,
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howe ver, to solve the constraint equations and thus eliminate the dependent variable s. Thi s is discussed next.

11.2.1. Holonomic Constraints
Kinematical constraints are classified as either holonomic or nonholonomic.
First consider a system described by p generalized coordinates q[ related by s
algebraic, kinematical constraint equations
j = 1,2, . .. , s < p .

(1Ll)

Kinematical constraints of this kind, or any that can be recast in this form as
discussed later, are called holonomic constraints. In principle, these constraint
equations for s coordinates can be solved in terms of the remaining p - s = d
coordinates and the time t, thus retaining only as many generalized coordinates
as there are degrees of freedom. The elimination of s variables among the p
generalized coordinates by use of (11.1), however, generally is quite awkward.
In most cases, we try to find a set of generalized coordinates that describe the
constrained system without our actually having to use the constraint equations.
For illustration, consider a simple pendulum whose bob is supported by a
rigid rod of length £ and negligible mass , and pivoted at a support O . The general
configuration of the bob is specified by the three Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z)
in a reference frame 1{J = {O; i k } . Now, suppose that the motion is confined to the
vertical xy-plane in 1{J. The two obvious con straint equations of the form (11 .1) are
ft (x , y , Z, t)
z Oand !2 (x , y , z, t)
x 2(t ) + y2(t) - £ 2
relating x andy,
and therefore this system has 3 - 2 = 1 degree of freedom . On the other hand,
for the plane motion of the pendulum, we also may write x = £ cos q, y = £ sin q,
relating each of the Cartesian coordinates to the single generalized coordinate
angle q == B(t) which completely describes the single degree of freedom motion
of the pendulum without violating the constraints and without our having actually
to use the constraint equations.
The aforementioned holonomic constraints do not depend explicitly on the
time t, so these are further classified as scleronomic constraints. Holonomic constraints that depend explicitly on time are called rheonomic constraints. A holonomic dynamical system, therefore, is respectively classified as rheonomic if one or
more constraints are time-dependent, or scleronomic when all constraints are time(O; Id
independent. Suppose that a particle P at x x(X, Y) in the frame <1>
is constrained by forces to move on an inclined plane of slope b that is moving toward the right with a speed v(t) , a prescribed function of t. Then the coordinates of
P must satisfy the holonomic con straint f(X , Y, t) = Y - b(X - J~ v(t)dt) = 0,
and now the position vector of P may be written as an explicit function x x(X , t)
of only one independent coordinate and the time . This is an example of a rheonomic
con straint of the type (ll.l ) in which q I = X, q2 = Y. The holonomic con straint
on the motion of a pendulum suspended from a moving support is another example.
Sometimes a holonomic equation of con straint may be an inequality f (q[, t ) ::: 0

= =

=o

=

=

=

=
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restricting the values of the generalized coordinates. We shall not encounter these
kinds of bounded constraints in our studies here .
11.2.2.

Nonholonomic Constraints

Kinematical constraints that are not of the form (11.1), or cannot be recast
in that form , are called nonholonomic constraints. These kinds of constraints are
expressible only in terms of differentials of the generalized coordinates and time
in the form
p

L ajk(q/, t)dqk(t) + bj(q/ , t)dt = 0,

j = 1, 2, .. . .s < p ,

(11.2)

k=l

where ajk and bj are certain functions of the p generalized coordinates q/ and the
time t , Clearly, nonholonomic constraints are characterized by their being nonintegrable; otherwise, upon integration they would reduce to holonomic constraints
of the type (11.1). As a consequence of their nonintegrability, the nonholonomic
constraint equations (11.2) cannot be used to reduce the number of generalized
coordinates. Therefore, nonholonomic systems always require more coordinates
to specify the configuration of the system than there are degrees of freedom.
A circular disk of radius a situated in the vertical plane and rolling without
slipping along a curved path .(fj' in the horizontal plane is described by two nonholonomic con straint equations. Suppose the point of rolling contact has Cartesian
coordinates (x, y ) in the frame <I> = {o ; ik }. Let d a denote the elemental arc length
along (fj', and let ¢ denote the angle between the tangent vector to .(fj' and the x -axis.
Then for rolling without slipping, we have do = adti, the elemental arc length
traced by the rim of the disk rotating through an angle de . Thus, constraint equations of the kind (11.2) describing rolling contact without slip may be written
as

dx - a cos¢de = 0,

dy - a sin¢de =

o.

(11.3)

These are two independent constraint equations in four coordinates x , y , ¢, and e
that cannot be used to reduce the number of generalized coordinates; nevertheless,
the system has 4 - 2 = 2 degrees of freedom. Because neither of these equations
can be expressed as an exact differential of the form

df(x, y , ¢ , e) = of dx

ax

+ of dy + of d¢ + of de

ay

o¢

ae

= 0,

(11.4)

they are not integrable. If this were true , the constraints (11.3) could be recast as
a holonomic constraint f (x , y , ¢, e) = 0 of the type (11.1). The difficulty arises
because the value of the angle of rotation cannot be specified until the path
or the length of the path along which the disk has rolled in reaching the point
(x , y ) is known . When the path is specified by the additional constraint that the
disk roll parallel to the y-axis so that ¢ = JT/ 2 in (11.3), the system becomes
holonomic with the integrable constraints dx = 0 and dy = ade = do that yield

e
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x = Xo, Y = a = Yo + ae, where xo, Yo are constants for which the origin 0 may

be chosen so that these vanish.
A kinematical constraint given as a differential relation among the generalized
coordinates may be holonomic or nonholonornic . This may prove quite difficult
to decide. To assess its type, the relation must be tested for its integrability to
determine the existence of integrals of the differential equations (11.2). The case
p = 2 in (11.2) is exceptional , because a differential relation between two variables is always integrable , though not always exactly in closed form, and therein
lies the difficulty. If relation (11.2) for any fixed s < p is integrable, then that
differential constraint is holonomic, otherwise not. If anyone of the s constraints
is not integrable, the system is nonholonomic. To illustrate the test procedure,
let us consider a single differential , scleronomic constraint relation among p = 3
generalized coordinates (ql' qi , q3); say, aiidq; + alzdqz + a13dq3 = 0, in which
the coefficients ajk = ajk(ql, qz. q3) are certain nonzero , differentiable functions
of qk(t) . Then solving this relation for dq-; and writing Citq, qz, q3) == -alkia13,
k = 1, 2, we form the differential relation
(11.5)
If there is a holonomic condition relating the three variables so that q3 =
q3(ql, qz), then in accordance with (11.5) we must have C 1(ql , qi . q3) = oq3/oql,
C Z(ql ' qi , q3) = oq3/oq Z, and hence the integrability condition oZq3/oqZoql =
oZq3 /oq,oqZ, that is,

(11.6)
must be satisfied identically for all values of ql and qz- If this result is an identity,
then (11.5) is integrable and hence holonomic ; but integration of the constraint
to obtain f(ql ' qi . q3) may not be apparent. We learn that an integral exists, but
it is not revealed . On the other hand, if (11.6) yields a relation q3 = q3(q" qi) .
then we test this relation to see whether or not oq3/oql = C 1(ql ' qi , q3) and
oq3 /oqZ = CZ(ql , qz, q3). If these hold, then the relation qs = q3(ql , qz) yields
the desired holonomic constraint equation f(q" qi. q3) = O. See Problem 11.1
for an equivalent alternative method.
Exercise 11.1. Show that the following differential, scleronom ic constraint
is holonomic, and determine its algebraic form (11.1):
(sirr' y - eZx

-

z)eXdx

+ (z -

sinz y - eXsin y ) cos ydy

+ eXdz

= O.

0

This concludes the discussion of kinematical constraints. In this book, only
holonomic constraints, mainly of the scleronomic type and usually so evident
as to require no special attention, are encountered. The further study of nonholonomic constraints is left for advanced study. See the texts listed in the
References .
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11.3. Lagrange's Equations of Motion for a Particle
Our immediate objective is to derive the first fundamental form of Lagrange's
equations of motion for a particle. Later, however, independent of the specific nature of the dynamical system, it is shown that the same energy based equations
of motion hold for far more complex, multidegree of freedom dynamical systems
consisting of several particles and rigid bodies . For simplicity, however, let us begin with a particle P with position vector x(P, t) = xkik in a Cartesian reference
frame <I> = {O; i k } . The use of rectangular Cartesian coordinates xi , as we know,
is not always convenient; so, a more suitable set of independent generalized coordinates qk , say, that also may serve to specify uniquely and more naturally the
configuration of P in <I> is introduced. Then the coordinates Xk are certain functions
of these generalized coordinates qk and perhaps time t . For example, if cylindrical
coordinates (r, ¢, z) are chosen as the generalized coordinates ql = r, q2 = ¢, and
q3 = to describe the motion of a particle in a frame 1{! that has a specified motion
~(t) along the z-axis in <1>, these are related to the regular Cartesian coordinates
(x, y, z) in <I> by the coordinate transformation relations

z

x=rcos¢ ,

y=rsin¢,

z=z+~(t)=z(z,t).

This typical sort of change of variables may be written as Xk = xk(r, ¢, Z, t) =
= Xk(qj , t) in which qj = qj(t). We thus introduce,
more generally,

Xk(ql, qi . q3, t) ; or briefly, Xk

(II. 7)

in which the qj are independent generalized coordinates, the actual number of
which will depend on the number of degrees of freedom, hence the number of
holonomic constraints, if any be imposed.
11.3.1.

Two Useful Identities

We now derive two important identities relating partial derivatives that arise
in the formulation of Lagrange's equations. Since qj = qj(t) are functions of time
t, differentiation of (11.7) with respect to time gives the velocity vector

ax

ax
at

x = -q. + - .
oq,

J

(11.8)

Here and throughout this chapter the summation rule (see Chapter 3) applies to
twice repeated indices, unless explicitly noted otherwise. The quantities qj are
named the generalized velocity components, or briefly the generalized velocities.
In view of (11.8), the particle 's velocity vector is a function of the independent
variables qb qb and t : namely, = X(qb qb t) . Notice , however, that axjaqj and
axj at are independent of the generalized velocities ql : Consequently, recalling the
definition (3.2) of the Kronecker delta and noting that aqj jaqk = 8j b we obtain

x
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from (11.8) our first identity, the rule of cancellation ofthe dots:

ax

ax

-

(11.9)

-

aqk

aqk

Further, since aX/aqk are functions of qk and t alone, we have

d
dt

(ax)
aqk

By (11.8), however,

ax

a2x

= aqjaqk qj

a2x

a2x

+ ataqk'

a2x

- = - - q j + - -'
aqk
aqkaqj
aqkat
We shall require that X(qb t) has continuous second partial derivatives with respect
to qk and t in the domain considered. Then the last two expressions are identical,
and hence follows our second identity, the rule for interchange of derivatives:

:t (::J

=

:~ = a: (~;) .
k

(11.10)

11.3.2. First Fundamental Form of the Lagrange Equations of Motion
We are now prepared to derive Lagrange's equations for a particle, based on
its kinetic energy. In the Lagrangian theory, however, it is customary to denote the
kinetic energy by T so that in an arbitrary motion of the particle
T

I

= K = -mx
·x.
2

(11.11)

Because x = x(% qb t) in (11.8), T = T(qb qb t) as well. Hence, from (11.11),

a T . ax
-aqk
=mx ·aqk
-'

aT
ax
ax
-aqk
=mx. ·aqk
- =mx. ·aqk
-'

(11.12)

wherein the rule of cancellation of the dots (11.9) is introduced. Further, differentiation of the second equation in (11.12) with respect to t and use of rule (11.10)
for the interchange of derivatives yields

d (aT)
.. ax
dt aqk = mx - aqk

. ax

+ mx - aqk'

Therefore, use of this relation and the first equation in (11.12) yields the result

ax
-d (aT)
- - -aT =mx.. ·-.
dt

a~

a~

a~

(11.13)

Thus far, no laws of motion have been imposed; so (11.13), except for the
presence of the mass m, is essentially a purely kinematical result. Now introduce
on the right-hand side of(II .13) the Newton-Euler equation of motion F = mx for
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a particle of mass m acted upon by a force F = F(qb qb t) , where x is its position
vector in an inertial reference frame <t> = {O; id, and define thegeneralizedforces
Qk = Qk(qb qb t) by the relation

ox

Qk=F·-.
(11.14)
oqk
Then (11.13) yields the first fundamental form ofLagrange's equations,

d(OT)
oqk -

dt

st

oqk = Qb

(11.15)

for the unconstrained (k = 1, 2, 3) or at most holonomic constrained (1 ::: k < 3)
motion of a particle. The force F(qj, qj , t), hence the generalized forces Qk =
Qk(q j, qj , t), includes all sorts of applied forces, such as conservative, nonconservative, time varying driving forces, and forces of constraint.

11.4.

The Generalized Forces and Virtual Work

The generalized forces Qk(qb qb t) may be found from the virtual work done
by the total force F(qb qb t) acting on a particle over a small virtual (imaginary)
displacement OX(qk) corresponding to arbitrary small virtual increments Oqk in the
generalized coordinates during which time is held fixed and the applied forces do
not change. The virtual increments oqk, also called virtual displacements, must respect the kinematic constraints, any moving constraints being momentarily halted
with time. By (11.7), the virtual displacement vector ox is given by

ox =

ox

-Oqk .
(11.16)
oqk
In the presence of any holonomic constraints (11.1), the virtual displacements
must respect the corresponding constraint conditions o/j = (O/j joqk)Oqk = 0,
valid for both scleronomic and rheonomic systems. This is not the same as the
differential of /j for "real" displacements dq, for which d/j = (o/j j oqk)d qk +
(o/j jot)dt = 0. Here df, is the infinitesimal change in /j(qb t) when both qk and
t are varied, whereas O/j(qb t) is the infinitesimal change in /j(qb t) when only qk
are varied. These are the same only for scleronomic constraints. The nonholonomic
constraints given in (11 .2) for real displacements are replaced by 'Lf= 1 ajkOqk =
for virtual displacements in both scleronomic and rheonomic systems; however,
nonholonomic constraints are not encountered in this text.
The virtual work 011/ done by the total force acting on the particle over its
virtual displacement ox is defined by

°

011/= F· ox.

(11.17)

Substitution of (11.16) and the use of (11.14) yields, equivalently,

011/ = QkOqk .

(11.18)
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This is the virtual work done by the generalized forces frozen in time, i.e. treated
as constants, and acting over the generalized virtual displacements that satisfy the
constraints. The generalized forces may be found from these results.
If the virtual work done by the total force F in a virtual displacement compatible with the constraints vanishes in (11.17), by (11.18), the generalized total
force s Qk also are workle ss. Moreo ver, for holonomic systems, the 8qk may be
independently chosen, and hence, by (11.18 ), Qk = 0, the corresponding generali zed total force s must vanish. Consider the part P of the total force F with
corre sponding generalized forces
= p . aX/aqb defined in accordance with
(11.14), which does no virtual work. Then Q f = 0. Hence , nontrivial generalized
forces arise only from those applied force s that do virtual work .* Consequently,
workle ss force s of constraint contribute nothing to Lagrange's equations (11.15)
for the motion of a particle.

Qf

Example 11.1. Apply Lagrange's equations (11.15) to derive the equations
of unconstrained motion of a particle in cylindrical coordinates.

Solution. The three independent generalized coordinates and generalized velocity components for the unconstrained motion of a particle in term s of cylindrical
coordinates are defined by
(l1.19a)
It should be noted that the generalized coordinates and velocities are not the respec tive physical scalar components of either the actual position vector x = re, + ze,
or the velocity vector v =re, + r¢e¢ + ze, in cylindric al coordinates. The kinetic
energy function in cylindric al coord inates is given by
T =

~mv . V = ~m(r2 + r 2¢ 2 + Z2).
2

(l1.19b)

2

Hence , with (l1.19a) and (ll.lS) in mind, we use (l1.I9b) to first derive

d(aT)
- . - -et = -d(mr.) - mrd: = mer - r¢ ),
ar
ar dt
d
d
-d (aT)
- . - -aT= -(mr
¢) = m-(r ¢) ,
'2

dt

..

2 '

dt

a¢

a¢

~ (aT)
dt

az

dt

'2

2 '

dt

(l1.I9c)

_aTaz = ~(mz)
= mi,
dt

To comp lete the formulation of the equation s of motion from the Lagrange equation s ( 11.15), we next consider the generalized forces in (11.15). The virtual work
• We may think of the result (1 1.18) in the space of the qt Sas a generalized scalar product QP . oq that
vanishes if and only if QP is "perpendicular" to oq . Because the only vector perpend icular to every
vector is the zero vector, QP. oq = 0 for all oq # 0 implies that Q P = 0 for all workless holonomic
constrai nts.
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(11.17) done by the total force F = F,«,
8x = sre; + r8¢eq, + 8ze z is given by

8 11/ = Fr8r

+ Fq,eq, + Fzez in the virtual displ acement

+ r Fq,8¢ + Fz8z.

(l1.19d)

By (11.18), the virtual work done by the generalized forces (QI, Q2, Q3) =
(Q r, Qq" Qz) acting over the generalized virtual displacements (8q" 8q2, 8q3) =
(8r, 8¢ , 8z) is
(l1.1ge)
Since there are no constraints, the virtual work relations in (11.19d) and (11.1ge)
must be equal for all arbitrary virtual displacements Br, 8¢, 8z, and hence the
generalized force components are given by

o, = r:

Qq, = rFq"

Qz =

r;

(l1.19£)

Notice that [Qq,] = [F L] has dimensional units of torque . We thus see that the
generalized force s need not have dimen sional units of force , as do Qr and Qz.
Use of the two sets of results (l1.19c) and (lU9£) in the Lagrange equations
(11.15) now yields the familiar equations of unconstrained motion for a particle
in term s of its cylindri cal coordinates:

m d 2'
- - (r ¢)
r dt

= Fq"

These agree with equations (6.4) based on Newton's second law.

(l1.19g)

D

Exercise 11.2. (a) Recall the position vector in cylindrical coordinates and
note that e, and eq, are known functions of ¢ alone . Apply the definition (11.14)
to derive the generalized force components (11.19f). (b) In view of (11.9), the
generalized forces (11.14) also may be written as

ov

Qk = F . - . .
oqk

(11.20)

Use this result to derive the generalized forces in (lU9f). This is the simpler of
these two methods , because the basis vectors depend on the generalized coordinates
qi, not the generalized velocities qk.
D
Exercise 11.3. Apply Lagrange's equations (11.15) to derive the equations
of unconstrained motion of a particle in spherical coordinates (r, (), ¢). Find the
generalized forces (a) by use of the method of virtual work, and (b) by application
of both (11.14) and (11.20) . Compare the results with (6.5).
D
We have seen that the generalized force components corresponding to a workless applied force P, including any workless force of holonomic constraint, must
vanish . The same result follows readily from (11.20). To see this, consider a force
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P that does no work in the real motion. This force is perpendicular to the particle's
path, and hence to its velocity vector v = V(i]b qb t) = V(i]b qb t)t(qb t), where
t(qb t) = dx(qb t) /ds is the unittangent vector. By (11.20), since p . t(qb t) = 0,
the corresponding generalized forces
= ov(i] j , q j , t) /oi]kP · t(q j , t) == O. For
a specific illustration, let the reader consider the workless force of constraint
P = T(O)n(O) that acts on the bob of a simple pendulum having a single degree of
freedom with ql = 0, the usual angular placement. Note that v = 18t(0), and thus
confirm that the corresponding generalized force Qf = Q: = O. The gravitational
part W of the total force, however, does virtual work W . 8x = W · 180t =
80
from which
= <mgl sin e .

Qf

Q't'

Q't'

11.5. The Work-Energy Principle for Scleronomic Systems
For holonomic systems of scleronomic type, the first integral of Lagrange's
equations with respect to the generalized displacements is the familiar workenergy principle (7.36) . To demonstrate this result, let us consider only those
dynamical systems for which (11.7) is not an explicit function oft so that ox/ot == 0
in (11.8) ; then,

. ox .

x = x(qr(t)) ,

x =-qk .
oqk

(11.21)

This is a special case for which all of the previous results apply.
First, recall (7.21) and introduce the second relation in (11.21) to obtain
71/ = {F .dx = ( F · ~dqb
oqk

lee

lei

(11.22)

in which F = F(x(qr)) and {8 is the particle's path. Then use of (11.14) in which
Qk = Qk(qr) delivers the work done by the generalized forces acting over the
generalized displacements:

71/ =

1

Qkdqk .

(11.23)

The kinetic energy (11.11) may be cast in terms of the generalized velocities
by use of the second expression in (11.21) to obtain
T

1

= 2Mjk(qr)i]ji]k.

(11.24)

Remember that repeated indices are summed over their range, and note that
Ttq. , i]r) is not an explicit function of time, which is generally the case when
there are no moving constraints. Hence , (11.24) is a homogeneous function of degree 2 wherein the symmetric coefficient matrix M jk = M kj , which need not have
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physical dimensions of mass, is a function of the generalized coordinates only:
Mjk(qr)

ax ax

== m - · - .
aqj

(11.25)

aqk

It thus follows from (11.24) that
aT
- . qk =2T.
aqk

(11.26)

Finally, we consider
dT(q"qr)
dt

et ;

sr ,

et .

d (aT.)
d (aT) .
aqk qk - dt aqk qk + aqk qi,

= aqk qk + aqk qk = dt

Use of (11.26) in the first time derivative on the far right-hand side yields
dT(qr , qr) =
dt

(~ (a~) _~) qk.
dt

aqk

aqk

(11.27)

This is equivalent to our multiplying the k 1h Lagrange equation (11.15) by qk
and adding the results, as indicated by the right-hand sum of (11.27) , to obtain
dT(q" qr)
=
dt

Q '

kqk·

(11.28)

Integration of this equation in accord with (11.23) yields the work-energy principle
for scleronomic systems:
'W=D.T,

(11.29)

as a first integral of the Lagrange equations (11.15). Moreover, based on (7.38),
this result also provides an expression for the mechanical power: r:r = dT [dt =
d'W/dt. Notice that if T were to depend explicitly on time, additional terms would
arise in (11.24) and (11.27), and the work-energy equation (11.29) would not hold.
Exercise 11.4. Begin with (11.11) for the kinetic energy of a particle and
derive (11.26) .
0
Exercise 11.5. Begin with (11.7) and (11.8) and show that the kinetic energy
for a particle has the general explicit time dependent form
T(q" q. , t)

= Aij (qr, t)qiqj + Bj(qr, t)qj + Ciq», t),

(11.30)

in which Aij = A is- Identify the coefficient functions and thus establish that for
scleronomic systems, Bj(qr, t) = 0, Ctq., t) = 0, and 2Aij(qr, t) = Mij(qr) defined by (11.25). Clearly, the general form of the time dependent kinetic energy
function in generalized coordinates is far more complex than its scleronomic
furm.
0
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11.6. Conservative Scleronomic Dynamical Systems
When the total force is conservative, there exists a potential energy function
V(x(qd) == V(qk) that depends only on the general ized coordinates such that F =
- V V. Then, in accordance with (11.14),

av

ax

ax

Qk = -VV · = - - ' -,
aqk
ax aqk
A

and hence the conservative gene ralized f orces are given by
Qk

av

= --.
aqk

(11.31)

The same relation holds if a part of the total force is workless and the remaining
part is conservative. The generalized forces for the workles s part vanish and the
conservative part yields (11.31). In all such cases , the dynami cal system is called
conservative. If the system also is scleronomic, it follows from (11.23) that the
work done by conservative generalized forces of a scleronom ic dynamical system
is equal to the decrease in the total potential energy:
''fI/ = - ~ V (qr).

(11.32)

This is equivalent to (7.45). Moreover, by (11.29), the total energy f or a conservative, scle ronomic dynamical system is constant throughout the motion :
T (qk, qd

+ V( qd =

E , a constant.

(1 1.33)

Exercise 11.6. For conservative forces, the virtual work (11.18) may be expressed as 811/ = - 8V . Begin with this relation and show conversely that for
unconstrained or holonomic systems (11.3 1) follows.
D

11.7. Lagrange's Equations for General Conservative Systems
Let us return to the first fundamental form of Lagrange's equations (11.15) in
which T = T(qr , qr , t) and all the QkS are derivable from a potential energy function in accord with (11.31) . Now, introduce the Lagran gian fun ction L(qr , qr, t)
defined by
L (qr , qr, t ) == T (q" q" t ) - V (qr ),

(11.34)

called briefly the Lagran gian . The potential energy does not depend on the generali zed velocities, so a v/ aqk == O. Therefore, upon substitution of (11.31) in
(11.15) and introduction of the Lagrangian (11.34), we obtain the classical form
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of Lagrange's equations of motion for a general conservative dynamical system:

e:

d (OL)
dt oi]k - oqk = 0,

(I 1.35)

with k = 1, 2, 3 for a single, unconstrained particle .
This result also holds more generally for holonomic systems in which the
potential function V = V(qr , t) may depend on time. The virtual work 8/f/ =
-8V(q" t) = Qk8qk yields Qk(qr , t) = -oV(q" t) /oqk . Therefore, with the
Lagrangian defined by L(i]r, qr , t) == T(i]r, qr, t) - V(qr , t), (IU5) again transforms to (I1.35). The principle of conservation of energy, however, does not
hold for a time dependent potential energy function. See the discussion regarding
(7.79).
Thus, to obtain the equations of motion for a general conservative dynamical
system, we need only determine the Lagrangian function (11.34) and apply (I 1.35).
Lagrange's method, like the work-energy method, provide s no information about
the inessential workless forces of constraint.

Example 11.2. Derive Lagrange's equations of motion for the simple pendulum shown in Fig. 6.15, page 138.
Solution. The motion of the pendulum is restricted to the vertical plane and a
rigid wire of negligible mass constrains the motion to a circle, so the scleronomic
constraints are z = and r = £. The tension in the string is workless, and the
weight of the bob is a conservative force for which V = mg e(I - cos 8). Hence,
this scleronomic system is conservative with one degree of freedom described by
ql = 8. The kinetic energy of the bob is T = !me ze z . Therefore, the Lagrangian
(11.34) is

°

L = T - V =

~mezez -

mge(I - cos 8) ,

(ll.36a)

and hence with
d
· = m e 28,"
-d(OL)
- . = -(m
e z8)
dt 08
dt

oL
08 = -mge sin 8 ,

(I1.36b)

the Lagrange equations (11.35) yield the differential equation of motion for the
pendulum bob:
m e 2ij

+ mgt. sin 8 = O.

(I1.36c)

The inessential, workless string tension of constraint, an incidental result of
the Newton-Euler law in (6.67b), does not explicitly enter the argument. Of course ,
since only derivatives of V with respect to the generalized coordinates appear in
Lagrange's equations (11.35), any constant in the potential energy function also
is unimportant. Thus, in the present problem we could have written , for example ,
V = -mgecos8 .
0
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Example 11.3. Derive the equations of motion for a particle of mass m moving in a plane under a central force F = -(J-tm/r 2)e r , where u. is a constant and
cylindrical coordinates are used.

is v

Solution. The holonomic constraint z = 0 is evident, and the velocity vector

= ie, + r¢el/>. Hence, the kinetic energy is given by
T

= ~m(f2 + r 2¢2) .

(11.37a)

2

The central force is conservative with potential energy

v=

-s

(11.37b)

um f r ,

as shown in (7.62) with J-t == MG . Thus , the Lagrangian (11.34) for this conservative scleronomic dynamical system is
L =

1
2
2 '2
um
-mer
+
r ¢ ) +-.
2
r

(11.37c)

The generalized coordinates are (QI,q2) = (r, ¢) , the generalized velocity
components are (til, ti2) = (r, ¢), and with (11.35) in mind we use (11.37c) to
obtain

aL
-=mr
ar
'

ei.

ol:
. 2 um
-=mr¢ - -2,
ar
r

2'

- . =mr ¢,
a¢

aL

a¢ =0.

(11.37d)
Lagrange's equations (11.35) thus yield the equations of motion for this conservative system with two degrees of freedom :
,j,2
r.. - r'l'

+ 2u. -r

0,

d
dt

2 '

-(r ¢)=O.

(11.37e)

o

11.8. Second Fundamental Form of Lagrange's Equations
Suppose that some of the generalized forces are conservative with a total
potential energy V (qd . Let the remaining generalized forces that are not workless
be denoted by Qf = Qf (tir, qr, t) ; these are called non conservative generalized
forces. The dynamical system, in this case, is called nonconservative. In the absence
of any constraints, with Qk = -a V / aqk + Qf, and use of (11.34) , (11.15) may
be rewritten to obtain the secondfundamentalform of Lagrange's equations:
(11.38)
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If it happen s that the nature of a force is uncertain, the ambiguous force
may be treated as a "nonconservative force" in the formulation of ( 11.38). Moreover, generalized forces of rheonomic co nstraints that are specified functions of
time alone do no virtual work; for, with time held fixed, the corresponding virtual displacement s are zero . Hence, these nonconservative forces do not enter the
Lagrange equation s of motion. On the other hand , these same nonconservative
forces ge nerally do work in the real motion of the system. Th is is illustrated in a
subsequent example.
Example 11.4. Derive the equati on of motion for a particle P that falls from
rest in a Stokes medium .
Solution. The kinet ic energy of P is T = ! myl, its gravitational potential
energy is V = -mgy, and the nonconservat ive Stoke s force is F = - ev = - eyj,
where j is the downward direction of the motion . Let the reader apply the
method of virtual work to find Q ~. Here we consider (11.20). Accordin gly, with
q, = y, the nonconservative ge neralized force in (11.3 8) is Q ~ = F · ja ij] =
- eyj . j = -ey. Now form the Lagrangian L = T - V = ! myl + mgy, and apply (11.38) to obtain the equation of motion my - mg = -eY. That is, with v = y
and v = cf m , we recover (6.34a): dvjdt = g - vv.
0

av

Example 11.5. (a) Derive the Lagrange equ ation s of motion for a heavy bead
of mass m that slides free ly in a smooth circular tube of radius a, as the tube spins
with constant angular speed rP = w abou t its fixed vertical axis, as shown in the
diagram for Problem 6.66. Obtain the first integral of the equation of motion, and
find the tangential constra int force normal to the plane of the tube. (b) Relax the
rheo nomic constraint, treat ¢(t) as an independent generalized coo rdinate, and
derive the Lagrange equations of motion for the bead.
Solution of (a). Introduce the spherica l coordinates (a, ¢ , (J) of the bead
in its co nstrained motion referred to a moving, spheric al reference frame 1/J =
{0 ; en eq" eo} in which ek are in the directions of their increasing coo rdinates,
and note that the angle betwe en k and e, in the problem diagram is IT - (J . The
workless scleronomic constraint is r = a , constant, and the working rheonom ic
constraint is rP = w, a con stant, that is, ¢ = ¢o + wt. Notic e, alternatively, that a
rheonomic constraint rP = w( t) , a specified function of t , also is holonomi c with
¢ = ¢o + J,o
t ' w(t )dt. In either instance, ¢ is a specified function of time; it is
not a generalized coordin ate. The radial component of the nonconservative force
F = - N e, + Req, exerted by the tube on the mass m is workless, but due to the
moving tube constraint the co mponent R perpendicular to the plane of the tube is
not, so the system is nonconservative. Neverth eless, the virtual work done by this
force in the virtual displacement 8x = a8(Jeo + a sin (J8¢ eq, compatible with the
co nstraint 8¢ = w8t == vanishes, 8 "II ' = F · 8x = Ra sin (J8 ¢ = 0, because the

°
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moving constraint in the virtual displacement is frozen . The bead has one degree of
freedom described by q\ = with the corre spondin g generali zed force
= O.
The gravitational potential energy of m is given by

e

v=

(ll.39a)

mga (l - cos e) .

The absolute velocity of the bead is v =a¢ sin ee</J
kinetic energy is

+ aeeo, and

hence its total

(l1.39b)
Now introduce ¢ = w, a constant, form the Lagrangian function (11.34),

L =

~ma2(w2 sin2 e + ( 2) -

and thus derive

d(aL)
- , =ma e

dt

ae

2"

'

aL= ma

-

ae

mga(l - cos e),

2 2 '
W sm

ecos e- mga sm, e.

(ll.39c)

(ll .39d)

Collecting the results in (11.38), we reach the Lagrange equation of motion for the
bead :
(j

(! -

+ sin e

2

w cos

e) = O.

Notice that the result is independent of the mass m.
Equation (ll.3ge) written as (j = ede/de = f
given by

(ll.3ge)

ee) has an easy first integral
(1l.3 9f)

in which eo = e(O) and eo = e(O) denote the initial values. For small angular hoop
speeds the term in w 2 may be neglected to obtain from (11.3ge) and (11.39f ) the
equation of motion and its first integral for the finite amplitude oscillations of the
bead as an equivalent simple pendulum.
The constraint force R is not determined; it is inconsequential to the determination of the general motion of the bead by Lagrange's method. Nevertheless, we
can find R easily by writing the moment of momentum equation about the z-axis,
The bead is at the instantaneous distance a sin e from this axis, and its momentum
in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the tube is ma w sin e, Therefore, the
moment of momentum of the bead about the axis of rotation is h, = ma io: sin 2 e.
The constraint driving torque relation about the spin axis is given by hz = Ra sin e;
and hence
R = 2mawe cos e,

( 11.39g)
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Solution of (b). Now consider a different situation in which we ignore the
rheonomic constraint and treat ¢(t) as an independent variable . The bead now
has two degrees of freedom described by (ql ' q2) = (e , ¢) with the corresponding
nonconservative generalized forces (Q~, Q~). The virtual work done by these
forces is given by 811/ = F · 8x = Ra sin e8¢ = Q~ 8e + Q~ 8¢ for all 8e and
8¢ , and hence

Q~ = 0,

(11.39h)

Q~ = Ra sine .

The Lagrangian L = !ma 2(¢2 sin 2 e + 0 2) - mga(1 - cos e) is the same as
(11.39c) in which w = ¢. In addition to (11.39d), we now have

d(aL)
- . = ma ¢ sin e + 2ma ¢e sin e cos e,
2"

-

dt

2

2 . .

a¢

aL
a¢ = 0.

(11.39i)

Assembling the results (11.39d), (11.39h), and (11.39i) in (11.38), we obtain the
e-equation (11.3ge) , as before, and the new ¢-equation:
ma¢ sine

e,

+ 2ma¢0 cos e' =

R.

(11.39j)

If R(O, ¢, ¢ , t) is some specified function, (11.39j) is a nonlinear differential
equation for ¢(t) coupled with (11.3ge) in which co = ¢(t). On the other hand,
for a specified function ¢(t), and with e(t) determined by (11.3ge) , (11.39j) is
an equation that determines R(t). In particular, for ¢ = w, a constant, (l1.39j)
gives R = 2mawO cos e, which is the same nonconservative, rheonomic constraint
force obtained in (11.39g) . The original Lagrange method eliminates the need to
determine the inconsequential working rheonomic constraint force, which may be
found by other methods, if needed.
D
Exercise 11.7. Apply Lagrange's equations (11.38) to derive the equation of
motion for the forced vibration of the system shown in Fig. 6.20, page 152, for a
linear viscous damper and a linear elastic spring.
D

11.9. Lagrange's Equations for a System of Particles
Lagrange's equations for a single particle are equivalent to the Newton-Euler
equations of motion ; they contain no new principles. Unlike the Newton-Euler
approach, however, the Lagrangian method never involves workless forces ofholonomic constraint, the sometimes laborious calculation of accelerations is avoided,
and for conservative systems the equations of motion are readily derived from
a single scalar Lagrangian function . A bit more effort is required to determine
nonconservative generalized forces, but the procedure is straightforward. In all,
Lagrange's method often is easier to apply because only generalized coordinates
and velocities are involved. On the other hand, the physics of the analysis is not
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always apparent. Subsequent developments, however, will shed light on the physical interpretation of certain terms that arise in the Lagrange formulation .
The aforementioned advantages are significantly magnified in applications of
Lagrange's method to more complex systems. Recall that the equation of motion
(5.4 1) for a system of particles "determines" only the motion of the center of mass.
Findin g the motion s of the individual particle s require s formulation of a vector
equation of motion (5.39) for each particle , so it is necessary to include all of the
forces that act on each particle separately, including mutual forces exerted by all
of the other particles, and to introduce all of their accelerations. This procedure,
even for simple problems , is cumbersome. The Lagrangian approa ch avoids these
difficulties.
So far, the Lagrangian theory is strictly valid only for a single particle. We
shall see that precisely the same equations and analytical structure emerge for a
system of N particles. Without constraints, this system has 3N degrees offreedom,
and hence 3N generali zed coordinates are required to describe its configuration.
When the constraints are holonomi c, some of the genera lized coordinates may
be eliminated. In this case the number of degrees of freedom n is fewer than
3N , and the remaining generali zed coordinates are independent variables. In the
following description, all function s of the n independent generalized variables
ql , q i , . . . , qn and theirtime derivatives are abbreviated by use of q, and q, alone, as
done previou sly for a single particle for which n ::: 3. For example, I (q" q" t ) ==
I V/I, q2, ... , qn, qi , q2, · ·· , qn, t ).
Consider a system of N particles. The position vector (11.7) for the i 1h particle is written as Xi= Xi(q" t ) in frame <t> = {o ; id , Xi = (ax;jaqk)qk + ax;jat
coincides with (11.8), and correspondin g rules of the form (1 1.9) and (1UO)
hold as well. Here we suppose that the function s Xi(q" t ) have continuous
second partial derivatives in the domain of interest so that 32x;j3 q j3 qk =
a2x;j3 qkaqj and a2x;j3 q ja t = a2x;ja ta qj . The total kinetic energy is defined by
T (q" q" t ) == L~I ! mi xi . Xi, in accordanc e with (8.50). Therefore, upon retracing the steps starting from (11.11), introducing the equation of motion F, = mixi
(no sum) for the total force on the i 1h particle , and noting that Qk(q" q" t ) ==
L~I Fi (x l : Xj, t) . 3Xi(q" t )/ 3qk, the reader will find that Lagrange's first fundamental form (1U5) holds for a general holonomic system of N particles having
k = n degrees of freedom . Clearly, collinear, mutual internal forces between pairs
of particles of the system contribu te nothing to the total force and they are workless. And workless forces of holonomic constraint of any sort contribute nothing
to the generalized forces , so these forces of constraint do not enter Lagrange's
equations for a system of particle s.
For scleronomic systems, we can say more . In this case, the total kinetic energy
is given by (11.24) in which the symmetric matrix M jk(q, ) == L~I miax;jaqj .
ax;jaqk, with j, k = 1,2, . . . , n ::: 3N for a system having n degree s of freedom,
and the work-energy principle (11.29 ) thus holds for a system of particles, as
shown differentl y in (8.60). For conservative forces Fi(xj (qd ) = -3 V;j axi (no
sum), we recall (11.31) in which V( q,) = L~= I Vi(Xj(qk)) is the total potential
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Smooth Surface
Figure 11.1. A conservative holonomic system of two particles .

energy derived from all of the conservative forces that act on the separate particle s,
both external and internal as described in (8.84). It is not necessary, however, to
elabo rate on these details in the construction of the total potential energy function .
It thus follows from (11.29) and (1 1.32) that the principle of conservation of energy
(1 1.33) hold s for a system of particl es under sclero nomic constraints, which is a
more precise descripti on of (8.86).
The Lagrangian ( I 1.34) for a general holonomic conservative system is now
defined as the difference of the total kinetic and potential energies . It is readily
seen that the secon d fundame ntal form of Lagrange's equations (11.38) holds
for general holonomic constraints. We now explore an application of Lagrange's
equations for a conservative system of two mass points and study the problem
solution in a special case .
Example 11.6. (i) Derive the equations for the uniaxial motion of the springmass system shown in Fig. I 1.1. The supporting surface is smooth and all springs
are linearly elastic and unstretched initially. (ii) Determine the motion of the system
for the special symmetric case when m I = m2 = m and k ] = k2 = k .
Solution of (i). The holonomic co nstraints for the uniaxial motion are evident.
Let each mass m I and m2 be displaced uniaxially an amount X I and X2, respectively.
The syste m has two degrees of freedom with independent generalized coo rdinates
(q ], q2) = (XI, X2) . The total kinetic energy for the system of particles is
(I1.40a)
Not ice that this has the form (1 1.24) in which [M j k ] =diag[m ], m2] is a diagonal
matrix . Th e spring forces are conservative, and all other forces are workless. In
conseq uence, the system is conservative with total potential energy
(I 1.40b)
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Therefore, the Lagrangian (I 1.34) is given by
(I1.40c)
and hence

Use of (I1.40d) and (I1.40e) in (I 1.35) for k = I, 2 delivers two coupled, ordinary,
linear differential equations of motion for the conservative system :

Solution of (ii). The general solution of this coupled system of equations may
be readily obtained; however, to simplify the analysis and preserve the essential
methodology, the motion will be determined for the special symmetrical case when
m, = m2 = m and k, = k2 = k. Then with p2 = kim , the equations in (I1.40f)
simplify to
(I 1AOg)
The typical procedure for solving this class of problems is to assume a trial
solution for XI and X2 having the same circular frequency ex and initial phase ¢.
We thus consider a trial solution of the form

xi = C

1 sin(ext

+ ¢),

x 2T = C2 sin(ext

+ ¢),

(I I AOh)

in which C I and C2 are constant amplitudes. Substitution of (1I AOh) into (1IAOg)
yields a system of two homogeneous algebraic equations that determine ex and the
amplitude ratio C, I C 2 :
(2 p2 - ex 2 )C 1 - p2C2 = 0,

- p 2C,

ex 2)C2

+ (2 p2 -

= O.

(I1.40i)

For nontrivial amplitudes Ci, we must have
det [

2 p2 _ ex2
-p

2

2

_p2]
2
2 = O.
p -ex

(1IAOj)

This leads to thequadratic equation (2 p2 - ex 2)2 - p4 = 0 with the following two
solutions for the circular frequency in (lI AOh):

(1 I AOk)
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Equation (11.40j) is called the characteristic equation for the system, and its
positive roots (11.40k) are called characteristic frequencies. The latter also are
known as eigenfrequencies, normal mode , or natural frequencies.
For each of these frequencies, the system (11040i) determines a corresponding amplitude ratio and separate trial solutions of the type (1 Io4Oh). It
is useful, therefore, to denote by Cjk the different amplitudes associated with
each generalized coordinate x j , frequency CXb and phase angle cPk . In particular,
= C I I sin(cxlt + cPI) and
= C l2 sin(cx2t + cP2), and hence the general solution for XI is provided by their sum. Similarly for X2. Hence, with the aid of
(11o4Oh) and (11o4Ok), the general solution of the linear system (1 1o4Og) is given
by

xf

xf

+ cPl) + Cl2 sin(J3pt + cP2),
C2 1 sin(pt + cPl) + C22 sineJ3 pt + cP2).

XI = C I I sin(pt
X2 =

(11.401)

When CXk is used in (11.40i), the former amplitudes C I , C2 are replaced by
the respective amplitudes C Ik, C2k • Successive use of (ll o4Ok) in (llo4Oi) yields
the following amplitude ratios corresponding to CXI and CX2 :

~
C21

= 1

'

C22 =-1.
C I2

(11.40m)

In consequence, the general solution (11.401) may be written as
XI

+ cPd - C22 sinevSpt + cP2),
C II sin(pt + cPl) + C22 sineJ3 pt + cP2).

= C I I sin(pt

X2 =

(11.40n)

The four constants C II, C22, cPI , and cP2 are determined by assigned initial
data. Suppose we specify the initial data so that C22 = 0, then the solution (ll o4On)
has the form

XI = X2 = Cll sin(pt

+ cPl)·

(11.400)

On the other hand, if we specify initial data so that C II = 0, we obtain
-XI

= X2 = C22 sineJ3 pt

+ cP2) .

(11.40p)

Each of these motions is described by a single amplitude, frequency, and phase .
In general, a motion of a multidegree of freedom vibrating system that can be
described by a single frequency is called a mode. The solutions (11.400) and
(11.40p) correspond to modes having the distinct natural frequencies p and ,J3p .
In the case (110400), the masses move in the same direction with the same circular
frequency p , initial phase cPt> and amplitude CII . In the case (11.40p), the masses
move symmetrically, in opposite directions with the same circular frequency ,J3p,
initial phase cP2, and amplitude C22.
Indeed, when the masses are equally displaced in the same direction an amount
B and released from rest, the initial data XI (0) = X2(0) = B , XI (0) = X2(0) = a
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applied to the system (1IAOn) provides four algebraic equations that are satisfied
with C22 = 0, <PI = n / 2, and B = C 11 . Thus, (110400) has the explicit form
(l1.40q)

Xl = X2 = Cn cos pt .

Similarly, when initially the masses are equally but oppositely displaced an amount
D and released from rest so that -Xl (0) = X2(0) = D and Xl(0) = X2(0) = 0, we
find C ll = 0, <P2 = n /2, and D = C22 . So, the explicit solution is
(1 1AOr)
The two natural frequencies of the system are the characteristic frequencies
given by (1 1AOk). By introduction of new coordinates I;k, the most general motion
of the system (11AOn)for arbitrary initial data may be viewed as the superposition
of normal mode motions corresponding to these natural frequencies . Indeed, we
see from (I 1AOn) that each of the coordinates I;b which may be defined in terms
of the physical coordinates Xk by
1;1

1

.

== "l(Xl + X2) = Cn sm(pt + <PI),

1
.
1;2 == "l(Xl - X2) = -C22 sm(J3"pt

+ <P2),

(1 lAOs)

has only one frequency . These are the natural modes of vibration of the system.
The coordinates I;k are called normal coordinates and their corresponding modes
given on the right-hand side of equations (11AOs) are known as the normal modes
ofvibration. It is now evident that the general motion (1 1AOn)is a superposition of
normal mode motions described by Xl = I; 1 + 1;2 and X2 = I; I -1;2 . These relations
uncouple the original equations of motion. Let the reader use these results to show
that (1 1AOg) may be written as
..

1;1

+ P2 1;1

= 0,

..

1;2

+ 3p 2 1;2 =

O.

(11.40t)

These are the normal equations of motion for which the normal mode frequencies,
now evident, are given in (11.40k) .
0

11.10. First Integrals of the Lagrange Equations
Two first integrals of the Lagrange equations of motion (11.35) for a conservative system that are equivalent to the three classical principles of conservation of
momentum, moment of momentum, either of which may hold also for nonconservative systems with appropriate forces as described later, and energy are derived
next. Presentation of the general energy principle for arbitrary generalized forces
follows . Finally, a first integral of Lagrange's equations (11.15) with respect to
time leads to the generalized impulse-momentum principle.
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11.10.1. Ignorable Coordinates: An Easy First Integral
of Lagrange's Equations
Let us consider a conservative dynamical system for which the Lagrangian
function L is independent of a generalized coordinate q. , say. Then aL /aq e == 0,
and the corresponding Lagrange equation for q. , in accord with (11.35) for a
general conservative system, yields a first integral

aL
aqe = Ye,

(11.41)

where Ye is a constant of integration fixed by the initial condition s. The absentee
coordinate qe is called an ignorable coordinate. Since qe is absent from L, equation
(11.41) can be used to obtain q, as a function of all of the other generalized
coordinates and their velocities; and consequently qe can then be removed from
the remaining differential equation s. In this way, a conservative dynamical system
having n degrees of freedom and k ignorable coordinates can be reduced to a
problem having n - k degrees of freedom . The general reduction procedure for
conservative systems is discussed in advanced texts; see Whittaker (Section 38),
for example .
Notice in Example 11 .3, page 509, that ¢ is absent from the Lagrangian
in (11.37c); and, therefore, from the second and fourth equations in (11.37d),
mr 2¢ = Yet>' a constant, in accordance with (11.41), that is,

¢ = ~2 ,

(11.42a)

r

where Y == Yet> /m , a constant. Now, use of this relation in the first equation in
(11.37e) yields a differential equation in r alone:
2

Y- .
r..+J),
-r2
r3

o

(11.42b)

In principle, with the solution r = ret) of this equation in hand, (11.42a) may be
used to find ¢(t). The result (11.42a) is the same as (7.72b) leading to Kepler's
equal area rule-it is a reflection of the principle of conservation of moment
of momentum, as shown in (7.72a). A generalized principle of momentum that
includes this case is described later on.
It is seen in Example 1I.5(b), page 512, that ¢ is an absentee coordinate for
the nonconservative problem described by the additional equation s in (11.39i), the
first of which does not vanish; rather, it leads to (11.39j). Hence, (11.41) based
on Lagrange's equations (11.35) for a general conservative system does not hold
for the absentee coordinate ¢ in (11.39i), because the nonconservative part of the
generalized force Q~ =j:. 0 in (11.39h). On the other hand, depending on the nature
of the generalized forces, it is quite possible that momenta may be conserved
in a nonconservati ve system. Let us look more closely at the role of ignorable
coordinates in relation to the familiar classical conservation principles.
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11.10.2. Principle of Conservation of Generalized Momentum
The fundamental principles of conservation of momentum and moment of
momentum arise as first integrals of the Newton-Euler equations of motion when
a specific component Fe == F · e of the total force F, or
== M Q • e of the total
torque M Q about an appropriate point Q, for a fixed direction e in an inertial frame
<1>, vanishes . Consequently, the specific corresponding component Pe == P . e of the
momentunr.or sj' == h Q • e of the moment of momentum, is a constant throughout
the motion in <1> . The total force F, however, need not be conservative. We now show
that these important fundamental principles are imbedded within the Lagrangian
theory.
To motivate the principal idea involved , let us rewrite the second equation
in (11.12) as oT(qr , qr, t)/oqk = p(qr , qr, t) · ox(qr , t) /oqk ; and, similarly, by
(11.24), obtain oT(q" qr)/oqk = Mk/qr)qj (sum on j). Notice that both relations have the form of a kind of general momentum component. Consequently, we
are led to introduce the generalized momenta Pk(qr, q., t) defined by

MP

.
Pk(qr, q" t)

==

oT(qr, qr , t)
aL(qr, q" t)
o'
=
0"
qk
qk

(11.43)

Use of (11.43) in (11.15) casts the Lagrange equations of motion in a somewhat
familiar form:
. (.
)
Pk q" qr, t

'
)
= Q k(qr. , q" t )+ oT(qr,qr,t)
"
== vC7T(
k q" q. , t ,
oq;

(1144)
.

in which the quantities oT /oqk are called pseudoforces (See Problem 11.12.) and
q, the totals of the corresponding generalized and pseudoforces , are named the
Lagrangeforces. The pseudoforces include the familiar inertial forces . Because the
generalized force Qk has the physical interpretation as either a force or a torque,
by dimensional homogeneity, the pseudoforces and the Lagrange forces share
(q" q. , t) - oV(qr )/oqk.
a corresponding physical interpretation. With Qk =
(11.44) may be rewritten as

Qf

. (qr,
. q" t ) = QN(
. q. , t )+ oL(q"qr,t)
Pk
k q.,
"
oq;

==

' qr , t ) ,
vC7T(
k q.,

(1145)
.

which also follows directly from (11.38) and (11.43). For a general conservative
dynamical system,
= 0 and (11.45) reduces to

Qf

. .
oL(qr, qr, t)
.
Pk(qr, qr, t) =
0
= q (q" q., t).
qk

(11.46)

Equation (11.44), or equivalently (11.45), is the Lagrange form of the
Newton-Euler laws: The time rate ofchange ofa generalized momentum is equal to
the corresponding Lagrangeforce: ilk = q . Hence, the generalized momentum
Pe corresponding to a generalized coordinate-velocity pair (qe, qe) is constant
throughout the motion if and only if the corre sponding Lagrange force g:; = o.
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If a generalized coordinate qe is ignor able, then aL(qr, q. , t)/aqe == 0 and
If the
(11045) yields the corresponding generalized momentum equation p, =
generalized force
also vanishes, as it does when the system is conservative,
then p, = 0, and hence

Q:.

Q:

.
aL(qr , qr, t )
Pe(qr, qr, t ) =
.
= Ye, a constant.
aqe

(11047)

This is the principle of conservation of generalized momentum: The generalized
= 0
momentum Pe corresponding to an ignorable coordinate qe f or which
is a constant throughout the motion. In this case, (1104 1) for a conservative system
is the same as the more general momentum rule (11047). If the system is not conservative, however, in order that (1 1.47) may hold for an ignorable coordinate qe, the
nonconservative part of the corres ponding generalized force
also must vanish.
In particular, recall again equations ( 11.39h) and (11.39i), for which aL / a</J = 0,
but
=j:. 0; so, in this instance (11.47) does not hold .

Q:

Q:

Q:

Example 11.7. A nonconservative holonomi c system having two degree s
of freedom with general ized coordinates (q" q2) and corresponding generalized
forces Qf = -mb 2vq" Q ~ = 0, has a Lagrangian function
2
I
L = -ma
sin2 q\

2

+ mb 2 ( q2 + -a cos ql ) 2 + -I mb 2(q , + c) 2 ,
b

2

(1 1.48a)

in which a , b , c, and m are constants. Derive the Lagrange equations.
Solution. Notice that a: is ignorable and Q ~ = O. Therefore, we have immediately by (11.47) the corresponding momentum integral

aL. = 2mb
P2 = aq2

2(q2 + -a cos q , ) = Y2, a constant.
b

(1 1.48b)

Caution: We must continue to apply the Lagrange equations to ( 1IA8a) in which all
of the variables are considered independent. Equation (1I A8b) is a partial solution
of one of these equations that necessarily relates these variables; but it is not to be
substituted into the Lagrangian, it is to be used in connection with the companion
equation for q,. The second of Lagrange' s equation s (11.38 ) yields

mb 2ih

+ 2mab (q2 + ~ cos q,) sin q,

- ma 2 sin q, cos q , = Qf = -mb 2vq, .
(11.48c )

We now use (11A8b) to eliminate q2 from (11A8c) to obtain
..

q,

a .
( Y2
+ vql. + b
SInq l mb 2 -

a
)
0
bcosql = .

(1I A8d)

The two equations (1 1.48b) and (1 1.48d), in principle, determine ql (t) and

q2(t) .
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Consider two additional easy examples. The Lagrangian for the conservative
particle motion on the constraint-free path from B to C in Example 7.10 , page 249,
is given by L = ~m (.e + y2) - m gy, in which x is an ignorable generalized coordinate . Hence , by (11.47 ), we have Px = mx = Yx, a constant , which is equivalent
to the result obtained earlier from the principle of conservation of momentum. The
Lagrangian L = ~m(f 2 + r 2¢ 2 + i?) + mgz for the conservative spherical pendulum problem in Example 7.15 , page 260, shows that ¢ is an ignorable coordinate,
and hence by (11.47), P¢ = mr 2¢ = y¢, a constant, as shown earlier in (7.83d)
based on conservation of moment of momentum. In the Lagrange formulation,
however, it is not necessary to recognize the specific application of the principles
of conservation of momentum and moment of momentum; these emerge naturally
and easily from the Lagrangian structure with ignorable coordinates.

11.10.3. The Principle of Conservation of Energy for Scleronomic
Systems Revisited
The familiar principle of conservation of energy for a particle in (11.33) holds
only when the kinetic energy is not an explicit function of time , always the case
when the constraints are scleronomic. Here we show that this conservation law for
a conservative, scleronomic system may be derived differently to reveal a more
general analytical structure that leads to a first integral applicable to dynamical
system s other than merely a single particle.
We begin with L = L(q" q, ), which does not involve t explicitly, observe
that

d
-dt L(q"

q, ) =

aL

aL

-a·
ii, + -a
q,
q,
q,

introduce (11.35) for a conservative system to write
d
dt

and thus obtain

L(q"

q,) =

iu.

d

aq, ii, + dt

(aL)
d (aL )
aq, q, = dt aq, q, ,

~ (aaq,~ q, _ L)

dt

= O.

(11.49)

This yields the Lagrangian form of the law of conservation of energy for a conse rvative, scleronomic dynamical system :

aL

- . q, -

aq,

L = E , a constant.

(11.50)

Finally, introduce the Lagrangian function L(q" qr) = T(q" q,) - V(q,) and recall (11.26), in which Ttq, q, ) is given by (11.24 ) for a sc1eronomic system, to
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deduce from (1 1.50) the prin ciple of conse rvation of energy for a conservative,
scle ronomic dynamical system:

Ttq, q, ) + V( q,) = E , constant.

(1 1.51)

The derivation of (11.51) involved only the time independence of the
Lagrangian function L(q" q, ), the Lagrange equation s (1 1.35) for a conservative system, and the general representation (11.24 ) for the kinetic energy T (q" q, )
in term s of a certain symmetric coefficient matrix M jk(q, ) to be determin ed by the
system, and which does not involve t explicitl y. Consequently, the result (1 1.51)
may be applied to any conservative, scleronomic dynamical system. In particular,
the two degree of freedom spring-mass system describ ed by ( 11.40a) and (11.40b)
is conservative with constant total energy given by
1

2

2 m IX,

1

1

21
+ 2m 2x22 + 2kt(x12 + x 2)
+ 2k2(X2 -

2

xd = E ,

which certainly is not evident from the equations of motion in (11.40f).

11.10.4. The General Energy Principle

Qf Qf

Let us write each generali zed force as the sum Qk =
+ of a conservative part
= - 8 V (q, )/ 8qk with total potential energy V( q,) and a noncon= (q" q" t) . Then (11.28) for a scleronomic system may be
servative part
written as

Qf
Qf Qf

d
dt (T(q" q,) + V(q,» =

Qf qk,

whose integration yields as a first integral of (11.15), hence also (11.38), the gene ral
energy prin cipl e f or a nonconservative sclero nomic system:

!:J.$ =

r Qf dq, == Ilfv,

}f,;'

(1 1.52)

where $ (q" q,) == Tiq, q, ) + V (q, ) is the total energy ofthe system.Accordingly,
the change in the total energy of a scleronomie system is equal to the total work don e
by all ofthe nonconservative generalizedf orces. Thus, the total ene rgy is conserved
and (11.51) holds if and only if the noncons ervative parts of all gene ralized f orees
are workless, i.e. trivially, when the scleronomie system is conse rvative. This result
also follows directl y from the work--energy principle (11.29). The rule (11.52 )
is applicable to all scleronomic, multidegree of freedom dynamical systems. It
subsumes all previou s special results (7.80) for a particl e, (8.93) for a system of
particles, and (10.131) for a rigid body-in fact, it holds for any combination of
these dynamic al systems, as shown more precisely later on.
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Exercise 11.8. Begin with (11.38) and show that
D.

st.. qk. - L )
( -aqk

=

1
e

QkN dq, == 11fv,

and thus derive the general energ y principle (11.52 ).

(11.53)

o

11.10.5. The Generalized Impulse-Momentum Principle
The impulse-momentum and torque-impulse principles for particles and rigid
bodie s were obtained in earlier chapters as first integral s of the Newton-Euler
equations with respect to time. We are now able to derive an inclusive, generalized
impulse-momentum princ iple as a first integral of Lagrange's equations for an arbitrary holonomic dynamical system having n degrees of freedom. First, however,
it is important to recognize that an impulsive force acting on a single particle (or
a separate body) has no instantaneous effect on the system as a whole unless that
particle (or body) is connected to or has contact (impact) with another particle (or
body). An impulsive force acting on one of two particles attached to the ends of a
massless rigid rod, on the other hand, clearl y affects the instantaneous motion of
both particles of the system. Similarly, the motion of a system of two rigid rods
situated in a plane and conne cted by a smooth hinge at one end is affected by a
force suddenly applied at any point along either one . The configuration of an entire
assembl y of contacting billiard balls, initially at rest and impacted by another ball,
is instantaneously affected. A glass jar full of marble s or pebble s that explodes
upon striking a hard surface is another example where the motion of an entire
system is affected by impul sive forces that act on all of the "particles" at the same
moment. There are lots of other examples that may be built upon these. Therefore,
in subsequent developments for a system having n degree s of freedom , it is important to bear in mind the limitations impo sed by the nature of the system at the
impul sive instant. Further, by exten sion of our earlier model of an instantaneous
impul se, during an impul sive action, the generalized impul sive forces vary only
with time; all other applied forces, like those due to gravity or attached springs,
remain finite during the impulsive instant and contribute nothing to the effect of the
impul se. The affected particles (or bodie s) suffer an instantaneous change in their
velocities, but no instantaneous change in their positions; therefore, the impulsive
forces, without accounting in some fashion for deformation of the objects, do no
work in the real motion. On the other hand, the instantaneous impulsi ve forces can
do work in an admissible virtual motion during which time is frozen.
With these observations in mind, let us consider the integral of Lagrange's
equations (11.15) with respect to time over the interval [to, t] to obtain
(11.54 )
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wherein, by definition, the impulse ofthe generalizedforce is

i:2 k(to;t) ==

1
1

Qkdt.

(11.55)

10

In accordance with (11.43) the first term in (11.54) is the change f:.Pk == Pk(t) Pk(to) in the generalized momenta during the impulsive interval [to, t]:

a~ II

aqk

= f:.Pk.

(11.56)

10

During the impulsive instant the generalized coordinates qk do not change
and the generalized velocities i]k remain finite. Therefore, the quantities f:.Pk and
aT(i]" qr)/aqk in (11.54) remain finite. In the limit as M = t - to ---* 0, f:.Pk---*
f:.pZ, the instantaneous change in the generalized momenta, and the integral of
the pseudoforces vanishes: limit~Ho(aT /aqk)f:.t = O. (This is trivially satisfied
for all t when all of the generalized coordinates are ignorable.) The instantaneous
impulse of any finite generalized forces that act on the system likewise will vanish
as f:.t ---* O. The impulsive forces in an instantaneous impulse tend to infinity in
such a way that the limit of (11.55) exists and is finite; its value is the instantaneous
impulse ofthe generalizedforces defined by

i:2 Z == lim i:2 k(to;t) = lim
~I-+O

~I-+O

1
1

10

Qkdt .

(11.57)

Thus, in the limit of (11.54) as f:.t ---* 0, we obtain the generalized impulse-

momentum principle:

(11.58)

the instantaneous impulse of the generalizedforce is equal to the instantaneous
change in the corresponding generalized momentum ofthe system.
Notice from (11.44) that f:.Pk = J;: ~d t ; that is, the impulse of the Lagrange
force is equal to the change in the corresponding generalized momentum. It is eas-

ily seen that bounded quantities vanish in the limit as M ---* 0 and this reduces to
the generalized impulse-momentum principle (11.58). The generalized impulsemomentum principle includes both the impulse-momentum and torque-impulse
principles of earlier studies, depending on the physical interpretation of the generalized momenta.
The generalized impulsive forces may be calculated from their virtual work
81f/* = i:2 Z8qk done in an admissible general virtual displacement consistent with
any holonomic constraints, as though they were ordinary fixed forces . Given the
initial values of qk and i]k prior to the impulsive action, the system of n algebraic
equations (11.58) then relates the instantaneous impulsive forces i:2 Z and instantaneous generalized velocities i]k following the impulsive action . Therefore, these
equations may be used to provide the initial conditions for the subsequent motion
of the system. Since no specific form of the kinetic energy was introduced in the
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construction, the principles hold for all dynamical systems. This observation is
reinforced later.
Example 11.8. Two particle s of equal mass m are attached to the ends of a
massless rigid rod of length e initially oriented parallel to the y-axis of a frame
1/1 = {o; ik } and at rest on a smooth horizontal surface. An instantaneous impulsive
normal force P =Pi acts on the particle closer to O. Determine the subsequent
instantaneous generalized velocities of the system, find the instantaneous increase
of the total energy of the system due to the impulse, and describe the subsequent
motion for all time.
Solut ion . Following the impulse, the center of mass of the system is at
1/1 and the rod makes an angle () with the y-axis. The three generalized
coordinates, therefore , are (q\ , q2, q3) = (x * , y * , () . The total kinetic energy of
the system in its subsequent general motion is given by (8.53); we find
(x *, y* ) in

(I1.59a)
All of the generalized variables are ignorable, and hence aT/aqr == O. Since the
system is at rest initially, the instantaneou s change s in the generalized momenta
(11.56) are given by
flp ~

= 2mi*,

flpi = Lmy",

flp;'

me2
= - 2- B.

(I1.59b)

Notice that flp r and flpi are instantaneous change s in linear momenta due to an
impulsive force, and ~P3 is the instantaneous change in the moment of momentum
due to a torque-impulse.
Let (£!7,
£!;') denote the corre sponding generalized impulsive forces.
The position vector Xp of the point of application of the impulsive force P =Pi
is given by Xp = (x* + ~e sin ()i + (y * - ~e cos () j so its virtual displacement is
8x p = (8x* + ~ e8() cos () i + (8y * + ~e8() sin ()j. Hence, at the impulsive instant
at which () = 0, the virtual work of the applied forces and the generali zed impulsive
forces is given by

£!i,

(l1.59c)
for all arbitrary virtual displacements. Therefore,

£!7 = P ,

f7l * _

.;:z3 -

pe
2

(l1.59d)

We thus see that £! ~ is the instantaneous impulsi ve force while £!;' is its instantaneous moment about the center of mass. Use of ( l l. 59b) and (11.59d) in (11.58)
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yields the instantaneous values of the generalized velocities (xt, )it, Bi ) :

.*

xi

y; = 0,

p
= -,
2m

.
Bi

P
= -.
m£

(11.5ge)

The instantaneous increase in the total energy due to the impulse on the system ,
initially at rest, follows by substitution of (11.5ge) into (11.59a): T; = p 2 /2m .
The values (11.5ge) of the instantaneous translational velocity x* = xti of the
center of mass and the instantaneous angular velocity w = k of the system about
the center of mass are the initial conditions for the subsequent motion of the system
under no forces . It follows that the motion of the center of mass is uniform with
velocity v* = P 12m i, its initial value. Moreover, there are no applied torques, so
the moment of momentum for the system about the center of mass is constant: he =
mfHJ 12k, and hence the angular velocity is constant, w = PI m£k. Alternatively,
this being a conservative system with total kinetic energy (11.59a), and all of
whose generalized coordinates are ignorable and whose generalized forces are
zero, (11.47) yields the principles of conservation of generalized momenta:

«

PI

= Lmx" = Yl ,

P2

= 2my* = Y2,

P3

-».

= 2 e = Y3,

(11.59f)

where the constants Yk are determined by the initial values (11.5ge) . We thus
find Yl = P, Y2 = 0, Y3 = P £/2, and hence , v* = P 12m i and w = PI m£k for
allt .
0

11.11. Hamilton's Principle
Let us consider a holonomic system having n degrees of freedom. To compare two neighboring motions of the same system with n independent generalized
coordinates q;(t) and qr(t) described in the same time between the same end states
so that q;(tJ) = qr(td and q;(t2) = qr(t2) at the respective arbitrary times tl and ti .
as shown in Fig. 11.2, suppose that the motions differ by only a small amount described by the generalized coordinate variations oqr(t) == q;(t) - qr(t) = 81]r(t),
where 8 is an arbitrary small parameter and 1]r(t) are n arbitrary, continuously differentiable functions . Then oqr(td = 8 1]r(t l ) = 0 and oqr(t2) = 81]r(t2) = 0 must
hold at the end states. The process of variation requires that only the independent
general ized coordinates qr(t) are varied, not the time t ; hence 8t = O. The parameter 8 allows us to modify the functions qr(t) by arbitrarily small amounts , and
because 8 may decrease to zero, the variation of a function qr(t) thus constitutes
an infinitesimal virtual change of that function.
Now consider a given function f(qr(t), t) == f(qJ , q2, . . . , qn , t) whose variation is caused by the variation oqr(t) of the independent variables qr(t) , noting
that the functional dependence is not altered by the variation . Then of(qr , t) ==
f(q ;, t) - f(q" t) = f(qr + 81]r , t) - f(q" t) ; and by the Taylor series
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q r (t), q *r (t)

oq ret) == £T]r (t)

q r (t)
q *r (t)

Figure 11.2. Comp arison of the generalized coordin ates for two motions having the same end states, for a
system with n degree s of freedom .

approximation about e = 0, we find f(qr + £ 1'/" t) = f(q" t ) + (of/oqr )£1'/r(t)
to the first order in e . The variation of the function is thus given by 8f(q" t) =
(of/oqr)8qr(t) = (of/ oqr)£1'/r(t) , sum on r. Therefore, the variation of a function with 8t = 0 behaves like a differential in terms of the variation 8qr(t) of its
independent variables, the explicit time dependence in f(qr, t) playing no role.

11.11.1. Hamilton's Principle for a Conservative, Holonomic System
The action S'! for a general con servative, holonomic system is defined by the
definite integral

S'!

==

1
12

L(i]rCt), qr(t), t)dt ,

(11.60)

II

in which L(i]r, qr, t) == T(i]r, q" t) - V(qr) is the Lagrangian function for an
otherwise unspecified dynamical system. Now suppose that the curves qr(t) in
Fig. 11.2 represent the actual or natural motion of the system between arbitrarily
assigned end states, and that Sq, defines an arbitrary infinitesimal variation in qr(t)
in passing from the natural motion to a neighboring motion defined by the variables
q;(t) between the same end states . This results in an infinitesimal variation oS'! in
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the action (11.60) defined by

1~
~
1

0091 = 0

L(qr, qr, t)dt =.

1~

II

=

L(q; , q;, t)dt -

11

1~

L(qr, qro t)dt
(11.61)

11

(L(q;,q;,t)-L(qr ,qr,t»dt= 1~ U(qr,qr,t)dt;
II

11

that is, the variation of the definite integral is equal to the integral of the variation of
its integrand. Of course, the actual motion is not yet known, because the equations
of motion have not been introduced and solved. To deduce Lagrange's equations for
a general conservative, holonomic system without mention of the specific nature
of the Lagrangian energy function, we introduce a variational principle due to
Sir William Rowan Hamilton (1805-1865) applicable to both conservative and
nonconservative, holonomic dynamical systems.

Hamilton's principle: Among all possible motions between assigned end
states of any holonomic dynamical system, the actual motion is the one for which
the action is stationary; that is,
(11.62)

First, let us consider a conservative dynamical system for which sl is defined
by (11.60), and apply the previous description of the variation of a function f(qr , t)
to the Lagrangian function L(qro qr, t) in the action integral (11.61) to obtain

0..91 =

1
12

11

( -OL. oqr
oqr

+

O L ) dt ,
-oqr
oqr

(11.63)

d

repeated indices being summed. Since oqr =. q; - qro we have Sq, = -oqr, and
dt
hence the first term in (11.63) may be integrated by parts to obtain

1
12

11

oL
e: 1 -oq
dt = -oq
dqr r
oqr r 11
/2

1
12

11

-d (OL)
Sq dt .
dt oqr
r

(11.64)

In view of the null end conditions, however, the first of the right-hand terms
vanishes, and hence use of this result in (11.63) and application of Hamilton's
principle (11.62) yield the stationary action condition

s.« =

1 (~
12

11

oqr

-

~ oqr
o~ )) Sq.dt = O.

dt

(

(11.65)

We shall assume that the integrand is a continuous function of t . For holonomic systems, Sq; = 8IJr(t) are arbitrary infinitesimal quantities in which IJr(t)
are any continuously differentiable functions . Since (11.65) must vanish for all
arbitrary variations oqr that satisfy the end conditions oqr(tt) = oqr(t2) = 0, it
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follows that in the integrand sum all ofthe functions in the parentheses must vanish.
To prove this, let us write the integral (11.65) briefly as I == e 2 L r(t )TJr(t )d t.
Now take all TJr(t) = 0 except anyone you wish, TJAt) , say. N~w choose this
function to vanish everywhere except on an arbitrary small interval r - ex :s t :s
r + ex around the point t = r and on which, without loss of generality, we may
choose TJa(t) > 0, say. For example, the function TJa(t) = (t - r + ex?(t - r ex)2 for t E [r - ex , r + ex] and TJa (t) = 0 elsewhere satisfies the conditions and is
continuously differentiable. Within this interval the continuous function L a(t ) =
L a(r ), very nearly, and hence I = s L a(r) fTT~: TJa(t)dt, approximately, the error
tending to zero as ex tends to zero. Since the integral fTT~: TJa(t)dt > 0, it follows
that (11.65) holds only if L a(r ) = O. The point t = r , however, may be chosen
as any point of the interval (tl, t2), and hence the continuous function L a(t) must
vanish for all t E [tl, t2]' Because our choice of the alh member of the sum in
(11.65) was arbitrary, (11.65) holds only if every term Lr(t) of its integrand sum
vanishes. Conversely, if all L r(t ) = holds, (11.65) is satisfied. Hence, 8d = 0
holds for arbitrary variations 8qr(t) that satisfy the end conditions, if and only if the
Lagrangian function L(qr, qr, t) for a general conservative, holonomic dynamical
system satisfies Lagrange's equations.l

f/

°

r=I,2, . . . ,n.

(11.66)

These equations are the same as (11.35). The difference, however, is that they
now apply to every conservative, holonomic dynamical system; it is only the
Lagrangian function for a specific conservative, holonomic dynamical system that
must be defined.
t For holonomic systems for which elimination of the constraints by direct substitution may be inconvenient or cumbersome, the Lagrange multiplier method may be used to derive a modified form of
Lagrange's equations. For a system of p < m holonomi c constraints,
j = 1,2, .. . , p ,

(a)

(hence n = m - p degrees of freedom) , p Lagrange multipliers A} are introduced, and Hamilton's principle is then applied to a modified Lagrangian function L(qr, qr, e) = L(qr, q., e) +
I:j=l A} h(qr , e) to obtain the modified Lagrange equations

d (aL)
st.- IP) ·-=O
af}
-de
-oqr - aqr
}=l J aqr '

r = 1, 2, .. . , m

(b)

subject to the constraints (a). The system of equations (a) and (b) determine the m + p generalized
variables qr and multiplie rs A}. We shall find no need to apply this method in our studies here.
Further discussion of these matters and extension of Hamilton 's principle and Lagrange 's equation s
to nonholonomic dynamical systems may be found in advanced works on analytical dynamics . See,
for example , the books by Lanczos , Pars, Rosenberg , and Whittaker , among others listed in the chapter
references .
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9

X

Figure 1I.3. A conservative holonomic dynamical system of
two bodies.

Example 11.9. A system of rigid bodies in its static equilibrium position
is shown in Fig. 11.3. The homogeneous wheel 93 of radius a is free to rotate
in a smooth bearing about Q, and the block of mass m is supported by a linear
spring of stiffness k2 attached to an inextensible cable that wraps around the wheel.
The other end of the cable is fastened to a linear spring of modulus k, fixed to
the machine foundation . There is no slip between the cable and the wheel when the
block is displaced vertically and released . Derive the equations of motion for the
system .
Solution. Because the elastic spring response is linear, we may consider
the motion about the prestretched static equilibrium position of the system . In
consequence, gravity has no further influence on the motion. This system has
two degrees of freedom characterized by the independent generalized coordinates
(ql , q2) = (x , ¢) measured from the equilibrium state shown in Fig. 11.3. Due to
the no slip and inextensibility constraints, the extension x of the foundation spring
is x = ac:The smooth bearing reaction force is workless, and the remaining forces
that act on the system are conservative . Therefore, relative to the static equilibrium
state, the Lagrangian function for the system is given by
L

=T -

V

1 2 + -/¢
1 .2 = <mx
2
2

[

1
2 2
1
2]
-k)a
¢ + -k
2(x - a¢)
2
2
'

(l1.67a)

where I is the moment of inertia of the wheel about its principal axis at Q. Notice
in passing that the total kinetic energy in (l1.67a) has the form (11.24) in which
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[M j k ] =diag[m , f]. With (11.66) in mind , we first determine
aL
- = mx

ax

aL
.
- . = f<jJ ,
a <jJ

aL

' a- x
aL

aA.
~

= -k2(x - aA.)
~

2

= - k1a <jJ

(11.67b)

,

+ ak2 (x -

a<jJ),

(11.67c)

and thereb y obtain the following coupled pair of linear differenti al equations of
motion for the system:

0

The structure of these equations is similar to (IIAOf) studied earlier.

11.11.2. Hamilton's Principle for a Nonconser vat ive, Holonomic System
Let us recall that the total work 1f/ done by a conservative system of forces
is equal to the decrea se in the total potential energy, and hence, for a conservative
dynamical system, the integrand in (11.60) may be rewritten as L = T + 1f/.
This suggests that for an arbitrary noncon servative, holonomic dynamical system
having 11 degrees of freedom the action is appropriately defined by
.sf

==

l2
[

II

[T (q" q" f ) + 71/(q" q"

0] dt ,

(11.68)

where the total work 7// is defined by the sum of integral s in (1 1.23) in which
{§ = uk=l {§k and each integral is over a path (§k for the generalized coordinate
qk corre sponding to the generali zed force Qb in the same time interval [t\ , f] .
Hence , Hamilton's principle (11.62) applied to (11.68) yields the stationary action
condition
l2

8.sf =

[

l(

[8T(q" q, t ) + 8 pl/(q" q" t )] dt = O.

L l ;<t) Qk(q" q" f)dqk - L l

(11.69)

First, consider the variation 871/. In accordance with (11.23),
811/ =

n

k= 1

q

q; (t l )

n

qk

k=l

qk(tl )

(t )

Qk(q" q" f)dqb

(11.70)

in which qk'(tl) = qk(tl)for all k atthe end point and qk'(t) = qk(t ) + 8qk(f) . Then,
becau se 8qk(f ) = 8T/k(t) are infinitesimal quantitie s, (11.70) may be rewritten as
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where Qk(i]r, qr, t) = Qk(i]r, qr, t) + ~ Qk(S), the last term being an infinitesimal
quantity of order e. Therefore, to the first order in e, (11.71) yields the variation
011/ = L~=l Qkoqk == QkO% the virtual work done by all of the generalized
forces at the fixed time t .
Retracing the procedure used earlier to obtain the variation oL leading to
(11.65) and now applied to oT(i]r, q" t) with vanishing end conditions, we find
that Hamilton's principle (11.69) , to the first order in e, requires

0.91 =

1
12

11

(aT
- -d (aT)
-.
aqr dt aqr

+ Qr )

Sq.dt = 0,

(11.72)

for all Sq, = STlr(t) such that oqr(t]) = oqr(t2) = 0, repeated indices being
summed over r = 1,2, . . . , n. We shall assume that each integrand term in parentheses is a continuous function oir (t) of time t -all being independent of s. It then
follows by our previous argument that each integrand function oir (t ) must vanish
for all t . Consequently,

d (aT)
st
dt ai]r - aqr

= Qr,

r=I ,2, .. . , n,

(11.73)

for every nonconservative , holonomic dynamical system of n degrees of freedom .
These equations, while the same as (11.15), are now applicable to every nonconservative, holonomic dynamical system . Writing Qr(i]r , qr, t) = -aV(qr)/aqr +
Q~ (qr, qr, t) in terms of its conservative and nonconservative parts, we deduce
from (11.73) the generalized form of Lagrange's equations (11.38) for nonconservative, holonomic dynamical systems .
Example 11.10. A rigid body shown in Fig. 11.4 is driven by a torque J.L(t)
about a fixed, principal body axis k in a smooth bearing at H . (i) Apply (11.73) to

co. co

w

Figure 11.4. Torque driven rotation of a rigid
body-a nonconservative holonomic dynamical
system.
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derive the equationof motionfor the body.(ii) Repeatthe derivation from (11.38).
Show that the result has the familiar form of the equation of motion of a driven
pendulum. (iii) Apply Euler's law to obtain the equation of motion.
Solution of (i).The systemis holonomicwithonedegreeoffreedomdescribed
by q\ = 1/1; hence, (11.73) yields

:, G:) -:: ~

Q.

(1174.)

1 .2

With the total kinetic energy of the body T = 2. 11/1 , where I is the principal
moment of inertia about the body axis at H, (11.74a) becomes
(l1.74b)

11/1= Q1fJ .

We next determinethe generalizedforce Q 1fJ . The bearing reaction force R is
workless,and the total externaltorque M H about H is the sum of the gravitational
torque - W£ sin 1/1k and the applieddriving torque J1 = /Lk. The virtualwork 811/
done by the total torque in the virtual displacement 81jJ 81/1k is thus given by

=

(11.74c)
Hence, Q1fJ = - W l' sin 1/1 + p., and (l1.74b) yields the equation of motion:

I1/! +mgl' sin 1/1

= /L(t).

(11.74d)

Solution of (li), Application of the Lagrange equations (11.38) yields
d
dt

(aL)
s:
o~ - 01/1

N

= Q1fJ '

(l1.74e)

Again, the worklessconstraintforceR neednotbeconsidered,and the gravitational
force is conservative with total potential energy V = mg£(1 - cos 1/1). Therefore,
the Lagrangian is
I ·2
L = T - V = -I1/!
-mg£(1 - cos .1/1).
2

(11.74f)

The virtual work done by the nonconservative generalized force is oliN = J.L •
01jJ = /L01/l = Q ~ 01/1. Hence, Q ~ = u, and (11.74e) leads to (l1.74d) .
With I = mR 2 in terms of the radius of gyration R, (l1.74d) may be written
in the form of the equationof motionof a drivenpendulumfor which p2 g£/ R2
and (let) /L(t)/ I ; namely,

=

=

{fr +p2 sin 1/J

= (let) .

(l1.74g)
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Solution of (iii). Eul er 's law for the rotati on abo ut a fixed princip al axis
at H requires M H = I HW , wherein MH = (/.1 sin 1/I)k and I HW= 11/1 k.
Th is yields the equ ati on of moti on 11/1= /.1 sin 1/1, whic h is the sa me as
(l 1.74d) .
D

we
we

Exercise 11.9. Begin with the actio n (1 1.68) and intro duce from the start
the decomposition of 1// into its co nservative and noncon servati ve part s:
1//(q r, q" t ) = 1//c(qr) + l fiN(qr, q-, t ). Show thatthe ac tion integralfor the nonco nse rva tive sys tem may be writte n as

sf

==

1
1>

I)

(L(q r, qr , t ) + It'i:(qr, q" t »dt .

Then work out the det ail s for 8si = 0 and thu s deri ve ( 11.38) .

(1 1.75)

D

11.12. Additional Applications of the Lagrange Equations
Several additiona l applications of Lagrange 's equ ation s are investiga ted, starting with ana lys is of an expe rimental techn ique useful in engineeri ng design for
evalu ati on of the mom ent of inerti a of a co mplex struc tured body. Th en the finite
amplitude osc illation of a rotating simple pendulum , for whic h ge neralized forces
aris e from the moving co nstraint, is studied. Next, we revisit the probl em of the
gyrocompass with torsion al dam ping and co nclude with analysis of the general
motio n of a spinning top about a fixed point.
11.12,1.

A Problem in Engineering Design Analysis

Th e moment of inertia of a table assembly '!I- show n in Fig. 11.5 in the
hori zontal plane is calibrated expe rimentally to have a prin cipal value 10 (:7) abo ut

>:

k

Figure B .S. Experimental apparat us to
determine the moment of inertia of a complex
structured body.
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its normal axis of rotation in a smooth bearing at O. Identical springs of stiffness k,
initially unstretched, are attached symmetrically to the table in a tangential line at
point H. The moment of inertia of another complex structured body aJ placed on
the table in a specified orientation can be found experimentally by measuring the
frequency f..I' of small oscillations of the system ./ = fT U aJ consisting of the
table and the body. We thus derive an equation for the frequency of the system and
thereby determine the moment of inertia 10( aJ) of a flywheel aJ placed centrally
at O.
Let us consider a small angular placement qi = e(t) of the system ./ =
fT U aJ from its initial, natural equilibrium state in the horizontal plane in Fig.
11.5. No work is done by the smooth bearing reaction forces; so, the system is
conservative with total kinetic and potential energies given by
T =

2:1 lo(./)(J' 2 (t) ,

(11.76a)

where 10(./) is the moment of inertia of the system about the normal axis at O.
Hence, L = !/o(./)IP(t) - ka 2 2 , and Lagrange's equations (11.35) yield

e

-d (BL)
-. - -BL = l o(./)(J"+ 2ka 2e = O.
dt

Be

Be

(11.76b)

This is the equation for a simple harmonic oscillator whose small amplitude
circular frequency p) is defined by
p J'

= Ln],) =

(11.76c)

in which the measured frequency is f J' and the values for k and a are known . With
10( ./) = 10( fT) + 10(aJ) in (11.76c) , we obtain from this data the moment of
inertia 10(aJ) of the flywheel about its central axis:
ka 2

10(aJ) = - 2 - 2 - 10( fT) .

2n

1/

(11.76d)

In the event that 10(.'7) is not known or the system may need to be recalibrated, the frequency f sr of the table assembly alone may be measured to obtain
by the same process 10( fT) = ka 2/ 2n 2
Thus, in terms of measurable data
alone ,

fJr.

2

10( aJ) = -ka 2

2n

(

-1 - - 1 ) .

f;

/~-

(11.76e)

This example is typical of useful applications of dynamic s in engineering design
analysi s.
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Rotating Simple Pendulum

A rotating simple pendulum shown in the figure for Problem 6.47 consists of a
bob of mass m con strained by a rigid wire of length I and neglig ible mass fastened
to a smooth hinge 0 at r from the center C of a smooth table that rotate s in the
horizontal plane with a constant angular speed co, as shown. Relative to an observer
in the table frame, the pendulum oscillates with a finite amplitude angle f3o. First,
we apply Lagrange's equations subject to the rheonomic constraint to derive the
equation of motion of the bob relati ve to the table . We then relax the con straint,
use Lagrange's equations to derive the equations of motion, and find exactl y the
nonconservative constraint tension in the wire as a function of the finite angular
placement f3 alone . Finally, the angular placement and period of the finite amplitude
motion of the bob are determined, thus solving the problem exactly and ent irely.
11.12.2.1. Application of the Rheonomic Constraint
Introduce generalized coordinates (ql , q2) = (f3 , e), where f3 is the angular
placement of the pendulum relati ve to the table, and is the angular placement
of the table in the ground frame. The rheonomic constraint yield s = tot, so the
system has only one degree of freedom. The absolute velocity vm of the pendulum
bob referred to the moving frame ep = {O; ikl is given by

e

Vm

= r eo sin f3i + ir co cos f3 + li ca + .8»j ,

e

(l1.77a)

and hence its total kinetic energ y is
T =

~m[r2w2 + 2rlw(w + .8) cos f3 + 12(w + .8)2],

(l l. 77b)

where w = (), a constant. The total potential energ y V = 0; so L = T, which is
independent of e. The planar wire force F = - Pi on the bob doe s no work in the
motion relative to the table , so it is evident that the generalized force QfJ = O. The
system is con servative; hence use of ( 11.77b) in ( 11.66) del ivers the equation for
the finite amplitude motion of the pendulum relative to the table:

i3 + Tw2 sin f3 =

O.

(l1.77c)

The wire constraining force, incon sequential to the bob 's motion , is not determined
by this analysis.
11.12.2.2.

Equations of Motion with Relaxed Constraint

e

Now let us con sider a new problem in which is treated as an independent
variable in consideration of Lagrange's equations ( 11.73) to obtain

d(aT)
a() = Qe·

dt

(ll.77d)
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The generalized forces Qk are determined from the virtual work done by the
wire constraining force F = - Pi, due to the motion of the table frame. The virtual
displacement may be read from (I 1.77a) by replacing w with 8e and ~ with 8fJ to
obtain 8x = r sin fJ8ei + [(l + r cos fJ)8e + 18fJ]j . Then

811/ = F· 8x = -r P sin fJ8e = Qe8e

+ Q~8fJ ,

(l1.77e)

yields the generalized forces
(l1.77f)
= -r P sinfJ ,
Q~ = O.
Qe =j:. 0, the absentee coordinate e in (l1.77b) is not ignorable. The wire

Qe

Since
tension does no work in the fJ-motion of the bob relative to the table, so it is
evident that the generalized force Q~ should vanish, which it does. Moreover,
notice that use ofthe constraint Se = w8t = 0 in (l1.77e) shows only that Q~ = 0,
but says nothing about Qe in the constrained case studied above. A neat alternative
derivation of (11.77f) uses (11.20) for a particle , in which F = - Pi and = vm
in (l1.77a); namely,

x

· aVm
I'
0,
'. =- P'I 'J=
Q~=- P1

(l1.77g)

afJ

av

Qe = - Pi - ----!;!- = - Pi · (r sin fJi + (l
ae

+ r cos fJ)j) =

- Pr sin fJ . (l1.77h)

Substituting (l1.77b) and (l1.77f) into (11.77d) and following some simplifications, we obtain the two equations

i3 + TW2 sin fJ + (1 + Tcos fJ) W = 0,
ml(i3(l + r cos fJ) - r(2w + ~)~ sin fJ) + m(r 2 + 12 + 2rl cos fJ)w =

(II. 77i)
- Pr sin fJ.

(l1.77j)
These are two equations in three unknown quantities: P , fJ, and w. Thus,
suppose that w is constant. Then (I1.77i) reduces to (l1.77c) which determines
the oscillatory motion fJ(t) of the bob relative to the table, and (I1.77j) determines
the wire tension force P acting on the bob in the moving table frame. The former
is the primary equation of interest , readily derived without our having to find
the inconsequential wire constraining force. On the other hand, it is important in
engineering analysis that the nature of the forces that act on a dynamical system
be known . A variety of methods are available to evaluate these. Here we continue
with the case when co is constant.
//./2.2.3.

General and Exact Solution of the Equations ofMotion

Integration of (l1.77c) for the initial data ~(O) = 0 at fJ(O) = fJo yields

~2

2
= 2yw (coSfJ - cos fJo) .

(l1.77k)
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Now use of (l1.77c) and (l1.77k) in (ll.77j) delivers the equation for the wire
tension as an exact function of its placement f3 alone :

P(f3) = mlw 2 [I

+ Y(3 cos f3 -

2 cos f30)

±2

y

2 (cos f3 - cos f30)] , (11.771)

in which the + sign corresponds to the case when f3(t) is increasing with time.
Further, integration of (II.77k) for increasing values of f3(t) determines the
travel time as a function of the finite angular placement of the pendulum:

pt

=

r

~l'
VI

p == w

df3
,
J2(cos f3 - cos f30)

10

(ll.77m)

where p , which depends on co, characterizes the circular frequency of the pendulum
in its small amplitude motion . The exact solution, therefore, is given by an elliptic
integral ofthe first kind defined by (7.87d) withk = sin(f30 /2) , sin(f3/2) = ksin¢,
in accord with (7.87b). In consequence, the exact period of the oscillation is provided by (7.87f) and the motion may be read from (7.89b) . Thus,

f3(t) = 2 sin- 1 [k sn(pt)] ,

r"

= ~ K(k),
p

(l1.77n)

in which K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind in (7.87e) and
sn(pt) is the Jacobian elliptic sine function with properties (7.88h) and (7.88i).
This concludes the fully exact solution for the motion (11.77n) and the wire tension
(11.771) of the rotating simple pendulum.
11.12.3. The Gyrocompass with Torsional Damping Revisited
Lagrange's equations are applied here to derive the equations for the small
motion ofthe torsionally damped gyrocompass shown schematically in Fig. 10.12,
page 450. The rotor has two degrees of freedom with generalized coordinates
(Ql, q2) = (8, a), where 8 is the angular placement of the rotor about the j-axis
and a is the angular placement of the gimbal frame about the k-axis of the gimbal
referenceframe <p = {C; ikl. With the aid of (I 0.81b) and (I 0.8Id), the total kinetic
energy of the rotor relative to its center of mass C is provided by (10.100) :

T

1
1
2 2 .2
1.
2
= -w
· he = -111 Q cos Asm a + -122 (8 + QCosAcosa)
2

2

1
+ 2111
(a

2

(l1.78a)

.
2
+ Q smA)
,

where A is the latitude angle and Q is the Earth's very small angular rate of
rotation, a rheonomic constraint. Here and below all infinitesimal terms of order
Q2 are neglected. Equation (l1.78a) thus simplifies to

T

1
2
= 21 lz2(8·2 + 2Q8· cos Acos a) + 2111
(a + 2Qa sin A).

(l1.78b)
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The potential energy V = 0 and the supporting constraint forces are workle ss.
In view of (10.81 a) there is no torque about j , so M e . j = 0 = QI!, and hence ()
is an ignorable coordinate. Therefore, the Lagrange equations (1 1.73) yield

aT

- . = Ye , a constant ,

a()

.

(l 1.78c)

the last reflecting conservation of the generalized momentum PI! = YI!, that is, the
principle of conservation of moment of momentum about j . This fact was not so
apparent in our earlier discussion of this problem.
The damping torque about the k- axis is defined by M e . k = -2/11 va = Qu.
Therefore, it follow s from (l1.78b) for a small compass drift angle a that the Lagrange equations (11.78c ) for the damped gyrocompass, to the first order in a, yield
(l1.78d)

122(O+Qco s A)=Ye ,

a + 2va +

2

p a = 0,

(l1.78e)

where p2 is defined by (l0.81j ). By (II. 78d), 0 is a constant: 0 = 0 (0) == (Vo
given by the initial data. Hence , ()(t) = (Vot . It is seen that (ll.78e) is the same as
(10.811), whose general solution is provided in (l0.81m).

11.12.4. Motion of a Symmetrical Top about a Fixed Point
A homogeneous rigid top (a body of revolution ) of mass m rotates about a
point 0 fixed on a rough horizontal surface in the ground frame <I> = {o; Id in
a gravitational field. The three independent Euler angle s (¢ , (), 1jJ) introduced in
Chapter 3, Fig. 3.14, page 209, characterize the general rotational orientat ion of the
top, as shown in Fig. 11.6. The equation s of motion will be derived by Lagrange's
method. Afterwards, the physical nature of the top 's motion is described .
11.12.4.1.

Equations of Motion f or the Top

To find the total kinetic energ y of the top, we first determine its total angular
velocity referred to the principal body frame cp = {o; ik } in Fig. 11.6, wherein
several reference frames are identified . The top turns about the K-axi s of the
ground frame 0 = <I> with angular velocity WID = ¢K, followed by a rotation
about the i'-axis of frame 1 = {o ; i~} with angular velocity W 21 = Oi', and fina~ly,
it spins about the k-axi s of the body frame 3 = cp, with angular spin W 32 = 1jJk.
Hence , the total angular velocity of the top in <I> is W == W 30 = V,rk + Oi' + ¢K.
With i' = cos 1jJi - sin 1jJj, K = cosek + sin ()j', j' = sin 1jJi + cos 1jJj, the total
angular velocity of the top referred to cp is given by
W

=

(0 cos 1jJ +

¢ sin ()sin 1jJ )i + (¢ sin ()cos 1jJ -

0 sin 1jJ)j +

(1jJ +¢ cos ())k.
(l1.79a)
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K=k'

k

9

Frame 1={O; I~ }

Figure 11.6. Symmetrical top rotating about a fixed point.

The homogeneous top is symmetrical about its k-axis with principal moments
of inertia III
122 . For future convenience, letll == III , 13 == 133 , and assume that
/1 =1= h The rough surface assures that point 0 of the top does not slide on the
surface. Then, by ( 10.102) , the total kinetic energy relative to the fixed point 0 of
the principal body frame cp is given by T = !w . low = II (wi + w~) + 13w~,
which, by (l1.79a), yields

=

!

T =

'12/ (8
1

'2

'2

2

+ 4> sin 8) +

The total potential energy is

v=

!

'2/1 3(1/1" +4> cos 8) ,
2

mgl cos e .

(l1.79b)

(l1.79c)

The supporting force R at 0 is workless, and hence the holonomic system is
con servative with Lagrangian function L = T - V :

1 '2 '2 2
I
'.
2
L=;/1(8 +4> sin 8)+;/3(1/I+4>cos8) -mglcos8,
in which both
(11.41),

1/1

(l1.79d)

and 4> are ignorable coordinates. Hence, in accordance with

aL

"

- . = 13(1/1 +4>cos 8) = ex,

aL

'

-. = It4> sin
a4>

(11.7ge)

a1/l

2

"

8 + 13 (1/1 +4> cos 8) cos 8

= f3,

(l1.79f)
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are constant s of the motion provided by initial conditions. These equations determine

¢ and 1/1 as function s of e; we find

.

¢=

f3 -

ex cos
I I sin 2

e

.

ex

1/I=--cose

e '

h

(f3 -

ex cos
II sin 2

e

e) .

(l1.79g)

Finally, by (11.66), the third of Lagrange's equations d(in /aO)/dt - aL /ae
yields

=0

This equation, upon integration with specified initial data, determines the motion
e(t) of the top in a vertical plane through the K-axis, and which rotates about this
fixed spatial axis with variable angular speed ¢(t) given by (11.79g), as shown in
Fig. 11.6.
11.12.4.2.

General Solution of the Equations of Motion

The main problem now is to solve the nonlinear equation (II.79h) for e(t), and
then use the result in (ll .79g) to obtain ¢(t) and 1/I(t). This is possible, in principle,
but not entirely in terms of elementary functions . To begin, recall (II.7ge) and the
component W3 in (l1.79a) to obtain
(l1.79i)
i.e., the total angular spin of the top about its k-axis is constant: W3 = ex/ h
Because the system is conservative, the total energy T + V = E , a constant.
Therefore, with (l1.79b) and (l1.79c), the first integral of (l1.79h) is thus given
by

1 .2
2/
1(e + ¢

·2

2

sin e)

1

·

.

+ 2. 13(1/1 +¢ cose)2 + mgl cos e

= E,

(l1.79j)

certainly not evident. With the aid of (l1.79i), this reduces to

~ I) (0 2 + ¢2 sirr' e) + mgl cos e = Eo,
in which the constant Eo
yields

== E -

(l1.79k)

! I3w~. Use of the first expression in (l1.79g)
(11.791)

where
V(e)

==

(f3 -

ex cos e) 2

.

2

2/ 1 sin

e + mgl cose .

(l1.79m)

Equation (11.791)has the appearance of an energy equat ion for a single degree
of freedom system for which V(8) is the apparent potential energy. Its integration
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delivers the travel time t in the motion e(t) :

Rile

de
2 eo"jEo-V(e)

t -± -

(11.79n)

The appropriate sign is to be fixed in accordance with the initial conditions for
which eo = e(O). The inverse of this integral determines e(t), and integration of
(11.79g) yields ¢(t) and 1/I(t). The three Euler angles (¢, 1/1) thus determine
the orientation of the top at each instant and provide the complete formal solution
of the problem . For brevity, however, we omit these details! and focus on some
interesting qualitative aspects of the top's rotational motion.

e,

11.12.4.3.

Physical Characterization of the Motion

Let us return to the apparent energy equation (11.791) and recall that the phase
plane diagram Bversus characterizes the curves of constant energy. These curves
are closed and the motion is periodic if and only if there are exactly two values
e* = e;, k = 1,2, called the turningpoints, for which B(e*) = 0 in (11.791). The
turning points of the motion e(t) are determined by

e

(f3 - ex cos e*)2
. 2
+mglcose* = Eo,

V(e*) =

2/ 1 SIll

o-

(11.790)

wherein the energy constant Eo is fixed by the initial data.
+ By the introduction of a change of variable x = cos e for -I ~ x ~ I it can be shown that the energy
equation (11.791) may be written as i 2 = I(x), where
I(x)

2
=-(Eo
h

2

I

2

mg/x)(I - x ) - -(Ii - ax) .

If

(A)

This is a real cubic polynomial having three real roots Xk such that -I ~ XI ~ X2 ~ I ~ X3 , the
root X3 having no physical relevance . Since I(x) = i 2 cannot be negative , x oscillates between the
physically realizable values XI and X2 ; that is, e oscillates between the turning points el and e2 at
which B(e) = O. (Note that in the text, we write e: = e2 ~ el = ei .) With
i

2

2mg/

= - - ( x - XI )(x - X2)(X - X3),

II

(B)

we are led to an elliptic integral of the first kind. This eventually follows from (l1 .79n). Then it turns
out that the inverse function for the nutational motion e(t) E [02, el] is determined precisely in terms
of a Jacobian elliptic sine function of t; namely,

coss = x =

Xl

+ (X2 -

xIlsn 2[p(t - to)],

(C)

where p = Jmg/(x3 - Xl )/21). Use of (e) in (l1.79g) yields exact formal solutions for ¢(t) and
,,(t) in terms of elliptic integrals of the third kind with modulus k = J(X2 - XI )/(X3 - Xl) . These
and other analytical details and further discussion of the nutational-precessional paths of the motion
traced by the unit vector k on the surface of a unit sphere centered at the fixed point 0 , as shown
in Fig. 11.7, may be found in the texts by Greenwood, Marion , Rosenberg, Synge and Griffith, and
Whittaker.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 11.7. Geometrical description of a top's nutational-preces sional motion.

In all real motions, (11.791) and (11.790) show that Eo = v(e*)::: vee).
Hence, the portion of the plane curve y = Vee) of interest is situated below the
horizontal line y = Eo. It is seen from (11.79m) that Vee) ~ +00 at the extremes'
e = 0, n ; and hence the apparent potential energy function y = Vee) must have a
minimum value at some intermediate point eo' the point at which, by (11.791), has
its greatest value. Consequently, the graph y = V (e) is concave upward, somewhat
like a skewed parabola; so the horizontal line y = Eo must intersect this graph at
precisely two points e: and e; for which (11.790) holds . Therefore, the motion e(t)
is periodic; the top oscillates between the extreme angular positions and from
the vertical spatial K-axis in Fig . 11.6, points at which
= O. This oscillation
phenomenon is called nutation. At the same time, by the first relation in (11.79g),
the axis of the top in Fig. 11.6 turns as a function of about the vertical K-axis.
This variable rotational motion ¢(e(t», induced by the gravitational torque about
0, is called precession . In the special case for which the line y = Eo = V (eo)' the
minimum value of vee),e(t) is restricted to the single fixed value eo ; and the top,
inclined at this fixed angle, turns about the K-axis with a constant angular speed
¢(e so this motion is called a steady precession.
The essential features of the simultaneous nutational-precessional motion of
the top may be visualized in Fig. 11.7 by tracking the end point of the unit vector
k (the spin axis) on the surface of a unit sphere centered at O. The precessional
rotation of the axis of the top as a function of the nutation angle e(t) is described
by ¢ in (l1.79g). The specific geometry depends on how the top is started, that is,
it depends on the initial values of
¢, and ~ (these determine ex , fJ, Eo). The
simplest undulatory case described above in which the top traces a sinusoidal-like

e

e(en

e:

e;

e

o),

e, e,

§ The actual physical model is of no concern in the geometrical description of the function V(O). The

motion of a top (any body of revolution) as we commonly think of it, however, is restricted to values
of 0 < If / 2. For values of 0 > If / 2, any body of revolution supported by a smooth ball joint at 0 on
the axis of symmetry is known as a gyroscopic pendulum.
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trajectory between two horizontal colatitude limit circles Br and Bi is shown in
Fig. l1.7a. In this case, (p(t) > for all t during the motion ; the k-axis of the top
moves up and down (nutation) at the rate 8 as the top rotates (precession) about
the fixed vertical K-axis at the rate (p. The looping motion shown in Fig. 11.7b
is characterized by (P increasing, then decreasing, over and over again. Therefore,
there must be a value Bt at which (p(Bt) = 0. The criterion for loops to occur,
therefore, by (II.79g), is that Bt = cos"! (/3/ (1) must lie in the interval between
Br and Bi . Finally, when initially the axis of the spinning top is fixed at an angle
Bo = Br and released with (p(Bn = 0, the top at first falls to Bi , but recovers and
rises again to Br = cos- 1({3 / (1 ), and this nodding motion is repeated over and over.
As the top falls, the gravitational torque induces a precession in the direction of the
torque, so the axis of spin turns about K at the rate (p . This phenomenon leads to the
cuspidal motion in Fig. 11.7(c). We shall not pause to explore the analytical details
characterizing these geometrical properties; rather, we tum to the general problem
of a steady precession for which B(t) = BO' , 8 = 0, and (p and JjJ are constants.

11.12.4.4. Steady Precession and Stability of the Motion of a Top
Differentiation of (II .791) with respect to B yields the modified equation of
motion for B(t):

..

dV(B)

(11.79p)

Ile+~=O .

°

The geometrical description of the apparent potential function, however, showed
that V(B) has a minimum at a pointBO' E [Br, Bn hence, dV(B) /dB = atB = BO' .
(It is shown later that in fact V(B) has a minimum at BO'.) Hence, from (11.79p), the
position BO' is a relative equilibrium position in B at which the top maintains a tilted
position at an angle BO' from the vertical axis , and the motion is a steadyprecession
of the top about the vertical K-axis at a constant angular rate (Po == (p(BO'), that is,

.

cPo =

{3 - 13W3 cos BO'

f '

1 SIll

2 Il*

"o

'

(I1.79q)

the top now having a constant spin JjJo == JjJ(BO') about its body axis k, in accordance
with (11.79g). In addition to BO', both rates depend on the constants of the motion ,
{3, W3, whose values must be appropriately chosen to support the steady precession
in accordance with assigned initial data .
The point BO' of steady precession, from (I1 .79m), is thus determined by

-dVI = (/ 3W3cPO. dB e:o

'2 cosB * - mgl)sinB * = 0,
f1cPo
o
o

(I1.79r)

where Bj < BO' < Bi. The same relation follows from (11.79h) in which B(t) = BO' .
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The solutions eo = 0, n are considered separately later ; otherwise, (l1.79r)
yields a quadratic equation for ¢o(e

o):

•2

.

(/] cos eo)cPo - 13w3cPo

+ mgl =

0,

(11.79 s)

with solution

. _
cPo-

!)W3

2/1 cos eo

(

l±

1

_ 4mglIi cos eo)
2

2

13 w 3

(11.79t)

•

By (l1.79q), thisis a transcendental equation for {3 - !)W3 cos eo, and hence eo,
whose solution depends on the constants {3, W3. This is solvable for eo only by trial
and error, when all constants are assigned. Of course, (lI.79t) also is an equation
for ¢o that now depends only on W3 and eo; and for real values of ¢o, it is necessary
that

liw~ ;::: Amgl I, cos eo,

(l1.79u)

in which case there are two speeds of steady precession. It follows that a steady
precession at a fixed angle eo E (et , e2) is possible only when the total angular
spin W3 is not less than its critical limit w) == (21!))(mgl I] cos e ) I/ 2 for which the
corresponding critical steady precessional rate is

o

)..C __

'I'

0-

!)w)
2/] cos eo

2mgl
!)w)

(lI .79v)

Therefore, consider a fast spinning top for which W3 » w). Then use of the
binomial theorem in the radicand of (11.79t) leads to the following two approximate
speeds of steady precession for the fast top:

.+ _ 13W3 ( _ mgl l, COS(0)
cPo - I ] cos 8*0 I
2 2
13w3

'

._ mgl
cPo = -,
!)W3

where the signs correspond to those in (11. 79t). The first,

(lI.79w)

¢t, is called

the fa st

precession; it grows increasingly larger with W3. For sufficiently great values of W3
this further simplifies to ¢t = 13w31(I ] cos eo), which is independent of the weight
of the top. The second speed , ¢o' is called the slowprecession; this is independent
of 80 and it goes toward zero as W3 grow s increasingly great. The latter is the
preces sion rate commonly observed in a fast spinning top (or gyro scope). Returning
to (11.79s), we see that for eo = tt 12, ¢o = ¢o is an exact slow precession result.
The foregoing results hold for < eo < n 12, certainly the physical case for a top.
More generally, however, for a gyroscopic pendulum n 12 < eo < n is possible.
In this case, the radicand of (11.79t) is always positive, so there is no critical value
of W3. The slow prece ssion of the gyro scopic pendulum is the same as before, but
its fast precession is greater and has the oppo site direction.
Either of the speeds (II.79w) is possible provided that the top is started so
that the initial data precisely satisfies (II .79s) and (II .79u). But it is not yet known
whether these steady motion s are stable . To investigate the infinitesimal stability of

°
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a steady precession, let 8(t) = 8ij + 8(t) and <P(t ) = <Po + t(t) , where 8(t) and t(t)
are infinitesimal disturbances from the top' s steady motion at 8ij, and assume that
the constants fJ and W 3 of the steady motion are unchanged by the disturbance. Only
the change in 8(t) need be considered in the perturb ation of (l1.79p); and, by the
first of (l1.79g), t is proportional to 8. Thu s, with dV (8)/d8 = d V (8)/d8 Ir}* +
o
d 2V (8)/d8 2 8 to the first order in 8, and use of (l 1.79r), we obtain from (l1.79p)

III'o

the equation for the perturbed motion :
(l1.79x)
Therefore, for infinitesimal stability it is necessary that d 2V (8)/d82Ie' > 0, This
.

0

is a condition necessary in order that V(8) shall have a minimum at 8ij, as requi red
earlier. This is now confirmed analytically. With the aid of the first relation in
(l1.79g) and noting (l1.79s), we find
2

d V-(8
'2
*)2 + /,4>osm
2 ' 4 ' 28 *] > 0.
2-) I = I' 2 [ (mgl-/ ,4>ocos8
0
0
e~
/ 14>0

ao

(l1.79y)

Hence, the function V (8) has a minimum at 8ij; and the arbitrarily small disturbance
of the steady prece ssion is oscillatory, and hence stable'[. The proportionality of e
and 8 implies that e also is periodic . Therefore, both values of <Po given by (l1.79t)
and subject to (l 1.79u) corre spond to stable motion s of steady prece ssion.
Finall y, let us consider a so-called sleeping top that merely spins about the
vertical axis so that 8(t) = 8ij = 0 and e(t) = O. This stead y motion is a solution
of the equation of motion (l 1.79h) and for which , from (1 1.7ge) and (l 1.79f), the
constants of the motion satisfy fJ = a = 13W3 ; and, by (l1.79g), <P (8ij) = <Po =
a /2!1 . It is evident that if the total spin rate W 3 of the top in its vertical position
is not sufficiently great , any slight disturb ance of the top will cause it to wobble ,
fall down , and roll to rest. So, our intuition suggests that there exists a critical
total spin rate below which the motion of the top is unstable . To explore this, we
put 8(t) = 8ij + 8(t) = 8(t ) and <P = <Po + t into the equation of motion (l1.79h),
'll Alternatively, introducing both Ii(l) = liii + 0(1) and cP(I) = cPo + s(l) in (l1.7 9g) and (l1.79h),

assuming that the moment of momentum 131J)3 is unchanged and ultimately removing it by use of

(I 1.79s), we eventually derive the two equations

IIcPosin liii s + (IlcP5cos liii - mgt)o = 0,
IIcPo 8 + sin liii (m gt - IIcP5 cosliii)s

+ h cPJ sin2 liiio =

0.

(D)

Substitution of the first relation for s into the second equation yields the incremental equation of
mo tio n for 8 :

IfcP58 + ((mgt - IIcP5 cos liii)2 + IfcPri sin2 liii)o = 0,

(E)

in which the coefficient of 0 is plainly positive and has the same form as (l1.79y), The solution
0(1) is periodic, It follows from the first equation in (D) that the disturbance E: has the same period.
Therefore, the motion of steady precession is stable, as shown more directly by (l1.79x),
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note that 1r (e~)

= (a I 2/ 1)(2/ 1113 -

1), and thus obtain to the first order,

2 " + ( 12 w2 - 4/
4/ 18
1mgl) 8 = O.
3 3

(l1.79z)

Consequently, the disturbance of the sleeping top is oscillatory, hence stable, pro-

2

vided that its total spin w) > -.j Ilmgt. This value is just a bit greater than
13
the critical rate w) = (2113)(llmgl cos e~)1 /2 for a steady precession at an angle
e~ =f. 0, which reduces to the former when e~ = O. Hence, the sleeping top is stable
provided its spin w) > w) = (2113 )(ll mgl)1 /2.
Exercise 11.10. Show that the vertical configuration of a "sleeping" gyroscopic pendulum for which e(t) = e~ = n and e(t) = 0 always is a stable
configuration.
0
This concludes I our study of the motion of a top about a fixed point. Note,
however, that the Earth behaves like a top whose center revolves around the Sun, and
similar top phenomena are characteristic of the motions of gyroscopes, spinning
projectiles, bicycles, motorcycles, engine flywheels , propellers, jet engines, and
more . So, with the beginnings sketched above, we have accomplished more than
simply analyzing the motion of a child's toy. The reader is now equipped to explore
by a variety of methods more advanced areas of gyrodynamics.

11.13. Introduction to the Theory of Vibrations
The equations of motion of many dynamical systems are nonlinear differential
equations for which exact solutions are beyond reach of analysis, so either computational or analytical perturbation methods are applied to effect useful approximate
solutions that shed light on important and interesting nonlinear phenomena. Discussion of various perturbation techniques may be found in book s dedicated to
this field. Here we focus on a fundamental perturbation method of linearization
to study the theory of small vibrations of multidegree of freedom dynamical systems , a general method of approximate analysis based on a second order power
series expansion of the motion about a stable, static equilibrium configuration of
a nonlinear, holonomic system. The smallness approximation leads to a system
of linearized differential equations for which the general theory of simultaneous
linear equations is directly applicable. While certainly some interesting nonlinear
phenomena and potentially useful information may be lost in our adopting only
II We have barely scratched the surface of a fascinating but difficult class of problem s analyzed systematically and extensively by F. Klein and A. Sommerfeld in their treatise Uber die Theorie des
Kreisels, B.G. Teubner, Leipzig, 1910. See also the text by A. Gray, A Treatise on Gyrostats and
Rotational Motion, Macmillan, London , 1918 ; Dover, New York, 1959.
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a lowest order approximation in the final equations of motion , the lineari zation
procedure offers useful insight into the first order physical nature of an otherwise
complicated multidegree of freedom nonlinear system. Moreover, the theory provides a general framework within which many difficult problems may be solved .
11.13.1. Small Oscillations of a Simple Pendulum Revisited
In our earlier studies, linearization of the equations of motion for small vibration s of a specific dynamical system was applied after the general system of nonlinear equations was derived . This procedure, however, can be greatly simplified for
conservative holonomic systems with scleronomic constraints. For these dynamical systems , the terms in the Lagrangian function can be expanded in power series
at the outset of the problem formulation to retain all terms up to those quadratic in
the variables. Then the equations of motion automatically will be linear in these
variables. To illustrate the idea, consider the small motion of a pendulum about its
stable equilibrium position . Recall that quadratic term s in and are neglected
in linearization of the equation of motion (11.36c). Since this equation is obtained
by differentiation of the Lagrangian function, the linearization proces s may begin by our writing the potential and kinetic energies as quadratic functions of
and
respectively. The Lagrangian
e) for the pendulum problem is given
exactly in (l1.36a), where the kinetic energy
e) = !Me2 is independent of
2
. The potential energy, however, with
and already quadratic in and M ==
the power series expansion of cos e ~ 1 - !e2 to retain terms quadratic in e in
(l1.36a), simplifies to V(e) = !Ke 2 , where K == mgt: Hence , the power series
expansion of the Lagrangian function to terms of the second order in and is
thus given by L(e ,e) = !Me2 - !Ke 2 ; and, by (11.35), we find Me + Kt) = 0,
the familiar linearized form of the exact nonlinear equation of motion (l1.36c),
for small oscillations of the pendulum about its equilibrium state at e = o.
The same linearization process may be applied to any multidegree of freedom, conservative scleronomic system for which no generalized coordinates are
ignorable and all remain small over time. For holonomic system s with rheonomic
(time dependent) constraints and systems with ignorable coordinates, it proves
best to lineari ze the final equations of motion, as before. For conservative scleronomic system s, however, the Lagrangian does not depend explicitly on time and
the static equilibrium states in an inertial frame are readily determined by our
taking all ilk = 0, and hence T = 0, in Lagrange's equations (11.35), to obtain the
static equilibrium equations aV(qr) /aqk = 0. These determine the values qk = q;
of the generalized coordinates inthe static equil ibrium state, some of which may
not be stable . In the pendulum, Example 11.2, page 508, av(e)/ae = mgt: sin e
vanishes at q ~ = e = 0, it , the latter being an unstable equilibrium solution.
Moreover, a2V(e) /ae 2 = mgt. cos e; and hence at the stable configuration e = 0,
a2 V(e)/ae2 = mgt: > 0, wherea s a2V(e) /ae 2 = -mg£ < 0 at the unstable state
= it, More generally, we have the following stability criterion .
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Energy criterion for stability of static equilibrium: The static equilibrium
configuration 6 5 of a conservative scleronomic, holonomic system having n degrees of freedom with generalized coordinates qk = q; in 6 5 is infinitesimally
stable if the total potential energy ofthe linearized system is positive definite, that
is, if

~I
UkU/>O,
oqkoq/ q;

(11.80)

for all nonzero, n-dimensional vectors u = (ud .
If the quadratic form (11.80) vanishes for some choice of Uk that are not all
zero but is otherwise positive, the static equilibrium configuration at qk = s; is
called neutrally stable. If the quadratic form is negative for any choice of us, the
equilibrium configuration is unstable at qk = q; . We shall return to this energy
criterion momentarily in the presentation of the Lagrangian analysis of the theory
of small vibrations about a stable equilibrium configuration of a nonlinear system.

11.13.2. The Theory of Small Vibrations
To formulate the general problem of small vibrations of a conservative
and sc1eronomic holonomic system, let Uk denote small disturbances from a
stable, static equilibrium state with corresponding specified coordinate values
q; so that the system has the perturbed generalized coordinates qk = + ui,
k = 1,2, . . . , n, the number of degrees of freedom . A Taylor series expansion of
the total potential energy function about q; to terms of the second order in Uk
yields

s;

OV*
V(qr) = V* + -Uk
oqk

1

+ -Kk/UkU/,
2

(11.81)

where repeated indices are summed over n, V(qr) == V(ql, qz . .. . , qn) as usual,
and quantities denoted by * are evaluated in the static equilibrium state at qk = q; .
For instance , V * = V(q;), oV* / oqk = oV(qr) /oqk Iqk=q;, and, by definition, the
constants
K k/

02V*

== - oqkoq/

(11.82)

are called stiffness coefficients. The series approximation (11.81) requires that
all of the generalized coordinates are changed by a small perturbation, none are
ignorable, and all remain small in time . Since only derivatives of Venter the
equations of motion , we may omit the constant term V* and note that in the
equilibrium state 0 V*/ oqk = 0. So far, the stiffness coefficients generally depend
on the q;s; however, no generality is lost in our assuming henceforward that all
= 0, and hence the generalized coordinates are measured from the equilibrium

q;
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configuration. Then u, = qr and the total potential energy (11.81) of the system
may be written as a homogeneous quadratic function of the perturbed generalized
coordinates qk alone :
V(qr)

1

= "2Kklqkql.

(11.83)

=

The matrix of stiffness coefficients (11.82) is square and symmetric: Kkl
K1k. and the criterion (11.80) for stability of the equilibrium configuration requires,
in matrix notation , that Kk1qkql == K U • U > for all nonzero vectors U = (qk).
Therefore, for small displacements qk from a stable, static equilibrium configuration, V (qr) is a positive definite, homogeneous quadratic form. Hence , alterna-

a

tively, the stability criterion (11.80) holds if and only if detK and all of its principal
minors are positive.
The total kinetic energy of a scleronomic system is a positive definite**
quadratic function T = Mkl(qr )i]ki]l of the perturbed generalized velocity components Uk = i]k. Because retention of terms linear and higher in the Taylor series
expansion of Mkl(qr) about qk = qk = a introduces terms of order greater than
the second in the total kinetic energy function, the coefficients Mkl(qr) may be
replaced by their constant values in the equilibrium state: Mkl(qr) ;:: M kl == Mkl .
The kinetic energy is then a homogeneous, positive definite quadratic function of
the perturbed generalized velocitie s alone :

!

T(qr)

1

= "2 MkfI'jkql .

(11.84)

The constants Mkl are called inertia coefficients. The matrix of inertia coefficients
is square and symmetric: Mkl = Mlk.
Now, form from (11.83) and (11.84) the Lagrangian function
1
I
L(q" i]r) = "2Mk1i]ki]1 - "2 Kklqkql.

(11.85)

Then Lagrange's equations (11.66) , with the symmetry of Kkl and Mkl in mind,
yield a system of n ordinary linear differential equations for small vibrations about
** It is easily seen that, in general, a quadratic form

F = Pu . u that is positive definite in one reference system is positive definite in every reference system related to the first by an orthogonal
transformation A . Consider the transformed quadratic form F' = P' u' . u' , where u' = Au denote s
the transformed matri x vector. Then F' =
u' = P' Au · Au = AT(P' Au) · u = Pu · u = F ,
in which the matrix P = AT P' A , or P' = A P AT. Consequentl y, if the quadratic form F is positive definite in one system, it retains this property in every system related to first by an orthogonal
transformation .
Now, the mass of every material object being positive, the kinetic energy, by its definition in
(7.35) for a particle, (8.50) for a system of particles , and (10.90) for all bodies, is inherently positive
definite. Like the potential energy function, it has the same positive definite value in every reference
system. Note, however, that while the kinetic energy may be referred to any appropriate moving
reference frame, it is always determin ed with respect to an inertial frame.

r« ,
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a stable, static equilibrium configuration of a conservative, scleronomic system:

k , l = 1, 2, ... , II.

(11.86)

The stability of the equilibrium configuration must be confirmed in each
application.

Exam ple 11.11. Consider a system having II = 2 degrees of freedom. Then
(11.86) is a coupled system of two linear equations:
M llih
M2\ih

+ M I2ih + K llq \ + K I2q2 = 0,
+ M22ih + K21ql + K22q2 = 0,

(1 1.87a)

in which M 12 = M 2l and K 12 = K 21.
In particu lar, recall the conservative scleronomic system of Fig. 11.1,
page 514 , for which the total kinetic energy (1Io40a) is a homogeneous quadratic
function of the generalized velocities ilk = Xk and the total potential energy
(11.40b) is a homogeneous quadratic function of all of the generalized coordinates qk = xi , none being absent. Becau se both function s, without any series approximati ons, are homogeneous quadratic function s of ilk and qb respecti vely, the
equations of motion in (1Io40t) corresponding to (11.87a) hold for large amplitude
oscillations of the system. The exact energy relations ( I I o4Oa) and (1Io40b) are to
be compared with the respective homogeneous quadratic form s (11.83) and (11.84)
of the lineari zed theory in which the inerti a and stiffness coefficient matrices of
the example are identified by

°

(11.87b)

evident from (11.40 t). Since K u . u = k , (ui + u ~ ) + k2(u I - U2)2 > for all vectors u = (u I , U2) i= 0, the equilibrium configuration at Xl = X2 = 0 is infinitesimally stable, which also is physically evident. Alternatively, we confirm from the
stiffne ss matrix K that detK = k~ + 2k lk2 > 0 and both of its principal minors
k l + k2 > 0; hence, K is a positive definite matrix .
To obtain the general solution of the system (11.86), we cons ider trial solutions
of the form q[ = C, sin(p t + ¢) , all having the same circular frequency p and
initial phase ¢, and where C, are II constant s. Substitution of q[ into (11.86) yields
the followin g homogeneous system of II algebraic equat ions:
(11.88 )
For nontri vial amplitudes C/, the II x
vanish; that is,

/I

determinant of the coefficient matrix must
(11.89)
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This is a polynomial of degree n in the squared circular frequency p 2 called
the characteristic equation, and its roots are called characteristic frequencies,
eigenfrequencies, normal mode or naturalfrequencies. Because both matrices Kkl
and Mkl are real-valued, symmetric matrices all of the squared eigenfrequencies are
positive, and only positive solutions Pm are meaningful. For each Pm obtained from
(11.89), there is a corresponding trial solution of the formq[ = Ckm sin(Pmt + <Pm)
for each m (no sum) and for which ratios of the amplitudes C km are determined
from (11.88), now cast in the form

(Kkl - p;"Mkl) Ci; = 0,

(11.90)

for k, I , m = 1,2, ... , n, sum on I , no sum on m. Hence, the general solution of
the system (11.86) for each qk is the sum of all of the trial solutions corresponding
to each Pm, <Pm pair:

L Ckm sin(Pm t + <Pm) ,
n

qk =

m=l

k=I ,2 , . . . , n.

(11.91)

This systematic analysis assumes that all of the characteristic frequencies
are distinct and nonzero; but this is not always the case. Dynamical systems for
which some roots of the characteristic equation may be repeated or may be zero,
called degenerate systems, are handled somewhat differently. These systems are
not studied here . The analysis of degenerate systems may be found in several
advanced texts cited in the references.

Example 11.12. A homogeneous thin body of mass M, shown in Fig. 11.8,
is suspended in the vertical plane by a thin wire of mass m « M , length a, and with
its ends hinged in smooth bearings. (i) Derive the equations for small vibrations
of the body about its vertical equilibrium position <P = = O. Identify the inertia

e

L
e

r

Figure 11.8. Small vibrationsof a physical pendulum with two
degrees of freedom.
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and stiffness matrice s. (ii) Sketch the general formulation of the solution. Then
let a = I, and suppose that the body is a thin circular disk of radius R = ../il.
Determine the normal mode frequencies Pm, the ratios of the amplitudes e lm, and
thus derive the solution of the coupled equations of motion . Identify the normal
equations of motion and their normal mode solutions as functions of the generalized
variables.

Solution of (i). The system is scleronomic with two degree s of freedom 8
and ¢ defined in Fig. 11.8. Since the wire has negligible mass compared with M ,
its contribution to the total kinetic and potential energies is negligible. The total
velocity of the center of mass G referred to the body frame 1/1 = {G; e.. eq,} is given
by v* = VH + W x I = aiJH/¢eq" where t = sin(¢ - 8)er + cos(¢ - 8)eq,. The
total kinetic energy of the system, by (10.101), is
1

2·2

2

T = "2M[a 8 sin (¢ - 8)

+ (a8. cos(¢

- 8)

1 ·2
+ I¢). 2l + "2IG¢
,

(l1.92a)

and the total gravitational potential energy is given by

v=

M g[a(l - cos e')

+ 1(1

- cos¢)].

(l1.92b)

We note that no coordinates are absent. For small vibration s, only terms of second
order in all of the small quantities ¢ , ¢, 8, iJ are retained in (11.92a) and (11.92b).
Therefore , the first term in (11.92a) is of higher order and may be neglected ; and
with cos(¢ - 8) ~ I - (¢ - 8)2/2, to terms of second order the total kinetic and
potential energies of the system for small vibrations about the vertical equilibrium
configuration are thus given by
T =

V=

~(lG + MI 2)¢ 2 + ~M(2Ia¢iJ +

2
a iJ2),

(l1.92c)

I

"2 M g(l¢2 + a8 2).

The potenti al energy is a positive definite, homogeneous quadratic function
of the generalized coordinates 8 and ¢. Hence , clearly, the equilibrium configuration ¢ = 8 = 0 is infinitesimally stable. Similarly, the total kinetic energy is
a homogeneous quadratic function of the generalized velocities and ¢. With
I H = IG + M12 in accordance with the parallel axis theorem in (l1.92c), the symmetric inertia and stiffness matrices in (l1.84) and (11.83) are thus identified as

e

Mia]
Ma 2 '

M gI

[Kkll = [ 0

0

]

M ga·

(l1.92d)

We note in passing that the stiffness matrix is diagonal and all of its nontrivial
components are positive; so, it is quite evident that K u . u > 0 holds for all u =I O.
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The hinge con straints are workle ss, so the system is conservative with a
Lagrangian function

L=

I
"2/
H¢

"2

I
""
+ "2M(21a¢()
+ a 2"2
() ) -

I

"2Mg(l¢

2

+ a() 2),

(11.92e)

and Lagrange's equation s ( 11.66) now yield the equations of small vibration,

+ Mal jj + Mgl¢ = 0,
MlalP + Ma 2jj + Mgai) = 0.
/HlP

(11.92f)

Solution of (ii), The natural frequencies for the small vibrations are determined by (11.89). With (11.92d), we have
d [ Mgl - p
et -p2Mla

2/H

J

2
- p Mla
Mga _ p2Ma2 =

°
.

This reduces to a quadratic equation in p2:

(Mgl- p2/ H)(M ga - p 2Ma2) - p4M212a2 = 0,

(11.92g)

which yield s two eigenfrequencies Pm. Use of these in (11.90 ) provides two sets
of equations for the ratio s of the coefficients Clm , m = I , 2; namel y,

Mgl - P;,IH -p;;,Mla
[ -p~Mla
Mga - p~Ma 2

J[ C
lmJ_- o.
C
2m

(11.92h)

Finally, use of these resu lts in ( 11.9 1) yield s the solutions for qi = ¢ and qi = ().
We omit these general detail s and tum to a special case for illustration .
Con sider a circular disk of radiu s R =..til and let a = l. Then / G =
M R 2/ 2 = M12, and / H = 2M12. The characteristic equation (11.92g) thus simplifies to p4 - 3P5p 2 +
= with positive root s

pri

PI =
where Po

°

po)~(3 +

J5),

P2 =

== Jill, and ( 11.92h) becomes

[ ~ip~ 2p; ;:: p;

po) ~(3

W::] ~

- J5) ,

0

(11.92i)

(11.92j)

For m = I, 2 (no sum), we thus obtain the amplitude ratios
C21

Cll

(P5 - 2pD
pf

C I2

C 22

-

p~
(P5 - 2p~)"

(11.92k)

Sub stitution here of the characteri stic root s ( 11.92i) yields
(11.921)
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Introducing these in (11.91) in which qt = ¢ and qz =
solution
¢ = CII sin(Plt

e=

+ ¢ t) +

e, we obtain the general

I
2Y
+ JS)C 22 sin(p2t + ¢ 2),

-2:0 + J5)C l l sin(Plt + ¢l ) + Cn sin(p2t + ¢2).
1

(l1.92m)

The remaining constants C l l , Cn , ¢I , and ¢2 are determined upon specification
of the initial data.
The normal mode motion s, readily identified from (l1.92m), are defined by
(l1.92n)
and upon solving (l1.92m) for the ~kS , we obtain the normal coordinates in terms
of the original generalized coordinates:

(11.920)

These normal coordinates uncouple the original equation s of motion (11.92f) applied to the circular disk so that the normal mode equations of motion are
..

~k

+ Pk ~k = 0,
2

k = 1,2 (no sum),

in which the normal mode frequencies Pk are given in (l 1.92i).

(l 1.92p)

o

For linear systems having two degree s of freedom , the solution procedure
illustrated above for free vibration s is straightforward. The theory of free vibrations of conservative, scleronomic systems studied above is the easiest class of
problem s within the theory of vibration s of systems having n degree s of freedom .
For more general dynamical systems in the theory of small forced vibrations and
having any number of degree s of freedom, the use of normal coordinates is especially advantageous because it eliminates the need to solve a coupled system of
n simultaneous, linear nonhomogeneous differential equations of motion. Rather,
in terms of normal coordinates ~k , a simpler system of n independent equations of
the form ~k + pf~k = Pk(t ), where Pk (t ) are certain generali zed forcing functions
corresponding to the normal coordinates, are to be solved. The methods of modal
analysis and the general theory for the transformation from generalized coordinates to normal coordinates, and the analy sis of degenerate systems, may be found
in the works by Greenwo od, Whittaker, and Yeh and Abram s, among others listed
in the References.
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Dissipative Dynamical Systems of the Stokes Type

In this section , Lagrange's equations are modified to account directly for
the effects of linear viscous damping. We begin with a single particle and recall
the Stokes drag force (6.29): FD = -cv = -eX. Then for a scleronomic system
x = x(qr), and the corresponding mechanical power PPD expended, i.e. the energy
dissipated by the drag force alone, may be written as

ox

ox

PPD = - cv . v = - C-qi . - q j = -Cijq iq j < 0,
Oqi
oq j

(11.93)

wherein we sum on i and i . the index range being the number of independent
generalized coordinates of the particle, and, by definition,

ox

ox

(11.94)

Cij :=C- · - .
oqi oqj

Of course, cij = Cn, the generalized damping coefficients, are functions of the q,s
alone. For future convenience, we introduce a generalized dissipation function D
defined by
(11.95)
a positive definite quadratic form in the q.s equal to the negative of half the rate
at which energy is dissipated by the Stokes force. The function D is known as the
Rayleigh dissipation function.
In the special case when the Stokes force is the only force that acts on the
particle , PPD = PP = i , the total mechanical power; and then (11.93) may be
written as t = -2vT = -2D. Hence, D = -vT, where v = elm is a damping
exponent. Let To = T(O) denote the initial kinetic energy of the particle. Then
T(t) = Toe- 2vt , and the dissipation D = v'T decays to zero with the total kinetic
energy T, as expected. In general , however, other forces that act on the particle
contribute to the total power.
Now consider the virtual work done by the Stokes force in a general motion
of a particle: 81// = -cv· 8x = - ev . oxl oqr8qr; and, with the aid of (11.9) , we
find

81//= -<:v· ~8q
= ~
oqr r
oqr

(-~cv
.v) 8qr =
2

QrD 8q r .

(11.96)

Hence, for a holonomic system, the generalized Stokesforce Qf is thus defined by
Qf := oC -4cv . v)loqr , and, in accordance with (11.93) for scleronomic systems,
we obtain
(11.97)
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With the total generalized force Qr = Qf + Q" where
denotes the total
of all other generalized forc es that are not of the Stokes type , Lagrange's equations
(11.73) for scleronomic systems, acco unting separately for dissip ative forc es of
the Stoke s type , may be written as
(11.98)
Further, with Qr = Q ~ - av/aqr in the pre sence of some conservative forces
with total potential energy V and other nonconservative generalized force s Q~ ,
and writing L = T - V , as usual, we arri ve at the alternative form of Lagrange's
equations for holonomic systems of the scleronomic type under dissipative forces
of the Stokes type :
(11.99)

Exam ple 11.13. For an illu stration recall our earlier Example 11.4, page 5 10,
of a particle falling from rest in a Stokes medium. In this case, there is one degree of freedom with generalized coordinate ql = y . The Lagrangian function is
L = T - V = my2 + mgy, the Rayleigh dissipation function (11.95) is given

!
! yz,

by D = CII
and all oth er nonconservative generalized forces Q ~ = O. From
(1 1.99) and with C == Cl " we thu s obtain the equation for the motion of a parti cle fallin g in a Stokes medium: my - mg + cy = O. Thi s agrees with our earlier
result.
In accordance with (11.7 3), it follo ws that (11.99) hold s for any general scle ron omic sys tem of particles and rigid bodies so long as the damping is characterized
by a Raylei gh dis sipation function of the form ( 11.95). In particular, for a lineal
rigid body .L of length subje ct to a Stokes force over its entire length and on
which all other forces are workless, the total power is 9 = 9 D and the Rayleigh
dis sipation function may be read from (10.144): D
- 9 /2 {3T(e , t ), in which
{3 is a damping exponent and T (e, t ) = I q2 is the total kinetic energy of the body
about a fixed point or about its center of mass. This example is similar to the
single particle problem discussed earlier, and clearly T(t) = Toe- 2{Jt , as before.
The system has one degree of freedom with q = and q = w, the angu lar spin
of the body. All other force s being workless , (11 .98) yie lds the universal eq uation
of motion eLl + {3w = 0, as shown previously in (10 .150 ). Now let us consider a
sys tem having two degrees of freedom.

e

!

=

=

e

Example 11.14. The damped free vibration of a two degree of freedom system moving in the xy -plane has total kinetic energy T = ! m lx 2 + ! m2y2, total
elastic potential energy V = ! k 1x 2 + ! k2y2, and a total Stok es type dissipation
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described by the Rayleigh function
equations of motion .

D = !(CIX Z+ 2c12xy + czl). Derive the

Solution. The Lagrangian is L = !ml x Z+ !mZYZ - !k1xZ- !kzYz. For
the free vibrational motion Q~ = 0 and use of Land D in (11.99) yields the
two equations of motion for the system :

mIx + CIX + clzY + klx = 0,
mzy + C12X + cZY + kzy = O.

(11.100)

This is a coupled system of linear differential equations for which general solution
methods are well known. See Whittaker in the References for further study of this
topic .
D
The theory of small vibrations about an equilibrium configuration of a system
having n degrees of freedom is now easily extended to include dissipative forces
of the Stokes type. In this case, the damping coefficients, to the lowest order, are
constants: cij = Cij, and the Rayleigh dissipation function D = !C;jljiqj is a homogeneous, positive definite quadratic function of only the generalized velocities.
With the Lagrangian given by (11.85), the general equations (11.99) for small
vibrations with Stokes damping become
Mk1ql

+ Cklql + Kklql = Qf,

k, I

= 1,2, . . . , n.

Qf

(11.101)

When no additional driving forces act on the system ,
= 0 and these equations
reduce to those for the free vibrations of a damped dynamical system having n
degrees offreedom. See Problem 11.37.
Because the kinetic and potential energies and the Rayleigh dissipation function in the last example above are already quadratic functions of qr and qr, the
equations of motion (11.100) necessarily have the same form as the general equations of the theory of small vibrations in which (ql , qz) = (x , y) and
[Mktl

= [~I

~J,

[Cktl

= [:/z

;zz].

[Kktl

= [~

~

l

The difference, however, is that the motion in the example need not be small .

11.15. Closure
We have seen that Lagrange's analytical mechanics reduce s the various principles of mechanics to an invariant system of differential equations that facilitates
the formulation and solution of all kinds of dynami cal problems. The development
of Lagrange's equations from Hamilton's principle has demon strated that these
equations may be applied to general and complex conservative and nonconservative holonomic dynamical system s having any number of degrees of freedom. It is
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important to remember, however, that in the applications of Lagrange 's equations,
the energy is determined with respect to an inertial reference frame , a concept
that was never mentioned in the derivation of these equation s from Hamilton's
principle. Moreo ver, the determination of the kinetic energy for a rigid body,
in particular, requires knowledge of its moment of momentum, and this entails
use of a body reference frame with origin at a special point-generally a fixed
point in the inertial reference frame, one having a uniform motion in the inertial frame, or the center of mass. While none of these concepts is apparent in
Lagrange's formulation, the influence of Euler 's ideas is evident throughout Lagrange's work. Hence, while Lagrange's equations most certainly are convenient
for the derivation of the equations of motion of complex systems, in its applications we must appeal to many classical concepts and method s due to others, notably
Newton and Euler, whose profound classical ideas are developed throughout this
book.
In its applications to systems of particles and rigid bodies the Newton-Euler
theory often proves to be particularly tedious, becau se generally one must deal
separately with each and every particle or body in the system and introduce all of
the seprate internal and external forces, including all forces of constraint. On the
other hand, in applications of the Lagrangian method , though in many respects
simpler than the Newton-Euler formulation, it is necessary to bear in mind certain technical details that characterize the system, the nature of its constraints,
and the corresponding special technical conditions for the applicability of the
equations. We recall, for example , that in the Lagrangian formulation, the workenergy principle was derived specifically for only scleronomic systems; and the
simple principles of conservation of momentum and moment of momentum in
the Newton-Euler theory are imbedded in Lagrange's principle of conservation of
generalized momentum for an ignorable coordinate for which the corresponding
noncon servative part of the generali zed force vanishes. The fact that a constraint
is holonomi c or nonholonomic, scleronomic or rheonomi c, details essential to the
structure of the Lagrangian formul ation, is unimportant to the mathematical structure of the Newton-Euler laws of mechanic s. In the latter instance, these important
technical details are brought into the analysis in different ways that usually involve
determination of forces of constraint. There are, however, countle ss situations in
engineering practice where the intensity of constraining forces that act on the
system must be determined for design considerations, and these forces are not
provided by the Lagrangian theory. So, we really need the full body of theory and
good models to successfully analyze the motion of complex dynamical systems.
In our studies here, we have not explored nonholonomic dynamical systems,
we have not investigated Lagrange 's unified approach to analytical mechanic s essentially based on D' Alembert's principle , and we have not studied Hamilton's
form of the equations of motion. These and other topics that are outside the scope
of this Introduction may be found in advanced treatises on analytical mechanic s.
See, for example, the works by Lanczos, Pars, Rosenberg , and Whitttaker listed in
the chapter References. So, this is not the end-there is much more to be learned
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about dynamics. It is hoped, however, that this introductory treatment may encourage the reader to continue study of dynamical systems at the advanced and more
abstract levels of theoretical mechanics and the theory of equations.
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Problems
11.1. Introduce C, = - A I C and C2 = - B IC , in which A = A(q" qi , q3), B =
B tq «, qi , q3), and C = C (qI, q2, q3), so that the differential constraint ( 11.5) becomes Ad q , +
Bdq -. + Cdq, = O. Show that the test condition (11.6) may be rewritten in the form

A ( -a B - -ac )
aq3

aq2

ac - aA) + C(aA - -a B ) - 0
+B( aq,

aq3

aq2

aq,

-

.

(P I 1.1)

Notice that this is satisfied identically when the terms in parentheses vanish. In this case, the
constraint is integrable and hence holonomic. If these terms do not vanish, but (P I 1.1) vanishes
identically, the constraint is holonomic, otherwise not. In either case, however, the integral of
the differential constraint is not revealed (See Rosenberg, p. 46.), and it may be quite difficult to
determine. If (P 11.1) yields a relation qs = q3(q , , q2) that satisfies the conditions aq31aq , = C,
and aq31aq2 = C2, then q3 = q3(q l , q2) is the holonomic constraint corresponding to (P I 1.1).
Apply this method to decide the nature of the differential constraint relation in Exercise 11.1,
page 499 .
11.2. A particle P moves on a space curve with path variable s( t) . Apply Lagrange's method
to derive the intrinsic equation of motion of P .
11.3. Introduce spherical coordinates in Example 7.15, page 260, for the spherical pendulum. Apply Lagrange's equations to derive the equations of motion, and determine their first
integrals.
11.4. A small mass m is attached to a weightless, inextensible string that passes through a
tiny, smooth hole in a horizontal plate. The specified time variable force P (t ) shown in the figure
controls the cord length £(1) as a function of time so that the mass moves in the vertical plane.
(a) How many degrees offr eedom does this system have? (b) Apply Lagrange's equations to derive
equations to determine B(t) and £(1). (c) What results follow from the moment of momentum
principle? (d) Derive the same equations from Newton's law.
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P(t)

J
9

Problem 11.4.

11.5. A particle of mass m moves on the smooth inner surface of a thin paraboloid al shell
of revolution defined by r 2 = a z in cylindrical coordinates (r, z), where a is a constant. The
particle, with weight W = -mgk : encounter s air resistance described by a Stokes drag force
F d = - cv. Apply Lagrange 's equation s to derive the equations of motion. Find the generalized
forces (a) by the method of virtual work, (b) by application of (1 1.14), and (c) by use of (11.20).

e,

11.6. Consider the motion of the slider block 5 in Problem 6.54. Identify the rheonomic
constraint. Let R denote the force exerted on the slider by the smooth rod. Show that Q\ =
R · (Jx /(J r = 0, where x is the position vector of 5 from F at the center of the table. Use Lagrange 's
equations to derive the equation of motion of 5 for the generalized coordinate q, == ret). Find
the motion of the slider when reO) = 0 and ; (0) = V o initially.
11.7. The slider 5 described in Problem 6.55 is released from rest at 0 , relative to the table.
Apply Lagrange 's method to derive the equation of motion for 5, and find its relative motion ret)
for all constant values of the angular speed to, Refer all quantiti es to the rod frame If! = {O; ik }
shown in Problem 6.54.
11.8. Identify any rheonomic constraints and apply Lagrange's method to derive the equation of motion of the slider block described in Problem 6.51.
11.9. Consider the system described in Problem 6.56. (a) Identify the rheonomic constraint and derive the equation of motion for the mass m by application of Lagrange's method.
(b) Relax the constraint, obtain a second equation of motion involving the constraint reaction
force R exerted by the rod on the slider, and thereby determine R in the case when to = WO , a
constant. (c) Suppo se the slider is released from rest at x = a to oscillate along the smooth rod.
Find R as a function of x .
11.10. Determine the generalized forces and derive the Lagrange equations of motion for
the pendulum bob described in Example 6. 14, page 150. Show how the bob constraining force
may be found.

e,

11.11. A particle of mass m with cylindrical coordinate s (r , z) moves in a gravitational
field g = - gk on a smooth, concave upward surface of revolution defined by r = r(z) with
reO) = O. Use Lagrange 's equations to derive the equation of motion for z(t), and outline how
the angular placement e(t) may be found .
11.12. Apply Lagrange 's equations ( 11.15) to find the applied forces required to control the
uniform motion of the particle relative to the rotating frame in Example 5.9, page 71. Identify
the physical nature of the pseudoforces described by - (JT/ (Jqk .
11.13. Apply Lagrange's equations to derive the equation s of motion for the system described in Problem 8.16.
11.14. Use Lagrange 's equations to investigate Problem 8.29.
11.15. Derive Lagrange's equations for small amplitude oscillations of the system shown
in Problem 10.14.
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11.16. A uniform rod of mass m and leng th 2e moves on a smoo th horizontal plane with
angular veloc ity w = wk. Its center C has a ve locity v' = ui + vj referred to a bod y frame
cp = {C ; ikl with i directed alo ng the rod . Ap ply Lagrange 's met hod to find the impulsive force
P = Pxi+ Pvj ap plied at a poi nt B dista nt b fro m C in order to bri ng poi nt B instan tan eou sly to
rest. Expre ss the result in term s of the ass igned param eters.
11.17. Ide ntify the generalized coordinates and the number of degrees offreedom of the log
in Probl em 10.58. Use Lagrange's me thod to dedu ce the eq uations of motion and thus determine
the freq ue ncy of the vertical oscilla tions of the log.
11.18. The wire and bob assembly of the rotating simple pendu lum shown in the diagram
for Probl em 6.47 is repl aced by a thin rigid rod of length I and mass m . The rod is hinged in a
smooth beari ng at 0 and is free to slide on the smooth horizon tal tabl e. (a) Identi fy the rheo nomic
co nstrai nt and apply Lagran ge' s equatio ns to der ive the equ ation for finite amplitude osc illations
of the rod relat ive to the tabl e. (b) Relax the co nstraint, determine the genera lized forc es that act
on the rod at its hin ge bearing, and thu s find the co nstraint reac tio n force as an exact function of
the finite angular placement fJ for initia l data fJ(O) = fJo and ~(O) = O.
11.19. Derive Lagrange 's equatio n of moti on for the rolling cylinder in Problem 10.43.
11.20. A homogeneou s circular cylindrical segment of radiu s R, length L, height h, and
mass m perform s rocking osc illa tions with out slipping on a rou gh hori zont al surface. T he cent er
of mass is at r from the center O. The segment is released from rest at the placement 9(0) = 90 •
(a) Derive the different ial equatio n for the finite angular mot ion 9(1) by (i) applica tion of
Lagrange's equatio ns, and (ii) by use of the New ton- Euler equations. (b) Determine the first
integ ral of the equation of mo tio n. (c) Der ive an equatio n for the period of the large amplitude
oscilla tio ns. (d) Find the circ ular frequ ency for small oscilla tions.

o

Problem 11.20.

11.21. A uniform, thin rigid rod shown in Probl em 10.37 slides in the vertica l plane with its
ends on a smoo th circl e of rad ius rand subtending a ce ntral angle of 1200 • (a) Deri ve the equation
of motion by use of (i) Euler's laws, (ii) Lagrange' s method, and (iii) the wo rk--energy principle.
(b) Wh at is the first integral of the equation of motion ? (c) Discu ss briefly the exact so lution for
the moti on 9 (1) of the rod . (d) Find as functions of 9 alone the co ntact forces ac ting on the rod .
(e) Wh at are the major differences amo ng the thre e methods used in (a)? (f) Wh at is the length
expressed in term s of r , of an equivalent simple pendulum having the same freque ncy?

e,

11.22. Suppose the thin rod in the previou s probl em has its ends set in smooth bearings that
slide along a circular hoop of radius r and negligible mass. Th e hoop rotates abo ut its vertical
ce ntra l ax is with a cons tant angular speed Q . Th e rod is released fro m rest relative to the hoop
at an angle 90 = 9(0). (a) Use Lagrange 's meth od to der ive the equatio ns of mot ion of the rod .
Are there any surprising fea tures of these results? (b) Derive the equations of motion by use of
Euler's laws. (c) Find the bea ring reactio n forces exerted on the rod. (d) In what manner would
the mass M of the hoop affec t the resu lts?
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11.23. A nonhomogeneous circular cylinder has its center of mass C at a distance a from its
geometrical cente r 0 , and its circular cross sectional plane through 0 is a plane of symmetry . The
cylinder is released from rest when 0 = 0 and rolls without slipping on the horizontal surface .
(a) Appl y Lagrange's equations to determine the angular velocity wand angular acceleration
of the cylinder as functions of O. (b) Deduce the same results starting from the energy principle.
(c) Find the surface reaction forces at D in terms of 0, co, and w. (d) Use Euler 's equation s to
derive the equation of motion for the cylinder. (e) Discuss the principal difference between the
methods of Euler and Lagrange .

w

Problem 11.23.
11.24. Use Lagrange's equations to formulate the equations of motion of the spring and
pulley system described in Problem 7.49, about its static equilibrium state. The pulley has radius
a, mass m, and rolls without slipping on its inextensible belt. How many degree s of freedom
does this system have?
11.25. Use Lagrange 's method to set up the equation for the finite motion of the system
described in Problem 10.39 for a thin hoop whose mass m is the same as that of the thin rod .
(a) Find the first integral of the equation of motion . (b) Derive an equation from which the exact
period of the finite rocking oscillation is determ ined. (c) What is the circular frequency of small
amplitude oscillat ions? (d) What is the length of a simple pendulum having the same small
amplitude frequency as that of this system ?
11.26. A smooth rigid rod shown in the figure for Problem 6.56 is attached to a table
T that rotates in the horizontal plane about a smooth bearing at F . The table has mass M ,
radiu s of gyration K about F , and its variable angular speed due to an applied driving torque
I1F(t) = I1F(t)k about F is w et ) = e(t ). The mass of the rod is negligibl e. A slider block of
mass m, supported symmetrically by identical spring s of stiffness k, is released from rest relative
to the rod at a distance a from the unstretched state at O . (a) Derive the equations of motion
for the system (i) by use of Lagrange 's equation s, and (ii) by use of the Newton-Euler laws.
(b) Find the torque I1F(t) required to sustain a stable motion of the system with a constant angular
speed.
11.27. Apply Lagrange's method to derive the equations of motion for the system described
in Problem 8.30. Solve these for the given initial conditions, and determine the small amplitude
vertical and rotational frequencies of the motion .
11.28. Use Lagrange's equations to solve Problem 8.18.
11.29. Two uniform rigid rods , each of mass m and length 2£, are conne cted end-to-end
by a smooth hinge and placed in a straight line along the y-axis on a smooth horizontal table
in the xy-plane . The end of one rod is struck suddenly by a force P = Pi. Find the subsequent
instantaneous generali zed velocit ies of the system. What is the increase of the total energy of the
system due to the impulse ?
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11.30. Consider the system described in Problem 6.57, but now suppose that the rigid rod
is homogeneous with mass M . (i) Determine by integration the moment of inertia of the rod
about the point O. (ii) Let B denote the small angular placementfrom the horizontalequilibrium
position. Derive the equations of motion and find the vibrational frequency of the system by
use of (a) Euler's equations, (b) the energy method, and (c) Lagrange's equations.Which is the
simplest, most direct method? (iii) Determinethe dynamic part of the support reaction force as
a function of B for the case b = 2a. Does this depend on mass?

11.31. A pendulum device consists of a thin rod of mass m and length e supported in the
vertical plane by a smooth hinge H attached at the rim of a thin circular disk of radius Rand
mass M . The disk turns in the verticalplane with a steady angular speed to about a smooth fixed
axle at its center. Use Lagrange's method to derive the equations of motion.
11.32. Formulate Lagrange's equations for small vibrations of the system described in
Problem 10.56.
11.33. DeriveLagrange's equationsfor small amplitudeoscillationsof the system in Problem 10.57.
11.34. Applythe theoryof smallvibrationsto derivethe equationsof motionfor the pendula
shown in the figure, and solve these for the angular motions Bj(t) and B2 (t) . Determine the
eigenfrequencies, find the normal mode motions, and characterize these physically when the
pendula are appropriately displacedand released from rest initially.

Problem 11.34.
11.35. (a) DeriveLagrange's equationsof motion for the finiteamplitudeoscillationsofthe
double pendulumdescribed in Problem 8.32. Deduce from these results the equations for small
amplitudeoscillations. (b) Apply the theory of small vibrationsto derive the latter equationsof
motion.
11.36. (a) Derive the equation for the finite amplitude motion of the system described in
Problem 8.33. Then linearize the result to obtain the equation for small amplitude oscillations.
(b) Apply the theory of small vibrationsto derive the equation of motion.
11.37. Suppose that the system of pendula in Problem 11.34 moves in a Stokes medium,
which might be the surroundingair for example. Find the Rayleighdissipation function for the
system of particles, and derive the equations for its small oscillations. Show that when k = 0,
the coupled equations of motion reduce to those for the small damped oscillations of simple
pendula.

AppendixC
Internal Potential Energy of
a System of Particles
The internal potential energy of a particle P j due to the mutual internal force b j k
exerted on P j by Pk is defined by {Jjk = 1fr(Xj, Xk), a scalar-valued function that
depends only on the positions of both particles. By application of the principle
of materi al frame indifference in Section 8.9.2, page 325, it is shown that for a
conservative internal force , the mutual internal potential energy 1fr(xi - Xk) for an
arbitrary pair of interacting particles is a function of only the distance between the
particles, namely, 1fr(Xj , Xk) = 1fr(lrj k I), where r j k == Xj - Xk is the vector joining
the two particles. This led to (8.75), namely, {Jjk = 1fr(lrj k I). This important result,
however, may be derived without use of frame indifference. Rather, it can be shown*
that, given the third law (8.3), 1fr(xi - Xk) is a function ofonly the distance between
the particles, if and only if the mutual internal forces act along their common line.
We first show that {Jjk = 1fr(xi- xd is a function of only the vector r j k == Xj Xk joining the two particles . To see this, fix j and k =1= i . and introduce the two
vectors
(C.I)

With (C. I) in mind, introducing 1fr(Xj , Xk) = If(u, r) and noting that for any vector
v, av l av = 1, the identity tensor, we find

alf

alf au
au aX j
alf au
-- +
au aXk

alf ar
ar aX j
alf ar
-- =
ar aXk

alf alf
au
ar
alf alf
-1- -1 =
au
ar

alf
au
alf
au

alf
ar '
alf
- .
ar

-=---+---=-1+-1=-+a Xj

alf

-

a Xk

=

-

(C.2)
(C.3)

* The developmenthere is similarto thatdueto G. M. Kapoulitsas, The behaviorof the internalpotential
energy of a system of particles in a noninertial frame, Ingenieur-Archiv 57, 393-9 (1987), wherein it
is also shown that the result holds in all reference frames, inertial or not.
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From Newton 's third law (S.3) for fixed j and k =1= j, and with the aid of (S.73)
and f3kj = 1jJ (Xb Xj ) = 'if; (u , -r), it can be shown that
af3j k

=

aXj

=

af3kj

(C.4)

aXk

Therefore, it follows from (e.2) and (C.3) that a 'if; / au = 0, that is, 'if; = 'if;(r) is
independent of u. Consequently, by the second relation in (C;l ), we have
(e. S)

ExerciseC.l. (a) Introduce the Cartesian components up =

xt - x; of the
Vk(u p, r p)

r

xt + x;, r p =

vectors u and r , and show that V j(up, p) = (i p , i p ) and

= (i p , -i p ) . Now consider 1jJ (Xj, Xk) = 'if;(up, r p), rec all (S.73 ), and

thus derive (C.2) and (C.3) in vector notation, wherein a/au
for example. (b) Derive (e.4) as described above.

== L~=l( a /aup)ip,

D

We next show that the dependence in (C .S) is reflected onl y in the distance

Ir jk I between the particles. The result follows from the assumption that the internal

forces act along their mutual line so that the internal force exerted on Pj by Pk
may be written as b == b j k = - Ibj k [e., where e, is the unit vector dire cted from
Pk toward Pj . Recall (S.73) so that b = - V j 'if;(rj k) in accordance with (e. S). The
reader will find that in spherical coordinates, the gradient operator (7.48) may be
written as
V = er

a

1 a

1

a

ar + eo-; ae + e¢ r sin e a¢,

(C.6)

in which the spherical basis vectors (e. , eo' e¢) may be referred to a Cartesian
frame <I> = {F;Id in Fig . 4.21, page 277 of Volume 1. Because b is assumed
parallel to er(e, ¢ ) in <1> , it follows from (Cxi) that a'if; /ae = a'if; /a¢ = 0, and
hence 'if; (rj k) = 1jJ(r) depends on r alone , where
(e.7)
Thus, in our original notation, the mutual internal potential energy for an arbitrary
pair of interacting particles may be written as
(e.S)
Conversel y, it follows from (C.S) that the mutual force (S.73) is directed along the
line connecting the particles. See Exercise S.S, page 325. Because the results use
only the position vectors of the particles and ultimatel y onl y the vector connecting
them, the result doe s not depend on use of any particular reference frame, inertial or
not.
The result (CS) is the same as (S.7S). The important difference in comparison
with the frame indifference point of view discu ssed in Chapter 5, however, is that
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here it is assumed that (i) the internal forces act along their mutual line and (ii)
these satisfy Newton 's third law. These assumptions follow as theorem s in Noll's
proof in Chapter 5.
Exe rcise C.2. Derive the gradient operator (C.6) for spherical coordinates.

o

AppendixD
Properties of Homogeneous
Rigid Bodies
D.I.

Nomenclature

The following repre sentative nomenclature of symbols is used in the table of
properties of various homogeneous simple rigid bodie s provided in Section D.3:

q; = {O ; ik } : body reference frame at 0
q;* = {C; iZ} : body reference frame at the center of mass

V : material volume of the body
A : surface area of a thin-walled bod y
length measure of a lineal body
m : total mass of the body
x* : position vector of the center of mass C from point 0 in q;
10 : moment of inertia tensor relative to point 0 in q;
Ie : moment of inerti a tensor relative to C in q;*
i jk == i j 0 i k : tensor product basis associated with q;
ijk == i j 0 iZ: tensor product basis associated with q;* .

e:

It is expected, of cour se, that the reader will adjust to the use of diverse but
similar notation for various corre sponding entitie s encountered throughout the text,
such as M for mass , lj;{Q; ek} for a body or fixed reference frame at the point Q
at which the moment of inertia tensor is I Q = Irsers, e., == e, 0 e, for the tensor
product basi s, and many other parallel notational variations.

D.2. A Word of Caution
In a great many other dynamics texts, the products of inertia, as emphasized in
(9.16), are defined as the negatives of those used in this book . Therefore, the reader
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must exercise caution when consulting other sources for special formulae, tables
of properties, or supplementary reading. The moment of inertia tensor components
defined in (9.14) and (9.15) are used throughout the text and in the table below. In
every case illustrated in the table, however, both <p and <p* are principal frames of
reference with respect to which the products of inertia vanish . This generally will
not be the case for an arbitrary frame orientation or for a shift of origin point of
either reference frame .

D.3. Table of Properties

Center of mass, volume/area, moment
of inertia

Body

Rectangular parallelepiped
V = Euih,

Ie

= ~[(w2
+
12

h 2)i*II +

+ (£2 + 11/)i33].

Cube: £ = w = h
V =a J ,
m
Ie = 6a 21.

Figure D.l. Rectangular solid/cube.

=a

1
h

V

10

.L
Figure D.2. Right rectangular pyramid.

=

v":
I

= ;[(b2 + 2h2)i ll +
+ (a + b
2

2

W + £2)i*22

)i 33 ]•

(a 2 + 2h2)h 2
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Table D.3. (continued)
Center of mass, volume/area , moment
of inertia

Body

Figure D.3. Right circular cone.

i,

A=rrrJr 2+h 2 ,

Figure D.4. Thin conical shell.
Thick-walled tube
X

. -_ 21]
e. ,

v(r o2- r;2),
-rr L_

Thin-walled tube: r,

• e.
x = 21] ,

= ro = r

A = 2rr re,

Figure D.S. Circular cylindrical tube.
(continued)
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Table D.3. (continued)
Center of mass. volume/area . moment
of inertia

Body

Ellipt ical cylinder

, e,

x

= 2 13.

1e

m[
= "4

v=

n abt ,

(b2+ 3"e2) ., + (a2+ 3"e2) "
I II

122

+ (a 2 + b2)ij3] '

=b = R
= n R2e.

Circular cylinder: a

x,

Figure D.6. Solid right cylinder.

Ie

= 2e.13 .

V

2
m ( 2 e )
="4
R + 3"

.,
(I II

2

R .,
+ 1"22) + -m2-133'

i~

i2
Figure D.7. Thin rod .

,

r sin 0 .
0- 11.

x

=-

10

=2

mr ? [ (

+

Figure D.8. Th in circular rod.

(I

I -

e= 2rO.
sin 20 )
----:uJ

ill

, ]
sin 20) .
+ ----:uJ
122 + 2 133 .
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Table D.3. (continued)

Center of mass, volume/area, moment
of inertia

Body

•

x

= -4R.
IZ,
3JT

Figure 0.9. Semicylinder.

Thick-walled shell

Thin-walled shell

I'I

Figure 0.10. Spherical shell.

i3
Ftgure 0.11. Hemispheri cal shell.
Ellipsoid
V = 1JTabc,

m
Ie = S[(b Z + cZ)ir, + (a z + cZ)iiz

Ha z + bZ)i}3]'
Sphere : a = b = c
V = 1JTR3,

Figure 0 .12. Ellipsoid and sphere .

=R
(continued)
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Table 0.3. (continued)

Body

Center of mass, volume/area , moment
of inertia
Semiellipsoid
2
•
3c.
x = 813 , V = "31rabc ,

1o

m [(b2 + C 2 )111
•
=5
+ ( a2 + c2)'122

+ (a 2 + b2)b J].
Hemisphere : a
X

•

3R .

= g lJ ,

=b =c = R
2
1
V = "31r R- ,

Figure D.13. Semiellipsoid/Hemisphere.

Elliptic paraboloid

._2e .

x - 313,
10 =

_I

V - 'i1rabc ,

m

6 [(b 2 + 3e2 )i l l + (a 2 + 3e2)i n
+ (a 2 + b2)i]J].

Paraboloid of revolution : a = b
2c .
I
2
x' = 3 1J,
V = Z1rr e,

Figure 0.14. Paraboloid .

10 =

=r

m 2
'
•
m 2'
6(r
+ 3c 2)(111
+ 122)
+ 3"r
IJJ.

Answers to Selected Problems
Chapter 5
5.1.
5.3.
5.5.
5.7.
5.9.
5.11.
5.13.
5.15.

(a) IOx*(tl,O) = 8i - 6j + 17k m, (b) p(tl, 0) = 7i - 6j - 16k kg - m/sec.
de = a/2 .
x*(9i3) = ~hk from the apex, M = lrpr 2h /3 .
p(9i3, 2) = 3600i gm ern/sec, h A( 99, 2) = 43, 200k gm - cm 2t sec.
h o = m[w(e2 + a2 ) - ev]k.
h F = 30i + 23j - 6k kg ' m2tsec, h o = -2(4i + 16j + k) kg ' m2tsec.
w = 2Wa/(a + g).
F = -2/.LGM /lrb 2i.

5.17. g(X) =

2GMX

- -2 - 2

R2-R 1

(I

J X2+ Rf

-

I)

J X2 + Ri

k.

5.21. g(Q) = mG2 k hemispherical shell, g(Q) = 0 closed spherical shell.
2R

w+ a2)] j.

5.23. F(Rt> = _ mMG log [(C+ b)(a + J (c 2ab
(c - b)(a + J (c + W

+ a2 )

5.25. gm = 5.18 ft/sec? = 1.58 m/sec- ; Wm = 0.161We "" We/6 .
2 + /.Ltan8)

vW2

, (b)T=
5.27. (a) P =/.LW1 (
. '
I + /.L tan 8
cos 8 + v sm 8
5.31. (a) W* = 60j Ib; W* = 260j lb; a = 32j It/sec",
5.33. F = 0.3gi - 150J3w2j + 1.5J3wk N.
5.35. (b) yes, (c) Any pair of the planes x - 9y - 4 = 0, 2y - z + I = 0, 2x - 9z + I = 0,
(e) X = ~(-3i - 29j + 28k) m.

o

Chapter 6
6.1.
6.3.
6.5.
6.7.
6.9.

T = 12i + 16j N, N = -16j N, f= -4i N.
(b) FA =0.02IN, FB =0.352JN.
v = J 2gd(/.L cos 8 - sin 8) .
w = J /.Lg / r .
N = 76J2n Ib, T = -8i lb.
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6.11. (a) N = 7n lb, T = 2J2j Ib, (b) N = IOn Ib, T = 5(t - n) Ib, f = -3t lb.

6.13. N = 3.56 X 10-5 N.
6.15. Fe = -34i-36j + 47k lb.
6.17. (b) s(3)

= 50 ft/sec, (c) x*(5) = 118.5i + 216j ft.

6.19. T=Wsec,B .
6.21. (a) E max = W d f qh , (b) eE = 12i, (c) y = ax, a == g cos el (eE - g sin e).
6.23. S = vol k.

6.25. x(2) = -4.54i - 0.76j + 49.87k ft, v(2) = 3.46i - 0.49j + 44.05k ft/sec.
6.27. (a) v(h) = vooVI - e- 2vh , (b) vet) = Voo tanhtr Zr ), with v, T constant.
6.33. XC?, t) == x - gl p2 = X max cos(pt - 4» , X(Q , t) == x + gl p2 = X min cosh(pt
_ ~2
'" _ q . X min_ ~2
_ q
_ Vo
X
o+q 2,tan'l'--'
o-q 2, tanh,1<
'I' - - , q=- .
max

Xo

Xo

6.35. (a) a = gin , (c) x(t) = g2 (cos pt - I) , (e) all are equivalent.
p
6.37. u = (ffi13)cos(pt + 4» with tan 4> =
6.39. XA = 1.25 em, f = 14/Jr Hz.
6.41. (a) k = 24 N/cm, (b) T = 2Jrj7 sec, (c) x(2) = 0.684 em.
6.43. (a) T = 2JrVm l(k1 + k2), (c) X = XA cos(pt - 4», tan4> = -volxop.
6.45. (b)p = JAElw 2, (c) ke=2JrAE lr.
6.47. co = 8Jr rad/sec, T = 0.128Jr 2n N at ,Bo .
6.49. (a) R = mw 2(2vx2 - a 2 - h), (b) xeS, t) = a cosh cot i.
6.51. (a) Rod reaction force components and the motion xes, t)
(b) xes , t) = A(cosh(w + Q)t - cos ox) , A == aQ 2/(w 2 + (w + Q)2).
6.53. (a) Stable forw < vklm , (b) k* = k - mw 2.

P

i·

w2 cos? a) ; (b) ret) = vot m
kim = w2 cos 2 a; (c) rs < 0 stable, rs ~ 0 unstable .

6.55. (a) rs

6.57.

f

= -g sina /( ~ -

~gt2 sin o for the case

a

=v kl m.
Tn b

6.59. The motion is simple harmonic with frequency
6.61. (b) e(t) = eo cos pt

+

f

= -

~ + -2k (b)2
- .

a
rq2
w
e(l _ q2) (sinwt - q sin pt), q ==
2Jr

m

a

p.

kglw 2 = 9.79 lb.

6.65. W«
6.67. Resonant frequency : Q* = Q l /2 = 600 rpm.
6.69. (a)(fJ +2v<iJ + p2 sin4> = (Folmr)cos4>sinQt with 2v = elm, p2 = str.
(b) T = (2J21p) ft'(cos 4> - cos4>0)-1/2d4>, T = 2Jr..ji]g .
6.71. R = -2aQpsinAsinpti - (g + 2aQpcosA sin pt)k.
6.75. x - w2x - 2wy = -2Q[zsinwtcos A - (y + wx) sinAJ, y - w2y + 2wx =
-2Q[z coswt COSA + (x - wy) sin A] , z = -g + 2Q cos A[(Y + wx)coswt +
(x - wy) sin wt].

Chapter 7
2

7.3. (a) dv +2vv 2 = -2gr(sin4> + v cos 4», (d) .iT= (m + M)v2vgr4>0i.

d4>

ab

7.5. (a) (i) 11/= 19/6 , (iii) 11/= 10/3 , No, (b) 11/= 55 (lOb 2 + 33).

+ 1Jr),
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7.7.
7.9.
7.11.
7.13.

(b) 11/= 2./2 P and (c) Ii = 25/4 J P I m are solutions for the line.
(a) f!>. {lJ = 2(e4t - I) , (b) x =~ue2t , a straight line.
0 = 7.5 em.
(a) Pi" = mv(g - vv), (b) 1//= ~mv~(l - e- vt)2.

g
Ik) , vc=L 2 (g
9k) .
7.15. vB=L 2 ( -+--+-L
4m
L
32 m
7.17. (3 =

(I

+

~) J2gd(sina +

vcosa)i.

7.19. (a) 11/= 0, (b) No.
7.21. V(x) = Vo - tan"!

(~) with r f. O.

7.23. V(x) = Vo + 5zcosx - y(x + Zyz), 11/=12.
t:
COS02 = - - COSOI , 01 > O2 •
t: - tl
7.27. n = wL /(L - R).
7.29. v = 8./3 ft/sec.
7.31. Vo = 25,145 mph.
..
Vo ~
733
• • X m = --Vvo - vI·
7.25.

01

7.35. (a) d = 7.5 in, (b) r = 0.71 sec.

y
mw 2
7.37. (a) V*(y) = Vo - mgy + mw2[(1 - 4k 2A 2)2k + 2y2], (b) N(y) = "2kJI + 4ky .
7.39.
7.41.
7.43.
7.45.

(a) N = 216n N, (b) vQ = 3 m1sec, (c) h = 25/16 m.
(a) Vc = 8.26 ft/sec, (b) n lw = 3.
0 = 40.4 cm.
(b) Xs = ~ ft, p = 8 rad/sec, (c) XA = ~ ft.

n

7.47. (a) d = 6r , (b) N( 2") = 7W .
..

2

7.49. (a) z + p z = g, z, =
7.51. curlT = -

5mg
4k'
(b) k, =

4

sk, (d) one degree offreedom.

~ W sin Ok f. 0 everywhere.

)1 /

M (gD2
2
7.53. (b) a = {3 - + 2vgd
, (VO)max = J2vgd .
m 2H
_
t _ I
t/J
dt/J
t _ k
7.57. (a) v - J4g(i , (b) - - fo J
' a > I, - - -K(k).

7.59.
7.61.
7.63.
7.65.
7.67.
7.69.

~

~a

I_ ~~t/J

~

~

(a) r" = 2.36 sec, (b) t = 0.281 sec.
(i) p =~, (ii) p =.;ag.
f = 0.073J81(i at ¢o = 1.564rr rad, f = 0.033J81(i at ¢o = 7.5lh rad.
s = is! n2 ) sin y, a cycloid.
(a) y = a, (b) s = 2a./2.
L = 2.622a.

Chapter 8
8.1. (b) p* = 16i - lOj +5kkg ·m1sec, (c) h F = 19i + 8j - 48k kg·m 2/sec,
(d) h o = -6i - 30j - 44k kg - m2/sec .
8.3. st. = en.
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VB

8.5. (a) -

VA

m A

= -

mB

cosB(tanB - tan </i).

8.7. (a) Q = w/4, (b) unchanged.
a 2 + b2
a- b
8.9. v = 2(a2 + ab + b2) VO, W = 2(a2+ ab + b2)vok.
m21 • ( -2gt2+---wot
,
m21
) j,B(t)=wot ,
8.11. (a)x'(t)=---I+
m,+m2
m,+m 2
m,m212
(b) he = ---wok, h o = m21(-gt + lwo)k
m, +m2
8.13. x• (I)

~
= 4mI Ft 2 + xo. ' </i' = V-;;;[
sm </i.

8.15. (a) A(t)= B(t)+4mg =

-!....2 (cos (~t2)
i + sin (~t2) k)
8mr
8mr

for t ::: 2 sec,

F
(c)w(2) = - .
2mr
8.17. A = 805k lb, B = -400j-773k lb.
8.19. (a) 5m£2(j + 4kB - 2mg£ sin B = 0, (b) B(t) = Bo cos pt ,
(c) Stability of equilibrium states Be requires k - kc cos Be > O. In particular, Be = 0 is
stable for k > k, ==
8.21.
8.23.
8.25.
8.27.
8.29.
8.31.
8.33.

m~£ . Other stableequilibriumstates exist. Considerthe case k] kc =

2/Jr, for example.
I m,m2 2
m2
m,
v, = - - - - v , v2 = - - - v , K = - - - - v .
. m, +m2
m, +m 2
2m, +m2
K = mg 2t2 + mw2d2 sin2 t/> .
(a) p' = -80i + 2k kg· m/sec, (b) Ke = 229 N · m, (c) K = 1830 N · m, (d) h o = 4i80j + 175k kg · m2/se c, (e) h r o = -80j + 175k kg · m2/sec, (g) h re = 15k kg · m2/sec.
omax = 1.5 ft,.q; = 201.5j slug· ft/sec.
(a) Stability of Be = 4mg/ k£ requires 1 - 2Be/5 > 0, (b) B(t) = Bo cos pt .
m I XI + (k l + k2)XI - k2X2 = mig, m2x2 + k2X2 - k2XI = m -g ,
(c) !(M£2 + 4mr 2)4>2 + Mg£(cost/>o - cos t/» + mgr(cos 2t/>0 - cos 2t/» = 0,
1 Mge +4mgr
(d) f = 2Jr Me2 + 4mr 2 .

2PbB 4gb
Jg b
- - + -(B + cosB - I), (c) v(B) = 2 -(B + cosB - I).
it
it
J M
V
•
•
9
2
8.37. (a) v· = 4(21 + J + 3k), (b)!'>.K = -4mv .

8.35. (a) v(B) =

m V
M-m v T
(M_m)2
8.39. (a)w=---k,(b)w=----k,-= - M+mr
M+mr
~
M+m

Chapter 9
9.3. See Appendix D for solutions.
2 sinBR~+RoRi+Rl.
•
9.5. x = - - I"
3 B
Ro + R,
m 2
2
sin2B .
sin2B .
.
mL 2 •
•
10 = "4(R o + Rj)[(1 - 2B )11' + (I + 2B )122 + 21 331 + 12(111 + 122)'
9.7. See Appendix D.
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9.9.
9.11.
9.13.
9.15.
9.17.

See Appendix D.
See Appendix D.
m (~ ) = 12.78 slug, Rz = 1.42 ft.
See Appendix D.
See Appendix D.
3m 2
3mr 2
2
9.19. I Q -- _
20(r + 4h )(i 11 + i21 ) + - 10- i33,

[Q nn -

3mr 2(r 2 + 6h 2)
20(r2 + h2)

----=-::-:-'-;;--~....:..

2

st
7"
~("
'/ )] ' ,f,
I
m R [5"
9.21. C = -4- 4111 + In + 4133 + 4 113 + 131 III v 9.23. The centroid of the plane triangle at (1,1,1).
y
z - 12
9.25. x = - = - .
6
-20
9.27. Nearest point is at (1/2 ,1 /2 ,0); and dmin = -/6/6.
9.29. Vm a, = 9 at (I , -2,2); 7// = - 8 units.

9.31. Al = 5

~ el = ~(el -

e2); A2 = -3

~ e2 =

.;; (e,

+ e2);

A3 = I

cannot be a moment of inertia tensor, A2 < O.
ma 2
9.33. (a) 10 = 6 [8i ll + 2h 2 + lOi33 - 3(i 12 + hd1.
ma 2

•

•

[(5 + 3./2)ell + (5 - 3./2)en + lOe331 ·
2
2
9.35. (a)?X + 59 + 222 = I, (b) Possible plane body ellipsoid.
(c) 10 = 6

9.37. (a) Al = A - B
m
2
(c) I Q

~ el =

';; (11 + 12); A2 = A

= 12 [(a + b2)ell

~ e3 = e3.

+ B;

A3 = 2A

~ e3 = 13;

+ (7a + b en + 2(4a + b2)e331.
2

2)

2

9.39. (b) I Q = a [2ell + lOe22 + 8e33 - 3(e13 + e31)], a = ~ ma2 ,
(c) AI = a(5 + 3./2), A2 = lOa , A3 = a (5 - 3./2).
M
I
1/2 3
9.41. T = 2: (ell + e22) + v 3e33 - 2: (e12 + e21)'
9.43. (a) G Q =

tr:»,

(A+B.

(zif.

V-----;;;-- ell + V-----;;;-- en + V-;;e33.

Chapter 10
10.3. F

=-

920i N with v = vi.

10.5. h A = 1m R2w]i + m Wz ( ~R2

+ d 2)j , M B = -1 m R2wlw2k .
W
P
W
P
1f
.1f
10.7. (a) A = ( - + - )j , B = ( - - -)j , (b) P =- Wi ,x = - gt 2 i.
2
n
2
tt
2
4
dW
dW
10.9. h - < H < h+- .
P

10.11. (a) f =
10.13. R H =

-

-

P

~ rI, (b) 8 = 80 cos pt , (c) Show that Jl =

1feY;

{i2 ft, T

'13

= 21f

fIT .
v3isec

21fmhe2 f 2[a".

No, T
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I {Wi
10.15. (a) 1 = 2rrY?e ' (c) Ro =

irr

3'1 z·

10.17. A = - 19, 839k Ib, B = - 64, OOOj + 20, 161k lb.
10. 19 . M e

I
ZW Z SID
• 2ex,
= gmr

jd+
Z

10.21. (a) r = 2rr

gd

3../2

N

Me .
=U

Z

Z

Re, (b) d = R , (c) b = .-S.R .
e
d

*

F*

10.23 . w = - F *k , v = - .
2ma
m
10.25.
= w /7 .
bZ/ Aw
aWA
10.29 . WA = Z
Z
, WB = - .
b / A + a /B
b
ND
2
1
ND
10.33. <
< 2
Ns
1 + 3 sinz ex ' 2
Ns
.
W sinex
3g
10.35. T = 1 + 3 cosz ex (cos a i - sin a j) , W =

n

e . 1 +sin2ex
3 cosz a k.

W(- ~ + cos e + Y; sin e )(-i + J3j),
W(~ - cos e + Y; sin e )(i + J3j,) referred to a body frame at C.

10.37. N I =
Nz =

mi

10.39. (a) N = W + Z(w sin e
6
.
- ml [N sID e

w=

+ wZ cos e ), 1 =

+ 1 (2 -

mi

Z[w(2 - cos e ) + wZ sine ],

~
cos e )], (b) Wo = - 8i =

10041. XI + p f (5xI - xz) = 0, XZ + pi (x z - XI) = 0,

pZ
-i
=
pz

~
- "4'
(d) e

= eo cos pt .

2M
- .
3m

..
Z
Z
2g
I (
eo
)
2r
10043. (a)e + p sin e = O, p =3h (b)e = 2 sinsinzsnpt ,r* =-;- K (k ),

tmg (7 cos e - 4cos eo) , 1 = tmg sine.

(c) N =

i sI·IpplDg:
'
a dur
urlDg
v * = vg t , W = - -2 vg t
10.47 . ()
(b)

VD

10.49· 1 =

= 3vg t -

2~

10.5 1. r = 2rr
10.53. f3 = (I
10.55 .

: iZ

J

10.57 . K

.

+ WO ,

(c) e(r) = _ _0 .
9 vg

(kaZ + ~ Wi).

7i .
109

+ -M )i J2(m + M )gi ( I -

-e ·

= 6mi

cos eo) .
/0
cose-coseo _ 4 r Oo
4- 3 cos e
.z_
4- 3 cos e , r - -;; )O
2(cose -coseo)de ,p = 3g 12£·

m

·z _ 3g

o

rwo

r

2r w z

z

·z

(4e l

eg) e

· ·
m i Z[ (k
+ 3elez
+ e·zz ), v = 4
;;; + 3

10.59. e(t) = Acospt

+ B sin p t , p =

4'I~
1 b + ;;.

Z

1

g z]
+ ee
z .
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~ (b) soI'd
'
10.61. (a) Wtube = V~'
1 wins.
wo
I
.. 3c .
3k
10.63. (a) e + - e + - e = 0, (b) e(t) = _e- vt sinwdt , 1 = m
4m
Wd
271"

f¥i.

(c) r = 271"

J

2
3k
3c
-(1- -),
4m
k

..
.
.
2c
10.65. (a) e + f3e = 0, (b) the nonviscous forces are workless, K + - K = 0,
(J

(c) N = W, 1= awoe -fJt(271"ca - mf3).

r

r

= fi + (wo - fi )e- fJt, r ==

10.67. (a) w(t)

2T
mR2 ' (b) e

Wo

= eo + -;g(l

- e-

fJ1)
.

Chapter 11
ILL Constraint is holonomic with z = sirr' y + e2x
2

cosf

Yt/J

e

g .

2

-

e' sin y .

2g
_
._
11.3. e-~3-+-Sllle-o,
+ 2 4
2
--cose-Eo,Yt/J-constant.
m
sin
m
sin
2)]
2)
r
ri
. 2+2mg-=-cf
r
( 1+4r
mi( 1+4-4m--mre
,
ll .5. -d [
dt
a2
a2
a
a2
..

e

_'2

e e

~ (mr 2ti ) =
dt

Yt/J

e

+ (2~

e

- cr 2ti .

11.7. Three familiar type solutions evolve from, +

11.9. (a)i

e

(~ -

w 2 cos? a ) r = - g sin a .

-W2)X = 0,(c) R = mp 2 (r ±2: Ja 2 -X 2) .
0

~2

r'

11.11. (l + (r l)2) z + r'r " z2 - ~ 3" + g = 0, Ye = constant.
m r
11.13 . (m, + m2)' - mlr<b2 + m-ig = 0, mlr 2<b = h , constant.
..

2

2

k

11.15 . e+pe=o,p =3- .
m
..
8k
2g
.. 8k
2g
I /lfk
+
= - , or z +-z = - ; 1= - . One degree of freedom.
11.17.

e -e
~

11.19 .
11.21.

~

~

Vf2i
3ft .

3

71"

~

e + p sille = 0, p =
..
2
2
g
.2
2
(a) e + p sine = 0, p = -, (b) e -2p cos e = e, constant,
r
J3
mr
J3
mr
(d) Ni = mg(2cose + 6" sine) + T e , N2 = mg(2cose - 6" sine) + T e.
..

2 '

2mga sine
= Ic+m (a 2+R2-2aRsine ) '
(c) I = m[w(R - asine) -aw 2cosej, N = W +m(-wacose +aw2 sine).
eo 10 - 3 cos eo
14
de , (d) L = - l .
11.25. (b) r = 4 3g 0
cose-coseo
3
11.23 . (a)

11.27. x

2

W

fJi l

= xe(l -

cos Pxt) , e = eo cos Pet, I,

Iff

= 21e = -271" -m .
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.
3P .
9P
7p 2
= 0 , 0 1 = - - , 02 = ; !:IT = .
m
4m l
4m l
4m
.. 3R 2
3g
11.31. ¢ - e w sin(wt -¢)+2lsin¢ =0.
11.29. i =

P

- -,.5'

. . (k

3g )
..
..
3g
0 1 = 0, 30 1 + 202 + - 02 = O.
11.33. 80 1 + 302 + 3 - + m
l
l
11.35. (a) 2m l 2(fi + ml 2(j cos(O - ¢) - m l 2e 2 sin(O - ¢) + 2mg l sin ¢ = 0,
m l 2(j + m l 2(fi cos(O - ¢ ) + m l 2rb 2 sin(O - ¢) + mgt. sin 0 = 0,

(b) 2(fi + (j + 2: ¢
11.37. D =

= 0, (j + (fi +

~cl2(e~ + «»

fo = O.
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Angular momentum, see Moment of momentum
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Carroll, M.M., 478
Catenary, 131
Cauchy's inertia ellipsoid, 387-90
Center of force, 18
Center of gravity, 48, 50
Center of mass, see AppendixD
body, II
homogeneous bodies, various, 571--6
rigid body, 355
center of mass particle,object, 9, II
particle moments of inertia, 372
composite body, 356-7
Lagrange's lemma, theorem,87-8
momentumand velocity of, 9,14
properties of, 7-8 , 11-12
system of particles, 7
Center of oscillation, 485
Center of percussion, 486
Center of symmetry, 362
Centroid, volume, 12,50
Chandrasekhar, S., 83
Change of reference frame, 79
Clairaut, A., 183, see Dugas, 196
Coefficient of restitution, 340--1
Cohen, H., 479
Composite body, 356
mass, 356
center of mass, 356-7
momentof inertia tensor, 368, 374-5
Conservation laws
electric charge, 105
energy, 253, 257, 324, 328,471
Lagrangian form, 521
scleronomic system, 507
general conservationtheorem, 248-9
generalized momentum, 519-20
585
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Conservati on laws (cont.)
instantaneous moment of momentum, 228-9,

311,430
instant aneous momentum, 226, 305, 419
mass, 6, 10, 27
moment of momentum, 250-1 , 311, 430
momentum, linear , 249, 302- 3, 4 19
Conservative Force, see Force
Conservative sys tem, 230, 240-6, 324-8, 507,

519-20

Con straints, see Kinematical con straint s
Continuity of matter , axiom , 408
Cooper, L., III , 196
Cori oli s, G.G. de, 183
Coulomb, C , 50
Coulomb's laws
friction, 4, 50, 54-5, 83
electrostatic, 82, 104
Couple, 20, 413, 416
Critical damping coefficient, 157
Curl of a vector
cylindrical coordinates, 296
rectan gular coordinates, 244
Curve, simple, closed, 240

D' Alembert, J., 495, 559-60
Da Vinci, L., 1,50-1, see Hart. 84, Truesdell , 85
Dafermos, C., see Beatty. 196
Damp ing, dra g force, see Force
Damping exponent. ratio, 151-3
Dashpot, viscou s damper, 151
Degen erate systems, 552
Degree s of freedom, 496, 498
Delta function, 225, see Chapter I, 50
Deresiewic z, H.• 51, 83
Dillon , a.w., 98
Dimen sional units , see Physical dim ensions
Dis sipativ e systems, Stokes type , 556-7
free fall , III , 510, 557
generalized damping coeffcients, 556
generalized Stoke s force, 556
Lagrange's equations , 556-7
mech anica l power expended, 556
Rayleigh dissipation function, 556
Drag , damping coeffcient, 119, 153,556
Dugas, R., 183, 196,478
Durell . C v; 83
Dyn amic viscos ity, 121
Dynamic s, defined , 3
Earth
apparent acceleration of gravit y, 75-7
average radiu s, mass density, 45-6. 74, 76-7

Eart h frame , see Motion relative to Earth
International ellip soid formula, 77
International gravity formul a. 77
variable rad ius formula , 76-7
Easthope, CE., 196
Einstein, A., 33, 83
relati vistic energy, 240
Electri c charge. measur e unit. 104, 125
Elect ric field strength, 104-5
Electrostatic constant; value, 104
Electro static force; Coulomb 's law, 82, 104
Ellip soid of inerti a, 387- 90
Elliptic functions, see Jacobi an elliptic functions
Elliptic integral
first kind , 266, 268, 469, 538, 542
comp lete , 266, 268, 538
series approximation, 270
handbook and tables, 266, 297
seco nd kind, 267, 283
complete, 267, 283
third kind, 267, 542
Energy criterion, stability, 549-50
Equations of motion
conservative sys tem, particle s, 328, 527-9
cylindrical reference frame, 96. 504
dissipative systems, Stokes force, 557
Euler 's equ ations: rigid body, 4 18, 433-4
Euler's laws. 29. 409
free vibrations, 152-8
forced, driven vibrations, 152, 158-69
general nonline ar force , 169
intrin sic referen ce frame, 96
Lagrang e's equations, 502. 507- 9
Newton 's laws. 24
noncon servative system, 329. 531-2. 534
noninerti al reference frame . 69-71
noninertial Earth frame. 73. 78
rectangular Carte sian frame . 96
relative to Earth , 77-8 . 177-8
relativistic particle. 103
scalar equations, 97
spherical refere nce frame . 97
system of particles. 28, 302. 3 14
work-energy. 236. 256, 318-2 1. 329
Equilibrium, 27
body
principle of determinism, 412
rigid body, 30, 434-5
relative equilibrium states. 125, 146-7 , 172
infinitesima l stability of, 172-6 ,21 3-14,218.

347,349,447-50,545-7

stability criterion , 175,549-50
vibrations about, 152- 8
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Equilibrium (cont.)
relative to Earth, 74-5
relative to a moving frame, 70-1
system of particles, 31
Equipollent force systems, 18
center of force, 18
distributed over a lineal body, 474-5
equipollent to zero, 20, 30, 434
frictional, normal, tangential, 51-3
gravitational, 42, 47
workless, 475
Ericksen, J.L., see Beatty, 196
Espinasse, M., 132
Euler, L., 4, 405-6 , 4 14, 495, 559, see Truesdell,
85,479,56 1
Euler angles, 539
Euler's equations: rigid body, 418, 433-4
Euler's identity, 123
Euler's laws, 4, 405-9, 412-1 4, see Truesdell, 85,
479,561
first law, 29, 406, 409
first law, center of mass, 414, 4 18
second law, 29,406, 409, 430
arbitrary moving point, 426--8
first form, 426--7
second form, 427-8
relative to center of mass, 427-8, 430
referred to a moving frame, 428, 433
rigid body, 418
classical vector form, 433
referred to principal body frame,
434
special moving reference points, 430
Falkland Islands, battle, 192- 5, 197-8
Fernandez-Chapou, J .L., 284
Fernie, J.D., 33, 83-4
Flory, P.1., 88
Force
apparent force, weight, 70, 77
average value, 222
body force, 4, 25
central force, 251
centrifugal force, 70
components of, 96--7
conservative force, 230, 240-6 , 507
criterion for, 244
theorem on, 242
constant force, 110
contact force, 4, 25, 5 1-3
Coriolis force, 70, 78, 177-89
damping force, lSI
disturbing, driving force, 152, 158

Force (cont.)
drag, Stokes type, 119, 152,473,556
drag, viscous friction, 55, 151- 2
electromagnetic, Lorentz force, 106
electrostatic, electric force, 82, 104-5
external force, 25, 30I
frictional force, 52-4
generalized force, 502, 504, 507, 509
generalized Stokes force, 556
gravitational force, 34-8, 76--7, 81-2
impulsive force, 221-5, 305, 4 19
inertial force, 70, 519
internal force, 25, 301
Lagrange forces, 519
magnetic force, 105
nonconservative force, 230, 255- 7, 509
nonlinear force, 169
normal force, 51- 2, 54
pseudoforces, 70, 519
shear force, 51
spring force, 133
time varying force, 109-10
velocity dependent force, 118- 20, 122
weight, 45, 77
Foucault, L., 181-4, 196--8, see Pendulum
Fox, E.A., 478
Frame indifference, 79,85, 104,213,567,569
objective transformation, see Chapter 4
principle of, 5, 80-5
Frank, P., 84
Free body, diagram, 31, 55-6 , 58
French, A.P., see Reich, 197
Friction, see Coulomb's laws
Amontons' discovery, 51
coeffcients of, static, dynamic, 54
da Vinci's law, 50-I
ideal smooth surface, 53
molecular theories, 52, 84
rolling, 55
sliding, 52
static, dynamic, 53-5
viscous, 55
Friedman, M.D., 266, 297
Galileo, 83-4, Ill , 196
Galileo's principle, III
General energy principle
conservative holonomic system, 508
nonconservative scleronomic system, 522
particle, center of mass object, 256--7
rigid body, 471
system of particles, 328- 9
Generalized coordinates, velocities, 496, 500
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Generalized forces, 502, 504
conservative, 507
force-motion gradient relation, 502, 5 I 3
force-velocity relation, 504
nonconservative, 509
Stokes force, 556
Goodstein, D., 124, see Millikan, 197
Gradient operator
rectangular coordinates, 24 I
spherical coordinates, 568
Gravitational attraction
ideal planet, 42-5
Newton's law, 32
particle and body, 36, 38-9
particle and system of particles, 35
two bodies, 37,40-2
two particles, 32-4
Gravitational constant; value, 33, 46
Gravitational field, 34
apparent strength, 75-6
of a body, 36
of a particle, 34
of a system of particles, 35
Gray, A., 547
Greenwood, D.T., 396, 478, 542, 555, 560
Griffth, B.A., 85, 198, 284, 479, 542, 56 I
Gunther, R.T., 132
Gyration tensor, 402
Gyrocompass, 450-3
effect of Earth's rotation undamped,
damped motion, 453
Lagrange formulation, 538-9
Gyroscopic moment, 453
Gyroscopic pendulum, 543, 545
Hamilton's principle, 528, 560
conservative system, 528-9
nonconservativesystem, 531-2
Hamilton, WR., 528, 559
Hart, LB., 5 I, 84
Hayes, M.A., 403-4
Heiskanen, WA ., 74, 76, 84
Hertz, H., 3, 84
frequency measure unit, 135
Holonomic constraints, 497-9, 597, 599, 561
Homogeneous bodies, properties, see Appendix D,
571-6
Hooke's law
anagram, 132
elasticity, 2I0
invariance, 80, 2I3
linear spring, 132

Hooke, R., 80, 83, 132
Housner, G.W, 197,342,560
Howarth, D., 192, 196
Hubbert, M.K., 60, 84
Hudson, D.E., 197,342,560
Huygens, c., 277
isochronous clock, 277-8
Hyperbolic functions, defined, 130
properties, graphs, 130-1
Ignorable coordinates, 5 I 8-21
Impact, see Impulse, instantaneous;
Law of restitution
head-on collision, 34 I
instantaneous moment of momentum, 228-9,
311,430
loss of kinetic energy, 342
perfectly elastic, inelastic, 34 I
types, colliding bodies, 340
Impulse
force, 221-2, 305
generalized force, 524
instantaneous, 223--6,305, 4 I 9,430, 524
work done, 230
torque, instantaneous, 227-8, 3 I 1,430
Impulse-momentumprinciple, 221-2
body, 419
Lagrangian form, 524
system of particles, 305
Inertia ellipsoid, see Cauchy's inertia ellipsoid
Inertia tensor, see Moment of inertia tensor
Inertial frame, 26, 68-7 I
Inertial forces, 70, 5 I 9
Infinitesimalstability, 172-6
asymptotic stability, 173, 175
equilibrium, energy criterion, 549
motion of top, 545-7
neutral stability, 173, 175
relative equilibrium, 172,449-50
torque-free rotation, 454-5, 490- I
Ink jet printer, I 16-18 , see Beatty, 196
Integral
action, 527, 531
derivativeof (Leibniz's formula), 206
line, path, work, 229
Isochronous pendulum, clock, 272-8
Jacobian elliptic functions, 268-9,456,469, 493,
538,542
derivativesof, 297
properties of, 268-9, 296-7
Jardin, L., 132
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Kane, T.R., 84, 396
Kaplan, I., see Millikan, 197
Kapoulitsas, G.M., 567
Karelitz, M.B., 60, see Hubbert and Rubey, 84
Kepler's laws
first law, 281
second law, 25 1- 2
third law, 28 1-2
third law, two body correction, 304
Kepler, J., 278
Kinderlehrer, D., see Beatty, 196
Kinematical constraints
differe ntial scleronomic type, integrability, 499 ,
56 1
holonomic, 497
rheonomic, 497, 5 10-12, 536, 538, 548,
562-3
sclero nomic, 497, 499, 502, 505-8, 510, 513,
521- 2, 548-9,551 ,556-7
virtual displacements, 502
nonholonomic, nonintegrable, 498-9, 561
Kinematics of a particle, see Chapter 1
Kinematics of rigid body motion, see Chapter 2
Kinetic energy
arbitrary body, 460
center of mass, 3 17, 460
generalized momenta, 519-20, 523~
generalized velocities, 505-6
Lagrangian notation, functio n, 50 I, 507, 513
particle, 235
quadratic function of generalized velocities, 505,
550
relative to an arbitrary point, 46 1
relative to center of mass, 317, 460- 1
relativistic, 240
rigid body, 46 1-3
referred to principal body axes, 462
relative to arbitrary base point , 46 1
relative to center of mass, 46 1
sclerono mic system, 505
system of particles, 317- 18, 513
of center of mass, 3 17
relative to center of mass, 317
total for system, 318
total, center of mass relation
arbitrary body, 460-1
rigid body, 462
479
King,
Klein, E , 547
Knowles, J.K ., 171, 197
KrIDge,L.G., 197, 284, 343, 479
Krim, J., 52, 84

w.w.,

Lagrange , J.L., 86, 495, 558, 560, see Truesdell,
479, 56 1
Lagrange forces, 519
Lagrange multiplier method , 379-80, 403, 529
Lagrange' s equations, 495, 500-2, 508-9, 512, 557,
560
conserva tion of energy, 507, 521
conservation of generali zed momenta, 520
conservative holonomic system, 508, 52 1, 527-9
constraints, 496-9, 505- 13, 52 1- 3, 536-8
dissi pative scleronomic systems, Stokes
type, 556-7
first fundame ntal form, 502
first integrals, 517-23
generalized coordinates, 496 , 500, 5 13
generalized forces, 502-5, 513
generalized impulse-momentum principle, 5 23~
generali zed momenta, 5 19- 21
conservative syste m, 5 19
nonconservative system, 5 19
generalized Stokes force, 556
generalized velocities, 500, 5 13
Hamilton's principle
conservative systems, 527-9
nonconservative systems, 53 1-2, 534
ignorable (absentee) coordinates, 518- 521
nonconservative holonomic systems, 509-12,
53 1-3
rule for interchange of derivatives, 50 1
rule of cancellation of dots, 501
second fundame ntal form , 509
system of particles, 512-14
theory of small vibrations, 549-51
Lamb, H., 284
Lanczos , c., 529, 559, 560
Lass, H., 245, 284
Law of mutual action, 24, 30-1, 8 1- 2, 302, 325-6,
4 14-18
Law of restitution, 339~0
Leibni z's formula, derivative of integral, 206
Lind , N.C., see Truesdell, 86
Lindberg, c, 117
Line integral, see Work
Lineal body, 473, see Rigid body motion
Linear momentum , see Momentum
Linear spring, elasticity, see Hooke's law
Ling, EE , see Deresiewicz, 83
Long, R.R., 84, 197, 479, 560
Lorentz force, see Force, electromagnetic
MacMillan, W.D., 479
Magnetic field strength, 105
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Marion, J.B., 194, 197,342,542,560
Mass
body, 10
composite body, 356-7
conservation, see Conservation laws
mass density, 10
particle , 6
reduced, 304
relativistic, 102
rest, invariant, 102
system of particles, 6
Material universe, 25,408
Mathieu's equation , 216
Matrix algebra, elements , see Appendix B
Measure units, 86
McCuskey, S.w., 284, 342
McGill , D.1., 479
Mecanique Analytique, 495, 560
Mechanical power, 236, 465, 468-9
dissipative scleronomic systems, Stokes
type, 556
lineal body, Stokes drag force, 475
rigid body, 465, 467
scleronomic systems , 506
system of particles, 319, 321
translational , rotational , 465-6, 469
Meinesz, FAY., 74, 76,84
Meirovitch , L., 177, 197
Meriam , J.L., 197,284,343,479
Millikan, R.A., 124, 197
oil drop experiment, 123--6, 197
Moment of a vector, 15
point transformation rule, 16
Moment of force, torque, 16, 413
couple , 20
distributed force , 17
equipollent to zero, 20
point transformation rule, 17
system of forces, 16-18, 20
Moment of inertia tensor, 358, see Appendix D
about an axis, 360
axisymmetric body, 362, 386-7
Cartesian component form, 358-9
Cartesian transformation law, 376, 451
Cauchy 's inertia ellipsoid , 387-90
center of mass particle, 372
characteristic equation, 383
components for a lamina , 360
composite body, 368, 374-5
constraint equation, 378, 383
extremal values, see principal values
geometrical properties , Cauchy's ellipsoid ,
387-90

Index
Moment of inertia (cont.)
gyration tensor, 402
homogeneous bodies , 571-6
annular plate, 366
circular cylinder
solid, 366, 574
tube, 366, 573
cube,377,572
rectangular parallelepiped, 364, 572
rectangular plate, 365
sphere , 367, 575
symmetric body, planes, axis of symmetry,
361-3
thin circular disk, 367
thin rod, 365--6, 574
method of Lagrange multipliers , 379-80
normal components, 359-61
parallel axis theorem, 372-3
point transformation rule, 371
principal axes theorem , 384
principal directions (basis) and invariants, 383
principal frame, basis, 378
principal moments of inertia, 384
principal values problem , directions , 375, 378,
382-4
principal vector equation , 383
products of inertia , 359
radius of gyration , 360
scalar components, 358
second moment vector, 396, see Kane, 396
symmetric tensor property, 358
trace of, 359
Moment of momentum
about an axis, 250
conservation of, see Conservation laws
instantaneous torque-impulse, 228
of a general body, 22
of a particle, 21
of a rigid body, 431-2
of a system of particles, 21-2, 307-10
of center of mass, 309,423
point transformation rule, system, body, 309, 422
referred to a principal body frame, 432
relative to moving point, 307-8, 312, 423-4
relative to center of mass, 307-8, 424
velocity transformation rule, particle, system,
body,21 ,309,423-4
Moment of momentum principle, see Euler's Laws,
second law
body,409,4l3,427-8,430
moving reference point, 426-8, 430
referred to moving frame, 428
rigid body, 418, 433-4
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Index
Moment of momentum (cont.)
particle , 148
moving reference point, 149
system of particles , 310-14
moving reference point
center of mass, 314
first form, 312-13
second form , 313-14
referred to moving frame, 314
Momenta l ellipsoid, 387-90
Momentum
conservation of, see Conservati on laws
generalized mome nta, 519
in an impulse , 222, 224, 305, 419, 524
of a body, rigid body, 10, 14
of a particle , 6
of a system of particles , 6-7
of center of mass (object)
rigid body, 14
system of particles, 9
relative to the center of mass
rigid body, 14-15
system of particles , 9
relativi stic, 102
Moody, E.A., see Hart, 84
Morison, Adm. S.E., 64, 84
Motion, see Chapter I
freefall , 111,
with air resistance, 120-2 ,510,557
function of generalized coordinates, 500
particle , 26
Newton 's first law (principle of determini sm), 24,
408,411-12
plane motion with resistance , 122-3
relativistic, 102-3, 105-6, 112
simple harmonic , 134
uniform , 10, 26, 408, 4 11-1 2
Motion of a top, 539-47
apparent potential energy, 541
equations of motion, 539-41
Euler angles, 539-40
geometric al, physical descriptio ns,
542-4
Lagrangian formulation, 539-41
nutation , 543
precession , steady, 543-7
equation s, fast, slow, 545
infinitesima l stability of, 545-6
sleeping top, 546
total angular velocity, 539
total energy, 541
turning points, 542
Motion referred to moving frame, see Chapter 4

Motion relative to Earth, 77-8 , 177-8
constant force ; vector form, 189-90
Falkland Islands, battle, 192-5
Foucault pendu lum
general equations , 184
small oscillations, 185-9
free fall equations, deflectio n, 179-81
genera l equations , 178
gyrocompass, 450-3 , 538-9
projectile motion , 190-2
Reich's experiment, 181
Murphy, D., 64, 85
Mutua l action , see Law of mutual action
Neutral stability, 173, 175, 549
Newton's laws, 3-4 , 24-31 , 83-4 , 86
equilibrium , 27
first law, 24, 408, 412
first law, standard form , 26
gravitation, 4, 32, 81-2
law of restitution , 340
logical structure of, see Frank, P., 84
Mach's principle , see Long, 84
noninert ial reference frame, 69-71
planetary motion , 278
relative to Earth frame, 70, 72-3, 78, 177-8
second law, 24, 95, 504
classica l form, 27-8
compon ent form, 96-7
system of particles, 28, 302
statics, 27, 30-1
third law, 24, 30-1, 81-2,4 14-18,567
Newton, 1., 3, 83, 86, 284, 342,405,495, 559 see
Truesdell, 479, 561
Newton-Euler laws, 5, 95, 408-9
Lagra nge form, 519
vector component forms, 96-7
Newtonian frame, see Inertial frame
Noble, B., 60, see Hubbert and Rubey, 84
Noll,
80-2, 85-6 , 104,414 ,479,569
Nonconservative system, 230, 256, 324, 329, 509
Nonholonomic constraints, 498-9, 561

w.,

Orbital motion, 278-83, see Kepler's laws
equation of motion, 27, 509, 518
geometry
analytical terminology, 279-80
aphelio n, perihelio n, 282
apocenter, pericenter, 281-2
apogee, perigee , 282
circumference, 283
orbit equation , 279
Lagrangian formulation, 509, 518
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Orbital motion (cont.)
path, cylindrical coordinates, 279
periodic time , 281-2, 304
trajectori es, eccentricity, 279-80
two body problem, 303--4
Pao, C.H.T., see Deresiewicz, 83
Parallel axis theorem, see Moment of inertia tensor
Pars, L.A., 529, 559-60
Pearson , K., 132
Peck, E.R. , 197
Pendulum , see Chapters 6 and 7: Reference s
ballistic pendulum , 226, 229, 236, 285-6, 491
cyeloidal pendulum
finite motion , 274-5, 338
uniqueness property, 276-7
double pendulum, 350--1,492, 552, 565
driven pendulum, 150, 532-3
Foucault pendulum, 181-9, 196-8 ,284
gyroscopic pendulum, 543, 545
Huygens's cyeloidal elock, 277-8
isochronous pendulum, 272-7
motion on concave path, 273--4
physical pendulum , 467, 471, 552
simple pendulum, 137-9, 149
frequency, period, 139
infinitesimal stability, 176
moving support, 150,209-11 ,215-18,298,
536-8
simple pendulum, exact solution, 264-72
elliptic integral , 266, 538
finite motion , 265, 277, 536, 538
Jacobian elliptic functions , 269, 538
Lagrang ian formulation , 508, 536-8
nonoscillatory, whirling , 271-2
period ,rrequency, 266-7,538
rotating support , 536-8
small amplitude motion, 269-71
small motion, error analysis , 270, 297
suspension tension , 138,265, 296
sleeping gyroscopic pendulum, 547
small oscillation on concave path, 274
spherical pendulum , 260--1, 521, 561
Phase plane, 261-2
Phase plane diagram, graph, 135, 140
constant energy curves , 261-2
linear spring, 264
Physical dimensions
acceleration of gravity, 45
damping exponent, coeffcient, 153
dynamic viscosity, 121
electric charge , 104
electrostatic constant, 104

Index
Physical dimensions (cont.)
force, 26
frequency, circular frequency, 135
generalized forces, 504
gravitational constant, 33
impulse , 222
kinetic energy, 235
Lagrange forces , 519
mass, 6
mechanical power, 236
moment offorce, torque, 16
moment of inertia, 358
moment of momentum, 21
momentum, linear momentum , 6
period of oscillation, 135
potential energy, 243
spring constant, 132
torque-impulse, 228
work,229
Poisson, S.D., 183
Pollard, H., 284
Potential energy, 240-6
distributed force, 469-70
elastic , linear spring, 248
gravitational, 246-7, 470
Lagrangian function , 507
mutual internal , pair of particles, 567-8
quadratic function of generalized
coordinates, 550
rigid body, 470
system of partieles
external, 324
internal , 325, 567-8
Lagrange 's equations, 513
rigid system , 328
total,327
time varying, 255-6
Power, see Mechanical power
Preferred, preferential frame, 24, see Inertial
frame
Primitive concepts : force, length, mass, particle ,
time, torque, 407-8; see Chapter 1,
4-6
Principal axes theorem , see Moment of inertia
tensor
Principia, 3, 83, 86, 284, 342, 405, 495
Principle of determinism, 408, 411-12, 435
equilibrium of a body, 412
Euler 's laws, 408
Newton's first law, 24, 26
Principle of frame indifference, 567, see Frame
indifference
Products of inertia, see Moment of inertia tensor
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Index
Projectile motion, 258-9
elements, without friction, 112-15
escape velocity, 290
ink jet printer, 116-18
range, trajectory, 191, 259
relative to Earth, 190-5
trajectories, elliptic property, 259, 284
with air resistance, 122-3
Pseudoforces
centrifugal, Coriolis, see Forces
in Lagrange's equations, 519
Quadratic form
invariance, orthogonal transformation, 550
theory of small vibrations
kinetic energy, 550
Lagrangianfunction, 550
potential energy, 550
Rayleigh dissipation function, 556, 558
stability of equilibrium, 549-50
Radius of gyration, see Momentof inertia tensor
Ramsey, A.S., 74, 85
Rayleigh dissipation function, 556, 558
Reference frame
change of frame, 79
astronomical, inertial, Newtonian,
preferred, 26, 68-71
principal frame, 378, 383
Reich, E, 181, 197
Relativeequilibrium, 70, 146, 172, 449
Relative motion. see Chapter 4
Restitution, coeffcient of, 340-1
Retardation time, 121
Rheonomic constraint, 497, 510-12, 536-8
Rigid body motion
balance of a rotor, 438-9, 447
ballistic pendulum, 491
bearing reaction forces, 444-7
belt driven machine, 440
billiard ball motion
on rough surface, 457-9, 490-1
on smooth surface, 457
centers of oscillation and percussion,
485-6
connecting rod experiment, 489
Euler's equations, 433-4
Euler's laws, 409, 413, 418, 433-4
flywheel and clutch engagement, 437
flywheel control, 441
flywheel , design analysis, 534-5
force, moment of force, 413
gyrocompass, 450-3, 538-9

Rigid body motion (cont .)
lineal body
general equations with Stokes force, 473-5
universal energy equation, 476
universal motions, 476-7
moment of momentum, 22, 431-2
momentum, 10, 14
motion of a top, 539-47
moving base point, connecting rod, 424, 428,
432-3,462-3
kinetic energy, 461-2
physical pendulum, 467-9, 471
driven, 532-4
plane motion, 438
rigid link, 442- 3
rotation about fixedbody axis, 436
spinning thin rod
bearing reaction torque, 447-8
energy method, 472
infinitesimal stability, 449-50
system, two bodies, 530-1
torque-free, steady rotation
about a principal axis, 454-5
axisymmetricbody, 463-4
general discussion, 456
infinitesimal stability analysis, 454-5
infinitesimal stability experiment, 455
infinitesimal stability theorem, 455
stability of tennis racket, 490-1
torque impulse, 430, 437
uniform motion, 408
work-energy principle, 467, 471
Rolling without slip, 488
Romer, R.H., see Reich, 197
Roscoe, T., 64, 67, 85
Rosenberg,R.M., 396, 529, 542, 559-61
Routh, EJ., 197,284
Rubey, W.w., 60,84
Salas-Brito, A.L.. 284
Scleronomicconstraints. 497
Second moment vector, see Kane, 396
Shames,I.H., 197.284,343,396,479
Simple harmonicoscillator
amplitude, 134, 140
general model, 139-41
on concave path, 274
period, frequency, 134-5, 139
phase angle, 140
phase plane diagram, 135, 140
simple pendulum, 137-9
spring/mass system, 134
Simply connected region, 240

Index
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Single-valuedfunction, 241
Snyder, G.S., 65, 85
Sommerfeld, A., 197,284,547
Spafford, Maj. R.N., 192, 194, 198
Spring constant
elasticity, modulus,stiffness, 132
Stability, see Infinitesimal stability
Stapp, Col. J.P., 98
Statics, 27, 30-1
Stiffnesscoefficients, 549-50
Stokes's curl theorem, 245, 289, 291
Stokes's law, 119, 124,473,510,556
Surface area, thin homogeneous bodies, Appendix
D,571-6

Symmetric tensors
Cauchy's ellipsoid, 388, 394
characteristicequation, 391
multiciplicity of principalvalues, 392-4
orthogonalshear components, 403
orthogonalityof principal vectors, 392-3
positivesquare root, 402
principal values, directions, invariants, 391
reality of principal values, 392
spectral representation, 394
Synge, J.L., 85,198,284,479,542,560
System of particles, 6-10, see Chapter 8
Tabor,D., 83
Tensor, see Chapter 3
Cartesian transformation law, 376-7
identity, 358
inertia, momentof inertia, 358
notation,operations, see Chapter3
spherical, 367, 377
symmetric, propertiesof, 358, 390-5, 402-3
Terminal speed, velocity, 121, 123, 125
Theory of small vibrations, 549-51
characteristicequation, frequencies , 552
degeneratesystems, 552
dissipative systems, 557-8
equations of motion, 551, 558
inertia coefficients, 550
Lagrangian function, 550
stiffnesscoefficients, 549
Thornton,S.T., 342, 560
Timoshenko, S., 198,284,343
Tobin, w., 182, 184, 198,284
Todhunter, I., 132
Torque, 16, 407, see Momentof force
averagevalue, 228
body, contact, 410
generalizedcouples, 413
gravitational, 36-7, 41-2
internal, external, 410

Torque (cont.)
momentof force, 413
primitiveconcept, 407-8
Torque-free rotation, 454-6, 463-5
Torque-impulse, principle, 227-9, 430-1 , 437
Torsional spring, stiffness, 482
Truesdell, c., 3, 80, 85-6, 406, 416, 478-9, 495,
561

Two body problem, 303-5, 318
Uniformmotionof body, 408, 411-12, 480
Unit step function, 62, 225, see Chapter I,
48-9

Unit slope function, 63, see Chapter I, 51-2
Units, in mechanics, 86
Engineering, English, International (SI)
Systems, 86-7
Vagliente, v.v., 560
Vargas, C.A., 284
Variation
of a definiteintegral, 528
of a function, 526-7
of coordinates, 526, 596
Vectorcalculus, elements, see AppendixA
Velocity, averagevalue, 224
Verrier, U.J.J. Le, 33, see Fernie, 83
Vibrations
amplitude, 134, 140
coupled system
characteristicequation,frequencies, 516
eigenfrequencies, normal mode, natural
frequencies, 516. 552
normalcoordinates,modes, 517
two-degreesof freedom, 329-33, 514-17
uncouplednormalequations, 517
critical dampingcoeffcient, 157
dampingexponent, coeffcient, 153
forced,driven, 152, 158
damped, transmissibility, transmission factor,
168-9

force amplitude, 158
forcing, driving frequency, 158
steady-state, 158
transient, 158-9 , 165
undamped, 160-1
free, 152
criticallydamped, 156-8
damped, 151-8
damped, logarithmic decrement, 155
heavilydamped, 156-7
lightlydamped, 153-5, 157
lightlydamped, frequency, period. 154
infinitesimal stability, 172-7

Index
Vibrations (cont.)
free (cont.)
linear systems , 133-7
with viscous damping , 151-69
frequency, circular frequency, 134
natural frequency, 159
period, 134
nonlinear, 169- 72
resonanc e phenomenon, 162, 167
simple harmonic motion, 134
small vibrations, 547-51 , see Theory of
inertia coeffcients , 550
stiffness coeffcients, 549
with damping , 556-8
steady-s tate, 158
amplitude, magnification factors, 162, 165-7
damped motion, 165
response graphs, 163-5
undamped motion , 158-65
viscous damping ratio, 153
Virtual displacement vector, 502
Virtual work, 502-5
by impulsive generalized forces, 524
by Stokes force, 556
Volume moments of inertia , 359
Volume, homogeneous bodies, see Appendix D,
571-6
Weight, 45, 77
apparent relative to Earth, 75, 77
particle, system of particles, body, 45-6
relative, relative to Earth, 45, 77
Whittaker, E.T., 529, 542, 555, 558-60
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Wilms, E.V., 477-80
Work, 229-33, 3 18-21 , see Potential energy
by constant force, 233
by Coulomb frictiona l force, 234
by generalized forces , 505, 507
by gravity, 233
by instantaneous impulse, 230
by linear force , 234
by spring force, elastic, 235
conservative system of particles , 327
line, path integral, 229-31
nonconserv ative system , 256, 328-9
rigid body, translational, rotational, 465
system of particles , 318-2 1
center of mass relation , 319
relative to center of mass, 320
total for system, 320--1
theorem on potential energy, 241, 507
virtual work, 502, 505
Work-energy principle, 235, 257
rigid body, 466-7
general motion, 467, 471
translational, rotationa l motion , 466
with fixed point, 467
scleronomic systems , 506, 513, 522
system of particles , 320--2, 329
for center of mass, 319
relative to center of mass, 320
rigid system , 321-2
total,320
Yeh,H., 86, 198,396,480,555 ,560
Young, D.H., 343

